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JOURNAL

THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. I.

—

Description of Mesopotamia and Baghdad, written

about the year 900 a.d. by Ibn Serapion. The Arabic

Text edited from a MS. in the British Museum Library,

with Translation and Notes. By Guy le Strange.

Introduction.

The Geography of Mesopotamia during the epoch of the

Baghdad Caliphate has not, I think, received the attention

which the subject deserves. With the exception of the

small maps found in the Spruner-Menke Atlas, I believe

no detailed description or delineation of the country at

this date has been attempted. Yet it must be admitted

that the history of the Abbasids is almost incomprehensible

without such an aid
;

for the physical and political con-

dition of the country was not then what it is now, as a

glance at the accompanying map will show.

The basis of this map is the description of the two

rivers, Euphrates and Tigris, with their affluents and

inter-communicating canals, which was written by Ibn

Serapion at the beginning of the fourth century a.h., corre-

sponding with the tenth a.d. The text now published for

the first time is from the unique MS. of one volume of

his work preserved in the British Museum Library (Add.

MS. 23,379). Of Ibn Serapion, personally, I believe

j.r.a.s. 1895. 1



2 DESCRIPTION OF MESOPOTAMIA AND BAGHDAD.

nothing is known
;
the date of his work, however, is fixed

by the minute description he has given of Baghdad.

Various palaces are described, the latest being the cele-

brated Kasr-at-Taj (the Palace of the Crown), completed

by the Caliph Al-MuktafI immediately after his accession

in a.h. 289 (902). That Ibn Serapion wrote not later

than the first part of the tenth century a.d. is proved by

the fact that no mention is made of the palaces which

were built in Baghdad by the Buwayhid princes, sub-

sequent to the year 334 a.h. (945), when Mu‘izz-ad-

Dawla became master of both the capital and the person

of the Caliph.

In regard to the Topography of ancient Baghdad—

a

subject which I hope to take up again and elucidate more

fully in a future paper—the information given by Ibn

Serapion is of much importance, for it enables us to complete

the minute description of the city which we possess in the

work of Ya'kiibl, written in a.h. 278 (891), a decade

or so before the date of Ibn Serapion. Now Ya'kiibl

describes Baghdad from the centre outwards, going along the

main-roads ;
while, on the other hand, Ibn Serapion follows

the course of the canals, beginning above and passing

down to where each flows out into the Tigris. It will

readily be understood that the canals and the high-roads,

for the most part, cross each other, and interlace ;
hence by

plotting out the palaces and quarters described by these

two independent authorities, a net - work of points is

gained, which, with the main course of the Tigris for a

back-bone, enables us to reconstitute the ground-plan of

Baghdad of the times of the Caliphate. This is what I

have attempted in ray plan, but full details concerning the

various buildings given in Ibn Serapion, and of others

mentioned by Ya'kiibl must be reserved for a future paper.

It will be convenient, in this Introduction, briefly to

point out how the courses of the Tigris and Euphrates

differed in the 10th century a.d. from what is at present

found. Ibn Serapion describes the Tigris as rising at a

spring and flowing down past Amid, which is proof that
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the eastern branch of the Tigris (and not the Bitlis river)

was that regarded as the main-stream by the Arabs. Down

as far as Samarra, the towns given show that the course

was then much what it is now. From this place, however,

to a point a few miles above Baghdad, the river followed

a shorter and more westerly channel than it does at the

present day. The line of this older river-bed—which

still has the ruins of the towns named by Ibn Serapion

lying on its bank—is marked on our maps. After flowing

through Baghdad and past Al-Madain (Ctesiphon), the

Tigris passed down to the latitude of Kiit-al-Amarah,

and here the great alterations iu its course are to be noticed.

At the present day the Tigris follows an easterly channel

down to Korna—this also, as we shall show (see Note 1 to

Section xiv.), was its course in Sassauian times—and here

its waters join the Euphrates to form the Shatt-al-‘Arab

or Tidal Estuary of the combined streams. In the days of

the Caliphate, however, the Tigris flowed due south from

Kut-al-Amarah, running down the channel now known as

the Shatt-al-Hay, and passing through the city of Wasit,

below which, by various canals and mouths, the stream

spread out and became lost in the great Swamp, which is so

important a feature in the geography, political and physical,

of that epoch. From the great Swamp—into which, as

we shall see later, the Euphrates also poured its waters—

a

canal flowed out direct into the Tidal Estuary, which

thus served to drain off the waters of both the Tigris and

the Euphrates. This Estuary, after passing to the eastward

of Al-Basra, finally came to the open sea at ‘Abbadiln,

a town which, on account of the recession of the Persian

Gulf, now lies nearly twenty miles distant from the

present shore-line. In the account which Ibn Serapion gives

of the Estuary of the Dujayl, as he calls the river Karun,

there are some matters of importance which will be dis-

cussed in the notes appended to my translation.

The description of the Euphrates presents many points

of interest. In the first place the Orientals then, as now,

considered what we call the Western Euphrates, which
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rises in the mountains to the north of Erzeroum, as the

main arm of the great river. The Eastern Euphrates,

now generally called the Murad-Su, a name given to it

by the Turks, Ibn Serapion and other mediaeval geographers

speak of as the river Arsanas. This latter name has,

apparently, long since fallen into desuetude, but it is

evidently identical with the classical Arsanias Flutnen,

which Pliny describes in the first century after Christ.

It is curious to find another classical name, apparently,

still in use in the tenth century a.d., although, as in the

former case, this also has now been long forgotten
;

for

the Nahr Lukiya, no longer to be found on our modern

maps, is doubtless the river Lycus of the Roman geographer.

In the time of Ibn Serapion, many of the other great

tributaries of the Euphrates, as also their secondary affluents,

bore names which are evidently not. Arabic. As instances

I may mention the rivers Salkit, Jarjarlya, and Karakis

—

possibly there are some others—all of which are now known

under Turkish names, but which, in the tenth century a.d.,

evidently still kept the nomenclature of pre-Islamic times,

and thus, in a modified form, preserved the original Greek

or native denomination for these streams.

The main-stream of the Euphrates, after passing out

from the mountains, received various affluents in the plain

of northern Mesopotamia, and flowing south-east, followed

its present course down to a point a short distance north

of Al-Kiifa. Here the stream bifurcated. The branch

to the right—considered then as the main-stream of the

Euphrates, but now known as the Hindiyya Canal—ran

down past Al-Kfif'a, and a short distance below this city

became lost in the western part of the great Swamp,

which has already been spoken of as swallowing up the

waters of the Tigris. The stream to the left or eastward,

called the Sfira Canal—which, in its upper reach, follows

the line of the modern Euphrates—ran a short course

and then split up into numerous canals whose waters, for

the most part, flowed out into the Tigris above AVasit..

Those canals which did not join the Tigris above that
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city, joined its waters lower down, for they all drained into

the northern part of the great Swaiups.

The Arabs had inherited from the Persians, their pre-

decessors in Mesopotamia, the system of canalization which

joined the lower courses of the Euphrates and the Tigris,

making the Sawad—or Alluvial plain to the south of

Takrlt and Al-Anbar—one of the richest countries of the

East. A glance at the map will show that the system

adopted was to carry off the surplus waters of the

Euphrates into the Tigris, for the purpose of irrigating

the lands between the two rivers. On the other hand,

the waters of the Tigris were, for the most part, tapped

by canals on its further or eastern bank, in order more

thoroughly to irrigate the lands which lay on the Persian

border of its stream. The four great irrigation canals of

the Euphrates were the ‘Isa, Sarsar, Malik, and Kiitha, and

these four with the Sura Canal (flowing eastward from

the bifurcation above Al-Kufa) carried off the greater

part of the waters of the Euphrates to the Tigris. The

distances separating these canals which Ibn Serapion

mentions are of great importance, since they enable us to

fix their positions. The main canal of the left bank of

the Tigris was the great Katul-Nahrawan channel, dating

from the days of the Chosroes
;

but a shorter line also

existed on the right bank of the Tigris, formed by the

Ishakiyya and the Dujayl Canals, and this irrigated the

lands immediately to the north of Baghdad.

With only a single MS. of the work of Ibn Serapion to

consult, the reconstitution of the text has been a matter

of some difficulty. Most of the place-names, it is true,

occur again either in the works of the contemporary

geographers of the third and fourth centuries a.h., or in

the later compilations of Yakut and Bakri
;

but in some

instances places are mentioned once only in Ibn Serapion

and by no other geographer, and often the reading of our

MS. is corrupt or uncertain. For plotting out the names on

my map, I have in most cases been able to fix the position

of the towns along the various streams by a reference
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to the distances given in the Road-books of Kudama
and other authorities, taking as fixed points the places

therein mentioned which still exist. In the three sections

describing the city of Baghdad, great help has been derived

from the work written by Al-Khatib on the “ History of

Baghdad,” of which the British Museum possesses three fairly

correct MSS. Al-Khatib has often copied Ibn Serapion

verbatim
;
and some portions of the work of Al-Khatib

have been incorporated by Yakut, who thus quotes Ibn

Serapion at second-hand
;

Abu-l-Fida in his geography,

on the other hand, appears to have copied some of the text

of Ibn Serapion at first-hand.

With all these aids, however, a few corrupt passages

remain over, which I have emended as best I could, and

these, with minor verbal additions, have been marked by

enclosure in square brackets
[ ]. The translation has been

made as literal as possible, but to avoid ambiguity the

antecedent proper-name has constantly been repeated in

place of the pronoun
;

such additions, however, I have

marked by enclosure in parentheses
( ). All dates are

given in years of the Hijra; the succeeding, and higher,

figures (in parentheses) represent the corresponding dates

ad. I have translated the term Farsakh by “league,”

with which measure it practically corresponds
;

for along

roads, and counting the winding course of the rivers, three

miles as the crow flies is above, rather than below, the fair

estimate of the Farsakh. The Arab mile (mil), the one

used by Ibn Serapion, is equivalent to our nautical mile

or knot—that is to say, about one English statute mile and

a quarter. It must be remembered, however, that distances

in those early days were not measured, but only estimated

by time, being counted as so many Farsakhs (the League,

or Hour), or so many Marhalas (the Day’s march)
;

hence

the Arab mile may, as a rule, be taken as roughly the

equivalent of our mile. On the Map nineteen Farsakhs,

or fifty-seven Arab miles, go to the degree of latitude.

I have divided up the text (and the translation) into

sections, for convenience in adding the notes. These lust
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have been made as succinct as was compatible with giving

translations of short passages from contemporary geo-

graphers, whose descriptions enable us to fix distances and

positions.

The text of Ibn Serapion, which I now publish, occupies

a little over eleven leaves (22 pages) of the MS., which

contains in all 68 leaves of a folio-sized volume, written

in a clear band, and dated a.h. 709 (1309). The

beginning of the volume contains a description of the

various seas, islands, lakes, and mountains of the world,

after which come the rivers. Following on the notice of

the Euphrates and Tigris (now published) is a page

devoted to a minute description of the course of the Nile,

and this contains some curious information. The volume

closes with an enumeration of various springs and minor

streams. The whole of this volume by Ibn Serapion would,

I believe, be well worth translating and editing. Ap-

parently, however, in our present MS. we only possess a

portion of the entire work, for Ibn Serapion refers to a

chapter “On the Roads and Ways” (see Section XIV.),

which is nowhere to be found in the volume in the

British Museum.

In conclusion I add a list of the authorities quoted in

my notes, with a sufficient bibliography to enable my
readers to identify the editions of the texts from which

my translations have been made.

Ibn Kutayba, wrote about a.h. 250 (8G4). Edited by tViistenfeld, 1850.

Ibn Khurdadbih, a.h. 250 (864). Edited by De Goeje. Bibliotheca

Geographorum Arabicorum, vol. vi.

Biladhuri, a.h. 255 (869). Edited by De Goeje, 1866.

Kudama, a.h. 266 (880). Bibl. Geogr. Arab. vol. vi.

Ta‘kubi, a.h. 278 (891). Idem. vol. vii.

Ibn Rusta, a.h. 290 (903). Idem . vol. vii.

Mas'udI, a.h. 332 (943). Edited by Barbier de Meynard. Nine vols.

Paris, 1877.

—

Tanbih, by the same Author, in Bibl. Geogr. Arab,

vol. viii.

Istakhrl, wrote about a.h. 340 (951). Bibl. Geogr. Arab. vol. i.

Ibn Hawkal, a.h. 367 (978). Idem. vol. ii.

Mukaddasi, a.h. 375 (985). Idem. vol. iii.

Nasir-i-Kkusraw, a.h. 438 (1047). Edited in Persian by C. Schefer, 1881.
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Al-Khatib, wrote about a.h. 450 (1058). Three MSS. of bis History of

Baghdad exist in the British Museum under the numbers Or.

1507, 1508, and Ad. 23,319. It is to the folios of the first of these

copies that my references are made. There is also an excellent

MS. at the Bibliotheque Rationale in Paris, No. 2128 of the new

Catalogue, and this I have collated.

Bakri, wrote in a.h. 585 (1189). Edited by Wiistenfeld, 1876.

Yakut, wrote in a.h. 623 (1225). Edited by Wiistenfeld. Six vols. 1873.

Epitome of the same, called the Marasid, written about a.h. 700 (1300).

Edited by Juynboll. Six vols. 1859.

Dimashki, wrote about a.h. 700 (1300). Edited by Mehren, 1866.

Fakhri, of about the same date. Edited by Ahlwardt, 1860.

Abu-l-Fida, wrote a.h. 721 (1321). Edited by Reinaud, 1840.

Ibn-al-Atlnr. Chronicle. Edited by C. J. Tomberg. Fourteen vols.

1876.

Z. D. M. G. refers to the Journal of the German Oriental Society.

Jones (Commander J. F. Jones, R.N.). Various papers in the Records of

the Bombay Government. No. xliii. New Series, 1857.

Ritter. Die Erdkunde. The volumes relating to Western Asia of the

second edition. Berlin, 1844.

The Maps I have used are those of Kiepert, namely Provinces Asiatiques de

VEmpire Ottoman. Six feuilles, Berlin.—And the Ruinenfclder

der Umgegend von Babylon. Published in the Zeitsehr. der Ges.

fur Erdkunde. Vol. xviii.

An anonymous Arabic MS. in the Bibliotheque Nationale of a work on

Geography, written for the Hamdanid prince Sayf-ad-Dawla, who

died in a.h. 356 (967), gives some curious native maps, which have

occasionally been of use to me in fixing the position of towns.

This MS. bears the number 2214 in the new Catalogue.
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ARABIC TEXT.

Ujl J ^ l—£J j . * a!^ ji>
xljjM [I.]

U-j jA*>_ JJ u°jr) o'/^' *-> J*^3 e/*

J^

3

Jr-?^ f* J p> A/2
J J^9 ^'^-=r

ijij-Z’T j**„ p> UJ LU* A.«l jAJ
)
is j-£ , is-

1

•X^.' •X'l
^

^ *’ la’ ^
"**^ ^

W-' )%AaJ

^,
»*u! ^ ft A-S; Ij W- U*! l^W 1# ^ J ^ l“**

L.U* Ĵcr* <Lj »V<
^ ^ ^ ^

<1**^ lj Aw*. ^ •

J cU*!1 J <u^J!
^
L-jUM J\ ^ (J 1*1

‘W? I
*^iwl •

l g* ^ 1 *A
LS >> •

•

t| > A ^
^4J

j** %
|4
^Lwm !1 <U.'Xl </>***-

^4J *j
** l^J *w-w o ^ ^•ji.

^ -^*' l A** l ^4J ^

A r
; Sa-'> JV- ^ r

;

J J^T* * L.W LioC* l

j ^.j^*-!' J ujVyf* • <L*LtfJ'
(** 4^^ ^\; ^

0JA ixs A-saJaJ^ pi
4

_4i
iLl^ o <—^~. p-' ••s-'-j^s^

} (JUjJI ^jJ

« '^.-..M C-jC jJi JLj
^
A.saJfiJl la^gj u_£A j ^ _j

1 MS. third line of f. 30 b. The Roman numeral refers to the Section of the

Translation.

2 MS. 4L-U.

3 By an error of the MS. Dayr Kunna and Humaniya are made to precede

Dayr al’Akul. The first name is more generally spelt iJ y_j.

4 MS. without points.

5 F. 31 a.
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* ^_JUj a11! *\j* u\ aU-a ^ i
a~a J^lfj^ c^}\jj]\

cT* J_jl * $^=-1 aIj!^ iljX** [II.]

j*J L—S't* (Ju^* tJ^ ‘^c (_/**^A/^ lJ'T'^T i-S

j*-> <^k— t— J_jJs A^C. Li-Lu*^i i—ij^s
^J\

^ 1
[*'.

^ cJ'^
=s*' * Aaj A*W

i j^>~
j*j

1tLu-w4»j A^jA.* jXj j*J LiJ^AJb <LjA-*J

_j
A-juj ^_fj |*_j ^

2
(__5jL^J

b
^*J IfJ Ll^. Z3j>\ AA_'A^J j*J

j*j

(Jlaj J.-JS^ L:U^ }! [^J^il]

3

(i
^J ^«J j*J iL^aI!

^
<La~^ J

U*wy

lf-.i iyj^-
j If.' ,« Axj ajIc ^*j j*j

^^^*Ji]\ <d

j*%-2 **- LA^«<.lb AA-J A^#
t
^

^ ^ •
A-^jl

1
t ^ ^ A^i

Aij A.*
^

gl 1

^
A*Ax jjjj*^- l.:<^ * &jj A.*

t

^Jb
^ V>5b

^
^Ulc. j{$>\ <£ij£!l

j
jLJ)H ^yLj

^
l^! L;U^# liSl\

L-^v^J £ «J &+£j£-
y

dj tjb ^ i*-’

^ .

5

lLj\J1\ j# ^ ^ J*rj ^.je J/a' *y U°J£)

^ ^ C-wJ^A 4_^sA la t 1 L^CJ
t
A^>- b

* tu'^iJl

IajU
(jr!'^

a! ti^ (j/* 'A-~=
>r

i ^Ali [III.]

k— j
k*w«

j
iaa^rJ^ (_j i—~^j 1 j

If
j .

U

* i«^! a^-jI U j*fjli ^>-1 ^1! aI^I ^ j^fj Ufj a1*?-j

1 MS. here and below

2 MS. in error puts Karkisiya above the Sa‘Id Canal.

3 MS. j,\.j.

* MS. j\Ji\
,
uj/<!\j.

3 F. 31 b.
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1

»j /J *b A-~ a!«^ .L;>- . ,.*** y J w • C,
&\j*\ d k_^^-i.• -i5 .,-«

- y % ^

JC-i ,ujij ju^i
> “ r

• -2J *—Jb <L^JJo4J -*J *J ^> •> •• • > -
i

^ > >

*

lrU--4^w jZ! ys • a!
jJ

>-£_' ri' Lijl
• > ^ ••

c^> ^ A»-
_y

* j]j
-j eT3^ ^ cT'

3*’ cr*
<-r^V r^l *’

^ (*"' ‘u**1 c-’^^ >rr~'

w '

s
* *< ^ 1>J

'

> «i
1 ^ A*h. ^ *- —

—

2

A-4 ow; »-" - jL il k'wwwli —V>- • *^I>> • / 4J ^ jJ>J —V>-
** w > • > > w - > w-y-

* —’r*J^ <_-%!' Ish ,_t w—'-2-« ?«j <i-L>-OV • U/ Ls> > •

o «.'L* «-»*
yJ*'J~' ^J^1 •

* 1

1

JL ' ^_^.'LsS^ jJLAj«J i**2y ji) ^JjL^

%

JJ ^ ^ cJ^V.
^ *

L^-'^-iJ' J, S—2J • JW J*i jr^i. ^~: lSr^t Ji~ %
* i£**

:^j -LwO-
i
^ AAstJ cT* uvUJ

0^< <W
a
«^U^5*-^j <J JUj^ Li;' <ull »

c»,'vS*' ^ y'*”'* j*—
1

-**^-- ^“~ <_^ 4 » JjjZ*-

^-''y .ylx.' Isc
4

\
J+.' ^1 Ji-:' ^‘LiS' ,J ^r^r. j ~lr* J

• MS. *,*!,.

2 Added.
5 MS. j.y\, below with diacritical points.

4 MS. i^b-1.
5 Without points, below points given.

6 F. 32 a.

7 Without points, below points given.
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J <*J JlftJ Lsj^ aJI
^

Ab ^ ^ ^ ^
kiu*i *J L*j

^ ^
V^j ^ dk ^

^Ur*
_J 3 JWr ^ J^..

*^:*' cr* u'^rT A3
cr* fj'

cT^ cJ-^**^ CU^piJl <_J
^ (•J '^j'* 3

1—jjXj 4*Jo£ ij^kk? <L*k:
J ^£1^ tLlbj <L’ j£

* ,-J^iJl J e^iki ^kiJb

c^
1* kk ^ ^Jkij k—

^ ^

kuJ
^ ^«L»J ki^j ^

Lzk^
i

<
-Aa<u^s3 kit 33 ^ [£j ^ikS-

^v-XJ *A^# ^.^k 2 ^-^k*A^t j ko ^4J
^

j\^l Ijjk! a_j^_!
1 i^r^* <J-r—

^

sj « <Li_M

* lsV^

k>«>£>-^ Jkb ti ^,k*2jsr* kdjl <k^ C—>^2J
^

ijj
'*^-.^3 ^ ^»k

i 1 ^J*

^ J^V. tr^r* c/
1

* cF^3 l/L1 ' cr* Jj' i
,

H/
Jb
lr^ nr^

j ^r-^' ^J'
AJ^> j**. tj-irr-ir^ 1 JP j^°

y ./*:! —/*?. J

Ksi j*-a.*S A-J ^-U*j~ \ } ^/r-' ^c* .} y^ ^Iwjc^

^JLm^} jA~fj A-.«a.< C--JUS!j

^C-JyAJ^ ^ L.A**-Ljyij L **
j lj-il 1 ^

^ ^
l^w*^5yj . S

j— aJ ^jlib^j LijJ ,^-U^J' J

tikXJ ^J.A—j! Aj^>-u) (_j
L

' _}
dj Is—

)j J jAl'

*
4
L<j\j J-JS- ^.laA^ jAJ

1 MS. «JU»^11.

2 MS. m'j^V-
3 F. 32 b.

4 MS. U>.
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jAJ' j*-'
\

jU 1*4'^ AjM i

* ^ ^ JAJ O V—

\ d iUI^VN '**W J^a-J ^yj^.l^ Uli [IV.]

yj a! JUbyj aJI L^CJ ^V*Jliw^
\ jm») U^i * SJ***d 1 l^JJ ^

\Sm
£*~*

^ ^
»
^ L

, ^ ^
^

1? AAJ A.I ^i*3 |

^

or^y*d y>* J^r y *®?^* J^ y"

^ ^
lr AA_' -X--# ^JjUj l »*>**-

•

g-? —~^2J
^ i

J+
dd

J~r y ^y^* ; *yj ^ J 1-^.> <Aiy' y-H J' >r-ij

y AA-;' <yy' v-fj y <u^« . J-lib A--jJ y —y"* J)-* y*y

^j*tj**d
^

c'wXs. \

J~T y ^y^* yr

5

^ cMlyt3 ^jWyryj J' y-y. J

* ^yWyry y yy' y
y^ y ^y^* 3^‘r ^ yf' ^ yy •

* y i-^d/ i>j
4^ er*^ J' y^ c^'

AJaL#y Jr=Ty i^-jsr* » jy^T 'y> Lib’ y k—

J-*'SC ) U^'y y-r-’ cT*
liJ SLS

, jy^

J> ‘-r~fli >•
yA--i AJai^^piJ aJ Jliby3 J^jj^y-S-3 y

yj A-kL* ilk y]l lAi> ^y d^C) j
'*3 jj-S^yj y jji-.] jLj

-J
Lyli <L-;aA 1 J-s-A-i

1 MS. ksl-. but below section XYIII. with the article.

2 MS. JfJ*. See note to the translation.

3 MS. without points, below pointed.
1 F. 33 a.

3 MS. ,>;.
6 MS. in one place j./j11, in another Jujj\.
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LiJ
;

aJ.1
1

aJ JUj jSJ i -jLj

i k— AAJA*< c-^va)

* Aa*-j ^lc t jl-Ji

lAl^' lAt ^ aJ_j1 _/*-
' J A.A

^ *- -*‘/,J ^ft L *
%

^
^ ViT

1

* ^
C-i-'O ^4^- o •

^ ^5 L—- ft <5ww* ; &-i -^# •]
• • y L.^ -> * ^

jAJ <LiiM j^i &±s*

*r°v^ s*3

)

tLJ^ vyi-J b A*J J_jL> l ^ ’

l--* Aa.^A
^J»y

*• " ~ 'yil ^a.
1

^

o a-UaJI
i^y

,^—yb (__\S1 hji jy A_!^ J-.^- A aJ JUb ^c5 LajI Aa~< ^UcsT .

^.X***^# cIa^ |lcj\ AA* vyA!lJ
^ ^

A -' y*“ ^

|y—Ac 3
aJc>- A

) (J^ ^ i^y* WA. 3 tA^A5
3

* A^Auu ,

ij^7 '^*,“c aJ^I ^^auaC
y
—»—1 aJ jJ\jij ^_jj Lcjl Ai^» j_lAcsr^

j

Lv*A^ L*«<A ij\zU3 Igl JUa aJj^.1 s .hui A^JS»i ^Icj k—Jw-'v t^j— 3

, aLjj.^ — l»jA ^r4^. kAA'_-i-!' a^'j Ajy

ai^ cyu ^J'. jL> ^a!
j
a-^jU- ^lc cl-«i

^ yj _j

A
1
^ lc

^
Ajfy^j L! 1

^
^ AA' ^ .L**^ ^ A * .

' A#
1 Ic-' ^

l^- lj ,.Ab 12**3j ^ jAJ Aj^.~IaM i A ^a2aJ ^ - aA1

A^k^tk^Jlj ^ V..^J i^r^. ** ^^l..* w > AaLc ^ ^ g
_! ^ <*—

I ^

^Jjaaa^.1

1 MS. here and below cj ;J>. See note to the translation.

2 MS. yalyJI.

3 MS. Aa-ail.

* F. 33 b.

6 MS. bjob.
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iJa&J A_Jj: ,]
1

cr-J'L)jJ\ jAJ
)

i iiaU i >Ljfc A-lr
j

Atb %-sy* jAJ_ *3

O ^ A^»l, 2
- ^ ^ l ^ Aclj

^
c~.

^ ^
'** ' -

<_JL& a-Ls
y

Acb ^ +> i—iyJ! iJ-v

J
j

sj&*3 j+i j*-~

4j&'*J ^ I jj*J ».' ^_C -V-^+_ ^ iJiiJ
1

j»J ^\i***—! ! jJ]A»i
L<
J ^

^ ^r* ^ nr* J*-*' J ^ S—~ ^ J^5j n5^

^ ^xJ ^ n-^v> l-S? \ ^ * ^LaiuI 1 <Uj t-X^i

L g * . >^.*_iJ \ i ^ A.* — -4 ^^LauJ c

4_!nJ>- w O • '0
, • W w’“2'<

j S!ju
JV l>=*^ ^rV. 5 >->/ >• £_W 3

jlssl ^ji '^ra\j <U-sb Jfy ys>
j j JiAjc

*W'
AJfcy JjLjI <djl i_JlUMji> a] (JliLi j$> LsjJ k*s» J

1,

lSj* 3j^sT <^r-£ }
4^ >‘f*V

' .i t\*s+A£^
• >r*r*

wOlssl iJ c\j>^wj ^«
~* ' xk

nT* ^J>—
<-* ^ l) •

* ur^'

!,;/•

4
aJ^^ J^. ^

_j
A-lc

^
t^-i-ll

_j

^LjJi ys

.

aaIaj (_CLil\

3 *J3~ ^r* |^<*A**J J^'1 A^»

1 Added from Yakut IY. 842. MS.
2 MS. ^y>. Cf. Mardsid I. 368.
3 F. 34 a.

1 MS. Ji-1 ^ *J,t.

3 MS. W^V,.
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^'a^JI Jik aJj>-A k-r^V. J ^
* c_—0 UsJ^ Zj£ju

j^.j cy^ill jj\s>- L'li [VI.]

y**z>~ A..L~ ^ 1 AXJ A^«
y

A«5*£) \ k - *
^
^ 1 t

** Vb

1

* ^IkJ!
^J\

yu
}
(_JLs>

y
^jOj£.\

y y* j»kk L*-»kc
ly^-

1

__y*"^ j*-***AJl
y*i. 3

j\y\ Ax,* £^jbj ^r*® j lJj^ y*?, a] JUb j$l\

y*\ * AX-' A.-

* ^jk 3 k#*«Sj^k ^ • l
~~~ y**~

^
^

yW> ^.k
^ yhh ŷ yd \

t^
ck Ixtb

^ Cl^* cJ'*
^ Jjy**Jb ^jJ 1

\^yV. 3 £*/> ^ K> l5?'> ^ ck»< j 'Jy>

jV y*-* ) yk ykill (Ji-ol lyj->
j
ykill AxjA^*

a! lib
j£j c—^lx& AX^# ^[^STVj 4^mJ

^

^ l lokt^^sjol

ikkJj aS Jlib A^-ka i^kk Ikfc ilfcji ^Lc
^

l ,.-sy.

j

C-J^Ur
^
^jyb ^fJl lAfc _y*J j*-k= l_—a^* l$k -*Ull

y ^kt^lsJI

jj-j^ksil
j

4
Ar»J^ki. ^ Jjk ,_yds ^ib*J ipj-jkjlfil Ax* Cykj

^

y^ 3 c*k k Axj A* k#**i ^ l A& y^, ^ )

gk^*-] l

^
k*lk l A^-^k!

^ ^

^J\j*J _j
A-j^ka^ j

jIj'a^s- j^.Aiil^
j Cl-'A^^I

% Libl!^ * )l«kX^- ^yds ^jiMj jk’
^ L_>l_Xi> Cyjbj

y

A-i^^Jl
cy

1* ^Ia^I! y£s , Lm -. A^* k i <a! 1 ^ ^ L -*• *

aJ^I (yykl a! Jlib j^j l̂
A.ser

y

I&aI^.- k

Ai^3l dy~> ^jiLJ’^l^jl Ajw» iykj
^

k--b
y iJyJV

y

*
J

j^Aiill Wtls'l

> MS. r>a-.

^ MS. \*.M.y .

s F. 34 b.’

4 MS. below with points.

6 S_o-.

8 MS. v»rJ1 below with points.
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(** LT^ iJa*J |*Uac~
) }

A^i*J j\

‘^\j> <U-> j*U»- J'

* cjJjJ! J u'!j~j o ^sil i’lju!!

* ...Cl '

^

j^jU^UH Jyl—w
^

^ |^-*J
yj l^" !t)Lj

<_£Uji vybj J ^ *3 cl—tf
^ ,j?r^ j j*i

* ^ »y~'i n ,i^j\

^
«V. ». aJJ ^^.Utl^ £ aJ JUj ^$j J*4^c'"‘ ^

J.U ^ ^J>J A< J-i— ~

^ ^ J

*

- .

*
I —-. ^ 1

^
l ;^wl

iyl2^9 . - Ljb "
<&,»! £ • j .*J.l 1 4_jj Al . *Cl 1 J

1 } 'fcj*”"
'

‘‘ "- • *- 1

^ kjyij JrJ^ J3-^ ^^-sUH ^ JUj

t (

A^jUrjJ^ ^»-»..Jj t̂ "‘ J^-^ Aj JUj
t ^ ^ ,U>X-

3
CJi-k) jj <U^O J1 J>*C^ : ’^J* ^f* J^ <Us»-fc> (J’li

i__J U&
y
aU^-J <L«£J ^ Aj

J

i-! ! Ui
^ cf*

* '^yi.

j

AjyiJ) ^ JjLJ aU>-j ,J L-r~*A>.

}

^yi AJ ^ J*=clJ t_^sJ ^^aJI jlfM «Afi

j
clU-j yl^j! u_CLi

}

* JU: aU! *li J i c_<J Ul
^

ZLsrj J\ c^oiJljj aJ JUj ^J ^,<Ji^ [VII.]

: ujj 1 ij* <J^0 u^r-

:

^ Jr^r ^r*

* J/1
^

‘— JyU iX^z aU>-

j

tj '-r^.

J^>- J ^ a3^\
4

[ (j;
'jlj] aJ JUj J Ui)t IJ1 c-^sj

^

^ MS. u*V*l»*.

2 F. 35 a.

S MS. jJa/.

* MS. ^li.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 2
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y— AA-£ wj—5^- J i_j A-W-2,-* I U
\J°j~ }

* >)>!.£

* L/ir^J
1<
V.^

3

-S

c/* *4?^ 'U3LL <t! JUb j$> Uaj\
^

*

JU x*£ J~i>- ^ UAsJ J^li ^_-~2J_}

c——j Lsi^ (j J<CJ y Jia-j yjs. td^-J ti <U^» JJ u^fy

* Jy^'

. j iLw^l
^ y

S -»£ jJ^Js AAC <l!j^ IaJ ^ Ljd 1 y

* k_^bLsll ti « <U y0j£-y
J*

ia-j Jjb Jcj; <d?-j

<d JLS-j

L

a_>l t_^«-3j
_j

-«is!b ^-4J y d ^j^Cy <d LoJ^xa L*s»- < -bg .j j*j' 0,-> ^-aj

{

j^sr>jSJ JujA^ ^yi <ds>-J ^ U_^SJ i_S

* c_-^Ls^ o

ijyj jJ
6
[laj_

;
-jj4>] U-£ Ja~^

5
^v) ^ t-rWId J

^ 3^A b . Ab<A* > ImJ
^

* l^l£ l_^2J l$Ji y 43~* ,_b*2E^ iijXA [VIII.]

^ JiJ <d JUb j$j

s

lf-j>rc ^ a!»- j^ J^?

y
CL)\j\*£- y

A-lfi <&5>-A ^IjL ^ jAJ ^-*yj
(

jAj Ci-O^J

1 MS. «S lu or *j Lw . without points.

* MS. U3UU.
s MS.
4 F. 36 b.

4 MS. JJ.
* MS. iMy«.

’MS. jUo^iU.

* MS. >1,5,4.
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s
AlJb J*as

1

^V>
/
-la

r’

by*U tj* J~* y^.j* o ‘—SU-a> jp 5L-3J!

* > -•?-*- ^ J S * AxJ b*J
1 ^ 1 AA. li! ^ t A—' A. \

JJL»\ *Jj! Ifbyi ij* i±s» J-*sc
Tj

W—5*y*-^*^ a!!^
t

a!
t

^«uJ iiw

A-lc
^

<L^li.'^ p S*i *-' ijp*' Spj i—ibj& A«Lc j ^yijtsrb

i_JL> A-bsj (La.*^4^ ^ 1*3 ksj**^ ~i
Jnui 4_JLa>

J' y*i f
5 J'y-V. f

5 *j?£ k? J'y*d r’ c&Ay

^ 3 ^
^.b ^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^
j *>S< Aj^S

t

* &**j ±s%

i_JL>
_j

*1- Jb.b
j

4

^ »*» ^ iy> ^ jJ

y-^ '—’-y^' y"*®' (J?0 ^Jy-^V ^ y-*d p*

^ybllM ^y** p
1 u'v*y^"^ I—i b^»P '

—

‘j*J . (yb^fJl

J' (^
7<
4Hiyd J' k P j+i p py. J~*r J' y*d p

^

• ^m;
\

^ ^
^ y*^d *a A..^ .. ?" ^ ^Jjb»* - i^t ^LuJ

!

.v t ^ y^d *- ^*‘*.
>

.
y»- '

^
<-^ A*j.X*

t

pb
j

,_«
1 ^~**-’ bj^jl* aI^-J !_i ^ ijb* •

^ L^Ul

J^b 1^ l^L-y J-bUl AibJl UJ A^, J^r. [IX.]

d J L’Vy^ ^ in?^' crfd s^^lrk ^l> T* ^*d.'
x^

1 ms. wy«.
1 MS. iy-Ull below as corrected.

5 F. 36 a.

4 Below written ^jLo.

5 MS. V>“b.
6 MS.
7 MS. possibly 4-tlj^,. In the Tanbih, p. 53 ULljy
8 MS. b^U.

’
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i m
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j
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J-i-o\ ^Jbj^ ^ J^4^ ^ (J*seC
_J

* <&liJ jljoo JjLjI <tb>-J o i*_^»3J
) ^«9 ^ t_^r<^ y«J (J^

1i«j1j XiJju# (Jji-J^ (_j i^«Ai aI^-0
j

l^x» * ali^J jJ 1* l$Jx>-l
} u^. ^ ) <

5>s^-W^ o

j*j ejV tT^
^**,

1>
Ji-j^ ijV ^ ^ J^.

jAJ Loj I l^-^*
^ ^ C ki

I

'•
7'\ J

C^IaJ
j J im$jZ J*l,

uSjA> J*>„ J^J jV jA\ cr* ^ (M/jV ^ JW.

JUb j^> Al^« * [lu^j]
L

A^rv la^i 1

^
^L««;

^

^L) <ti««^^j ^A*ll iUj A<
^

‘ ----
* y

k—^ li]

,l^il Li»l <c^«
j

Jk'*'_^V cW

j

ui?r* /J
,
js^j*>

1 MS. .jjU.
2 F. 36 b.

s MS. jy.
4 Added.
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y^-> tLj «X? *Xk^ ^

* iLs^I-Jl vi

uJO U-h AJ ! I ,• lw< <S_L«ls:!
^

<LLa!^ iJo

* lfr**ili

^ <—^-1 s IfJ <L^,Ls^ L«U [X.]

c_-0Lsh o ,\$jJll t_XJo aj Mjk-J t
« J.li Lj_J\

c/^ \^*y*j& ^ (—5^! j * (_5<A^I,^X»**£yb
^

u'jj/f^' cT* cT^ ./r^ t—J
tv*'

4”' J^^“'
>ri! >r^ ^

j'ta-j <u^« VjW" jJ"*-
_/“*-?^

-7^***^
k_>=*:

(>

_<A***J
j

«l-»*s
i _}

j'a*j

^)-5 j*)L»yJ! d—V-J A-« 8 «» ! t»i ^

*

O Aj.1
j {J^y* J-j^'i

i—1
i\J ^

«j Alw< *— j ij Aj ^ ^ c3^“A*J ^*4J
*5

i*

A-JLj . cjj 1

«Ujujl tw>.Lj i_>L* *L«ul aJ JVSj

^
LmmJ *+>}

\ J ^ ^y**2 ^
. ***V i^jf

^

^J
Jl 1' ^

^y* jVj^»)* ^S^-jV <—^^
^
j*s*s% < mi Ij

^

jl y^i, } ^y" ^

Jutu*j c^,LlJ^ k_-^..T «r-
\

jAJjfj i»_)LjS( Ai^»

^^^i\ 3
<ui j\

1 F. 37 a.

5 MS.
(_J

»«j j (a>jiUt.

s MS.
J,.
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^11 i—il=U *—ijyc*!! e^rfi }

(jJ*{ ) ^ i^bdl sjtrfs (j ykJ %

2
t_>Lj

* lS liA
i^srf-

)

(*
^LiJ!

d_iij t__£bjb dA* J-vsxj jbaiill i^iaAJ ^1! ^>y j$j jAJ ^

i»A-JbJ!
j

djibjs ^ j
,bajJl J liA^-1 t—

rf* }
tT^J ^ L^^1

’^ >T*2 J
JP W y

i_j IaU* jrf- jQ •—^ bjs dA» J^saj dllb

cH ^ 4o =J.
^ lAt^' ^ ^

^ ^oa! liLsL* ^ y<«J j
* 1—£Iajj> ^Aib

}

p L^Jp' Zj^> |J' P f^' L^' J' ?r>=C

JjLjI
J
dj^>-J ui L_-~At AJL^j jjri.

A

j

•}• ^^LyJ A , t , \

jtr—u l5^

jIax.1 Je^A-i <—>b ^ ^ jAJ
j*j

J^-5 Sr*V ^ erf rft- ) rf eS*rf- )
4— erf

^Jf\ j
d»j j^AJ

^
j^^ApSlb A .ar.x.»]^ ^aJ (J^i-AJ »3

* y«afiJl w* dia^-A

*J '

{

j^rfi

y» AjuJaJs <_jb ci-JLtJ! jAJ
j

j*S-i ^AuuJb i^i,jXA$\ j*ail\
^J\

Jai-AJ ^
d^«Ull C_ab jAJ

* _.bJb dilb j*3J «_^ dJj»-A O
)
d-j

1 MS. j^idl. In place of this line the MSS. of Al-Khatib have the

following
:

(j»L«ll Jl (J jaill jy t->V Jl ^ pi )
2 MS. here and below r^1

'-

s MS. *ilU.

* F. 37 b.

5 MS. iUoJl.

« ms. aii.

’ MS. ^y. Al-Khatib
)>f*-V.
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^ A*

jAJ
j

alSSl hji
^J\ ^ jjylJ b j+i jz—i

* ^ 0^~*J ) C^A* Ti^

i^ 3 *j/> j*l Hr^'A3 ^ J^i y*3 cM^'

^

ijyjbtsl
^ o o

^

<UyL*_s3l

^

*Jjjl j'a*j *yjAJ jy**^A3 ^ J&
C ^4m2m.K*> \ O ^ ^

«pyA> '
^ ^ *- -? I ^- »

$ ^ L Ji-pJ

liL> yj <0 A— ^y! ^A**^ l^i-3 X ^

^ j^j 3

\_^J^ 3
IaaP ^A ***«»-

*
y^.* 1 LJ W

^ ^ ^^2^ uLix!l ^

4*MP.' w^w y^J
^

‘X** ' l-4»*~*. ' C. P^L* W< 4
*) ^^5 4,,

— ^ ^

yA> ^ »!
'
yA> \x

(^' Jr?^ (^. jV xj^. ‘—V*^' £j^' s*ij y**?"

^ TLA^*" C^
^ J^ ^ cJ

1

^* ^ ^yr^ ^ Ay-*3

^.s & >- ^lxu*J wvLsrl -Vsw'<
ti LiUJl ,Z>.Jij |*J tljCjU*

* a-j &£y, i-S liiLs^'^-AS ‘ .r ^ k.-^**.1

•

AjJlsjI ^:1>~'
i^r*

'Ai ^ ^

^ t^v,s
r! li>^

(_<“^ '",}^
^“‘J o

i_^jls)l ^l^il ij^j * ^L)!^ c_.'Lj

* aJJI 'Ll a \ I^j! Ul^^t

1 MS. gives in error.

2 F. 38 a.

* The MS. gives in error J*Ul!^5.
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Jjy ^ <d <Jlib ji1 y* [XI.]

\mjJ
y l

^ ^ AJb J* *‘** l
>

t

^ ^ 4jy

iyaiib ^*-i ^A*J Jri-Aj j ,lf^ c^ibj
^
Ij^.jb

^ _j
(Jj^iaJI

1

U^-j i/ab> j*i f (*>

AAjAjs^ A^laijiJ! *^^«j J 4&y*M A^laiSll
\J^ J*i

^ ‘Vj-^

1

ij^i

* wJ
t

A*-S*^ 4aJ>*A O 1 ~ ~*

^
a-'

^3 ^ a3,\ yslls
5 jJc^L <t3 JUb^fj ijyj] y J^ss^ j

I*

^Lwull <Aj A^# ,* Aj ^ t

AsJfry

^j jJ aiaiJ A-l^
^
jLj^\ i__>Ij ^ ^*-j

6
iL_J^s^ ^b lv*

«ulx
^
<_>y- 4-rJV ^ j

ij^i <_JL& A-li
^

7

AJ Aj=^ c__>U ^
J*I U-J ija^a I >Li> <uL J J^lai (_>l> ^ ^*J , Lkbs uiU

,'j ^jy
<dj»-L> ti t—

^
ybc>- |*^ AnJaJ la—:. ti yj j

ybc>-

*yul ^

1

j ^jgyllal^ ,*-Ay! ^ Jjl***^

Uljljj ^*asr iy~A\ i\y£\ a! Jlib
9

y> {
JS^\ cT* J^*C >'

(Ja-jI Slya!^ ti ~~-3J
j

Ij^jAIj ^yxy y %̂
yJLJJ

^--^1 J^s"4^ JaJ a!_j1 LU
-

£

a! JUbyj y~~.yi y J»*xr
_j

> MS. U,J.

* MS. *>)\.

3 MS. i>i.

« MS. oJJl.

* MS. jj^fc.

« MS.

’ MS.
8 F. 38 b.

» MS.y
10 MS. U.,yU-
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^ 1 z j5£J • c‘ i • ^ h '’ m o J *?***'
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uaJ
^ j 0 i^jb
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)
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J J
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jAJ j*J Jui^jui A~*^ J. jci-Li jAj' ijijj jjj
<sJ Jlaj

<— ^^ j*j JjJj Hj> ^ v ^-Hr1

JAjAsO ^ JjLJ j^-.^ o <— ẑ
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*jZ> J^osT JyS! A£jj-j C__>lj ^
.}

Jo-JlJ Ai^Jl <__>U cjli ^11 \j)\s»jA*j <JU-i*ll

3

a
/
kxiM ^Lc

£-iiSAJ
^

,U^«!I AAJ-V« ^Ijl ^«s*J 4_iUjb
4

[jA>]

<_jIj jAJ ^ tab Aiy3\ t__;lj ^^J
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jAJ . L*j

* wA i
" &A*JjJ^ >

—

^ »>» ^ ^
iLi

^ j*
LuJl

(

LZA^^a!! j\st lAv3 i\a~~< ' ^jst Ulri-yi jfJ jAJ «J

'jA*} aA^v. 1 »x ^
^ j ^ a!

^ j
^ A

^
Jma 1 ^^ IjJb

U.^ < >1_^js>

jjfj

^-U--J

Jl -AJ J

s^ir lt^' cr*

1 MS. f^j.
* MS. V-
3 MS. ij*i.

4 Added.
5 MS. Mujll.
8 F. 39 a.

7 MS. As&Wli.
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sai ^ 4l Jli>
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j4

j
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9

J^
1 MS. 1*3.

^ MS. ^jJI.
3 MS. iuab|. The reading given is that of the MSS. of Al-Khntib.

4 MS.^JI Jl^.
6 MS. cJ/.

* MS. J^ill. From Al-Khatib.

’ MS. yJUH.

8 MS. i^Jl.

9 F. 39 b.
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1 MS. ttw.
- MS. ,

—

*v
J^j.

s MS.
4 MS. iuj*.

3 MS. UJ1

6 MS. w^\.
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1 F. 40 a.

2 MS.
3 MS. wUUJu.
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* ^J\xj aJJI *li W1 uj3 j L-XJ

» F. 40 b.

* MS. yj^-.
3 MS. in error, ilA]^.

» MS. \j\ji\.
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» ms.jUii.
3 F. 41 a.

3 MS. IjV'-

4 Query to read jIAtll.

6 MS. ^\)\.

« MS. WU.
7 MS.
6 MS. here_,a? and belowy^.
9 Above section IV. U«l-.
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1 MS.,^.
2 MS. ^J.
3 F. 41 b.

1 MS. ĉ .
5 3>J-
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{jj\ j * j\ lit) i'l
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1 From f. 47 a. of the MS.
* MS. J->-.
s Added.

* MS. y^oUH.
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TRANSLATION.

[SECTION I.]

Account of the River Tigris from its Source to its

Mouth.

Now the source of the Tigris is at a spring in longitude

64° 40', or 65°, or another (says) 39° 5', and in latitude

38° 30'. Passing to longitude 04° 45', and latitude 37° 45',

with mountains to either side, it flows on even with the

mountains to longitude 68° 5' and latitude 38° 5', going

by the city of Amid, which lies upon the stream. 1 Thence

it passes on to JazIra-Ibn-‘Omar, surrounding the same,

so that the city is as an island in the midst of the stream.

Thence it passes to the city of Balad, which lies on its

bank ; and thence to the city of Al-Mawsil (Mosul), likewise

on the river side. Then it passes by the following: 2 Al-

Hadltha, As-Sinn, As-Siidakaniyya, Jabilta, and Takrit.

Next it comes to the city of Surra-man-raa (Samarra), 3

which lies on its bank. After this it passes the following

:

Al-Kadislya,4 Al-Ajama, Al-‘Alth, Al-Hazira, 5 As-Sawami‘,

‘Ukbara, Awana, Busra,6 Bazugha, Al-Baradiln, Al-Mazrafa,

Ivatrabbul, Ash-Shammasiyya, and next divides the City of

Peace (Baghdad), which lies across the river on either bank.

After this it runs on to Kalwadha, and next to the city of

Al-Madain, 7 passing through the midst of the same, which

lies across on either bank of the stream. After this it flows

bv the following : As-Sib,8 Dayr-al-‘Akul, As-Saflya, Dayr

Ivunna, Humanlya, Jarjaray,9 An-Nu‘maniyya, Jabbul,

Nahr Sabus, Fam-as-Silh, and thence it reaches Wasit, 10

passing through the midst of the town, which lies across

the stream and on either bank. From here it passes on

to the following : Ar-Rusiifa, 11 Nahr Ban, Al-Faruth, Dayr-

al-'Ummiil, Al-Hawanit, and then in longitude 78° 5' and

latitude 32° 5' it flows out, at Al-Katr, into the head of

the Swamps, and this same place is in the midst of them.

Further on, if it please Allah Almighty, I will give an

J.R.A.S. 1S95. 3
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account of these Swamps, and a description of the same,

and of the streams which fall into them and which flow

out of them, but this will be after concluding the subject

of the Euphrates, and of the streams lying between it and

the Tigris.

1 The Arabs call the Tigris Dijla (without the article),

and under this name (with certain modifications of

pronunciation) the river has been known in all ages.

In the Jewish Targums the word occurs under the

form Diglath, which corresponds with the latter part

of Hiddekel, the name under which the Tigris is

mentioned in Genesis ii. 14.

Amid, the Homan Amida, is the capital of the

province of Diyar Bakr. The town is now more

generally known by the name of the province, Diyar

Bakr, which means “ the habitations of the Bakr,” an

Arab tribe who had already settled here in Sassanian

times. Yakut (I. 66) says that Amid was a very

ancient city, on a height, being built of black stone,

from which fact, doubtless, its modern name of Kara

(or Black) Amid is derived.

Jaz!ra-Ibn-‘Omar, “the island of the son of Omar,”

is still a flourishing town. According to Yakut

(II. 79) it took its name from a certain Al-IIasan

Ibn-‘Omar of the Taghlib tribe, who founded this

place, taking a wife from among the women of

the country. The city has the Tigris going round

it in a semicircle on the one side, and on the

other side a ditch has been dug and filled with

water, so that the town stands on an island.

Balad was the first stage, and seven leagues north

of Mosul, and therefore at the place now marked

by the ruins of Eski Mosul, where the road to

Amid and the one running west to Sinjar forked

(Kudama, p. 214). According to Yakut (I. 715)

the name was often written Bulat, and it occupied

the site of the ancient Persian town of Shahrubadh.
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Al-Mawsil (Mosul) became the capital of Upper

Mesopotamia under the Omayyads
;
and Marwan II.,

the last Caliph of this dynasty, rebuilt the town

and surrounded it with walls. According to Yakut

(IY. 682) the ancient Persian name of Mosul was

Nawardashir or Bawardashlr, and opposite, across

the river, were the ruins of Nineveh.

Between Mosul and Baghdad the high road lay along the

eastern side of the Tigris, and it did not therefore pass

through Takrit, which stood on the western bank. The

distances are given by Kudama (p. 214) and others.

Al-IIadltha, “the New Town,” stood at the junction

of the Upper, or Greater Zab, with the Tigris. The

city was restored by the last Omayyad, Marwan II.

;

and according to Yakut (II. 222) it was in Persian

times also known as Nawkird, or “ New City.”

As -Sinn lay on the Tigris, according to the

Tanbih (p. 53), one mile below the junction of the

Lower or Lesser Zab. It is, however, described by

Mukaddasi (p. 123) as having the latter river on its

eastern side. According to Yakut (III. 169) there

were many Christian Churches here. The positions

of Al-Hadltha and As-Sinn are fixed respectively

by the two rivers Zab, but no trace of either

appears on the modern maps.

As-Sudakauiyya was a stage on the high road,

10 leagues south of As-Sinn, and 14 north of

Samarra. Jabilta lay five leagues south of As-

Sudakaniyya. Both of these towns have disappeared

from the map, but by the distances in Kudama

(p. 214) Jabilta must have been situated not far

from, and nearly opposite to, Takrit. The name
of Jabilta (or Jabulta), from the lack of diacritical

points in the MS., has often been incorrectly read

Habulta
(
e.g . Mukaddasi p. 135, but cf. Ibn

Khurdadbih p. 93, note /,•)
;

the initial j is, how-

ever, very clearly pointed in the MS. of Ibn

Serapion. Jabilta is further a mint city, but the
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name on the coin-die was unfortunately likewise

engraved without points. The town is not given

in the Geographical Dictionaries of Yakut or Bakri,

where its position in the alphabetical list would have

settled the question of the initial j or h
;
but under

the form Gebhiltd the place is repeatedly mentioned

in the Syriac Chronicle of Thomas of Marga (see

The Book of Governors, E. A. W. Budge, II. 290),

and this confirms the reading of Ibn Serapion.

TakrTt, with its strong castle, stands on the western

hank of the Tigris. According to Yakut (I. 861) the

town dated from Persian days, having been founded

by King Sabur (Sapor), son of Ardashlr. It received

its name from Takrit, daughter of Wail, ancestor

of the Arab tribe of that name.

Samarra, sometimes written Samira, was an ancient

Persian town, the name of which the Caliph Al-

Mu'tasim changed, for the sake of good augury, into

Surra-man-raa, meaning “ Who sees it, rejoices.”

Samarra, during more than half a century, was made

the capital of the Caliphate, dating from a.h. 221

(836), when Al-Mu‘tasim betook himself thither with

his court and body-guard
;

and Baghdad only re-

gained its former pre-eminence in a.h. 279 (892),

on the accession of Al-Mu‘tadid. Ya'kubI (pp. 255-

268), writing about the year 278 (891), has left a

long and detailed account of Samarra, and of the

various palaces which adorned it. The city proper

stood on the eastern bank of the Tigris, while on the

western bank were many of the palaces and pleasure-

grounds. The houses of the city, on the left bank,

extended for a distance of seven leagues along the

river, and fabulous sums, of which Yakut (III. 18)

gives the details, were spent on the palaces. These

all fell to ruin when the seat of government was

removed back to Baghdad, and Samarra became what

it had been before—a provincial towu
;

remaining,

however, a place of pilgrimage to the Shl‘a Muslims,
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for here were to be seen the tombs of two of their

Imams, also the Mosque with the underground

chamber, from which the promised Mahdi, Al-Kaim,

is to appear in the fulness of time.

Al-Kadislya, also on the eastern bank of the Tigris, some

three leagues below Samarra, still exists. It must

not be confounded, with the place of the same name,

where the great battle was fought between the Arabs

and the Persians, which last lay in the plain to the

westward of the Euphrates, near Al-Kiifa. Al-

KadisTya, on the Tigris, is said by Yakut (IV. 9) to

be famous for its glass works.

Al-Ajama, meaning “the Thicket,” is not marked

on the map, and apparently is not mentioned by any

other authority. Ibn Serapion later on (Section

VIII.) states that it lay on or near the Nahrawan

Canal.

Al-‘Alth is still found on the map, and Mukaddasi

(p. 123), who, however, writes the name without the

article, speaks of it as a large town lying on a canal

derived from the Tigris. Its wells of sweet water

were easy of access and its men were handsome.

Yakut (III. 711) notes it as the first place in Al-

‘Irak on the east side of the Tigris coming from

Persia. By the change of bed, however, Al-‘Alth

now lies on the icestern bank of the river. From
below Al-KadisTya, and down almost to Baghdad,

the Tigris in the tenth century a.d. flowed by a

more westerly course than it does at the present day.

The old river-bed, with the ruins of ‘Ukbara, Awana,

and Busra, all lying on its eastern bank, is still

marked on the maps. At the present time, however,

owing to the change of course, these places stand

at a considerable distance from the western bank of

the Tigris. That the western course was the one

followed by the river in Ibn Serapion’s day admits

of no doubt, for the great post-road from Baghdad

to Samarra, and the north, passed up the eastern
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bank of the Tigris, going through Al-Baradiin and

‘Ukbara to Al-Kadislya; further, among other earlji

authorities, Biladhurl (p. 249) in the ninth century

a.d. couples together ‘Ukbara and Al-Baradan as

lying to the east of the Tigris, and the two towns

are so marked in the native map of the Paris MS.,

a work of the tenth century a.d. When the river

changed over to its present western course, I have

been unable exactly to ascertain. As early as the

date of Mas‘fidi, a.h. 332 (943), the bed appears to

have begun to shift, for in his Meadows of Gold

(I. 223) this author refers to the law-suits to which

this changing of the stream had given rise, between

the landowners of the eastern and western banks

immediately above Baghdad. The first clear mention

of ‘Ukbara as lying (as at the present day) to the

west of the Tigris is, I believe, given by the author

of the Marasid (II. 270), who wrote about the year

1300 a.d. This author, correcting Yakut, remarks

that both ‘Ukbara and Awana stood in his day at

a considerable distance to the west of the Tigris, that

being a consequence of the changing of the river

bed, eastwards
,
into the course then known as Ash-

Shutayta—“ the little Shatt ” or Stream. The exact

date of this change, however, he does not give
;
but

he adds that the Caliph Al-Mustansir, between

a.h. 623 and 640 (1226-1242), had dug a canal to

irrigate the lands which the Tigris, by its shifting,

had left dry—at this epoch, therefore, the change

must have been complete.

Neither Al-Hazlra, meaning “ the Enclosure,” nor As-

Sawiimi', “ the Cells,” have left any trace of their

names on the present maps, and the latter place is

not apparently mentioned by any other authority.

Yakut (IT. 292) states that Al-Hazlra was a

large village on the Dujayl Canal (see Section V.),

where cotton stuffs, called Kirbds
,

were manu-

factured for export
;
and in another passage (II.
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235) he speaks of it as lying opposite to Ilarbil.

This last place still exists on the western side of

the Dujayl Canal, where there is a magnificent

stone bridge, now partly in ruin, built by the last

Abbasid Caliph but one, Al-Mustansir, in a.h.

629 (1232). This has been drawn and described,

and its dedicatory inscription copied, by Commander

J. F. Jones, R.N.
(
Records

, p. 252). In another

passage Yakut (I. 178) speaks of Al-Hazlra as

lying near the village of Balad, a place which like

Harba still exists.

The ruins of ‘Ckbara, Awana, and Busra, lying one

close to the other, still exist on the left bank of

the old bed of the Tigris, as has been already

mentioned. Yakut (III. 705, I. 395, and I. 654)

describes these towns as of the Dujayl District,

lying some ten leagues distant from Baghdad,

being very pleasant places surrounded by gardens.

Bazugha, Al-Baradan, and Al-Mazrafa, all three,

lay on the eastern bank of the Tigris. Al-Baradan,

which gave its name to a gate and bridge in

eastern Baghdad (see Section X.), Kudama (p. 214),

gives as the first stage on the north road,

and it was four leagues distant from the capital.

The existing ruin at Bedran doubtless represents

the older name. Bazugha has apparently disappeared

entirely
;

according to Yakut (I. 606) it lay near

Al-Mazrafa and about two leagues from Baghdad.

Of Al-Mazrafa the name is apparently preserved

in the district of Mazurfeh, marked on the map as

immediately to the north of eastern Baghdad.

According to Yakut (IY. 520) Al-Mazrafa was a

large village lying three leagues above the city.

Katrabbul was the name of the district on the

western bank of the Tigris, and up-stream, lying

between Baghdad and ‘Ukbara (Yakut IV. 133). On
the eastern bank, also up-stream, lay Ash-Shamma-

siyya, meaning “ The Deaconr}^” the northernmost
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suburb of eastern Baghdad, which gave its name to

the gate opening in this direction (see Section X.).

Kalwadha was the outlying suburb on this same

eastern bank, but down-stream. Kudama (p. 193)

gives it as two leagues below Baghdad and five

above Al-Madain. In the present maps its site is

marked by the village of Gerara.

Al-Madain, meaning “ the Cities,” a plural form of

the word Maclina, was the name by which the

Arabs called the remains of the twin cities of

Ctesiphon and Seleucia. Ya'kubI (p. 321) at the

close of the ninth century a.d. describes three

towns as standing on the eastern bank among the

ruins of Ctesiphon. Of these one was Al-Madlna

al-‘At!ka, “the Old Town” (which also occurs as

a mint city), where was to be seen “the White

Palace ” of the Chosroes, and here was the Great

Mosque. One mile south of this lay the town of

Asbiinbur, with the great Arch of the Chosroes

(still standing at the present day) and the equal of

which there was none in all Persia for height,

seeing that its summit was 80 ells above the ground.

Adjoining these two towns lay Ar-Rumiyya, built

by the Greeks when they conquered Persia, and

here the Caliph Al-Mansur took up his abode for

some months of his reign. These three cities on

the eastern bank covered ground measuring two

miles from end to end. The towns on the western

bank (the ancient Seleucia) were BahurasTr, and a

league to the south of this, Sabiit. Ibn Rusta

(p. 186) speaks of a fire-temple as existing on this

western side, which, in Sassanian days, had been

endowed with the revenue of half the land-tax of

Fars.

As-Slb, surnamed for distinction Sib of the Bani

Kuma, was a place noted for its olive trees (Ibn

Rusta, p. 186). It was the site of the battle

where, in a.h. 262 (876), Ya'kub the Saffarid was
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routed bv the troops of the Caliph Al-Mu‘tamid.

As-SIb is not marked on the maps, but according

to Kudama (p. 193) it lay seven leagues below

Al-Madain.

Dayr-al-‘Akul, “ the Convent of the (river) Loop,”

is still marked on the map, and the name is

descriptive of the Tigris course at this point-

Yakut (II. 676), writing in the thirteenth century

a. n., states that in his day the Convent, which

originally had lain on the river bank, then stood

solitary in the middle of the plain, a mile distant

from the water’s edge, by reason of the shifting of

the Tigris bed. In former days a populous town

had (he says) stood there, with good markets, but

this had fallen to ruin with the decay of the

District of An-Nahrawiln. Ibn Rusta (p. 186), in

the beginning of the tenth century a.d., alludes to

the Great Mosque here, and says that across the

Tigris at this point were set toll-barriers, such as

will be described below (see under Hawanlt, note

11), and that this was a Station for the Officials

for Travellers and Customs.

As-Saflya is described by Yakut (II. 687, and

III. 362) as a small town overhanging the Tigris,

and of which in his day (thirteenth century a.d.)

nothing but the walls and some ruins remained

standing. It lav over against Dayr Kunna, which

last stood near Dayr-al-‘Akul.

For Dayr Kunna (more usually spelt Dayr

Kunna), otherwise called the Convent of Marmarl

as-Sallkh, “the Impotent,” Yakut (II. 687) quotes

the description left by Ash-Shabushti, who died

a.h. 388 (998). The Convent lay sixteen leagues

down stream from Baghdad, on the eastern bank,

and stood at the distance of a mile from the river.

Ash-Shabushti describes it as a huge monastery,

surrounded by a high, solidly-built, wall, so as to

be impregnable and almost like a fortress. Within
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this wall there were a hundred cells for the monks,

and the right to a cell was only to be bought for

a price ranging from 200 to 1000 Dinars (£100 to

£500). Surrounding each cell lay a garden, irrigated

by a small canal. Every garden was planted, with

fruit trees, the crop of which brought in yearly a

sum of from 50 to 200 Dinars (£25 to £100).

Neither As-Saflya nor Dayr Kunna have apparently

left any trace on the map
;

but
j
udging from the

description of Yakut—who says that Dayr-al-‘Akul

lay fifteen leagues from Baghdad, that “ near it
”

and sixteen leagues from Baghdad lay Dayr Kunna,

this last standing a mile distant from the Tigris,

on whose bank was As-Saflya—it seems probable

that Dayr Kunna and As-Saflya occupied a position

on the eastern bank about halfway between Dayr-

al-‘Akul and Humaniya. In accordance with these

data I have changed the order of names in the

Arabic text, placing Dayr Kunna and Humaniya

after, instead of before, Dayr-al-‘Akiil and As-Saflya.

Humaniya is marked on the present maps as lying

on the western Tigris bank, in a great loop of the

river, about two leagues to the south-east of Dayr-al-

‘Akfil. Yakut (IY. 980) describes it as a large

village standing in the midst of cultivated lands and

on the river bank. In the beginning of the ninth

century a.d. it must have been a place of some im-

portance, for after the death of the Caliph Al-Amla

in Baghdad, his two sons and his mother, Zubayda,

widow of Hariin-ar-Rashld, were brought down the

river in boats and kept prisoners at Humayniya (as

the name is otherwise spelt) before being despatched

into Khurasan to Al-Mamfin (see Ibn-al-Athlr, VI.

207).

Jarjaray, more generally spelt Jarjaraya, still exists.

According to Ya'kubI (p. 321) this was the capital

of the district of Lower Nahrawan
;
and in his day

(ninth century a.d.) it was still inhabited by many
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Persian nobles. Yakut (II. 54) says that it lies on

the eastern river-bank, but had become a ruin, as, in

fact, had most of the other towns of the Nahruwan

district.

An-Nu'maniyya, Yakut (IV. 796) counts as the

half-way stage between Baghdad and Wasit. It lay

four leagues down stream from Jarjaraya, and five

leagues above Jabbul (compare Kudama, p. 193,

with Abu-l-Fida, p. 305). By this reckoning An-

Nu'maniyya probably occupied the positiou marked

Tell Na'aman of Kiepert’s larger map of Babylon.

Ya'kubI (p. 321) counts An-Nu‘maniyya as the

capital town of the district of the Upper Zab Canal,

and mentions a convent here called Dayr Hizkil,

where mad persons were treated. Ibn Rusta (p. 186)

adds that the lands of An-Nu‘maniyya lay, mostly,

on the western bank of the Tigris
;

that it was

counted one of the dependent cities of Al-Ulra,

and that the celebrated carpets of Al-Hlra were

really made at An-Nu'maniyya.

Jabbul is, apparently, the place now called Jambil.

It lies on the eastern bank, and Ibn Rusta (p. 187)

speaks of it as a large town with a great mosque,

where there were bakehouses belonging to the

Government. Yakut (II. 23) says that in his day

(thirteenth century a.d.) the former town had. sunk

to the size of a large village.

Nahr Sabus was the name of a town occupying

the western bank of the Tigris and situated on the

canal of the same name (see Section VI.). Ya'kubI

describes it as lying opposite the town of Al-Mubarik,

which was on the eastern bank of the Tigris. It

was one day’s journey above Wasit, and is mentioned

by Yakut (II. 903) as being the chief city of the

district of the Lower Zab Canal. Kahr Sabus is

not marked on the present maps, but according to

Kudama (p. 194) it was situated seven leagues

below Jabbul and five leagues above Kam-as-Silh.
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Fam-as-Silh was situated seven leagues above

Wasit. Fam in Arabic means “ mouth,” but

applied to a canal designates what we should call

the “ head ”
or point of origin, where the canal

branches from the parent stream—not the place

where it runs out to join the river again, which in

English would be the usual acceptation of the term

“mouth” as applied to a canal. Fam-as-Silh,

therefore, is “ the Head of the Silh,” the place

where that canal left the Tigris, and it was also

the name of a town on the eastern river-bank.

Ibn Rusta (p. 187) speaks of its Great Mosque and

markets. The place also was famous in Arab history

for the palace built here by Hasan ibn Sahl, Wazlr

of Al-Mamun, and in which he celebrated the

espousals of his daughter Buran with the Caliph

his master, spending fabulous sums in banquets and

gifts (cf Mas'udi VII. 65). Yakut (III. 917), in

the 13th century a.d., found the town and neigh-

bouring villages already gone to ruin.

Wasit, the “ middle ” city, was so called because it

lay equidistant (about 50 leagues) from Al-Kiifa,

Al-Basra, and Al-Ahwaz. It was the capital of

the district of Kaskar, and was founded in a.h. 84

(703) by Hajjaj, the great viceroy of Al-‘Irak, in

the reign of the Omayyad Caliph ‘Abd-al-Malik.

The city occupied both banks of the Tigris, and

the two quarters were connected by a bridge of

boats. According to Ya‘kiibl (p. 322) the eastern

quarter had been a town before the days of Hajjilj,

and here the population was for the most part

Persian. In the western quarter stood the Great

Mosque, the palace of the Governors, and the

celebrated Green Dome (the Khadra of Wasit),

which Ibn Rusta (p. 187) states was so high that

it could be seen from Fam-as-Silh. There was also

a great mosque in the eastern quarter. The lands

round Wasit were extremely fertile, and their crops
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provisioned Baghdad in times of scarcity. Some

idea of the richness of the Wasit District may be

gathered from the statement made by Ibn llawkal

(p. 162), who was here in a.h. 35S (969), when

the revenue paid into the Baghdad treasury was

beins; collected ; he says that the yearly total then

amounted to a million of Dirhams, about £40,000.

The ruius of Wasit, lying ou what is now called

the Shatt-al-Hay, were examiued in 1831-‘2 by

Messrs. Orrnsby and Elliott (see CoL Chesney's

Report of the Euphrates amt Tigris Krpedition, I.

p. 37), but their exact position is not given. In

the accompanying map, Wasit is placed to agree

with the distances given iu Eudama.

Ar-Rusaia—“ the Causeway”—surnamed for distinction

Rusal's of Wasit, was a village or small town lying

ten leagues below Wasit, aud twelve leagues above

Al-Kutr Kudama, p. 194). The next place mentioned

is Xahr Ban, which Idrisi (A. Jauber’s translation,

I. SOS'* gives as lying halt a day's journey by water

below Wasit, or a whole day’s journey by land; it

would thus have been situated but a short distance

south of Ar-Rusafa. It must be noted that neither

these nor the following places on the Tigris below

Wasit are any of them marked on the present map.

Xahr Biiu is the name of a small town at the head of

the -V thr or canal of the same name, which according

to Ibn Rusta ^p. IS 4) lay on the eastern bank of the

Tigris. The name is variously spelt, Xahr Ban or

Bin, also Xahrawan and Xahr Aban, the last being

the form given by Yakut ^IY. 70S), who states that

it took its name from Aban, a Persian woman, to

whom the Chosroes had granted the land in fief.

This canal is again mentioned by Ibn Serapiou

(Section IX. , but it must uot be confounded with

either the great Xahrawan (Section YIII.) or the

Xahr Bln of Baghdad ^Section X.).

Al-Faruth is mentioned by Yakut (III. S40) as
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a large village, with a market, lying on the bank

of the Tigris in the country between Wasit and

Al-Madhar. It stood, therefore, on the eastern bank.

Of Dayr-al-‘Ummal, “the Monastery of the Gover-

nors ” (in the singular ‘Amil), apparently no mention

is made, elsewhere, sufficient to determine its position.

Al-Hawanlt means “the Booths,” and according

to Ibn Rusta (p. 184) both this place and Al-Katr

lay on the eastern bank of the Tigris. Near Al-

Hawanlt (at the beginning of the 10th century

a.d.) toll-barriers were moored across the river, and

placed under the superintendence of Government

officials called Ashdb as-Sayyara toa-l-Maasir—
“ Masters of Travellers and Barriers ”— such as

have already been mentioned as existing up the river

at Dayr-al-‘Akul (see above, note 8). The descrip-

tion of these, as given in Ibn Rusta (p. 185), is as

follows:—“The toll-bar (called al-Maasir in Arabic)

is the name given to the place on the Tigris where

two boats have been moored on the one bank of

the river, opposite two other boats on the further

bank, which two likewise are firmly moored. Then

across the stream they have carried cables, their two

ends being fastened to the boats on either bank, and

these prevent ships from passing by night without

paying toll. Now at Al-Katr the Tigris divides

into three arms, which flow out into the Swamps.”

The Swamps will be described in Section XIII.

[SECTION II.]

Account of tiie River Euphrates from its Source

to its Mouth.

The source of the River Euphrates 1 is at a spring in

Jabal Akrudkhis in longitude 60° 30' and latitude 41° 20'

or 42° 20'. Flowing thence, it passes by the spur of Jabal

Misflna, in longitude 60° 20' and latitude 42° 25'. Then
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it passes the city of Kamkh and by Hisn-al-Minshar. Next,

after flowing past Malatya, 2 which is two miles distant from

its bank, it comes to the city of Hinzit, next to the city of

Sumaysat, 3 after which come Jisr Manbij and Biilis. Next

it flows beside the city of Ar-Rakka, 4 which stands upon

the river, and then it passes Al-Mubarik, and the head

of the canal called the Nahr Sa‘Id. Next follow Karkisiya,5

Ar-Rahba, Ad-Daliya, and then it passes* [between hillocks

but not] skirting the mountain, which is called Jabal-al-

Kusiis, from whence it passes on to ‘Ana,6 and the same

it surrounds, forming an island, on which stands the city.

Thence it passes to Alusa and An-Niiwusa, coming next

to the city of Hit, from whence it flows by the westward

of Al-Anbar,7 which is a city, and here there is a bridge

over the (canal of the Nahr ‘Isa). Thence it passes to the

city of Al-Kufa,8 which stands upon the river-bank. Now
between Al-Anbar and Al-Kufa there divide from the

Euphrates many great canals, and these I will describe in

what follows. After this the river passes on to a place in

longitude 71° 5' and latitude 31° 5', and thence to longitude

78° 5' and latitude 31° 30', where it falls into the Swamp.

Now when the Euphrates is in longitude 71° 5' and

latitude 31° 5' aforesaid, there is a division of its waters

into two streams
;
and from here the outermost (or eastern)

stream passing onwards, flows between (the main arm of)

the river Euphrates and the Sawild (or plain) of Al-Kufa

and of Al-Basra, till finally it likewise flows out into the

Swamp near by where (the main arm of) the Euphrates

flows out.

1 To Ibn Serapion, the main stream of the Euphrates

was the branch which is now known to the Turks

as the Kara Su (Black River), but which is still

called Frat by the Arabs, and which we designate

the Western Euphrates. The mountains of Jabal

Akradkhis (no longer bearing this name) must be

MS. corrupt, translation tentative.
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those near Erzeroum, where the river takes its rise.

Akradkhis is not given in the Dictionaries of

Yakut or Bakri. By omitting a diacritical point,

Mas‘udi (I. 214) writes the name Afradkhis, and

in his Tanbih (p. 52) Afradkhamish, adding that

the Euphrates rises in the Kallkala country, of

which mention will be made in a subsequent note

(Section IY. note 1). Kudama (p. 233), in the corre-

sponding passage, gives the name of the mountains

as Bariijis. It is possible that this word Akradkhis

may be the Arab form of the native name, which

the Roman geographers gave as Caranifis.

Jabal Misfina is mentioned by Kudama (p. 233),

but by no other authority. The name is not Arab

in form, and the mountain range referred to is

apparently that lying to the north of Arzinjan, and

called Ak Dagh and Kashish Dagh at the present

day.

Kamkh is the city on the left or south bank of

the Euphrates, which the Greeks called Kamacha,

and which still exists. Yakut (IY. 304) says that

its inhabitants pronounce the name Kamakh, and

that it lies one day’s journey from Arzinjan. It is

perhaps worth noting that in the MS. of Ibn

Serapion the name is invariably written Kamh (not

with the kh).

Hisn-al-Minshar, “ the Fort of the Saw,” has

apparently disappeared from the map. Yakut (IY.

6G1) mentions it as one of the fortresses near the

Euphrates.

Malatya, which the Greeks called MeKtene, is still a

flourishing town, and was in early days one of the

most important of the Muslim fortresses of the

Greek frontier. The garrison, according to Bila-

dhurl (p. 187), held the military post at the bridge,

three miles distant, over the river Kubilkib (see

Section III. note 5). Istakhrl (p. 62), among others,

describes Malatya as a large town, having over it
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one of the strongest of the frontier fortresses, and

one of the most important in the matter of both

garrison and armament.

Hinzlt, which appears to have been a place of

note in early times, is difficult to identify. Ibn

Serapion locates it near the Euphrates, between

Mulatya and Sumaysat, and in this he is confirmed

by Kudama (p. 233). Ibn Serapion (see Section

III.) speaks of one of the affluents of the Euphrates

(unnamed) as flowing past Ilinzlt, and Yakut (IV.

993) counts the town as of the Greek frontiers

—

by which a place lying to the west of the Euphrates

is evidently indicated. Further, he says, that Ilinzlt

lay near Sumnln, and in other passages the same

author (III. 146, IV. 168) speaks of Sayf-ad-

Dawla, the Hamdanid prince, as passing Hinzlt in

a.h. 335 (947), when he made his expedition

against Kuluniya (query Sinis Colouia). liakri (p.

832) counts Hinzit as of the frontier fortresses

of Mar'ash, and mentions it in connection with

Malatya and Sumaysat. In another passage (p.

495) he couples it with Kharshana (see Section III.

note 4).

These indications seem to point to some strong

place on the present Kakhta Su (possibly the

ruins near the town of Kakhta), or else Hinzlt

may be identified with Karkar (Gerger), which is

described as a magnificent Saracenic ruin occupying

a commanding position (see Hitter, X. 870, 872).

Both Kakhta and Karkar are mentioned by Abu-1-

Fidii (p. 385) as castles situated near Malatya, but

neither names, I believe, occur in the works of the

earlier Arab geographers
;

hence the name Hinzlt

may have been replaced by one of these two in

the later Middle Ages.
3 Sumaysat (not to be confounded with Shimshiit), below

Hinzlt, is the well-known town which the Greeks

called Samosata. It lies north, and on the right

j.r.a.s. 1895. 4
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bank of the Euphrates. Mas'udi (I. 215) states

that its fortress was called Kal‘a-at-Tin, “ the Clay

Castle,” and according to Yakut (III. 151) one of

its quarters was inhabited exclusively by Armenians.

Jisr Manbij, Balis, and Ar-Rakka are all marked

on the map. The fortress of Jisr Manbij, otherwise

called KaTa-an-Najin, “the Castle of the Star,” stood

on a hill, according to Yakut (IV. 165), which over-

looked the eastern bank of the Euphrates, where the

high road from Manbij to Harran crossed the river.

Balis is the ancient Barbalissus, also on the western

bank of the Euphrates. Istakhri (p. 62) counts it

as the first Syrian town after crossing from Mesopo-

tamia, and he says that it was the river-port of

Syria on the Euphrates. Yakut (I. 477) remarks

that Balis, which in former times lay on the

Euphrates, in his day (13th century a.d.) stood

four miles distant from the stream, by reason of

the shifting of the course.

Ar-Rakka, on the left (northern) bank of the Euphrates

immediately above where the Ballkh river flows in,

was counted the capital of the province of Diyiir

Mudar. The name Ar-Rakka, in Arabic, is applied

to any plain beside a river that is at times covered

by the inundation, and the word occurs in many
other place-names. This Ar-Rakka occupies the

approximate site of the ancient Cal/inicus or Nice-

phorium.

It is curious that Ibn Serapion should here make

no mention of Ar-Rafika, the town built by the

Caliph Al-Mansiir in a.h. 155 (772) as a place of

garrison for his Khurasan troops. It lay close

beside Ar-Rakka, being only 300 ells distant, and

its ground-plan resembled that of Baghdad. Bila-

dhurl (pp. 179 and 297) relates the above particulars,

and says that llarun-ar-Rashld added to the town,

building many palaces, and himself lived there, pre-

ferring its climate to that of Baghdad. Yakut
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(II. 734) states that with the rise of Ar-Rafika,

Ar-Rakka fell to ruin, so that in time the very

name even of Ar-Rakka passed to the younger city,

the whole of the intervening lands having come to

be built over and occupied by markets, which last

took the place of a shallow lake that formerly

had existed here.

Al-Mubarik is a station on the high road down the

right bank of the Euphrates, and is given by Ivudiima

(p. 217). He says it lay eight leagues below Ar-

Rakka, while the beginning of the Sa'Id Canal was

eight leagues above Karkislva. Nothing further is

recorded of Al-Mubarik, a name common to many

localities (see Section I. note 9), and meaning “ the

Blessing." This Al-Mubarik is omitted in Yakut.

The Nahr Sa‘Id, which is more particularly

described in Section VM according to Biladhurl

(pp. 179 and 332), was dug by Sa'id, son of

the Omayyad Caliph ‘Abd-al- Malik, and at one time

governor of Al-Mawsil. He was a man of great

piety, and was surnamed Sa‘id-al-Khayr, “the Good."

Where the canal was dug there had been originally

a thicket and swamp infested by lions
;

and the

reclaimed lands were granted in fief to Sa‘Id by

his brother, the Caliph Al-Walld.

Karklslya, the ancient Circesium, was a town of some

importance, standing at the angle formed by the

Euphrates and the inflowing river Khabur. It lay

therefore on the eastern side of the Euphrates, and,

according to Yakut (IY. 66), stood six leagues distant

from Ar-Rahba.

The remains of Ar-Rahba, “the Square," are

shown on the map, lying on the western bank of the

Euphrates. Both this place and Ad-Daliva, meaning
“ the Water-wheel," were surnamed for distinction

Rahba, and Daliva of Malik-ibn-Tawk, who Bila-

dhurl states (p. 180) was a man of the Taghlib tribe,

and lived in the reign of Al-Mamun. From what
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Yakut (II. 538, 764) says, Ar-Rahba and Ad-Diiliya

must have stood very near each to the other, but the

distance between the two is not given.

The range of hills called Jabal-al-Kusus—a name
mentioned by no other authority, and signifying “the

Hill of the Priests ”—is marked on the map above

‘Ana. Ritter (XI. 711) names part of the range

Al-Muhadiya, and other heights appear now to be

called the Sultan ‘Abd-Allah Hills. The reading,

however, of the MS. of Ibn Serapion in this passage

is very uncertain, and the words which are translated

“ between hillocks, but not skirting the mountain,”

are emended conjecturally.

6 ‘Ana is still marked on the map, and represents the

ancient Anatho. Yakut (III. 595) speaks of it as

a celebrated town, having a strong castle, that over-

hung the Euphrates.

Alusa and An-Nawusa are places frequently men-

tioned in the history of the Arab Conquest (cf.

Biladhurl, p. 179). Kudama (p. 217) places Alusa

seven leagues above An-Nawusa, which last lay seven

leagues above Hit. Alusa is marked on the map
under the name of El Uz, and it appears to be

identical with the place which the ancients called

Olabus (Ritter, XI. 731). Yakut (I. 352, IY. 734)

speaks of Alusa as a small town, and adds that An-

Nawusa was one of the villages of Hit.

Hit still exists, and, according to Yakut (IY. 997),

was celebrated for its palm groves.

7 Al-Anbilr, “ the Granaries,” stood above, and to the

north of where the first great canal, the Nahr ‘Isa

(see Section Y.), flowed off from the Euphrates to

the Tigris (cf. Kudama, p. 234). It was a mint

city, and a town of great importance in the days of

the Caliphate. In Sassanian times it was called

Flriiz Sabiir (Perisabor), after King Sapor, its founder,

and this name the Arabs applied to the district. The

first Abbasid Caliph, As-Saffah, for a time made Al-
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Anbilr his capital, and he died in the palace which

he built there. Yakut (I. 367) states that the name

Al- Anbilr, “the Granaries,” was derived from the

fact that of old the Persian kings stored the wheat,

barley, and straw, for the rations of their troops

in this town. The site of Al-Anbiir appears to be

that marked on the modern maps by the ruins named

Sifevra.

The ancient main-stream of the Euphrates, which

flowed down to Al-Kiifa and then became lost in the

Swamps, is called Al-‘Alkami by Kudama (p. 233),

and in the Tiwbih (p. 52). branching oft’ westwards

below Musayyib from wdiat is the present main-

stream, the old main-stream corresponds with the

channel now known as the Nahr Hindiyya, and flowed

past Al-Kufa, the ruins of which lie on its western

bank. The present main-stream of the Euphrates,

below Musayyib, is the Nahr Sura of Ibn Serapion,

which will be described in Section VI.

8 Al-Kufa, the sister-city and rival of Al-Basra, was

founded by the Arabs at the time of the first

conquest of Persia, and was intended to serve as

a permanent camp on the Arab, and desert, side of

the Euphrates. It occupied an extensive plain lying

above the river-bank, and in its immediate vicinity

was the Persian city of Al-Hlra. Fronting Al-Kufa

was the Bridge of Boats across the Euphrates

arm, over which, during the times of the Abbasid

Caliphate, lay the great pilgrim road running from

Baghdad southward to Mecca and Medina.

[SECTION III.]

Affluents of the Euphrates.

And since now thou art free in the matter of these two

great rivers (the Euphrates and Tigris), I will begin with

the streams which flow into the Euphrates and the streams
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which are carried from the same and run into the Tigris,

proceeding from its source to its mouth, stream by stream :

so do thou give heed to what I shall explain to thee.

Of these is a river which falls into the Euphrates, flowing

down from a mountain where its source lies in longitude

62° 20', and latitude 41° 5'. It passes the city of Hinzlt

and the province thereof, falling into the Euphrates in

longitude 61° 30' and latitude 39° 20'.

There also 1 falls into the Euphrates a river called Arsanas,

and this is the river of Shamshat. Its source is in a

mountain in the limits of the country of Tarun. It flows by

the gate of the city of Shamshat, and then passes near the

gate of a fortress called Ilisn Ziyad, and oil the banks

of this river are six other fortresses. Finally it falls into

the Euphrates about two marches above Malatya, and on

the eastern bank.

There also falls into (the Euphrates) a river called Nahr

Luklya. 2 Its source is in Jabal Marur in the frontiers of

the country of Abrlk. On its bank stands a single fortress.

Its point of junction with the Euphrates is at a point one

day’s march below the city of Kamkh, but above the

mouth of the river Arsanas, and on the western bank (of

the Euphrates).

There also falls into (the Euphrates) a river called Nahr

Abrlk. 3 It has a mountain extending right down to its

point of junction with the Euphrates, which lies a short

way below the mouth of the Nahr Luklya, and likewise

on the western bank (of the Euphrates).

There also flows into (the Euphrates) a river called the

Nahr Anjil. Its source is in the mountain of Abrlk, a

little way above the crossing of the high road from

Malatya. It flows between mountains, and falls into the

Euphrates at a distance of five leagues below the mouth

of the Nahr Arsaniis.

There also falls into (the Euphrates) a river called the

Nahr Jarjarlya.4 Its source is in the mountain of Jabal

Marur, near the fortress of Kharshana in the Greek

country. From thence it passes, traversing a long course
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through plains and meadows, and falls into the Euphrates,

on its western bank, at a point ten leagues below the mouth

of the Nahr Anja.

There also falls into (the Euphrates) a river called the

Nahr Kubakib .
4 This is a great and mighty stream, into

which many lesser rivers flow, and these I will mention

later. The source of the Nahr Kubakib is in the interior

of the Greek country, beyond the Nahr Jayhan. Its

course is between mountains, passing by fortresses, plains,

and meadows, till finally it comes out into the Arab

dominions, falling into the Euphrates on its western bank

at a point three leagues or more below the mouth of the

river Jarjariya. Here there crosses it a great bridge called

Kantara Kubakib.

There falls into (the Euphrates) also a river called Nahr-

al-Ballkh .

6 Its source is in the laud of Harran at a

spring called ‘Ayn-adh-Dhahbauiyya. It waters many
domains, hamlets, and gardens, passing by Bajadda, Hisn

Maslama, and Bajarwan. Then, after flowing round at the

back of the city of Ar-Rakka, it falls into the Euphrates

on the eastern bank of the same, below Ar-Rakka, which

is surnamed As-Sawda (the Black).

There also flow into the Euphrates, at one spot, the

waters of two rivers that have joined above (to form

one stream). One of these is called Al-Khabur
,

7 and the

other Al-Hirmas. The source of the Khabur is near the

city of Ras-al-‘Ayn at the spring called ‘Ayn-az-Zahiriyya

;

the source of the Hirmas is in the land of Naslbln at a

place called Tur ‘Abdin. Now the Hirmas is the river of

Naslbln, and in its course it waters the domains and

gardens of that city
;
then, leaving the cultivated lands, it

passes out to the plain. Here it meets the Khabur,

which has watered the domains of Ras-al-Ayn ; and the

waters of the Khabur together with those of the Hirmas

form one stream, which flows on through the plain. It is

the Hirmas which thus flows into the Khabur, for the

chief river down to the junction of the two streams is

the Khabur. Passing on, this single stream, formed by
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the united rivers, irrigates the domains which lie to the

north of Karklsiya, and finally flows into the Euphrates,

on the eastern hank near Karklsiya.

From the Hirmas, also, there flows off a river called

Ath-Tharthar. 8 Its origin is at Sukayr-al-‘Abbas. It

passes through the midst of the plain, and runs into the

Tigris below Takrlt, after passing Al-Hadr, and cutting

through the hills called Jabal Barimma.

There also flows into (the Euphrates) a river coming down

from ‘Ayn-at-Tamr.9 It passes through the lands of the

same, and then flows on through the plain, falling into

the Euphrates, on its western bank, below the city of Hit.

1 The River of Hinzit has been noticed above (Section II.

note 2).

The Eastern Euphrates, which by some geographers

is considered the main source of the great river, is

given in Pliny (Nat. Hist. Bk. V. 24, Teubner’s

edition) as the Arson ias Flumen, and this is evidently

identical with the Nahr Arsanas of Ibn Serapion.

The name is apparently now entirely lost, for this

stream, at the present time, is known by the Turkish

name of Murad Su (or Tchay), being so called, it is

said, in honour of Sultan Murad IV., the conqueror

of Baghdad, in a.d. 1638. The name Arsanas,

however, is given by Yakut (I. 207), who refers

to the coldness of its waters, and by Bakri (p. 91),

who gives the pronunciation as Arasnas. It would

appear, therefore, that this name was in use from the

time of Pliny in the first century a.d. down to the

12th or 13th century a.d.

The Tarun country, where the Arsanas took its

rise, is mentioned by both Kudilma (pp. 246, 251) and

Biladhur! (p. 201). The name is identical with the

Armenian Daron, which in earlier times occurs in

Strabo as Taronites, and in Tacitus as Taurantium.
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At the present day, however, the name Tarun has

completely disappeared from the maps,

The town of Shamshat (or Shimshat) was, during

the early centuries of the Hijra, a place of much

importance
;

it is frequently mentioned in the his-

tories of the Arab Conquest, aud in the works of the

earlier geographers. It has been suggested that the

name represents the Arsamoxata of Pliny (op. cit.

Bk. VI. 9). Shamshat on the Arsanas has frequently

been confounded with Sumaysat* on the Euphrates,

a totally different town, which, as already mentioned,

is the classical Samosata. Shamshat has completely

disappeared from the maps. Its site, however, may

be fixed by the indications of Ibn Serapion (see below,

Section XVIII.) and Yakut (III. 319). Yakut pre-

faces his account by noting that this town must not

be confounded with Sumaysat. He writes that, in his

day, Shamshat was already in ruins and had but few

inhabitants
;
adding that the city had Khartabirt

(modern Kharput) to the west of it, and Baluya

(modern Palu) to the east, and that it was a town

of Armenia. Ibn Khurdiidbih (p. P23) refers to

Shamshat as lying close to Hisn Ziyad, which fortress

Yakut (II. 276) says is identical with Khartabirt

(i.e. Kharput). The ruins of Shamshat are to be

sought for on the right or northern bank of the

Murad Su, one mile above where the Nahr-as-

Salkit (see Section IV.), the modern Peri Tchay,

flows in, and they must lie somewhere near the

village marked Pistik on Kiepert’s map.
2 The river Luklya, flowing into the Euphrates one day’s

march below Karnkh, corresponds fairly with the

modern Tchalta Irmak. The name Luklya is not

found on our maps, neither is it mentioned by any

other Arab geographer. The name is evidently not

Arabic, and it is remarkable that Pliny (op. cit. Bk.

* E.g., Ritter X. 931 ;
and in many places of Jaubert’s translation of Idrisi,

e.g., II. 129, 137, 314.
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Y. 24) names a river Lycus as one of the affluents

of the Euphrates. Possibly this is the same stream,

which in the 10th century a.d. still preserved the

name under which it was known in classical times.

3 The Nahr Abrik is the river now called Sari-tchitchek

Su
;
and the Nahr Anja corresponds with the stream

at the mouth of which is the village of Tchermik

as marked on Kiepert’s map. The Castle of Abrlk

(see Section IY.) is the fortress which the Byzantines

called Tephrike
,
corresponding to the modern Divrigi;

it is mentioned in the Tanbih (p. 183), and by Yakut

(I. 87), who quotes a curious description of the place,

which is said to have been a sanctuary venerated both

by the Christians and the Moslems. He spells the

name Al-Abruk.
4 The Nahr JarjarTya is the river now called Kuru Tchay.

The fortress of Kharshana is mentioned by Yakut

(II. 423) as situated at no great distance from

Malatya, in the Greek country, but no trace of it

is to be found on the present maps. Kharshana is

the place so frequentty mentioned in the Byzantine

Chronicles under the name of Kharsianon Kastron.

5 The Nahr Kubakib, which is described b}' both Yakut

(IY. 26) and Bakri (pp. 657 and 726), is the river

of Malatya, and except for the Arsanas is by far the

most important affluent of the Upper Euphrates.

The Greeks called it the river Melas, and its present

Turkish name is the Tokhma Su. The Jajhan,

beyond which the Kubakib takes its rise, is the

ancient Pyramus, which flows out into the Mediter-

ranean in the Bay of Alexandretta. Kubakib may
mean “ babbling ” in Arabic, or as the plural of

Kabkab is the name given to the “wooden-clogs”

worn in the bath
;
in either case the word is evidently

onomatopoeic.

6 The river Al-Balikh is the Bilecha of the Greek

geographers; while Hurran represents the ancient

Carrhce. Yakut (II. 231) counts Harran as the
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capital of the district of Diyar Mudar. According

to tradition, this was the first city built after the

Flood, and was the original home of the Sabaeans,

also called the Harranians.

The spring at the source of the Balilch, Yakut

(I. 734) names the ‘Ayn-adh-Dhahbaniyya, which

name Ibn Rusta (p. 90) writes Ad-Dahroilna, and

Ibn Khurdiidbih (p. 175, but cf. note k for other

readings) Adh-Dhahbiina. Of the three places

lying on this river, Ilisn Maslama took its name

from Maslama, son of the Omayyad Caliph ‘Abd-

al-Malik. Yakut (I. 734, II. 278) writes that this

fortress stood five miles from the source of the

Ballkh, nine leagues from Harran on the road to

Ar-Rakka, and about a mile-and-a-half from the

actual river-bank. From this latter point a canal

brought water to the fortress, in which Maslama had

dug a cistern, 200 ells square by 20 ells deep, lined

with stone, in order to supply the wants of the

garrison. This cistern needed only to be filled once

a year, and at other times the canal served to

irrigate the lands round Ilisn Maslama. The

fortress itself covered an area of a Jarib (an Arab

land-measure equivalent to about a third of an

acre, it being a plot of land measuring 60 ells by

the like), and the walls of the fortress were of

fifty ells in height.

Bajadda is described by Yakut (I. 453) as a

large village lying near Hisn Maslama, and between

Ras-al-‘Ayn and Ar-Rakka. Maslama had granted

this land in fief to one of his captains, named Asid,

of the Sulaym tribe, who surrounded the place with

a wall and built the village. Springs abounded

here, and the gardens were celebrated.

Bajarwan, Yakut (I. 454) mentions as a village

of Diyar Mudar, on the Ballkh. According to

Kudama (p. 215) Bajarwan lay three leagues north-

ward of Ar-Rakka on the high road to Harran,
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which last was eleven leagues from Bajarwan,

while from Bajarwan it was seven leagues to Hisn

Maslama on the road to Riis-al-'Ayn in a north-

easterly direction. (For Ar-Rakka, see above,

Section II. note 4.)

7 The Khabur is the river which the Greeks called

Chaboras. The origin of the name Hirmas appears

to be unknown. The Greek geographers called

this river either Saocoras or Mygdonius. The Khabur

has kept its name to the present time, but the river

of Nasibln, the Hirmas, is now generally known as

the Jaghjagha.

The town of Ras-al-‘Ayn, meaning in Arabic the

“ Spring-head,” bore this name long before Arab days,

being mentioned in Resaina by the Latin geographers.

The place was noted for its numerous springs, and

their waters made the surrounding country a garden.

The ‘Avn-az-Zahiriyya, by Yakut’s account (II.

731, 911), was fathomless, and the stream flowing

from it was in old times sufficiently deep to carry

small pleasure-boats, in which people went from

garden to garden, and down to Karklsiya. In the

13th century a.d., however, the Hirmas was no

longer navigable.

Nasibln is the Roman Nisibis, which Yakut (IY.

787) says was celebrated for its white roses and its

forty thousand gardens. It was counted the capital

of the district of Diyar Rabl'a, and is still a

flourishing town.

Tur ‘Abdln, “ the Mountain of (God’s) Servants,”

is the hilly district still bearing this name, which is

so celebrated in the annals of the Jacobite Christians.

According to Muslim tradition (see Yakut III. 559)

Jabal Jiidl, a mountain of this district, was the place

where the Ark of Noah came to rest, as related in the

Kuran, chapter XL verse 46. (For Karklsiya see

above, Section II. note 5.)

8 The account of the river Ath-Tharthar is repeated below
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in Section YII. At the present day its stream is so

shrunk in volume that it no longer forms a natural

water-way between the Euphrates and the Tigris.

According to Ibn Serapion, it flowed out from the

llirmas at Sukavr (the “ little Dam ”
of) al-‘Abbas.

Yakut (III. 109), however, describes this place as a

small town on the Khabur
,
where there is a mosque.

Further, both Kudatua (p. 216) and Ibn Khurdadbih

(p. 96) likewise place Sukayr on the Khabur, and

give it as lying on the high road, fourteen leagues

from Sinjar, and eighteen leagues from Karkislya.

These distances (especially the latter) are difficult

to fit in with what is shown on the present map.

The Tharthar river must have cut through the

Sinjar mountains (the Jabal Barimma) at the gap

to the west of the town of that name; but possibly

the poiut of junction of the Khabur and llirmas

was not in the tenth century A.n. where it now is.

Yakut (I. 921) describes the bed of the Tharthar,

in his day (13th century a.d.), as running in flood

when the rains were plenteous, but in summer as

showing only pools of warm water, with here and

there brackish springs. He had himself travelled

along its course, and adds that of old, as it was

reported, boats could pass up its stream, and that

many villages lay along its banks in the midst of

well-cultivated lands.

Al-Hadr is the ancient Hatra, still standing, with

the ruins of a Parthian palace. Yakut calls it the

city of a certain As-Satiriiu, adding (II. 281) that

it is built of squared stones, which form chambers,

with their roofs and doors likewise of stone. There

were originally sixty towers, with three turrets in

between each tower, and a castle stood over against

each.

Jabal Barimma, Yakut says (I. 464), is also known
as Jabal Humrln, and this is the chain of hills which

stretches across Upper Mesopotamia from west to east,
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till it reaches the mountains of Persia. Through this

chain the Tigris cuts its way at As-Sinn. The hill-

chain here spoken of is evidently that at present

called Jabal Sinjar, from the town of Sinjar, which

also gave its name to the plain referred to by Ibn

Serapion (Section VII.). Sinjar city still exists, and

Yakut (III. 158) describes it as a fine town with

magnificent gardens that were celebrated for their

crops of dates, oranges, and lemons. It was from

this city that the famous Saljuk Sultan, Sinjar, took

his name, it having been his birth-place.

9 The town of ‘Ayn-at-Tamr, meaning “the Date Spring,”

was a place of importance in the days of the first

Muslim conquest, but its site is apparently lost.

Yakut (III. 759) says that it lay near Al-Aubar, and

to the west of Al-Kufa on the borders of the Arabian

desert, but unfortunately no authority gives its

distance from either of these towns. Further, near

‘Ayn-at-Tamr was a place called Shafatha, and from

both towns great quantities of sugar-cane and dates

were exported to neighbouring lands. Kudilma

(p. 236) counts ‘Ayn-at-Tamr as one of the six sub-

districts of the Astan, or District, of Upper Bihku-

biidh, coupling it with Biibil (Babylon) and other

neighbouring territories. The stream on which it

stood is apparently either the present WadI-al-‘AmTh

of Kiepert’s map, or the Wadi Burdiin. The town

of Shafatha referred to by Yakut may be the place

marked under the name of Shethatheh on the above-

mentioned map.

[SECTION IV.]

Streams flowing into Affluents of Euphrates.

And now regarding the streams which are the affluents

of these rivers flowing into the Euphrates, they too are

great rivers, and among them are the following :

—
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Into the Nahr Arsanas flows a river called the Nahr-adh-

Dhlb 1 (the “Wolf River”). Its source is in a mountain

in the neighbourhood of Iyallkalii. It turns and passes

many fortresses, falling into the river Arsanas a short dis-

tance above the city of Shamshat.

There also flows into the Arsanas a river called As-Salkit.

Its source is in the mountains called Jabal Marur (or

Mazur). It turns passing many fortresses, and falls into

the Arsaniis a little below the city of Shamshat and the

mountain near it.

Into the river Abrlk flows a river called Zarara. 2 Its

source is in the mountain called Jabal Marur, a little above

the source of the river Luklya, and it falls into the river

Abrlk a little below the Castle (of Abrlk).

Into the river Jarjilriya flows a river called the Nahr

Ghawth. 3 Its source is in a mountain in the neighbourhood

of Abrlk, and it falls in the Nahr Jarjilriya.

Into the river Kubakib falls a river called Karakls.4 Its

source is in a lake in the Greek country. It passes near the

gate of Zibatra, and it falls into the Kubakib.

There also falls into the Kubilkib the river called Nahr-

az-Zarbuk (or Zarniik). Its source is in a mountain lying

between Malatya and Hisn Mansur. It falls into the

Kubakib below the mouth of the river Karakls.

From the river Az-Zarnfik there is carried a stream called

the Nahr Malatya
;

it waters various domains, and falls into

the Kubakib below (the mouth of) the river Az-Zarnuk.

From this stream are brought the water-courses of Malatya,

which, entering the city, afterwards pass forth and fall into

the Kubakib below the Bridge.

There also falls into the Kubakib a river called Jurlth

(or Hurlth).5 Its source is at (the Spring of) ‘Ayn Zanltha

;

its course lies through certain lakes, and it passes near the

city of Al-Hadath, falling out into the Kubakib at a point in

the direction of this town.

Into the Jurlth (or Hurlth) there falls a river called

Al-'Arjiin. Its source is in the mountains of Jabal-ar-Rlsh,

and it flows into the Jurlth (or Hurlth). From the river
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Al-‘Arjan are brought the water-courses of Al-Hadath, and

their waters flow back into the same.

1 It will be seen that Ibn Serapion has given this section,

describing the tributaries of the affluents of the

Euphrates, in duplicate (see below, Section XVIII.)

;

but since some additional information is to be found

in the second account, it has seemed worth while to

print the texts and the translations in full.

The two tributaries of the Arsanas serve to fix the

site of Shamshat, as already stated (see Section III.

note 1). Nahr-adh-Dhib, the “Wolf River,” is a

common name for streams, and there is an affluent

of the Tigris which is likewise so-called (see below,

Section VII.). This Nahr-adh-Dhib is evidently the

stream now known as the Gunek Su. Kalikala,

where it is said to rise, according to the somewhat

vague statement of Yakut (IV. 19), was the name

by which the Arabs called the chain of mountains

in Greater, or Fourth, Armenia, and it was of the

province of Minfizjird (modern Melasgird) or of Khilat

(Akhlat). Further, Ibn Serapion (MS. folio 46 6)

says that the river Ar-Rass (the Araxes) “ has its

source in the mountain between Khilat and Kalikala,

being from the Kalikala district.” Ibn Rusta

(p. 89) and Ibn Khurdadbih (p. 174) both confirm

this, and the latter authority gives Kalikala, also,

as the country of the head-waters of the (western)

Euphrates. The name has entirely disappeared

from the maps, but from the above Kalikala

evidently represents the mountainous district lying

between the various sources of the Eastern and

Western Euphrates and those of the Araxes.

The river Salkat (or As-Salkit), which (see Section

XVIII.) joined the Arsanas “ one mile below Sham-

shat,” is the stream now called Peri Telia}', with its

numerous tributaries. The statement that this
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stream rises in the Jabal Mariir is puzzling. By
our author’s account, repeated more than once, these

mountains were in the Abrlk Country, that is to

the westward, of the Euphrates, while the present

passage evidently refers to the district lying

eastward of the great river, and between the two

great arms of the Eastern and Western Euphrates.

The name Mariir, to my knowledge, occurs in no

other author, and I am inclined to think that the

MS. in this and the corresponding passage (Section

XVIII.) may be in error, for by the addition of a

diacritical point Marur becomes Mazur, and this,

written Mezour Diigh, is the mountain which, at

the present day, gives its name to a tributary

stream of the upper waters of the Peri Telia}'.

Jabal Marur may mean “the Mountain of the

Passage,” while Maziir is a name applied to any

place “ visited ” by pilgrims.

2 The tributary of the Abrlk, called Zamra, is probably

the modern Miram Tchay, which flows into the Sari

Tchitchek Sii, a little below Divrigi, “ the Castle of

Abrlk,” mentioned in the text and referred to in

Section III. note 3. A place called Zimarra is

marked on Kiepert’s map at this spot.

3 The Xahr Ghawth must be the tributary stream shown

on the map as flowing from the northward past the

village of Mirlabey into the Kuru Tchay, the Jarja-

riya of our author.

4 The tributaries of the Iyubakib (the ancient Melas and

the present Tokma Su) are of importance, since they

give us the sites of two places of much note in early

days, namely, Zibatra and Al-Hadath. The Nahr
Karakls, on which stood Zibatra, is evidently the

present Sultan Su, and Zibatra itself I feel inclined

to identify with the remains now called Viran Shahr,

“ the Ruined City ” (see Ritter, X. 850). Zibatra was

a frontier fortress of great importance in mediaeval

times. According to Biladhuri (p. 191) it was an

j.r.a.s. 1895. 5
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ancient Greek fortress
:
possibly it may be identical

with Sosopetra, which is, I believe, mentioned in the

Byzantine Chronicles. Biladhurl tells us that it was

conquered at the same time as Al-Hadath (see below,

note 5), that it was rebuilt by the Caliph Al-

Mansur, after having been destroyed during an

incursion of the Greeks
;

later on it was strongly

fortified by Al-Mamun, and since that date had been

dismantled and refortified several times over. Abu-

1-Fida (p. 234), who had visited Zibatra in a.h. 715

(1315), describes it as a ruin, of which only the line

of the walls remained :
—“ Its fields are all wasted

;

it lies in a plain surrounded by mountains, and the

vegetation grows close up to its walls. It stands

two marches southward of Malatya, and the same

distance westward of Hisn Mansur.” Kudilma (p. 97)

states that from Malatya to Zibatra was five leagues,

and thence on to Al-Hadath it was four leagues.

The river that flows by Malatya (see also Section

XVIII.) is called Nahr-az-Zarnuk or Az-Zarbuk by

Ibn Serapion, for both these readings are given in

the MS., and I have been unable to find the name

in any other authority. This stream, whose waters

irrigated the plain round the city (see Bitter, X.

851) is now known as the Shakma Su.

Hisn Mansur, now more often called Adiaman, lies

immediately to the north of Sumaysat. According

to Biladhurl (p. 192) this fortress took its name from

a certain Mansur ibn Ja'wana, who commanded some

troops here, and rebuilt the fortifications in the days

of Marwiin II., the last Omayyad Caliph. Harun-ar-

Bashid restored the buildings, and Istakhri (p. 62)

describes it as a small fortified town with a Friday

Mosque.

The site of Al-Hadath and the streams on which it lay,

are difficult to identify. Al-Hadath was conquered

by the Muslims in the reign of ‘Omar
;
and Biladhurl

(p. 189) states that the name was originally Darb-al-
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ffadath-as-Salama, that is “the Road of the News of

Safety.” This, in course of time, was shortened to

Al-Hadath, meaning “the News” (of Safety), and

held as of good augury. The town was rebuilt by the

Caliph Al-Mahdi, and again later by Ar-Rashid, when

its garrison was fixed at 2,000 men. Istakhrl (p. 62)

mentions its arable fields and excellent fruit-trees, and

relates how this frontier-fortress was taken and re-

taken alternately by the Greeks and Muslims. Yakut

(II. 218) speaks of the town, with its strong castle,

as lying between Malatya, Sumaysat, and Mar'ash.

It was surnamed Al-Hamril, “ the Red,” and its

Castle crowned a hill called Al-Uhaydab. Dimashki

(pp. 208, 214) says that Al-Hadath, on being rebuilt

by Al-Mahdi, took the name of Al-Muhammadiyya,

after that Caliph, being called by the Armenians

Kaytuk. Abu-l-Fida (p. 263) states that this Castle

stood twelve miles distant from a point on the river

Jayhan (the Pyramus), where this stream was crossed

at “the Ford of the Alide.” Ibn Khurdadbih (p. 97)

writes that between Al-Hadath and Mar'ash was a

distance of thirty miles, but Kudilma (p. 216) gives it

as five leagues, or about fifteen miles.

Turning now to the rivers of Al-Hadath, the

name of the Nahr Jurlth is very clearly so written

by Ibn Serapion, i.e. with an initial j. YMcut (IV.

838), however, gives the name as Hurith, placing

it among the Hs in his alphabetical list, and, as

usual, specifying the exact pronunciation. He goes

on to state that the river Hurith “ flows out of the

Lake of Al-Hadath, near Mar'ash,” but adds (and

I believe in error) that “ flowing on, it finally

falls into the Nahr Jayhfin,” the Pyramus, which

runs to the Mediterranean. The spring of ‘Ayn

Zanltha and the tributary Nahr-al-‘Arjan, flowing

down from the mountains of Jabal-ar-Rlsh, are

none of them, to my knowledge, mentioned by any

other authority. On an examination of the map,
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the only tributary of the Tokhma Su, which at all

satisfies the requirements of the case, is the Gurun

Su (see Ritter, X. 841), on which lies Gurun, an

important town, in Byzantine days called Gauraina,

at or near which I am inclined to place Al-Hadath.

The Gurun Su I conclude to be the mediaeval Jurlth

or Hfirlth, and the ‘Arjan would be one of its

tributaries, possibly that now called the Inja Su.

[SECTION Y.]

Account of the Canals which are brought from (the

Euphrates or Tigris), and which flow back into

(the same or other River).*

From the Euphrates is taken (the canal called) the Nahr

Sa'Id. 1 Its origin is just below the Dome (Al-Kubba),

which is called Fam (or Mouth of the) Nahr Sa‘Id. It

flows watering the domains which lie to the west of the

Euphrates, and, passing on, next irrigates the domains of

Ar-Rahba, and then falls into the Euphrates on the

western bank, and above Dilliya of Malik ibn Tawk, after

various canals have branched from it, which water the

domains of Daliya aforesaid.

From the Tigris is taken a canal called Dujayl. 2 Its

beginning is a league or more above the village of Ar-

Rabb. Then it passes cross-wise, and from it branch

many canals which water the domains of Maskin and

Katrabbul, and the hamlets pertaining thereto, and finally

it falls into the Tigris between ‘Ukbara and Baghdad.

From the Euphrates is taken a canal called the Nahr ‘Isa. 3

Its beginning is in longitude 68° 50' and latitude 32° 20'.

At its head is a wonderful bridge, culled Ivantara Dimimma,

Dimimrnii being the name of a village lying on the

* The Arabic is ambiguous, but this, from what follows, is evidently the

sonse.
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Euphrates and on the canal. The canal passes on, with

running waters, and irrigates the districts of Flruz Sabur,

flowing by villages and domains which lie on both its banks.

When it reaches Al-Muhawwal the canals of the City of

Peace (Baghdad) branch from it, but these we will detail

later. From Al-Muhawwal it passes to Al-Yasiriyya, and

here there crosses it the bridge called Kantara-al-Yasiriyya.

Thence it passes through the midst of (the district of)

Baduraya, which lies (mostly) to the eastward of it. Thence

it passes to Ar-Rutniyya, and there is here a bridge over it

called Kantara-ar-Rumiyya. Thence it passes to (the Place

of the Oil-sellers, called) Az-Zayyatln [and here there is

a bridge over it called by the same name] *; and thence to

the Place of the Sellers of Alkali (Ushnau), where over

it is a bridge called Kantara-al-Ushnan. Thence it passes

to the Place of the Sellers of Thorns (Shawk), where over

it is a bridge called the Kantara-ash-Shawk
;
from thence

to the Place of the Sellers of Pomegranates (Rumman),

where over it is a bridge called the Kantara-ar-Rumman.

Thence it goes to (the bridge called) Kantara-al-Maghid,

and (the place called) Al-Maghld. Then it passes to

Kantara-al-Bustan (the Garden Bridge)
;

then to (the

bridge called) Kantara-al-Ma‘badI
;
next to (another called)

Kautara Bani Zurayk, and finally falls into the Tigris on

its western bank, below (the palace called) Kasr ‘Isa-ibn-

Miisa, of the City of Peace (Baghdad).

From the Euphrates also is taken the canal called the

Kahr Sarsar .

4 Its origin is three leagues below the village

of Ditnirnraa. It is a great canal, with ruuning waters, and

the lands (adjacent) are irrigated from it by means of the

(water-wheel called) Daliya and the (lever called) Shaduf.

Over it is a Bridge-of- Boats (Jisr), and there are domains

and villages (on its banks). It passes through part of (the

District of) Baduraya, and finally flows into the Tigris, on its

western bank, between Baghdad and Al-Madain, and at a

point four leagues above Al-Madain.

Supplied from Yakut, IV. 842.
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From the Euphrates also is taken a canal called the Nahr-

al-Malik.5 Its point of origin is five leagues below the head

of the Nahr Sarsar. It is a canal that has along it numerous

domains and fertile lands. There is also a Bridge-of-Boats

over it; and further many villages and fields (along its

banks). From it branch numerous other canals, and its

lands form a District of the Sawad. Finally it flows out

into the Tigris on its western bank, three leagues below

Al-Madain.

From the Euphrates also is taken a canal called the Nahr

Kutha.6 Its point of origin is three leagues below that

of the Nahr-al-Malik. It is a canal watering numerous

domains and villages. There is a Bridge-of-Boats over it,

and from it branch other canals, irrigating the District of

Kutha—which is of the province of Ardashlr Babakiln— also

part of the District of Nahr Jawbar. After passing by

Kutha Rabba, it finally flows out into the Tigris on its

western bank, ten leagues below Al-Madain.

1 The canal of Sa'id has been described in Section II.

note 4.

The word Daliya, in Arabic, besides meaning “ a

grape-vine,” or “ bunch of grapes,” is also the name

for “ a water-wheel,” being the synonym of Na'ura.

This last is the more common term for these in-

struments of irrigation, and under the plural form

of An-Nawa‘Tr this occurs as a place-name (see

Section YI.)
2 The Dujayl, or “ Little Tigris,” is the name given to

the canal above Baghdad, on the right or western

bank of the Tigris, whose waters irrigate the district

called Maskin, which lies immediately to the north

of the Katrabbul district. The village of Ar-Babb is

not, I believe, mentioned by any other geographer.

According to Yakut (II. 555) the Dujayl Canal

begins opposite Al-Kildisiya. Its course may still

be traced on the modern maps.
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The Nahr ‘Isii is the first of the four great cauals

which carry the surplus waters of the Euphrates

into the Tigris, and irrigate the intervening lands,

called the Sawad (or “ black ” alluvial plain) of lower

Mesopotamia. The Nahr ‘Isii left the Euphrates

immediately below Al-Anbar, and so much of its

waters as was not diverted by the Sarat—and the

other minor canals, which branched from its left

bank—flowed out at last into the Tigris some

distance below Baghdad at a place known as Al-

Farda, “ the Harbour ” (see Ya'kiibl, p. 250). In

general the Nahr ‘Isii followed the line of the

modern Saklawiyya Canal. Dimimmii is described by

Yakut (II. 600) as a large village on the Euphrates

near the hamlet of Al-Falluja; and these two villages

with Al-Anbar were the chief places of the district of

Flrfiz Sabur, the Perisabor of the Greek geographers

(see Section II. note 7). The whole of this section of

Ibn Serapion has been copied almost verbatim by

Yakut (IY. 842).

Al-Muhawwal, meaning the “Place of Unloading,”

is described by Yakut (IY. 432) as a fine township,

one league distant from Baghdad, and celebrated for

its gardens and markets. The name Al-Muhamcal

is explained by the account in Ibn Hawkal (p. 166),

who says that ships could float unimpeded down the

Nahr ‘Isa from the Euphrates to the Tigris, but

that, by reason of the bridges and weirs, their

cargoes had to be “ unloaded ” into small boats in

order to pass into the Sarat, the canal (see Section

XI.) which branched from the Nahr ‘Isa, im-

mediately below A1 - Muhawwal, and flowed into

Baghdad.

The District of Baduraya is described by Yakut

(I. 460) as comprising the lands lying to the

westward of Baghdad. It is divided, he says, from

the Katrabbul District by the Canal of the Sarat,

the lands to the west (and north) of this being
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Katrabbul, while Baduraya is to the east (and

south) of this canal.

In regard to the various bridges over the Nahr

‘Isa, Yakut gives particulars of the following. The

Yasiriyya (IY. 1002) was called after a man named

Yasir, and the village of this name lay about one

mile from Al-Muhawwal, and two miles from

Baghdad, on the canal bank. It was famous for

its gardens. Ibn Hawkal (p. 165) mentions the

gate called Bab-al-Yasiriyya as marking the wester-

most limit of Baghdad, adding that formerly five

miles of streets intervened between this point and

the Khurasan Gate to the north-east, which lay at

the boundary of the Eastern quarter of the city,

on the Persian side of the Tigris (see Section XI.

note 1). Ushnan, Yakut (I. 284) says, is the

substance (
alkali

)
used for washing clothes, and he

adds that the bridge of this name was a well-known

quarter of Western Baghdad. The bridge of Ash-

Shawk is noticed in like terms (IY. 191). Here

dwelt the clothes - merchants (Al - Bazzazun) and

other hucksters. Kantara - al - Maghid means the

Bridge of “the Place which-lacks- water,” but is

not otherwise specified. Kantara-al-Ma‘badI, Yakut

says (IY. 191), was called after a certain ‘Abd-

Allah ibn Muhammad Al-Ma‘badi, who possessed

fiefs here, and built this bridge, with a mill and a

palace (Dilr) which were all called after him.

These buildings afterwards came into the possession

of Muhammad Az-Zayyat (the Oil-man), who was

Waslr of the Caliph Al-Wathik. The Bridge of

the Bani Zurayk is described (IV. 190) as having

been built of marble. The family of Zurayk were

celebrated architects, and of Persian origin.

The great Nahr ‘Isa was named after an ‘Abbasid
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Prince whom Ibn Serapion calls Ibn (son of) Musa,

but whom all other authorities call Ibn ‘All. This

canal was, however, far more ancient than Arab

times, and its upper portion, according to Ivudama

(p. 234), was originally called Ad-Dakll, while its

lower reach was apparently known as the Nalir

Rufayl (compare Yakut, IY. p. 839, with pp. 117

and 190 of the same volume). In regard to the

Prince ‘Isa, who re-dug this canal, and whose palace

stood just above its point of junction with the Tigris,

if he be called ‘Isa-ibn-Musa (as in the text of Ibn

Serapion), he was nephew to the Caliph Al-Mansur,

founder of Baghdad, who at one time appointed him

to be his successor in the Caliphate. This ‘Isa was

governor of Al-Ahwaz and Al-Kufa, at which latter

city he died, after having been ousted from his right

to the succession by Al-Mansur, who proclaimed his

own son, Al-Mahdi, heir-apparent in his stead. It

seems likely, however, that Ibn Serapion has here

made a mistake, and that it was ‘Isa, son of ‘All, and

uncle of the Caliph Al-Mansur, who (as all other

authorities concur in stating) was the person from

whom the Nahr ‘Isa took its name. Yakut (IY. 117)

says that his palace (Kasr) was the first of those built

by the ‘Abbasids, during the reign of Al-Mansur,

after Baghdad had been founded
;

and though no

traces of it remained in the thirteenth century a.d.,

a great quarter of the city, with its markets and

streets, was still known as the Kasr ‘Isa. Apparently

this palace had changed its name in a.h. 278 (891),

when Ya'kubI wrote his description of Baghdad, for

the only palaces he mentions (p. 245) at this point

are those of ‘Isa aud Ja'far, grandsons of Al-Mansur,

their sister, Zubayda, being the famous wife of

Harun-ar-Rashid. The following table makes clear
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the relationships of the various ‘Isas. The capital

roman numerals indicate the ‘Abbasid Caliphs.

‘Ali,

Grandson of Al- ‘Abbas
(from whom the ‘Abbasids took their name)

,

who was Uncle of the Prophet Muhammad.
I

‘Isa-ibn-‘Ali. Muhammad.

I. As-Safah. II. Al-Mansur. Musa.

L_
Ja'far. III. Al-Mahdi. ‘Isa-ibn-Musa.

Ja'far. ‘Isa. Zubayda=V. Harun-ar-RashId. IV. Al-HadI.

4 The beginning of the Nahr Sarsar followed the line

of the modern Abu Ghurayb Canal. The Bridge-of-

Boats mentioned was at the point where the great

pilgrim high road, from Baghdad to Al-Kiifa, crossed

the canal, namely, according to Ibn Busta (p. 182)

at a point ten miles south of Baghdad. Here stood

the town of Sarsar at no great distance from the

Tigris bank, to judge from the account in Yakut

(I. 768). The water-wheels called Daliya have been

mentioned above (Section V. note 1); the Shadfif is

described by E. Lane in his Modern Egyptians

(Chapter XIV.), where an illustration will be found

representing it. Here, and in the following pages,

the word Jur is always translated “Bridge-of- Boats,”

while Kantara is rendered by “ Bridge,” and implies

an arched structure of masonry.

5 The Nahr-al-Malik, “The King’s Canal,” dates from

very ancient times, and under the name of Nahar-

malcha is frequently mentioned by the classical

historians. Yakut (IV. 846) reports that tradition

assigned its digging either to Solomon or Alexander.
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Roughly speaking, it followed the line of the modern

Radhwiiniyya Canal. The Bridge-of- Boats crossed it,

on the Baghdad Ivfifa high road, at the town, likewise

called Nahr-al-Malik, and according to Ibn Rusta

(p. 182) this lay seven miles distant from the Sarsar

bridge. The town of Nahr-al-Malik, Ibn Hawkal

(p. 166) states, was larger by a half than the town

of Sarsar
;
both districts were famous for their corn-

lands and date-palms.

The Nahr Kutha is represented by the line of the

modern Ilabl Ibrahim. The city of Kiitha dates

from biblical days, for in II. Kings, xvii. 24, there

is mention made of Cuthah, one of the important

places near Babylon. According to Muslim tradition

Kiitha is the place where Abraham was thrown into

the fire by the tyrant Nimrod (see G. Weil, Biblische

Legenden der Muselmanner, p. 74) ;
and Yakut (IV. 317)

asserts that Kutha, who dug this canal, was the grand-

father of Abraham. Ibn Hawkal (p. 168) states that

Kutha consisted of two cities called respectively

Kfitha-at-Tarlk, “of the road,” and Kutha Rabba,

which latter was a city larger than Babil (Babylon).

He adds :
—“ Here are great mounds of ashes which,

they say, are those of the fire made by Nimrod, son

of Canaan, into which he threw Abraham, the Friend

of God.” Mukaddasi (p. 121), repeating the above,

adds that near the high road might be seen a building

resembling a minaret (or tower) about which the

people related many strange legends. The site of

Kiitha is still marked by the mound called Tell

Ibrahim, “ the Hill of Abraham.” The Bridge-of-

Boats, mentioned by Ibn Serapion, lay on the Baghdad

Kufa high road, and it was four miles, according to

Ibn Rusta (p. 182), below the town of Nahr-al-Malik.

The point where the Kutha canal joined the Tigris
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(stated to have been ten leagues below Al-Madilin)

would bring it out nearly opposite Dayr-al-‘Akul

(see Section I. note 8). The canal of Nahr Jawbar

is mentioned incidentally by Yakut (I. 324 and II.

141), and in Kudama (p. 236) Nahr Jawbar is given

as one of the five districts of the rich province (Astan)

of Ardashlr Babakan, which, last was called after the

founder of the Sassanian monarchy, whom the Greeks

knew as Artaxerxes, son of Babek.

[To be continued.]
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Art. II.— The Li Sao Poem and its Author. By the

Rev. Professor Legge, Oxford.

I. The Author.

The Literature of China has been arranged by its scholars,

as is well known, in four great divisions, bearing the names

of Classical, Historical, Philosophical, and Belles-lettres or

Polite Literature. Under each division there are various

sub-divisions, but of the four the last is by far the most

extensive. The Chinese name for it is Chi (:§|), meaning
“ Collections,” and it is of this only that the Papers which

I now propose to submit to the Society lead me to give a

somewhat particular account.

These Collections for the most part are only reprints.

To use the words of Mr. Wylie, “although some few

original productions occasionally find their way into these

repositories, they are almost entirely made up of works

which have already appeared before the public in a detached

form. This custom has tended to the preservation of

numerous writings of all ages, which otherwise would have

been known only by name from incidental quotations in

more permanent authors. These Collections are analogous

in some respects to Constable’s Miscellany, Bohn’s series,

and others of the kind in England, but differ from them

in that, instead of being published periodically, the complete

series is issued at once as an indivisible whole, and it is

only rarely that any of the separate works can be obtained

second-hand from an already imperfect series.”

An idea of the size of many of these Collections may be

gained from the “ Explanations of the Classics during the

Ch‘iug (or Pure) dynasty (J| ^ |S which was
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published in 1829 under the superintendence, and very much
at the expense, of Yiian Yuan ([5% j\f), the Governor-General

of the two Kwang provinces. It contains, if my examina-

tion of the contents be correct, about 180 treatises from

64 different authors, comprehending in all 1,412 Books or

chapters, and forming, when bound in English fashion, 66

thick volumes of large octavo size.

This compilation is too recent to have a place in the

catalogue of the Imperial Library of the present dynasty,

which was completed in 1790. The Chi entered there are

given under five subdivisions, the first of which, and to which

alone my present subject invites attention, goes by the name

of Ch‘u Ts‘ze §^),
“ The Compositions of Ch‘&.” But

the peculiar character and style of the pieces thus classed

together has been recognised from the first, and the designa-

tion of “ The Elegies of Ch‘u ”
is now commonly applied to

them all. The principal .and longest piece in the Collection

is called “The Li Sao (J§f£ ,f§r)
”= “ Fallen into (or Beset

with) Sorrow.” The late Marquis d’Hervey de Saint Denys,

who published a translation of it in 1870, says that “ the

name signifies Lamentations, songs of one who is fallen into

sadness” ;
and with this account of it there is little fault to

find, though “ lamentations ” gives an idea which is not in

the Chinese characters, however the poem may be charac-

terised by sad and plaintive feeling. These elegies of Ch ‘vi

form but a small collection of eight Books by six different

authors, according to the arrangement of Chu Hsi. The

first five Books contain in all twenty-five pieces, the author-

ship of which is ascribed to Ch‘ii Yiian ]^T). The first

Book is all occupied with the Li Sao, and its name is also

given to the other four Books. The other three Books are

denominated “The Appendix to the Li Sao $[£ §I)>”

the pieces in them being divided among Sung Yii (^fc 3?),

Ching Ch‘a f|), Chia 1 (J( Iff), Chwang Chi
(ff£ ,g>),

and one of the scholars who gathered round Lid An, a

grandson of Li Cl Pang, the founder of the Ilan dynasty,

better known as the king of Hwai-nan, and Hw&i-nan Tsze

(ffl ^ 3i» §l] #)• All these writers had a more
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or less intimate connection with the kingdom of Ch'fi and

its ruling family, and hence the Collection is called Ch‘u

Ts‘ze, “ The Compositions or Elegies of Ch‘u.”

I hasten now to relate what we know of the history of

Ch‘ii P'ing (or Yuan), the author of the Li Sao. There is no

name better known in China than his. His death—or suicide,

rather—is commemorated every year on the fifth day of the

fifth month, falling generally early in our month of June,

and the commemoration is called “ The Festival of the

Dragon Boats.” Many, perhaps forty years ago, I was

walking in the interior of Canton province, not far from

its great East river which flows on to join the streams from

the north and west at Whampoa. All at once my steps

were arrested by a loud shouting from the river, and I

hurried to the bank to see what was going on. There, as

I stood above the water, I saw two boats, long and slender,

each built to represent a dragon, the head of which rose

high and formed the prow. A man sat upon it with a flag

in each hand, which he waved to direct the movements of the

crew, and with his face turned towards the helmsman who
stood near the stern. Midway in the boats were two men
beating with all their might, the one a gong, the other a

drum. The crew in each boat could not have been fewer than

thirty men, each grasping a short stout paddle, and all, with

quivering eagerness and loud cries, racing towards a certain

point. The scene came vividly befoi’e me when I first stood

on one of our Oxford barges, and witnessed the conclusion

of one of the races, the rowers exerting all their strength

and skill, and the excited crowds on the banks running

at the top of their speed, and shouting out the expression

of their various sympathies. What were those men in the

two dragon boats doing? They were racing, and having

a good time, but they were, they would have told you,

commemorating the death of the author of the Li Sao, and

looking for the body of the patriot Ch'ii Yuan, who had

drowned himself in the Mi-lo (jg g|), a river of the province

of Hu-nan, more than 2200 years ago.

A good memoir of our subject is found in the 24th Book
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of the Biographies of Sze-ma Ch'ien, the first great historian

of his country, and entitled to a high place among the

historians of other countries. I have now simply to relate

to you, with some notes in passing, what I find in his pages.

Ch'ien says that “Ch‘ii Yiian’s name was P'ing (ZJS).” His

father called him so at his naming, when a child, and after-

wards, probably at his capping, he received the designation

of Yuan (JijJ). We may call him therefore, indifferently,

either Ch'ii P'ing or Ch'ii Yuan. The name and the

designation, as I will show in my next Paper, were intended

to have the same significance. “ He was a member of the

ruling House of Ch'u,” which had long been one of the

most powerful of the feudal States under the dynasty of

Chau. Its original centre was in the present province

of Hu-pei, but in the course of centuries it had extended

its territory east, north, and south, so that its ruler was now

more powerful than the real King, the lord-paramount of all

the States. Other States had pursued a similar course, and

at the time of which we are speaking there were seven

principal States, the rulers of each of which had usurped

the title of king. There was a condition of chronic warfare

among them, but the only match for Ch'u was Ch'in in

the north and west. It became more and more evident

as time went on that the final struggle for supremacy must

be between these two.

Our subject, I have said, was a member of the ruling

House of Ch'u, and belonged to one of the three princely

families into which it had become divided, and the chiefs

of which used as their surnames the names of the several

appanages with which their different ancestors had been

invested. Those were Chao (03), Ch'ii (Jjg), and Ching (;§;).

Ch'ii P'ing, it would appear, had, moreover, a position at

the court of Ch'u like that which the prince-president of

the Imperial Clan-court A iff) holds at the present

day at Peking. It is his to regulate all affairs relating

to the kindred of the ruling house, and to preserve their

family roll or genealogical record. I call attention now

to this official position of cur subject because, as we shall
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see, it is important to our understanding, and even crediting

the very important statement of his descent with which the

Li Sdo commences.

I return to the narrative of Ch'ien, which says that Ch'ii

was “ an attendant of king Hwai on the left, a minister

possessed of extensive information and with a strong memory,

skilful in the maintenance of order, and admirable in the

composition of governmental notifications and orders. In

council he deliberated with, and advised, the king on the

business of the State ;
out of council he was employed in

the reception of visitors and guests, and in communicating

with the princes (who came to court). The king employed

him very much. But the great officer of the highest grade, of

the same rank (as Yiian), had (long) striven for the favour

which he enjoyed, and was his enemy at heart, wishing to

deprive him of his influence and power .

1

“ (On one occasion), when king Hwai had appointed Ch'ii

P‘ing to draw up a governmental proclamation, and he had

made a draft of it, but had not finally written it out, this

great officer wished to carry it off, but Ch‘ii refused to give

it to him. The other then slandered him (to the king),

saying, ‘All are aware that your Majesty employs Ch'ii

P‘ing to prepare your notifications. Whenever a notice

comes out, P‘ing boasts of his services, and says, “ If it

were not for me, they could do nothing.” ’ This made

the king angry. He treated Ch'ii with coldness, and kept

lira at a distance.

“ On his part Ch'ii was indignant that the king listened

(to such a charge against him) without discrimination
;
that

slanderers and flatterers were able to obscure the king’s in-

telligence
;
that the justice of his words was perverted by

their injurious and contemptible misrepresentations, while

his right and correctness were not acknowledged. He
therefore became sorrowful, brooded moodily over his case,

1 There is some difficulty in interpreting this last sentence. See Chu Hsi’s

note on it in his Pien Chang (||^ |§), P- 2. He differs from the view of

Wang Yi, and prefers that of Hung Hsing-tsu of our 12th century.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 6
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and composed the Li Sao, which may be considered as

equivalent to ‘ Beset with sorrow.’ 1

“Now man owes his beginning to Heaven, and he grows

from the root of his parents. When his term (of life) is

exhausted, he returns to his root. Therefore, when burdened,

pained, and wearied out, men always cry out to Heaven
;

and when afflicted and severely wounded or grieved, they

call out to their parents. Ch'ii P'ing, pursuing a correct

and straightforward path, had strained his loyalty and tasked

his wisdom to the utmost to serve his ruler
;
and then came

in the slanderer and separated between them. He might

he described as reduced to extremity. True and yet doubted,

loyal and yet slandered, could he repress the feeling of re-

sentment ? His making of the Li Sao certainly arose from

the feeling of resentment.”

This account of the origin of the Li Sao is, no doubt,

in a great measure correct. But we shall find that there

are other feelings in it of a better character as well. I pause

for a moment in Ch'ien’s biography, and ask how nearly

we can approximate to the dates of our subject’s death,

and of the composition of his principal poem. Mayers says

that he was in the service of king Hwai about 314 b.c.
;

but his disgrace had taken place before that year. Ilwai

succeeded to the throne of Ch‘u in 328 b.c., and died as

a captive in Ch‘in in 296, being succeeded by his son,

known as king Ch'ing-hsiaug (tj[ |)| J). Two different

years are assigned as the first year of this son’s reign,

298 b.c. and 295, of which an explanation can be given,

with which I need not detain you. It was by him

that Ch'ii P'ing was banished from Ch‘u
;
and he had pro-

ceeded as far as a well-known spot on the bank of the

Mi-lo river, when he clasped a large stone in his arms,

and plunged into the water. When the Marquis d’Hervey

refers the composition of the Li Sao to the year 299 b.c.

he cannot be far wrong
;
but we do not know exactly the

1 This is the explanation of the title, accepted by Sze-ma Ch'ien, Pan Ku,
and Yen Sze-Ivu, and is preferred by Chd Hsi to that of Wang Yi.
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year of the author’s birth or of his death, or of the finishing

touch which he gave to his principal poem.

Having1 been led to mention the Li Sdo, Sze-ma Ch'ien

proceeds to speak of it and of Ch'ii Yuan himself in

eulogistic terms. He says :
“ In ‘ The Lessons from the

States,’ 1 we have the love of beauty, but no expression of

lasciviousness. In ‘The Minor Odes of the Kingdom,’ 2 we

have indignant complaint of slanderers, but with no incite-

ment to violent disturbance. In the Li Sdo we have what

may be called the union of these excellences. The author

celebrates the most ancient Ti K‘ft, 3 speaks of duke Hwan
of Ch‘i 3 of a comparatively recent time, and between them

he tells about T‘ang and Wu, passing (as he does so) his

critical judgment on the affairs of the world, illustrating

how wide is the path of duty and virtue, and exalting the

method of dealing with disorder and bringing it to an end.

Every point in these subjects is displayed
;
yet the style

is condensed, and the language is subtle and exquisite. The

spirit that breathes in the poem is pure, as the author’s

conduct was disinterested. His words are few, but the aim

of them is very great. His illustrations are from things

near at hand, but the meaning of them is far-reaching.

His purposes were pure, and therefore his composition partook

of the fragrancy of perfumes. His course was incorrupt,

and therefore he would have died rather than allow himself

to be slighted as he was, and cast out into a miry, muddy
pool. Like a chrysalis amidst the wet and dirt, he was still the

brilliant fly.
4 Though lying among the dust, Society could

impart to him nothing of its filth. He still remained clean,

no stain of the foulness resting upon him. So pure in aim

was he, that he might be compared in his brightness to the

splendour of the sun and moon.”

1 m IE» the first part of the Shih Ching.

5 The second part of the Shih ()J* §f|).

3 I have failed to discover the mention of Ti K‘u in the poem, but see

stanza 60, and the note on it. Duke Hwan appears in stanza 75.

4 The jjfi of Ch'ien’s text should be See the Shih, I. xiv. 1,

and the notes on it.
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From this digression Ch'ien returns to his narrative of

affairs, and says : After Ch'ii P‘ing was dismissed from

office, Ch'in proposed to attack Ch‘i, 1 the ruler of which

in consequence paid court to Ch‘h, and arranged for a

matrimonial alliance with it. This alliance alarmed and

troubled king Hui of Ch'in, 2 whose principal adviser and

minister, indeed, was Chang 1, an able man, but one of the

political intriguers of the time whom Mencius, who was

their contemporary, so strongly condemned.3 To break off

the good understanding between Ch'u and Ch‘i, the king

employed the services of this adventurer. Supplied with

abundant means for bribery and gifts, Chang I pretended

to fly from Ch'in and seek refuge in Ch'u. There, having

succeeded in opening a communication with king Hwai, he

told him that he had come to Ch'u with a secret message

from the king of Ch'in :—that if he would break off his

friendship with Ch'i, Ch'in would cede to him 600 li of the

territory of Shang-yii. 4 King Hwai, in his greed, believed

Chang I, broke off his friendship with Ch'i, and sent a

commissioner to Ch'in to receive the promised territory.

But Chang I (who had managed in the meantime to

return to Ch'in) now threw off the mask, and said to

the commissioner, “ What I agreed about with your king

was six li
;

I heard nothing about six hundred !
” King

Hwai’s messenger went back to Ch'u in a rage, and

reported to the king how they had been imposed on.

The king was equally indignant, and raised a large army,

which he sent against Ch'in. Ch'in on its part despatched

a force to meet it. A great battle was fought, in which

the army of Ch'ft was defeated, with the loss, it is said, of

80,000 men and the capture of its commander, Ch'ii K'ai

1 The great State of the uorth-east, and formerly more powerful than either

Ch'in or Ch'd.

2 “ King Ilui,” I suppose, is a mistake of Ch'ien for King Hui-w&n

( ^ 3E)> w^° rul®d la Ch'in from b.c. 336 to 307.

3 See Works of Mencius, III., ii. 2.

* Forming the present district of Xei-hsiang
(

pfcj
^jjjj)

in the department of

Nan-yang (fg
Ho-nan.
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OS This defeat was followed by the loss of the

territory of Han-chung,

1

which is still the name of one of

the departments of Shen-hsi. 1 On this king Hwai called

out all the military strength of his kingdom and led it deep

into Ch‘in, with whose forces another battle was fought

at Lan-t‘ien.* At this juncture the State of Wei
one of the divisions into which Tsin had been broken up,

took advantage of the difficulties of Ch‘u with Ch‘in, and

sent a force against it, which penetrated as far as the city

of Fang, and the army of Ch‘fl was necessarily recalled to

combat this new enemy. Its straits also were all the

greater because Ch‘i, with which king Ilwai had broken

off all friendly relations, refused to lend it any assistance.

In the next year, however, Ch'in offered to give to it

the territory of Han-chung, and to conclude a treaty of

peace; but king Hwai said,
“
I do not wish to get territory.

I wish to get Chang I, and with nothing else will I be

satisfied.” When Chang I heard this, he said to his

sovereign, 3 “ Since I am counted in my single person equal

to the territory of Han-chung, allow me to go to Ch‘u.”

To Ch‘u accordingly he went, provided abundantly with the

same resources as before
; and there, by large bribes to the

high minister and director of affairs, Chin Shang (^j '[£}),

and wheedling speeches to Chang Hsiu (fU$ 1$), the king’s

favourite lady, it came about that he was allowed to return

again to Ch‘in.

Our subject, Ch'ii P'ing, now appears again on the stage.

Though in disgrace at court, he had been sent on a mission to

Ch‘i. Returning to Ch‘u just at this time, he remonstrated

with the king, saying, “ Why did you not put Chang I to

death?” The king regretted he had not done so, and sent

a party in pursuit to apprehend and bring him back, but

they failed to overtake him. Ch'ien adds here that after this

1 These events all appear in the Kang-mu, under the years b.c. 313, 312.

! Meaning “Indigo Fields.” A district of the department of Hsi-an still

bears the name.

3 This must be king Chao-hsiang (0^ ^), who had come to the throne in

b.c. 306, and occupied it till 250.
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several of the other States or kingdoms united in an attack

on Ch‘u, and inflicted on it a great defeat, killing also its

general, T'ang-mei
( |$c).

1

Amidst all the contentions and fightings of the States,

negociations of a different kind went on. The young king

of Ch‘in obtained the hand of a princess of Ch‘u, and invited,

though with a sinister object, king Hwai to visit him in

Ch'in. Hwai himself wished to accept the invitation, but

Ch‘ii P'ing protested vehemently against such a step.

“ Ch‘in,” said he, “may be compared to a tiger or a wolf,

and is not to be trusted. Your Majesty had better not go.”

Tsze-lan, the king’s youngest son, however, advised his

father to go, saying “ Why should you disappoint the

good will of Ch‘in ? ” and in the end king Ilwai undertook

the journey. When he had gone through the Pass of Wu,2

leading into Ch'in, an ambuscade, which had been set for

the purpose, prevented his retreating by it. He was detained

a prisoner in Oh‘in, and urged continually to cede portions

of his territory. To this demand he would not listen, and

in 297, irritated by it, he fled to Chao, the capital of which

was in the present department of P‘ing-yang in Shan-hsi.

They were afraid to receive him there. He was taken back

to Ch'in, and died in it, as has been already mentioned,

in b.c. 296.

His body was sent back in its coffin, and buried in Ch‘u,

where his eldest son, known as king Ch'ing-hsiang, as

mentioned above, had already taken his place and made

his younger brother, Tsze-lan, one of his chief counsellors.

But the people could not forgive this prince, who had advised

his father to go to Ch‘in. Ch‘ii Yuan also retained his

feeling against him. From the time when he first fell into

disgrace, Ch'ii had all along kept his attachment to king

Hwai, and was ever wishing him to reform, hoping that

1 This event is given in the Kang-md as having taken place in n.c. 301.

The attacking States are there given as Oh ‘in, Ilan, Wei, and Ch‘i.

2
Jli 1(53 ,

called also the Southern Pass to Ch‘in. It was in the present

Shen Chau of Ilo-nan. The capture of king Ilwai when he had entered it

was in n.c. 299.
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if the sovereign came to himself, his ministers would also

change their ways. The subjects which he was always

revolving in his mind were—how the king could be pre-

served and the kingdom restored to prosperity. These are

the subjects which constantly appear in the Li Sdo. But

after all nothing could be done. The king did not return

from Ch'in, and it became clear that he could not be made

to perceive the real state of things.

At this point in his narrative, Ch'ien again pauses and

moralizes. “Rulers,” he says, “whether wise or stupid,

worthy or unworthy, all wish to get loyal officers, who shall

be of service to themselves, and to promote such as will

assist them in their government by their wisdom and talent.

But the ruin of the State and the breaking up of the

Family are closely connected. And when in successive reigns

a sage ruler does not appear, then the naturally loyal

become disloyal, and those who should prove themselves

wise and talented do not do so. King Hwai, not recognising

the service of his loyal minister, was led astray in his

harem by the lady Hsiu of Chfing, and was imposed on

by Chang I in his court. Through his treating Ch'ii Yuan
coldly, and giving his confidence to the High Officer, Chin

Shang, and to Tsze-lan, who became chief minister, the

prowess of his soldiers decayed, and his kingdom was dis-

membered, six provinces were lost, and he himself died, a

captive in Ch'in and an object of derision to all within

the four seas. All this was the evil that sprang from his

not knowing men. The Yi-ching says, ‘ The well has been

cleared, but (its water) is not used. My heart is afflicted

for this, for the water might be drawn out and employed.

If the king were intelligent, both he and I would receive

the benefit of it. When the king is not intelligent, how
is it possible to obtain that benefit ?

’ ” 1

After this homily, the historian returns to the story of

Ch'ii Yuan, and concludes it thus :
“ When the chief minister

heard of Ch'ii’s dissatisfaction, he was enraged, and made

1 See the Yi, Hexagram xlviii. 1. 3, or the Symbolism of it, though
Ch’ien’ s reading of the Symbolism is slightly varied.
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the great officer Chin Shang complain of his conduct to

king Ch'ing-hsiang, who also was angry, and finally gave

orders that Ch‘ii should be banished (to the wild region

of the south). When he came to the (Mi-lo) stream
,

1 he

moved all about it, groaning and sobbing, with his hair

dishevelled, and his whole appearance worn and withered.

A fisherman 2 saw him in this condition, and asked him,

saying, * Are you not, sir, the great officer in charge of

the three branches of our Royal House ? What has brought

you here, and to such distress?’ Ch'ii Yuan replied, ‘ The

whole world is foul, and I alone am clean. All others are

intoxicated, and I alone am sober. Thus it is that I have

been banished.’ The fisherman said, ‘ The true sage is not

ice-bound by anything, but is able to change with the

changing world. If the whole world be in a state of

confusion and defilement, why not follow its stream, and

toss its waves about? If all others be drunk, why not

drink the dregs of their spirit, and eat of the grains that

are left behind? Why must you keep your jasper in your

breast and hold your lustrous stone in your hand, aud cause

1 I extract the following from a note in the Kang-mu under b.c. 299 :

“ Mi-lo is the name of a river in the department of Ch‘ang-sha, Hu-nan.

Its source is in Ch'ang-hsi, from which it flows into the district of Hsiang-yin

( jj[]
About 8 li from the district city it begins its course through

the district, after which it divides into two branches. One branch flows south,

and is called the Mi stream
;
the other flows past the old city of Lo, and is

called the Lo river. Holding on their separate courses to the pool of Ch'ii

01 jjp), they there again unite, and flow westwards to the great river Hsiang

(
'/fi]),

which is a tributary of the great Chiang.” It is added that Ch'ii Yiian,

on the fifth day of the fifth month, threw himself into the Mi-lo river, and that

the people of Ch'ii to this day, in lamentation for his death, present offerings of

rice to him, in tubes of bamboo. All this appears in the Kang-mfi uuder

b.c. 299; but it does not follow that the suicide of our hero took place in

that year.

2 This fisherman is supposed to have boon a recluse living in obscurity because

of tho badness of tho time. In the account of the interview with him, Ch'ien

borrows his text from the last of the “Elegies” ascribed to our author.

Such is the tradition concerning it, but we may doubt if it be correctly so

ascribed.
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yourself to be sent into banishment ? ’* Ch'ii Yiian replied,

‘I have heard that when one has newly washed his head

he must fillip the dust from his cap (before he replaces it),

and when he has newly bathed, he must shake his clothes

(before he puts them on again). IIow can one whose person

is clean and pure allow himself to be defiled by the filth

around him ? I would rather throw myself into this great

stream and be buried in the belly of a fish. And how

can I allow' the whiteness of my purity to be hidden beneath

the darkness and opposition of the world ?’ 2

“ He then made his piece called ‘ The Stone clasped to

the Breast.’ Having done this, he took a (large)

stone in his arms, threw himself with it into the Mi-lo, and

was drowned.”

So died Ch'ii Yiian, the nobleman and poet of Ch‘u.

All the higher classes of that kingdom must have been

acquainted w'ith the events of his history. Many, no doubt,

sympathized with him and pitied his fate. In less than

a hundred years after his death Chia I (Jf gj), a celebrated

scholar, and tutor to the king of ClTang-sha, one of the

sons of W5n, the second emperor of the dynasty of Han,

when passing the pool of Mi-lo into which Ch‘ii Yiian had

thrown himself, cast into it a writing which he had prepared

by way of condolence with the spirit of the outraged and

persecuted patriot.3 This, it is supposed, was the first

instance of the special tribute to our subject, which has

1

t§ 5S j||
is translated by Williams, “ He is a man of great clearness

and sagacity.” Giles renders, not so happily as he generally does: ‘‘How

with such jewels of hand and heart could he cause himself to be dismissed.”

I render by “jasper” for want of a more exact term.

* The second half of this sentence, ^ iS £ m, is very difficult.

In the “ Elegies ” we read ^ jtf* ££ ,
which is easy. A note in

Wang’s edition of the jgjl for ^ gives j^; *|1| f
which I have followed.

Giles, keeping Ch‘ien’s text, renders it by “ a butt for the world’s folly.”

3 This forms the twelfth of the “Elegies,” called fj? jgj ,
the fifth

of those appended to the collection of the Li Sao.
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been perpetuated to the present day in the festival of the

Dragon Boats soon after the beginning of the tifth month.

Ch'ii’s death, moreover, though it did not originate, has con-

firmed the feeling of the Chinese people generally that when

a minister or high officer has sustained a defeat, or been

disgraced by his sovereign, the proper course for him is to

end his life by an act of his own. I was in Ilong-kong

when the city of Canton was taken, on the 29th December,

1857, by our troops and their French allies. A Chinese

gentleman, with whom I was intimate, called on me next

morning to ask whether the city had really been taken,

and when told that it had been taken, and was now in our

hands, he said, “ And Yeh the Governor ? Has he also

been taken ?
”

I replied that there was as yet no news to

that effect, and he exclaimed, “ And he will not be taken

alive, you may depend on it. lie must have made away

with himself. There can be no doubt about it.” When the

next day I had to inform him of the capture of Yeh, and

that he had been placed on board one of our ships of war,

he had not a word to say, and went away evidently dis-

heartened and ashamed. I could see that from that time

Yeh’s character sank in the estimation of the people. He
ceased to be the hero whom they had feared and looked

up to
;

had he not been afraid to put an end by his

own hand to his now dishonoured life ? That is in their

estimation what Burns, with a very different meaning, calls

“the second glorious part” which a patriot, warrior or

statesman, can perform.

In my second Paper I will endeavour to give an analysis

of the Li Sdo poem, dwelling especially on the most peculiar

portions of it. Ch‘ii Yuan was not a Confucianist, and there

is not any mention in his writings of the great sage. Ilis

affinities were more with Taoism than with the doctrines of

the Literati; but I do not think I have observed in his pieces

any direct reference to Lao-tsze. Such Taoist writers as

Lieh-tsze, Liu An, Ilan Fei, and Chwang-tsze frequently

introduce both the one philosopher and the other. Chwang-

tsze especially delights in making game of Confucius, but
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Ch'ii is too much centred and concentrated in himself to

wander much from his own experiences. With the history

of ancient China, as it may be gathered from the classical

books and the semi-historical narratives of the feudal times,

he was well acquainted
;
and he confirms our faith in the

chronological beliefs of Confucius and Mencius. But the

home of his mind was in the folk-lore or fairy-lore of

the Taoist system, while at the same time he had many
queer and absurd notions of his own, which remind us of

t lie words of Waller to Charles the Second, “ Poets, Sire,

succeed best in fiction.”

It has been seen that the last thing which our subject

did before committing his act of suicide wras to write his

poem called “The Stone clasped to the Breast,” 1 and with

a few stanzas from it I will conclude this article.

“ now vast is the stream in this first month of summer !

How luxuriant the grass and the trees

!

With wounded heart and constant grief

I press along to the regions of the south.

“ My eyes are dazed by the landscape so strange,

So still, retired, and silent.

My wrongs are knotted into a constant sorrow
;

It pains me and exhausts my strength.

I lay my head on my breast and search my mind

;

I bow my will, and repress my fears.

“ (My enemies) change white into black,

And turn the upside down
;

The phoenix is kept in a cage.

While the fowls and ducks fly and dance.

“ Like dogs they bark at me in troops, 2

They bark at me as something strange;

To slander eminence like mine

Is indeed the way of vulgar men.

1 Book IV. piece v.
2 Compare Ps. lix. 6, 7.
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“ If I take the road, and retrace ray wav to the north,

All the day to the evening will be gloom.

I indulge my sorrow, and find pleasure in my grief,

To last till the great event come.

“ How grandly the Yuan and Hsiang

Flow on in their separate courses !

Long is their course and hidden,

Distant is the way and difficult.

“ All men receive the appointment of Heaven,

And each man has his definite lot.

"With determined mind and enlarged will,

What have I to fear ?

“ I know that death is not to be declined

;

I wish not to love my life.

Clearly I announce this to all superior men,

And show them the example of what they ought to do.”

Such was Ch'ii Yuan’s dying advice, enforced by his

daring deed.
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Art. III.

—

Ssunia Ch'ien's Historical Records. By IIerbert

J. Allen, M.R.A.S.

{Continuedfrom page 295, Vol. for 1894.)

Chapter II.— The Hsia Dynasty.

Yii of Hsia “was styled Wenming.” 1 Yu’s father was

Kun, whose father was the Emperor Ch'uanhsii, whose

father was Ch'angyi, whose father was Huangti; so Yii

was Huangti’s great - great - grandson, and Ch'uanhsii’s

grandson. Yu’s great-grandfather Ch'angvi and his father

Kun were both unable to sit on the Imperial throne, being

simply officials. In the time of the Emperor Yao 2 “ the

deluge assailed the heavens, and in its vast expanse en-

compassed the mountains, and overtopped the hills, so that

the common people were troubled about it. Yao sought

for one capable of controlling the waters. All the officials

nod presidents of the four mountains said, ‘ Kun might

do it.’ Yao said, ‘ Kun is a man who disobeys orders, and

ruins his companions. He will not do.’ The president of

the four mountains said,” Among his equals there is no

one so worthy as Kun
;

I wish your Majesty would “ try

him.” Upon which Yao, giving heed to the president of

1 Wenming means literally ‘ accomplishments and orders.’ In the ‘ Counsels
of the Great Yii’ (L. C. III. p. 52) the Emperor Yii is so named. That
chapter of the Book of History is not further referred to by our historian

;
hut

sre hare all the other hooks of Yii and hooks of Hsia either transcribed, or

referred to.
2 This passage from the ‘ Canon of Yao,’ which we hare already had in

the first chapter of the Historical Records, appears later in the transcript

from the ‘ Yi and Chi.’
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the four mountains, employed Kun to control the waters

“ for nine years,” but the waters did not abate, “ and the

work was unaccomplished.” Then the Emperor Yao
sought a man in his stead, and secured Shun. Shun

being employed in the public service was associated with

the Son of Heaven in the administration. While on a

tour of inspection, he saw that there was no evidence that

Kun kept the waters under control, so “ he imprisoned

him for life on Mount Yu,” and everyone in the Empire

said that Shun’s decision was a just one. Shun then

appointed Kun’s son Yu to the post, and directed him to

continue his father’s occupation. After Yao’s death, the

Emperor Shun 1 “ asked the president of the four mountains

if there was any one who could perfect and develop Yao’s

undertakings, and whom he could employ in an official

capacity. They all said, ‘There is lord Yu, the Minister

of Works; he might perfect and develop Yao’s labours.’

Shun said, ‘Ah yes! you, Yu, have regulated the water and

the land, but in this office you must exert yourself.’ Yii

did obeisance with his head to the ground, and would have

declined in favour of Hsieh, Prince Millet, or Kaoyao, but

Shun said ‘Go and attend to your duties.’ ” Yii was quick,

earnest, and diligent, not deviating from virtue, kind, and

lovable
;

his word could be depended on, his voice was

musical, and his body, like a balance properly adjusted,

moved unweariedly and solemnly in accordance with certain

fixed rules. Yii, then in company with Yi and Prince

Millet, having received the Emperor’s orders, bade the

princes and people raise a gang of men 2 “ to make a division

of the land, and following the line of the hills hew down

the trees, and determine the characteristics of the high

hills and great rivers.” Yii was grieved in that bis

progenitor Kun had been punished on account of his work

being incomplete, so, wearied in body and distressed in

1 Parts of the ‘ Canon of Shun ’ (para. 12 and 17) are again quoted here.
2 The first paragraph of the ‘Tribute of Yii’ (L. C. III. p. 92) is here

quoted.
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mind, he 1 lived away from his home for 13 years, passing

the door of his house without daring to enter. With

ragged clothes and poor diet he paid his devotions to the

spirits until his wretched hovel fell in ruins in the ditch.

When travelling along the dry land he used a carriage,

on the water he used a boat, in miry places a sledge, while

in going over the hills he used spikes. On the one hand

he used the marking-line, and on the other the compass

and square. Working as the seasons permitted, and with

a view to 2 “ open up the nine provinces,” he made the

roads communicable, banked up the marshes, surveyed the

hills, told Yi and his band that paddy should be planted in

low damp places, and directed Lord Millet and his band, 2

“ when it was difficult to obtain food, or when food was

scarce, to barter their surplus stock in exchange for what

they had not,” so as to put all the princes on an equal

footing. Yu in this way worked for the mutual con-

venience of the respective districts as regards the dis-

tribution of the wealth and resources of the country.

Yu started from Ch'ichow. 3 Ife “ commenced his work

in Ch'ichow at Pot’s mouth, and regulated the country about

the Liang and Oh'i mountains. Having repaired the works

at T'aiyuan he went to the south of Mount Yo. He was

successful with his labours at Tanhuai, and went to the cross-

flowing stream of Chang. The soil of the province was

white clay. Its contribution of revenue was the first of

1 In the ‘"Works of Mencius’ (L. C. II. p. 127) the passage reads, “Yu
was eight years away from his home, and though he thrice passed the door of it

he did not enter.”
2 These passages appear in the transcript from ‘ Yi and Chi ’ below.
5 We have now the rest of the Yu Rung (Tribute of Yu) transcribed in

its entirety. Dr. Legge in the notes to his translation of this book says

very rightly, “ The name, the tribute of Yu, gives a very insufficient account
of the contents. The determination of the revenue, and of the various articles

of tribute was, indeed, very important, but the book describes generally the
labours of Yu in remedying the disasters occasioned by the overflowing

waters?” It seems indeed to be just a description of the mountains and
rivers of the several provinces of China. Of course no one, not even the
great Yu, could have performed the Herculean task he is by some credited

with doing. Dr. Legge, in fact, says with regard to the second part of

the book (p. 129), “ we cannot suppose that Yu travelled again along the hills or

the rivers, for in that case his toil would have been endless.”
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the highest class with some admixture of the second, while

its fields were the average of the middle class. The Ch'ang

and Wei rivers flowed in their proper channels, and the

Talu plain was formed. The bird barbarians, 1 wearing skin

dresses, kept close on the right to the granite rocks until

they came to the sea. The Ch'i and Yellow rivers formed

the boundaries of Yenchow. The nine branches of the

Yellow river followed their courses, and Lei hsia was a

marsh, in which the Yung and Chii streams were united.

The mulberry region was supplied with silkworms, and

then the people came down from the heights and occupied

it. The soil of the province was black loam, its herbage

luxuriant, and trees tall. Its fields were the lowest of the

middle class. Its contribution of revenue was fixed at what

would just be deemed the correct amount, and after it had

been worked for 13 years it was assimilated to the other

provinces. Its tribute consisted of varnish and silk, and

woven ornamental fabrics in baskets. You float along the

Ch'i and T‘a and so reach the Yellow river. The sea and

the Tai mountain formed the boundaries of Ch'ingchow.

The territory of Yii-i was defined, and the Wei and Tzu

rivers flowed in their proper channels. The soil of the

province was white loam, and on the sea-coast were wide

tracts of salt land. Its fields, which were impregnated

with salt, were the lowest of the first class, and its con-

tribution of revenue the highest of the second. Its tribute

consisted of salt, fine cloth of dolichos fibre, and productions

of the sea of various kinds, with silk, hemp, lead, pine-trees,

1 The bird barbarians are said to refer to a people living in the north-east

who ate the flesh of birds and beasts, and wore their skins. A commentator
says that these were the Mohos or Sushens, i.e. the Tuugusic ancestors of the

Manchus, who lived on the eastern seabord, north of the Ever White mountains.

Their birds, beasts, trees, and all were white. They dwelt in the forests, but the
country was so cold that they frequently inhabited deep holes in the ground.
They kept pigs, ate pork, wore pigskins, and smeared themselves with lard

several inches thick to keep off the winter’s cold, were very dirty in their habits,

but good archers, shooting with a bow four feet long, and using arrows 1 ft. 8 iu.

long tipped with stone. At their funerals they piled hundreds of dead pigs

on their coffins to serve as food for the deceased. The wooden coffin was
bound with cords, and on the top, which protruded from the ground, they

poured a libation of wine until the cords rotted.
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and strange stones from the valleys of the Tai. The wild

tribes of Lai were shepherds, and brought in their baskets

silk from the mountain mulberry. You float down the

Wen, and so reach the Ch‘i. The sea, the Tai mountain,

and the river Huai formed the boundaries of Hsiichow.

The Huai and I rivers were regulated. The Meng and

Yii mountains were made fit for cultivation. The waters

of Tayeh formed a marsh, and the eastern plain became

level. The soil of this province was red, clayey, and rich.

The grass and trees grew more and more bushy. Its fields

were the second of the highest class, and its contribution

of revenue was the average of the second. Its tribute

consisted of earth of different colours, the variegated

pheasants from the valleys of mount Yii, the solitary

dryandra from the south of mount Yi, and the floating

musical stones from the banks of the Szif. The wild tribes

of the Huai brought oyster - pearls and fish, and their

baskets were full of dark embroideries and pure white

silken fabrics. You float along the Huai and Szu and so

reach the Yellow river. The Huai river and the sea

formed the boundaries of Yangchow. The P'engli lake

formed a reservoir of water, where the sun birds (i.e

.

the

wild geese) settled. The three large rivers entered the

sea, and the shaking marsh became quite still. Bamboos

of different kinds were spread about, the grass grew

luxuriantly, and the trees tall, but the soil was miry.

The fields of this province were the lowest of the lowest

class
;

its contribution of revenue was the highest of the

lowest class, with a proportion of the class above. Its

tribute consisted of gold, silver, and copper, jasper, pearls,

bamboos of various kinds, ivory, hides, feathers, and hair.

The wild people of the isles brought garments of grass

;

their baskets were filled with woven silks and cowries,

and their bundles contained small oranges and pummeloes,

which were rendered when required. You follow the

course of the Great river and the sea, and so reach the

Huai and Szu rivers. Mount Ching and the south of

Mount Heng formed the boundaries of Chingchow. The

j.r.a.s. 1895. 7
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Great river and Han rivers paid their court to the sea.

The nine rivers occupied all the middle of the land. The

T‘o and Ch'ien rivers flowed in their proper channels

;

and the land in the Yiin and Meng marshes was made

capable of cultivation. The soil of this province was

miry
;

its fields were the average of the lowest class
;

its

contribution of revenue was the lowest of the highest class.

Its tribute consisted of feathers, hair, ivory, hides, gold,

silver, copper, woods of the wild varnish, cudrania,, triloba,

juniper, and cypress trees, with grindstones, whetstones,

stone arrowheads, and cinnabar, likewise the Ch'iin and

Lu bamboos, and the wood of the redthorn, of which the

three states brought the most noted specimens. The three-

ribbed rush was put in cases which were wrapped up, while

the baskets were filled with dark and purple silks and

strings of coarse pearls. From the country of the nine

rivers the great tortoise was presented. You float down

the Great river, the T‘o, the Ch'ien, and the Han rivers,

cross over to the Lo, whence you reach the southern part of

the Yellow river. The Ching mountain and the Yellow

river formed the boundaries of Yiichow. The I, the Lo,

the Ch‘an, and the Chien streams flowed into the Yellow

river, the Yungpo waters formed a lake, and the waters

of the K‘o marsh were conducted to the Ming reservoir.

The soil of this province was clayey, while in its lower

parts it was rich, and in clods. Its fields were the highest

of the middle class
;

its contribution of revenue was the

average of the highest class, with a proportion of the very

highest. The tribute was varnish, silk, fine cloth of

dolichos fibre, and sackcloth. The baskets were filled with

delicate embroidery and floss-silk, and stones for polishing

musical stones were rendered when required. You float

along the Lo until you reach the Yellow river. The

south of Mount Hua and the Blackwater formed the

boundaries of Liangchow. The Min and Po hills were

cultivated. The T‘o and Ch'ien rivers flowed in their

channels, sacrifices were offered to the hills Ts'ai and M&ng
on the plateaux, aud the wild tribes on the Ho river were
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successfully managed. The soil of the province was bluish

black. Its fields were the highest of the lowest class; its

contribution of revenue was the average of the lowest class,

with proportions of the rates above and below. Its tribute

consisted of the best gold, iron, silver, steel, stone arrow-

heads, musical stones, and nets woven from the hair of bears

and foxes. From Ilsiching you come along the river Iluan,

float down the Ch'ien, cross over to the Mien, enter the Wei,

and ferry across the Yellow river. The Blackwater and the

western bend of the Yellow river formed the boundaries of

Yungchow. The Jo water flowed westward
;
the Ching, the

Ch‘i, and Chii streams formed a junction with the Wei, as

also did the waters of the Feng. The Ching and Ch‘i hills

were sacrificed too, and so were those of Chungnan and Tunwu
all the way to ‘ Bird-and-Rat * hill. Successful measures

were taken with the plains and swamps as far as the Tuyeh

marsh. The people of Sanwei were controlled, and the

Sanmiao tribes kept in good order. The soil of the province

was yellow clay. Its fields were the highest of the highest

class, while its contribution of revenue was the lowest of the

second. Its tribute was jade, topazes, and white cornelian

stones. From * Stonepile ’ hill you float on to * Dragongate *

on the western branch of the Yellow river at its junction

with the Wei river. The western Jung tribes from the

Kunlun, Hsichih, and Ch'iisou mountains with their hair-

cloth and furs were kept in order. Journeying over the

nine mountains, you go from Ch'ien and Ch‘i hills to

mount Ching; passing the Yellow river, Pot’smouth, and

Leishow you come to T'aiyo
;
from Tich'u and Hsicheng

hills to * King’s house ’

;
from T'aihung and Mount

Ch'ang to the granite rocks and the sea
;
from Ilsiching,

Chuyu, and ‘ Bird-and-Rat ’ 1 hills to mount T'aihua
; from

* Bear’s-ear,’ Waifang, and T'ungpo hills to Peiwei
;
you

journey from Pochung to mount Ching
; from Keifang to

Tapieh, and from the south of Mount Min to Mount Heng,

1 This hill seems to be called subsequently 1 Bird-and-rat-in-the-same-

hole ’ hill.
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and cross the nine rivers to the Fuchien plain. Following

the course of the nine large rivers : from the Jo river you go

to Holi, whence the superfluous water flows into the Rolling

sands. You trace the Blackwater to Sanwei, where it enters

the southern sea
;
you trace the Yellow river from ‘ Stone-

pile ’ to ‘ Dragongate,’ southward to the north of Mount

Hua, eastward to Tich'u, again eastward to the ford of

Meng, eastward you pass the junction of the Lo river to

Tapei, northward past the Chiang water to Talu, northward

the stream is divided and becomes the nine rivers, reunited

it forms the opposing river and flows into the sea. From

Pochung you trace the course of the Yang. Flowing

eastward it becomes the Han, further east it becomes the

Ts'anglang water, passing the three dykes it goes to

T'aipieh, southward it enters the great river, eastward

whirling on it forms the P'engli marsh, again eastward

it forms the northern great river and enters the sea. From

mount Min you trace the great river, which branching to

the east becomes the T‘o, again eastward it comes to the

Li, passes the nine great rivers and comes to the eastern

ridge, flows eastward, winds to the north, and joins the

eddies, eastward it becomes the middle great river and

enters the sea. Tracing the course of the Yiin river—it

flows to the east, becomes the Chi, enters the Yellow river,

flows on and becomes the Yung
;

eastward it comes out

to the north of Taoch'iu, further east flows into the Ko
marsh, again north-eastward it unites with the Wen, and

still further to the north-east it enters the sea. Tracing

the course of the Huai from T'ungpo—to the eastward it

unites with the Ssu and I rivers, and flowing to the east

enters the sea. Tracing the course of the Wei from

‘ Bird-and-rat-in-the-same-hole ’ hill—it unites to the east

with the Feng, further to the north-east it flows into the

Ching, to the east passing the Ch‘i and Chii streams it

enters the Yellow river. Tracing the course of the Lo

from ‘ Bear’s-ear ’ hill, on the north-east it unites with the

Chien and Ch'an, further to the east it unites with the I,

and to the north-east enters the Yellow river. So through-
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out the nine provinces a similar order was effected : the

four coasts were built over, the hills were cleared of their

wood and sacrificed to, the streams had their sources scoured

out, the marshes were well banked, and all within the four

seas had access to the capital. The six treasuries of nature 1

were made the most of, and the various parts of the country

exactly compared so that the receipt of revenue could be

carefully adjusted according to their resources. The three

characters of the soil were classified, and the taxation fixed.

The central government conferred lands and surnames.

Revenue was paid to the Emperor’s exalted virtue, which

was set up as an example, and none opposed his Majesty’s

action.” Now beyond the Emperor’s capital “ 500 It con-

stituted the Imperial domain. From the first hundred li

they brought, as revenue, the whole plant of the grain,

from the second the ears, from the third the straw, but

the people had to perform feudal services, from the

fourth the grain in the husk, and from the fifth the grain

cleaned. Five hundred li beyond the Imperial domain

constituted the domain of the nobles. The first hundred

li formed the allotments to the feudal nobles, the second

hundred those to the people employed by the State, and

the other 300 those to the various princes. Five hundred

li beyond the nobles’ domain lay the peaceful domain.

In the first 300 li they cultivated learning and the

moral duties, and in the other 200 their energies lay in

the direction of war and defence. Five hundred li

beyond the peaceful domain was the domain of restraint.

The first 300 were occupied by the I tribes, and the other

200 by criminals undergoing the lesser banishment. Five

hundred li beyond the domain of restraint lay the wild

domain. Three hundred li were occupied by the Man
tribes, and the other 200 li by criminals undergoing the

greater banishment. On the east reaching to the sea, on

the west extending to the rolling sands, to the utmost

1 K‘ung-an-kuo states that the six treasuries of nature were water, fire, metal,
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limits of the north and south, Yii’s fame and influence

spread everywhere within the four seas, so the Emperor

presented him with a dark-coloured sceptre, thus announc-

ing to the empire the completion of his work.”

The empire then being at peace and well governed,

Kaoyao was made chief minister of state with a view to

his ruling the people. The emperor Shun gave audience to

Yii, Poyi, and Kaoyao, who addressed each other before

the Emperor .
1 “ Kaoyao, setting forth his counsels, said,

‘If a man sincerely follows the path of duty and virtue,

his counsellors will be intelligent, and those who aid him

will act in harmony.’ Yii said, ‘Yes, but what do you

mean ? ’ Kaoyao said, ‘ Oh ! he will be careful about his

personal cultivation, and will think constantly about it.

Thus he will pay due regard to precedence among the

nine branches of his kindred, all the intelligent will exert

themselves in his service, and so from what is at hand he

may attain to what is far off.’ Yu made obeisance at

these excellent words, and said, ‘ It is so.’ Kaoyao said,

‘ Oh ! it all lies in knowing mankind, and in quieting the

people.’ Yii said, ‘Alas! to attain to all this would be

difficult even for the Emperor. He who knows men is

wise
;
he who can put men into the posts for which they

are fit, and can quiet the people, is benevolent, and the

black-haired race will cherish him in their hearts. When
a man can be thus wise and kind, why should he have

anxiety about a Huantow ? why to be removing a chief of

the Miao tribes? why should he fear a man of specious

words, good appearance, and artful ways ? ’ Kaoyao said,

‘ J ust so ! there are in all nine virtues, and when we say

that a man possesses these virtues it is as much as to say

that he begins to do such and such things. They are

liberality combined with dignity, mildness combined with

firmness, bluntness combined with respect, aptness for

government combined with caution, docility combined with

1 Most of the 1 Counsels of Kaoyao ’ is here transcribed, a few sentences

near the close only being omitted. The historian never intimates in any of
his extracts that ho is drawing largely from the Hook of History.
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boldness, straightforwardness combined with gentleness, easy

negligence combined with discrimination, resolution com-

bined with sincerity, and courage combined with justice.

If these are apparent, and that continuously, how fortunate

it will be. He who daily displays three of these virtues

could early and late support and educate a family. He who

is strict and reverent in cultivating six of these virtues could

brilliantly conduct the affairs of the State. When such men
are received and found everywhere, the possessors of those

nine virtues will all be employed, and men of eminence

will hold office, and the various officers will be respectful

and diligent, not teaching heretical, vicious, or strange

doctrines. If such men and such officers do not exist it

may be said that the affairs of Heaven are in confusion.

Heaven puuishes the guilty, and the five punishments can

be severally applied for that purpose. Are my words sound,

and can they be put in force?’ Yu said, ‘ Your words are

perfect, and can be successfully put in force.’ Kaoyao said,

‘ As to that I do not know, but I aim at assisting in the

path of duty.’ ” 1

“The Emperor Shun said to Yu, ‘Will you, too, make

a brilliant speech?’ Yii did obeisance and said, ‘Ah!
what can I say ? I aim at being assiduous from day to

day.’ Kaoyao, teasing Yii, said, ‘What do you mean by

being assiduous?’ Yii said, ‘When the flood assailed

the heavens, and in its vast expanse encompassed the

mountains and overtopped the hills, so that the common
people were overcome by the water, I travelled on dry

land in a carriage, wTent about on the water in a boat, in

miry places I used a sledge, while in going over the hills

I used spikes. All along the hills I hewed paths through

the woods, and together with Yi supplied the people with

paddy and fresh meat. In order to drain the nine streams

into the four seas, I deepened the channels and canals,

and connected them with the rivers, and together with

1 Here follows nearly the whole of the ‘Yi and Chi’ chapter of the Book
of History.
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‘ Millet ’ and the people in general when it was difficult

to obtain food, and when food was scarce I bartered the

surplus stock to make up for deficiencies, and removed

the stores. Thus the people were quieted, and the various

states properly governed.’ Kaoyao said, * Yes ! this was

good on your part.’ Yii said, ‘Ah! your Majesty, care-

fully maintain the Throne which you occupy, and be quiet

in your behaviour, assist virtue, and the nation will grandly

respond to your pure desires. It will thus be manifest that

you await the decrees of the Supreme Being, and will

not Heaven renew its favouring appointment by con-

ferring blessings on you ? ’ The Emperor said, * Dear

me ! ministers ! ministers ! you constitute my legs and

arms, my ears and eyes. If I wish to aid and support

the people, you help me to do so. If I wish to see the

emblematic figures of the ancients—the sun, moon, and

stars—which are embroidered on the robes and coloured

silks, you see them clearly for me. If I wish to hear

the six pitchpipes, the five notes, and the eight musical

instruments on the adjustment of which depend good

government or misrule, and the consequent rise or decline

of the five duties, you hear them for me. If I do wrong,

you have to correct me. Do not flatter me to my face

and speak evil of me behind my back. Be reverent, ye

four ministers, and all ye calumniating minions of officials.

If the prince’s virtue is honestly displayed all men will

be pure.’ Yii said, ‘Yes! should your Majesty not act

thus, but equally employ the good and bad, you will gain

no credit.’ The Emperor said, ‘ Do not be arrogant like

Chu of Tan, who took his pleasure only in idleness and

dissipation. He would make boats go where there was no

water, introduced licentious friends into his family, and

thereby cut off the hereditary honours of his house. I

could not follow that line of conduct..’ Yii said, ‘I was

married at T'ushan on the days hsin and jen, and on tho

days kuei and chin my son Ch‘i was born. I did not

treat him as a son, and therefore was able to complete

my labours on the water and on land. I assisted in com-
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pleting the five Tenures, extending over 5000 li. In the

provinces I appointed twelve tutors, and in the regions

bevond to the four seas I established five presidents.

These all did their duty, and achieved great results, but

the Miao tribes were obstinate, and refused to do their

work. Think of this, your Majesty.’ The Emperor said,

‘ That my virtue is the guide is the result of your orderly

arrangements.’ Kaoyao therefore, respecting Yu’s virtues,”

bade the people carry out as a rule his plan of preferring

admonition, but “also made use of punishments.” Shun’s

virtues were very clear, whereupon “ K'uei played some

music
;
the spirits of Imperial ancestors, and hosts of nobles

gave place to one another, and even birds and beasts wheeled

about and danced. When the nine airs of Shun’s music

were played, the phoenixes came and put themselves in

attitudes, the different beasts led each other on to dance,

and the various officials were really in harmony. The

Emperor upon this composed the following ode, ‘ Being

set on high by the favouring appointment of Heaven, we

must be careful at every moment, and in ever}' particular.’

He then sang as follows, ‘ When the members are happy,

the head is exalted, and the various kinds of work are

happily performed.’ Kaoyao did obeisance with his head

to his hands, and then to the ground, and with a loud

voice said, ‘Oh! think. It is yours to lead on and origi-

nate affairs. Pay careful attention to your laws. Be
cautious.’ He continued his song, saying, ‘ When the

head is intelligent, the members are good, and all business

will prosper.’ ” Shun “ again sang as follows, ‘ When the

head is vexatious, the members are idle, and all business

is ruined.’ The Emperor bowed and said, ‘ Yes, go and

be reverent !

’ ”

The whole nation upon this applauded Yu’s brilliant

musical performance, and the divine lord of hills and

streams, 1 “ the Emperor Shun presented Yii to Heaven

1 This passage is found in Mencius (Bk. Y. pt. 1, vi.), -where, however,
the name of Shun’s son is not mentioned. There are, too, some discrepancies.

Mencius has it that after Yi had been “presented to Heaven by Y'li, seven
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as his heir, and 17 years afterwards the Emperor Shun,

died. The three years’ mourning being over, Yii retired

before Shun’s son Shangchiin to the town of Yang,” but

the princes of the empire all left Shangchiin, and went

to Yu’s court, and Yii accordingly occupied the Imperial

throne. Facing the south he gave audience to the nation.

His dynastic appellation was (Hsia hou) Prince of Hsia,

and his surname Ssu. The Emperor Yii sat on the throne,

and recommended Kaoyao for promotion, transferring also

the administration of affairs to him, but Kaoyao died, and

his descendants were enfeoffed with the principalities of

Yingliu and Hsii. The prince then recommended Yi for

the appointment of administrator of affairs. Ten years

elapsed, when the Emperor Yii, having gone to the east

on a tour of inspection, died at Huich'i, and the rule of

the empire was given to Yi. “ When the three years’

mourning was over, Yi” resigned in favour of Yii’s son

Ch‘i, and “retired to the south of Mount Chi.” Yu’s

son Ch‘i was worthy, and the nation fixed its desires upon

him, but when Yii died, although the rule was given to

Yi, he supported Yii but a few days, when the nation not

being content “the princes all left Yi, and went to Ch'i’s

court saying, ‘He is the son of our sovereign’” emperor Yii.

Ch‘i then succeeded to the Imperial throne, and became

Emperor Ch‘i, the Prince of Hsia. The Prince of Hsia,

Emperor Ch‘i, was the son of Yii, his mother being the

daughter of the lord of T‘ushan. As the lord of Hu would

not submit, Ch‘i attacked him, and 1 “ there was a great

battle at Kan.”

years elapsed, -when Yii died”; also that “after the three years’ mourning
had expired, Yi withdrew from the son of Yii to the north of Mount Chi.”

This word, which is also applied to the founder of the Chow dynasty, is the name
of the seventh asterism \y , 8, e, and /3 in Sagittarius), so called from its

resemblance to a chi (winnowing tray or basket). We find it here as the name of

a hill, and it was also that of a marquisate.
1 Here follows a transcript of the whole of the ‘Speech at Kan.’ Dr. Legge

observes in the concluding note to his translation of the chapter that the account

is a clumsy imitation of Yu’s expedition against the Sanmiao tribes in the

* Counsels of the Great Yii,’ but there are so many imitations and repetitions

in the Records that one soon tires of noticing them, and can but suppose that the

historian’s inventive faculty was faulty.
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Just before the engagement the “speech at Kan” was

delivered to the “six generals, who were summoned

together
;

Ch‘i said, ‘ Ah ! ye who are engaged in my
six armies, I have a solemn announcement to make to you.

The chief of Hu violently sets at naught the five human

relations, and idly casts aside the three obligations of duty.

Heaven will on this account oppose him and cut off the

span of his life, and I am now but reverently executing

the punishment appointed by Heaven. If you on the left

do not do your work on the left, and you on the right do

not do your work on the right, it will be a disregard of my
orders. If you, charioteers, do not observe the rules for

the management of your horses, it will be a disregard of

my orders. You who obey my orders shall be rewarded

in the ancestral temple, but you who disobey my orders

shall be slain before the altar of the spirits of the land,

and I will destroy both you and your children.” He
thereupon destroyed the chief of Hu, and the whole

nation went to the court of the Prince of Hsia.

Emperor Ch‘i died, and his son Emperor T'aik'ang

(K'ang the 1st) came to the throne. The Emperor
1 “ T'aik'ang lost his kingdom

;
his five brothers waited

for him on the north of the Lo river, and composed the

song of the five sous.” 2

K'ang the 1st died, and his brother K‘ang the 2nd

came to the throne, that is the Emperor K'ang the 2nd.

In the time of the Emperor K'ang the 2nd, 3 “ Hsi and Ho,

indulging in wine and dissipation, neglected the seasons,

and let the calendar get into confusion. Yin went to punish

them, and the ‘ punitive expedition of Yin ’ was composed.”

1 From the Preface to the Book of History, para. 7.
2 The ‘ Song of the Five Sons,’ and the ‘ Punitive Expedition of Yin ’ are

the names of two other short documents of the Shuching. The calendar getting

into confusion is said to refer to a solar eclipse occurring in the fifth year of the
reign of the Emperor Chungk'ang or K'ang the 2nd, which, according to

the common scheme of chronology, was in the year b.c. 2155, but Professor

De Lacouperie gives the rectified date as 1904, while it is 1 948 b.c. in the Bamboo
annals. The date of the eclipse cannot, however, be satisfactorily verified, and
the doubts as to the antiquity of this part of Chinese history are therefore

confirmed.
3 From the Preface to the Book of History, para. 8.
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K'ang the 2nd died, and his son Emperor Hsiang came
to the throne.

Emperor Hsiang died, and his son K'ang the 3rd came

to the throne.

Emperor K'ang the 3rd died, and his son Emperor

Chu came to the throne.

Emperor Chu died, and his son Emperor Huai came to

the throne.

Emperor Huai died, and his son Emperor Mang came

to the throne.

Emperor Mang died, and his son Emperor Hsieh. came

to the throne.

Emperor Hsieh died, and his son Emperor Puhsiang

came to the throne.

Emperor Puhsiang died, and his brother Emperor Chiung

came to the throne.

Emperor Chiung died, and his son Emperor Chin came

to the throne.

Emperor Chin died, and Emperor Puhsiang’s son

K'ungchia, that is Emperor K'ungchia, came to the

throne. Emperor K‘ungchia was fond of enquiring into

spiritual matters, and indulged in dissipation, and the

virtue of the princes of Hsia having degenerated, the

chiefs rebelled. Heaven sent down two dragons, a male

and a female. K'ungchia could not feed them, and could

not obtain a dragon-keeper. After the decline of T‘aot‘ang

(Yao) one of his descendants, Liu lei, learnt to train

dragons, and he was chosen out of the dragon-keepers to

wait on K'ungchia, who gave him the title of dragon-

tamer, which was inherited by the descendants of the

Shiwei. 1 The female dragon died, and he served it up

1 These characters, which mean ‘pig-sty,’ may be used derogatorily for

the Shiwei tribes, which were to the east, west, north, and south

of Turphan. One of the eighteen tribes joining Yelutache in 1125 a.d. was

called the Great Yellow Shiwei (see Situation de Holin en Tartarie. T'ouugpao,

vol. iv. p. 76). In Plath’s Mandchurie, p. 80, we find that ‘the Shiwei

lived to the north of the Amur and of the Moho, and 3000 li from the

K hitan country. You cross the river Cho, pass the mountain Toutsu, which
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as a meal for the Prince of Ilsia, but the latter having

sent some one to look for it, he became frightened and

ran away.

K'ungchia died, and his son Emperor Kao came to the

throne.

Emperor Kao died, and his son Emperor Fa came to

the throne.

Emperor Fa died, and his sou Emperor Li Kuei, 1 that

is Chieh, came to the throne.

is 3000 li in circumference, reach the Kioli river, and then come to the land

of the Shiwei.’ One of the most southerly branches of this stock were the

Khitans, who came originally from the north of Liaotung (cf. Parker’s History

of the Wuhwan Tunguses, China Review, vol. xx. p. 1001.
1 Li or Chieh Kuei is the 17th and last emperor of the Ilsia dynasty,

which the 4 General Mirror of History ’ shows us lasted 439 years, but with

the exception of K'ungchia and the last emperor, where some few details

of character are given, our historian merely gives the names of the last fourteen

without any record of events or length of reigns whatever. This is the

more surprising when, according to Dr. Legge, “ the documents of the Shuching

which follow the Tribute of Yii, commencing with the speech at Kan, delivered

in n.c. 2197 by Yii’s sou and successor, may all be received as veritable

monuments of antiquity, and are contemporaneous with the events which they

relate.”

The meanings of the names of the emperors are worth noting, for it will then

he seen how many are connected with astronomy or the calendar—a very pregnant

fact. They are as follows :

—

(1) The great Yii or nsia how. Kung yii and nsia how were the names of two

scholars contemporary with Ssuma Ch'ien. The characters used for

writing Kung yii are the same as those for ‘ Tribute of Yii,’ but

reversed.

(2) Ch'i or Ch‘i ming = opening brightness, is the name for the planet Venus,

so called because it ‘ opens the brightness ’ of the day (L. C. IV. 2, v. 9).

(3) T‘aik‘ang, or K‘ang the 1st, literally ‘great peace,’ but
J||

is used for

the second of the twenty-eight asterisms, answering to in Virgo

constellation.

(4) Chung K‘ang or K‘ang the 2nd.

k5) Hsiang, the 4 Counsellor,’ is the name of a single red star, answering to

seventy-three of Flamsteed between 8 and e of the Great Bear (Schlegel,

p. 528). The interregnum of forty years during this reign referred to in

different schemes of chronology is not referred to by our historian.

(6) Shao K‘ang = K‘ang the lesser, or K‘ang the 3rd.

(7) There seems an uncertainty as to the right character to be used for

the Emperor Chu’s name. Ssuma gives first which means the space

between the throne and the Emperor’s retiring room behind it, and then

-J*
which means ‘ I.’ The ‘General Mirror of History’ gives

,
which

means a shuttle. It is likely that which means a lance, and the star

£ in Bootes, is the one which should be used.
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Reign of the Emperor Chieh. Ever since the time of

K'ungchia the barons had frequently rebelled. Chieh of

Hsia did not strive after virtue, and the wars injured the

people. Unable to endure their wrongs they summoned

T'ang to their aid, but he was imprisoned in the tower of

Hsia
;
being afterwards released. T‘ang cultivated virtue,

and the princes all went over to him, so T'ang led an army

to attack Chieh of Hsia. Chieh fled to Mingt'iao, and was

eventually driven out and slain. Chieh observed to

someone, ‘ I regret that I did not take the opportunity

of killing T‘ang in the tower of Hsia, and then I should

not have been brought to such a pass.’ T'ang, being

seated on the Imperial throne, superseded Hsia, and

gave audience to the people. T‘ang enfeoffed the

descendants of the Hsias. Until the time of the Chow
dynasty they held the principality of Chi.

(8) Huai= the Sophora Japonica tree; also the essence of the asterism rjp

tumulus composed of a in Equuleus and 0 in Aquarius.

(9) Mang= bearded grain, a solar term falling about the 6th June.

(10) Hsieh=ooze out. Read ‘ I ’ =a tributary of the Huai river.

(11) I’u-hsiang =no surrender. Hsiang lou (|^ 1jt
)

is a star in Aries.

(12) Chiung = a door-bar.

(13) Chin = a hovel.

(14) K‘ung chia = Cave A. Chia is a cyclical character, and the first of the

‘ Ten stems,’ and being used in notation may be said to be equal to

1, or A.

(15) Kao or Hao = vast, glorious. Great Hao is the name for the first moon, as

Small Hao is for the ninth moon.

(16) Fa=to shoot; spring.

(17) Li Kuei, or Chieh Kuei. Li = a shoe, and Chieh =cruel. Kuei is the last

of the ‘ Ten stems ’ and therefore equivalent to the letter 10 or J.

Thus most of the names of the Emperors of this dynasty seem to he connected

with astronomical or calendaric signs, and this fact will be more evident in the

case of the names of the emperors in the succeeding dynasty of Shang.

(To be continued.)
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Art. IV .—Kami Vocabularies. By Bernard Houghton,

M.R.A.S.

The remarkable divergences and alterations which a very

slight difference in locality causes to exist in the tongues

of the Tibeto-Burman hill-tribes have been frequently

adverted to, and are, in fact, one of the stock examples

of the birth and growth of dialectic change in language.

In truth, it must be admitted that in no part of the world

are the conditions more favourable to such growth than in

the mass of mountains which extends from the Himalayas

to Cape Negrais, and which forms the habitat of many
of the most interesting of these tribes. Favoured by

an abnormally heavy rainfall, the dense jungles which

everywhere cover these hills would successfully defy the

efforts of even civilized people for their destruction. As

it is, except for temporary clearings for cultivation, and

somewhat more permanent ones immediately round the

villages, these forests remain practically intact, forming,

together with the extraordinarily broken character of the

ground, one of the most powerful obstacles conceivable to

intercourse between the various villages. Such intercourse,

therefore, except when it partakes of a raid or foray, is

usually on a very limited scale
;

nor, as a matter of fact,

was anything more extended desired by the villagers until

quite recently. As McCabe says of the Nagas :
“ They

have remained isolated on their hill-tops, only deigning to

visit their immediate neighbours when a longing for their

heads has become too strong to be resisted.” Trade and

commerce being practically unknown, and their political

system, if it may be so called, being essentially clannish

and unfavourable to the development of a strong central
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power, the condition of affairs has been as favourable as

possible to dialectic generation. Added to this, it should

be noted as amongst most untutored and barbarous people,

their words are not articulated so distinctly and incisively

as with educated persons, whilst the low tone of voice

habitual to those living in the forests, and the inherited

tendency to clip their words and towards laziness of pro-

nunciation, which prevails amongst most tribes of the Tibeto-

Burman stock, have all contributed to prevent anything

fixed or stable in the different dialects. Small wonder,

then, that the varieties of speech should be so great in

these regions, or that the few Europeans who have pro-

duced vocabularies and dialects of the languages of these

tribes should all have found it necessary to caution their

readers against supposing that the forms and words found

therein should have acceptance over any large tract of

country. All that can be done in such a case is to learn

the dialect prevailing in the most important and thickly

populated part of the tribal country, and when going else-

where to use with caution all except the commoner words

and phrases in it.

It follows, therefore, a fortiori, that whilst brief vocabu-

laries of the languages of these people enable us to de-

termine roughly their ethnical position, (so far as the latter

can be said to depend on philological evidence,) a much

fuller and more careful study is necessary before we can be

in a position to determine exactly their linguistic position,

and, to some extent, the influences to which they have been

subjected in their past history. The result of the collection

of different forms which the same word takes in the tribal

speech would, as a general rule, be to strengthen carefully

made comparisons such as those of B. II. Hodgson, but the

fact of the existence of this extraordinary state of flux, (so

to speak,) in these languages should warn us against too

rash comparisons, if such a warning were needed, which

ought not to be the case.

The subjoined vocabularies of the Kami or Khami
language will show to some extent the difficulty, or rather
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the impossibility, of accepting any one as the standard

form of such languages as this. They will, however, be

chiefly interesting in throwing some light on the phono-

logical changes which take place in this family, as we have

here to compare not the words of widely separated tribes

of doubtful relationship, but those of people living in

neighbouring villages, and calling themselves by one name.

From the permutations which have thus admittedly taken

place in the same language, it may be possible to argue

with more certainty on those used by different tribes now

widely sundered from each other. The comparative philo-

logy of these languages is, in fact, in still so elementary a

state that no further apology is, I think, needed for the

presentation of what would ordinarily be a surplus (le

richesses in the words of one language.

The first of these vocabularies has been procured by

Maung Ilia Paw Zan, an Extra-Assistant Commissioner in

the Akyab district, (under the orders of A. M. B. Irwin,

Deputy Commissioner). The words were not altogether

taken down according to the accepted system of translitera-

tion, but no difficulty has been experienced in effecting the

necessary alterations. The internal evidence shows that on

the whole this list has been carefully made, whilst it is the

best preserved Kami of the four, i.e. the words show com-

paratively few changes induced by laziness of speech, etc.

The second was made by Mg. Tha Bwin, Myook of

Sandoway, whilst I was there, the words being taken from

a Kami youth from the Akyab district. Mg. Tha Bwin

is a very intelligent specimen of the subordinate Civil

Service of Burma, and I am inclined, considering his

aptitude for taking down words correctly, to regard this

list as the most correctly taken down of the four, though

the words show more traces of dialectic degeneration than

those in the first one. (This list is marked T.-B.) A
considerable additional number of words, collected by Mg.
Tha Bwin, beyond those required for purposes of comparison,

are inserted at the end, as they are all words in common use,

and no extended vocabulary of Kami has yet been published.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 8
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The third and fourth lists are taken from the essay

“ On the Indo-Chinese Borderers,” by Brian Houghton

Hodgson, being furnished to him by the late Sir Arthur

(then Captain) Phayre. The latter one is called “ Kumi,”

and it is stated that the Kumis are divided into two

divisions—Kami or Kimi and Kumi, called by the Arakanese

Awa 1 Kumi and Aphya Kumi. There would seem to be

some mistake about this division, which is not mentioned

in the Census .Reports, nor in recent accounts of the Hill

Tracts of Arakan
;
nor have I, when in Arakan, been able

to hear of any such people as the Kumis. The Burmese,

who have a happy nack in giving nicknames, have meta-

morphosed Kami into k‘we-mi/l — dog’s-tail, and by this

name the tribe is widely known in Arakan and Burma.

It is probable that “ Kumi ” is a mere corruption of this

latter word. The internal evidence also in the vocabularies

would show that the second, or “ Kumi ” list, is practically

the same as the first, or Kami one, with certain differences

due apparently to Chin and Mro influence. I have, there-

fore, merely alluded to the first list as P. 1 and the second

as P. 2, being convinced that no real subdivision, such as

“ Kumi,” exists in the tribe. In the last Census Report

the latter are put down as numbering 14,126 souls within

the limits of Burma properly speaking. It is probable

that this number is, owing to defective enumeration, some-

what under the mark.

From a philological point of view, the Kamis fall under

the Chin-Lushai group of the Tibeto-Burman family. From

the vocabulary made by Mg. Tha Bwin, it will be seen that

the language possesses at least two tones, 2 corresponding to

those in Burmese, and it is possible that the rising tone also

exists in it. Although the gutturals % and 7 occur, as well

as the labio-dental f (the latter rarely), words can only end

in a vowel, a nasal, or the consonants k and t,—p, l, and s,

though still final in Lushai, being not now so in Kami. The

1 Awa means the mouth of a river, aphya its source.
2 The light tone is represented in the lists by the figure 1 and the heavy

one by 2.
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“spiritus lenis ” is met with (rarely) at the end of words, as

is also the case in Lushai and S. Chin, and similarly to the

latter language we find the indistinct initial nasal m'. The

chief phonetic rules observed in comparing the different

lists are well known to obtain in the different languages

of this branch of the Tibeto-Burman family. They are

as follows

:

The serviles ka, ga, ta, and a are interchangeable,

as are also tna, m, pa, ba, p. A and a (serviles) are

frequently dropped, and serve, I believe, mainly to facilitate

the enunciation of the initial letter. The consonants k’, %,

and h are often interchanged, the last two being, in fact,

merely softenings of the first, whilst the semi-vowels y
and ic, whether initial or following a consonant, are easily

weakened into i and e or u and o respectively. The nasals

n, n, and m interchange when final, but as regards tn, at any

rate, not when initial.
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English. Kami.

Abuse nii-ya.

Ache (as bead) (alu) m’kii.

Alone laun ton m’ke-i.

Ancle k'o-sit-set.

Ashes ma-ai.

Aunt fio-ta.

Back (the) le-tiin.

Back-bone naun k'u. 1

Bathe kau-hu.

Beads ma-^au, (amber) me-1. 1

Beard a'mu. 1

Bed I-na-maton.

Bite (v.) sau.

Blind (be) arai'-mu.

Body ako.

Born (be) ka-pun.

Borrow (v.) kyi.

Bottle pilan.

Bow (n.) le.

Brass si-k‘bn-na; (brass dish) po-ka.

Bread takoi.

Break (v.) k'o.

Broom en-p'e.

Brother (elder) ya-e.

Brother (younger) napi. 1

Brother-in-law mapi. 1

Brow lu-katai.

Buy %an.

Charcoal me-za-k'o.

Cheat len-cun.

Cheek te-ta be-ang.

Cheroot sa-di.
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English. Kami.

Chest (breast) t'aun-ta.

Chicken a-zit-pi. 1

Chin so,
1 so-bau. 2

Citron sok'I t'e.

Clan amu. 2

Claw (v.) kami-sen.

Climb (v.) mapau.

Coat k'o-o.

Comb mat'i. 1

Corner at'iki. 1

Cotton maka-pon.

Crab ta-e.

Cubit miinda.

Cut (v.) tabe.

Dance m’lan.

Dark (it is) vin kau-ret.

Deer sa^i. 1

Difficult (it is) k'a-ga
;
k'on.

Door k‘o-t‘0. 1

Dry (be) k‘ot.

Dust saga d'ek-pon.

Earring dai-giin.

Elbow aka-saku. 1

Entrails ut-^i. 1

Eye-ball ami'-du.

Eye-brow ami '-taka.

Eye-lash ami '-mu. 2

Eye-lid ami'-pe.

Fat (n.) t'auk. 1

Feast (to) bu shon.

Feather mu. 2

Fight (to) 70.

Finger (fore) kau-mu, (third) kau-

sari, (little) kau-sa.
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Enolish.

Fireplace kata-pet.

Fish-hook sut-ko.

Flesh anan.
Flint kon-son. 1

Floor kan.

Fly (n.) ma-t'aut.

Food ason. 1

Friend apo-p'au. 1

Frown *i-sa.

Gathered ka-piin su.

Good (be) hii.

Grandfather pu 2 u. 2

Grave ta pun.
Gun le-pon. 1

Half aXe-xu. 1

Happy (be) a-dan.

Heart amlun.
Heel k'o-mu-tii.

Hips ta-k'uttun.

Hole a^au.
Horse-fly so- mo.

Joint k'i-tan.

Juice (sap) 7ain.

Jump ka-pe. 1

Jungle de-t'un.

Kernel ata-ni.2

Kiss m’non.

Lazy (be) t'a-li.

Lead ta-k'an.

Leech to-pan. 1

Length abiing.

Liar pye-sa. 1

Kami.
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English.

Lip

Loss

Louse

Maiden

Medicine

Mud

Nail (of the hand)

Narrow

Navel

Neck

Needle

Nest

New
Noon

Oar

Old (be)

Orphan

Pain (to)

Palm (of hand)

Petticoat

Pigeon

Pinch (v.)

Place (n.)

Poor (be)

Porcupine

Pot

Prawn

Pregnant (be)

Pretty (be)

Profit

Price

Pumpkin

Kami.

amanu ma-se .
2

ya-ha.

%®t.

taleki.

kasi .
1

dek-kok.

kom-sin.

aj-pi .
1

le-lan.

ada-haun.

sui-pun.

adu-bu .
1

kau t'a.

kani-ka hun-daga.

pan-dan.

ka.

k'u-sa.

na.

akut-mya.

magii ne-enon.

mak'u .
1

masi.

ma-ton.

saun g'e.

samyi.

k'iin aun.

kai suum-tu.

ayoh-m’^a.

kanu.

kwai.

avon.

tu-tu t
c

et.
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English. Kami.

Quarrel (v.) kale-te.

Rain (n.) k'au.

Rainbow (to be a) sak'i le-lo-ke.

Rat myu. 1

Rice-seed sa.

Ring (finger) kau-si-pu. 1

Root yon.

Rope k'u-nan.

Rust sin-e. 1

Scar takaun.

See takaun.

Shadow Xa-di

Sink (v.) min.

Sister sisa.

Slave ta-na.

Sleepy (be) i-atnu.

Smell (n.) araii.

Smoke me x°-

Song alon.

Soul (the) moka.

Spirit (evil) sisi. 1

Spirits (liquor) agon. 1

Spoon zan. 1

Squeeze (v.) ta-min.

Stag son-shi.

Stop ha-e ka-do 1

;
onga 1

-:

Strong (be) (as spirits) a-dan.

Sunset kani diim-do. 1

Sweat kauku tii.

Sweep (v.) me 2 de. 1

Swim (v.) tii-ka-lin-ka-ba-det.

Tail amai.

Tale (story) tau ^ten.

Tall ag-'son.
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English.

Tear (v.)

Thief

Thigh

This

Thorn

Thread

Throat

Thumb
Thunder (v.)

Tobacco

Toe

To-morrow (day after)

Tongue

Turtle

Vein

Yoice

Wages
Waist

Warm (be)

Wasp
Water (make)

Weave (v.)

Well (n.)

Widow
Wish (v.)

Word
Work
Wound
Wrist

Year

Yesterday

Young

Kami.

sa-e.

te-k'u.

ape.

nan.

a^In.

mak'a-kau.

atoi-magaugh.

kau pu .
2

k
t o f

•

a m <yi.

sau-k'au-e.

(big) k'o pu, (first) k'o-

(third) k'o-sarl.

sak'on-toi-be.

amlai.

tali.

t'a-^ii.

ata-hok.

apau .
2

aken.

be-u .
1

kalet^ai.

mayo 2 myo.

p‘et-ke.

tii-twen.

;^au-me-i.

nen.

pe .

1

amiin.

kc-diima.

kau-sit-set.

sa-ni-tfi.

yadun.

azpi.

mu,
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Art. Y.

—

On the Stress- Accent in the Modern Indo-Aryan

Vernaculars. By G. A. Grierson, Ph.D., C.I.E.

[The following contractions have been used in this article:—IAVs. = Modern

Indo-Aryan Vernaculars; Skr., Sanskrit; Pr., Prakrit; Ap., Apabhrarnya

;

M., Marathi; G., Gujarati; H., Hindi; B., Bihari
; Bg., Baggali

;
P.,

Panjabi; S., Sindhi ; Ts., Tatsama; sTs., Seiui-Tatsnma
;

Tbli., Tadbhava

;

ZDMG., Zeitschrift der deuttchen Morgcnldndischen Gesdhchaft
;
H.C., Hema-

candra’s Prakrit Grammar.]

Tiie IAYs. closely follow the rules of the Sanskrit stress-accent

(as distinct from the ancient musical accent) which have been

noted by Prof. Jacobi in ZDMG. xlvii. 574 and ff. The

only difference is that the IAYs. do not usually throw the

accent further back than the antepenultimate if the word

ends in a long syllable. The general rules are as follows :

—

(1) The stress-accent falls on the penultimate if it be

long. Examples—Skr. and Ts. kirii ‘ fame ’
;
G. janoi ‘ a

sacrificial thread’; M. gldh(a) ‘a vulture’; kdna ‘one-eyed’;

S. rahdu ‘a dweller’; H. asdjlia ‘invisible’; kisan(a) ‘a

husbandman’; B. chotukka ‘small.’

(2) If the penultimate be short, the accent falls on the

antepenultimate, provided that be long. Examples—Skr.

and Ts. kirtan(a) ‘a report’; M. valan(a) ‘inclination,’

kdpar(a) ‘clothes’; H. bandhan(a) ‘binding.’

(3) In any other case it is thrown back as far as possible

—the limits being, in Sanskrit and Tss., and in IAY. words

ending in a short vowel, the last syllable but three
;
and

in IAY. words ending in a long vowel, the antepenultimate.

Examples—Skr. kiitilatd ‘ deceitfulness,’ as a Ts. kidiVta
;

M. kar
,

cat(a) ‘a saw’; sTs. par’bat(a) ‘a mountain’; B.

])dr’sat(a) ‘touching’; H. tin'ka ‘a straw,’ ba/(a) ‘force’: but

H. pahuc’na (not pdhuc’na) ‘to arrive’; H. nikaVta ‘issuing.’
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Sometimes, however, even an IAV. word, which has the

accent on the antepenultimate, may retain the accent on

the same syllable, when it becomes the last syllable but

three by the addition of a secondary suffix. This is by

no means universal; pronunciation varying with different

people. Thus, H. Utah ‘ a butterfly,’ long form, properly,

titaliya, but also sometimes titaliya.

(4) If the accent does not fall on the first syllable of

a word, that syllable has a secondary accent. Thus, Skr.

kulanam ‘ of families.’ So IAV. rdhdu, chotakka, as above
;

sTs. adhin(a) ‘ dependent on.’

(5) A tendency is observable from the earliest times to

elide a short vowel following the accented syllable : thus,

Skr. bliagini or bhagni
;

Skr. phgaphala, Pr. *pugphala,

popphala
;

Skr. surabhi, Pr. *surbhi, subbhi
;

Skr. lavana,

Pr. *lavna, *launa, l6na
;

Skr. jivita, Pr. *jiia, jta. In

the IAVs. the process is still carried on, but the neutral

vowel is substituted for a, i, or u, instead of that vowel

being altogether elided. Thus, M. kar’vat ‘a saw’; S.

bigad'nu ‘to be spoiled’; B. ghor’va ‘a horse’; Skr.

durbdlakah * weak,’ Pr. dubbalao, H. diib'la}

The elision of i and u is more rare in the IAVs., and

is restricted to special cases.

Examples are

—

Skr. bhagini 1 sister ’ Pr. baluni H. bdh’ni, bahan, or

bahin. Other dia-

lects bahin, but M.

and B., to preserve

the i, throw the

accent on it and

lengthen it, bahin.

badhirah ‘deaf’ bahiro H. bdh’ra or bdhird.

1 Jacobi gives as parallel from the Romance languages—Latin, virecuiidia
;

French, virjdgne
;

Italian, vergogna
;
Spanish, vcrgiienza.
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Skr. prathamah ‘first ’ Ap.padhavillau II. pah*la, but M.
pdhila, G. paheld,

and so on.

vidyut ‘ lightning ’ bijjulid II. bij’li, but other

IAV. b'ljuli.

Cases sometimes occur of the a being weakened to i or u

instead of the neutral vowel. The i change is most common
in Sindhi, and the u in Baijgiill. Examples

—

pippalah ‘ a pipal tree ’ pippald S. pipiru.

viralah * rare ’ S. btrilo.

pahjaram * a cage ’ panjaram S. pijird.

agnih * fire ’ sTs., Bg. dgun(i).

gdltnali ‘ a silk-cotton tree ’ simba/i Bg. slmul.

(6) In compound words, the first member retains its

own stress-accent as a secondary accent, the stress-accent

of the second member being the stress-accent of the word :

thus, H. pan’sti/d ‘ a watering-place M. jo/iurttiu/i
1 a florist

B. d-siij/i(a) or a-sujh'vd ‘

invisible.’ This secondary accent

I mark when necessary with the sign for a grave accent,

but shall generally omit it.

This rule about compound words explains such apparently

anomalous forms as the B. d&kh'lahu * I saw,’ and the many

similar verbal forms in that language, in which the accent

falls on the penultimate or final syllable of the word. They

are really compounds of the past participle [dekhal(a)~\, and

old forms of the V ah ‘ to be,’ ahii meaning ‘ I am,’ and so on.

The tendency to drop the final vowel of the first member

of the compound [as in dekhal(a) + ahu\ dates from the

earliest times. Thus, Skr. kumbha-kdrah ‘a potter’; Pr.

kumbha-ard or kiimbharo (against the usual custom, H.C.

i. 8), IAY. kumhar(a) ;
Skr. ndvamalika ‘jasmine’; Pr.

*navmdlid, *ndumd/id, notnalia
;

Skr. prativegah, Pr. pahd

or pddivi-so, H. padd-s(a). A long vowel in such a position

is first shortened and then elided : thus, Skr. dvacatvdrimgat
;

Pr. *bdt/di/alisain, bayalisam
;
H. byalis(a).
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(7) If the accent falls on a short vowel there is a tendency

to lengthen it
;
thus, Skr. apaga or apaga ‘ a river ’

;
musala

or mmala ‘ a club ’
;
so also

—

prdtipad ‘
first day of ) padivaya or ) M. pdd'va, but H.

a fortnight
j padivaya ) padiba, B. parab.

hdstini ‘she elephant’ hatthini M. (with change of

accent) liattin, but

H. etc. hatlint.

(8) On the other hand the accent has a tendency to

shorten a preceding long vowel
;

e.g. Skr. agaram or

agdrain ‘ a house ’
;
Skr. dtikupyali or akupya (for aikupya)

‘ very base ’
;
so in IAY.

—

kasisam ‘ green vitriol ’ kasisam, H. kasis.

adhinah * dependent on ’ sTs. adhin.

devalayah ‘ temple ’ devdlao P. devala.

So M. bhik(a) ‘begging,’ bhikari, Gr. bhikhdn ‘a beggar’;

M. kam(a) ‘work,’ kamdu ‘that which earns.’ Again, Skr.

gen. karnasya ‘of an ear’; Pr. dat. kannassa or kanasa ‘to

an ear’; M. kdnda(a) (^iT»IT^l) ‘to an ear,’ in which the

first a is written long, but is pronounced short like the

a in the Italian hallo. So also M. bhtk(a), dat. bhikes{a)
;

pTk(a) ‘ a ripe crop,’ dat. pikds(a) ;
hdt(a

)
‘ a hand,’ dat.

hdtds(a
)
as in kdnds(a).

(9) When a word begins with two long syllables, the

second of which has the stress-accent, the secondary accent

on the first syllable often attracts the first accent to itself,

and the syllable which would ordinarily bear the stress-

accent is shortened. Thus, Skr. dnTta becomes in Pr. ania,

Skr. pamya, Pr. puniya, and so on. So

—

decdlayah ‘ temple ’ II. decal, M. decal,

kdyasthah ‘ a man of the

writer caste ’ kdyattlid B. kayath.

vatdlah ‘ mad ’ radio M. bacala, B. baurd,

S. buried.
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(10) This even happens when the first syllable is short

;

e.g. Skr. allka ‘ false,’ Pr. dhya
;
Skr. mddhuka ‘ name of

a tree,’ Pr. mdhua
;
so

—

girisah ‘ a kind of tree
'

siriso H. siris.

dntiyakah ‘ second
’

dutiyad II. diitiyd.

gdbhirakah ‘ deep
’ gahirad H. gdhird.

ba/ivardah ‘ a bullock
’

baillo IAV. bail or bail.

(11) In Sanskrit and Prakrit there was also a secondary

accent on the penultimate of a word. Thus, in kutildtd the

a in the penultimate has more accent than the * in the

antepenultimate. Sometimes this secondary accent was so

strongly felt that it swallowed up the main stress-accent,

and itself became the main accent, with the usual result

of lengthening the accented syllable. Thus, while on the

one hand we have jalpaka ‘ talkative,’ pdrvatika 1 ‘a range

of mountains,’ we have also jalpaka, parvatiya, or parvateya

‘a mountaineer’: so also we have rathika, or rathina ‘pos-

sessing a chariot,’ and grdmika ‘ a villager,’ but also grdmiya,

grdmiya, and gramina
;

devikd ‘ a goddess,’ and dhcika ‘ a

queen’; degtka and deglya ‘native’; sauk/iika and saukhfya

‘pertaining to enjoyment’; vartira or vartira ‘a quail’;

ndksdtriya ‘belong to an asterism,’ but nagariya ‘belonging

to a town’; kdrira and karira ‘the shoot of a bamboo.’

Again, vdtula, or catula ‘inflated’; ulupin, or ulUpin ‘a

guinea-pig’; rarsuka ‘rainy,’ but vavaduka ‘loquacious’;

jdgaraka, but jdgaruka, not jagaruka ‘ waking.’

In Pr. this is specially common in certain pleonastic

terminations. One is -la or -11a. Thus, vijjula ‘ lightning,’

pdttalam ‘a leaf,’ pialam ‘yellow’; but pdl/avilla ‘a shoot,’

muhiilla ‘a face,’ hatthiilla ‘a hand.’ So Skr. devakulam,

Pr. deullaiii
;

Skr. sdrvatah, Pr. savvatto
;

Skr. £katas, Pr.

ekdtto
;

Skr. anyatah, Pr. annatto. So also the suffix k

:

1 With reference to many of the following examples, it is hardly necessary to

point out the close connection between the terminations ika and iya.
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thus, Pr. hiakam, or (Mg.) haddkkam * heart.’ According

to Markandeya
,
xii. 16, the rule is made general in MagadhI

Prakrit, in which any vowel before the suffix ka may be

lengthened. Thus, Skr. lavanyakah, Mg. Pr. launnake, or

launnake ‘lovely.’

This second accent on the penultimate reappears in several

of the IAVs. The Apabhramca Prakrit termination -aku

becomes (by elision of the k) aii, and then o or a. So the

termination ika becomes id or iya, and thence i. In two

Western Vernaculars, i.e. Gujarati, and especially Ma-

rathi, curiously enough the MagadhI Prakrit custom has

obtained, and this secondary accent has swallowed up

the main accent of the word, and becomes itself the main

accent, with the usual consequence of shortening the pre-

ceding syllable. 1 So that dku and ika become aku, du,

and ika, fa, and then d or 6, and I, preceded by a short

vowel. Thus

—

Skr.

kupakah ‘ a well
’

cudakah ‘a bangle’

Ap. Pr. IAV.

kdvdu G. kill'd, but H. kdd.

ctidaii G. curd, M. curd, but H. ctird.

1 At the time of reading this paper exception was taken to this statement

by two gentlemen, whose knowledge of M. and G. was far greater than that

possessed by me, and whose authority I at once admit. I allude to Dr. Biihler

and Sir Raymond West. I do not, at the present stage, feel at liberty to alter

what I have written. My statement is based on the words of Dr. Bh.indarkar.

on p. 117 of the Journal of the Bombay Branch of the R.A.S. vol. xvii. pt. ii.

He says: “There is a rule, which in M. is almost universal, and in G. often

observable, in virtue of which the accent, or the whole weight of the sound
of a word, falls on the final a or t of nouns in the former, and the final o or 5
in the latter

;
and the preceding vowels are rendered short, while in the original

Sanskrit and Hindi they are long.” He then gives as examples—M. A-ida;

M. khild
;
G. fctwo ; M. cita

;
M. cudd, G. cudd

; M. cund, G. cund. He gives

further examples on p. 141 of the same article. On the point of the question

of the correct pronunciation of these two languages, Dr. Bhandarkar’s evidence

is entitled to great respect, and further inquiry as to the exact meaning of his

words is necessary. Till then I leave my words as they stand, in the hope
that, attention having been drawn to the matter, careful inquiry may be made
by observers on the spot. In any case, ray main argument is not affected. As
regards M., Molesworth’s dictionary gives kid and Aida, citd, cudd, cun, and
cund, all of which exactly bear out Dr. Bhandarkar’s remarks.
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Skr.

curnakah ‘ lime
’

cih dknh ‘ a leopard
’

kitakah ‘ a worm ’

fiksitah
‘ learned

’

mistakah * sweet
’

suclkah ‘ a tailor
*

vttika * a betel-roll
*

Ap. Pr. IAV.

cun nd'u G. ciind, M. ciina, but H. edna.

ciftau M. citd, but II. efta.

kidcLii M. lard, but II. klra, S. kird.

stkkhiii M. fik/ia, but II. slkhd.

mitthdii M. mithd, but II. mit/id.

silciii M. suci, but II. suci.

vldid M. birt, but II. blri, S. bird.

Aerain, in other terminations

—

o 7

hastbn ‘she elephant’ hatlhini M. hdtfin, but IT. hat/nni.

bhdgini ‘a sister’ bdliini M. bahin, B. balnn, but H.

bahin.

And so in all other similar feminines in M. So also M.

mud ‘ dead,’ but II. tniia.

But a similar change occurs in other languages
;
thus

—

dydtakam 1 gambling ’ judu or jiidii P. jda, but S.H.

jiid.

dipakah ‘

a light
’

divdii or dhdtt P. dlya, but H.

diya, S. ddiyb.

abhydnjitah ‘anointed’ abbhijjiu H. bbijd, but

M. Bg. 0. A.

bliijd * wet.’

yiiktakam (?)
‘ a pair ’ (?) juttaii H. juta ‘ a (pair

of) shoes,’ but

M.Bg.O.ju^a.

abhyantdre ‘ within
’

abblibitarahi H. bhitdr, but

M.B.O.A.

bhitar.

(12) The shortening and elision of the vowel following

the accented syllable, as in devrtl(a) and dub' la, has had

one very important result. It follows that when a word

j.r.a.s. 1895. 10
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ends in a short vowel, that vowel, under the influence of

the stress or the secondary accent on the penultimate, has

a tendency to disappear.

Taking Tadbhava words first—These come to the IAYs.,

though the Apabhramca Prakrit, and nouns pass into the

IAYs. in the form of the nominative singular. Nearly

every Apabhraiima word, and the nominative of every

noun in that language ended in a, i, or u, or in one of

these vowels nasalized. If one of these final vowels be

preceded by a consonant, under the influence of the accent,

it disappears in the modern tongues. Thus

—

Skr. Nom. Sg. Pr.

ghotah ‘ horse ’ ghodo

parkatl ‘ fig-tree ’ pdkkadl

bahuh ‘arm’ bdhu

Ap. Nom. Sg.

ghodu

pakadi

bdhu

IAY.

gliod (ghor).

pdkad
(
pakar).

bdh.

The same applies to the cases in which a verbal form

ends in a short vowel. Thus

—

Skr. Ap. Pr.

pdthasi ‘ thou readest ’ pddhasi M. parlias (or parlies).

It will be seen that under the influence of the accent

there has been a regular weakening of the final vowel at

each of the last two stages. Prakrit has ghodo with the

final o long, Apabhramca weakens it to u, and the IAYs.

omit it altogether. There is a tendency in some dialects

to preserve the final vowel. It is especially the case in

Bg., and in the literary styles of most of the IAVs. This

is due to the influence of purists who endeavour to preserve

the Skr. pronunciation. In Baijgall and its sister languages,

it is also due to other special reasons which need not be

discussed here. On the other hand, some languages are

fond of shortening and eliding a final long vowel of a Ts.
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Thus, in Bihiiri the word for * woman ’ is indifferently

ndri (purist), ndri, or nur (poetical and vulgar). In Sindh!

and K.^miri the final short vowel of Tadbhavas is preserved,

but it is only very faintly pronounced. We meet the

process, in fact, at an older stage, and can watch the vowel

in the very act of disappearing.

In Tatsamas the result is the same. The noun is also

used in its nominative form, and a final visarga is omitted,

as that letter has ceased to exist in the IAVs. We thus

get—

Skr.

balah 1 strength ’

mdtih ‘mind’

rastuh ‘ thing
’

Intermediate Stage.

halo,

mati

bdstu

IAV.

bal or bdla.

mat or mati.

bast or basin.

The above remarks only refer to prose pronunciation.

In prose these vowels, though they have disappeared

,

are

not elided, for they are still there, and again reappear

in poetry, which always preserves the older forms of the

language.O O Thus

—

IAV.
Is Pronounced

in Prose.

Is Pronounced
in Poetry.

vfr? ghtr ghora.

pakar pfikara or pakari.

srff bdh bdha or bd/ni.

parhas parhdsa.

bdl bdla.

mat mati.

bast bdstu.
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Art. YI.

—

Nejamesha, Naigamesha, Nemeso. By Dr. M.

WlKTERNlTZ.

One of the sculptures discussed by Dr. Biihler in his

highly interesting paper on Specimens of Jainn Sculp-

tures from Mathura (Epigraphia Indica, vol. ii. part xiv.

pp. 311 seqq.) bears the perfectly legible inscription bhagava

Nemeso, “divine Nemesa.” Dr. Biihler
(
l.c

. p. 314)

refers these words to the goat-headed figure just above

them, identifying this Nemesa with Harinegamesi or Naiga-

meshin, a divine being mentioned in Jaina legends as

presiding over the procreation of children. In support

of this explanation Dr. Biihler refers (p. 316) to “the

occurrence of the Sanskrit words Naigamesha and Nejamesha,

which in the Grhyasutras and the medical Samhitds are

the names of a deity with a ram’s head, particularly

dangerous to children.” “ There can be no doubt,” Dr.

Biihler adds, “that the Naigamesha or Nejamesha of the

Brahmans, who seizes children and sorely afflicts them

with disease, and the son-granting and embryo-exchanging

Naigamesha - Naigameshin of the Jainas are in reality

identical.”

Now, though I do not wish to deny a connection between,

or even a possible original identity of the two divine beings,

Nejamesha and Naigamesha, I may be allowed to point out

that there is an essential difference between the Nejamesha

as described in Yedic writings, and the Naigamesha of

the medical Samhitas, or the Naigameya of the Maha-

bharata. 1

1 I am inclined to think that Naigameya in the Mahabharata is merely a false

reading for Xaigamesha, for it is hardly possible to establish an etymological

connection between the two forms, and yet it is impossible to separate the two
beings. See Petersburg Dictionary, s.v. Naigameya, and Biihler, l.c. p. 316.
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TTe meet with Nejameslia for the first time in one of

the Khilas of the Rigveda, 1 where we read :

—

Nejamesha para pata suputrah pitnar d pata
|

asyai me putrakamayai garbham a dliehi yali puman ||

yatheyam prthivi mahyuttana garbham acladhe
|

2

exam tarn garbham d dhehi 3 dagame mast sUtave ||

Vishnoh 4 greshthena rupenasydm ndryam gavinyam
\

pumamsam putram 5 d dhehi dagame mast sdtave ||

“ 0 Nejamesha ! fly away, and fly hither again bringing

a beautiful son; to my wife here who is longing for a

son grant thou an embryo, and that a male one.

“Just as this wide Earth here, lying stretched out,

conceives the embryo (of plants), so grant thou that

embryo which is to be born in the tenth month.
“ Place thou a male child, to be born in the tenth

month, into the womb of this woman, 6 (a child endowed)

with Vishnu’s most beautiful form.”

These three verses seem to be intended here to form

one hymn, and Nejamesha seems to be the deity invoked

in all the three verses. The Mantras would have to be

spoken by a husband desirous of male offspring. But it

is more than doubtful whether the three verses belonged

together originally. The various readings evam tvam

garbham a dhatsva in verse 2, and vishno in verse 3, seem

1 Khila 30, 1 in Max Muller’s Rigveda (second edition), vol. iv. p. 540

;

Aufrecht, vol. ii. p. 687.

2 This line occurs, Av. v. 25, 2 ;
vi 17, 1, with the various reading mahf

bhutanara for inahyhttana. The Mantrapatha i. 12, 4 reads in the same verse

mahr tishthanti.

3 Mantrapatha i. 12, 4 has the important variant evam tvam garbham

a dhatsva.

4 Mantrapatha i. 12, 6 has the vocative vishno, which is also supported by Av.

v. 25, 10-13.

5 This is the reading of Av. v. 25, 10. The Khila MSS. have pumamsam
putran, and d&tjasyam putriTn. The Bombay edition of the Rigveda by Raja-

Ilama^astri and Civa - Rama^'astri, has also pfimamsam putrSn. Mantrap, l.e.

has pOmamsam ghrbham.
6 It is not necessary to correct asySm nffryam to asya narya, the reading of Av.

v. 25, 10. (See Stenzler’s note to his translation of At;v. Grhy. i. 14, 3.) We
can explain it as meaning literally ‘ into this woman, Damely into her womb.’
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far more plausible than the readings of the Khila MSS.

If we separate the three verses, we should translate

differently :

—

(1) “0 Nejumesha! fly away, and fly hither again

bringing a beautiful sou
;

to me here who am longing for a

son grant thou,” etc.

(2) “Just as ... . the embryo (of plants), so shalt thou

conceive an embryo to be born in the tenth month.”

(3) “0 Vishnu! place thou a male child, to be born in

the tenth month, into the womb of this woman, (a child

endowed) with a most beautiful form.”

In that case the first Mantra only would be addressed

to Nejamesha, and it would be a prayer used by a woman

who wishes to have a son. The other two Mantras are

ordinary garbhddliana-'Sln.nivsiS, spoken by the husband. 1

This Khila occurs after liigveda x. 184, and the Rgvi-

dhana iv. 23 states briefly that both the hymn ‘ vishnur

yonim

’

(x. 184) and the Khila ‘ nejamesha

’

are to be

employed if a woman who has attained to maturity does

not conceive. As II v. x. 184 can only be meant for a

prayer of the husband, the rule of the Rgvidhana seems

to imply that both hymn x. 184 and the Khila are to be

recited by the husband. I give the passage from Dr. R.

Meyer’s edition of the Rgvidhana :

—

pushpam drshtva tu yd garbham na grhniyad vayonvita
|

‘ vishnur yonim ’
‘ nejamesha ’ yonim sprshtvd tato japet ||

These three Mantras are prescribed in the Grhyasfitras

as prayers to be used for certain ceremonies connected

with conception and pregnancy. According to Acv.

Grhy. i. 14, 3 and Qaiikh. Grhy. i. 22, 7, these Mantras

are to be used with certain burnt oblations offered at the

Simantonnayana or Parting of the Hair. This is an

important rite, performed in the fourth or seventh month

after conception, and probably intended to secure male

offspring.

1 See also Stenzler’s German translation of the A^valayana-Grhvasutra, p. 39

(note to i. 14, 9).
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The same three Mantras, though not as one hymn,

occur again in the Mantrapatha, 1 the Prayer-book of the

Apastambins, i. 12. Here we find first the three verses

of Rv. x. 184, followed by the verse yatheyam prthivT, etc.

(Khila 30, 2) and another similar verse, after which we

have vlshno greshthena, etc. (Khila 30, 3) and Nejamesha

para pata, etc. (Mantrap, i. 12, 7), followed by six other

garbhadhana-verses, the whole forming a prayer which,

according to Apast. Grhy. 8, 13, is recited by the husband

at the time of cohabitation
(
rtu-samavegane). Here there

can be no doubt that only the one verse Nejamesha para

pata, etc., is addressed to the god Nejamesha.

We meet again with the same three verses in the

Mdnava Grhyasutra, and here they are not only given in

the same order in which they occur in the Khila of the

Rigveda, and in the Grhyasutras of Acvalayana and

Qankhayana, but they are distinctly meant to be addressed

to the god Nejamesha. According to the Man. Grhy. ii.

18, a certain sacrifice, the shadahntam, is to be performed

at the beginning of every fortnight during a whole year

by a person who is desirous of having a son. But if,

after the lapse of one j
7ear, this ceremony proves of no avail

he should have recourse to the Naijamesha Sthalipaka, the

Pan-cake offering in honour of Nejamesha. Having

cooked a pan-cake for Nejamesha, the Sutra says, he

should offer it according' to the rite of the shadahuta

sacrifice
(
naijamesha, sthalipaka grapayitvd yatha shadahntam),

with the three verses, Nejamesha para, pata, etc. 2

A similar passage occurs in the Kathaka Grhyasutra

38, but here only the one verse, Nejamesha para pata, etc.,

is given. 3

1 I hope to publish an edition of this text in the ‘ Anecdota Oxoniensia ’ Series

shortly, nearly the whole of the text being in type.
2 I am indebted to Professor Knauer, of Kiew, who is preparing an edition of

the Manava Grhyasutra, for kindly communicating to me the passage given above

from this important text.
3 See Prof. Jolly’s article, * Das DharmastUra des Vishnu und das Kuthaka-

grihyastitra' (Sitzungsber. der philos.-philol. Vlasse der bayerisohen Akeuiemie

der JViss. vom 7. Juni, 1879), p. 80.
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We see, then, that in the Mantra ‘ Nejamesha para

pata,’ Nejamesha is referred to as a (winged?) deity who

is supposed to grant children, especially sons, to parents

longing for them. In the Grhyasutras, too, Nejamesha is

a son-granting deity, and never a demon dangerous to

children (‘ Ein best, den Kindern gefiihrlicher Unhold,’

Petersburg Dictionaries). We meet in the Grhyasutras

with a great number of names of demons causing children’s

diseases, such as Qanda, Marka, Upavlra, Qaunclikeya,

Ulukhala, and many others, 1 but neither Nejamesha nor

Naigamesha is among them.

The Yedic Nejamesha, therefore, comes in this respect

nearer the Jaina deity than the Naigamesha of the medical

books. On the other hand, Nejamesha is not described as

goat-headed or rain-headed.

A goat-headed or ram-headed divine being is Naigamesha

as described in the medical Samhitas. In the Sucruta

Naigamesha appears as one of the nine Grahas or demons

causing children’s diseases (Uttaratantra, Adhy. 27). He
is described {ibid. Adhy. 37) as

1 a ram-faced demon

{graha) created by Parvatl, carrying off little children, a

most intimate friend of the god Guha ’ :

—

Naigameshas tu Pareafya srshto meshanano grahah
\

kumaradhan devasya Guhasyatniasamah sukha
||

The disease caused by Naigamesha is fully described, and

remedies are given against it. And it is interesting to

observe that among these remedies there is also an offering

{ba/i) to be made to Naigamesha, who is here (Uttaratantra,

Adhy. 36) called ‘ goat-faced,’ and is invoked like a real

deity :

—

ajananag calakshibhruh kamarupi mahdyagah
\

balam pdlayita devo Naigamesho ’bhirakshatu
1

1

* The protecting god Naigamesha, the goat-faced, with

1 See Paraskara Grliy. i. 16, 23 seq.
; ApastambTya Grhy. 18, 1, with.

Alantrapatha, ii. 16, 1-11
;
Hiranyakeijin Grhy. ii. 3, 7.
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quivering eyes and brows, be who changes his form at

will, 1 the highly famed, may protect the child !

’

The above-mentioned Guha is a name of Skanda, who,

according to the Mahabharata, is the father of all the

Grahas or demons who are so dangerous to little children.

And if there could be any doubt as to the identity of the

Naigameya of the Mahabharata and Naigamesha
,

2
it would

be removed by this passage from the Sucruta
;

for the

Naigameya of the Mahabharata is most intimately connected

with Skanda, the god of War. According to MBhar. ix.

44, 36, Skanda, by his Yoga power, assumed at the same

time four different forms, viz. those of Qilkha, Vicakha,

and Naigameya, besides his own. According to MBhar.

i. 66, 24, these three are the younger brothers of Agni’s

son Kumara, i.e. Skanda 3
;
and in MBhar. iii. 231, 7, Vicilkha

and Naigameya are given as other names of Skanda or

Karttikeya.

Skanda himself is the father of all the demons who

seize little children. For when struck by Indra’s thunder-

bolt, there arose out of Skanda’s body a great number of

beings, followers of Skanda, terrible to look at, all those

terrible beings who steal little children, whether born or

in the womb. And female children, too, of great power,

were born in consequence of that blow with the thunderbolt

(MBhar. iii. 227, 1-3). The latter are the Pigacls, who

are also extremely dangerous to little children. These

are clearly identical with the Vrddhikils, those female

deities who live on human flesh, and are born in trees,

and must be worshipped by people desirous of offspring

(MBhar. iii. 230, 15 seq.).

This is interesting as showing how closely connected

the two ideas are of a deity dangerous to children, and a

1 Harinegamesi, too, lias the power of transforming himself.

—

Sacred Books of

the East, vol. xxii. p. 228.
2 See Biihler, l.c. p. 316, and Petersburg Dictionary, s.v. Naigameya.

Naigameya is called chdgavaktro bahuprajah, ‘ goat-faced and rich in offspring,’

MBhar. iii. 225, 28.
3 See Wilson, Vishnu-Purana (London, 1840), p. 120, whore Pfslithaja seems

to be mistaken for a proper name.
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deity helpful in the procreation of children. And there is,

in this respect, not the least difficulty in connecting the

Vedic Nejamesha with the Naigamesha of the Sucruta

and the Naigaraeya of the Mahabharata. Nor is there any

difficulty in connecting these Brahmanical deities with

Harinegamesi, the Jaina deity who exchanges the embryos

in the wombs of the Brahman! Devananda and the Kshatri-

yiinl Tricala, and with Nemeso of the Jaina inscription

on the Mathura sculpture discovered by Dr. Fiihrer.

In fact, the Jaina god shares his character as a son-

granting deity with the Yedic Nejamesha, while his being

represented as ram-headed or goat-headed points to the

later Naigamesha
,

1 whose name also is more closely con-

nected with the Jaina name.

It is perhaps not the least important lesson to be derived

from the coincidence pointed out by Dr. Biihler, that we
learn how impossible it is to separate Yedic or Brahmanic

mythology from the mythological conceptions surviving in

Jaina—and I may add, Buddhist—literature.

1 Another point of contact has been mentioned by Dr. Biihler. The Jaina
Naigameshin is Indra’s general, just as Skanda, oi' whom—according to one
version—Naigaraeya is only another form, is the field-marshal of the gods. In
one passage, MBhir. iii. 231, 7, Naigaraeya is given as one of the 51 names of

the War-god.
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Art. YII .—On the Khamtis. By P. R. Gurdon, M.R.A.S.

The habitat 1 of the Bor Khamtis, who are said to

number 20,000, is in a valley high up the Irrawaddy, in

latitude 27° and 28° east of Sadiya. The Khamtis that

we know in Assam are those that have emigrated from

“ Bor Khamti ” and have settled in Assam after the

breaking up of the kingdom of Pong by Alomphra. These

settlers established themselves early in this century on the

“Tenga pani ” (a river in the vicinity of Sadiya), with

the permission of the Ahom kings. Before proceeding

further, it will be interesting to note that this Khamti

movement is the second instance of Tai emigration that we

have on record. Some considerable time previously the

Ahoms, who spoke a language much akin to the Khamti

tongue, and who are also of the Tai race, made an irruption

over the Patkoi range and invaded and conquered Assam.

The Khamtis, who had apparently been given hospitality

by the Ahoms because they were almost kinsmen, before

long rose against the Ahom king, and ejected the Ahom
governor of Sadiya or “ Sadiya Khowa Gohain.” The

Khamti chief took the governor’s place and retained it.

The Ahom king, not being strong enough to oust the

Khamti usurper, had to recognize him. During the rule

of this chief the local Assamese were reduced to slavery, and

they were not released till our own Government interfered

in 1839. Out of revenge the Khamtis rebelled against

our Government, and the Sadiya garrison, including its

commander, Col. White, was surprised and cut up. This led

1 This seems to agree with Mr. Cust’s language map. The larger patch of

Khamti is, I conclude, “Bor Khamti,” and the smaller patch the Khamti
settlement at Sadiya. ;
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to reprisals on our part, and the Khamtis were attacked,

defeated, and scattered abroad. During the following year

many of them returned to their home in Bor Khamti.

Those that remained divided into four parties, and settled

in different parts of the Lakhimpur district. In 1850

a fresh colony, numbering 300 to 400 persons, came

and settled in Assam. The total number living in the

province in 1891 was 3040, 1 against 2883 in 1881. Mr.

Grait, the Provincial Census Superintendent, says “ the real

increase is slightly greater, as the 1881 figures include the

Phakials.” The Phakials are a kindred tribe, and I will

note about them further on. The Khamtis live in fairly

large villages, the houses of which are built on platforms

several feet above the ground. The houses are reached

by means of a ladder, which is often the notched trunk

of a tree. The houses themselves are comfortable,

substantially built, with good roofs. Men, women, and

children, apparently, all live together in the same room,

but there are partitions for the married people. The

costume of both men and women is picturesque. Although

perhaps not quite so showy as the Burmese, the costumes

are very similar. The men’s dress is a blue cotton jacket

and a sort of kilt of checked cloth or silk, which looks

like a plaid. The women’s dress is the same, only that they

wear a cloth tightly bound round the chest and tied under

the arms, instead of a jacket. The Khamtis that I have

seen looked strong and robust. They had faces of the

usual Chinese type, with high cheek-bones, and small

peculiarly shaped eyes, and with scanty beard. They did

not appear as dark as the Ahoms, and they1' certainly looked

cleaner and neater. The men wear their hair in a sort of

top-knot, whereas the Ahoms wear it in a knob, shaped like

a door-knocker, at the back of the head. The Khamtis

suffer terribly from goitre, but this is not uncommon both

in the plains as wrell as the hills. The Tairongs, Aitanias,

and Naras, who are the kinsmen of the Khamtis, are great

1 Census of 1891.
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opium-eaters, and are as well much addicted to liquor.

They distil a fairly strong spirit from “ gur ” (molasses),

which they often try to sell without a license to the tea-

garden coolies, and so get mulcted in fines under the Excise

Law. The Khamtis of the Naraynpur colony in the North

Lakhimpur subdivision are an interesting settlement. The

late Mr. Stack described this colony at some length in the

Assam Census Report of 1881. Mr. Stack says the

Khamtis are nominally Buddhists, but the common people

worship both Gautama, or “ Kodoma ” as they call him,

and Debi or Durga. The Naraynpur colony is surrounded

by Hindu villages, and I do not think that it can escape

the subtle proselytising influence of Hinduism long. The

Ahoms have almost entirely become Hindus now—only a

few of the “ Deodhais ” (old Ahom priests) even remember

the name of their ancient god “ Chung,” which was said

to have been a brass image which was worshipped with

mystic rites. Whether this “ Chung ” was “ Gautama ”

or not it is now difficult to ascertain
;
but perhaps it was.

The Ahoms have now entirely dropped their ancient faith

as well as their language. The Khamtis keep Thursday

holy as the birthday of Buddha, although they are not

aware of the year of his birth. Their priests wear yellow

robes, as do their Buddhist brethren in Burma. I noticed

this also in the Tairong: and Nara villages I have seen.

The holy books, as well as brass and stone images of

Buddha, are kept in a prayer house (now called bapu 1

ghar), generally a little distance from the village. Women
are not allowed to enter the “bapu ghar,” but the priest

at the Tairong village I went to did not object to the

male unbeliever, although my wife was told to stand outside

the house. Sir W. Hunter says that the majority of the

Kharnti laity, as well as the priesthood, can read and write,

and that the chiefs pride themselves upon their manual

dexterity in working in metals and in ornamenting their

shields of buffalo or rhinoceros hide with gold and lac.

1 Assamese (bapfi)= priest.
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The women also are said to be skilled in embroidery.

Where did the Khamtis get all this civilization from ?

Was it from China ?

I should now like to make a few remarks about the

Tairongs, Naras, and Aitanias, who, as I have already men-

tioned, we in Assam regard as the kinsmen of the Khamtis.

The Tunings or Tairongs have been generally regarded

as Shans. The Khamtis call the Shans “Tailong” (great

Tais). Tailong has probably become corrupted into Tairong,

and finally into Tuning. Some three or four villages of

Tairongs are to be found in the Sibsagar district. The

Tairongs themselves claim to be Shans, and to be far above

even the Khamtis, who, in their turn, look down on the

Tairongs (at least the Jorhat colony). Quite recently I

came across a book in a Tairong village, a page of which

I sent to Mr. Gait, the Census Superintendent, thinking

that it was Shan. Mr. Gait sent the page to Mr. Needham,

at Sadiya, who declared it to be pure Khamti, both as

regards idiom and character. These Tairongs had another

book, which appeared to be Burmese. Strange to say these

Tairongs themselves spoke Singpho, the explanation of

this being as follows : The Tairongs, who originally lived

somewhere in the direction of the Upper Irrawaddy, started

for Assam to join some Naras who had preceded them

thither. Unfortunately for them they had to pass through

the Singpho country (vide Mr. Cust’s language map). As

they passed through the country they were taken captives

by the Singphos. They remained as captives for five years

according to their own account, but probably for longer,

as they quite forgot their own language and adopted the

language of their captors. It is strange that even to this

day the Tairongs speak nothing but Singpho. After a

time the Tairongs were rescued by Captain de Neufville,

and were brought by him in safety to Assam.- The Tairongs

intermarry with the Naras, who are rather more numerous

than the former. The Naras apparently speak Kh&mti

or Shan, I am not certain which, but they understand

Singpho. The Naras have some six or eight villages
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altogether in the Sibsagar district. They are indis-

tinguishable from the Tairongs in appearance. Mr. Oust,

writing about the Kharatis, says 1
:

“ The original name

of the tribe appears to have been Kara, and to have had

two subdivisions, ‘ Aikham ’

or Khamti to the north,

and * Aiton ’ to the south.” If this be the case probably

the Naras are Kharatis, and the Aitonias, of whom there

are, I think, three villages in the Golaghat subdivision,

are Kharatis also. There are also some Aiton villages,

I believe, in Lakhimpur. With reference to Mr. Cust’s

remarks on “ Aiton,” p. 122, I agree, at present, in

thinking that Aiton is not a separate language but a

dialect of Khamti. I will, however, make enquiries about

this when I return to Assam. There are some people

in the Sibsagar district, inhabiting two villages, I think,

called Doanias. These people also, I think, are allied to

the Kharatis, notwithstanding the idea that prevails that

they are a relict of the Burmese invasion of Assam.

The Assamese call them Doanias from the word (trrsrrfsrtrl

(doaniya) meaning “ interpreter.” Possibly these people

may have acted as interpreters for the Ahoms with the

Burmese. It would be interesting to make enquiries about

these people also. Possibly the Phakials of Jeypur, in

Lakhimpur, who were in 1881 returned as Khamtis at

the census, may prove to be Khamtis also
;

but this

is more doubtful. Before leaving the subject it should

be stated that Ahom and Khamti are connected. I have

selected thirty-two words at haphazard from Hodgson’s

vocabularies for the purpose of comparison. Out of thirty-

two, eighteen words are identical in Ahom and Khamti.

In most of the remainder it will be observed that the only

difference is the phonetic change or some prefix—for

instance, the Ahom word ban (village) becomes man in

Khamti. The Lao and Siamese word for village is also

ban, and the Khyeng is natn. Take the Ahom word,

Jaling, for monkey. In Khamti the prefix la is dropped.

1 “ Modern Languages of the East Indies,” p. 122.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 11
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In Shan the word is lein, and in Siamese leun or ling.

The Ahom and Khamti numerals are almost identical, e.g. :

Khamti. Ahom.

1. liing ling

2. sang sang

3. sam sam

4. si si

5. ha ha

6. hok ruk

7. chet or t’set chet or t’sit

8. pet pet

9. kau kau

10. sip liing sip.

The remarkable similarity between the five languages

—

Khamti, Shan, Ahom, Lao, and Siamese—will be seen

from the accompanying table.
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The question remains, what is the source from which these

five languages and the language of South-western China is

derived F Perhaps some of our Burmah officers or mission-

aries may be able to throw light on the subject .
1 The

character is an adaptation of the Pali, which has been used

in the formation of the characters of many other languages.

Some of these are Burmese, Karen, Sinhalese, Pegu, and

perhaps Telugu, Kanarese, and Tulu. It would be inter-

esting to know how the Khamtis came to adopt the same

character as the Sinhalese ?

In conclusion I would call attention to the excellent

grammar of the language published by Mr. Needham. It

is well arranged for the object in view, i.e. to help frontier

officers and others to learn Khamti.

1 See Sir W. W. Hunter, “Non-Aryan Languages of India,” etc., pp. 20,

21, on the influence of Chinese, in the formation of these languages.
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Art. Till.—Mythological Studies in the Rigveda. By

A. A. Macdoxell, M.A.

II. The mythological basis in the Rigveda of the Dicarf and

Boar Incarnations of Visnu.

Yisxu, the supreme god of one of the two great divisions

of the Hinduism of the preseut day, is already a leading

deity in the Rigveda, though he plays a less prominent part

there than Yaruna, Indra, Agni, or Soma. His essential

character as the Preserver in Hiuduism is displayed in his

Avatars or incarnations, by means of which he appears on

earth as the friend and helper of humanity in distress.

“ For the defence of the good and the suppression of the

wicked,” he is made to say in the Bhagavadgltii (IY. 7-8),

“for the establishment of justice, I manifest myself from

age to age.” The Brahmanas know nothing of the theory

of Avatars, 1 which are not mere transitory manifestations

of the deity, but the real presence of the supreme god in

muudane beings. 2 In the great Epics, however, the Maha-

bharata and the Ramayana, the theory is already fully

recognised. 3

The origin of this theory, though ultimately to be traced

to the frequent identification of one god with another in

the Rigveda, is more closely connected with the develop-

ment of this idea in the Brahmanas, in which the gods are

identified with substances also, and Yisnu in particular is

constantly identified with the sacrifice. Even in the Rig-

1 See Barth, Religions of India, Engl. tr. p. 166.
5 Ibid. p. 170.
5 The belief in the ten incarnations of Visnu had become an ordinary dogma

of Hinduism hy 1014 a.d. See Bhandarkar in Transactions of the limth
Congress of Orientalists, 1892, vol. i. pp. 425-6.
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veda itself there is one passage 1 where reference is made

in the following words to a form of Visnu different from

his ordinary one: ‘Do not conceal from us this form, since

thou didst assume another form in battle.’ The develop-

ment of the theory of incarnations may also have been

assisted by the survival in the Yedic religion of a primitive

belief, universally prevalent in the savage stage, in the

power of metamorphosis,2 by which men, and consequently

gods also, could change themselves or their neighbours into

beasts. 3

However, though the doctrine of the Avatars is not to

be found in the Yeda, the enquiry as to how far the origin

of any of these creations of later mythology can be traced

in Vedic literature is both interesting and important.

Traces of the Hindu Yisnu’s general character as the

Preserver are already to be met with in the Rigveda. He
is beneficent (I. 156, 5), is innocuous and bountiful (VIII.

25, 12), a protector (I. 22, 18 ;
III. 55, 10), an innocuous

and generous protector (I. 155, 4), a preserver of embryos

(VII. 36, 9). He is said to have traversed the earthly

regions for Manu or man in his distress (YI. 49, 13),
4 to

have traversed this earth to bestow it for a habitation on

Manu (VII. 100, 4), to have traversed the earthly regions

for wide-stepping existence (I. 155, 4), and with Indra

to have taken vast strides as well as stretched out the

worlds for our existence (YI. 69, 5. 6). In his footsteps

all beings abide (I. 154, 2), and he sustains heaven and

earth and all beings (ibid. 4).

As regards the incarnations of Visnu, the sources of four

of them are to be found in Vedic literature.

The earliest form of the myths of his tortoise and fish

Avatars occurs in the Satapatha Brahmana, though in

neither case is Visnu there mentioned as connected with

the tortoise or the fish.

1 VII. 100, 6.
2 Thus in RV. VII. 104, 18 demons are spoken of as flying about at night,

having assumed the form of birds [yayo ye bhntvi).
3 Cp. Lang, Myth, Ritual and Religion, vol. i. pp. 38 and 117.
1 Manave bddhitdya, explained by Sayana as asurair himsitaya.
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In the Puriinas it is Visnu who assumed the form of a

tortoise, with the beneficent purpose of recovering objects

of value lost in the deluge. With this view he placed

himself in the form of a tortoise at the bottom of the ocean

of milk as a pivot for a mountain to spin on, while the

gods and Asuras were engaged in churning that ocean. 1

Comparing this account with that of the Brahmana period,

we find that in SB. VII. 5, 1, 5,
2

it is Prajapati who

before creating offspring assumes the form of a tortoise,

and that in the Taittirlya Aranyaka, I. 23, 3, the fluid

part of the creative Prajapati becomes a tortoise moving

among the waters. 3 Here it is not yet Visnu, the supreme

god of the later period, but Prajapati, the chief of the

pantheon of the Brahmanas, 4 who assumes this form; and the

purpose he has in view is the creation of the world, not the

recovery of lost objects. That the creator should be supposed

to have assumed the form of an amphibious animal like the

tortoise 5 is natural owing to the notion in the Brahmanas

that the universe in the beginning was all water.6

The Matsya, Bhagavata, and Agni Puranas describe how

Manu, the ancestor of the human race, was preserved from

destruction in the deluge by a fish, an incarnation of Visnu,

which by means of its horn drew his ship across the ocean

to its resting-place. The tale told in the Mahabharata is

similar, but the fish is there an incarnation of Brahma
Prajapati. The story in the SB. (I. 8, 1, 1) is essentially

the same, except that it is simply a fish that delivers

Manu from the deluge. 7 Nothing is said about it being an

incarnation of any deity. But it is natural that both the

1 Bhagavata Purana, I. 3, 16 ;
see Muir, OST. vol. iv. p. 27.

2 Cp. Muir, I. p. 54, and IV. p. 27.
3 Cp. Muir, I. p. 32.

* Cp. Barth, Religions of India, p. 41.
5 In the passage of the S'B. just quoted, the tortoise is said to be called kurma,

because he made
(
akarot

)
what he created.

6 Apo va idam agre sa/ilam asitx TS. VII. i. 5, 1 ;
TB. I. i. 3, 5.

7 The myth of the deluge occurs in the Avesta also, and may be Indo-

European: see Lindner, Die iranische Flutsage, in Festgruss an Roth, pp. 213-6.

The majority of scholars have, however, hitherto regarded this myth as derived

from a Semitic source: cp. Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, p. 276, note 3.
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tortoise and the fish should have become in the later period

appropriated to Visnu as the preserver of mankind.

The mythological germ of two other incarnations of Visnu

can be traced right back to the Rigveda
; and it is moreover

there closely connected with Visnu as well.

Visnu's Vamana or Dwarf Incarnation.

The essential element of this myth is the three steps

taken by Yisnu in order to preserve the world from the

domination of the Asura or demon Bali.

The form of the legend as narrated in the Rilmayana 1

is in substance as follows :
“ Bali, son of Yirocana, having

conquered Indra, the chief of the gods, enjoyed the empire

of the three worlds. Then Indra and the other gods

begged Yisnu to assume the shape of a dwarf and ask

a boon of Bali, who, when performing sacrifice, was willing

to bestow on suppliants whatever they requested. Yisnu,

accordingly appearing as a dwarf before Bali, asked for

what he could cover with three of his own paces. On
this being granted he assumed a miraculous form and

occupied with the first step the whole earth, with the

second the air, and with the third the sky. Then removing

his enemy to the lower regions, he restored the empire of

the three worlds to Indra.”

The legend related in the Mahabhiirata, where Yisnu

likewise traverses earth, air, and sky with his three steps,

as well as in the Puranas, is substantially the same .
2

Working backwards we come to a similar tale in the

SB .,
3 where Yisnu already figures as a dwarf. In substance

it is briefly as follows: “The Asuras on overcoming the

gods began dividing the earth. The gods, placing Yisnu,

the sacrifice, at their head, came to them and said, * Let

us also have a share in the earth.’ The Asuras replied

that they would give the gods as much as this Visnu could

1
I. 32 ff

;
cp. Muir, IV. pp. 133-5.

3 See Muir, IV. pp. 135-156.
3

I. ii. 5; see Muir, IV. pp. 122-3; cp. also Eggeling’s note in SBE. vol. xii.

p. 59.
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lie on. Now Visnu was a dwarf.

1

The gods accepted the

offer, thinking * the Asuras have given us much indeed, as

they have given what is equal in size to the sacrifice.’ Thus

bv sacrificing with Visnu they acquired the whole earth.”

No mention is here made of the three steps of Visnu
;
but

in SB. I. ix. 3, 9, Visnu is said to have gained their all-

pervading power for the gods by taking his three strides.

The following is a curious variation of the above story

occurring in TS. VI. ii. 4: “This earth formerly belonged

to the Asuras, while the gods only had as much as a man
can see while sitting. When the gods asked for a share

in the earth, the Asuras said, * How much shall we give

you ? ’ The gods replied, * As much as this she-jackal can

go round in three steps.’ So Indra, assuming the form of

a she-jackal, stepped round the earth in three strides. Thus

the gods obtained the earth.” 3

Here we have the three steps, but it is Indra, not Visnu,

who takes them. This substitution is without doubt due to

the intimate association of the two gods in the Rigveda.

Thus in RV. VI. 69, where Indra and Visnu are celebrated

together as a dual divinity, it is said (v. 5) that they both

took wide strides in the exhilaration of Soma. 3

In the Aitareya Brahmana (VI. 15) it is related that

Indra and Visnu, engaged in a conflict with the Asuras,

agreed with the latter that as much as Visnu could stride

over in three steps should belong to the two deities. Visnu

accordingly strode over these worlds, the Vedas, and speech.

Here we have the three steps of Visnu as well as his close

association with Indra.

Coming finally to the RV., we find that Visnu’s main

characteristic there is that he took three steps. This action

is expressly referred to twelve or thirteen times in the RV.
As there is some division of opinion regarding the inter-

pretation of these three steps, it seems worth while here to

1 Cp. TS. II. i. 3, 1, where Yisnu in the conflict of the gods and Asuras,

having seen a dwarf and having taken him for his own divinity, conquered the

three worlds. Cp. also TB. I. vi. 1, 5.
3 See Muir, IV. p. 40.

/
3 fudidvisnu tat panayayyam vain somasya mada urii cakrainathe.
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examine the question with some attention. "What, then,

was originally intended by the three strides of Visnu? The
naturalistic interpretation generally favoured by European

scholars 1 takes them to represent the rising, culminating,

and setting of the sun. 2 This view was also held by the

ancient Indian scholar Aurnavabha (quoted by Yaska in

Nirukta XII. 19), who thought that Visnu’s steps were

planted ‘on the hill where he rises (samaroha\ia), on the

meridian
(
visnupade), and on the hill where he sets (gaya-

sirasi).’ 3 The alternative interpretation holds the three steps

to represent the sun as he traverses in his diurnal course the

three worlds of earth, air, and heaven,4 the triple division of

the universe familiar to Yedic cosmology. 5 This view was

held by Sakapuni, another predecessor, who is quoted by

Yaska in the same passage, and who thought that the three

footsteps were placed ‘ on earth, in the atmosphere, and in

the sky,’ as terrestrial fire, as lightning, and as the sun

respectively, according to Durga’s comment. The commen-

tator on YS. Y. 15 (
=RY. I. 22, 17) practically agrees

with this view, describing Visnu as Agni-Vayu-Surya.6

This explanation also prevails throughout the younger

Yedas 7 and the Brahmanas 8
;

and, as we have already

seen, it is that of the Epics and the Puranas.

We have yet to examine the evidence of the RY. itself.

1 For instance, Max Muller, Yedic Hymns
,
SBE. XXXII. p. 133; Kaegi,

Rigveda, note 213 (Arrowsmith’s translation)
;
cp. Oldenberg, Religion dts Veda,

p. 228.
2 Hardy, Vediscli-Brahmanische Periode, p. 33, thinks that Yisnu halts twice

during the day, morning and evening, then assuming the functions of the moon(!)

as his third step.
3 A trace of this notion is to he found in the Ramayana, IV. 40, 57 (cp. Muir,

IV. p. 440). As Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, p. 228, observes, this view

cannot he made to agree with several passages of the RV., nor can any at all

definite connection with morning, noon, and night he found there. Oldenberg,

who does not touch on the alternative view, is inclined to think that Visnu is

conceived as taking three strides merely owing to the favour shown to the number

three in mythology.
4 Bergaigne, Religion Vedique, II. p. 414, thinks that a satisfactory explanation

can only be obtained from the conception of the three places of Agni, of which

one is the sun.
6 Cp. Roth, ZDMG. 1882, p. 68; Wallis, Cosmology of the Rigveda, p. 114.
6 Cp. Nirukta, VII. 5.
7 VS. II. 25. xii. 5. xxiii. 49 : TS. I. vii. 5. 4 ; II. iv. 12. 2.
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Visnu is more than a dozen times spoken of as ‘ wide-

going’
(
urugaya

)
or ‘ wide-striding ’

(
urukrama), and is ten

times also stated to have taken 1 three steps, 2 or to have

stepped 3 three times, 4 and his three steps are besides twice

mentioned, without reference to striding. He is also once

said to abide in three stations.5

Classifying these passages, we find it stated that Visnu

—

(1) Took three steps (I. 22, 18 ;
VIII. 12, 27).

(2) Strode with three steps through this world
(
idarn

)
:

I. 22, 17, or traversed with three steps this wide

extended sphere (
sadhastham

)
: I. 154, 3.

(3) Traversed the earthly regions (parthicani rajdmsi), and

fixed the upper sphere ( uttaram sadhastham

)

while

stepping thrice (I. 154, 1).

(4) Stepped widely over the earthly seif, regions (jadrthivani)

with three strides (I. 155, 4) ;
thrice traversed the

earthly regions (rojdmsi parthicani) : VI. 49, 13.

(5) Thrice traversed this earth (etam prthitim) : VII.

100, 3. 4.

(6) Strode three (steps) (thither) where the gods rejoice

(VIII. 29, 7).

All that we can gather from the above statements as to

the locality of the steps is, that Visnu traversed the earthly

regions, the earth, or the world, which in (2) may be the

same as the earth, but in (3) includes the upper region

(= heaven). The last passage (6), however, gives some addi-

tional information as to the goal of Visnu’s steps. It occurs in

a hymn describing in each of its verses a different deity, who

is made recognisable by his most distinctive characteristics,

his name never being mentioned. Xow it is certainly not

a salient characteristic of Visnu that he strode thrice ‘ where

the gods rejoice,’ according to the usual translation.6 But

1 Generally a form of ci-kram (eight times).
3 Trini padani (four times).
3 Once ‘ stepped widely,’ uru bramista ; twice ‘traversed’ (the earth), ri-mame.
* Trih (twice), tredha (twice), tribhih padebhih (once), tribhir vigamabhih

(once).
4 Triwdhastha (I. 156, 5), an epithet otherwise applied only to Agni and Soma.

s Tr\ni eka urugayo vi cakrame ydtra devaso madanti.
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it may be said to be distinctive of Visnu’s highest step that

it is the abode of the gods, of pious souls, and of Soma. 1

The place, moreover, where the gods rejoice is the height

of heaven, 2 and in none of the above passages is Visnu

described as taking his three steps in heaven. Yatra must,

therefore, here mean ‘ thither where,’ as it does in several

cases with verbs of motion, 3 and we must render ‘ Visnu

strode with his three steps to the place where the gods

rejoice,’ i.e. to the third station which is most character-

istically his.4

Two other passages, in which there is no reference to

striding, describe Yisnu’s three steps and make it clearer

what they mean. In I. 155, 5 (which immediately follows

the verse stating that he strode through the earthly regions

with his three strides) the poet says :
* Two steps of him

the sunlike the busy mortal sees, but no one ventures to

approach the third, not even the soaring winged birds ’

;

and in VII. 99, 1 the god is addressed with the words

:

* We know both thy regions of the earth (rajasi prthivyah)
;

thou, divine Visnu, knowest the highest.’ The comparison

of these two passages makes it clear that the highest step is

the third.

There are five other passages in which the highest step

of Visnu is mentioned. In V. 3, 3 we read that ‘ Agni

guards the secret name of the cows

5

(with= )
in the highest

step of Visnu’; while in X. 1, 3 Visnu is said to know

Agni’s highest (place), and to guard (it) the third.

1 See below, p. 173.
2 See Oldenberg, op. cit., p. 228.
3 See yatra in Grassmann’s Lexicon.
4 The place whence Visnu strides is referred to in I. 22, 16: ‘May the gods

preserve us from the place whence Visnu strode over the seven places of

the earth ’ [ato deed avantu no yato Visnur vicakrame prthivyah sapta dhdmabhih
;

SV. prthivyd adhi sdnavi, ‘ over the surface of the earth ’). This would refer to

the region of the dawns, where the pious dead are sometimes supposed to dwell

(cp. X. 15, 7,
‘ seated in the lap of the dawns’). In V. 87, 4 the wide-striding

god, it is said, strode from the great common abode, and issues from bis own
abode on the ridges (adhi iinubh ih) when he has yoked his steeds.

6 I.e. guards the clouds, the mystic name of which is ‘ cows ’
;

cp.
1 the

many-horned swiftly-moving cows ’ in the mansions of Visnu (I. 154, 6) ;
see

below, p. 174.
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These two passages show that the highest step of Visnu 1

is connected with the highest and third place of Agni, 2

which is the sun.

The verses I. 22, 20. 21 are more explicit: here Visnu’s

highest step is likened to an eye ( i.e. the sun)

3

fixed in

heaven
;
and this highest step singers are said to light up

(the sun being like a sacrificial fire in heaven). It is thus

evident that the highest place of Visnu is where the sun is

in the meridian.

In I. 154, 5 the poet prays :
* May I attain to that

dear abode (joat/iah)* of his, where pious men rejoice:

in the highest step of the wide-striding Visnu—for such

a kinsman is he—there is a spring of honey.’

Here it is also clear that the highest step of Visnu, his

beloved resort, 5 where the pious dead abide,6 aud where the

celestial Soma is concealed,7 is in the highest heavens.

The next verse (I. 154, 6) goes on to say : ‘We desire

to go to those mansions of you two,8 where 9 (are) the many-

1 In III. 55, 10 it is said: ‘Visnu, the guardian (gopdh
), protects the highest

abode
(
pathah ), maintaining the dear immortal dwellings ’

; cp. I. 154, 5, where
pious men rejoice in the dear abode [priyam pathah) of Visnu.

2 Cp. I. 72, 2. 4.

3 The sun is frequently called the eye of heaven, e.g. in I. 164, 14.
4 Cf. III. 55, 10, quoted in note 1.

s The place of the sun in his strength would naturally be regarded as the
meridian

;
hence the zenith is called rienupada, the step of Visnu (Xirukta,

XII. 19).
s The highest heaven is their regular abode ; cp. Oldenberg, p. 228.
7 VI. 44, 23 : cp. Oldenberg, p. 183.

8 Ta vam vastiini usmasi gamadhyai. Roth, Xirukta, Erlauterungen, p. 19

(quoted by Muir, IV. p. 74), thinks that the use of the dual here is a proof that

verses have been inserted in wrong places and that the verse is addressed to M itra-

Varuna (the reading of this verse in VS. 6, 3 has a singular pronoun: Td te

dhamdni us'masi). But this seems an unnecessary assumption. Why should the

dual vam not refer to Visnu (to whom the words urugdydsya vrmah obviously

apply, as in v. 3 of the same hymn) and Indra, his frequent associate, as both

are addressed in the next two verses (I. 155, 1. 2) ? The verse is also closely

related in sense to the preceding one, besides being in the middle of a group

of three hymns (I. 154-6) specially devoted to the praise of Visnu. Under

these circumstances an indirect reference to Visnu’s friend Indra seems quite

natural.

9 Cp. vicakrame yatra devaso madanti (VIII. 29, 7) = we wish to go thither

where is the third step of Visnu.
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horned, swiftly-moving cows. 1 Here that highest step of

the wide-stepping bull 2 shines down greatly.’ 3

Other references to the distinctive abode of Visnu are the

statements that he dwells beyond this lower region,4 that

he is mountain-dwelling, 2 and that Indra drinks Soma with

him or with Trita Aptya.5 The latter trait would refer

to the highest heavens, where the celestial Soma is supposed

to abide. 6

That the three steps are those of a sun-god, whose

character has become obscured, is supported by the follow-

ing traces. Besides being wide-stepping or wide-striding,

Visnu is also swift
(
esa) or swift-going

(
eva-yavan ). Coupled

with this constant idea of motion is that of regularity. Thus,

in taking his three steps he observes ordinances 7
;
like other

deities typical of regular recurrence, he is the ancient germ

of order 8 (like Agni or Soma), an ordainer
(
vedhas ),

9 who is

both ancient
(
purvya

)
and recent 10

(
navyas

)
like Agni, Surya,

and Usas. Like another sun-god, Savitr, 11 he is said to

have traversed the earthly regions. 12 The last verse of

I. 155, which speaks of Visnu as setting in motion, like a

revolving wheel, his ninety steeds (=days) with their four

names
(
= seasons), 13 seems to refer to the solar year of 360

1 These cows are doubtless the same as those which Agni guards in the third

step of Visnu (see p. 172, note 5). The cows are the clouds, which are called

many-horned (= many-peaked) to keep up the metaphor; note also the use of

vrsan in the same verse.
2 In v. 3 Visnu is called ‘the mountain-dwelling, wide-stepping bull.’ The

epithet giriksit here probably refers to the conception of Visnu’ s characteristic

abode being in the highest heavens, whence he would look down from the tops of

the cloud-mountains in the zenith. Cp. Oldenberg, p. 230, footnote. Visnu is

in TS. III. iv. 5, 1 spoken of as the lord of mountains
(
parvatdnam).

3 Cp. I. 22, 20 (quoted above), where the highest step of Visnu is like an eye

fixed in heaven. Both passages naturally refer to the sun in the meridian.
4 Asya rajasah parake, VII. 100, 4.
6 VIII. 12, 16.
6 VI. 44, 23 ;

cp. Oldenberg, p. 183.
7 Dharmani dhdrayan, I. 22, 18.
8 Purvya rtasya garbhah

,
I. 156, 3.

9 I. 156, 4.
10 I. 156, 2.

11 Yah parthivani vimame . . . rajamsi devah savitd, V. 81, 3. Oldenberg,

p. 65, thinks Savitr is an abstraction of the notion of instigation (drs Antreibens).
12

I. 154, 1 ;
VI. 49, 13. The same expression

(vi-mame)
is used of Varuna,

1 who measured out the earth with the sun' (V. 85, 5).
13 The four seasons of the later Rigvedic period

; cp. Zimmer, AIL. p. 41.
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days. 1 In AY. V. 26, 7 Yisnu is besought to bestow heat

(itapam&i

)

on the sacrifice. In SB. XIV. i. 1, 10 Yisnu’s

head becomes the sun. Thus we infer from the traces

preserved in the Yedas that Yisnu was originally a sun-

god, that he was conceived as taking three steps because

he traversed in his diurnal course the three divisions of

the universe—earth, air, and heaven—and that his third

and highest step was regarded as his distinctive abode.

The leading secondary characteristic of Yisnu is his close

association with the warlike Indra. This association is

probably partly owing to Yisnu, because he takes vast

strides, being regarded as a deity of mighty energy, capable

of tracking the drought demon to his remotest lurking-place,

and partly due to his assuming as solar fire qualities, strictly

speaking, peculiar to the god of Fire, Agni, in his lightning

form. 2 It is doubtless from this latter aspect that Agni

is so often joined with Indra in his conflicts against the

demons, and is extolled with him as a dual divinity in

more hymns than with any other god. So Yisnu also

comes to be coupled with Indra both as a great Soma-

drinker and as a conqueror of foes, a whole hymn (YI. 69)

being dedicated to their joint praise in this character.

Accordingly Yisnu is several times called Indra’s intimate

friend or comrade, 3 and is especially associated with him in

the slaughter of Yrtra 4
;
both are said to have triumphed

over the Dasa, to have destroyed Sambara’s ninety-nine

castles, and to have conquered the hosts of Yarcin.5 Indra,

about to slay Yrtra, says :
‘ Friend Yisnu, stride more widely

1 Cp. I. 164, 4S : ‘the twelve fellies, the one wheel, the three naves—who
understands that? In it together are fixed, as it were, 360 moving and not

moving spokes’; and v. 11 of the same hymn: ‘the twelve-spoked wheel of

eternal order rolls around the sky. and wears not out
;

in it stand, 0 Agni,

720 twin sons.’ Cp. Zimmer, AIL. p. 368.

8 Conversely the epithet distinctive of Yisnu, urugaya, seems to be applied

to Agni in III. 6, 4 ; cp. Muir. IY. p. 77.

3 Sakhi, yujya
; I. 22, 19 ; I. 156, 4 : IY. 18, 11 ; YIII. 89, 12.

4 YI. 20, 2.

s VII. 99, 4. 5.
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forth,’ 1 and Visnu is stated to have made his three strides

for Visnu, 2 or his energy
(
ojasa).

3

Summing up the main features of the myth of Visnu’

s

three steps in the Rigveda, we find that

—

(1) Visnu is associated with Indra in his fight with the

demons, Vrtra and others, who keep possession of

the waters.

(2) Visnu, by taking his three steps in conjunction with

Indra, vanquishes these demons, the result being

the release of the waters.

(3) Visnu takes his strides for man
(
manu

)
in his distress,

or to bestow the earth on him as a habitation.

The later Vedic literature preserves these essential features

modified as follows :

—

(1) Visnu and Indra, or the gods in general, are in con-

flict with the demons or Asuras, who obtain possession

of the earth.

(2) Visnu, as a dwarf, by taking his strides overcomes

the demons and obtains possession of the worlds.

(3) Visnu takes his strides to regain possession of the

earth for the gods.

For the sake of greater clearness it is worth while to

point out the modifications which have been introduced in

this second stage.

1. The object of the conflict with the demons is no

longer the waters, but is the earth.

2. The gods are no longer uniformly victorious in this

conflict, but have been vanquished by the demons. In order

to recover their supremacy they are now compelled to have

recourse to stratagem. That the Asuras may be induced

to give up to them as much as could be covered by three

strides, Indra is in one story very naturally made to assume

the form of a small and cunning animal, while in the other

Visnu becomes a dwarf so as to remove all suspicion. The

1 IV. 18, 11=VIII. 89, 12.
2 Valakhilya, 4, 3.

3 VIII. 12, 27.
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introduction of the dwarf is thus a most natural development

of the myth. The view of A. Kuhn 1 that the dwarf

‘ represents the sunlight which shrinks iuto dwarf’s size

in the evening,’ seems therefore to be both fanciful and
O'

unnecessary.

3. Visnu here takes his steps, not for the benefit of man

but for that of the gods.

Comparing with the second stage of the myth, its latest

development in the Epics and Puranas, we find that here—

(1) Indra has been conquered in his conflict with the demon

Bali, who obtains the dominiqn of the three worlds.

(2) Visnu, urged bv Indra and the other gods, assumes the

form of a dwarf, takes his three strides through

the three worlds, and restores the dominion to Indra.

(3) Visnu takes his three strides in order to restore the

dominion of the three worlds to Indra.

The only modifications introduced in this latest stage

as compared with that which precedes, are the following :

Indra alone is now in conflict with an individual demon,

and the dominion of the three worlds is now represented

as belonging to Indra alone and not to the gods in general.

From the above comparisons it becomes clear that the

three essential features of the myth in the Epics and

Puranas, no less than in the Brahmanas, are already

contained in the Rigveda, vis .
:

—

(1) Visnu is associated with Indra in conflict with demons.

(2) Visnu overcomes the demons by taking three strides.

(3) Visnu in so doing gains possession of the earth. 2

1 Ueber Entwicklungsstufen der Mythenbildung, p. 128.
1 Muir, vol. IV. p. 122, has pointed out that the story related in the

S B. I. ii. 5 (quoted above, p. 168), contains the germ of the story of Visnu’ s Dwarf
Incarnation. I have here endeavoured to show that the main elements of the

myth are already to be found in the Rigveda.

r.n.A.s. 1895. 12
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Visnu’s Varaha or Boar Incarnation.

Beginning as before with the post-Vedic period, we will

consider the Puranic accounts of this myth first.

The Bhagavata Purana, enumerating twenty-two incarna-

tions of Yisnu, says I. 3, 7 :
‘ With a view to the creation of

this (universe), the lord of sacrifice, being desirous to raise

up the earth, which had sunk into the lower regions, assumed

the form of a boar.’

The Yisnu Purana (I. 4, 1 ff.) relates the same mvth to

the following effect :
‘ The divine Brahma, called Narityana,

lord of creatures (Prajapati), discovering by inference that

the earth lay within the waters, assumed another form. As

he had formerly taken the shape of a fish, a tortoise, etc.,

so now assuming the form of a boar (varaham vapu/i), he

entered the water. Then tossing up the earth with his

tusk, he raised it, and it rested on the waters without

sinking because of its great expansion. Before he raised

the earth, PrthivI recognised in him Yisnu, a form of the

supreme Brahma.’

The Bamayana in the Bengal edition (II. 119, 3. 4),

describing the origin of the world, says :
‘ All was water

only, through which the world was formed. Thence arose

Brahma, the self-existent, the imperishable Yisnu. He,

becoming a boar, raised up this earth, and created the

whole world.’ The Bombay edition in the corresponding

passage reads :
‘ thence arose Brahma, the self-existent, with

the deities,’ thus making no mention of Yisnu. 1

In the Linga Purana, which is a Saiva work, and has,

therefore, no interest in magnifying Yisnu, it is simply

Brahma who is described as becoming a boar (I. 4, 59 ff.)

:

‘In the night when all things movable and immovable had

been destroyed in the universal ocean, Brahma slept upon

the waters, and is called Narayana. At the close of the

night, awaking and beholding the universe void, Brahma

resolved to create. Having assumed the form of a boar,

1 Cp. Muir, IV. pp. 33-4.
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this eternal (god), taking the earth, which was overflowed

by the waters, placed it as it had been before.’

Turning to the later Vedic period, we find that the

Taittirlya Aranyaka (x. i. 8) speaks of the earth having

been raised by a black boar with a hundred arms. 1 The

boar is not here stated to be a form assumed by any deity,

but the attribute satabdhu seems to point to a miraculous

or divine character.

In the Taittirlya Brahmana (I. i. 3, 5 ff.),
2 it is Prajiipati

who is described as having in the form of a boar raised the

earth. “This (universe) was formerly water, fluid. With

that (water) Prajapati practised arduous devotion
(
asramyat),

saying, ‘IIow shall this (universe) be (developed)?’ He
beheld a lotus-leaf standing. He thought, ‘ there is some-

thing on which this (lotus-leaf) rests.’ He as a boar, having

assumed (that) form, plunged beneath towards it. He found

the earth down below. Breaking off (a piece of) it, he

rose to the surface. He then extended it on the lotus-leaf.

Inasmuch as he extended it, that is the extension of the

extended one” (the earth).

The passage of the TS. (VII. i. 5, 1) which the foregoing

quotation explains, relates the myth more concisely. ‘ This

universe was formerly water, fluid. On it Prajapati,

becoming wind, moved. He saw this (earth). Becoming

a boar, he took it up. Becoming Visvakarman, he wiped

(the water from) it. It extended. It became the extended

one (jprthivi).’

The SB. (XIV. i. 2, 11) states that a boar raised the

earth, but does not say anything about his having been

a form of Prajapati. * Formerly this earth was only so

large, of the size of a span. A boar called Emusa (emusa

iti) raised it up.3 Its (the earth’s) lord Prajapati there-

fore,’ etc.

This same boar is again mentioned in the Taittirlya

Samhita, as well as in the corresponding passage of the

1 Cp. Indische Studien, I. p. 78.
2 Cp. Muir, I p. 53.
3 Cp. S'B. III. 9, 4, 20.
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Kathaka, but in these two texts he does not appear in the

cosmogonic character in which we have hitherto found him.

In the Kathaka his name is expressty stated to he EmOsa, 1

while in the TS. he is described as stealing what is valuable

(vama-mosah)

.

The myth is related in the TS. (YI. ii. 4, 2-3) as follows

:

“ The sacrifice, assuming the form of Visnu, disappeared

from among the gods. He entered the earth. Him the

gods, joining hands, searched for. Him Indra passed over

above. He (Visnu) said, ‘ Who is this who has passed

over me above?’ (Indra answered), ‘I am a slayer in a

castle ’
;
then (he asked), ‘ Who art thou ? ’ (Visnu replied),

‘ I am a carrier off from a castle.’ He (Visnu further) said,

‘ Thou hast said, a slayer in a castle
;

this boar, the plun-

derer of wealth
(
vama-mosah ), keeps the goods (vittam

vedyam) of the Asuras on the other side of the seven hills.

Slay him if thou art a slayer in a castle.’ He (Indra),

plucking up a bunch of Kusa grass and piercing through

the seven hills, slew him. He (Indra then) said, ‘ Thou

calledst thyself a carrier off from a castle; carry him off.’
2

He (Visnu), the sacrifice, carried him off as a sacrifice for

them. 3 Inasmuch as they obtained
(
avindaia

)
these goods

of the Asuras, this is one reason for the altar being called

vedi.” 4

The same story, with slight variations, is quoted by

Sayana, from the Caraka Brahmana,5 in his comment on

RV. VIII. 77, 10 : “Visnu is the sacrifice. He hid himself

from the gods. The other gods did not find him, but Indra

knew (his whereabouts). He said to Indra, ‘Who art

thou ? ’ To him Indra replied, ‘ I am the destroyer of

castles and Asuras
;
but who art thou ? ’ He said, ‘ I am

a carrier off from a castle; but if thou art the destroyer

of castles and Asuras, then this boar, a plunderer of goods

1 Eniftso namayam varahah.
2 Tam ahara.
3 Tam ebhyo yajha eva yajnain aharat.
i Cp. Muir, IV. pp. 39-40.
5 Probably a Brahmana of a lost S'a/;ha of the Black Yajur Veda. Cp.

Max Muller, ASL. p. 369.
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(vdma-musa), dwells on the other side of twenty-one citadels

of stone. 1 In him abides the valuable wealth (vasu vdmam)

of the Asuras. 2 Him slay.’ Indra, having broken through

those citadels (pura/i) of his, pierced his heart. And what

was there, that Visnu carried off.” 3

The important points in the myth related in the last three

quotations are the following :

—

(1) Indra as the slayer and Visnu as the carrier off are

closely associated.

(2) A boar called Emusa, the plunderer of wealth (vama -

tnosa, vdma-musa), guards this wealth on the other

side of seven hills.

(3) Indra pierces the hills and slays the boar.

(4) Visnu carries off the goods of the Asuras as a sacrifice

for the gods.

Let us now turn to two mutually illustrative passages

in the RV., which will prove to be closely connected with

the preceding myth.

The seventh stanza of RV. I. 61, an Indra hymn, runs

as follows :

—

(1) Asyed u matuh savanesu sadyo

mahdh pitum papivan earn anna

musayad Visnuh pacatam, sahiyan

vidhyad vardhdm tiro adrim add.

‘As soon as at the libations of his (Indra’s) mother the

great Visnu had drunk the draught, he stole pleasant food

(and) a cooked mess, while the mightier one (Indra) pierced

the boar, shooting through the mountain.’

1 Ekavimsatyah puram pare ’smamayindm ,
the identical words of the

Kathaka, except that pare here comes last; cp. RV. IV. 30, 20: satam
asmamayindm puram Indro vyasyat. Weber, in his edition of the TS.

(
Indische

Studien, xi. p. 161), quotes the corresponding passage of the Kathaka as far

as the boar is concerned. The version there is : ‘ this boar, named Emusa,
remains with all the valuable goods of the Asuras on the other side of twenty-

one citadels of stone.’
2 The Kathaka has yat him cdsurdndm vamam vasu tena tisthati.
3 Cp. Muir, IV. pp. 92-3.
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The second passage is the tenth stanza of VIII. 77, also

an Indra hymn :

—

(2) Visvet ta Visnur dbharad

urukramas tues itah

satam mahisan ksirapakam odanam,

varaham Indra emusam.

‘All these things the wide-striding Visnu, urged by thee

(Indra), brought—a hundred buffaloes (and) a brew cooked

with milk, while Indra (slew) the fierce boar.’

Before proceeding to consider these two passages in detail,

it is important, for purposes of interpretation, to point out

the parallelisms they contain :

—

(1) mahah . . Visnuh = Visnur . . urukramah

;

(2) Asya

(.Indrasya)
matuh saranesu sadyo pitum papivan —

tva-isitah; (3) musayat = abharat

;

(4) cam annai,

pacatam = satam mahisan, ksirapakam odanam; (5)

sahiyan —Indrah

;

(6) varaham— varaham emusam;

(7) tiro adrim asta, vidhyat — the omitted verb which

governs varaham emusam.

In (1) the word matuh has puzzled most interpreters.

Both, Benfey, Sayana, Muir, Griffith assume for this passage

a masc. word mdtr, variously supposed to mean ‘ measurer,’

‘ maker,’ ‘ carpenter,’ and make it agree with asya. Ludwig

even emends the word to bhrdtuh. Both these assumptions

are, however, quite unnecessary. The notion of his mother

giving Soma to Indra occurs in other passages of the Big-

veda. Thus in III. 48, 2. 3 we read :
* On the day when thou

wast born, thou didst from love of it drink the mountain-

grown juice of the Soma-plant. Of old, the youthful

mother who bore thee satiated thee with it in the house

of thy mighty father. Approaching his mother, he desired

sustenance
;

he beheld the sharp-flavoured Soma on her

breast.’ With this may be compared VII. 98, 3: ‘When
born, thou didst drink the Soma-juice to (gain) strength

;
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thy mother declared thy greatness’; 1 and III. 32, 9. 10:

* As soon as born thou didst drink the Soma
;

as soon as

born, 0 Indra, thou didst drink Soma for exhilaration

in the highest heaven.’ It is, therefore, not surprising to

find allusion made to his mother’s * pressings ’ or libations

of Soma, which Indra drinks to strengthen him for the fray

with Vrtra. The notion of Visnu also having drunk a

draught (pituin papivan) at these libations is quite in keeping

with his association with Indra in the Vrtra fight, 2 and in

the drinking of Soma. 3 By asya Indra of course is meant,

this being an Indra hymn, all the fifteen verses of which

begin with asrnai or asya
,

referring to Indra. I take

mahah, with Grassraann, as a nominative agreeing with

Visnuh 4 (not as a gen. of mah with asya), both owing to its

position in the sentence and to its correspondence with

Visnur urukramah in (2). The words cam anna are taken

by Grassmann and Ludwig as in apposition to pitum
,
while

Muir, Griffith, and Sayana supply ‘ and ’ (the latter also

bhaksitavan
,

‘ having eaten ’). The parallelism of (2) has

induced me to connect them with the next pada 5 as

the object of musaydt, cam anna corresponding to satam

mahisdn and pacatam to ksirapakam odanam. Sayana,

Wilson, Benfey, and Grassmann assume an adjectival

meaning for visnu in this passage, making it an epithet

of Indra. But this assumption is sufficiently refuted

by the occurrence of the distinctive attribute urukramah

with Visnuh in (2), where Indra is also mentioned in

contrast with Visnu. The two stanzas under consideration

are the only ones mentioning the name of Visnu in the

two Indra hymns in which they respectively occur. But

there is nothing exceptional in this when these two deities

are regarded as so closely associated. It would certainly

be less exceptional than the single mention of Visnu in the

1 Indra’s mother is also referred to sis or seven times in RV. IV. 18 ;
ep.

Pischel, Vedische Studien, II. pp. 51-54.
2 RV. VI. 20, 2, etc. (see above, p. 175).
3 VI. 69.
4 In V. 87, 1 (

= SV. i. 462) Visnu is called great (make Visnave).
5 With regard to the sense overriding the caesura, see Pischel, Vedische

Studien, II. 91, and Gottinger gelehrte Anzeigen, 1890, p. 540.
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whole of the Marut hymn, I. 85. 1 Sn/iii/an, in connection

with what follows, alludes to Indra with sufficient distinct-

ness. Visnu is ‘ great,’ but in the Vrtra fight Indra is ‘the

mightier’; for the slaughter of Vrtra is Indra’s specific

deed, while Visnu figures only as his helper. 2 Here, just

as in VI. 68, 3, where Indra and Varuna are praised as a

dual divinity, the slaughter of Vrtra is attributed to Indra

alone. That the two gods were in this myth understood,

by the writers of the TS. and TB. passages quoted above,

to be performing different acts, is clear from the distinction

made between Indra as ‘the slayer in a castle’ (durge hanta),

and Visnu as ‘ the carrier off from a castle’ (durgad dharta).3

Again, the comparison of another verse of the RV. shows

that it is Visnu who steals the food=100 buffaloes in (2).

Thus in VI. 17, 11 we read, ‘ Pusan Visnu 4 cooked 100

buffaloes for thee, 0 Indra
;
three lakes ran Vrtra-slayiug

exhilarating Soma-juice for him’ (Indra).5

But what reason have we to suppose that the Vrtra-fight

is here alluded to ? There is a general presumption that it

is referred to in I. 61, 7, because both the preceding and

the following stanza mention it. The sixth stanza speaks

of Indra’s bolt ‘ by which he found the vitals of Vrtra ’
;

6

and in the eighth stanza the wives of the gods sing the

praises of Indra on the slaughter of the dragon
(
ahihatye).

Moreover, the words of the fourth line in our seventh

stanza can easily be shown to refer to the Vrtra-fight.

In X. 99, 6, where Indra is described as slaying the

1 Cp. Max Muller, Yedic Hymns
,
SBE. vol. xxxii. p. 134.

2 RV. VI. 20, 2 ;
I. 156, 4.5; I. 22, 19.

3 Roth Siiyana and Ludwig, on the strength of the distinction made in TS.
VI. ii. 4, 2. 3, understand sahlydn to mean Indra.

4 The collocation Pusan Vi§nu occurs also in RV. I. 90, 5 ;
V. 46, 3 ;

VI. 21, 9 ;
VII. 44, 1 ;

X. 66, 5. Cp. VII. 35, 9.

6 Iricac chatam mahis&n
,
Indra

,
tubhyam Pusii Ytsnus, trlni sdramsi dhavan

vrtrahanam madiram amsum asmai. In V. 29, 7 it is Agni, Indrn’s great ally,

who performs a similar service :
‘ Agni for his friend cooked 300 buffaloes, and

Indra for Vrtra’ s slaughter drank three lakes of pressed Soma
;
and Indra, after

eating the flesh of the 300 buffaloes and drinking the three lakes, slew the dragon.’

Cp. also RV. X. 27, 2 ; 28, 3 ; 86, 14. Indra is thus u great eater as well as

a great drinker.

8 Vdjram . . vrtrdsya cid viddd yena manna.
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three-headed, six-eyed demon, the god Trita, strengthened

by Indra’s might, slays the boar 1 with iron-pointed

shaft. 2 And in the 11th stanza of I. 121, an Indra

hymn, there can be no mistake about the boar being Vrtra :

* Thou, great (god), slew’est with the bolt the boar Vrtra,

who kept guard over the streams.’ 3 The words tiro ddrim

dstd, ‘ shooting through or across the mountain,’ is quite

in keeping with the mythological language employed in

describing the fight with the aerial demons. Thus Indra

slays the dragon lying on the mountain, 4 or strikes

Sambara down from the mountain, 5 while in another

passage 6 we read: ‘The mighty unmoved rock (
adrirn),

which encompassed the cows,7 thou didst force from its

place, 0 Indra.’ But the meaning of the passage is

perhaps best brought out by the sixth stanza of VIII. 77,

which occurs in the same hymn as (2) :
‘ Indra shot forth

from the mountains—he gained the ripe brew—his well-

aimed arrow.’ 8 The meaning of this verse Sayana explains

thus :
‘ He struck the clouds in order to make water come

out, producing ripe brew for men.’ Here pakvam odanam

is clearly the same as ksirapakdm odanam in (2) and pacatam

in (1).

1 See mv article on Trita, J.R.A.S., 1893, pp. 430-1.

* Vipa vardhdm dyoagraya han. Bergaigne, Religion Yedique
,
I. p. vii. note,

would render 1 with iron-pointed prayer,’ but this is too far-fetched.

3 Tvdm Vrtrdm dsdydnam sirdsu maho vajrena si$vapo varahum. In X. 99, 6

(quoted above) the boar is clearly identical with the three-headed demon. Besides

here and in I. 61, 7, VIII. 77, 10, vardha occurs four times and varahu once in the

RV. In X. 28, 4 it is used in the literal sense
;
in IX. 97, 7 Soma, rushing to

the vats, is compared with a boar
;
lightnings, probably as tearing up the ground

(cp. Zimmer, AIL. p. 86), are called boars in X. 67, 7 (‘ Brahmanas pati, with

hoars glowing with sweat, obtained the treasure ’= the cows of Pani) and in

I. 88, o (the golden -wheeled, iron-tusked boars rushing hither and thither on the

path of the Maruts); and in I. 114, 5 the terrible god Rudra is called the ‘ruddy

boar of heaven’
(
divo vardhdm arusdm), perhaps lightning in its destructive

aspect.

* Parvate, I. 32, 2.
5

I. 30, 7 ; IV. 30, 14 ;
VI. 26, 5 ;

cp. Muir, V. p. 97.
6 VI. 17, 5.
1 Pari gdh santam.
8 Nir dvidhyad giribhya d— dharayat pakvam odanam— Tndro bundam

liidtatam.
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We have still to consider a few points in (2). This stanza

occurs in an Indra hymn, which in general celebrates the

might of Indra’s weapons, and his vast powers of drinking

Soma. 1

* All these things ’
(
visva it (a) is explained in the third

line to mean ‘ one hundred buffaloes and the brew of milk.’

It is at the instigation of Indra that Visnu brings the

hundred buffaloes.

2

That they are the property of Yrtra

is indicated by musaydt 3 in (1). Pacatdm is explained

by Sayana as paripakvam asurdnam dhanarn. It probably

alludes ultimately to the ‘ripe’ milk of the cows (=clouds)

obstructed by Yrtra. Milk itself is often spoken of as

‘ ripe,’ and as having been placed in the * raw ’ cows by

Indra.

4

Tca-isitah 5 is used because Indra in the previous

stanza is addressed in the second person with te. Muir

and Grassmann translate I'ndrah with ‘ 0 Indra,’ and under-

stand varaham to be governed by abhnrat. Ludwig and

Griffith, supplying abharat from the first line, take the

meaning to be, ‘ Indra brought a boar.’ The comparison

of the fourth line in (1) shows that Sayana is right in

supplying some such verb as avidhyat, ‘ pierced,’ or hanti,

‘ slays.’ The aval; \eyopevov emusam has with great plausi-

bility been explained by Roth (with whom Grassmann and

Ludwig agree) as the perfect participle with weak base

(and its accent) in place of em-i-vamsam
,

6 from the root am,

1 Thus in v. 3 he is described as having drunk thirty lakes of Soma at a single

draught.
2 Cp. I. 156, 4, where Visnu, accompanied by his friend (i.e. Indra), opens the

stable (of the cows).
3 The same root is used in RV. III. 48, 4, where Indra is said, after

overcoming Tvastr and appropriating
(
a-musga

)

his Soma, to have drunk it.

This seems to indicate that Tvastr withheld the Soma from Indra (who, as

Bergaigne, Religion Vedique , III. 58, shows, was his son), and thus incurred

the latter’s hostility. Cp. Vedische Studien, II. p. 51.
4 Eg. in I. 62, 9.
6 Cp. Val. 4, 3, where Visnu is said to have taken his three strides for Indra,

and VIII. 12, 27, where he is said to have taken them by the energy
(
ojasa

)

of Indra.
6 Sayana’ s explanation is that, by a Vedic substitution of e for d, emusam stands

for dmu?am = udakasya mosaham (dmufam presumably therefore =dm-musam for

ap-mufam)

.

In the TS. passage, quoted above, the boar is spoken of as a viima-

mosa, and in the TB. as vdma-musa. These epithets suggest that emusam
was understood to contain the root mus, ‘ to steal.’ The Kathaka and the b'B.

have, as we have seen, the corrupt form emdfa.
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‘ to be destructive,’ with the contraction of the root, other-

wise found only in the case of medial a (as in ten- from

V tan). This explanation is supported by a few other

accusatives, which show the weak base instead of the

strong: cakrusam (RY. I. 137, 1; AY. IY. 13, 1) and

prosiisam (SB. XII. v. 2, 8).

Sayana explains the general meaning of (2)
1 to be

:

‘ After Indra had slain the boar, Visnu, requested by Indra

to bring his (the Asura Varaha’s) property (ramam casu),

plundered it.’

After making the foregoing comments, we can now state

the combined purport of our two stanzas thus :
—

* Yisnu,

having drunk Soma, and, urged by Indra, carried off the

property of the boar (
= the demon of drought), i.e. cattle

and milk
(
= clouds and rain), while Indra himself, shooting

across the (aerial) mountain, slew the boar.’

This myth, if analyzed, yields the following essential

elements :

—

(1) Indra and Yisnu are closely associated, the former as

slayer, the latter as carrier off of spoil.

(2) A boar, with the epithet emusa, is on the other side of

a mountain with his property.

(3) Indra shoots across the mountain and slays the boar.

(4) Yisnu carries off the property of the boar.

The traits of the myth as related in the TS. and the

TB. are practically identical with these. The only modi-

fication introduced is that Yisnu, as the sacrifice, carries

off everything belonging to the Asuras, including the boar,

as a sacrifice for the gods. Thus, Yisnu as the sacrifice,

bringing the boar as a sacrifice, here already becomes

mystically identified with the boar. In this connection it is

of importance to observe that this story in TS. VI. ii. 4, 2,

is immediately followed by that in which Indra assumes

1 This stanza is commented on in Xirukta, Y. 4, where the etymology of

tara/ui ( = megha) is given as vaia-ahdra, ‘bringing boons.’
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the form of a she-jackal, in order to take three strides, and

thus gain the earth from the Asuras.

In a subsequent passage of the TS. (VII. i. 5, 1), the

boar also appears, as we have seen, in a cosmogonic

character, as a form, not of Visnu, but of the supreme

being Prajapati (as in the tortoise myth above), when the

latter desires to raise the submerged earth.

Further, the boar which raised the earth is in SB.

XIV. i. 2, 11 named Emusa, and in TA. X. i. 8 it is said

to be black, and to have a hundred arms
;

though in

neither of these two passages is it described as being the

form of a god.

In the Bamayana it is Brahma or Visnu who assumes

the form of a boar, while in the Vaisnava Puranas it is

of course only Visnu.

In this myth therefore we find Visnu and the boar con-

nected from the beginning, but they are at first quite distinct.

It is, however, only after the destructive (emusa) boar, the

baleful Vrtra, slain by Indra in association with Visnu, had

developed into the cosmogonic boar, Emusa, that it became

capable of further developing into one of the recognised

incarnations of the Preserver Visnu.

Thus we see that when the doctrine of the Avatars of

Visnu became established in Hinduism through the fusion

with him of the popular deity Krsna, 1 four mythological

conceptions derived from the Veda were ready to be appro-

priated as incarnations of Visnu in his character of Preserver

and Benefactor of the world.

It is quite possible that primitive beliefs, excluded from

the more refined sacerdotal poetry of the Bigveda, but

surviving in popular Aryan tradition, or borrowed by the

latter from the aborigines, may have helped to vitalize some

of the animal myths connected with Visnu. Thus a widely

diffused feature of savage cosmogonies is a belief in the

creation of the world, or in the recovery of a submerged

earth, by animals, such as the coyote, the raven, and the

1 Cp. Barth, Religion) of India
, p. 166.
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dove .
1 lTowever this may be, it seems clear from the above

investigation that the origin and development of the Dwarf
and Boar mj'ths connected with Visnu are to be found

within the compass of the literature of the Veda itself.

1 Cp. Andrew Lang, Myth, Ritual and Religion, vol. i. pp. 238-9.
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THE TENTH

INTERNATIONAL ORIENTAL CONGRESS.

Geneva, 1894.

The Congress began with an informal meeting at the

Hotel National on the evening of the 3rd September, and

although the weather was bad a large company assembled.

On the following morning the formal opening meeting

was held in the Great Hall of the University, which was

well filled with the delegates of Governments, Universities,

and other learned bodies, other members of the Congress,

and some of the citizens of Geneva. Colonel Frey, the

President of the Swiss Confederation, officially opened the

Congress and welcomed the Members, after which States-

Councillor Richard bade the Congressists a very hearty

welcome on behalf of the State and city of Geneva.

M. Naville, President of the Congress, then gave an

opening address, in which he thanked the Honorary

Presidents, Vice-Presidents, and all who by sympathy and

gifts had contributed to the promotion of the Congress.

He claimed as a right that the Swiss nation should be

reckoned among the great powers of Europe in the

scientific world, and gave a rapid survey of the progress

of Oriental studies in Geneva.

After the President’s speech, representatives of various

countries addressed the meeting— Prof. M. Maspero for

France, Lord Reay for England, Prof. TVindisch for

Germany, Count A. de Gubernatis for Italy, and Ahmed
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Zeki for Egypt. Telegrams were also announced from the

King of Sweden, Archduke Rainer of Austria, and others,

expressing congratulations.

On the proposal of Lord Reay a Committee was appointed

to consider the request of the Royal Asiatic Society that

the Congress should formulate a uniform and international

system of transliteration of Oriental Alphabets.

M. Btmedite asked the Congress to protest against the

destruction of the monuments at Philce, and a Committee

was formed to discuss this subject.

M. Richard thanked the speakers for their expressions

of good will to the State and city of Geneva, after which

the meeting closed.

The Sections were then constituted, and their meetings

began the same afternoon.

Section I. (1) India.

President—Lord Reay; Vice-Presidents—Prof. A. "Weber,

of Berlin, and Hofrath Prof. G. Biihler, of Vienna

;

Secretaries—M. L. Finot, of Paris, M. G. de Blonay, of

Grandson, and Prof. A. Williams Jackson, of New York.

Section I. (2) Aryan.

President—Prof. G. Ascoli, of Rome
;

Vice-Presidents—
Prof. M. Breal, of Paris, and Prof. J. Schmidt, of Berlin

;

Secretaries—M. L. Duvan, of Paris, and Prof. J. Wacker-

nagel, of Basle.

Section II. Semitic.

President—Prof. E. Kautzsch, of Ilalle
;

Vice-Presidents—
Prof. J. Oppert, of Paris, Prof. C. Tiele, of Leyden, and

Prof. H. Almkvist, of Upsala
;
Secretaries—Prof. A. Bevan,

of Cambridge, and Prof. K. Marti, of Basle.

Section III. Mahometan.

President—M. C. Sohefer, of Paris
;

Secretaries—Prof. J.

Spiro, of Lausanne, and Prof. R. Gottheil, of New York.
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Section IV. Egypt and Africa.

President—Prof. M. Maspero, of Paris; Vice-Presidents—
Prof. P. le Page Renouf, of London, and Prof. J. Lieblein,

of Christiania
;

Secretaries—Dr. J. Ilesse, of Fribourg, and

M. G. Jequier, of Neuchatel.

Section V. Far East.

President—Prof. G. Schlegel, of Leyden
;

Vice-Presidents

—Prof. H. Cordier, of Paris, and Prof. C. Valenziani, of

Rome
;

Secretaries—Prof. TV. Grube, of Berlin, and Prof.

E. Chavannes, of Paris.

Section VI. Greece and the East.

President—Prof. A. Merriara, of Yew York
;

Vice-Presi-

dents—M. J. Perrot, of Paris, and M. Bikelas
;
Secretary—

M. de Crue.

Section VII. Geography and Eastern Ethnography.

President—Prof. A. Vambery, of Buda Pesth
;

Vice-

Presidents — Prince Roland Bonaparte and M. A. de

Claparede
;

Secretary—M. E. TVelter Crot
;

Vice-Secretary

—M. M. Holban, of Geneva.

The following were some of the more important subjects

brought under the consideration of the several Sections :

—

Section I. M. Senart presented a facsimile of inscriptions

found near Peshawar by Major Dean, seyeral of which were

in a character hitherto unknown. Prof. Oldenburg, a paper

on “ A Yew Representation of Vedic Religion.” Dr. M.

Schroeder, “ On the Kathaka.” Prof. A. TVilliams Jackson,
*•' On the Doctrine of Eschatology, as set forth in the Avesta

and Pahlayi Writings,” proving by a passage in the Satapatha

Brahmana that tbis religious conception was the same among

the Indian as among the Iranian Races. Prof. Leumann,

On Avacyaka Literature and on a facsimile of a MS. which

he is about to publish. Prof. Bendall, “ On some Inscrip-

tions, recently found in Behar by Surgeon-Major Waddell,”

j.k.a.s. 1895 . 13
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in Pali, written in a peculiar variety of Indian character, and

Exhibition of an Illustrated Burmese MS. forwarded by Mr.

H. Baynes. Count de Gubernatis, “ On the Indian Origin

of the representation of the Lucifer of Dante.” Mr. M.
Bhownaggree presented communications on Zoroastrianism,

by T. W. Umvala, on the Indian Schools of Philosophy,

by J. J. Kama, on Sufism by Shaik Mahomet Isfahan,

and on the Persian Desatir by S. D. Barucha. He also

presented a volume of Sanskrit and Prakrit Inscriptions,

published under the auspices of the Maharaja of Bhaunagar.”

Dr. Burgess read a paper on “ Transliteration of Oriental

Alphabets.”

On the proposal of Dr. Grierson a resolution was passed

by the Section thanking the Directors of the Indian Museum,

Calcutta, for their work in preparing casts of the Asoka

Inscriptions, and requesting the Governments of India and

of dependent States to adopt measures for the better preserva-

tion of the Inscriptions.

Mr. Bhownaggree asked, in the name of Mr. Kama, that

the Section should take into consideration the methods of

examination employed in the Bombay University with

regard to the Zend language. A Sub - Committee was

formed to consider the question
;
and on the report sub-

mitted by it to the Section it was resolved that it would

not be wise to interfere, but that an expression of hope be

made that the study of Zend would not be overlooked, and

that a practical way of teaching it in connection with the

University curriculum would be found.

Section Ia. Prof. J. Schmidt, “ On the letters r, l, in, and

n in Indo-Germanic Languages.” Prof. J. Wackernagel

spoke on the importance of Sanskrit in the Study of Modern

Languages. Prof. Ascoli, “ Phonological Observations Con-

cerning the Celtic and Neo-Latin Languages.” Dr. F. de

Saussure, “ On the Phonetic Law Explaining the Accentua-

tion of Lithuanian Languages.” Prof. Ascoli presented

a work by Prof. Giacomini, of Milan, on the “Relations

between the Basque and Egyptian Languages.”

Section II. Dr. Bullinger presented a copy of the Hebrew
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Bible, edited by Dr. Ginsburg for the Trinitarian Bible

Society. Mrs. A. Lewis made some observations oil the

Syriac MSS. examined by her at Mount Sinai, and exhibited

copies of photographs made by her of some of them.

M. Halevy, “ On Some Ilittite Inscriptions,” and “ Remarks

on the Science of Modern Higher Criticism of the Scriptures.”

Prof. Haupt made observations on “ The Origin of the

Pentateuch,” and presented his edition of “ The Sacred

“Works of the Old Testament.” He also presented various

Oriental Studies from the Johns llopkins University,

Baltimore, and the Oriental Club of Philadelphia. Prof.

F. Hommel, “ On some Sabman Inscriptions brought from

South Arabia by Dr. E. Glaser.” Prof. J. Oppert, “ On

Some Cuneiform Inscriptions from Armenia.” Dr. R. N.

Cust, “ On the Ancient Religions of the World before

the Christian Era.”

Section III. Prof. Goldziher, “On the Primitive History

of Arabic Poetry, and on the importance of an Encyclopaedia

of Arabic and Muhammadan Philology.” Prof. Seybold,

“ On the Arabic Dialect spoken in Granada in the 15th

Century.” M. Cardahi, “ On the Syriac and Maronite

Writers.”

Section IV. M. J. de Morgan, “ Report of the Work of

the French-Egyptian Exploration Fund, and on the question

of the protection of the Monuments of the Island of Philce.”

Prof. E. Schiaparelli, “On Geographical Names mentioned

in certain Nubian Inscriptions.” Prof. A. Eisenlohr, “ On
Egyptian Chronology and Astronomical Dates.” Prof.

Krall, “ On a New Demotic Romance, from the Collection of

the Archduke Rainer.” Prof. Piehl, “ On Hieroglyphic

Lexicography.” Mr. Le Page Renouf, “ On a Hieroglyphic

Character hitherto misunderstood.” Prof. Wiedemann, “On
the Game of Draughts among the Egyptians.” M. V. Loret,

“ On Lettuce amongst the Ancient Egyptians.”

Section V. M. H. Chevalier, “ Remarks on the Cere-

monies performed on the 15th day of the month in Korea,

and on a Japanese Legend of Taketori.” Prof. Chavannes,

“ On an Inscription in Six Languages, found at Kiu-Yong-
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Koan.” Dr. W. Radloff, on his “ Travels and Epigraphical

Researches in Mongolia in 1891.” Prof. G. Schlegel, “On
the Social Position of Women in China.” Dr. A. Gramatzki,

“ On the Modes of Transliterating Japanese.” Prof.

Yalenziani, “Notes in the Nippon Nyak’kets’den.”

Section YI. M. F. Reinach, “ On a Forgotten Tribe, the

Matienes, who are mentioned by Strabo and Eratosthenes

as dwelling on the hanks of the Caspian.” M. G. Perrot,

“ On Burial and Cremation in the Homeric Epoch.” Mr.

G. Nicole, “On some Greek Papyri found at El Fayoum,

now in the Geneva Collection.”

Section YII. Prof. H. Cordier, an Obituary Notice by

Mr. E. Mannoir of the Life and Works of Dutreuil de

Rhins, a French explorer, who was assassinated in Tibet.

M. L. Beuloew, “ On the Nationality of the Trojans, and

on the Language and Origin of the Caucasian Tribes.”

M. A. Chachenow, “ On Foreign Influences on Georgian

Civilization.” Chev. Harrowitz, “ On the Musalmaus of

Bosnia.”

A cordial and brilliant hospitality was extended to the

Members of the Congress by the State and the city of

Geneva and their inhabitants. A large company assembled

at the Palais Eynard on Tuesday evening, the 4th, at

the invitation of the Council of the State, and were enter-

tained with excellent music, illuminations, and refreshments.

On Thursday, the 6t.h, a tour of the Lake with luncheon

at Bouveret had been arranged, but the weather being

bad in the morning, the luncheon was given in the Palais

Evnard, and the trip on the Lake postponed until the

afternoon, and then shortened to a tour round the western

part of the Lake as far as Evian. On the evening of

Tuesday, the llth, a dinner was given by the city

authorities to the Delegates and Representatives of Societies

and Governments in the * foyer
’
of the Theatre, after which

the guests passed through the prettily illuminated grounds

of the Promenade des Bastions to the Palais Eynard, where

the rest of the Members of the Congress and a considerable

company were assembled. The Count de Gubernatis here
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made a brilliant speech in praise of the city of Geneva

and of the lady visitors. The President and Madame Naville

received the Members of the Congress at their house at

Malagny on the 5th
;

the Mesdames Van Berchem, at

Crans, on the 8th
;

and Monsieur and Madame Agenor

Boissier, at Chougny, on the 11th. Special trains were

furnished to convey the guests, and entertainment, music,

and refreshments were provided in hospitable profusion.

Unfortunately the weather was bad on two of the day

s

and prevented the full enjoyment of the beautiful gardens

and views at these charming chateaux. Several other

ladies and gentlemen entertained parties of the members

at their houses on other evenings.

The closing meeting was held in the Great Hall on the

morning of Wednesday, the 12th, under the presidency

of M. Naville. Prof. Maspero announced to the members

the death of the great Egyptologist, H. Brugseh Pacha,

which was received with deep regret by all.

The Committee on Transliteration presented their report.

The system they proposed will be published with the Pro-

ceedings of the Congress, and be recommended lor adoption

by all Orientalists.

The Committee appointed to consider the question of the

preservation of the monuments of Philce presented their

report, upon which it was resolved that “ The tenth Congress

of Orientalists consider that they are fulfilling a duty in

requesting the Government of His Highness the Khedive

to protect the edifices and monuments on the Island of

Philce.”

The following resolutions, passed by some of the Sections,

were also read and adopted :

—

“ That the Trustees of the Indian Museum at Calcutta,

and the Government of India, be thanked in the name of the

Congress for the efforts they are making for the preparation

of casts of the Asoka Inscriptions. And that through the

Government of India the Native States be urged in the name
of the Congress to protect the Inscriptions.”

“ That the Congress recognizes the great importance to
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Philology of the ‘ Orientalischer Bibliographic,’ instituted

by the late Dr. Aug. Muller.”

“That it is desirable the Japanese should modify their

written character so that the language might be more

easily acquired.”

“That the Congress hope the study of the Zend language

will not be overlooked by the University of Bombay, and

that a practical way of teaching it will be found.”

Section VI. Greece and the East expressed their thanks

to the Congress for the place assigned to it among the

Sections.

Prof. Goldziher called attention to the proposition adopted

at the Ninth Congress on the subject of the compilation

of an Oriental Encyclopaedia. Section III. had appointed

Prof. Goldziher President of that Committee in the place

of the late Prof. Robertson Smith.

The President then announced the decision of the Com-

mittee of Organization that the next Congress be held at

Paris in 1897.

Prof. A. Martin, rector of the University, made a farewell

speech on behalf of the Committee of the Congress, which

was followed by one from the President concluding the

proceedings.

Prof. J. Karabacek, of Austria, Kiamil Be}r
,
of Turkey,

Prof. Tiele, of Holland, and Prof. Joy, of America, then

spoke, proposing a hearty vote of thanks to the President,

which was carried by acclamation. The President replied

in a few words, and then pronounced the Congress closed.

M. E. V. c.
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1. Relics Found in Rangoon.

Sir,—At pp. 298-30S of Vol. XVII. of the Society’s

Journal, for 1860, there is an account of some relics which

were taken out of a temple (stupa ?) which was demolished

when the site was being cleared for the European barracks in

Rangoon in the year 1855.

They consisted of

—

1. A large gold pagoda.

2. A smaller one.

3. Parts of one that was still smaller.

4. A gold helmet or cap of State.

5. A gold tassel.

6. A gold bowl, with cover, containing parts of human
cremated bones.

7. A small gold cup.

8. A gold leaf scroll, on which there was an inscription.

9. A gold waist belt.

Most of these articles, which are of considerable value, are

now exhibited in a case at South Kensington. There is a

copy of the inscription in the Journal, but, on enquiry

at the South Kensington Museum, it appears that the scroll

itself is not to be found. The inscription is in Pali, and

was translated at the time by Professor Fausboll, and it

is curious to note that the supposed translation made in

Rangoon by, or under the orders of, Major Sparks, is not

in any way a translation of the scroll submitted to Professor

Fausboll.
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Major Sparks’ translation begins thus :
“ In the year 846

(a. i). 1484-5) the King and I built a pagoda,” etc., etc.

In a note Major Sparks remarks :
“ Neither the name of

the king or queen is given in the inscription. A reference

to Talaing history shows that in 846 Pinya Kyaula was

King of Pegu.” It is perfectly true that there is no

definite name in the inscription, but neither is there a date

:

how then did Major Sparks fix it at b.c. 846?

On referring to Phayre’s History, I find that Dhammaceti

was King of Pegu at that date. I can find no such king as

Pinya Kyaula anywhere. The inscription terms the King

“Rajaraja, Sabbarajissaroraja ’’ and “ Sabbarajindo sattu-

matangakesari,” and states that he is Kupati, the son of

Setebhissara. Kupati, Professor Fausboll thought, might

he the same as Bhupati (earth lord), but Professor Rhys

Davids is inclined to think it a proper name.

There are no such names as Kupati or Setebhissara in

Phayre’s lists, but they may have been titles of some of the

Kings of Pegu, though not generally used. If it were not

for the general correctness of the spelling on the scroll, I

should have suggested that Setebhissara was a mistake for

Setibhissara,
“ Lord of the white elephant.” This title was

used for King Binya U, who reigned from a.d. 1348 to

1385, and was succeeded by his son Binya Nwe, commonly

known as Rajadirit (Rajadhiraja). According to Phayre

(p. 67), this king “ took possession of Dagun, now Rangoon,

and engaged the services of some Western foreigners.” . . .

He was successful in his wars with Burma, and after

the decease of Min Khaung, his enemy, devoted his latter

years to religion.

It is quite possible that Setebhissara is the Peguan

corruption of Setibhissara and equivalent to the Burmese

word “ Shinbyushin.” Professor Fausboll thought it might

mean “ Ruler of the Setebha,” but I cannot connect this

word with any people.

His supposition that these relics belonged to Alompra

is founded on a misconception. The relics were not

“ found by digging among the ruins of the famous temple
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at Rangoon,” but on a hill about a quarter of a mile

distant from it.

The workmanship of the belt is, I think, far superior

to anything in the Burmese regalia, and the helmet or

cap of State most remarkable and unlike anything that is

Burmese. It is shaped like a large snail shell or turban

with a kind of loop behind, and a hole in front into

which I would insert the tassel of flowers.

As regards the character in which the scroll is written,

Professor Fausboll remarked: ‘‘It cannot be old, because

the characters do not differ much from those now in use

among the Burmese.” With all due deference to so high

an authority, I see essential differences, especially in the

form of R, which in modern Burmese is but in this

inscription S> almost identical with the Kambodian 6.

From the Po-u-daung inscription, given in the Indian

Antiquary of 1893, by Taw Sein Ko, it appears that there

was an old Burmese form, (5 ,
somewhat similar

;
but it

is not clear that this form was generally used in Burma,

and may have been used on this occasion by a Peguan

mason. I notice that the general character of the letters

is nearer the Kambodian as given by Frankfurter than it

is to Burmese.

The term “ Sattumatangakesari,” if correctly translated,

would apply quite as well to Rajadirit as to Alompra

—

perhaps better.

I think the matter is well worthy of investigation, and

hope some of our members in Burma will make further

enquiries.—Yours faithfully,

R. F. St. Andrew St. John.

July 27th, 1894.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.
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2. Sanskrit MSS. in China.

Sir,

—

On reading Professor Kielhorn’s interesting letter

on “ Sanskrit Manuscripts in China,” I remembered what
I meant to do when I saw it first in the Academy of June
16th, 1894, namely, to say that many years ago Prof.

Wilson showed me in the Library of the old East India

House the MS. of the Kalachakra, which he had received

from China. My impression is that it was not a copy, but

an original, kept in a small wooden case
;
but of that I am

not quite certain. Anyhow, whether original or copy, the

MS. must exist in the Library of the India Office, and

might prove useful for comparison with the MS. photo-

graphed by Dr. A. 0. Frauke in the Buddhist monastery

in the mountains of T‘ien-t‘ai-shan.

Oxford, 18^A Oct. 1894. F. Max Muller.

3. An Indo-Eranian Parallel.

Sir,—It is only since my return from vacation that

I have been able to read through the July number of the

Journal, and in so doing I have been struck by a passage

on p. 559, in Prof. Macdonell’s letter upon the Brhaddevata,

wffierein he corrects his former translation of three verses

into the following :

—

“ Then Agni, well-pleased, rejoicing, honoured by all the

gods, shaking off his members, unweariedly performed the

office of Hotr at sacrifices, accompanied by his brethren,

rejoicing, the divine-souled oblation - bearer. His bone

(was=) became the Devadilru tree, (his) fat and flesh

(became) bdellium, (his) sinew (became) the fragrant tejana

grass, (his) semen (became) silver and gold, the hair of

(his) body (became) ki^a grass, the hair of (his) head

(became) kuca grass, and (his) nails (became) tortoises,

(his) entrails (became) the avakii plant, (his) marrow

(became) sand and gravel, (his) blood and bile (became)

various minerals, such as red chalk.”
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The characteristic idea of this curious passage is the

production of vegetable and mineral substances (witb the

one odd exception of “tortoises”), from the various portions

of a human frame.

This strange idea has its echo in Eranian tradition. In

this we find two primeval beings, a man (Avestic, Gaya-

maretan, Pehlevi, Gayomart) and an ox. These were both

eventually slain by Aharman (Ahriman), the Evil principle,

and out of their bodies were produced the other creatures

of the animal, vegetable, and mineral worlds. Thus, from

the limbs of the primeval man, Gayomart, were produced

the seven metals, viz. silver, iron, brass, tin, lead, quick-

silver, and adamant ; but gold, on account of its excellence,

from his life and semen (Zad Sparam, x. 2). Aud from the

body of the primeval ox were produced various vegetables

:

from the marrow, divers species of grain and medicinal

plants
;
from the horns, peas ;

from the nose, the leek
;
from

the lungs, rue; from the middle of the heart, thyme; from

the blood, the vine, from which wine is made
(
Bun-dehesh

,

xiv. 1, 2).

The differences in the two accounts is striking enough

—

indeed the solitary agreement seems to be in the derivation

of gold from animal semen—but the similarity of the

general underlying idea appears to me still more remarkable.

For this reason I venture to call attention to it in your

columns.—Yours, etc.,

L. C. Casartelli.
St. Bede's College, Manchester,

Oct. mh, i.894.

4. “Bud, Bad-a-r, and Madra” (see Parts July and

October, 1894, of the Journal).

Dear Sir,—

I

intended the following paper as an

explanation of the important subject of the Bud, Budr,

and Madra, regarding which correspondence was invited

in the July number of our Journal. I send the paper
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now as one likely to prove of some general interest, for

the subject is large, ancient, and widely ramified, and its

real bam is not touched upon in the replies given in the

current October issue, though Mr. Beames hints at this

when he says :

“ These tutelary spirits ... of non-Aryan

aborigines have survived . . . Hinduism and . . . Islam . . .

The numerous Plrs or Saints whom Hindu and Musulman

alike reverence are in all probability only the animistic spirits

transformed” (italics mine). No doubt: therefore we

may rest assured that the Bad, Badr, or Budr of the

dangerous reef covering the Akyab harbour, and the Hadr
of the Mergui coast, is the real “ old animistic ” spirit or

god whom we have to trace to his home in many lands

;

and that he never was “ a resident of Chitagong in 1440

called Bad-ruddin !

”
as suggested by Dr. Wise in the

extract Mr. Beveridge gives, p. 841. Most holy men
claimed or were called after divinities, as a Jerem-w/i,

Jer-frtA, or Serial, after Jahve; or a Nicholus after Nik,

Nih-or, Nykr, Niklaus, etc.
;
and Badra and Madra are

vastly ancient divine terms which we find interspersed

throughout all India, mythologically, geographically, and

socially, in family and tribal names.—Yours truly,

J. G. R. Forlong.

5.

Dear Sir,—Information is invited by Major Temple

and Mr. St. John regarding a quasi “ Burmese Saint,"

known as “ Badar, Budder, and Hadra,” whose shrines

or sacred rocks are found on the Arakan coast and in

the Mergui Archipelago, and who is thought to be

connected with the divine sage Gotama Buddha—now

universally revered, if not worshipped, throughout these

Burmese provinces: see Journal of July last.

Knowing the particular rocks and localities, of which

indeed I possess sketches, I have no hesitation in saying
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that the rock-bound god of Akyab and elsewhere, is our

old friend the Bud-kal or Bild-il-kitl, the Bod or “ Bad-

stone,” common in the villages of Southern and Central

India, and not rare in Upper and Himalayan India. I

have seen and studied his characteristics in the fastnesses

of Lower Kailasa and near to Kediir-Nath—a shrine and

form of Bhairava the Turanian Siva.

He has nothing whatever to do with “ The Buddha ”

or pious ascetic, though the old god did, no doubt, greatly

facilitate the progress and popularity of the new saint

amid all Turanian populations, where these were devoid

of any etymological knowledge, except that which appealed

to their uueducated ears and fancies.

I have visited and carefully investigated the histories

and surroundings of several of the Bo-das
,

Bud-a-s, or

Bud-a-rs, as natives thus reverently drawl out the names

of these Burmese deities or daimons, besides the one on

the dangerous rocks at the entrance of the Akyab harbour,

where he represents the guardian as well as a destructive

spirit. Further down this Arakan coast, I had serious

experience of another Bod-d-r or Bud on the islet of

Ckediiba, and was nearly wrecked on a third—the dread

spirit at the mouth of the Sandoway river—owing to my
Muslim Ka/asis (Chitagongls) falling on their knees to

pray, instead of standing by the rudder and halyards in a

stiff breeze and seven-knot current, as we swept round his

rocky headland.

On the Tenasserim coast I have seen Bud-a-s from the

mouths of the Tavoy river to that of Krau
;
and near

our civil station of Mergui is one often called JIadra, a

favourite Tamil name for their old Dravidian Siva. I

have also seen inland - mountain Bud-as, as that on the

lofty, bold, rocky crest of Kaiktj'O overlooking the broad

delta of the Sitang and Blling rivers, which will be

found illustrated and described in “Rivers of Life,” ii. 314.

The various rites and sacrifices of these Bud-a-rs used

to require human victims, as noticed by Arabian travellers

of the ninth century (Renaudot, p. 88), and not as now
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only goats, cocks, rice, fruits, and flowers. These are still

offered to the deity by most rude Indian peoples and by the

coast tribes and peasantry of Arakan, Burma, Tenasserim,

Siam, Java, Biili, and the Cochin-Chinese peninsula. We
see the god in the Javan Boro-B6d-6-r, that is

“ Ancient

Bodr,” of about 600 a.c. There he existed long before

Buddhist monks here reared their beautiful shrine over

this, his conical rock. Still around its base and the ad-

joining hills, well named Probo-lingo, stand many of his

symbolic Men-hirs, as the histories of Crawfurd and Sir S.

Baffles show.

Usually he was and is a “Wrathful and Terrible One,”

like to Bhairava, but with also the characteristics of Fors

Fortum—

“

Jove of our Fates,” the Pur or Fiery God of

high Prae-neste or Pur-hesti, the guardian Agni of the

Yolscian capital of Tyr-rhenian Antium, before the Latium

Aryan knew him as Iota Virilis, a god of Sortes, Purim,

or Lots.

There also he was enshrined by Turanians, then the

rulers of the Western seas, on the highest peak of the

Alban range, as the Lii-rs or La (Mongolic for “spirit”)

of the vasty deep
;

as he to whom their mariners must

look, on approaching this low-lying dangerous coast. His

also is the Peak of Ceylon, as well as of the ruined temple

spire on the low-lying islet at the treacherous entrance

of the Siam river, where still stands his emblem in the

neglected enclosure of an ancient Sivaite shrine.o

He is found throughout China, especially in the upper

reaches of the Yang-tse-kiang, at one of the sources of

which, on the high mountain of 0 or Om, is one of his

most ancient prehistoric shrines and “ tooth ” symbols. He
is seen in all the Obs or O-bo-s of Mongolia, and even

on the rock-bound Hangs of Scandinavia, from which

have been gathered the coarse “ Buds ” seen in the Bergen

Museum and learnedly described by the late Director,

Prof. Holmboe, in his Traces de Budhisme en Noncege.

This writer, too, has made the usual mistake of confouud-

ing the old Nature-god and “ spirit of the elements
”
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with the piou9 ascetic of Bdd-a-Gaga—see details and

illustration in “ Rivers of Life,” ii. 409 et seq.

Ancient Sabean sailors called Lanka’s peak the Al-makar
;

Buddhists, the lord Samanto Kato, which Hindus, however,

say signifies “ the thorn of Kama ” as Samanta, “ the

destroyer of peace ”—a form of Siva, Indra, Sakra, or Bhogi.

The indenture on the Kuta is a Sri-Pad or “ The Ineffable

Foot, ray or shaft,” says Fergusson
;
and the whole great

cone is, or was, in the language of the masses, a Bud,

Bod, or Madra—that familiar and kindly name which

they have ever applied to village Bud-d-kdls or “ Bad-

stones ” as emblems of Madra or Siva.

These are common throughout Tel-lingana and Southern

and Central India, where Mr. Fawcett found them as

abundant in 1890 as I did some forty years ago. He
describes them, their worship, and some of the cruel rites

and sacrifices in Bom. Anthro. Soc. Jour, of September,

1890
;

but so little is the cult understood, that even the

learned Bishop Caldwell often calls it “ Devil-worship,”

confusing it with that of Bhuts. And, truly, Bods or Buds

do naturally tend to become these malevolent spirits of

earth and air, trees, etc., as did Devas to become devils

;

the high gods or Naths of Hindus to be the Nats or

Fayes of trans- India; and as does the Mongolian and

Russian Bhag or Bog, to become the Bogey of our nurseries.

Yet this last is a very real and ancient god, none other

than the original of Bhaga-vat or Bhaga-va, “ The Supreme,”
“ the God of Life and of all Spirits,” for “ va is the

elemental spirit by which all exist, and which exists in

all that lives,” according to the Yishnu Purana, vi. 5.

It would seem as if the geological centre of a land ever

became also its theological Olumpos
;

for the high “ centre

of the Jewel-India” is the Bud or Mahadeva of Gond-

wana, as is the “ Adam’s peak ” of Ceylon
;

the snowy

heights of Ora, that of China
;
the Ilium, that of Trojans

;

and the Ida, that of Cyprians. The deity is the spirit of

life and destruction—the spirit of the storm, of the rock-

bound coast, of the dangerous defile, dark forest, weird
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mountain, and angry flood; and must be “ layed ” or

propitiated at the most dreaded spots, whether the traveller

or sailor be Buddhist, Hindu, or Muslam. Not infrequently

have we thrown to him a rupee, or subscribed for cock

or goat, at the solicitation of our motley following of

Burmans, Tamils, Telingas, etc., beseeching his godship

to let us pass scatheless through his angry seas and river-

torrents.

Many great gods are still called Bhut-Isvars or “ Spirit-

lords”; and I have found Indra worshipped among Dravids

at the Pongal Christmas festival, as Bog or BhogI, when

he represents the sun rising from his wintry entombment.

It was probably at this fete that the Arabian travellers

of the ninth century saw “ girls being devoted to Bod”
as Renaudot wrote in 1733 ;

and the rite still continues

in the jangals of Central India, wherever our Magis-

trates are not numerous or vigilant enough.

Strictly speaking, Madra was a son of the Dravidian

Siva; but Tamils fondly identify father and son, and call

their boys and girls Madra and Madri. The name

is very common from Mddra - patanarn (our “town of

Madras”) and eastwards to Burma and Java; hence Major

Temple’s remark, that on the Mergui coast he found the

Bud-d-r Malcams were also called “ Madra Makams.”

The Madras were a very ancient and important people,

ruling long before Aryan times, from Silkala on the Btidbs

of the Biyas and Chiniib, still called Mddra-des. They

were serpent-worshippers, as Naga-ists and Takas (a cult

they never forsook in Dravidia, Ceylon, or trans-India), as

the beautiful sculptures of Boro-Bud-or (the Javan “Ancient

Bud ”) and the Nag-on Vat or “ Naga Monastery ” of

Kam-bod-ia attest. In moving from N.W. India they

gave their name to many towns, rivers, and shrines, from

probably Mathura to the Vindhyas, Madura and Mddrd-

patan, as may be gathered from Mr. J. F. Hewitt’s in-

valuable researches in our Journals, R.A.S. of 1889-90.

Most Bud or Bod rocks and symbols are marked with

the euphemistic “Foot,” “Eyes,” or circles, as infallible
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charms against evil. Hence the Pra-Bat of Siam and

similar “Sacred Feet” on the Buds of Akyub and Ceylon,

aud the oval or Yoni Charm on Kaiktyo.

Chinese sailors have always recognized the Ceylon Peak

as the Fo or Bod of Avalokit-Isvara and Kwanyon in the

form Po-taraka or Po-io-yn, which last is also an ancient

Turanian name of Parvati as “ the Mountain Bee goddess

Brahraarl.” (See Professor Beale’s paper in R.A.S. Journal,

XV. iii. July, 1883). This divine name, Po-lo-yu, is also

given to the sacred temple-crowned cone of Lhasa in Tibet,

and to that equally holy and higher Zion of Buddhists

(really Bod-ists ?), the snowy apex, 0 or Om of the

Szi-chouen range. (See Mr. Consul Hosie’s report, Chinese

Bluebook ii.)

The Palla-diura of this shrine of Om (a term which

partakes of the quintessence of divinity) is also a “ tooth
”

of Bod, Bud, or “Buddha,” as his votaries quaintly affirm
;

for “ it is 201b. weight,” and therefore clearly a lingam

—

like to the Banaras Banda of Bhairava the Turanian Siva,

whose name is Ddnton or the “ tooth-like one.” He has

many canine or hybodont symbols. There are two in

Western and two in Eastern India, including Ceylon,

evidently pre-Buddhistic, like the numerous Bod charms

or “ little teeth ” which Lingaites have worn upon their

persons from prehistoric times.

The Fo-OM. mountain-temples have not yet lost the

characteristics of their Xature-worship, though most have

been rebuilt under the Ming dynasty—probably at heart

more Shiuto-ists than Buddhists. Of course the numerous

monks call themselves Buddhists, or rather Fd-iJs, which,

if we go back to the radical ancient meaning of Fo, would

signify a Bod-ist
;

for a Bo or Fo was “ a tree, stick,

rod, sprout, long or growing thing,” and a Ruler, as the

bearer of the Rod.

Thus the Bor-ji or Sacred Sceptre of Tibet, the analogue

of the Bandpan (Siva’s Banda), is there termed Fo, Bo,

Po, La, or Lha, at once a spirit, god, stick, or mace,

from which the Dalai Lauia claims direct descent, as others

j . k.a.s. 1895. 14
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do from Adam—a term the Indian Muslam applies to the

temple Buds a3 symbols of Mahadeva. The Indian colonists

of Java and Tchampa or Co-Tcheng also called their gods

or Buds, Po. “ My Lady ” of their capital was always

addressed as P6-Nagara, and this many centuries before

they knew of Buddhism.

In the Tibetan Himalaya Bo-t, Po-t, Bhot or Bud, is

radically a Lha or La
;

hence the country of Bhut-ia or

Bhut-an means, says Dr. Waddell in his “Tibetan Names,”

“the end of Bud or Pot,” that is Tu-bet or Tu-pot, or

“ land ” par excellence of Buds, Bhuts or spirits
;
see lieng.

As. Jour. 1891. But enough, though much more could be

said, of Bud, Bud-ii-r, or Madra.

I would not have said so much, but that the old deity

seems to confuse Archaeologists from Scandinavia to India

and China, and to vitiate many valuable papers and

researches. The old god is not seen by those who only

visit the town and city temples of great gods like

Yishnu, Siva, Indra, and other Bhagavatas, nor indeed, if

we search only in the chief shrines of villages
;
for he is not

now favoured, at least outwardly, by Pandits, Brahmans,

or even local Purohits or Pujaris; but will usually be found

by those who know him, lurking in some quiet nook close

by. His holy place is the family niche or Leva takht in

hut or humble cottage; and there old and young cleanse,

decorate and worship him morn and eve. In native

states he is more prominent, and may be seen in corn-

fields, a cool corner of the cottage garden, or bye-path, to

house, door, or well, where the pious, and especially women

and children, may be seen sweeping and beflowering his

modest hypaethral shrines. He may be only “ the smooth

stone of the stream ” to which Isaiah says (Ivii. G) his

people gave meat and drink offerings, or the Bast or

Bashath HtJO, the Phenician Set, or Bdl Barith, or Latin

Jupiter Foederis
,
of Jeremiah xi. 13 and Judges viii.

;
but

he is still the Bud or Bod dearest of all gods to the

hearts of the peasants of Southern and Central India.

J. G. B. Foklong.
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6. The Author of the Kh al a sat-at-Taw a

r

i k

i

t

.

Pitfold, Shottermill
,
Surrey.

26th October, 1894.

Dear Sir,—It occurred to me that some information

about Sujan Singh, the author of the Khal&sat-at-Tawarikh,

might be obtained at Batala, his native place, and so I

wrote to the Deputy-Commissioner of Gurdaspur on the

subject. Through the courtesy of Mr. Renouf, the Officiating

Deputy-Commissioner, I have received a communication

from Qazi Tasaddaq Hussain, a resident of Batala, of which

the following is an extract :

—

“The compiler of the Khalasat-at-Taw&rikh, Sujan Singh,

was by caste a dhir khatri, and was a resident of Batala,

in the Gurdaspur district. lie lived in the time of Alamgir

Aurangzib, and was employed under various Amirs of the

Chagatai family as their munshi or secretary. The

Khalasat-at-Tawarikh was compiled by him in 1107 Hijra.

Among: his writings there is also a book called Khalasat-

al-Insha, in which he describes the art of polite writing.

This was written in 1105 Hijra. Some people also call

him Sujan Rai, but in both books he signs himself Sujan

Singh Dhir. He was not a Kanungo. The above in-

formation is derived from his books, for the inhabitants

of Batala of the dhir caste know nothing about him.”

Yours sincerely,

H. Beveridge.

Erratum.

On page 865 of the Journal (October, 1894), line 16,

for “buried” read “burned.”
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(October, November, December, 1894.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

13/A November, 1894.—Lord Reay (President) in the

Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. C. H. Wylde,

Munshi Debiprasad,

Mr. J. McCrone Douie, I.C.S.,

Mr. E. D. Maclagan, I.C.S.,

Mr. Manmatha Nath Dutt,

Mr. E. Rose, I.C.S.,

Mr. H. Nelson Wright, I.C.S.,

Colonel G. A. Jacob,

Mr. E. D. Ross,

Mr. F. A. Coleridge, I.C.S.,

Professor James Gray,

Mr. A. J. May,

had been elected members of the Society.

Professor Legge read a paper on “ The Li Sao Poem
and its Author,” which was followed by a short discussion,

in which Mr. Allen, Mr. Ferguson, General Alexander,

and Mr. Tseng took part.

Dr. G. A. Grierson also read a paper on “ The Stress-

Accent in Modern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars.” Professor

Biihler and Sir Raymond West took part in the discussiou.

(Both papers appear in the present issue.)
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11 th December, 1894.—Sir Raymond West, K.C.I.E., in

the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. C. A. Fox,

Mr. E. D. H. Fraser,

had been elected members of the Society.

Dr. Th. Bloch read a paper on “ An Unpublished Yalabhi

Copper- plate Grant,” followed by a few remarks by Professor

Bendall and Sir Raymond West. The paper will appear

in the April number.

II. Obituary Notices.

Dr. Terrien de Lacouperie .—We deeply regret to announce

the death of Dr. Terrien de Lacouperie, which occurred at

his residence, 1-36, Bishop’s Road, Fulham, on October 11th,

of typhoid fever. Dr. de Lacouperie was born in

Normandy, and was educated with the view of his entering

into commercial life. For some years he was associated

with the house of business with which his father and

brothers were connected, but his real interests were centred

in linguistic studies. To these he devoted every moment

of the spare time at his disposal, and in 1867 he published

a work on the subject entitled “ Du Langage,” which, at

the time, attracted considerable attention. As he advanced

in his studies his desire grew to get as far back as possible

in the history of languages, and he began with an investi-

gation into the most archaic forms of the Chinese characters.

About this time George Smith, following in the footsteps

of Sir Henry Rawlinson, and assisted by the discovery of

the library at Nineveh, was throwing open wide the doors

of Babylonian learning. It had already been conjectured

by several writers that there might be some connection

between the civilization of China and Babylonia, but no

substantial evidence had been adduced in support of the

theory. This conjecture may have suggested to Dr. de

Lacouperie the advisability of making a scientific investi-
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gation into the subject. But however that may be, lie

took up the comparative study of the languages and civili-

zation of China and Babylonia, with learned zeal. For

years lie pursued the subject, neglecting everything else,

and at length was able to establish identities sufficientlyO "

numerous and striking to convince any but the most

sceptical of the very close relationship, both as regards

their civilization and written characters, which existed

between the peoples of the two areas in ancient times. In

1879 he settled in London, and in the following year

published a pamphlet entitled “ The Early History of the

Chinese Civilization,” in which he gathered up the proofs

which he accumulated in support of his theory.

While prosecuting these researches he was attracted to

the oldest book of the Chinese, “The Book of Changes.”

'This work had been a hopeless puzzle to all those—natives

as well as foreigners—who had attempted to explain it.

Guided by a scholarly instinct Dr. de Lacouperie perceived

that the basis of that work consisted of fragmentary notes

of an early age, mostly of a lexical character
;

that the

original meaning to be placed upon them had been lost

;

and that they bore a close resemblance to the so-called

syllabaries of Chaldea. Following up these clues he gained

so clear au insight into it that he might almost have said

with Merlin :

—

“ 0 ay ! it is but twenty pages long,

But every page having au ample marge,

And every square of text an awful charm,

Writ in a language that has long gone by,

So long, that mountains have arisen since

With cities on their flanks
;

And every margin scribbled, crost, and cramm’d

With comment, densest condensation, hard

To mind and eye
;
but the long sleepless nights

Of my long life have made it easy to me.”

On this subject he contributed several papers to the pages
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of this Journal, in which he gave translations of some of

the chapters of this difficult book
;
and if his life had been

prolonged he would no doubt have completed the translation

of the entire work. With the same erudition and literary

insight he made a comparative study of the languages of

earlier Asia generally, and twice was presented by the

“ Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres” with the

Prix Julien for the best works of the year on China.

In 1884 Dr. de Lacouperie was appointed Professor of

Comparative Philology applied to the languages of South-

eastern Asia, at University College.

Among his best known works were the following :

—

“ Catalogue of Chinese Coins in the British Museum.”

Yol. I. 1892.

“ Les Langues de la Chine avant les Chinois.” 1888.

“The Oldest Book of the Chinese, the Ykking, and its

Authors.” 1892.

“The Western Origin of the Early Chinese Civilization.”

1894.

He was also Editor of the Babylonian and Oriental

Record. R K D

James Darmesteter .—It is hardly six months since the

Council—one of the Honorary Members of the Society,

Dr. A. Sprenger, of Heidelberg, being dead—recommended
“ that the vacancy thus occasioned should be filled up by

the election of Mons. James Darmesteter, the distinguished

Professor of Persian at the College de France, and Secretary

of the Soci£t4 Asiatique. As the members of the Society

will be aware, Mons. Darmesteter is the greatest living

authority on Zoroastrian literature, and is distinguished not

only for his wide philological knowledge in that and other

fields, but also for his thorough grasp of historical criticism,

and for his mastery of style and power of exposition. It

will also be a peculiar pleasure to this Society to be able

to confer an honour upon a scholar who adds to his other

attainments a very deep and sympathetic acquaintance with

English literature.”
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Darmesteter is no more : a short illness at Maisons-Lafitte

has broken, on the 29th of November, 1894, the thin thread

which united this vast intellect to his weak frame.

James Darmesteter was the son of a bookbinder of

Chateau-Salins, where he was born the 28th March, 1849.

His elder brother was the well-known philologist, Arsene

Darmesteter, who died on the 16th November, 1888. Who
could then predict the brilliant scientific career of the poor

Jewish artisan’s sons ? Though for both, life was cut short

in the forties— that is, at the height of mental activity—their

failing health could hardly have permitted us to hope that,

brief though it was, their earthly career should have run so

long. In fact, Darmesteter’s life was a long struggle of mind

against matter, of brain against body, of high intellectual

attainment against physical deformity. He went through the

regular course of studies in Paris; a student at the Lycee

Condorcet, where he carried off, in 1866, the prix d’honneur

de rhetorique at the Concours general
;
he graduated in

letters and in sciences as a bachelor, then as a licentiate in

letters (1868) and at law (1870) ;
he took the degree of

Doctor in Letters in 1877, with a thesis on the Iranian

dualism of Ormazd and Ahriman. 1 Michel Breal and the

much-regretted Abel Bergaigne were his first masters, and

the former has paid a most graceful tribute to his memory
in Le Temps of 2nd November, 1894. His first essays

were devoted to the language and literature of ancient

Persia. 2

1 “ Ormazd et Ahriman, leurs origines et leur histoire,” par J. Darmesteter.
8vo. Paris, 1877.—In the Bibliotheque de VEcole des h antes etudes. Sciences

philologiques et historiques, fasc. xxix.
“ De verbo latino dare.”
2 “ Hauwatat et Ameretat, essai sur la mythologie de l’Avesta.” 8vo. Paris,

1875..—In the Bibliotheque de VEcole des hautes etudes. Sciences philologiques

et historiques, fasc. xxiii.

“Notes sur quelques expressions zendes.” 8vo. pp. 17.—Extrait des
Memoi res de la Societe de Linguistique, tome ii. fascicule 4.

“ E tudes iraniennes,” par James Darmesteter. Tome premier r Etudes sur la

gramma ire histoiique de la langue persane. 8vo. Paris, F. Vieweg, 1883.

—

Tome second, premiere partie : Melanges iraniens. Ibid. 8vo. 1883.

—

Seconde partie : Traductions indigenes du Khorda Avista. Ibid. 8vo. 1883.

—

Dedicated to Adolphe Regnier. Contains the grammar from the time of the
Achemenides to our days

;
it is a revised edition of a paper which obtained,
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Appointed in 1877 a teacher of Zend at the Ecole des

Hautes Etudes, Darmesteter obtained at last, on the 23rd

January, 1885, a situation where his talent could find

a suitable field of action by his nomination to the chair

of Persian Language and Literature at the College de

France. A sudden death had carried away and cut off,

in the prime of life, the young and already celebrated

Arabic Professor, Stanislas Guyard
;

the Persian Professor

Barbier de Meynard, Hon. Member R.A.S., being transferred

to the vacant chair, Darmesteter took his place. Darmesteter

delivered his opening lecture on the 16th April, 1885 : it

is a general survey of the history of Persia, which embraces

history, religion, literature. 1 A few weeks before, on the

28th February, 1885, he gave at the Sorbonne, before the

Scientific Association of France, a paper on the “ Mahdi,

from the beginning of Islam to our day.” 2

In order to complete his researches he visited India, where

he resided from February, 1886, to February, 1887—about

eleven months—of which he spent three at Bombay, seven

at Peshawar and Hazara, the few remaining weeks being

spent travelling from Bombay to the Punjab, from the Punjab

in 1881, the Volney Prize at the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.

The other papers were first pnblished in the Revue Critique, and in the Jremoires
de la Sociele de Linguistique.

“ L’ apocalypse persane de Daniel,” par James Darmesteter.
(
Melanges

Renter. Pp. 405-420. Paris, 1886.)

“Les Origines de la Poesie persane,” par M. J. Darmesteter. 12mo.

pp. 89. Paris, Ernest Leroux, 1887.—Vol. liii. of the Ribliotheque orientate

elzivirienne.

“The Origin of Persian Poetry,” translated from the French of Professor

J. Darmesteter hy Masarivhnji T'ramj i Tamboli.—8vo. pp. 40. Bombay:
printed at the Voice of India Printing-Press, 1888.

Preface :

‘ ‘ The following pages, the original French of which appeared in

the evening issues of the Journal des Debats of the 20th, 21st, and 24th April,

1886, were published in parts in the India Spectator , some time back.”
“La fleche de Nemrod en Perse et en Chine,” par M. J. Darmesteter.

(Journ. Asiat. 8e ser. v. Fevr., Mars, Avril, 1885, pp. 220-228.)
“ Points de contact entre le Mahabharata et le Shah-Nameh.” {Ibid. x.

p. 6.)
“ l’rophetes d’Israel.” 8vo. Paris, Levy, 1892.
1 “ Coup d’oeil sur l’histoire de la Perse,” par James Darmesteter, Professeur

au College de France. 12mo. pp. 67. Paris, Ernest Leroux, 1885.—Vol. xliv.

of the Ribliotheque orientate elzivirienne.
2 “ Le Mahdi, depuis les origines de l’lslam jusqu’a nos jours,” par James

Darmesteter, Professeur au College de France. 12mo. pp. 120. Paris, Ernest

Leroux, 1885.—Yol. xliii. of the Ribliotheque orientate elzivirienne.
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to Calcutta, and thence to Bombay. In the latter place lie

was warmly received by the Parsi community, which, indeed,

is never backward in welcoming distinguished foreigners.

At a meeting in the Bai Bhikaiji Shapurji Bengali Parsi

Girls’ School, Fort, presided over by Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy,

Bart., C.S.I., Danuesteter delivered a lecture on the place of

Parsi-ism in History. 1 His experiences of India have been

embodied in a volume, 2 dedicated to Lord Reay, Governor

of Bombay, and to Lady Reay. lie brought back with him

fresh materials for his great translation of the Avesta, a

capital work on the popular literature of the Afghans, 3 and

sundry Notes which appeared at intervals, chiefly in the

Journal Asiatique .
4

When Adolphe Regnier died (20th Oct. 1884), Ernest

Renan succeeded him as president of the Societe Asiatique

;

the secretaryship left vacant by the illustrious author of

the “Life of Jesus,” fell into the good hands of Darmesteter.

As such he had to write the yearly reports of the progress

of Oriental studies, which had done so much for the fame

of Jules Mold and Ernest Renan. It is not saying a little

that he showed himself worthy of his predecessors, and that

the notice he read on the life and labours of Ernest Renan

at the Societe Asiatique, on the 22nd of June, 1893, is

second to none of the best pages of the great philosopher.5

1 “Parsi-ism: its Place in History.” A lecture delivered at Bombay by
Professor James Darmesteter. Svo. pp. 32. Bombay : Printed at the Voice

of India Printing-Press, 1887.
2 “ Lettres sur l’lnde. A la frontiere afghane,” par James Darmesteter.

12mo. pp. xxix. and 355. Paris, A. Lemerre, 1888.
3 “Chants populaires des Afghans, recueillis,” publics et traduits par J.

Darmesteter, precedes d’une introduction sur la langue, l’histoire, et la litterature

des Afghans. Svo. 1890.
4 “Afghan Life in Afghan SoDgs.” (Reprinted from the Contemporary

Review, Oct. 1877.) Pamph. 8vo. pp. 24.—“Inscriptions de Caboul. Epitaphes
de l’Empereur Baber et d’autres princes mongols,” par M. J. Darmesteter.
(Extrait du Journal Asiatique.) Pamph. 8vo. pp. 15. Paris, Imp. nat. 1888:
these inscriptions were given to Darmesteter in 1886 by Col. Pratt, who had
them copied at Cabul in 1879.-—“La grande inscription de Gandahar,” par
M. James Darmesteter. (Extrait du Journal Asiatique.) 8vo. pp. 40.

Paris, Imp. nat. 1890.—“ Souvenirs bouddhistes sur 1’Afghanistan.” (Jour.

Asiat. 8 e ser. xv. p. 105.)
5 “Notice sur la vie et 1’ oeuvre de M. Renan,” par M. James Darmesteter.

Lue a la Seance annuelle de la Societe asiatique le 22 juin, 1893. (Extrait du
Journal Asiatique.) Pamph. 8vo. pp. 56. Paris, Imprimerie nationale, 1893.
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The field of Oriental studies was hardly large enough

for Darmesteter’ s activity. 1 If nature did not make an

orator of him, certainly with his pen Darmesteter had much

of the temper of a debater and of a polemist, and periodical

literature could not fail to fascinate him somewhat. For

several years he was one of the Editors of the Revue Critique

,

to which he gave a great many critical notices on works

like Spiegel’s “ Iranian Antiquity,” Delattre’s “ Peuple et

empire des Medes jusqu’a le fin du regne de Cyaxare,”

Oppert’s “ Peuple et langue des Medes,” Evers’ “ Avenement

de la puissance perse sous Cyrus,” Justi’s “ Histoire de la

Perse ancienne,” Noldeke’s “Histoire d’Ardeshir,” Keiper’s

“ Les Perses d’Eschyle,” Gibb’s “ Gudrun, Beowulf, and

Poland,” Shairp’s “Essays on Poetry,” Elze’s “Lord Byron,”

G. Herbert’s “The Temple,” etc. He made his debut on

the 16th August, 1882, in the Journal des Debats, to

which he contributed, besides his Oriental essays, a number

of articles on various subjects—“ Criticism,” “ Ireland,”

“Formosa,” 2 “India,” etc. His “Coup d’oeil sur l’histoire

du peuple juif,” published in the Nouvelle Revue, created

a stir by its warmth and its eloquence.3 When last year

Calmann Levy offered him and Louis Ganderax the editor-

ship of the Revue de Paris, I feel pretty sure that the great

publisher’s proposal gave satisfaction to a secret craving

of my late friend. Nor did he fail to take to heart his new

task, and to contribute himself to the new Review some

of the best papers which have appeared in its pages.

But the great work of his life was the translation of the

Avesta. When Prof. F. Max Muller undertook his col-

lection of the “Sacred Books of the East,” he entrusted

1 He has contributed to Cupitales du Monde, a handsome volume published

by Hachette, in 1892; edited anew edition of “Macbeth,” with a Commentary, etc.

2 “Annales de Formose.” Par James Darmesteter. (Journal des Lebats,

1884, Oct. 10, 20, et 21.)
3 Reprinted in : “Essais orientaux,” par James Darmesteter, “L’Orientalisme

en France.” “ Le Dieu supreme des Aryens,” “Les Cosmogonies Aryennes,”
“ Prolegomenes de l’histoire des religions,” “ Melanges de mythologie et de

linguistique,” “ La Legende d’Alexandre,” “ Coup d’ceil sur l’histoire du

peuple juif.” 8vo. pp. 279. Paris, A. Levy, 1883. (Dedicated to Ernest

Renan.)
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Darmesteter with Zoroastrian literature, and the result was

a translation of the Yendidad and the Sirozahs, Yasts, and

Nyayis; 1 the Ya^na and the Gathas being left out. Urged

in 1884 by Max Muller to complete his translation,

Darmesteter, thinking himself unprepared for the task,

declined the offer
;

but after his journey to India, urged

by his wife, he resumed the work in 1888, and brought

it last year to a successful end. This translation of the

Zend - Avesta comprises three huge quarto volumes of

the “ Annales du Musee Guiraet” 2
;

it is Darmesteter’s

magnum opus, and this very year the Acadeinie des In-

scriptions et Belles-Lettres awarded it the prize of twenty

thousand francs.

I suppose that the biographer was thinking of this work

when, writing about Darmesteter in the Athenaeum (No. 3496,

Oct. 27th, 1894), he said: “In him was realized the perfect

ideal of scholarship, that happy blending of profound

learning, daring originality, and transparent clearness of ex-

pression which, save for rare exceptions, France alone seems

able to produce; and by his premature death science has

suffered a loss which may well be called irreparable.” This,

his last great labour, seems to have exhausted his feeble

constitution.

Darmesteter had married a graceful English lady, Miss

Mary Robinson, well known for her poetical talent, and so far

versed in French literature as to be able to give us a new
book on the famous chronicler Froissart. 3 The last years

of the life of Darmesteter passed away in the happiness

1 “ The Sacred Books of the East,” edited by F. Max Muller. Yols. iv. and
xxiii. “The Zend-Avesta.” Part i. The Yendidad; Part ii. The Sirozahs,

Yasts, and Nyavis. Translated by James Darmesteter. Two vols. 8vo.
2 “ Annales du Musee Guimet. —“Le Zend-Avesta, traduction nouvelle avec

commentaire historique et pliilologique,” par James Darmesteter, Professeur au
College de France. Three vols. 4to. Paris, Ernest Leroux, 1892-1893 :

I. La Liturgie (Yasna et Yispered) ; II. La Loi (Yendidad). L’Epopee (Yashts).

Le Livre de priere (Khorda Avesta). III. Origines de la litterature et de la

religion zoroastriennes. Appendice a la traduction de 1’Avesta (fragments des
Hasks perdus et index).

s “ Les grands ecrivains franqais—Froissart,” par Mary Darmesteter. 8vo.

pp. 174. Paris, Hachette, 1894. Also “ Marguerites du temps passe.” 12mo.
1892.
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of a cheerful home, and his death has left a bereaved and

broken-hearted widow. Indeed, France has lost a profound

scholar, with a touch of genius.

Henri Cordier.
Paris, 21th November, 1894.

III. Notices of Books.

Chrestomathia Baidawiana, the Commentary of El-

BaidawT on Sura III. Translated and explained for

the use of Students of Arabic by D. S. Margoliouth,

M.A. Pp. xvi. and 216. London: Luzac & Co., 1894.

This book is as scholarly as it is useful. Al-Baidawi’s

work, although not one of the easiest, is one of the most

popular commentaries of the Qoran, and should be read by

every student of Arabic. Of particular importance are the

numerous grammatical annotations which give the beginner

an insight into the method of the Arabic national gram-

marians, and which form an excellent preparatory study

for the perusal of these works in the original. The rather

concise scholia also form a good introduction, not onljr into

the criticism of the Qoriin, but in particular into the early

history of Moslim dogmas and the development of the sects.

Prof. Margoliouth chose Sura iii., which, although one

of the longest, is not so tedious as Sura ii., and is of great

interest from theological, polemical, and historical points

of view. A selection of smaller Suras, representing the

chief phases of the Qoran, would perhaps have been more

commendable, but this unimportant circumstance in no way

diminishes the value of the book. The translation also of

the text of the Qoran is thoroughly original and clear.

The introduction and the remarks in particular, which form

one-third of the book, show how well Mr. Margoliouth has

mastered the immense literatures of Moslim Tradition,

Grammar, and Kalam.
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The Ash'arite views of Al-Baidawl are continually per-

ceptible in opposition to those of the Mu'tazilites, especially

Zamakhsharl, although he largely depends on the latter’s

Kashshdf. Prof. Margoliouth has not failed to call atten-

tion to this in the preface as well as in his notes. Al-

Baidawfs criticism of the Mu'tazilite doctrines is not very

sharp, but it is hardly probable that he “by oversight” or

“ unthinkingly ” should have allowed these to appear in

his commentary (see remm. 41, 130, 236, 418, 619, 634),

as he visibly inclines towards allegorical interpretation.

Instances of this are his explanations of v. 5 (see Slmh-

rastani, ed. Cureton, p. 76), and the tradition connected with

v. 6, that Muhammad said : The heart of man is between the

two fingers of the Merciful. Al-Baidawl gives an allegorical

explanation which Al-Ash'arl (Shahrastani, p. 72) un-

mistakably rejects.

With respect to the meaning of TTanlf, Mr. Margoliouth

seems to favour Sprenger’s explanation, but the latter’s

theorv of the Hanyferei is entirely unfounded. The simple

negative meaning of the word is not only given at the

verse in which it occurs (60), but also by Al-BaidawT.

There is nothing to support the view of the existence of

a sect of Hanifs.

It was a happy thought of the author to append the

collation of the Constantinople edition of 1303 II. with

that by Fleischer, whereby the purchase of copies of the

book for students is greatly facilitated. The perusal of

Professor Margoliouth’s latest book thus affords pleasure

from beginning to end.

H. Hikschfeld.

UnTERSUCHUNGEN TJEBEK DIE ’AdDAD AUF GrUXD VON
Stellen in altarabischen Dichxern von Friedrich

Giese, Dr.phil. Pp. 59. Berlin : S. Calvary & Co.,

1894.

The importance of this little book lies in the author’s

endeavour to restrict the number of recognized adclad
,

i.e.
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Arabic words which embrace two opposite meanings. "Words

of the same kind can be traced in other languages, par-

ticularly in the different dialects. The circumstance that

the Arabs alone have produced a literature on the subject

is due to scholastic mannerism rather than to a true com-

prehension of the structure of their language, although

the lexicographical value of the works in question is con-

siderable. Dr. Giese has founded his researches on the

only book existing in print on the subject, viz Al-Anbari’s

Kitab-ul-addad (ed. Houtsma), and also on the dissertation

of Redslob based upon it. He examines only those addad

agreed upon by both authors and which he has found in

old Arabic poems. He displays great discrimination with

excellent results, and if of the long list given by Redslob

he can only establish twenty-two, this is a gain rather

than otherwise. Even those might be further restricted

if we knew more of the original meanings of Arabic roots.

Certainly the enormous difficulties encountered in the

endeavour to master the old Arabic poets render them a

somewhat precarious means of elucidating words of doubtful

sense, especially as poetic licence with regard to synonyms

is unlimited. The method employed by Dr. Giese in the

classification of those addad which he admits, is no doubt

very appropriate, but in some instance they can hardly be

regarded as convincing. This e.g. is the case with JA*

(p. 20 sq.), the original meaning of which, to stand upright
,

is applicable in most of the verses quoted. In Tar. 13, 1,

the Bemaler is, to say the least, doubtful. The verse

Zuh. 17, 3 should be translated: “Asma has a mansion in

Alghamrain standing upright like the (letters of) writing,”

etc. Finally the translation of Hud. 273, 53 is unsatis-

factory. I think it should be :
“ The she-camel stretched

out her forelegs trying to escape, whilst heavily laden with

(skins of) water, behind pathless hilly tracts (which she has

in front of her).”

In the quotations where is said to occur in contrast-

ing significations the word shouting answers the purpose, as

the reader is guided by the context
;

this, however, cannot
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be reckoned ns a didd. The same also holds good for other

examples, which I therefore pass over, and will only notice

a few more details. The translation of the verse, Ham.

504, 1 (p. 10) .... eticas ver/oren, das absehbar ror mir Ue<jt

,

is not intelligible. The right translation is given by

Rueekert, ii. p. 8. As to trifle, see the Divan of Ilassan

b. Thabit, ed. Tunis, p. 92, 1. 9. Dr. Giese’s remarks on

jus are of course just; in Qoriin ii. 24 it certainly means

above, although not, as he thinks, signifying a greater

degree of diminutiveness. For the subjects of many of

the parables dispersed over a large part of the Qoran,

Mohammed chose animals and even those of the lower

orders, e.g. spider (xxix. 40), camel (vii. 38), dog (ib

.

175),

and again, later on, the ass (lxii. 5). The verse in question

is directed against possible criticism of Allah’s custom

of attaching revelations to the habits of low animals.

Mohammed, therefore, says :
“ Allah is not ashamed of

employing as the subject of a parable a gnat, aud what is

above it (larger animals),” etc.

We must also not omit to note that the philosophical

side of the question of addad is very adroitly treated, and

particularly pleasing is the rectification of the erroneous

theories of Abel, whose uncritical list is misleading. Dr.

Giese’s style is rather involved, but otherwise we are

indebted to him for his clever researches.

H. Hirschfeld.

The Seven Poems Suspended in the

Temples at Mecca. Translated from the Arabic by

Captain F. E. Johnson, R.A., with an Introduction

by Shaikh Faizullabhai, B.A., Fellow of the

University of Bombay, Head-Master Anjuman-i-Islam

Schools, Author of “ The Moslem Present.” Pp. xxiii.

and 238. London : Luzac & Co., 1894.

The scientific spirit in which this edition was undertaken

can be judged from the title, and still better from the

j.r.a.s. 1895. 15
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introduction, in which (p. xi.), with much complacency, the

fable of these poems having been woven in gold and

suspended in the Ka‘ba, is revived—a fable, the absurdity

of which was finally demonstrated as much as thirty years

ago by Noeldeke (Beitraege zur Kenntniss der Poesie der

alten Araber, p. xvii. sqq.). The introduction gives further

“ an outline of the characteristic features of the poems,

with an exposition of the points of similarity and difference”;

but the attempt at a critical treatment is limited to the

remark in the preface—written by Captain Johnson—that

“ lines which have been found in some copies and not in

others are marked with asterisks.” This is rather in-

adequate
;

also the sources drawn upon are not mentioned.

References to the works of European scholars on the subjects

are likewise sought for in vain. Each poem is preceded

by a very short biographical account of the poet, as well

as by an exposition of its metre and the respective modifi-

cation with an explanation of the technical terms. To

mark the rhythm all the first verses are divided by per-

pendicular lines, but soon the first shows inaccuracies. The

text of the verses is almost completely vocalized. In the

annotations, to which Shaikh Faizullabhai also contributed,

a limited number of different readings is given, but without

reference to their authorities. In the translation appended

to each verse additional words are printed in italics. In

the text of Imru’ulqais, of which I examined a part, in

v. 2 is to be read
,
in v. 6 on account of

the metre. The translation is, on the whole, reliable if we

overlook occasional inaccuracies. The print is small and

not very distinct. This rather primitive edition can scarcely

be recommended to European students, unless in conjunction

with a more critical work or under the guidance of an

experienced teacher.

H. Hirschfeld.
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Dr. H. Stumme. Tripoutanisch-Tunisische Beduinen-

lieder. Pp. xii. + 153. Leipzig, 1894.

The author, who has made his mark by the publication

of North African Arabic tales, gives a further instalment

of the rich materials collected in the same province. He
publishes here for the first time a number of popular songs

gathered from the Bedouins of Tunis, with a phonetic

transcription and German translation. In an interesting

introduction, Dr. Stumme discusses these poems from

various points of view—the philological, psychological, and

metrical. It is a valuable contribution towards the

knowledge of those dialects, and throws light upon modern

vulgar Arabic poetry. We obtain a clear insight into the

life of the Bedouins of North Africa as depicted in their

poetical productions. In order to enhance the philological

value of his publications, Dr. Stumme has added (pp.

135-153) a glossary of the words contained in the “ tales
”

and now in the “songs.”

M. Gaster.

v

Elf St'Ccke im Silha-Dialect von Tazerwalt, von Dr.

H ans Stumme {Extract from the Journal of the German

Oriental Society). 8vo. pp. 28. Leipzig, 1894.

Th ese Eleven Pieces in the Shilha-Dialect 1 of Tazerwalt

will be welcome to all students of the Berber language,

and also to folklorists. Besides some Yocabularies, we have

had in this peculiar dialect some texts with translations

published by the late Prof. F. TV. Newman and Prof.

Rene Basset, of Algiers. The original texts now published

appear in Roman characters, are as the author heard them

from the manager of a Moorish troup of acrobats at Dresden,

and are followed by an accurate translation in German.

The author’s system of transliteration differs widely from

the system adopted by the French school; it is undoubtedly

1
Cf. R. N. Cust, A Sketch of the Modern Languages of Africa, i. pp. 113, 114.
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more scientific. As far as the consonants are concerned,

this system is nearly satisfactory : the judicious use of

diacritical signs avoids such objectionable double consonants

as sh, kh, th ; the author distinguishes carefully the vowels

i and u from the consonants j (English y) and w, and he

rightly writes Tdzerioalt where French scholars write

Tazroualt. Perhaps I should object to the system of

amalgamating words without any regard to etymology,

and, above all, to the somewhat exaggerated number of

vocalic sounds : this is rather calculated to puzzle many
readers, as it must be feared that too much accuracy in

that respect may cause confusion. Nevertheless, we must

thank Dr. Stumme for his careful exertions in this field : it

is a beginning full of promise, and I hope the series will

be continued.

Th. G. de G.

Histoire d’Eskender, t/'Amda-Seyon II. ET de Na’od,

Rois d’Ethiopie, Texte ethiopien inedit et Traduction,

par M. Jules Perruchon
(
Extract from the Asiatic

Journal of Paris). 8vo. pp. 52. Paris, 1894.

The publication of such interesting texts, with com-

mentaries and translations, is calculated to give us more

and more insight into the ancient and once so mysterious

history of Ethiopia, as well as to further promote the

knowledge of the Ethiopian language. I have had already

the opportunity of pointing out the author’s exertions in

this field, and he must be warmly congratulated upon this

new production, the value of which is much enhanced by

the foot-notes he has contributed to it : besides the texts

and translations previously mentioned by me, I must notice

here the Vie de Lalibala
,

roi d'Ethiopie (one vol., Algiers),

text and translation from a MS. in the British Museum.

Tii. G. de G.
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Les Apocrtphes ethiopikns, traduits en francais par

Rene Basset. IV. (Les legendes de S. Tertag et de

S. Sousnyos). 8vo. pp. 42. Paris, 1894.

This new series consists, perhaps, of the most interesting

texts yet published : the learned author’s introduction forms

by itself a complete paper of high value, and, as usual,

the whole is illustrated by numerous bibliographical and

other notes.

I may mention here that Prof. Rene Basset has been

promoted lately to the Directorship of the Ecole superieure

des lettres of Algiers, the well-deserved reward of a

comparatively short but very efficient literary career : his

numerous friends have warmly applauded the action thus

taken by the French Minister of Public Instruction.

Th. G. de G.

La Bord.ah du Chf.ikh Er. Bousiri, traduite et coramentee

par Rene Basset. 12mo. pp. xxviii. and 136. Paris:

E. Leroux, 1894.

This well-known work, in its new shape, assumes a higher

value than ever, from the introduction and commentaries

added to the translation by Prof. Rene Basset. What was

merely a poem, relating the main facts of Mohammed’s life

and giving a summary of the Mussulman creed, becomes

thus a highly interesting contribution to the historical

growth of religions. The following quotation from the

introduction will explain the learned author’s point of

view :
“ A l’origine, Mohammed n’avait guere connu le

Christianisme que par les sectes heretiques et les evangiles

apocryphes
;

le Judaisme par l’aggada plutot que par la

Bible : en se developpant, la theologie Musulmane, plus au

courant du Christianisme, tendit a en rapprocher de plus en

plus le fondateur de l’lslam et a attribuer a celui-ci les

miracles qui devaient le rendre au moins l’egal de Jesus.

Cette deviation de l’idee reelle qu’on avait du Prophete

commenca de bonne heure, et ne fit que s’accroitre avec

le temps. De la, les prodiges caiques sur ceux que
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rapportaient les evangiles et qui sont en opposition com-

plete avec les sentiments de Mohammed.”
Th. G. de G.

Porta linguarum orientalium, vols. xiv. and xv.

iEGYPTISCHE GRAMMATIK, MIT SCHRIFTTAFEL, LlTTERATUR,

LeSESTUCKEN, UND WoRTERVERZEICHNIS, VOn ADOLF
Erman. Small 8vo. pp. xvi., 200 and 70. Berlin,

London, and New York, 1894.

Koptische Grammatik, mit Chrestomathie, Worterver-

ZEICHNIS, UND LlTTERATUR, YOn GeORG StEINDORFF.

Small 8vo. pp. xviii., 220 and 94.

These valuable Handbooks are, as usual, complete,

accurate, and practical
;
but in this peculiar case they are

not, and could not be, independent, as each of them explains

and completes the other
;

hence numerous and necessary

references from one to the other. As there is already an

English translation of the Egyptian Handbook, we must hope

that the Coptic Handbook will soon appear in an English

translation.

Th. G. de G.

Bibliothek der Sprachkunde, yoI. xlii.

Theoretisch-praktische Grammatik der Annamitischen

Sprache, von A. Dirr. Post 8vo. pp. xiv. and 164.

Wien : A. Hartleben, 1894.

This new Handbook is based on the best French works

published in France and Cochin China during the last thirty

years : it is invaluable for those who, not being well

acquainted with French, are acquainted with German, as

no such treatise exists in English. The book consists of

a theoretical part, an extensive and clear practical part,

a chrestomathy, an Annamese-German Vocabulary, a note

on the Sinico-Annamese writing, a collection of proverbs

and idiomatic expressions, and some tables of characters

:

from this it will be seen that the compiler has done his

best to give a complete handbook, and, indeed, he has

marvellously succeeded in his endeavour.

Th. G. de G.
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I)er arahische Diaeekt der Houwara des AVad Sus

in Marokko, von A. Socin und Dr. H. Stumme.

Large 8vo. pp. 144. Leipzig : S. Hirzel, 1894.

The Ilouwara (Llp>) are a tribe scattered through many

places in North Africa : whether they are genuine Arabs,

as they claim to be, or Arabic-speaking Berbers, is still an

unascertained fact. Physically, they rather appear to be of

Berber descent ;
but the fact that, although they live in

the middle of Berber populations, they speak Arabic, is very

perplexing, and I will not attempt to settle this question.

The Houwara, whose peculiar dialect is here illustrated,

inhabit the tract of land known as Wad Sus, in South

Morocco : they form a linguistic islaud surrounded by

Shilha populations, thus preserving their Arabic in the

middle of Berber-speaking people
;

they enjoy a very bad

reputation, so bad that a poet has said :
“ With all Moslims

there is something good, only with the Houwara there is

nothing.” The learned compilers of the texts now published

intend to give a complete grammatical account of the

dialect spoken by these Houwara : their vocabulary is very

interesting, as it contains many words little known or even

quite unknown
;

as a phonetical peculiarity, I may note

here the very frequent vanishing of the short vowels. The

texts, which consist chiefly of popular tales, have been

obtained from a young Houwara, who had just come from

his native country to perform in a Moorish troup of acrobats

at Dresden. It appears that it was not an easy task to

extract any linguistic information from this young rascal

:

when asked to translate into his vernacular the sentence

“ Mustapha has done this and that,” he invariably

answered :
“ I do not know any Mustapha ”

;
when asked

to translate “ I am dead,” he answered :
“ No, I am not

dead.” But the more difficult the task, the more we must

commend the skill and sagacity of the compilers, who
have succeeded in giving to linguists and folklorists a most

interesting collection of tales with an accurate translation.

Th. G. de G.
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A Kannada-English Dictionary. By Rev. F. Kittel.

Basel Mission Press, Mangalore, 1894.

Students of the South Indian languages will welcome

the completion of this work, which has been in hand for

upwards of fifteen years. During that time inquiry has

not been at a standstill. On the contrary, the period

has been one of unusual activity in researches into the

literature of Karnataka, the antiquity and extent of which

have been hitherto but imperfectly known or recognized.

Much new and valuable information has thus come to

light, even while this work was in progress, and indications

may be discerned of something like a revival of Kannada

learning. These circumstances, while they made the want

of a good dictionary more generally felt, also perhaps

placed the undertaking at some disadvantage in having

to keep in sight an extending horizon.

The first dictionary of the language was the work of

the Rev. W. Reeve, begun at Bellary in 1817 and published

in Madras in 1832. This was superseded by the more

portable edition published by the Rev. D. Sanderson at

Bangalore in 1858, now long out of print. The present

work therefore fills up a void. It is a bulky volume of

1752 pages. But the increase in size is greatly due to

an admirable feature by which it is distinguished from

its predecessors, and which at once places it above them.

This is the introduction of numerous examples as to the

uses and meanings of the words, with references to

the authorities from which the quotations are taken. Had
this system been carried out with the same completeness

in regard to all the works made use of in compilation,

the dictionary would have gone far towards attaining the

goal of perfection which nothing human seems destined

actually to reach. But in the case of a considerable

number of the books consulted by him, the author states

that the words they contain have been only partially

indexed, time not allowing of his doing more. This, how-

ever, though simply noticed here as a ground of deficiency,
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is not such as to impair the utility of the work for general

use. We may therefore pass on to express approval of

another important feature, namely, the reference to cognate

words existing in the other South Indian languages, a

mode of illustration which often casts a valuable light in

bringing out the meanings they have in common. The

printing of leading words in prominent type is also to be

commended.

The works consulted in preparing the verbal lists no

doubt include most of those that are indispensable for the

undertaking, but the utility seems questionable of a

reliance on certain of those enumerated written in the

modern dialect. The author was naturally desirous of

adapting his work for use in all the countries in which

the language is current, and to make it not only of classical

and literary value, but practically useful in the ordinary

transactions of life. And w’e are, indeed, led to suppose

that in early times the purest form of the language was

spoken and written in parts of the so-called South Mahratta

country, or districts contiguous to it, more properly con-

stituting and officially recognized as the Karnataka Plant,

but the vicissitudes of the recent past have, it is to be

feared, led to such a predominance of Mahratti that the

Kannada element in use is now far from what is reckoned

as pure by the best authorities. Hence it is a doubtful

proceeding, in the interests of the language, to give

prominence and status to a so-called South Mahratta

Kannada as distinguished from the general body of the

language. In typography the necessity has been recognized

of restoring characteristic obsolete letters, which have gone

out of use partly, perhaps, through the fashion of printing-

presses, but which are essential for the correct rendering

of the language. A similar endeavour should be made

to recall the verbal forms to the standard of the purity and

elegance of the best age. Had less value been attached to

certain of these modern works, more room would have

been found for examples of the true classical period.

Xor must we be misled by the term Ancient Kannada,
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or Hala Kannada, as if it denoted what is out of date
;

for, as Bishop Caldwell says, “classical Canarese is usually

called ‘ Old Canarese,’ but it may more properly be regarded

neither as new nor as old, but simply as the language of

Canarese literature, seeing that it is the language in wdiich

literary compositions seem always to have been written.”

Thus the importance of the grammatical work of Uripatunga

cannot in future be ignored. And though the earliest

authors are known to us only by name at present, the

writings of Gunavarmma, Ponna, Ranna, and others are

available and should undoubtedly find a place in the list

of authorities consulted, together with all ancient nighantus

or vocabularies devoted to the Kannada language itself.

This course would be found to supply certain omissions

that have been noted, principally of words occurring in

poetry.

To make room for additional genuine terms of the

language it would be no disadvantage to cut down the

number of Sanskrit words introduced. The proportion of

Sanskrit to be admitted to a work of this kind must

always be a matter of doubt and discretion. But pure

ordinary Sanskrit expressions, such as dirghakala and others

that might be quoted, used in no special or different sense

from the direct and plain meaning of the words in their

own language, seem out of place in a dictionary of

Kannada .
1

The matters pointed out, however, are such as can easily

he remedied in another edition. On the whole nothing

but praise is due for the laborious and conscientious

manner in which the work has been compiled. The

printing and get-up well sustain the reputation of the

Basel Mission Press at Mangalore.

A few words may perhaps be permitted in conclusion

on the name of the language. Mr. Kittel’s return to

1 The extent to which Dravidian words have been adopted into Sanskrit is

a Subject on which Mr. Kittel has laid some stress, and a list of 420 such words

is given, hut our limits do not allow of more than a mere mention of the matter

here in passing.
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Kannada, the genuine and actual form, is to be applauded,

and is worthy of support by the learned world. The

time seems now to have come when the use of the hybrid

term “ Canarese,” derived, it is believed, from the Portuguese

Canary's, and which the authorities attempt to make more

correct by spelling it “ Kanarese,” should be given up,

certainly by scholars and learned institutions. The other

South Indian languages—Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Tulu

—

are called by their right names, recognizable as such by

the natives who speak them
;
whereas Kannada, a word

which presents no difficulty in pronunciation, is not used

to designate the speech of which it is the name, and this

is called Canarese, a word significant of nothing at all

to the natives of the country.

The language is of much interest, being spoken by ten

millions or more of the inhabitants of India. The rising

importance of the State of Mysore, of which it is the

mother tongue, may lead to its wider spread. Its extensive

literature, but recently brought to light, will probably

occupy the attention of scholars more than in the past,

as being a depository of the doctrines of the Digambara

Jains and the Lingayts. The present seems, therefore, a

suitable opportunity in which a special effort may be

made to introduce the use of the right name—Kannada.

L. R.

A Grammar of the Persian Language, by John T.

Platts, Teacher of Persian in the University of

Oxford : Part I.—Accidence (London : Williams and

Korgate, 1894; pp. xii. and 344).

Mr. Platts has long been known, by his excellent edition

and translation of the Gulistan of Sa‘di, as well as by his

Urdu Grammar, as a careful and accurate scholar in the

Persian and Hindustani languages
;
and to his recently pub-

lished Persian Grammar (a book which deserves a cordial

welcome from all students of that tongue) no higher praise
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can be accorded than to say that it is in every way worthy

of his high reputation. Forbes’ Grammar, and even Mlrza

Ibrahim’s, have long been quite inadequate to the needs

of English students, for great advances have been made in

Persian philology since they were written, and on the his-

tory of the language in particular a flood of light has been

thrown by the labours of those who have devoted them-

selves to the elucidation of the Old Persian inscriptions, the

Avesta, and the Pehlevi books, coins, and other monuments.

Amongst these, few deserve a more honourable mention than

the late Professor James Darmesteter, whose premature death

last autumn caused so deep a sorrow, not only amongst his

numerous friends and admirers, but amongst all those who

had at heart the cause of Oriental scholarship. Him,

most wisely, has Mr. Platts taken as his model and guide

in the compilation of his grammar :
“ the book which has

been my chief help and guide,” says he (p. vii.), “is the

admirable and highly suggestive Etudes Iraniennes of

Darmesteter, but for which much of this grammar would

have been very imperfect.”

An excellent feature of Mr. Platts’ Grammar, to which

he calls attention in the Preface (p. vi.), is the copious

illustration of the rules laid down by apt quotations from

Persian authors, especially poets
;
and we thoroughly con-

cur in his belief “that the student will learn more from

an intelligent and careful examination of the utterances of

some of the best Persian writers than from any amount of

mere formal grammar.” Mr. Platts’ examples are, as a

rule, not only felicitously chosen, but also represent a wide

field of literature, much of which is unknown to the ordinary

student. A full and conscientious use has also been made,

not only of the works of European scholars who have

written on Persian Grammar, but also of the native gram-

marians, especially of Mlrza Habib’s Dctstur-i-sukhan, and

Ilajl Mlrza Iluseyn Ivhau’s Tanbihu’s-sibyan (Constanti-

nople, a.h. 1298).

The serious study of Persian Grammar is, compared with

that of Arabic or Sanskrit, of so modern a growth, uud
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the materials for it are so inadequate, that it is not sur-

prising if even the most carefully compiled work on the

subject should leave plenty of room for differences of opinion

on minor points. The following remarks and queries on

various passages in Mr. Platts’ Grammar are advanced in

no captious or dogmatic spirit, but rather in the belief that

true appreciation is best shown by candid criticism.

1. Pronunciation.—On p. 3 Mr. Platts says, in speaking of

the letter <-',
“ in other cases (and especially after the long

vowels) it has the sound of the Arabic J
,
that is, of our th,

as in with, or that (which seems to have been the pronun-

ciation in early times), and may even be written A” We
should like to see “ had ” substituted for “ has,” and “ used

to be written” for “may even be written.” Forms like

which are constant in MSS. written in or

before the 13th century, were seldom or never written after

the 14th century
;
while the fact that even in 13th century

MSS. J is occasionally confounded with j would seem to

show that even at that time it had lost the primitive dh-

sound, and was pronounced (as it still is in words like

urld*i> ur-1^) as a s -

On p. 11 Mr. Platts describes the fatha as representing,

“ at least in the living speech,” “ a sound somewhat between

our a in cap and u in bun.” As a matter of fact it oftener

has, in the mouths of Persians, the sound of a in man or bad,

especially where it is followed by two consonants, e.g. in

words like hast, dast. It is for this reason that M. de Biber-

stein Kazimirski, and others who have striven accurately to

represent the modern Persian pronunciation, have adopted

the Scandinavian or Anglo-Saxon ce in transliteration as the

equivalent of fatha.

On p. 13 Mr. Platt says :
“ In the last generation, a was

generally sounded like our a in ball
;

but though still so

sounded in parts of Persia (and especially in the Kashan

dialect), it is now becoming very common to give it the

sound of our a in bar, as it had in Persia in olden times, and

has, even now, in the Persian of India
;

” and in a note he
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adds: “From the introduction to the Vazir of Lankuran

we learn that in the district of Fars all a’ s become u,” etc.

Now we cannot recognize any tendency amongst the Persians

to revert to the less broad sound of the long alif: we should

rather say that it always had the sound of the a in tear or all

(something like Scandinavian a), except before n, and oc-

casionally m, when it often has the sound of u, or a. Thus
jjU, nan (bread) is, as Mr. Platts says, pronounced nun (ex-

actly like the English word noon), and kudam (which),

kudum. But sometimes it has the sound of short u (as in

pull, full), as in ^ I (pronounced un, not un), *j> (ldnnun,

not kirmun). So far as we know, it never has any sound

but that of the a in all except before n and m. In the

dialects, whether Northern (e.g . MazandaranT), Western (e.g

.

Lurl), Central (e.g. KohrudI, NatanzI, Yezdi), or Southern

[e.g. Slvandi), it tends to become u in all cases
;

so that, for

example, a guebre of Yezd, speaking the so-called “ Dari,”

says ku‘ida for ka'ula («A-cli)
;
and, in the quatrains of Baba

Tahvi, one of the best-known dialectical poets of Persia, we

find not only milirbuni for mihrbdni for but

mu (y*) for tna (b«), as, for instance, in the following verse :

—

(

J a J j Ij pjdj) '

“ Magdr shir u palangi, ey dil, ey dil ?

Bi-mu da’im bi-jangi, ey dil, ey dil:

Agar dastamfuti, khunat vi-rizhurn ;

Bi-vinum td chi rangi, ey dil, ey dil.”

“ Art thou a lion or a leopard, 0 heart, 0 heart ?

Thou art ever at war with us, 0 heart, 0 heart

:

If thou should’st fall into my hand, I will shed thy blood

;

I will see what colour thou art, 0 heart, 0 heart.”

On the same page Mr. Platts, speaking of the majhul

sounds of i and j (e and o), admits that they have “ long

been abandoned in Persia,” and adds that the distinction

between the ma'ruf and majhul sounds of these two letters
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“ is now only met with in the writings of the older poets,

and is noticeable in that an e (as in s/ier, ‘ lion ’
. .)

cannot rhyme with i (as in jA*, shir, ‘ milk This, no

doubt, is generally true
;
yet even in the older poets, notably

Jdialnil-Din Rumi (a.d. 1207-1273), we find exceptions to

the rule, as, for instance, in the following verse from the

Masnnvi :

—

Li li:

—

“ That one is a shir (lion) which eats man, while this one is

a shir (milk) which man eats.” As regards modern Persian

pronunciation, we can only recollect having heard the niajliul

sound of o in two words, both proper names, viz. js

(pronounced Feredun) andj^-J (pronounced Temur).

2. Plurals.—P. 37. While admitting with Mr. Platts

that it is perhaps more logical to write the plural of <Ub>- as

If rather than as we do not admit that the former

is sanctioned by common usage. The vowel-points are but

seldom used in writing Persian, and as it is practically in-

convenient that the plurals of and <UVs>-, ^ and ‘U'J,

>- and etc., should not be distinguished from one

another, there is much to be said in favour of the prevailing

custom of retaining the ha-i-mukhtafi before the plural ter-

mination U. This, at any rate, is the ordinary practice.

Forms of double plurals like etc.,

mentioned by Mr. Platts on p. 39, we cannot but regard as

solecisms most strongly to be condemned.

3. Declension.—We find ourselves unable to agree with all

that Mr. Platts says on pp. 40-43 about the expression of

the izafat after words ending in vowels. We have to con-

sider four cases, viz. words ending in a (1), u
(J),

i (,.j), and

a or e (s, <*), and the rules which we should give are as

follows :

—

After words ending in a or u the izafat is generally, and

may always be, expressed by s ;
but in the case of Arabic
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words ending in a it may, at the option of the writer, be ex-

pressed by *. If, however, is used, liamza must not be

superadded. To write ^ is a pure archaism, never, so far as

we know, found in MSS. written in Persia during the last

four centuries, though maintained by Indian writers. Hence

we cannot approve such spellings as those adopted by Mr.

Platts, We consider that the

first should be either A-ic!
(
a‘za ’i-yakdigar), or

(a*za-yi-yakdigar), and the second op5*'
(
ahu-

yi-dasht), or possibly in poetry A J
(
ahuw-i-dasht ). In

printing old texts, by all means let us preserve the archaisms

which they present
;
but let us do so consistently, and not

perpetuate one while we consign others, just as prevalent in

their own day, to oblivion.

After words ending in i or a (e) the izafat is generally,

and may always be, expressed by *. In the case of words

ending in i, however, we may optionally resolve i into iy or

even iyy, and indicate the izafat merely by a kesra, as we

should do after any other vowel. Thus, to take Mr. Platts’

example, bjJ we may either write

—

(1) ljijj main ’i-darya

,

or

(2) V mdhiy-i-daryd, or (which is very common

now-a-days in Persia)

(3) bjJ mahiyy-i-daryd.

The second of these forms is chiefly used in poetry where the

metre requires (_-^^) for ( The third is largely

used in Persian editions of the poets; for the modern

Persians seem to dislike the hiatus caused by a liamza, and

only use it, as a rule, when it cannot be avoided, as, for

instance, when the ya-i-wahdat, or yd-i-masdar, or yd-i-nisbat

has to be added to a word ending with a vowel. We do not,

however, agree with Mr. Platts that their dislike of the

liamza carries them so far as to sound it as y in expressions

like
(
bande-i-khudd), which, according to Mr.

Platts, should be pronounced bandaye khdda. Mr. Platts is
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certainly (as lie himself has privately pointed out to us) sup-

ported by several strong authorities in this statement, hut

nevertheless we feel ourselves unable to accept it, or to

deviate from the view that hamza essentially signifies in

Persian, as in Arabic (see p. 43, Rem. 6), the hiatus, or

check in the breath-stream, which the pronunciation of one

vowel immediately after another necessitates. Where hamza

is written, hamza must be pronounced.

4. Numerals .—The forms al-> (dah) for *-> {dah), “ten,”

and yanzdah, duicanzdah, sinzdah (“ eleven,” “ twelve,”

“thirteen”), mentioned on p. G9, must be extremely rare,

and we have never met with them. We do not quite

know why Mr. Platts describes the tuman as “a gold piece

reputed to have the value of 10,000 dinars,” which is as

though one should describe the English sovereign as “ a

gold piece reputed to have the value of 960 farthings.”

In § 49 on p. 72 it might be added that in certain ex-

pressions (for the most part names of places or natural

phenomena) the plural is used even after a numeral, as in

the Persian name of the Great Bear, which they call Haft

Biradaran, “the Seven Brothers.”

5. Pronouns.—Although, as stated by Mr. Platts on p. 87,

the use of the plural pronominal suffixes -man, -tan, and

-shan, is, perhaps, less common in prose than in verse, in

the Persian language of to-day, as written and spoken by

Persians, they are very freely used. We think, for example,

that the pronominal suffix of the first person plural is dis-

tinctly required after khud in the example given at the

bottom of p. 91. Nor can we agree with the statement on

p. 96 that “in the spoken language of the present time the

construction with ^1 or ^ j\ is no longer used.” The ex-

pression ^1 “with the double demonstrative,” con-

demned on p. 101, seems to us to be thoroughly sanctioned

by usage. We are also disposed to question the correctness

of dropping the tashdid over the lam of J-i (pp. 120-121),

and we think that the izafat is required after it, as well as

k.a.s.j. 1895. 16
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after ^Uj and at any rate in prose. Certainly for

“ the whole world ” the Persians say tamam-i-dunya, not, as

Mr. Platts has it, tamam-dunya.

6. Verbs.—The section dealing with the verbs is one of the

most original and valuable portions of Mr. Platts’ Grammar,

and we would especially call attention to his remarks on

the past tense on pp. 174-5. To the examples cited by

him on p. 175 as illustrations of what he calls the “passive

construction ” of the pre-classical period, we may add two

more (first noticed by Riickert, in the Z.D.M.G. for 1856,

vol. x. p. 280) from the Shdhnama :

—

t— 1

1

<>* .*.!.>

and Hafiz supplies us with a few instances of an analogous

peculiarity, tending, as we think, to weaken Mr. Platts’

theory of a “passive construction,” of which we will here

cite two examples. The first (ed. Rosenzweig-Schwannau,

vol. ii. p. 93) runs as follows :

—

On mi-kunadash SudI, the Turkish commentator, remarks :
—

“ The pronominal -ash, is introduced to complete the metre,

beautify the expression, and emphasize the meaning.” The

second instance occurs at p. 128 of the same volume, and

runs :

—

AjIAj Aj
^

1? b
,
aj , A ^

‘fib

Here also Siidl takes figan-ash as simply equivalent to figan

;

though perhaps we might rather consider “ rakht bi-darya

figan-ash ” as = “ rakht-ash bi-darya figan.”

The dialects, as Mr. Platts points out, afford much better

instances of the continuation of the old Pahlavl usage.

Amongst the odes of Hafiz iu 0- is one written partly in
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Arabic, partly in Persian, and partly in dialect, of which

the following verse (emended by the help of several MSS.

from Sudi’s reading, followed, together with his erroneous

explanation, by Ilosenzweig) supplies us with a good instance

of the construction :

—

“ We will do penance at the threshold (pey-machan — pa-

machan, the lowest part of the room, by the door, where

the shoes are removed and the “ feet kiss ” the ground) if

thou hast seen any misconduct on our part.” “ If thou hast

seen,” which in normal Persian — gar dull, is expressed in

the dialect by the stem of the verb di + the pronominal

suffix added to gar (ghar-at — gar-at).

Here is another instance of the same thing from a dia-

lectical poem by Sa'di (not included in the ordinary

editions) :

—

“ May good accrue to thee from this moral which thou hast

heard (hat ishnuft = ki ishnufti) ;
say, ‘May [(rod’s] mercy

rest on Sa'di, who hath uttered it (hash i guft — ki in-ra gift).

Another example of the same thing is supplied by another

line from the same poem :

—

“ Bas-um di (= has didam) ki’sware mand, bida bizisht.”

(“ Often have I seen the horseman fail while the pedestrian

passed on.”)

On p. 178 Mr. Platts mentions the rare and archaic con-

ditional perfect. He might have added the equally rare

and archaic conditional aorist and pluperfect, formed in the

same way by adding to the indicative. To these forms
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I especially called attention at pp. 435-7 of the J.R.A.S. for

July, 1894.

On the same page Mr. Platts expresses an opinion that

the in JbW-, aor., is not to be regarded, according

to the usual view, as an “ apocopated infinitive,” but as a

verbal noun; and that khwaham hard, ‘I shall, or will, do,’

literally means, ‘ I desire the doing ’
;

for, says he, “ an

apocopated infinitive is contrary to all analogy in Persian.”

This view we find great difficulty in accepting, for firstly

I I desire the doing,’ i.e.
1 1 wish to do,’ is not expressed, as

a rule, by the future, but by the appropriate tense of

followed by the aorist. Thus, in the modern language

especially, there is a very clear distinction between ‘ klncaham

raft,’ ‘ I shall go ’ (the future), and ‘ >ni-khwaham bi-ravam ,’

‘ I wish to go ’ (the optative). Moreover it seems to us that

the existence of an apocopated infinitive is supported by

other evidence. Can bi-shikast, for instance, in the following

well-known verse from Book i. of the Gulistan be explained

otherwise than as an apocopated infinitive ?

‘
> LZJj-J

j

7. Adverbs. — We cannot agree with Mr. Platts that

tanicin-fatha “ is not usually pronounced except in India,”

for though hakka and hdla are much commoner than hakkan

and halan as pronunciations of UL»-
, , on the other hand

and ti li-j'l are, so far as we know, almost always pro-

nounced vaki'an and ittifakan.

Lastly, we altogether deny that the suffix u so commonly

used in the current idiom of South Persia (Shiraz, Kirman,

etc.) “ is not usually pronounced.” That it is pronounced is

an incontestable fuct, in support of which (apart from the
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evidence of one’s own ears) the following verse of Ka’anl’s

may be adduced :

—

‘^ ^ 6 ^
(Metre :— |

— ww —
|

- w —
|

— ^ —
|

w — w — |)

These are almost the only points in the whole of Mr.

Platts’ excellent Grammar on which we feel compelled to

dissent from his views, and we have discussed them at some

length because we feel assured that, so far, at least, as

England is concerned, his Grammar will henceforth be ac-

cepted as the best work on the subject hitherto produced,

and will be used by English students almost universally.

We therefore cordially hope that it may run through many
editions, and that its sale may recompense Mr. Platts for the

pecuniary risks which, apart from the labour involved in so

arduous an undertaking, he has incurred in its publication.

In the confident expectation that a new edition will be re-

quired in course of time, we append the following list of

misprints, not included amongst the errata, which we have

noticed during the perusal of the book.

Page 14.

„ 15.

„ 28.

„ 40, 1. 2.

„ 45.

„ 71.

„ 82.

„ 121.

„ 121 .

„ 122 .

„ 124.

For

bugurgiki

LjI

JoJ

x* read 3̂ *

.

j*++**S% *

buzurqiki.

,<>u.

(ifi (required by the

metre).

J\jb.

(required by the

metre).

JlO.

E. G. B.
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Pracin Lipimala. The Paleography of India. By
Gaurishankar G. Ojha.

Mr. Ojha, a pupil of the late Pandit Bhagvanlal Indraji,

and at present in the employ of the TTdaypur Darbar in

Bajputana, has compiled the present volume in order to

provide his countrymen with a means for taking part more

generally in the study of epigraphy, and in the elucidation

of the history of India.

On thirty-nine lithographed plates he gives a variety of

epigraphic alphabets together with specimens of texts.

Next come four plates with numerals, and then seven

plates of modern Indian characters. A plate showing the

development of the Devanagari letters and another with

miscellaneous signs from various inscriptions make the

conclusion. The letterpress, Hindi in Devanagari, contains

seven chapters
: (1) The Antiquity of Writing in India

;

(2) The Indian Origin of the Pali Alphabet
; (3) The

Gandhara Alphabet
; (4) An Account of Mr. Prinsep’s

Discoveries
; (5) The Indian Eras

; (6) The Ancient

Numerals
; (7) Explanatory Notes on the Plates. The

text and the plates have been compiled, as Mr. Ojha

carefully points out, from The Indian Antiquary, The Epi-

graphia Indica, The Arch. Survey Reports of West India,

Dr. Burnell’s South Indian Palceography, and The Journal

of the Bengal Asiatic Society.

Mr. Ojha’s aim is a most praiseworthy one, and it is

to be hoped that his publication will spread a taste for epi-

graphic and historical research among the natives who are

unable to read English. If their attention be drawn to

the subject, we shall probably become acquainted with

many inscriptions, lying about in inaccessible or little

visited places.

From a scientific point of view it is, however, impossible

to commend Mr. Ojha’s book. The letters of the plates,

all drawn by hand, are frequently more or less inexact.

Plates 29, 32, 33, 35, and 36 have been taken, as he

himself states in the explanatory notes, from spurious
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inscriptions, and some others from suspicious or suspected

grants. Such plates are useless and worse than useless,

as they naturally bewilder or mislead the beginner. The

arrangement of the alphabets is wanting in method, and

a plate of Samkimakas, ‘ miscellaneous signs, which would

not go into their proper places,’ ought not to occur. All

these points and a good number of other small details

will require correction in future. I think also that, if

Mr. Ojha must talk about the origin of the alphabets and the

possibility or impossibility of deriving the Pali characters

from the Phoenician or Aramaic, it will be advisable for

him to get and to study Professor Eating’s Tables of the

Aramaic Alphabets, which Pandit Igishtaram Mukundji

can procure for him. His remarks at p. 8 f. show that

he has not paid that attention to the subject which would

entitle him to give an opinion.

G. B.

A Note ox the Royal Asiatic Society’s Ancient MS.

of the Ganaratnamahodadhi. By G. Buhler.

After the date of the ancient MS. of the Ganaratna-

mahodadhi (presented by Colonel Tod to the Royal Asiatic

Society), Samcak 1151 Virod/ii l-sammtsare kdrttika vadi 5

vudhe, I find the following, I believe, unpublished historical

note :
— “ Adyeha grimatpraudhapratapacakravarttisri —

Si/iilianadeco vijayodayi tatpadapadmopajivi maliamdhanika—
Tununayakasuta — Lakhumadevandyaka(l)*^ sarvavyaparam

karotityevam kale pravarttamane Cri—Devagiridur[gge sri . a .

i ... . pdlhaka (?) . t] likhdpita ||

” 2

Translation.

“ To-day—prosperous through conquest is his glorious

majesty, illustrious Simhana, the emperor of great valour
;

1 Read Samvat and Virodhi.
2 About twenty-five syllables have been rubbed out before lilhapita, as well as

a dozen or so which followed in the next line. With a particularly good light

and a strong glass it might be possible to make out most, if not all, of them.
Thev no doubt contained information regarding the original owner of the

MS., and were, as is often done, intentionally effaced on the sale of the volume.
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the servant of his lotus-feet Lakhumadeva Nayaka, the son

of the mahaaddhnnika Tanu Nayaka, performs all the business

(of government)—while time was thus going on the [MS. of]

. . . was caused to be written here, in the famous great

fort of Devagiri ”

Simhana was one of the most powerful princes of the

Yadava dynasty of Devagiri or Daulatabad, and ruled,

according to his inscriptions, from Qakasaihvat 1132 to

1169. It is, therefore, certain that Samvat means here

Qakasay'nvat, and that the MS. was not written in Rajputana,

as has been conjectured, but in the Dekhan. The date

corresponds to Wednesday.

The Five Zoroastrian Gathas, with the Zend, Pahlavi,

Sanskrit, and Persian Texts and Translations. By
L. H. Mills, D.D. 8vo. Pp. xxx. and 622. (Leipsic

:

F. A. Brockhaus, 1892-94.)

In this work we have the result of some seventeen years

of study and labour, undertaken with the view of enabling

any person of liberal education to ascertain for himself

the exact meaning of the Avesta Gathas, the central docu-

ments of the Zoroastrian faith. For this purpose the Avesta

text of each Gathic stanza is separately furnished with a

verbatim Latin and a free English rhythmical translation,

together with transliterations and translations of its Pahlavi

and Sanskrit versions, and a transliteration of a Parsi-

Persian version of the Pahlavi. All the stanzas in the

first Gathil, and nearly all of those in the last two, are

likewise transliterated
;

and these materials are supple-

mented by 230 pages of commentary. The author also

intends to publish a complete glossary and grammar of

the Avesta Gathas. With all this information before him,

any Avesta student has ample opportunity to study the

Gathas for himself, merely observing that the various

versions differ very much in value.

The original Avesta text is really of prehistoric author-

ship
;
composed in a language closely allied to the Yedic
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Sanskrit, and applying the separate titles Mazda and Ahura

to the Supreme Being, it thus affords us circumstantial

evidence that it is older than the Behistun inscriptions

of Darius I., which convert these two titles into the single

name Auramazda. The oldest existing MSS. of the Gilt has

were written 571 years ago, at Cambay, by a I’arsi

priest who had come from Persia
;
and there is documentary

evidence of the descent of other similar MSS., extending

as far back as a.d. 1020.

The Pahlavi version of the Gathas is supposed to have

been first prepared in the middle of the fourth century,

when Shahpuhar II. was king; and to have been revised

two centuries later, in the reign of King Khusro I. Quota-

tions made from it, at the latter end of the ninth century,

by the authors of the “ Denkard ” and “ Selections of

Zad-sparam,” show that its text was then practically the

same as that still preserved in the Gatha MSS. written

571 years ago. This version, therefore, gives the meaning

of the Giithiis as they were understood in Sasanian times,

when the Zoroastrian religion was in power.

The Sanskrit version is a translation of the Pahlavi,

made by Dastur Neryosang Dhaval, who flourished about

a.d. 1200, as nearly as can be now ascertained. Whether

the differences between the Sanskrit and Pahlavi versions

be due to Neryosang himself, or to variations in the MS.
he used, from those we now possess, is a question that

remains to be settled. We have no reason to suppose

that his knowledge of the meaning of the Avesta itself

was superior to that of present scholars.

The Parsi-Persian version is transliterated from a modern

Persian transliteration and translation of the Pahlavi, w’hich

is found in one of Haug’s MSS. This was copied in 1865-6

from a Surat MS. of which no particular memorandum
appears to have been preserved

;
but there is little proba-

bility of its being more than a century old. This version

often indicates the correct reading of ambiguous Pahlavi

words, but gives it in the antiquated form handed down

by Parsi tradition. And it may be worth noting that
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Haug’s copyist, in this instance, was a Muhammadan who
seems to have done his work very carelessly, and to have

made many omissions.

The free rhythmical translation appears to be given chiefly

to indicate the rhythm of the original Avesta
;

but the

reader will find a fairly literal translation in the “ Sacred

Books of the East,” vol. xxxi., interspersed with some excess

of interpolated words in parentheses. The same volume

also contains an introduction, which should be read as a

supplement to that of the work under review.

As Dr. Mills has explained, in his introduction to these

materials, a Pahlavi version of an Avesta text cannot be

translated in the same way as a purely Pahlavi text. In

a Pahlavi version, the translator must first identify the

words which are intended to translate those in the Avesta

text. These, as a general rule, follow the same order as

the words they translate, but are often interrupted by

pure Pahlavi glosses which are parenthetical, and should

be so marked. The translator has then two intermingled

texts to attend to, the main thread of the sentence which

is arranged in its Avesta order, and the parenthetical

glosses which follow the Pahlavi order. The former must

be translated so as to harmonize with the original Avesta,

and the latter as pure Pahlavi explanations of the particular

words to which they refer, which may sometimes not be

easy to identify. After all, there is no particular difficult}'

in thus translating, if the translator is fairly acquainted

with Pahlavi and does not lose sight of the meaning of

the Avesta words, because the two versions mutually ex-

plain each other. It is when the translator launches out

into a long Pahlavi commentary, without any Avesta

compass to steer by, that he is most likely to run aground

upon unexpected shoals and encounter unnoticed dangers.

Such commentaries, however, are not found in the Pahlavi

Gathiis, but refer chiefly to legal and ritualistic details,

supplementary to the text of such works as the “ Vendidad ”

and “ Nirangistan and their style, though purely Pahlavi,

is often quite as rugged and obscure as Dr. Mills confesses
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that his own commentary may be considered, if read apart
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[SECTION YI.]

Canals of the Lower Euphrates.

Now six leagues after the Nahr Kiitha has been led off

from the Euphrates, this last divides into two branches. 1

Of these the (true) Euphrates passes on down to (the town

called) Ivantara-al-Kufa, then it runs past the city of Al-

Kiifa, where there is a Bridge-of-Boats over it. And after

this it flows into the Swamps.

The other branch (of the River) is also a mighty stream,

which is greater even than the Euphrates itself and more

broad. 2 This is the channel called the Upper Sura Canal.

It passes by many villages and domains, and from it branch

numerous canals which water the Districts of Sura, Bar-

blsama, and Barusma. It passes in front of the city of

Kasr Ibn Hubayra, and between it and the town is less

j.r.a.s. 1895. 17
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than a mile of distance. Here there is a Bridge-of-Boats

over the same, which is called the JisrSurii.

From the (Upper Sura) is brought (a canal) called the

Nahr Abu Rahil. Its beginning is at a place one league

above the city of the Kasr, and it falls into the Sura again

one league below Kasr (Ibn Hubayra).

The Nahr Sura runs on past the town of the Kasr for

a distance of six leagues, and then there is taken from it a

canal called the Lower Sura. At the head of this canal

there is a great bridge called the Kantara-al-Kilmighan,

and the water pours through it with a mighty rush. This

canal next passes by villages and cultivated lands, and from

it branch numerous channels which water the districts of

Biibil
,

3 of Khutarnlya, of Al-Jami‘an (the Two Mosques),

and of Upper and Lower Al-Falluja. Now the Lower

Sura) Canal passes through the ruins of the city of Biibil,

and afterwards by the (town of the) Two Mosques (Al-

Jiimi‘an), the New and the Old, and then it comes to

Ilamdabad and Khutarnlya and it passes Kussln. From
here there branch from it the channels which water the

Districts of Junbulii and those that lie adjacent thereto.

Finally, some way below Al-Kufa and it its Sawad (or

Plain) the (Lower Sura) falls into the canal which is

brought from the Euphrates, and which is called Al-Badat .
4

From the Lower Sura, aforesaid, is taken a canal called

the Nahr-an-Nars .
5 Its beginning is at the Old Jami‘

(Mosque). It flows by villages and domains, and from it

divide the channels which irrigate the Sawad of Al-Kufa,

or some part thereof. It passes bv Al-Harithiyya and by

Ilammiim ‘Omar. Now from the bridge of Al-Kammhan to

the head of the canal of An-Nars is six leagues, and from

the head of the Nars Canal to Ilammain ‘Omar is likewise

six leagues. Finally, the canal of An-Nars falls out into the

canal of Al-Badat, in the Sawad of Al-Kufa, which lies to

the eastward of the Euphrates.

Then after the Upper Sura has passed the bridge of Al-

Kamigban it receives the name of the Great Surat
,

6 and it

flows near Al-‘Akr and by (many) villages and domains.
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After passing Sabarnltha there branch from it the channels

which water the domains lying to the west of the canal.

From it also is taken a canal called the Nahr Sariit Jamils.

Its point of origin is at (the waterwheels called) An-Nawa'ir,

whence it flows, irrigating the domains in those parts, and

finally rejoins the Great Sariit at a point three leagues below

the city of An-Nil. 7 The Great Sariit itself flows past the

city of An-Nil, and there is here a bridge over it called

Kantara-al-Miisi. After the canal has passed this bridge it

takes the name of (the Canal of) An-Nil. It flows next by

villages and cultivated lands to a place called Al-Hul, be-

tween which and (the town of) An-Nu‘miiniyya, on the

bank of the Tigris, is less than a league’s distance, and

from this point they transport (goods to other boats) on the

Tigris. But the canal (of An-Nil) turns off here, and passes

towards Nahr Siibus, which is the name of a village lying on

the Tigris bank
;
and the (canal) takes here the name of the

Nahr Siibus, flowing out into the Tigris one league below the

village (of Nahr Siibus).

These, therefore, are the streams which flow into, and are

derived from, the river Euphrates, and these having now

been described, there remains over for thee the specification

of the streams which fall into, and are derived from, the

Tigris. And these I will also explain clearly to thee, if it

please Allah. May He be exalted !

1 The distances here given agree very fairly with the

point on the modern map where the Hindiyya Canal,

by Ibn Serapion regarded as the main stream of the

Euphrates (see Section II. note 7), branches from the

Sura arm, which, in his day, was the name given

to part of what is the present main channel of the

Euphrates. On the Western or Kiifa arm lay the

town of Al-Kantara (the Bridge), where one of the

roads from Baghdad to Al-Kufa crossed the stream.

This place, according to Ibn Busta (p. 182), who names
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the town under the plural form of the word, viz. Al-

Kanatlr, lay twenty-seven miles southward of the

Bridge-of-Boats at Sura, and twenty-eight miles

above the city of Al-Kufa. The town of Al-Kantara,

or Al-Kanatlr, is, I presume, the place which Yakut

(IV. 180) names Kanatlr of the Bani Data, for dis-

tinction. The city of Al-Kufa has already been

noticed (Section II. note 8).

2 The eastern arm of the Euphrates, and its present main-

channel, was formerly called the Nahr Sura, a name
which in Ibn Busta always appears under the older

form of As-Suran. This canal irrigated the Sura

district, which, according to Kudiitna (p. 236),

together with Barblsama and Barusma, formed part

of the great province (or Astiin) of Middle Bihkubadh.

The city of Kasr Ibn Hubayra lay on the Baghdad-

Kiifa high-road, and according to Ibn Rusta (p. 182)

it was fifteen miles south of Kutha, and two miles

above the Bridge-of-Boats over the Sura Canal. The

ruins of Kasr Ibn Hubayra are identified by M. de

Gloeje (Z.D.M.G. XXXIX. 6) with those now called

Tubayba. Ibn Hawkal (p. 166) writes that in his

day (tenth century a.d.) Kasr Ibn Hubayra was the

largest town between Baghdad and Al-Kufa, and one

of the most populous places of the Sawild District.

It took its name from the Castle or Palace (Kasr)

built here by Yazir-ibn-‘Omar Ibn Hubayra, governor

of Al-‘Irak, under Marwan II., the last Omayyad

Caliph. This castle, according to Yakut (IV. 123),

Ibn Hubayra never finished, but after the fall of the

Omayyads, the first of the Abbasid Caliphs, As-

Saffah, taking up his residence here, proceeded to

roof the chambers and enlarge the half-finished

buildings, to which he gave the name of Al-Hashi-

miyya, in honour of his ancestor Ilashim. The

people, however, preferred the old name, and Kasr

Ibn Hubayra it continued to be called.

The Canal of Abu llaha (meaning probably “ the
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Canal of the Mill,” unless Abu Rahil be taken as

a man’s name), is apparently mentioned by no other

authority
;
and the same remark applies, I believe,

to the Bridge of Kamighan, where the Upper Sfirit

Canal bifurcated, forming the Lower Sura and the

Great Sarat. In general terms the Upper and Lower

Siira correspond with what is now the course of the

Euphrates from Musayyib to Lamlfm, while the Sarat

is the present Shatt-an-Nll.

Bilbil (the ancient Babylon), Khutarnlya, and the two

Fallujas (not to be confounded with the Al-Fallfija

near Al-Anbar) were four out of the six districts of

the Province of Upper Bihkubildh, according to

Kudiima (p. 236). Al-Jami‘an,* “the Two Mosques,”

is what subsequently came to be known as Al-Hilla,

called for distinction II ilia of the Baui Mazyad.

Yakut (III. 861) says that the river at Al-IIilla

was the Nahr Surii, and at another place (II. 322)

he relates how Al-Jami‘an came to be called Al-IIilla,

“ the Settlement,” for it appears that Sayf-ad-Dawla

of the Baui Mazyad, fleeing hither with his people

for refuge in a.h. 495 (1102), his descendants after

his days “ settled ” permanently at this place.

Ilamdabad is mentioned in MasTidi (I. 215) as

Ahmadabad, but no details are given. Kussln is

written Kissin in Yakut (IV. 100), who states that

it is a district of Al-Kufa
;
and he mentions Junbulir

(II. 126) as a station lying between Wasit and Al-

Eufa, “from whence you go to Iyanatir of the Bani

Dara” (see above, note 1).

The point where the Canal of Al-Badat leaves the

Euphrates is unfortunately not fixed b}r Ibn Serapion.

Yakut (I. 770, II. 31) and some other authorities

give the pronunciation as Al-Budiit, but this is

probably incorrect. Kudarna (p. 236) mentions

Al-Badat as a sub-district of the Astan of Middle

Dual form of Jami 1

,
a Congregational-Mosque for the Friday Prayers.
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Bihkubadh
;
and M. de Goeje gives good reasons

(Z.D.M.G. XXXIX. 12) for thinking that, while the

total length of this canal was about 22 leagues, the

place where it left the Euphrates main-channel

was at a short distance south (and west) of the

Sura Bridge. Below Niffar doubtless it finally

flowed out into the Swamps.

The digging of the Nahr-an-Nars, Yakut (IY. 773)

ascribes to Narsi-ibn-Bahram, that is to the Sassanian

Narses, son of Varahran, King of Persia, who came

to the throne in 292 a.d. It was, Yakut writes,

a canal taken from the Euphrates, and on its banks

lay many villages
;

no mention, however, is made

of Al-Harithiyya in this position. Hatnraam ‘Omar

is mentioned by Mukaddasi (p. 134), who, however,

gives the name as the Bath of lbn ‘Omar; it lay

one march below Kasr lbn Hubayra and a like

distance above Al-Kufa. The line of the Nars Canal

beginning at Hilla, is fixed by the town of Niffar,

whose ruins still exist, and which Yakut (IV. 798)

says lay on its bank.

The line of the canal called the Great Sarat, with its

continuation, the Nil Canal, is (as already mentioned)

marked on the modern map by the Shatt-an-Nll,

and the ruins of the city of An-Nil also exist

(see below, Note 7). The Sarat Jamas is that which

Bilildhuri (p. 254) and Yakut (III. 379) call the

Sarat of Jamasb, and which was dug by Hajjaj,

the celebrated Governor of A 1- ‘Irak, under the

Omayyads. Jamasb, or, in Persian, Jamasp, is the

name of the great Mobed, or Eire-priest, who was

Minister of King Gushtasp, and who helped to

introduce the religion of Zoroaster into Persia.

Why a canal should be called after him in Meso-

potamia is not stated.

The village of Al-‘Akr, meaning “ the Palace,” is

probubly that mentioned by Yakut (III. 695) as of

the Babil district, lying on the road towards Karbala,
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and winch Al-Huaayn, the Prophet’s grandson,

passed by as he went to the place of his martyrdom.

Sabarnitha the same author mentions (III. 359) as

of the Kiifa District and on the Upper Sib Canal,

by which name, apparently, part of the Nil Canal was

known in the thirteenth century a.d.

7 The city of An-Nil, according to Biladhuri (p. 290),

was founded by the Governor Hajjaj, and made the

chief town of the province when he dug the Nil

Canal. Yakut (IV. 861) says that the canal was

named after the Nile of Egypt, which it was sup-

posed to resemble. I believe that no other authority

mentions the bridge called the Kantara-al-Masi. It

is perhaps worth noting that, according to Abu-l-Fidil

(p. 53), it was the reach of the canal below (not

above, and west of) the city of An-Nil, which in

liis day bore the name of As-Sarat.

Al-HiiL, or Al-Hawl, near An-Nu'maniyya, is

not mentioned by any other authority. As will be

explained below (Section XIII. note 1), this name

is applied to a place where a canal spreads out to

form a lake of clear water, free from reeds. The

village of Nahr Sabus, on the canal of this name,

Inis been already mentioned (Section I. note 9).

From Yakut (II. 903) we learn that in his day

(thirteenth century a.d.) the Nil Canal, from the

town of An-Nil to opposite An-Nu‘maniyya, was

known as the Upper Zab Canal, while the Lower

Zab Canal was what Ibn Serapion here calls the

Nahr Sabus.

[SECTION YIL]

Affluents of the Tigris.

Among these is a stream called Nahr-adh-Dhib, 1 and it

flows into the Tigris. Its source is in a mountain in

longitude 68° 30', and in latitude 39° 5'. Coming down
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from the district of Arzan, it falls into the Tigris under

longitude 68° 20', and latitude 36° 30'.

There also flows into the (Tigris) a river called [Fafan].* 2

Its source is at a spring in a mountain under longitude

49° 5', or 69° 5', and latitude 39° 20'. Its junction

with the Tigris is in longitude 69° 55' (or 15'), and

latitude 36° 30'.

There also falls into the (Tigris) the river called Basanfa.3

Its source is in the country of Mayafarikln, and it falls into

the Tigris on its eastern hank, five leagues above the town

of Jazira-Ibn-‘Omar.

There likewise falls into the (Tigris) the (two) rivers

called Az-Zab.4 The source of one of them is in a mountain

under longitude 7 1° 30', and latitude 38° 30'. It falls into

the Tigris on its eastern bank, under longitude 69° 30',

and latitude 35° 30'. The second Az-Zab has its source in

longitude 72° 5', and latitude 38a
5', and it falls into the

Tigris, on its eastern bank, under longitude 69° 40', and

latitude 35° 5'.

There also falls into the (Tigris) a river called Ath-

Tharthar. It flows out from the river Al-IIirmas, which

is the river of Naslbin
;

and passing on it cuts through

a mountain which lies across its course. Thence flowing

through the plain it passes Al-Hadr, and on through the

plain of Sinjiir. Finally it falls into the Tigris, on the

•western bank of the same, at a distance of two leagues

above the city of Takrlt.

Now [belowjf the Fortress of Hisn Kayfa,
5 there also

flows into the (Tigris) [the river called Sarbatf], but we

need not describe it
;

also (the river) Satldamad, but this

neither do we need to describe.

1 Nahr-adh-Dhib, “ the Wolf River,” is evidently the

stream now called Arzan Su, on which lie the ruins of

* Conjectural reading, MS. Fafas or Fiikas.

t Conjectural emendations.
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the city of Arzan. This town must not be confounded

with Arzan-ar-Rum or Erzerouin. Yakut (III. 68),

who does not mention this Nahr-adh-Dhib, calls

the river of Arzan the Wadl-as-Sarbat, and the

same name is given to it in a note to the text of

Istakhri (p. 76, note k)
;
where Arzan is described

as a city without walls, but defended by a strong

castle. Yakut (I. 205) counts this town as of

Armenia, but says that in his day (thirteenth century

a.d.) it was already a ruin.

In the MS. this name is written without diacritical

points on the third letter, which may therefore be

either f or k, Fafas or Fakas. Neither of these

names, however, occur in any of our authorities,

and I am inclined to believe that Fafan (as printed

in my text) is the true reading. The spring

called ‘Ayn-Tall-Fafan is mentioned by Mukaddasi

(pp. 141, 145), who gives this river the name of

Razm. The town of Tall-Fafan lay between the

Tigris aud this river, and was noted for its gardens,

its cheap food, and good markets. The houses were

built of sun-dried bricks. From the description of

Yakut (II. 552, 773, III. 845) it is evident that

the river of Fafan, which he names (following

Mukaddasi) the Wadi-ar-Razm, is the Buhtan Sii

of our maps, often called the Eastern Tigris—of

which one tributary is the river from Bitlis. The

waters of the Razm (Yakut writes) so increase the

stream of the Tigris as to make it navigable for

boats below Fafan.

From the distance of five leagues above Jazlra-Ibn-

‘Omar, the Basanfa is evidently identical with the

river called Ba'aynatha by Yakut (II. 552) and

Bakri (pp. 151, 168). The MS. of Ibn Serapion

is here rather uncertain, hut Abu-l-Fida (p. 55) has

copied this paragraph verbatim, and in the Paris

edition of his text the word Basanfa is clearly

printed. This name apparently occurs in no other
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authority. The country of Mayafarikln, it will he

seen on the map, lies a very long way from this

river, which is that on which the modern town of

Mansuriyya stands (see Ritter, XI. 120). Yakut

(I. 472) describes Ba'aynatha (in the thirteenth

century a.d.) as a village almost as large as a

town, lying at the junction of its river with the

Tigris. The gardens here were so extensive as to

recall those of Damascus.
4 The two Zabs have already been mentioned (Section I.

note 2). The Greater, or Upper, Zab, according to

Yakut (II. 552), flows down from the Adharbayjan

mountains, and joins the Tigris at Al-Hadltha
;
while

the Lesser, or Lower, Zab, whose source is in the

country of Shahrazur, flows into the Tigris at As-

Sinn. Both these towns have disappeared from our

modern maps. The river Ath-Tharthar has already

been described (Section III. note 8).

5 The last paragraph of this section is corrupt in the

MS. Hisn Kayfa is the well-known fortress still

marked on our maps, and which was called Kiphas

and Cephe by the classical geographers. Mukaddasi

(p. 141) writes that it is a place full of excellent

things, with a strong castle and many churches. If

Nahr Sarbat, be the true reading of the MS
,

this

according to Yakut (II. 552, III. 68) is the name

of the river which flows past Arzan, and which Ibu

Serapion has already mentioned under the name of

Wolf River (see above, Note 1.) This is said (by

Yakut) to flow down from a place in Armenia, which

the MSS. variously give as Khuwlt, Ivhuuat, or

Khudlt.

Satidamad (written in the MS. without diacritical

points) is evidently the river Satidama of Yakut

(II. 552, III. 7), which rises in the mountain of the

same name, which, according to Yakut, is a con-

tinuation of the Barimma range (see Section III.

note 8). From his description the Satidama, which
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had many tributaries, may be identified with the

present Batman Su, one of whose affluents is the

river flowing down from Mayafariklu.

[SECTION Till.]

Account of the Canals which are brought from the

(Tigris) and which flow back entirely into the

same.

From the western* side of the Tigris is taken a canal

called Al-Ishitki .
1 Its beginning is a short distance below

Takrlt, and it passes to the westward of the Tigris, having

on its banks both domains and cultivated lands. It flows

on by [Tirhan],t and then comes to the Palace of Al-

Mu'tasim, known as Kasr-al-Jass. Here it irrigates the

domains extending westward of the city of Surra-man-raa

(Samaria), which are specified as the First, the Second,

the Third, and so on up to the number Seven. Finally

the (canal) flows out into the Tigris opposite Al-Matlra .
2

From the (Tigris) also, but from its eastern side, is

taken the canal called the Upper Al-Katul-al-KisrawI 3 (of

the Chosroes). Its point of origin is a little way below

Dur-al-Harith. From here it flows on, skirting the Palace

of Al-Mutawakkil, which is known as Al-Ja‘farl, and here

there is over it a stone bridge. From this place it passes

on to Al-Itakhiyya 4 and here there is over it a bridge called

Kantara Kisrawiyya (of the Chosroes). Thence it passes on

to Al-Muhammadiyya, and here there crosses it (the Bridge-

of-Boats called) Jisr Zawarlk. Thence it passes on to Ash-

Shadhurwan, and thence to Al-Mamuniyya, which is a large

village, next it reaches Al-Kaniitir. Now all these are fer-

tile villages, and domains lying contiguous each to the other.

Thence the (canal) passes on to a village called Sula (or

Salwa ),
5 and next to Ba’akuba, and here it changes its

name to Tamarra. From this place it passes on to Bajisra,

* The MS. reads “eastern ” in error,

f Conjectural emendation, MS. Tayran.
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and comes to the Bridge-of-Boats called Jisr-an-Nahrawan. 6

Here the canal is itself known as the Nahrawan. From
thence it flows by the Upper Ash-Shadhurwan, then on to

Jisr Biiran, next, passing by ‘Abarta, it comes to Yarzatlya,

and thence to the Lower Ash-Shadhurwan. Now these

are all beautiful villages and domains. From these the

canal passes on to Uskaf-Bani-l-Junayd, 7 which is a city

lying on both its banks, for the canal divides the same

into halves. Thence it passes on between villages that

lie contiguous each to the other, and domains which extend

down to where its waters finally flow out into the Tigris,

on the eastern bank of the same, a short distance below

Madharaya.8

1 I bave been unable to discover after whom the Ishiiki

Canal takes its name. It is only mentioned in

Yakut’s Dictionary once (IV. 814), incidentally
;

and among early authorities, Ya'kubI (p. 264) is

the only reference I can give. This author, when

describing Samarra, refers to the Nahr-al-IshakI,

which (he writes) irrigated the gardens and lands

on the western side of the Tigris opposite Samarra.

In the MS. of Ibn Serapion the canal is said to

“ pass by Tlran,” a place-name which is mentioned

by no other authority. For this I propose to read

Tirhan, which was one of the districts near Samarra.

Ya'kubI (pp. 255 and 257) mentions At-Tirhan as the

name of the plain on part of which Samarra was

built, and Ibn Kurdiidbih (p. 94) includes it among

the districts belonging to Mosul. Written Tirhan,

the name is often mentioned in the Syrian Chronicle

of Thomas of Margli (see E. A. W. Budge, The Book

of Governors, II. 290).

Kasr-al- Jass, “ the Gypsum Palace,” is described by

Yakut (IV. 110) as situated above the Palace named

Al-Harilnl, which the Caliph Al-Wathik built at

Samarra (cf. Biladhurl, p. 297).
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The position of Al-Matlra is fixed by Ibn Serapion (see

below, Section IX.). Ya'kfibi also refers to it, in

several passages, as the limit reached by the build-

ings of Samarra, down stream, on the eastern bank
;

Ya'kubi further (p. 259), confirming Ibn Serapion,

also states that it lay two leagues distant from

Samarra. According to Yakut (IV. 568) Matlra took

its name from a certain Matar, son of Fazara of the

Shayban tribe, who was of the sect of the Kharijites.

The place (he says) was originally called Al-Mata-

riyya, after him
;

which name in course of time

became changed into Al-Matlra.

The line of the great Katul-Nahrawan Canal still exists,

and has been surveyed (cf. papers by Captain F.

Jones, R.N., Records). This great canal, originally

dug by the Sassanian Kings, was brought into

working order by the Caliphs and served to irrigate

the lands on the eastern bank of the Tigris, from a

point more than a hundred miles north of Baghdad,

to a like distance down stream, to the south-east

of the capital. The greater number of the places

mentioned by Ibn Serapion as lying on the canal,

unfortunately, now no longer exist, and the numerous

ruins which stud its banks are apparently for the most

part nameless.

Diir, where the canal took its origin, still exists.

This name was common to many places in Al-‘Irak.

Yakut (II. 615) mentions seven Diirs, and there

were two between Samarra and Takrlt. This Diir,

which Ibn Serapion surnames, of Al-Haritb, Bila-

dhurl (p. 297) gives as Dur al-‘Arabaya.

The ruins of the Palace of Al-Mutawakkil (called

Al-Ja‘fari from the name of that Caliph) still exist.

Biladhurl (p. 298) says that a city, called Al-

Mutawakkiliyya, grew up round the palace, with

which were incorporated both the neighbouring

town of Dur (mentioned above) and the village of

Al-Mahuza.
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4 Al-Itiikhiyya took its name from Itakh, the Turk, a

captain of the Body-guard of Al-Mu‘tasim. Yakut

(IY. 430) states that the name of the place was

originally a monastery called Dayr Abi Sufra, being

called after one of the Kharijites, and that Al-

Mutawakkil at a still later period changed the

name a second time frcm Al-Itakhiyya to Al-

Muhammadiyya, in honour of his son Muhammad,
afterwards the Caliph Al-Muntasir. Possibly this

may be the Muhammadiyya, mentioned by Ibn

Serapion as coming next below Al-Itakhiyya.

Other authorities make no mention of either

Kantara Kisrawiyya, “ the Bridge of the Chosroes ”
;

or of Jisr Zawarik, “ the Bridge-of-Boats.”

The village of Al-Ajama, “ the Thicket, ” is

mentioned above (Section I. note 4), but the name

apparently occurs in no other author
;

the same

remark applies to the three villages of Ash-Shiidhur-

wan, “ the Weir,” Al-Mamuniyya, and Al-Kanatlr,

“ the Bridges.”

5 The name spelt Siila, in this passage of the MS., is

written Salwa a few lines below. Ibn Itusta (p. 90)

calls it Bab Salwa, and this is shortened in the

Tanbih (p. 53) to Basalwa. Ibn Khurdadbih (p. 175)

also gives the name as Salwa, but Abu-l-Fida (p. 55)

has Sula, as in the first passage of Ibn Serapion.

Other authorities do not mention this town. Hence,

except that it lay on the Kittl'd Canal, nothing is

known of it. It is not marked on the modern maps,

but its position is more or less fixed by the fact

that it stood four leagues below the junction of the

Abu-1-Jund Canal with the great Katiil (see below,

Section IX.).

Ba'akuba, according to Yakfit (I. 472), is a large

village belonging to the Upper Nahrawau district,

and lies ten leagues distant from Bughdad. The

place still exists. Following the same authority

(I. 454), Biijisra is a small town also about ten
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leagues distant from Baghdad, but rather more to

the eastward of the capital, on the Hulwan road.

It stood in a wrell-cultivated district, and was sur-

rounded by palm-trees.

At the Bridge- of- Boats called Jisr-an-Xahrawan stood

the town of Nahrawan, which Ibn ltusta (p. 163)

describes as occupying both banks of the canal, there

being markets and a mosque in both quarters of the

town, eastern and western. Round the mosques,

especially that in the eastern quarter, were rest-

houses (Khans) for travellers and pilgrims. Nahra-

wan town lay four leagues distant from Baghdad,

on the Hulwan road, and its site is marked in modern

times by the town called Sifwa.

Ash-Shadhurwan-al-AMa, “the Upper Weir,” and

the Bridge-of-Boats at Jisr Buran, are neither of

them mentioned by other authorities. ‘Abartil, how-

ever, still exists. Yakut (III. 604) describes it as

a town of Persian origin, where there was a great

market. Raziitlya, or Yarzatlya (for the MS. is

indistinctly written), mentioned as below' ‘Abarta,

is possibly wrongly placed in the MS. of Ibn Sera-

pion, and should come above ‘Abarta. None of the

other geographers mention this town, except Mas'udl in

the Tanbih (p. 53), who gives the name as Rurzatiya,

and he places it below ‘Abartii. A place called

Zateriyeh, however, is marked in Kiepert’s map above

and west of ‘Abarta, and Jones (p. 38) gives this name

as Resatiyeh. Ash-Shadhurwan-al-Asfal, “the Low'er

TYeir,” is not marked on the maps or mentioned

by other authorities.

Uskilf of the Banl-l-Junayd has been identified with the

ruins marked Semak, or Sumakeh (Jones, p. 97).

Yakut (I. 252), who pronounces the name Iskaf,

says the Banu-l-Junayd were chiefs of this district

and celebrated for their hospitality. He adds that

there were two places of this name, Upper and Lower

Iskaf, both of the Nahrawan District, whose lands,
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in his day (thirteenth century A.t>.), had completely

fallen out of cultivation, for the Nahrawan Canal

(Yakut adds) had gradually silted up, and the Saljuk

Sultans had been too much occupied in their disputes

to find time for dredging and mending the dykes
;

“ further, their armies made a road-way of this same

canal, whereby the district and the canal have gone

to ruin.”

8 Madharaya, where the Nahrawan ran out into the

Tigris, is placed by Ya'kfibi (p. 321) immediately

to the south of Jabbul, and before you come to

Al-Mubarik, which last lay opposite Nahr Sabus.

He adds that Madharaya was in former times in-

habited by Persian nobles. Yakut (IV. 381) adds

that the village in his day was for the most part

in ruin, that it lay opposite Nahr Sabus, and was

of the Fam-as-Silh district.

[SECTION IX.]

From the Tigris also are taken the Three (lesser) Katuls.

The beginning of all three is at one place, namely some two

leagues below Surra-man-raa, at a point between Al-Matlra

and Barkuwara. 1 The Upper Katul of the (three) is called

Al-Yahudi. There is over it the bridge called Kantara

Waslf. From this point it passes on for some length, till

(finally) it falls into the (great) Katul-al-KisrawI (of the

Chosroes) below Al-Mamuniyya.

The second (Katul), which is called Al-Mamuni, and is

the middle one, passes along by villages and domains which

form a district of the Sawad, and (finally) falls into the

(aforesaid) Katul-al-Kisrawi, below the village of Al-Kanatlr.

The third (Katul), which is called that of Abu-l-Jund, 2

and is the lowest of the three, but the finest of them all,

and the best cultivated along both its banks, flows between

many villages and domains. From it branch channels

which irrigate the domains lying on the eastern bank of
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the Tigris, and in this way the most part of its waters flow

back into the Tigris. The main canal passes on to Taffir,

and here there is a Bridge-of-Boats over it. From thence

it passes on to the Katul-al-Kisrawi, (joining it) at a point

four leagues above Siila (or Salwa).

From the Taraarra is taken a canal called Al-Khalis. 3

It runs between villages and domains and many (minor)

canals are derived from it. It is a great waterway, and boats

can pass up and down. It falls ultimately into the Tigris

on its eastern bank, some two leagues below Ar-Rashidivva.

From the Nahrawan also is taken a canal called the

Nahr Diyala.4 Its point of origin is one mile below

Al-Jisr (the Bridge-of-Boats at Nahrawan). It flows by

villages and domains, and finally falls into the Tigris

three leagues below Baghdad.

Now from the Tigris, at various points below the city

of Wasit, are taken many canals which either fall into

the Swamp or else flow one into the other. Of these we
have already mentioned (the main-channel, which is) the

largest and finest (see Section I.). Among the rest is a

canal called Nahr Ban, which begins below Wasit at a

village known as Nahr Ban. Thence it passes by villages

and domains, and turning about it finally flows out into

the Swamp.

There is also taken from the Tigris a canal called the

Nahr Kuraysh. Its point of origin is at a village likewise

called Nahr Kuraysh. It flows by villages and domains,

and finally falls into the Swamp to the west of [Wasit].5

There is also taken from the Tigris a canal called As-

Slb. 6 This is Slb-al-‘T7kr, and the city of Al-‘Ukr lies on

its banks. Its point of origin is two leagues below Nahr

Ban. It flows on through villages and domains, passing by

Al-Jawamid, and from it many (minor) canals are derived.

Finally, after turning about, it falls into the Swamp.

From the Tigris also is taken the canal called Burduda.

Its point of origin is at a village called Ash-Shadldiyya.

It is a fine canal, and it flows out into the Swamp.

Such, therefore, are the Canals which fall into the

j.r.a.s. 1895. 13
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Tigris and which are derived from the same: and we have

so detailed them unto thee that thou shouldst understand

the matter.

1 Barkuwara, where the three lesser Kiituls branch from

the Tigris, lay close beside Al-Matlra (see Section

Till, note 2). Barkuwara is mentioned by Ya'kubI,

where the name is spelt Balkuwara (p. 265 and

cf. note d, where other readings are given). The

variant Bazkuwar occurs in Yakut (I. 605), and

Jones (p. 47) gives Bez-guara as the name of a

place at this spot. Possibly, therefore, Bazkuwara

is the correct reading, for the difference in Arabic

between z and r lies in the addition of a diacritical

point.

The bridge called Kantara TYasIf doubtless took

its name from AYasif, a celebrated captain of the

Turk Body-guard under Al-Mu‘tasim.
2 The third and lowest of the minor Katiils is apparently

the only one of which any trace is found on our

maps. According to Biladhurl (p. 297) it derived

its name of Abu-l-Jund, “Father, or Supplier, of

the Soldiers,” from the fact that the crops, raised

on the lands watered by it, served to supply the

rations of the troops. It was dug by Harun-ar-

Rashld, who built a palace here while superintending

its construction. In regard to the name Kiitul it

may be mentioned that Yakut (IY. 16) asserts that

the word etymologically signifies “ a cut,” and hence

it was applied to a trench dug or cut in the ground.

Taffir is apparently the place mentioned by Jones

(p. 47) under the name Tafra. YYikfit (III. 539)

says that he had himself visited Taffir, which was a

waterless and pastureless plain, where wild animals

dwelt, lying between Ba'akiiba and Dakiika, on the

road from Baghdad to Arbil. No habitations were

here to be met with, and Yakut adds that his guide,
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when the caravan travelled by night over this plain,

“ was wont to take his direction by the Pole-Star,

until, with the day, the plain had been crossed.”

The point where the Xahr-al-Khiilis left the Tamarra is

not specified. Ar-Rashidiyya, the place two leagues

above which the Khalis flowed out into the Tigris, is

not mentioned by any other geographer, but possibly

may be identified with the present Khor Rashidiyya,

immediately to the north of the ruins called Bedran

(Al-Baradan). From this passage and what our

author adds further of the Nahr-al- Khalis when

describing the canals of Eastern Baghdad (see

Section X.) it is evident that the Khalis of the

tenth century a.d. is not identical with the canal

of that name marked in Kiepert’s map, which last

flows at some distance to the north-west of Bii'akuba

;

hence a good deal higher up than the Khalis of

Ibn Serapion.

The Xahr Diyala of Ibn Serapion coincides generally

with the lower reach (south of Sifwa) of the present

stream of the same name. But from our texts it is

evident that the names Diyala, Tamarra, and Khalis

were applied at different epochs to different streams.

The account in Ibn Serapion (tenth century a.d.) does

not agree with what is given in Yakut (thirteenth

century a.d.), still less with the nomenclature of the

modern map. Yakut (I. 812 and II. 638) says that

the Tamarra is identical with the Khalis Canal, which

also is identical with the Diyala
;
and he goes on to

describe, how the bed of the Tiimarra was artificiallv

paved, for a length of seven leagues, in order to

prevent its waters cutting through the soil, and how
seven streams were taken from its lower course to

irrigate a like number of districts on the hither side

of Eastern Baghdad.

Although there is no blauk space left in the MS., the

name of a place must have dropped out at this point,

and I have supplied “ Wasit ” in the text for want

of any better suggestion.
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The Nahr Ban has been discussed above (Section I.

note 11). Nahr Kuraysh is not mentioned by any

other authority.

6 The Nahr-as-Slb is mentioned by Yakut (III. 209) as

a canal, of the district of Al- Basra, on which there

were many large villages. In two other passages

(III. 275 and 697) the same author speaks of ‘Ukr,

which he pronounces ‘Akr, surnamed As-Sadan, “ of

the Veil.” It was one of the villages of Ash-Shurta,

a district lying between TVasit and Al-Basra, and

was situated on the right (i.e. to the south-west) of

one travelling down the Tigris. Ibn Rusta (p. 95)

apparently refers to the same place under the name

of ‘Ukr-as-Sayd (“ of Fishing,” or “ Hunting ”),

which he says was in his day (early tenth century

a.d.) occupied by the people called Az-Zutt, that is

the Indian Jhats, said to be identical with the

gypsies.

Al-Jawamid (the plural form of Jamida) means

the “drained lands” or those artificially “ dried,”

and reclaimed from the Swamps. Yakut (II. 10 and

IV. 217) describes Al-Jamida as a large village of

the "Wiisit district, that he had himself often visited.

The Burduda canal and the village of Ash-Shadl-

diyya are not to my knowledge mentioned by any

other geographer.



The small “Sketch -Plan of Baghdad” referred

to at p. 275 will be found opposite p. 33 in the

January Part, and, when binding the 1805 V'olume,

should be placed to face p. 275.





REFERENCES TO SKETCH-PLAN OF BAGHDAD.

Eastern Baghdad, or ‘Askar-
al-MahdI.

1. Kasr-ath-Thurayya (Palace of the

Pleiades).

2. Bab Suk-ad-Dawabb (Market for

Beasts of Burden and the Gate).

3. Gate called Bab ‘Amraar.

4. Palace called Dar-al-Banuja.

5. Bab Mukavvar-al-Kabir (the great

Pitched Cate).

6. Dar (or House of) Ibn-al-Khasib.

7. Road of Sa'd-al-Wagif.

8. Al-‘Allafin (the Hay-market).

9. Road and Gate of the Mukharrim
Quarter with the Bridge of Al-

‘Abbas.

10. Bridge of Al-Ansar.
11. The three Tanks of Al-Ansar,

Haylana, and Daud.
12. Darb-at-Tawil (the Long Road).

13. Palace of Al-Mu'tasim.
14. Snk-al-‘Atsh (the Famine Market).

15. Road called Karra-al-‘Arsb.

16. Dar (or House of the) Wazir Ibn-
al-Furat.

17. The Great Road.
18. The Road of ‘Amr the Greek.

19. The Garden of Az-Zahir.
20. Gate called Bab Abraz.

21. Bab Suk-ath-Thulatha (Tuesday

Market and Gate)

.

22. Kasr-al-Firdus (the Palace of

Paradise).

23. Gate called Bab Kati‘a-Mushajin.
24. Gate called Bitb-al-'Amma.
25. Palace called Kasr-al-Hasani.
26. Kasr-at-Taj (Palace of the Crown).
27. Cate called Bab Khurasan, of the

Eastern Side.

28. Gate and Bridge of Al-Baradan.
29. Gate called Bab-ash-Shammasiyya.
30. Market called Suwayka Ja‘far, and

Road of the Canal of Al-Mahdi.
31. Dar-ar-Rumiyyin (House of the

Greeks).

32. Market called Suwayka Nasr-ibn-
Malik, and the Iron Gates.

33. Palace and Great Mosque of Ar-
Rusafa with the Garden of Hafs.

34. Road of the Gate of Khurasan.

Western Baghdad, or City of Al-
Man$ur.

35. Bridge called Kantara-al- ‘Abbas.

36. Kantara-as-Siniyyat.

37. Kantara Raha-al-Batrik (Bridge,

and Mills of the Patrician).

38. A1 - Kantara - al - ‘Atika (the Old
Bridge), and the Kifa Gate.

39. Al-Kantara-al-Jadida (the New
Bridge), and the Basra Gate.

40. Kasr-al-Khuld (the Palace of

Perpetuity), lying between the

Khurasan Cate of the Western
Side, and the Bridge -of-Boats

over the Tigris.

41. Gate, Bridge, and Road of Al-

Anbar.
42. Bab-al-IIadid (the Iron Gate) and

Bridge.

43. Gate called Bab Harb, Bridge,

and Road.
44. Gate called Bab Katrabbul, and

Bridge of the Mill of I*mm
Ja‘far

;
in the Zubaydiyya

Fief.

45. House of Ishak the Tahirid.

46. Gate called Bab Abu Kubaysa.
47. Kantara Darb-al-Hijara (Bridge

of the Road of Al-Hijara).

48. Hospital and Kantara-al-Bima-
ristan (Bridge of the Hospital).

49. Gate called Bab-al-Muhawwal.
50. Suburb called Rabad Humayd.
51. Market called Suwayka Abu-1-

Ward.
52. Pool called Birkat Zalzal.

53. Bab Tak-al-HarranI (Gate of the

Arch of the Harranian)

.

54. Road of the Kahtaba’s.
55. Bab-ash-Sham (the Syrian Gate).

56. Road to the (Upper) Bridge-of-
Boats.

57. Ad-Darrabat.
58. Mill of Abu-1- Kasim.
59. Place of the Men of Wasit.
60. Al-Khafka.
61. Road of the Painter (Al-Musaw-

wir).

62. House of Ka‘b.
63. Gate of the Karkh Quarter.
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64. Quarters of the Cloth-Merchants
(Al-Bazzazin), and of the

Cobblers (Al-Kharrazln) or of

the Butchers (Al-Jazziirin).

65. Quarter of the Soap-makers.

66. Dar-al-Jawz (The Nut House).

67. Quadrangle of the Oil-merchant

(Murabba‘at-az-Zayyat)

68. Quarter of the Canal-diggers.

69. Quarter of the Reed-weavers.
70. Road of the Pitch-workers.

7 1 . Place of the Sellers of Cooked-food.

72. Dawwara-al-Himar (Mound of

the Ass).

73. The Fief of Dogs.

74. Quadrangle of Salih.

75. As-Sawakin.
76. Mashra‘at-al-As (the Myrtle Pas-

sage) .

77. Dar Battikh (the Melon House).

78. Boad of Al-Kabsh (the Ram).
79. Water-conduit called ‘Abbarat-al-

Kukh, and Road of Dujayl.

80. Murabha‘at-al-Furs (Quadrangle

of the Persians).

81. Dukkan-al-Ibna.
82. Bridge of Abu-l-Jawn.

83. Place of the Scribes for the

Orphans.
84. Quadrangle of Shabib.

85. Road and Palace of Hani.
86. Garden of Al-Kass.
87. Road of the House of Ibn-Abu-

‘Awn.

88. Quadrangle of Abu-1- ‘Abbas.

89. Bridge called Kantara-al-Yasi-
riyya.

90. Kantara-ar-Rumiyya (the Bridge
of the Greek woman).

91. Kantara-az-Zayyatin (Bridge of

the Oil-merchants).

92. Kantara-al-Ushnan (the Alkali

Bridge).

93. Kantara-ash-Shawk (the Thom-
merchant’s Bridge).

94. Kantara-ar-Ruman (the Pome-
granate Bridge).

95. Kantara-al-Maghid (the Bridge of

the Place that is dried up).

96. Kantara-al-Bustan (the Garden
Bridge)

.

97. Kantara-al-Ma‘badI.

98. Kantara Bani Zurayk.

99. Kasr ‘Isa (Palace of ‘Isa).
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[SECTION X.]

Canals of Eastern Baghdad.

Now the canals of the City of Peace (Baghdad), which

flow through the same, are those from which the (people)

who live near by to them take their drinking-water. We
begin with the canals that are on the eastern side of the

Tigris, which is called ‘Askar-al-Mahdi (the Camp of Al-

Mahdl). 1

Of these is the canal called the Nahr Musa. Its place of

origin is from the canal called Al-Nahr Bin, 2 at the back

of the Palace of Al-Mu'tadid, known as Kasr-ath-Thuravya

(the Palace of the Pleiades). Now the origin of the Nahr

Bln is from the Nahrawan (Canal), at a short distance

above the Bridge-of-Boats (at the town of Nahrawan).

Thence the Nahr Bin passes on, with running waters, and.

from it branch many canals which irrigate the Sawad (or

plain near) Baghdad. This canal, passes to the east of

the Palace of the Pleiades aforesaid, and on its banks are

villages and domains. It next irrigates part of the district

of Kalwadha, and finally flows out into the Tigris a little

less than two leagues below Baghdad.

The Nahr Musa, 3 as already mentioned, is derived from

the (Nahr Bin), and its place of origin also has been

described. Passing on the (Nahr Musa) enters the Palace

of the Pleiades, and turning round and about it, passes

out again. Then it reaches a place called the Dividing

of the Waters, and there it divides into three streams.

The first stream (which is the Nahr Musa itself) passes

to Bab Suk-ad-Dawabb (the Gate of the Market for Beasts-

of-Burden), and thence goes across (the gate called) Bab
‘Ammar. Here there is taken from it a canal which passes

to (the Palace known as) Dar-al-Bauuja, aud there it dis-

appears.

The Nahr Musa itself passes on after traversing the Bab

S ilk-ad-Dawabb, and comes to the Bab Mukayyar-al-Kablr

(the great Pitched Gate). Here there is taken from it a
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canal which passes to the Dar (or House of) Ibn-al-Khasib,

which stands in the road called after Sa‘d-al-WasIf. Next

it passes out to Al-'AUafln, and here there falls into it

the canal which Al-Mu‘tadid dug* for the Lake. Thence

the canal passes by tbe road, which is behind the wine-

shops, towards Al-'Allafln, and which is known as the road

of the Bab-al-Mukharrira. Then the canal passes under

(the Bridge called) Kantara-al-‘Abbas, which is at (the

Gate called) the Bab-al-Mukharrim, and flowing along the

road to (the quarter of) Al-Mukharrim, it disappears.

The Nahr Musa itself next goes on to (the Bridge called)

Kantara-al-Ansar
;
and here there are taken from it three

canals. The first of these flows into the tank (Hawd) of

tbe Ansar
;
the second into the tank of Haylana

;
and the

third into tbe tank of Baud.

The Nahr Musa itself next passes on to the road (called)

Darb-at-TawTl, and the Palace of Al-Mu‘tasim. Here there

is taken from it a canal which passes to (the Market of)

Suk-al-‘Atsh. After flowing along the centre of the road

called Karm-al-'Arsh, it finally falls into the Dar (or

House of the) Wazlr ‘Ali-ibn-Muhammad-ibn-al-Furat,

and there disappears.

The Nahr Musa itself flows on skirting the Palace of

Al-Mu'tasim, and passes out into the Great Hoad. Next

it comes to the road of ‘Amr-ar-RumT, and then enters (the

Garden called) Bustan-az-Zahir, which is irrigated by it;

lastly it falls into the Tigris a little way below this garden.

The Second Canal
,

4 at the Dividing (of the Waters), flows

towards the (Gate called) Bab Abraz, and here it enters

Baghdad. This (canal) is called Nahr-al-Mu‘alla. It flows

between the houses to the Bab Suk-ath-Thulatha (the gate

of the Tuesday Market). Next it enters the Palace of Al-

Mu'tudid, which is called Al-Firdus (Paradise), and after

passing through and about it, flows out into the Tigris near

this palace.

* For this next line of toxt Al-KhatTb has the following: “And some of

its (waters) pass to the Bab Suk al Ghanam (the Gate of the Sheep-Market),

and thence to the Trench of Al ‘Abbas.”
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The Third Canal
,

5 at the Dividing (of the Waters), flows

to the Bab Kutl'a Mushajln* (the Gate of the Fief of

Mushajln). Thence it passes to the (gate called) Bub-al-

‘Amma
;
and next enters (the palace) called Kasr-al-HasanI,

and, after passing round and about it, flows out into the

Tigris near the Palace of Al-Muktafi, known as Kasr-at-Taj

(the Palace of the Crown).

From the Nahr Bln, above mentioned, is taken a canal

called the Nulir ‘Ali. Its point of origin is at a short

distance above (the head of) the Nahr Musa. It passes

across the highway of Khurasan to the village of Al-Athla 6
;

and flowing: on irrigates the district of Nahr Buk and the

hamlet of Al-Ufrutar. Finally, it falls into a canal from

the Khalis (Canal).

From the Nahr-al-Fadl (which will be described below)

is brought a canal called the Nahr-al-Ja‘fariyya. It flows

by villages and domains and loses itself in the Sawad (or

Plain) of Baghdad, which lies to the north of the city.

From this Nahr-al-Ja‘fariyya is brought a canal called

Nahr-as-Siir (the Canal of the Wall), for it flows along

the Wall of Baghdad. (As already said), its origin is

from the Nahr-al-Ja‘fariyya, and it flows by the (gate

called the) Bab Khurasan, and that called Bab-al-Baradan.

Finally, it flows out into the Nahr [al-FadlJf which itself

flows out into the Tigris near the (gate called) Bab-ash-

Shammasiyya.

From the Nahr -al -Khalis, which, as we have already

stated (see Section IX.), falls into the Tigris below the place

called Ar-Rashidiyya, there is brought the canal (already

mentioned) called Nahr-al-Fadl. It flows towards the (gate

called) Bab-ash-Shammasiyya, and in passing irrigates the

domains and villages that lie along its banks. It finally

flows out into the Tigris at the Bab-ash-Shammasiyya

(aforesaid). From this Canal of Ash-Shammasiyya, other-

wise called the Nahr-al-Fadl, is taken a canal called the

* The reading of this name is uncertain. Al-Khatlb gives Mushajir.

t MS. reads Al-Khalis, in error.
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Nahr-al-MahdI. Its point of origin is a little way above

the Gate (of Ash Shammasiyya)
;

passing on it enters

Baghdad by the Bab-ash-Shammasiyya, and flows to the

(market called) Suwayka Ja'far. Then, passing by the

road known as the Road of the Nahr-al-MahdI, it reaches

the (bridge called) Kantara-al-Baradiin
,

7 whence it enters

the (House of the Greeks) Dar-ar-Rumiyyin. Then it

passes out to (the market called the) Suwayka-Nasr-ibn-

Malik
;

and next, entering Ar-Rusafa, it comes to the

Great Mosque, and to (the garden called) Bustan Hafs,

where it (finally) falls into a tank which is in the interior

of the Palace of Ar-Rusafa.

From this canal (of Al-Mahdi) is taken a canal, the

origin of which is in the Market, of Nasr (aforesaid) at

the Iron Gates (Al-Abwab-al-Hadld). It passes along the

centre of the road of the Gate of Khurasan, flowing on to

where it finally falls into the Nahr [as-Sur] * near the

Gate of Khurasan.

These, therefore, are the Canals (of Baghdad) on the

eastern side of the Tigris, and there now remain the

Canals of the western side
;
and these, if it please Allah,

I will explain to thee.

1 In this and the two following sections on the Canals

of Baghdad, the notes supply brief references for

those places, only, which I have found mentioned

by other authorities. It is not, however, intended

to make them exhaustive. I hope to discuss the

whole subject of the topography of Ancient Baghdad

in a future paper
;
and have therefore limited myself,

in this place, to what seemed absolutely necessury

for the elucidation of the text of Ibn Serapion.

These three Sections (X., XI., XII.) on the Canals

of Baghdad have been copied (and, as usual, without

any acknowledgment and with many omissions) by

Al-Khatlb, in his History of Baghdad. This useful

* MS. reads Nalir-al-Fudl, in error.
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compilation has never yet been printed, but good

MSS. of the work exist in the British Museum and

the Paris Library.

The great eastern quarter of Baghdad, that lay on

the Persian side of the Tigris, and which, during the

last four centuries of the Abbasid Caliphate, became

the main quarter of the capital, was originally only a

suburb of the city of Al- Mansur (see Section XI.

note 1), of the western side of the Tigris. The

eastern quarter, in the beginning, had been called

‘Askar-al-Mahdl, “the Camp of Al-Mahdi,” son

aud successor of Al-Mansur, for Al-Mahdi had en-

camped here with his troops in a.h. 151 (768)

after returning from his expedition into Khurasan.

Al-Mahdi subsequently built a palace near this camp,

called Ar-Rusafa, “the Cause-way,” also a Mosque,

and in after )
Tears, during his Caliphate, a city,

composed of houses built on the fiefs granted to

his followers, spread over the adjacent lands. Here

the later Caliphs built their palaces, and ‘Askar-al-

Mahdi soon afterwards became the seat of govern-

ment, the western quarter tending more aud more

to ruin.

The Nahr Bln, Yakut writes (IY. 836), is also called

the Nahr Bll, and its waters irrigate the lands of

the district called Nahr Bilk. This last, it is to

be remarked, was not the name of a canal (in spite

of the word Nahr having that signification), but of

a district. The land near Baghdad on the eastern

side of the Tigris, was divided into two sections

;

up-stream and to the north with the river on the

west, was the Nahr Buk District
;

while down-

stream and south-east lay the District of Kalwadha,

with the town of the same name on the Tigris bank.

This account of the Nahr Musa and its branches is

repeated by Yakut (IY. 846) in a very much
abridged form. The Palace of the Pleiades stood

two miles distant from the palace on the Tigris bank,
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called Kasr-al-IIasani. Yakut describes (I. 924) an

underground, vaulted passage-way, which the Caliph

had built for connecting the two palaces, and along

which his women could pass from one to the other

without appearing in the streets.

Of the places lying on the Nahr Musa and its

branches, the following are mentioned by other

writers. The Palace of Al-Banuja (on the first

branch canal), Al-Khatib (f. 89) states, belonged to

a daughter of Al-Mahdi. Her name is also written

Banuka, “Little Banu” or Lady, and under this

form occurs in Ibn Kutayba (p. 193), who says

that she died young. The second branch canal

passed to the Palace of Ibn-al-KhasIb, who was

Wazir of the Caliph Al-Muntasir (cf. Fakhri,

p. 285). The quarter of Al-Mukharrim, according

to Biladhurl (p. 295), was so called from a man of

this name who had settled here in the early days

of Islam, before Baghdad was founded. Yakut

(IV. 441) describes this quarter as situated between

the Rusafa and Nahr-al-Mu‘alla quarters. In after

times the Buwayhid princes built their palaces here,

as also some of the Saljfik Sultans; but all this was

subsequent to the date of Ibn Serapion.

In regard to the three Tanks, Yakut states

(II. 3 1>2) that the Hawd Dafid was called either

after Diiud, son of the Caliph Al-Mahdi, or after

one of his freedmen. It lay adjacent, he says, to

the market called Suk-al-'Atsh (see next paragraph).

The Hawd Haylana was called after one of the wives

of either Al-Mansur or of Ilarim-ar- Rashid, who

bore this name, and caused this tank to be dug.

Of the Tank of the Ansar, “ the Auxiliaries,” no

details are given.

The Palace of Al-Mu‘tasim, on the Nahr Mfisa, is

mentioned by Ya'kubI (p. 255) as having been the

residence of that Caliph between the years a.h. 218-

221, and immediately prior to his removal, with
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his Turk body-guard, upstream to Samarra (see

Section I. note 3). The Siik-al-‘Atsh, “ the Famine

Market,” is described by Yakut (III. 194) as lying

bet ween the Rusiifa and the Nahr-al-Mu'alla quarters.

It was built for the Caliph Al-Mahdl by a certain

SaTd-al-Khursi, Chief of the Police, and merchants

from the Karkh quarter (see Section XI. note 1) were

brought over and settled here. It was at first

proposed to call it Sfik-ar-Rayy, “ the Market of

Satiety,” but the word ‘Atsh, “Famine,” took its

place and persisted.

‘Ali-Ibn-al-Furat, whose palace stood near this,

was three times Wazlr to the Caliph al-Muktadir

(cf. Fakhri, p. 311). ‘Amr-ar-Rumi, “the Greek,”

is probably the individual mentioned by Biladhurl

(p. 323), as having been Freedman of the Caliph Al-

Hiidl, who named ‘Amr governor of Kazwin in Persia.

The Garden of Az-Zilhir is referred to incidentally

bv Yakut (III. 195, IV. 441). It lay on the Tigris

bank near where the Mosque called the Jami‘-as-

Sultiin afterwards stood, and apparently was to the

south of Ar-Rusafa.

The second canal at the “ Divide ” was called after

Al-Mu‘alla, Freedman of Al-Mahdi, and a great

General under Hariin-ar- Rashid. Yakut (IY. 845)

says that this man held more governments than had

ever been granted to any other individual—having

been Governor of Al- Basra, Fars, Al-Ahwaz, Al-

Yamama, and Al-Bahrayn. The Nahr-al-Mu‘al!a

gave its name to the great quarter of Baghdad in

which the Palaces of the latter Caliphs stood.

The gate called the Bab Abraz and the Tuesdav-

Market are both mentioned by YakOt (I. 774, III.

193), who gives the name of this gate under the form

Biyabraz. Al-Firdus “ The Palace of Paradise,” is

also referred to incidentally by the same author

(IY. 845) ;
and it took its water from the Mu'alla

Canal.
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5 The third canal at the “ Divide ” appears to have had

no special designation. The Palace called Al-HasanI

received its name from Al- Hasan Ibn Sahl, whose

daughter Buran was married to Al-Mamiin (see

Section I. note 9), Al-Hasan being, at that time,

Wazlr. Yakut (I. 805) relates that the Kasr-al-

Hasanl was the same Palace which under Ar-Rashid

bad been called the Kasr Mam uni, having been built

by Ja‘far, the Barmecide, for presentation to Al-

Maruun, the heir-apparent. Kasr-at-Taj, “ the Palace

of the Crown,” was built on land adjacent to the

HasanI Palace. It was begun by Al-Mu‘tadid,

according to Yakut (I. 808), but the Caliph left it

half finished to build the Palace of the Pleiades

(see note 3, above), and the Taj was only completed

under his son, the Caliph Al-Muktafi.

6 Al-Athla is mentioned bv Yakut (I. 118) as lying one

league distant from Baghdad. Al-Ufrutar is not

given elsewhere ;
neither is there any mention made

in Yakiit of the various canals which branch from

the Khalis going towards the Shatnmasiyya quarter.

This quarter has been already noticed (Section I.

note 6). Yakiit (III. 317) describes it as lying

adjacent to “the Greek House” called Dar-ar-Rum,

and above Ar-Rusafa, in the upper part of Eastern

Baghdad. Here, at a later date than Ibn Serapion,

the Buwayhid prince, Mu‘izz-ad-Dawla, built his

great palace.

7 The bridge called Kantara-al-Earadiin, after the village

lying to the north of Baghdad (see Section I. note G),

gave its name to a quarter and a gate of the eastern

city. Yakiit (IY. 187) notes that the bridge was built

by a certain As-Sarl-ibn-al-IIutum. The Diir-ar-

Riimiyyln, “ the House of the Greeks,” is the Dar-ar-

Rum mentioned in the previous note, but this and

the other places in or near Ar-Rusafa are not further

specified by Yakut. The Little Market (Suwayka) of

Nasr, Yakut (III. 201) says, was called after a certuiu
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Nasr-ibn-Malik, of the Khuza'a tribe. Al-Mahdi

grunted him the land here in fief
;
and he was father

of the celebrated Ahmad-az-Zahid, “ the Ascetic,”

who suffered persecution under the Caliph Al-Wathik.

[SECTION XI.]

Canals of Western Baghdad .
1

Of these is the canal called As-Sarat .
3 Its origin is from

the Nahr ‘Isii, at a short distance above the village of Great

Al-Muhawwal. Thence the canal passes, watering the

domains and gardens of Baduraya, and many (minor) canals

branch from it. Entering Baghdad, it passes the bridge

called Kantara-al- ‘Abbas, then goes on to the Kantara-as-

Siniyyat, next it passes to the Kantara Raha-al-Batrlk (the

Bridge of the Patrician’s Mill), which same is the Bridge

of Az-Zabd
;

then it comes to the Kantara-al-‘Atika (the

Old Bridge), next to the New Bridge (Kantara-al-Jadlda),

then, finally, the (Sarat Canal) flows out into the Tigris

a little way below (the Palace called) Al-Khuld.

From the Sarat is taken a canal called the Trench

(Khandak) of Tahir .
3 It starts from the Canal of the

Sarat, one league below the head of the same (that is

where the Sarat itself branches from the Nahr Tsa). Flow-

ing on (the Khandak) waters various domains, and, turning,

passes round Baghdad in the part adjacent to (the quarter

of) Al-Harbiyya. It first goes by the (gate called) Biib-al-

Anbar, and there is here a bridge (Kautara) over it. Then

it passes Bab-al-HadTd (the Iron Gate), where also there

is a bridge. Next it comes to the Bab Harb, where there

is also a bridge, and then to the Bab Katrabbul, and here

there is the Kantara Raha-Umm-Ja‘far (the Bridge of the

Mill of Umm-Ja‘far). Next passing through the midst

of the Fief of Umtu-Ja'far, the (Trench) flows out into

the Tigris a little way above the House (Dar) of Ishak-ibn-

Ibrahlm the Tahirid.
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From the Khandak (or Trench) is taken a canal called

the Little Sarat. This canal takes its way, cutting across

the Gardens, and after passing by part of Baduraya, flows

out finally into the Great Sarat at a point a little way

below the Patrician’s Mill.

From the Nahr ‘Isa is taken a canal called Karkhaya.4

It passes through the midst of the district of Baduraya,

and there branch from it (many minor) canals which

ramify throughout Baduraya, being called and named
variously. Along both its banks are villages, domains,

and gardens, which extend until it enters Baghdad at

the (gate called) Bab Abu-Kubaysa. After this it passes

to the Kantara-al-Yahud (the Bridge of the Jew), and

then on to the (bridge called) Kantara Darb-al-Hijara.

Next it passes to the Kantara-al-Blmaristan (the Bridge

of the Hospital), and the (gate called) Bab Muhawwal,

and here there branch from it all the canals of (the

quarter of) Al-Karkh.

Now the first of these canals has its point of origin

immediately after the Karkhaya has passed the Bridge

of the Blmaristan, and it is called Nahr Razln. Passing

along it is taken into the (Suburb called) Rabad Hurnayd,

and, after going round and about therein, it passes out

to (the Market called) Suwayka Abu-1- Ward. Thence it

passes to the (Pool called) Birkat Zalzal, through which

it flows, and next comes to (the gate called the) Bab

Tak-al-Harrani, and finally falls into the Great Sarat

immediately below the New Bridge. In this (latter) part

the (Razln) Canal is known as the Nahr Abu-‘Attab.

Now when the Nahr Razln comes to the gate of the

Market of Abu-1- Ward, there is taken from it a canal

which passes by a Kuraj (or Conduit), which carries (its

waters across) the Old Bridge (Al-Kantara-al-‘AtTka, over

the Great Sarat). Flowing on from here, it goes along

the road of the KQfa Gate, where (a canal) branches off

from it which enters part of the remains of the (original)

City of Al-Mansiir, and here its waters fail. From the

Gate of Kuf'a. the main canal, after flowiuir alon<r the
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Road of the Kahtaba’s, comes to the Bith-ash-Sham

(the Syrian Gate), whence, passing by the Road of the

Jisr (or Bridge-of- Boats), it skirts the Zubaydiyya (Fief),

and finally disappears there.

(To return to) the Canal of Karkhaya. After passing

Al-Blmaristan (the Hospital), it comes to the place called

Ad-Darrabat
,

5 and here takes the name of Al-‘Amiid. This

is the stream from which branch the canals of the Inner

(quarter of) Al-Karkh. The main canal next passes to a

building adjacent, which is called the Mill of Abu-l-Kasim,

and thence to a place (inhabited by) the men of Wasit.

From thence it passes to a place called Al-Khafka,* and

there is now taken from it the (canal called) Nahr-al-

Bazzazin (of the Cloth-merchants)
;

here it turns about

and comes out* in the road of Al-Musawwir (the Painter).

Thence it passes to the (house called) Diir Ka‘b, and flows on

to the Gate of Al-Karkh. Here it enters (the quarter of

the Cloth-merchants, called) Al-Bazzazln, thence passing

to that (of the Cobblers, called) Al-Kharrazln.f Here it

enters the quarter of the Soap-makers, and then finally

flows out into the Tigris under the Dar-al-Jawz (the House

of the Nut).

(Now to return to) the main canal, this passes on from

Al-Khafka, to where it skirts the Murabba‘a-az-Zavyat

(the Quadrangle of the Oil-merchant), and here there

branches from it a canal called the Nahr-ad-Dajaj (the

Fowl’s Canal).
6 This last, turning off, extends to (the

quarter of) the Canal - diggers, and thence passes to

(the quarter of) the Reed-weavers, and the road of the

Pitch-workers
;

and finally it falls out into the Tigris

at the place of the Sellers of Cooked-food. (Returning to

the main canal), this passes on from the Quadrangle

of the Oil-merchant to Dawwara-al-Himar (the Mound of

the Ass), and there turns off from it at this point a canal

called Nahr-al-Kilab (the Dogs’ Canal), which goes along the

* Reading of MS. doubtful.

f In the MS. this name may be read Al-Jazzarin, “ the Butchers.”

j.k.a.s. 1895. 19
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road of the Fief of the Dogs, and flowing on finally falls into

the Nahr ‘Isa at (the bridge called) lyantara-ash-Shawk. But

the main canal passes on from the Dawwara-al-Himar to

a place known as the Quadrangle of Salih, and here there

turns from it a canal called (after the Cooks who sell Fried-

meats) Nahr-al-Kallayln, which passing on extends to (the

place called) As-Sawakin, and thence to the Reed-weavers’

quarter, where it flows out into the Nahr-ad-Dajaj (before

described), and from this point the two form one canal.

(Returning to) the Quadrangle of Salih, the main canal

passes on to a place where it becomes the Nahr Tabak,

and then finally it falls into the Nahr ‘Isa at a place

known as Mashra‘at-al-As (the Myrtle -passage), which

is over against the Melon-house (Dilr Battlkh).

Such, therefore, are the Canals of (the quarter of) Al-

Karkh
;
and there remain over the canals of the Harbiyya

(quarter), and these, if it please Allah, may He be exalted !

I will also detail unto thee.

1 In order to understand the following description, a few

lines must be devoted to a summary account of the

topography of ancient Baghdad. The original city,

as founded by the Caliph Al-Mansur, was circular,

being surrounded by a double wall and ditch, with

four equidistant gates. From gate to gate measured

an Arab mile (about one English mile and a quarter),

and the circumference being thus four Arab miles,

the diameter of the town was rather over one mile.

This circular city stood on the western side of the

Tigris, immediately above the point where the Sarat

Canal, coming from the Nahr ‘Isa, joined the Tigris,

and the Sarat flowed round the southern side of the

city. The four gates were : first, the Basra Gate,

opening S.E. and down-stream, overlooking the Sarat

where it was crossed by the New Bridge
;

second,

the Kfifa Gate, opening S.W., and at a short distance

above the Sarat, across which, by the Old Bridge,
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lav the great Kiifa high road; third, the Syrian

Gate, opening N.W. on the Harbiyya quarter; and

fourth, the Khurasan Gate, opening N.E., overlooking

the Tigris and the great Bridge-of- Boats which crossed

the river. In after times the name of this fourth

gate, the Bab Khurasan, was transferred to the gate

of the city on the eastern bank, through which

passed the great high road to Persia (see Section X.).

Such was the city founded and finished by Al-

Mansur in about a.h 146 (763), but which, becoming

the capital of the Abbasids, very quickly outgrew

its earlier limits. Already under Al-Mansur the

markets were removed from his circular (and walled)

city, to a suburb built on the southern side of the

Sarilt Canal. This market-suburb faced the Basra

Gate, and was given the name of Al-Karkb. Ya'kubI

says (p. 246) that it extended two leagues in length

by one league across. From Al-Karkh northward,

and westward— past the Kiifa Gate and along the

Sarat, towards Al-Muhawwal, a village three miles

from Baghdad—the Caliph divided the ground into

fiefs for his nobles, and the lands were soon covered

with buildings which extended to beyond the suburb

of the Anbiir Gate. Lastly, on the northern side

of the original city, up-stream, and beyond the

Syrian Gate, lay the Ilarb quarter, which was

bounded to the north by the line of Tahir’s Trench.

In the century and a half which had elapsed,

counting from the date of the foundation of the

city down to the epoch at which Ibn Serapion

wrote, Baghdad had undergone many changes. It

had never recovered the destructive effects of the

great siege, when Al-Amln had defended himself,

to the death, against the troops of his brother

Al-Mamun; and again it had suffered semi-depopu-

lation by the removal of the seat of Government to

Samarra (see Section I. note 3). The original round-

city of Al-Mansur had long ago been absorbed into the
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great capital, which covered ground measuring about

five miles across in every direction, and the circular

walls must, at an early date, have been levelled.

The four gates, however, had remained and had

given their names to the first suburbs, which, in

time, had been absorbed into the Western town and

become one half of the great City of Peace (Dar-as-

Salam), the Baghdad of the Caliphs.

2 The Sarat Canal dates back to Sassanian times. It

is a prominent feature in the history of the Muslim

conquest (cf. Biladhurl, p. 246), and the name was

apparently transferred in later times to the other

Sarat, mentioned above (Section VI. note 6). Iyan-

tara-as-Slniyyat may mean “the Porcelain Bridge”

(Sin being the Arab name for China). Possibly,

however, the word is of Aramaic origin, signifying

“ of the Date-palms,” for As-Sln, with this sense, is

a name common to many places in Babylonia (cf.

Z.D.M.G. XXXIX. p. 9, note 4). Yakut (III. 378)

in the place of As-Siniyyat, gives As-Sablbat, pro-

bably a clerical error, for the MSS. of Al-Khatib

confirm Ibn Serapion.

The Patrician’s Mills are described by Ya'kiibl

(p. 243) and Yakut (II. 759). The name of the

bridge near these is written by Al-Khatib (f. 104)

Az-Zabd, and Zabad is given in Yakut (II. 914) as

the name of a place in Western Baghdad “mentioned

in the Histories.” Al-Mansur granted these mills

in fief to Al-‘Abbas, his brother, and after him,

doubtless the neighbouring Bridge of Al-‘Abbas was

called. The Old Bridge, opposite the Kfifa Gate,

Ya'kubI (p. 244) states, was one of the first to be

built by Al-Mansur; the New Bridge, opposite the

Basra Gate, Biladhurl (p. 295) ascribes to Al-Mahdi.

The famous Kasr-al-Khuld, “the Palace of Per-

petuity,” on the Tigris bank, Yakut (II 459) states,

was built by Al-Mansur. It was the favourite

residence of llarun-ar-Rashld, and apparently fell
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to ruin after the great siege of Baghdad, during

the civil war following the death of that Caliph
;

for Ilarun-ar-Rashid’s son, Al-Amln, had, at the last,

entrenched himself with his troops in this palace.

It lay immediately below the great Bridge-of-Boats

crossing the Tigris to the eastern quarter. On the

site of the palace the Buwayhid prince ‘Adud-ad-

Dawla, in a.h. 368 (978), built his famous Hospital

(Blrnaristan).

The Trench of Tahir took its name from the founder

of the Tahirid Dynasty of Khurasan, who had been

the General of the troops of Al-Mamun during the

civil war. He crushed the power of Al-Amln, and

was responsible for his death. The Harbiyya quarter

was named after Harb-ibn-‘Abd-Allah of Balkh,

who, Yakut (II. 234) states, was a favourite of

Al-Mansur. By the thirteenth century a.d. the

Harbiyya had come to be a separate walled-suburb,

with its own markets, lying two miles distant from

old Baghdad. Ibn Hawkal (p. 164) describes the

Harbiyya as lying opposite, on the western bank

of the Tigris, to the Shammasiyya on the eastern

side. Ishak, son of Ibrahim the Tahirid, near

whose Dar (or palace) the Trench flowed out into

the Tigris, is, I presume, the member of that

family who, according to Mas‘udl (YII. 3H), was

Governor of Baghdad under Al-Mutawakkil, while

that Caliph was living at Samarra. Yakut (III. 378)

is certainly in error in stating that the Trench of

Tahir flowed out into the Tigris, “in front of the

Gate of Al-Basra.” He must here have confounded

it with the Sarat.

Umm Ja'far (the Mother of Ja‘far) was the

surname of the famous Zubayda, cousin and chief

wife of Harfin-ar-Rashld, and mother of Al-Amin

(see Section Y. note 3). The Zubaydivya Fief

(mentioned below) is referred to by Yakut (II. 917,

1Y. 141).
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4 From Al-Muhawwal to the first bridge (the Yasiriyya)

on the ‘Isa Canal, measured one mile, and as the

Karkhaya is said to have branched off “ a short

distance” below Al-Muhawwal, I presume its head

to have been above the Yasiriyya. Yakut (IV. 252)

quotes the present account of the Karkhaya, but

adds that by the thirteenth century a.d. all trace

of this canal had disappeared. Of the places here

mentioned most do not occur again in Yakut. The

Hospital (Blmaristan) is not to be confounded with

that built by ‘Adud-ad-Dawla (see note 2). Ya'kiibl

(p. 244) describes the gate called Bab Muhawwal as

leading out to the suburb of Humayd, which Yakut

(II. 750) says was called after one of the nobles of

Al-Mansur—Humayd, the son of Al-Kahtaba, who

gave his name to a road mentioned below (see Sec-

tion XII. note 3). The Suwayka, “little Suk” or

Market of Abu-1-Ward, Yakut (III. 201) describes

as having been built by a certain judge, in the

reign of Al-Mahdi. The same authority’- (I. 592)

states that Zalzal, who dug the Pool called after him,

was the great lute-player, brother-in-law of the

celebrated musician Ibrahim of Mosul, whose music

was the delight of Ilaruu-ar-Rashld and his court.

The gateway called the Arch (Tak) of the Harranian

was built by a certain Ibrahim, whom Yakut (III.

489) calls a freedman of Al-Mansur.
5 The two places called Ad-Darrabat—which may mean

“the female musicians”—and Al-Khafka are men-

tioned by Al-Khatlb (f. 104), who quotes this passage.

Ehafka, which means “a short sleep, a nap,” is

curious as a place-name. Al-'Amild signifies the

“ main-stream ” of a river or canal.

6 Nahr-ad-Dajaj, “the Fowls’ Canal,” is mentioned by

Ya'kiibi (p. 250) and Yakut (IY. 838). The

Poulterers had their market here. The Nahr-al-

Kiliib, “ the Dogs’ Canal,” took its name from the

Dogs' Fief, adjacent thereto, which Al-Khatlb mentious
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(f. 83) as having been so called by Al- Mansur (and for

want of a better designation) by reason of the number

of these animals which had congregated there. The

Nahr-al-Kallayin, named from the cooks who fried

fish and lived on this canal, is mentioned by Yakut

(IV. 843). He adds that a village called Wartlial

stood on this spot before the building of Baghdad.

He also describes (IV. 841) the Nahr Tabak, stating

(III. 486) that it derived its name from the great

“tiles” (tabak) made here, with which it was

customary to pave the houses in Baghdad. Yakut

adds that this canal was originally called the Nahr

Babak, having been dug by Babak or Papuk, the

Sassanian. It apparently flowed out into the Nahr ‘Isa

near the palace called the Kasr ‘Isa. Ya'kubI, on the

other hand (p. 250), says that this canal took its name

from a certain man called Tabak-ibn-Samyah. The

l)ar-al-Battikh, “ the Melon House,” is mentioned by

Yakut (II. 517), but he gives no details.

[SECTION XII.]

Canals of the Harbiyya .
1

Of these is a Canal, which is brought from the Dujayl

and is called the Nahr Batatiya. 2 Its point of origin is

six leagues below the head of the Dujayl. It passes thence,

watering many domains and villages, and goes by the midst

of (the district of) Maskin, whence it flows out through the

domains, and here is lost.

But there is brought from the Batatiya, from a point

a little below the Bridge-of-Boats of Batatiya, a canal

which flows on towards Baghdad, into which it passes, by

the conduit of the Kuraj at the Bridge of the Gate of Al-

Anbar. It enters Baghdad at this point, passing along

the road of the Bab-al-Anbar, and, traversing the road of

Al-Kabsh, there disappears.

Now from the Nahr Batatiya aforesaid is brought

another canal, its origin being at a point lower down than
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that of the first canal. It flows towards Baghdad, and

passes (into the city) by a conduit called ‘Abbarat-al-Kukh,

which crosses (the Trench of Tahir) between the (gates of

the) Bab Harb and the Bab-al-IIadid. Passing this, it

enters Baghdad, running down the road of Dujayl to (the

Quadrangle of the Persians) Murabba‘at-al-Furs. Here

there is taken from it a canal called Nahr Dukkan-al-

Ibna (of the Shops of the Persian-Arab nobles), which

flowing off disappears.

The main canal passes on from the Quadrangle of the

Persians to the Bridge of Abu-l-Jawn .
3 Here there is taken

from it a canal to the place of the Scribes for the Orphans,

and thence to the (Quadrangle called) Murabba'a Shabib,

and there it falls out into the canal of the road (near the

Syrian Gate), as we shall describe below.

The main canal passes on from the bridge of Abu-l-Jawn

to the road of the (palace called) Kasr Hani, thence it passes

to the (garden called) Bustan-al-Ivass, and finally it flows

out into the canal which passes down the road of the

Kahtaba’s.

From the Nahr Batiitiya is brought a canal, whose origin

is from the (channel called) Kanat-al-Kiikh
;
and it flows to

Baghdad. It passes by the Conduit, which is a Iyfiraj, over

the bridge of the Bab Harb, and there enters Baghdad.

Flowing down the middle of the road of the Bab Harb,

it comes to the road of (the house called) Diir Ibn Abu-

‘Awn
,

4 and next to the Quadrangle of Abu-l-'Abbas.

Thence it passes to the Quadrangle of Shabib, where there

falls into it the canal (of the Scribes for the Orphans), as

we have already mentioned
;
and from this point it passes

to the Bab-ash-Sham (the Gate of Syria).

These, therefore, which we have discussed, are the Canals

of (Baghdad), the City of Peace. Now the canals which

are in (the quarter called) Al-Harbiyya are (the kind of

water-courses called) Kanat, and they run underground,

but (their courses outside the city) where they begin are

(canals and) uncovered, as, please Allah, muy lie be exalted!

thou hast understood.
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1 The water of the Ilarbiyya Canals had to cross the

Khandak, or Trench of Tahir, in order to reach

the Ilarbiyya quarter, and the conduits generally

passed over by the bridges crossing the trench in

front of the several gates. A water-conduit, cross-

ing at right angles a lower canal, appears, in

Baghdad, to have been called either Kiiraj or

‘Abbilra. Kiiraj is the name which Yakut (IV.

198) gives to one of the canals of the Western

quarter, which was brought down from the Katiil,

and which, whenever it broke its banks, laid

the whole of that part of Baghdad under water.

M. de Goeje says (Ilistoire des Carmathes, 2nd

edition, note 3 to p. 13), that Kiiraj is the Arab

form of the Persian Kura “ a canal.” The word

‘Abbdra
,
which Ibn Serapion also uses, does not

occur in this sense in our Arabic dictionaries
;
but

it is evident from the present and the following

passages that ‘Abbdra means “ a small aqueduct or

water-conduit crossing a canal.” In many cases

the word Kiiraj of Ibn Serapion’s MS. is replaced

in the corresponding passage of Al-Khatlb by the

word ‘Abbdra— which is a noun formed from the

verb *abara
,

“
to cross over,” following the gram-

matical form of such words as Kal/asa, “ a lime-

kiln,” and Kayyara
,
“a bitumen-pit,” (cf. W.

Wright’s Grammar, 2nd edition, I. 199).

2 The paragraph on the Batatiya Canal is given, in a

mutilated form, by Yakut (IV. 835), who quotes

it at second-hand from Al-Khatlb. Shari‘-al-Kabsh,

“ the Road of the Ram,” is mentioned by Yakut

(IV. 233), who speaks of Al-Kabsh-wa-l-Asad, “the

Ram and the Lion,” as a quarter of Western

Baghdad, in his day long gone to ruin. It was

the limit, according to Al-Khatlb (f. 67), of the

houses of Baghdad on the west. Murabba‘at-al-

Furs, “the Quadrangle of the Persians,” Yakut

states (IV. 485) was a fief granted by Al-Mausur
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to certain men of that nation. The reading Nahr

Dukkan-al-Ibna is from the Paris MSS. of Al-Khatlb.

The word Dukkan is used by so early an authority

as Biliidhurl (p. 281) in the usual sense of a

“balcony,” or “shop”; while Ibna is the term

applied by the Arabs to the nobles of Persian race

who ruled in Arabia (see Mas'udI, IY. 188).

3 The Bridge of Abu-l-Jawn is mentioned incidentally

by Yakut (III. 277). The Quadrangle of Shahlb

the same authority states (III. 489) was named

after a certain Shabib-ibn-Rah
;

Biliidhurl (p. 296),

however, gives him as Ibn Waj. The Garden of

Al-Kass is mentioned by both Biliidhurl (p. 296)

and Ya'kubI (p. 247) as being named after a certain

freedman of the Caliph Al-Mansur. The road

which was called after the family of the Kahtaba,

since their houses and fiefs bordered it, is referred

to by Ya'kubI (p. 246), who speaks also of the

Suburb called after Al-Hasan Ibn Kahtaba (see

Section XI. note 4).

4 The House of Ibn Abu-‘Awn took its name from the

son of Abu-‘Avvn, who, according to Yakut (II. 750),

was a freedman of Al-Mansur, and at one time

Governor of Egypt. He was a native of Jurjiin,

near the Caspian Sea, and was called ‘Abd-al-Miilik

ibu Zayd or Yazld, according to Ya'kubI (p. 249).

The Quadrangle of Abu-l-'Abbiis is given in Yakut

(IY. 485), and is ascribed to a certain Abu-l-‘Abbas-

al-Fadl-ibn-Sulayman of Tus, who was one of the

nobles of Al-Mansur.

[SECTION XIII.]

And now as regards the canals Al-Basra, and the

description of Al-Batlha 1 (the Swamp), and (the estuary

of the Tigris called) the Dijla-al-‘Awra
;

verily all these

I will describe unto thee, und grace comes from Allah

!
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Description of Al-Batiha 1 (the Swamp).

Now the beginning of the Swamp is at Al-Kutr. This

place is a strait of water growing with reeds. Next to

this comes what is called a Hawr
;
and Hawr is the name

for a great sheet of (clear) water wherein no reeds grow. 2

The name of this first Hawr is Bahassa.* Following this

comes a strait full of reeds, and then the second llawr,

which has the name of Bakamsa. Next comes another

strait growing with reeds, and then the third Hawr, the

name of which is Basrayatha. Then another strait with

reeds, and next the fourth Hawr, the name of which is

Al-Muhammadiyva, on which is the (tower called) Minara

Hassan. This last is the largest of all the Ilawrs.

Finally there is a last strait with reeds, which extends

down to (the channel called) the Nahr Abu-l-Asad. 3 This

stream passes by Al-IIilla and the village of Al-Kawanin,

and it finally falls out into the (Blind Tigris or) Dijla-

al-‘Awra.

1 The great Swamps formed by the Euphrates and the

Tigris are called, in Arabic, Al-BatTha or, in the

plural, Al-Batilyih. Biladhurl (p. 292) dates the

origin of the Swamps as far back as the reign of

the Persian king Kubadh I., towards the end of

the fifth century a.d., when the dykes on the

Tigris, having been for many years neglected, the

waters poured through a breach below Kaskar and

flooded the low-lying lauds. During the reign of

Anushirwan the Just, son and successor of Kubadh,

the dykes were partially repaired and the lands

brought back under cultivation
; but under King

Khusraw Parwlz, the contemporary of Muhammad,
and about the year seven or eight after the Flight

(a.d. b29), both the Tigris and the Euphrates rose

in such flood as had never before been seen, burst

their dykes in various places, and laid all the

* Reading uncertain.
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surrounding country under water. According to the

account in Biladhurl, King Parwlz himself super-

intended the repair of the dykes, sparing (he writes)

neither men’s lives nor money, “ crucifying forty

dyke-men, at a certain breach, in one day, and yet

was unable to master the water.” The Swamps,

thus formed, became permanent, for, during the

succeeding years, when the Muslims were over-

running Mesopotamia and destroying the Persian

monarchy, the dykes naturally were left uncared

for. “Then breaches came in all the embankments,

and none attended, for the Dikhans (the Persian

landlords) were powerless to renew the great dykes,

and so the Swamps lengthened and widened.”

Ibn Rusta (p. 94) describes the Swamps in his

day as occupying a space measuring thirty leagues

(about 100 miles) across in every direction. They

were covered with reeds, and their waters abounded

with fish, which were caught, salted, and exported.

In another passage (p. 185) the same author describes

how the Tigris below Al-Katr divides into three

branches, through which its waters flowed into the

Swamps. These waterways were too shallow to float

the river-boats, and the cargoes from them were

therefore transferred to skiffs, which were able to

navigate the channels through the swamps, and pass

out into the open spaces of clear water, the name

of which Ibn Rusta writes “Hawl” (p. 185). He
continues:—“Now, in among these channels, dry

places have been made on platforms formed of

reeds, and huts have been built, where shelter may
be had from the gnats. In each of these huts five

men are stationed as guards.”
2 The names given for the four Ilawrs (in Ibn Rusta

written Hawl), or sheets of open water, in the

Swamps, are not, to my knowledge, mentioned by

any other geographer. The first Ilawr, called Bah-

assa, is written in the MS. without diacritical points,
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and the first letter (which I have pointed to read B)

may just as likely be read T, Th, N, or Y. Bakamsa

and Basrayatha are written clearly, with points.

Al-Muhammadiyya, a name common to many towns,

does not occur in other authorities as the name of

a place in the Swamps. Ilassan, the Nabathaean,

whose tower, or minaret, existed at this place, is

referred to by Biladhurl (p. 293) and Kuduma

(p. 240) as having been employed by the Governor,

Al-Hajjaj, to drain and reclaim lands in the Swamps,

during the days of the Omayyad Caliphs.

3 The main channel leading out from the Swamps was the

canal called the Nahr of Abu-1-Asad, who is stated

by Biladhurl (p. 293) to have been a Freedman of the

Caliph Al-Mansur. He was at one time in command

of troops at Al-Basra, and either dug or widened

this canal, so as to allow boats to pass along it

;

for more probably the canal already existed from

Persian times, as Yakut remarks (IV. S30).

[SECTION XIV.]

Description of the Dijla-al-‘Awra.

Now, where the (water) flows out from the Nuhr Abu-1-

Asad, the Dijla-al-‘Awra (the Blind Tigris) 1 lies in front,

going crosswise. The road to Al-Basra is that on the

right band where the (water) flows out
;
while to the left

is the road leading to ‘AbdasI and Al-Madhar. 2 And in

this last direction there is no exit or river-mouth, for on

the contrary (the water flowing up it) this is the limit

reached by the ebb and flow of the tides. When the (water)

comes out from (the channel called) the Nahr Abu-l-Asad,

and turning leaves the same, the (main-stream) passes near

the following places, namely 3
: Ad-Daskara, Al-Maftah, ‘Ab-

badan, and Sulaymauan
;
and finally it flows out into the

sea below ‘Abbadan. We will later on detail to thee the

positions of these villages and cities on the two bauks of
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the Blind Tigris, at the time when we describe the Roads

and Ways
;

if it please Allah, be He exalted !

1 I have translated Dijla-al-‘Awra by “Blind Tigris,”

for the word ‘Aicra
,
which means in Arabic “ blind

of one eye,” is applied, as an epithet, to rivers

that have become silted up. In the same sense a

road is said to be “ blind,” along which there is

no sign of the way. The corresponding verb, which

is used by Ibn Rusta for the “silting up” of the

Tigris, has in the dictionaries (cf. those of Lane

and Dozy, s.v.) the meaning “ to become blind,”

and also “ to become halt or maimed.”

The Blind Tigris, called in Persian Bahraanshlr

( Tanbih , p. 52 ;
and Yakut, I. 770), also known as the

Fayd or “ Estuary” of Al-Basra, corresponds exactly

(as described by Ibn Serapion) with the present

Shatt-al-‘Arab, extending from modern Korna down-

wards as far as ‘Abbiidan, for in the tenth century

a.d. the Persian Gulf came up north to this line.

The distances between the Basra Canals (given in

the next Section) tend to the conclusion that the

Nahr Abu-l-Asad was identical with the last reach

of the present Euphrates, before its confluence with

the Tigris at Korna; while the present Tigris, or

rather the last six leagues of its course above

Korna, is the channel referred to in this and the

next Section as the Nahr-al-Madhar, which is said

to have been dammed up towards ‘AbdasI and

Al-Madhar. The exact position of these two cities

is uncertain
;
but they must have been situated on

or near what is at present the course of the Tigris

immediately above Korna. According to Ibn Rusta

(confirmed by YakOt, I. 669, line 15), in Sassanian

times, and before the bursting of the dykes which

led to the formation of the Swamps (see note 1 to

Section XIII.), the Tigris of those days followed
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the same eastern channel which it does at the

present time. The account in Ibn Rusta (p. 94)

appears to me of sufficient importance to be worth

translating :
“ Now, as to the Blind Tigris, verily

before the days of Islam it used to go straight up

from Al-Madhiir, where at the present day the

channel is stopped
;

for passing up thence by ‘Ab-

dasl, which is of the districts of Dastl-Maysan, the

channel came out (from the present Tigris bed) at

Al-Khayzuraniyya, above Fam-as-Silh, in the district

of Wasit. From thence you pass up to Al-Madain.

Now sea-going ships used, of old, to sail in from

the land of India, coming up the Tigris of Al-Basra,

and thence could attain to Al-Madain, for they

would sail up (from the Estuary of Al-Basra) and

come out above Fam-as-Silh, passing into the Tigris

of (the part below where in later times was) Baghdad,

whence they came to Al-Madain. But after those

(ancient) days the river burst its banks, flowing out

over the land in front (and south) of the place where

Wasit afterwards stood, and here its waters formed

the Swamps, as these are known at the present

time Now of old there used to be Swamps

at a place called Jukha, lying between Al-Madhar

and ‘AbdasI, where the waters of the Tigris had

collected in the days prior to the shifting of the

river-bed into the present (western) course down

by Wasit. But when this change of course took

place and the water of the Tigris ceased to flow

down its old channel, this place became a desert and

arid, so that he who now passes through (Jukha)

in the summer time suffers from the full force of

the Simun wind.” Al-Khayzuraniyya, above Fam-
as-Silh, where the ships are said to have passed into

the reaches of the Tigris, above where the Swamps
afterwards formed, is doubtless the same place which

Ya'kubI names (p. 322) Kanatlr-al-Khayzuran, “the

Bridges, or Arches of Khayzuran,” and which he
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places on the eastern bank of the river, between

Al-Mubarik (opposite Nahr Silbus) and Fam-as-Silh.

2 ‘AbdasI, according to Yakut (III. 603), was the Arabi-

cized name of the Persian Afdasaki, which was one

of the hamlets of Kaskar, and the name passed to

the Arab township which came to occupy the older

6ite.

Al-Madhar was a city of much importance at the

date of the Arab conquest, being the capital of the

province of Maysan. As already noted, it must have

stood on or near the ancient, eastern, course of the

Tigris, which was more or less identical with the

modern course of the river. In Biladhurl (p. 342),

the city is described as not far from Dasti-Maysan.

Although no trace of its ruius can be found on the

modern maps, Yakut (IY. 468), in the thirteenth

century a.d., writes as though Al-Madhar still

existed, and states that it lay four days’ journey

from Al-Basra, being situated between Al-Basra and

Wash. It was celebrated for its beautiful mosque

and venerated for the tomb of ‘Abd-Allah, one of

the sons of the Caliph ‘All.

3 Of the other towns mentioned in this section, ‘Abbadan

is the only one of which the exact position is known.

It exists at the present day, but lies more than

twenty miles inland from the present sea-coast. In

the tenth century, Mukaddasi (p. 118) describes

‘Abbarlan as a city on the sea-coast, standing on

the island formed by the estuaries of the Tigris and

the Dujayl (or Karun river). lie adds :
“ There

is no land opposite to ‘Abbadan, only the open

sea.” It was counted as twelve leagues march from

Al-Basra.

To judge from the native map in the Paris MS.,

Sulaymanan lay on the Persian side of this island.

Ibn Hawkal (p. 173) describes the town as lying

“ over against (or opposite) ‘Abbadan,” and Bila-

dhurl (p. 364) states that it took its name from a
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certain Sulayman ibn Jiibir, surnamed “ the Ascetic.”

Ad-Daskara, meaning “ the flat-land,” Yakut writes

(II. 575), is a name common to many places, but the

position of this particular As-Daskara is not given.

Al-Maftah is mentioned by Ibn Havvkal (p. 171) as

situated near the western frontier of the Khuzistan

Province, on the line between Bayun and Al-Madhar.

Yakut (IV. 580) refers to it as a village lying

between Al- Basra and Wasit, belonging to the pro-

vince of Al-Basra. The native map in the Paris MS.

places Al-Maftah opposite the exit of the Nahr
Ma'kil, and it must have stood near the great estuary,

for in the Tanbih (p. 52) the Blind Tigris is giveu

the name of the “ Tigris of Al-Maftah.”

[SECTION XV.]

Description of the Canals of Al-Basra. 1

Now Al-Basra lies near (the estuary called) the Favd
of (Al-Basra), and into this estuary its canals empty them-

selves. Further, the ebb and flow of the tide comes up to

the utmost limit of these canals, and flows back therefrom.

The first canal which branches from the (estuary), after

you come out from the Nahr Abu-1- Asad, is that which lies

on the right hand, and it extends as far as Al-Basra. 2

It is called the Nahr-al-Mariih, and its beginning is two

leagues from the exit of the Nahr Abu-l-Asad.

The second canal is that called the Nahr-ad-Dayr
;
and

it begins three leagues from the Nahr-al-Marah.

The third canal is the one called Bithk Shirln
;
and it

begins six leagues below the Canal of Ad-Dayr.

The fourth canal is that called the Nahr Ma'kil, 3 and

between it and the Bithk Shirln is a distance of two leagues.

The fifth canal is that called the Nahr-al-Ubulla
;
and

Al-Ubulla is at its head. Between this and the Nahr
Ma'kil * is a distance of four leagues.

* MS. reads Nahr-al-Ubulla, in error.

J.n.A.s. 1S95. 20
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The sixth canal 4
is called Al-YahudI; and between it and

Al-Ubulla is four leagues.

The seventh canal is that called the Nahr Abu-l-Khasib,

and it lies a league below the canal of Al-Yahudl.

The eighth canal is that called the Nahr-al-Amlr
;
and

it flows at a league below the Nahr Abu-1-Khaslb.

The ninth canal is called the Nahr-al-Kandil, and it is

two leagues below the Nahr-al-Amlr.

These nine canals all flow out into (the estuary called)

the Fayd of Al-Basra. They are each some four leagues in

the length, but some are more, some less. Now this estuary

has its mouth by the Dijla-al-‘Awra (the Blind Tigris) at

‘Abbadan, at the time of the ebb, and it forms a consider-

able body of water. The town of ‘Abbadan lies on the

sea-shore, and the sea comes close up to it. And in regard

to all these nine canals, there is none but from it have

been taken numerous smaller canals, which water the

adjacent domains.

These, therefore, are the celebrated and mighty canals of

Al-Basra, which flow out by the western bank of the Dijla-

al-‘Awra, and there remain to mention those of the eastern

side, which next I will describe to thee, if it please Allah,

be He exalted

!

1 Al-Basra, the great commercial port of Baghdad and

Mesopotamia, lay on the Arabian side of the Estuary

of Al-Basra, in other words the Blind Tigris, and

was about twelve miles, as the crow flies, from its

bank. Two great canals—the Nahr Ma'kil on the

north-east, and the Nahr-al-Ubulla on the south-

east—brought the ships up from the estuary to the

quays of the town, which stood at the junction of

these two canals. Mukaddasi (p. 117) describes

Al-Basra as having its greatest length along this

junction-canal, with houses extending back to the

desert border behind, where a single gate opened to

the plain. In its width, from the canal bank to

this gate, the city measured three miles across. The
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modern village of Zubayr now occupies the site of

old Basra, for the present town named Basra stands

on the estuary of the Shatt-al-‘Arab, and is probably

identical in situation with the ancient Al-Ubulla.

Of the nine canals lying on the western or Arabian

side of the Tigris estuary, the highest up, called

generally the Nahr-al-Marah or “ the Woman’s
Canal,” appears to be identical with a Nahr Murra,

which, according to Biladhurl (p. 360), was dug by

a certain Murra, the Freedman of one of the sons

of the Caliph Abu Bakr. In explanation of the

name Al-Marilh, another tradition given by Yakut

(IV. 844) states that the “ woman ” after whom the

canal was named was a certain Persian princess

with whom Khalid, General of the Muslim army,

made a treaty of peace. The Nahr-ad-Dayr took

its name from a Dayr or “ Cloister ” which stood at

the mouth of this canal
;
and a village of that name

still exists at the spot indicated. According to

Yakut (II. 660, IV. 839), a monastery called Dayr-

ad-Dihdiir had stood here from the days before

Islam. Many monks lived in it, and the place was

held in high honour by the Christians. The town

was noted for the excellent porcelain dishes, which

were manufactured here, and exported for sale to

Al-Basra. According to Biladhurl (p. 367), the

Nahr Bithk Shirln takes its name from Shirln, the

beautiful wife of King Khusraw Parwlz. Bithk

means a “ cutting ” in the dyke, through which

water flows.

The fourth canal, the Nahr Ma'kil, is, as before stated,

the chief waterway from the north by which ships

reached Al-Basra. It was called after Ma‘kil-ibn-

Yasar, a companion of the Prophet, who dug this

canal during the reign of ‘Omar (Yakut, IV. 845).

The Persian pilgrim, Nasir-i-Khusraw (p. 85), who
visited Al-Basra in a.h. 443 (1051), describes the

Nahr Ma'kil and the Nahr-al-Ubulla as being- each
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four leagues in length. Between the two lay a

tract of land forming a great island, oblong in

shape, for the ends were each but a league across.

One short side of the oblong lay on the Tigris

Estuary going from Al-Ubulla up to the mouth of

the Ma‘kil Canal, and the parallel short side was

the waterway, joining the ends of the two canals

already named, and on the desert-side of which stood

the city of Al-Basra. These measurements of Niisir-

i-Khusraw agree very exactly with what is found on

the modem maps, for a place called Ma'kil still

exists about one league north of Al-Ubulla (which

is the modern town of Basra), on the Shatt-

al-
£Arab. The distance separating these two canals,

given at “four leagues” by Ibn Serapion, is there-

fore probably an overstatement, and we should read

“ one league, ” as reported in the diary of the

Persian pilgrim. Al-Ubulla took its name from an

ancient town which the Greeks called Apologos . It

stood at the end of the Nahr-al-Ubulla, the water-

way by which ships left Al-Basra when setting sail

for the Indian seas. Al-Ubulla, lying at the mouth

of this canal on its northern bank, had the great

Estuary of the Tigris to the eastward. Facing

Al-Ubulla, on the southern bank of the canal mouth,

was the hamlet called Shikk ‘Othman, Shikk meaning

“a cutting,” or “breach in a dyke.” Opposite

Al-Ubulla, across the great Estuary of the Tigris,

here about a league wide, lay the town of ‘Askar

Abu-Ja‘far, whence, according to Mukaddasi (pp. 118

and 135), the caravans set out for Al-Ahwaz.

Of the four remaining canals on the western side, the

Nahr-al-YahudT, the “Jew’s Canal,” appears to have

left no trace of its name on the modern maps, and

I can find no notice of the origin of the name.

The Nahr Abu-1-Khaslb is stated by Biladhuri

(p. 362) to have taken its name from Abu-1- Khasib

Marzuk, a freedman of the Caliph Al-Muusfir, who
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granted him the lands here in fief. The name is

still found on the present map. The Nahr-al-Amir,

according to Biladhurl (p. 362), was called originally

the Nahr Amir-al-Muminln, “ the Canal of the Com-

mander of the Faithful,” to wit the Caliph Al-

Mansiir, who caused it to be dug, and granted its

lands in fief to his son Ja'far. The last canal is

the Nahr-al-Kandil, which Yakut (IV. 843) pro-

nounces Kindal, and Abu-l-Fidii (p. 57) Kundul.

The origin of the name appears to be unknown.

It is worth noting that Abu-l-Fidii (pp. 56 and 57)

has copied this Section XV. of Ibn Serapion, almost

A'erbatim, into his Geography.

[SECTION XVI.]

Canals to the west of the Basra Estuary.

Of these, on coming forth from the Nahr Abu-1-Asad,

the first is a canal called the Nahr-al-Madhiir.* From it

are taken many minor canals, but at the end of the canal

is a dam. Its length is six leagues. 1

The second canal is that called the Nahr-ar-Rayyiln ; and

it is situated thirteen leagues from [Al-Madhar].f From
it are taken many minor canals, and it was originally one

of the highways to Al-Ahwiiz, but it is now dammed. Its

length is six leagues.

The third canal is that called the Nahr Bayiin, 2 and this

at the present time is the highway to Al-Ahwaz. From
the head of this canal you pass to Hisn Mahdl, 3 and thence

to Fam Dahastan, which is on the (Estuary from the) sea.

Thence to Suk Bahr, 4 from which you pass along in the

Nahr-as-Sidra, and from whence (you descend) to the sea.

From Suk Bahr to (the canal called) Al-Masrukan is the

river of Al-Ahwaz, which is but a little way, going across,

and thence you travel to the cities of Al-Ahwaz. 5

* MS. Al-Minar, in error.

t The MS. reads Al-Mubarik, probably a mistake.
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Now the canal of Al-Masrukan we will describe later on,*

if it please Allah Almighty.

1 The channel leading up to Al-Madhar has been already

discussed (see Notes 1 and 2 to Section XIV.). The

second canal, the Nahr-ar-RayjTan, appears to have

started from a place marked Riyan on Kiepert’s map.

Ar-Rayyan is mentioned by Ibu Khurdadbih (p. 12)

as one of the three districts of Kaskar. Other canals

of this name occur in the works of Biladhurl and

Yakut, but not this Nahr-ar-Rayyan. For “ Al-

Mubarik ” in the MS. I have substituted “ Al-

Madkiir,” for the distance given agrees. However,

Yakut (IV. 408) mentions Al-Mubarik as one of

the canals of Al-Basra, which was dug by Khalid-

al-Xasri, governor of the Two ‘Iraks under the

Oraayyad Caliph Hisham
;

but the position of the

canal is not given by Yakut.
2 The Nahr Bayan, called after the town of that name

—

which, according to Istakhrl (p. 95) and Yakut

(I. 773 ), stood on the eastern side of the Tigris

Estuary, five leagues below Al-Ubulla—raises a

question of some interest. A reference to the map
shows that the Bayan Canal occupies the position of

the Haffar Channel, by which, at the present day,

the waters of the Karun River are for the most part

discharged into the Shatt-al-‘Arab. The modern

Mohammerah, which stands at the western end of

this channel, must very nearly be identical in site

with the older town of Bayan. A passage in Mu-

kaddasi, who wrote about three-quarters of a century

later than Ibn Serapion, assigns the digging of this

important channel to his contemporary, the Buwavhid

Prince ‘Adud-ad-Dawla, who reigned from a.h. 338

to 372 (949-982). The canal, however, must have

existed before his time, and even before the date of

* See next section.
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Ibti Serapion, for it is referred to by Kudama (p. 194),

who wrote in a.h. 266 (880), under the name of the

Nahr-al-Jadid, “the New Canal.” Doubtless under

the orders of ‘Adud-ad-Dawla it was sufficiently

widened to permit the passage of sea-going ships

;

and this is what is referred to in the following

passage, which I translate from Mukaddasi (p. 419):

“From Hisn Mahdl to the beginning of the ‘AdudI

Canal is a day’s journey, and thence you reach the

Tigris. You may also ride from Hisn Mahdl to

Dayan in one day’s march, across a Sabkha (or Salt-

Marsh). Now the Diver Dujayl of Al-Ahwaz, and

the Tigris, each of them forms a broad estuary

(Fayd) which opens out to the China Sea (or Persian

Gulf), and between these two estuaries lies the Salt-

Marsh above-mentioned. In former times people,

travelling by boat, were forced to go down by the

Estuary of the Dujayl out to the sea, and then

turning round sail back again and enter the Tigris

Estuary, aud thus from the sea reach Al-Ubulla.

But in doing this they encountered both danger and

fatigue, and hence it was that ‘Adud-ad-Dawla

opened the Great Canal which leads from the upper

part of the Dujayl Estuary to the Tigris Estuary.

This canal is four leagues long, and the waterway

from Al-Ahwaz to Al-Ubulla is at the present time

along the same.”

Hisn Mahdl, “Mahdi’s Fortress,” lay at the head of

the ancient estuary of the Dujayl or Diver of Al-

Ahwaz, which is the modern Earun. Ibn Hawkal

(p. 172) writes: “The rivers of Khiizistan, which

flow down from Al-Ahwaz, from Ad Dawrak, from

Tustar, and from other quarters adjacent to these,

all come together at Hisn Mahdl and form an estuary,

where the waters are so abundant and copious as to

be near a league across, and thence they flow down to

the sea.” Hisn Mahdl apparently corresponds with

the site of no modern town. It lay one day’s march
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above the place where the Bayan Channel flowed

off to the Tigris Estuary. According to Kudama’s

distances (p. 194), this fortress was twenty leagues

distant from Al-Ahwaz
;

but I have no authority

for determining whether Hisn Mahdl lay on the

western or on the eastern bank of the estuary of

the Dujayl, and I have only marked it on the

western side because it is more generally mentioned

in connection with the towns of Al-Trak.

Fam Dahastiin is apparently mentioned by no other

Arab geographer, and it may be a false reading of

the MS. If, however, the reading Dahastiin be

correct, it would possibly be the name of the canal,

whose head {Fam) was below Al-Ahwilz, and which,

after serving to carry off some of the waters of the

Dujayl for irrigation purposes, finally ran out into

the Persian Gulf. Yakut (I. 411) quotes the account

of a geographer called Ibn-al-Muhalhal, who died in

a.h. 330 (942), and this author mentions a Wadi
(river or canal) as branching from the Dujayl below

Al-Ahwaz, and flowing down past Al-Basiyan, a

town that lay half-way between Ad-Dawrak and

Hisn Mahdl.
4 Suk Bahr is given by Yakut (III. 193) as the name of

a place in the province of Al-Ahwaz, where certain

Custom-houses had stood, previous to the date when

the Wazlr ‘Ali-ibn-al-Jarrah was in office for the

first time. This ‘Ali, who died in a.h. 334 (946)

was several times Wazlr under the Caliph al-Muk-

tadir. He was celebrated for his righteousness and

piety, and had abolished these barriers as unlawful.

The position of the place is not indicated by Yakut,

but it probably lay on the River Dujayl. The word

Bahr
,
in this and the following paragraphs of the

text, doubtless refers to the great Estuary of the

Dujayl and not the actual open sea, for Bahr in

Arabic, though signifying literally “ the sea,” is

also used for any great river, or estuary.
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1

The Nahr-as-Sidra, “ The River of the Lotus,” is

apparently the name given to that part of the

Dujayl which lies immediately below Al-Ahwaz.
5 Sfik-al-Ahwaz, “ The Market of the Huz ”

(for Aliwaz

is the Arabic plural of this latter name, which, with

kh, the stronger aspirate, is preserved in the name

of the province), is the capital of Khilzistan, the

Land of the Khfiz or Ilfiz. The town still exists.

Mukaddasi (p. 411) describes it as lying for the

most part on the eastern bank of the Dujayl, in

which quarter the Markets and the Great Mosque

were found. This eastern quarter was connected by

a long bridge—built of brick arches, called the

Kantara Hinduwan—with an island in the river

Dujayl, which was also covered with the houses of

the city. On the further, or western side of this

island, lay the mainstream of the Dujayl, whose

waters, at a distance of a bow-shot below the city,

poured over a great Shadhurwan, or weir, built of

rocks, which served to dam back the stream for

irrigation purposes. The remains of this weir still

exist, crossing the Kiiruu river.

[SECTION XYII.] *

Description of the River Dujayl of Al-Ahwaz. 1

Its source is in the mountains of the country of Isfahan,

and passing by the cities of Al-Ahwaz, it flows out into

the Eastern Sea (or Persian Gulf). Into the (Dujayl)

flows the River of Junday Sabur, across which is the

Roman Bridge. (Its source is also in) the neighbourhood

of Isfahan, and it flows into the Dujayl of Al-Ahwaz.

From the Dujayl of Al-Ahwaz is brought a canal called

Al-Masrukan.2 Its point of origin is above (the weir

* This is the paragraph referred to in the last line of Section XVI. It is

copied from folio !7a. of the MS.
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called) Ash-Shadhurwan, and it flows out into the Eastern

Sea (or Persian Gulf).

1 The Dujayl of Al-Ahwiiz is, as already noted, the

modern Earvin. The River of Junday Sabur is

what is now known as the Ab-i-Dlz. The bridge

called by Ibn Serapion Kantara-ar-Rum (of the

Romans or Greeks), Ibn Rusta (p. 90) calls

Kantara-ar-Rudh, “ the Bridge of the River,”

and in Ibn Khurdadbih (p. 176) it is given as

Kantara-az-Zab. This is, doubtless, the great bridge

at Dizful.

2 The canal called Al-Masrukan (or Al-Mashrukan, as

Ibn Hawkal and most other authorities spell the

name) is the artificial channel, apparently that now

known as the Ab-i-Gerger, which was led off to

the eastward from the Dujayl, through a cutting

in the rocks, above the great Weir at Shustar or

Tustar. Ibn Khurdadbih (p. 176), following our

author, says that the waters of the Masrukan flowed

out “ into the sea,” but the tidal Estuary of the

Dujayl is, doubtless, to be understood, here as else-

where, under the word Bahr (sea), the term used.

The course of the various streams of Khuzistan in

the tenth century a.d. will be best understood by

the following passage, which is translated from Ibn

Hawkal (p. 172) : premising that the town of

‘Askar Mukratn probably occupied the site of the

modern Band-i-Kir, and that the River of Tustar,

otherwise the Dujayl, flowed in those days by a more

westerly course than it does at the present time,

Ibn Hawkal writes :
“ The largest of the rivers

of Khuzistan is that of Tustar, and this is the river

across which, at the gate of Tustar, King Sabur

built a Shadhurwan (or weir), in order to raise
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the water to the level of the city-lands, for Tustar

lies on an elevation, very similar to the heights

adjacent in the country near by. Then this river

flows on, passing at the further side of ‘Askar

Mukram, and thence goes down to Al-Ahwaz,

where it comes, by the Nahr-as-Sidra, to Hisn

Mahdl, and thence it flows down to the sea. The

Nahr-al-Mashrukan runs from the neighbourhood of

Tustar till it reaches ‘Askar Mukram, which town

it divides into two halves. Further on it attains

Al-Ahwaz, but its end is here, and it does not pass

beyond, the capital. When the stream has come

to ‘Askar Mukram it is crossed by a great bridge

of about twenty boats, and in these parts large

boats can navigate its waters. And I myself (Ibn

Hawkal) have travelled by it from ‘Askar Mukram
to Al-Ahwaz, a distance of ten leagues. For the

first six leagues we voyaged by boat, but afterwards

we got out and rode along the course of the stream,

for the remainder of the way from this point to

Al-Ahwaz was a dry road in the river-bed. The

reason of this was that, being then at the end of

the month, the moon was waning, and the flood-

water in this canal is dependent on the ebb and

flow of the tide, and the tide reaches both its lowest

ebb and its highest flow in connection with the

waxing of the moon.”

[SECTION XVIII.]

These, therefore, are the great and celebrated canals of

(the district of) Al-Basra
;
and having now accomplished

the detail of the same, it will behove thee to work out the

streams which fall into the rivers of the Greek country,

and those of the city of Malatya, in order that thou mayest

thus know all the affluents that flow into these two noble

and mighty rivers (the Euphrates and Tigris), and that
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none of them remain over to thee unexamined, if it please

Allah Almighty.*

Of these, then, is the Nahr Arsanas. Into this flows

a stream called the Nahr-adh-Dhib (the Wolf River). Its

source is in a mountain in the neighbourhood of Kiilikala.

It turns and passes by many fortresses, and falls into the

Arsanas a short distance above Shamshat.

There also falls into the Arsanas a river called Nahr-as-

Salkit. It flows forth from the mountains called Jabal

Marur (or Mazur), and passing by many fortresses it falls

into the Arsanas, one mile below the city of Shamshat, near

a mountain that is over the city, and which closes it in.

Another of these is the Nahr Abrlk. Into this river there

falls a stream called the Nahr Zamra. It flows out of the

mountains of Jabal Marur a little way above where the Nahr

Liiklya takes its rise; and it falls into the Nahr Abrlk a

little way below the Castle (Al-KaTa).

Another of these is the Nahr Jarjarlya. Into this there

flows a stream called the Nahr Ghawth; its source is in

the mountains of the Abrlk country, and it falls into the

Nahr Jarjarlya in the midst of a meadow in that country.

The Nahr Kubakib also has affluents; for there flows

into it a stream called the Nahr Karakls. This rises in the

provinces of the Greek country, and flows near to the gate

of Zibatra, and at length falls iuto the Kubakib.

There also flows into (the River Kubakib) a stream

called the Nahr-az-Zarnilk. Its source is in a mountain

lying between Malatya and Hisn Mansur. It flows into

the Kubakib below the mouth of the Nahr Karakls.

From the Nahr-az-Zarnuk is taken a canal called the

Nahr Malatya. Passing on it irrigates the domains of

Malatya, and falls into the Kubakib at a point below the

mouth of the Nahr-az-Zarnuk.

From this Nahr Malatya is taken a canal, from which

come the water-channels of the Nahr Malatya. These

irrigate the gardens that lie along the same, and after

* "What follows is almost a repetition of Section IV., and such points as offer

any novelty have already been discussed in the Notes to that Section.
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passing through the suburb of Malatya, they ramify

throughout the city. Then, after leaving the city, they

flow out into the river Kubakib, near to, but below, the

Bridge of Kubakib.

So, therefore—through the aid and power of Allah—this

description of the rivers of Al-Trak, to wit, the Tigris and

the Euphrates, with the streams that flow into them and

the canals that are derived from them, is now concluded.

Contents: Section I., The Tigris, p. 33.—Section II., The

Euphrates, p. 46.—Section III., Affluents of the Euphrates,

p. 53.—Section IV., Streams flowing into these Affluents,

p. 62.—Section V., Canals between the Euphrates and Tigris,

p. 68.—Section VI., Canals of the Lower Euphrates, p. 255.

—

Section VII., Affluents of the Tigris, p. 261.—Section VIII.,

Canals of the Tigris, p. 265.—Section IX., The same continued,

p. 270.—Section X., Canals of Eastern Baghdad, p. 277.

—

Section XI., Canals of "Western Baghdad, p. 285.—Section

XII.
,

Canals of the Harbiyya Quarter, p. 293.—Section

XIII.
,
The Great Swamp, p. 296.—Section XIV., The Blind

Tigris, p. 299.—Section XV., Canals of Al-Basra, p. 303.

—

Section XVI., Canals to the West of Al-Basra, p. 307.

—

Section XVII., The River Dujayl, p. 311.—Section XVIII.,

Affluents of the Euphrates, p. 313.
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Art. IX.—On the Origin and Earlier History of the Chinese

Coinage. By L. C. Hopkins, M.R.A.S.

The origin and earlier history of the Chinese coinage have

been discussed in several European works, of which the

most important are, in order of date, Dr. W. Yissering’s

“ On Chinese Currency,” Leiden, 1877 ;
Professor S. M.

Georgievsky’s “Drevneishia moneti Kitaichev” (The Ancient

Chinese Coins), 1889 ;
and M. Terrien de Lacouperie’s

“ Catalogue of Chinese Coins,” printed by order of the

Trustees of the British Museum, 1892.

The second of these productions, being in Russian, is to

mv great regret inaccessible to me. Curiously enough, the

other two are both in English, though neither of their

authors claims that nationality.

In many ways Yissering’s volume is a most meritorious

achievement. The scheme of the book is excellent
;
the

author has obviously spared neither time nor labour nor

zeal on his task, and wherever he gives a full translation,

he adds the Chinese text. Here unfortunately is the weak

point of the work. The translations are so very defective

as in many places to be useless. I do not know whether

I am right in my conjecture, but this part of Yissering’s

undertaking gives me the impression that his translations

of a text which offers numerous difficulties, have been

made with the help of dictionaries only, and without the

immense, the indispensable advantage of references to and

consultations with living native scholars. I do not believe

there exists a single Occidental student who has acquired

Chiuese in China or amongst Chinese, that will dispute the

opinion of Dr. Bretschneider, quoted and confirmed by

Professor G. Schlegel in the T’oung Pao, vol. i. p. 119, in
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these words—“ The mistakes he [Dr. Hoffmann] made
were principally due to the insufficiency of our Chinese

dictionaries, and to his never having been in China. We
quite agree, in this respect, with Dr. Bretschneider, when

he says :
* that it is impossible to make correct translations

from Chinese in Europe [the italics are not mine] without

the assistance of a good native scholar
; excepting, of

course, those sinologues who have studied the language in

China, and who have studied it for a long time.’
”

Hence every allowance ought to be made for Yissering’s

shortcomings in this respect, if, as seems to have been the

case, he had learnt Chinese in Europe only.

M. Lacouperie has not dealt, I regret to point out, fairly

by his predecessor in these numismatic studies. The only

reference to Vissering’s work that is to be found in the

whole of the “ Catalogue ” is in a single footnote on

p. lxviii. of the Introduction, and is to this effect :
“ It

[viz. Ma Tuan-lin’s Section on Currency] forms . . . the

bulk of Dr. W. Vissering, On Chinese Currency, Coin and

Paper Money, Leiden, 1877.” Yet M. Lacouperie is

abundantly indebted to the Dutch author. Over and over

again he makes use of Yissering’s work, sometimes without

alteration, oftener with slight verbal changes, omissions, or

additions, frequently with somewhat more material modi-

fications, but always without acknowledgment. Between

pages 338 and 431 of the “ Catalogue,” I have marked no

less than forty-four passages thus silently adopted.

With regard to the “Catalogue of Chinese Coins” itself,

I wish to be perfectly frank. Having had occasion to

examine it closely—and I doubt if any other person has

spent so much time over this book as I have—I came to

certain conclusions which led to the preparation of the

present paper. I found, as I believed, many demonstrable

errors, many mere conjectures of the author’s stated as

though they were well ascertained and acknowledged facts,

and a number of difficult points which merited much more

thorough investigation than they had yet received. In view,

therefore, of the authoritative character of a volume issued
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bv the Trustees of the British Museum, I felt impelled to

endeavour to the best of my powers to present the available

data of this obscure and intricate subject, as they emerge

after what has been, I know, a long and careful, and,

I hope, an unbiassed examination of all the materials

accessible to me which throw light on the first stages of the

Chinese monetary system.

Before plunging into the rather tangled details which it

has been necessary to gather together and arrange, it may

be as well to indicate concisely what appears to be shown,

and what, though not demonstrable, is suggested, by the

evidence available for forming conclusions.

The actual origin of the earliest form of their metallic

money is clearly unknown to the Chinese. But tradition,

already embodied in the work known as Kuan Tzu, and

afterwards repeated in the Lu Shih of Lo Pi, attributes to

the founders of the llsia and Shang dynasties the casting

of metal from mountains which are named into what may
have been merely ingots, with the object of relieving

distress in times of flood and drought.

But Kuan Tzu gives us, and in considerable detail,

particulars of the use of “ treasure” in the administration

of his agrarian polity by a still earlier ruler, the legendary

Emperor Shun. Chinese numismatists, relying upon

these passages in Kuan Tzu, believe that a few of these

“ treasures ” have come down to historical times, and that

they are represented by the archaic inscribed pieces of

peculiar shape discussed below under the heading of Pi

di eng via. This attribution is by no means free from doubt,

and is partially founded on a reading of the legends on the

pieces which is itself most questionable.

It would appear probable that at a later epoch, say about

the beginning of the Chou dynasty, two distinct types of

metal money, with corresponding names, possibly character-

izing different regions or political centres, were already in

existence—the knife-money and the wedge-handled pu.

The former seems to have been mainly current in what is

now the province of Shantung. Whether a third type, the

J.K.A.8. 1895. 21
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circular coin pierced in the centre, may not also have heen

in use in some parts of the country seems impossible to

decide. The History of the Earlier Han dynasty is the

ultimate source of our knowledge of the next stage.

According to this work, a Minister, not himself a native

of the Chou State, but employed by the founder of that

dynasty, instituted (which may mean either invented, or

simply introduced), for his master’s benefit, a “ system of

currency.” This system included squares of gold of a

fixed weight, lengths of silk and hempen cloth of definite

dimensions, and, lastly, round copper or bronze coins having

a central square hole, which the historian speaks of as

ch'ien, a name the true origin of which is most obscure, but

which remains their designation to this day. It is a matter

of question whether the term ch’ien was, in the first

instance, applied to this round copper coin, or whether it

was preceded by the word ch’uan, and, if either of these

names teas so applied, whether other terms may not have

been employed besides. Further, we do not really know

whether these coins were inscribed or not.

The next point is reached in the statement recorded in

the same history that a larger coin than was then current

was cast by the Chou sovereign Ching, and was inscribed

with the words pao huo, “ valuable exchange.” Specimens

of archaic appearance are preserved which have this legend

on them, as well as others bearing the numbers “four” and

“ six ” before the character for “ exchange.”

It would be unsafe to infer that there had been no change

whatever in the currency of the Chou realm in the interval

of nearly six hundred years that had elapsed between the

reign of Ching and the establishment of the dynasty. Still

less should we be justified in assuming that in the various

other States, one uniform and continuous type had prevailed

during this considerable period. Probably some of the

round coins which have come down to us, and the date and

locality of whose issue cannot be certainly determined, may

reach as far back. Many of them have round instead of

square central holes.
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After the consolidation of the Empire under the Ts’in

dynasty, the History of the Earlier Han tells us, two forms

of money alone were in use—gold, and copper cash inscribed

pan Hang, “ half ounce ”—the other varieties of currency,

such as pearls, jade, tortoise-shell, shells, silver, and tin

being discarded.

Such is a brief outline of the main facts collected in the

entries that follow below, bearing on the origin and the

earliest stages of money in the group of States and

principalities which have since become the Chinese Empire.

There are two extracts from native works which must

be considered somewhat fully, and may conveniently stand

here at the head of the separate entries dealing with the

numismatic terminology.

The first is a famous passage from the Section on Food

and Commerce, of the History of the Earlier Han dynasty.

The second is taken from the Section on Money in the

great Imperial Encyclopaedia, the T’u Shu Chi Ch’eng.

Brief as the Ch’ien Han Shu passage is, and simple as

it looks, it contains two or three short clauses which were

very perplexing to me at first, but having had the great

advantage of consulting both Dr. Legge and Mr. Watters,

and quite recently, II. E. Shao, the present Governor of

Formosa, I believe the meaning to be substantially as here

given. The text runs :

—

a m & m ft & t jsxmaiftttffjfrtts

“Xo particulars are recorded concerning media of ex-

change, gold and copper money, hempen cloths and silks,

before the time of the dynasties of Hsia and Tin. T’ai

Kung instituted the currency of the Nine Treasuries, on

behalf of the Chou
:

gold, in pieces of an inch square,
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weighing one chin
;

copper coins, circular with a central

square, their weight reckoned in shu ;
hempen cloths and

silks, in breadths of two feet two inches, and in length

four chang [40 feet of the period]. Hence, with regard

to commodities, high value [was reflected] in the gold,

utility in the knives, their onward flow in the [copper]

currency, their diffusion in the cloths, and their compactness

in the silks. After the retirement of T’ai Kung [from

Chou] the system was again applied in Ts’i.”

The first point to which I would draw attention is that

the expression y uan fa, which I translate * currency,’ seems,

on the face of the text, to be applied to all three varieties

mentioned, the gold, the cloths and silks, and the copper

coins. But Chinese writers on the subject, so far as I

have seen, restrict the term to the last of the three.

It will also be remarked that the passage really consists

of a statement of fact, for which the author probably

had documentary warrant extant in his time, and of a

highly symbolizing gloss or comment on the facts, pro-

ceeding from the author, Pan Ku, himself, or some earlier

scholar whose view commended itself to him.

Vissering, on p. 8, referring to this passage, which is

partially quoted in an extract from Cheng Chia-chi,

translates the words Hu yii ch’uan, etc., “it streams faster

than a fountain, spreads more (widely) than cloth- parcels,

is more precious than gold, and more advantageous than

knives
”

;
and he is followed in this by the late Professor

von der Gabelentz in his Chinesische Grammatik, p. 292.

Beyond all question such an idiom is commonly employed

in expressing adjectival comparison, but there can, I think,

be little doubt that in this instance such an interpretation

cannot be put upon the text.

The remaining passage, which is extracted from the

Section on Money in the great Imperial Encyclopedia, is

in the nature partly of a paraphrase of, and partly of

a gloss upon, the previous extract, and is from the pen,

if I mistake not, of the Editors of the Encyclopedia

themselves.
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“‘The Nine Officers [viz. the chiefs of the Nine
Treasuries] controlled the offices for valuables and treasure,’

and the objects of their control were of three classes,

viz. gold, stuffs of cloth and silk, and copper money

(£& ch’ien pi). The gold pieces were designated bv
the name Gold [cf. Gulden]

;
the cloths and silks were

measured by the piece
;

the copper money was weighed

by the s/iu. Accordingly, whenever any commodities were

paid in or out., it was by means of the copper currency

(yuan fa) that their values were equalised and made
convertible ( Jij £ ,

chun erh t’ung chili). Thus one

catty of gold was equivalent to so many copper cash (£g,

ch’ien) ;
one piece of silk was equivalent to so many copper

cash, and so on. In this way the Government had a

standard of measure. All sorts of commodities reflected

their [respective] characters—of high value in the gold

pieces, of utility in the knife-coins, the power of circu-

lating in the copper currency, the power of distribution

in the cloths, and of accumulation in the silks
( — tt lit

£ * £ jh a).

“The term ‘gold’ indicates the ‘square inch weighing

one Ccatty’ of the [Ch’ien Han Shu] text; the term ‘knives’

indicates the ‘knives forming the lowest class of valuables,’

of Kuan Tzu
;

the term ch’iian, refers to the yuan fa,

or copper currency; and the ‘stuffs of cloth and silk’

refer to those described as ‘ in length four cluing the

piece.’
”

Here, we may note, the editors regard the terms ch’iian

and yuan fa as synonymous.

In the ensuing entries I have purposely inserted the

Chinese text of passages translated only where it is really

iudispensable. The system of transliteration is that of Sir

Thomas Wade, from which I have only departed in the

cases of one or two dynastic or geographical names, such

as Ts’i for Ch’i, and Ts’in for Ch’in, from a desire to follow

the more usual spelling of these words, and thus avoid
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a source of confusion. Words within square brackets are

always comment, explanation, or amplification of my owrn.

Thus inserted, they interrupt the reader less, I think, than

when subjoined as footnotes.

I wish to express my thanks to the Rev. Dr. Legge for

valuable assistance given me on various points in the earlier

part of the preparation of this article.

Ch'an pi,

Ch'an pw,

for the definitions of ch'an in the Shuo Wen and Liu Shu

Ku point to a plane or chisel rather than a spade.

In M. Lacouperie’s Introduction to the “ Catalogue,”

p. xviii., we find the entry, “ Pi tch'an. Spade money.

Name given by numismatists to the copper currency of that

shape issued by private people, and afterwards regularly

in the seventh century, in imitation of small implements

of husbandry, which had been found convenient for barter.”

Both Williams and Giles have pi ch'an in their dictionaries,

but I have, so far, not met the term in any Chinese work.

The Chin Shih So heads its illustrations of these coins

with the reversed and more natural form ch'an pi.

The Ku Ch’fian Hui classifies these so-called spade coins

as k'ang shou pu, or hollow-headed pu, and says (Section

Yuan, ch. 10): “ Their shape resembling a ch'an, they are

popularly called ch'an pu, or spade money. The upper

piece is hollow. The Chi Chin Lu says, ‘ the hollow was

fitted with a handle to hold them by when in circulation,’

and adduces from the Odes the passage ‘ fl to

carry pu to barter for silk.’ [But the accepted interpre-

tation of this passage holds pu to be cloth, and not the

metal money which the Chi Chin Lu sees in the word.]

The Iluo Pu Wen Tzu K’ao says the hollow part was fitted

with a vertical slip of bamboo, which was pinned in from

the side to prevent it slipping out.” Li Tso-hsien, the

author of the Ku Ch’iian Hui, concurs in all the above,

and adds that this type of pu, being mostly dug up in

Chung Chou, the modern Ilonan province, dates probably

from the Liu-Sung, or Wei dynasties [fifth and sixth

m *
j

Spade money, or perhaps Plane money,
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centuries a.d.], though some specimens must, he thinks,

be earlier.

M. Lacouperie regards the pu money, in the restricted

sense in which he uses that term, as degenerate forms of

the Spade money, but such evidence as there is affords no

support to this view.

Ch'eng ma huo, ^ g ) Q p . ,,,

Ch eng ma pi, j

Ch'i tao, J]

.

A graving knife, or knife for carving

wood. The name of a coin shaped like the combination

of a cash and a knife blade, issued by Wang Mang.

Vissering, followed by M. Lacouperie, has misunderstood

the meaning of ch'i tao, which the former translates (p. 50)

“ Knives to make agreements or bonds,” and the latter

by “ Bond-knife ” (Intr. p. xvii.) and “ Binding-knife ”

(p. 312). Neither writer remembers to enlighten us as to

what meaning they attribute to these expressions.

In the Ch’ien Han Shu the form of the character ch'i

used has the radical ta, great, but the author of the

Ku Ch’iian Ilui, supported by the extant specimens of

the coin, maintains that this form is wrong, and that the

character should have been written with the radical mu,

wood. The word signifies to carve, being synonymous with,

and in Kanghsi defined by, ^|J, k'e, to carve. The Liu

Shu Ku states that k'e implies deeper carving than ch'i.

According to the Ku Ch’iian Hui, Wang Mang, who
affected antiquarian tastes, reproduced in these coins an

ancient variety of kqife.

Chia ch'ien. See under Yii chia ch'ien.

Chien chin, ^ ^ . Double gold.

Couvreur in his dictionary, quoting this expression from

Mencius, defines it as “or tres fin qui valait deux fois l’or

ordinaire.” But M. Lacouperie, p. xix., asserts that the

first word “must be read sickle, appropriate name of the

curved knife-shape of the currency of Ts’i.” As, however,

the above character for sickle is read lien, and never Men (or

chien), M. Lacouperie, to be consistent, should transliterate

the phrase lien-kin instead of kien kin as he does.
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The knives of Ts’i are, moreover, quite unlike a Chinese

or any other sickle. The whole statement is a mere guess

which will not bear examination.

Ch’ien, . Copper money.

Considerable obscurity surrounds the origin of the word

ch’ien, an obscurity that affects both the date of its intro-

duction and the history of its meaning.

In the first place the syllable has another, probably

earlier, and possibly unrelated meaning. Thus in the Odes

the character occurs once, with the sound tsien, in the

“ rising tone,” and standing for the name of some field

implement usually translated “hoe.” So again we find in

the Shuo Wen, under this character, this entry :
“ A hoe

(&|£). In ancient times a field implement. From chin,

metal, and chien, giving the sound. The Odes have,

‘prepare your hoes (^) and mattocks.’ One authority

says, ‘valuables’ [— 0 tfl].” Tuan Yii-ts’ai, com-

menting on the above passage of the Shuo Wen, observes

that the Elder Hsu’s edition does not contain these last

four words.

Under the character J|, pei, a shell, the Shuo Wen is

rather more communicative, for we there read, “ In ancient

times they exchanged shells and prized tortoise-shell.

Under the Chou they had money (|j|, cli’iian). By the

time of the Ts’in, shells went out of use, and ch’ien were

current.” Tuan Yu-ts’ai notes a suggestion that the

reading here should be
,

ch’iian, not £&, ch’ien.

The Shuo Wen’s recognition of ch’ien in the sense of

money may not be free from doubt, but that the word had

been so used in literature before the date of its publication

is certain. It is frequent in the work known as Kuan Tzii.

The Kuo Yu also contains it (as M. Lacouperie points out),

and a commentator on the Chou Li affirms that the name
Ch’tian Fu, or Treasury of Money, mentioned in that work,

was sometimes written Ch’ien Fu. With that possible

exception, the character does not seem to be met with in

the Chou Li.

But there is a consensus of opinion among native
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scholars that ch’ien, as a term for money, was preceded

by an earlier word, or, as some of them think, by an

earlier form of the same word. This prior form is now

written ^ and pronounced ch’uan, and is fully treated

below in a separate entry.

Li Tso-hsien, the author of the Ku Ch’iian Hui, cites

the T’ung Chih (I presume Cheng Ch’iao’s work of that

name) as asserting that under the Emperor Yao money

was called ch’uan, while the term ch’ien did not come into

use until the introduction of the “coinage of the Nine

Treasuries
”

at the beginning of the Chou dynasty, or, as

he considers the Kuo Yu to imply, until much later,

under the Emperor Ching, the 24th sovereign of that

dynasty. “There are,” adds Li, “slight discrepancies in

these accounts, but, summing up the evidence, we see that

ch’uan was the earlier and ch’ien the later term, and

that while ch’iian includes ch’ien, the latter does not include

ch’uan.”

Tuan Yii-ts’ai, in his notes on the Shuo Wen under the

word J^, pei, after quoting a statement of Cheng Ssu-nung

that “ in old books ch’uan is occasionally found written

ch’ien," observes that Chou dynasty authors sometimes

used ‘ borrowed characters,’ as in this case, and that the

writers of the Ts’in dynasty treated the borrowed character

ch’ien as the correct form. “ Hence,” he concludes, “ it

is clear that what the Ts’in and the Han called ch’ien,

the Chou called ch’uan,” adding that we have here an

instance of what Chinese philologists designate -jfcf t§2,

ku chin tsu, literally “ ancient and modern characters,”

that is, the same word written under an earlier and a later

form. So, too, a commentator on the Kuo Yii is quoted

b\ the Editors of the T’u Shu Chi Ch’eng, in the Section

on Money, who says, “ anciently they spoke of ch’uan,

which was afterwards modified into ch’ien.”

The question then arises, What was the cause and

explanation of this substitution of ch’ien for ch’uan ? The
data at present seem too few to permit more than con-

jecture on the point. Perhaps in this substitution we
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should see the introduction of a new and entirely unrelated

term, though why, if so, the new term for circular money
should be one that properly denoted a hoe or some such

implement is not evident. But this clearly was not the

opinion of Tuan Yii-ts’ai and others. Tuan seems to

imply some gradual change, apparently, of pronunciation,

such that the borrowed character answered better to

the altered pronunciation of the word for money than did

the former and proper character This again implies

that only part of the senses of this word ch’iian had

changed in sound, viz. the sense of money
,
for had all

changed uniformly, there would have been no discrepancy

felt and no new character needed. This variety in

pronunciation would be compatible with the retention of

the old sound for the probably original sense of water-

spring, and the evolution of a modified sound for the

secondary meaning of money.

There is still a third possible explanation. At the time

when, and in the region where, ch’ien first came to be used

instead of ch’iian, the two characters may have had the

same sound, and confusion may thus have arisen. In favour

of this hypothesis the character
,

hsien, thread, may be

brought forward. In all the accessible dialects the word

itself agrees closely in sound (apart from tone and what

is technically called * series,’ which affects the quality of

the initial) with the sound of ch’ien. And the character

is composed of silk +• a phonetic which is now ch'iian,

hut was once or the same phonetic as that of ch’ien.

Hence we should infer that ^ and ^f, and therefore $1,

were once homophones, for the initial is really the same

in all.

On the other side, it may be urged that though in the

modern Chinese dialects there is no great dissimilarity

between the sounds of the two words ch’ien, and

ch'iian, and in some the approximation is very close, in

the Japanese form alone is there an identical pronunciation

—sen—for both characters. But if the modern dialects do

not sujjport this last-mentioned hypothesis, neither do they
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afford convincing evidence in disproof, and with this

negative conclusion I will leave that part of the question.

Tai T’ung, the author of the Liu Shu Ku, has an in-

teresting passage under the word ch'ien, in which he gives

his views as to the rise of metal money. He defines the

word as “ Mone}', ^ -fli, ch’iian pit. In ancient times,”

he goes on, “ they carried on trade merely by using what

they possessed in exchange for what they did not possess.

Owing to the impossibility of un exact equivalence in value

between commodities, the numberless differences in price

could not be equalized. Accordingly, cloth and silk were

made into currency,
,

pi. Such was the origin of

currency. Owing to differences of length, breadth, and

texture in cloths and silks, fabrications sprang up. Hence

came the use of metal knives and tortoise-shell as media

of exchange, and the supply of these having been ex-

hausted, there arose ch'ien or metal money. Thereafter

commerce throughout the Empire was first made uniform.

T’ai Kung established the Coinage of the Nine Treasuries,

where he cast metal money, ch'ien, round externally and

square internally (#|> f*J ~fj), its weight being reckoned

in shu. From that time onward successive ages valued it

as the medium of exchange. The author Po [fg J3; = ?]

writes :
* the designation ch'ien was the abdication of the

terms ch'uan and yuan (H).’
”

What, finally, was the origin of the cash, this round coin

with its distinctive square central hole, and what suggested

such a type ?

M. Lacouperie’s answer appears simple enough if we take

only what he says on p. 319 of the “ Catalogue ” under the

heading of “ Round Money,” for he there derives this

Round Money—the cash of common parlance—from an

alleged Ping Money of the Chou dynasty referred to in the

Shu Ring. But this explanation is complicated by the

statement made on p. xviii. of the Introduction, under

entry 21, which runs as follows: “ gg Tsien, hoe money.

Tsien was formerly a light instrument of husbandry,

perhaps a hoe or sickle, although it is applied at present
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to the mattock.” [This is an error : ch'ien as a name for

any field implement is unknown in modern Chinese. M.

Lacouperie has misunderstood the passage of Williams to

which he refers.] “ When currency in the shape of various

implements of the kind was an historical fact, the term was

used as a general designation . . .

It does, I confess, seem to deserve more explanation than

M. Lacouperie gives it that a word meaning hoe should

have come to be specially attached to a round coin in every

way unlike a hoe, and, as he contends, not derived by

modification of its shape from the latter, but from a ring.

However, as will be seen under Huan, there is no

evidence that the latter was a ring. Even had it been so,

a mere ring has too vague a likeness to the cash type to

make the identification convincing.

Another opinion is that the cash represents the round

and pierced end of the handle of the old knife-coins, of

which it should be considered a sort of degenerate survival,

and certain knife-coins of Wang Mang the Usurper, for

instance those figured in the “Catalogue” on pp. 311-318,

are pointed to as exhibiting an intermediate stage. Against

this must be set the plain and unmistakable statement of the

History of the Earlier Han dynasty, already cited, that

coins essentially similar to the modern cash were cast as

far back as the beginning of the Chou dynasty. This

appears almost conclusive against the degeneration theory.

I venture to suggest a different origin which had occurred

to me before I found it expressly asserted in Kanghsi’s

Dictionary under the word ch'ien. It is that the cash

is a mere reproduction in metal of the pi, or jade-stone

token, which with the rjr, kuei, resembling it in material

and function though not in form, was variously used under

the Chou dynasty as a badge of rank, a proof of diplomatic

authority, and a sacrificial symbol. It will be seen below

that the same symbolical character is attributed to the pi

as to the cash, and, what is noteworthy, the same peculiar

terms are used to describe the parts of each. “ In the

course of time,” we read in Kanghsi, “ changes were made.
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The Emperor Ching cast large coins called pao huo. The

field and the central hole had raised rims . . the coins were

in shape like pi, and so the terms field (fjj, jou) and

hole (ft ,
hao

)

were also applied to them.”

We may devote in conclusion a few lines to the pi, or

jade-stone token.

The Shuo Wen defines the word as a “ token of jade

round in shape.” The Liu Shu Ku writes thus :
“ A

circular token of jade, rounded externally and having a

central hole. Its substance is termed its flesh, m, jou
;

the hole is called hao, if
.” From the Shuo Wen’s

definitions of the two characters that follow pi in that

work, and from the Erh Ya, we also learn that when the

field was double the hole, the token was called a pi
;
when

the field and the hole were equal [in breadth], the name

was huan, m ;
and when the hole was double the field, the

token was styled a yuan,

Ch’ien fan, ££ • A mould for making coins.

Ch’ih tsi ch’ien, 7$ JA £&• ail(l sloping money, or,

possibly, red-edged money.

This is a name given to certain b-shu pieces coined

apparently in the second year of the Yuan Ting period

of the Han Emperor Wu, answering to the year b.c. 115.

The name was given, according to one view, because of

a raised rim of red copper added to prevent the filing away

of the body of the coin. 1 But this is not accepted by

others. The Ku Ch’iian Hui devotes a page to the point:—

•

“The P’ing Chun Section of the Shill Chi, or Historical

Records, states that the Emperor Wu directed the coinage

authorities of the Capital to cast ch’ih tse cash. The com-

mentator Ju Shun observes that the raised rim was of red

copper. AYe are ignorant,” adds the author of the Ku
Ch’iian Hui, “ of the method of castiug employed, but

I think that the pan liang coins [which preceded the b-shu

pieces] were not filed after casting, whereas the b-shu

1 Another popular and apparently similar name is given in the Chin Shih

So, viz.
,
tzu kan ch'ien, the exact meaning of which I cannot

ascertain.
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coins were subjected to filing by the people for the sake

of the copper dust, and a raised rim was accordingly added.

But they continued to be filed down. As a result of filing,

the colour of the rim looked new and therefore red, hence

the name ‘ red-edged,’ but there was no distinct type of

coin made with that name.” A certain Liu Ch’ing-yiian

is also quoted to the effect that in Shensi he had seen 5-shu

coins which were thin on the side where the character

“ 5 ” was, and thicker on that where “ shu ” stood, so that

when three of them were put one on the top of another,

they looked like a horse’s hoof. This presumably means

that when the thicker part of each rested on the corre-

sponding part of the one below, the outline of the three

together resembled a horse’s hoof seen in profile. Liu

points out that in the Ch’ien Han Shu, tse is written f\

,

which is defined by the Shuo Wen as meaning “ inclining,

sloping” (fglj ftji) ;
the expression ^ J\, ch’ih tse, then,

would mean red and sloping, but the former word applies

not to the rim only. Li Tso-hsien thinks this view is

worth consideration.

Yissering has fallen into a most elementary blunder

in transliterating these two characters as Tik-tseu (p. 43).

What his mistake has been caused by is clear enough,

though it is singular that such a slip should have escaped

him in reading the proofs. He has printed •jj'p and translated

“ red ” correctly, but has transliterated the word as yik

as though the character were >$, “also,” which differs,

as will be seen, by one stroke.

But if Yissering’s blunder be strange, what shall we say

when M. Lacouperie follows his predecessor into the same

pitfall, and this not merely once, but several times, as on

pp. xix. and xxx. of the Introduction, and on p. 360,

though he is right on p. 326 ? There was only one thing

left to do to complete the confusion, and M. Lacouperie

has done it. On p. 404 he writes :
“ It was in the first

year Tch'ih-wu, Jfj^
[si'c], i.e. 328.” The first year of

Ch’ih-icu was a.d. 328, but the characters as printed in

the “ Catalogue ” are i niao !
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Chin, Besides its ordinary meaning of metal and

gold (the latter by abbreviation for huang chin,

“ yellow metal ”), this word has had also a technical sense

denoting a special monetary unit, which has varied at

different periods.

A writer quoted in the Jill Chih Lu (ch. xi., art.

as Ch’en Tsan, who is perhaps Hsieh Tsan,

states that under the Ts’in dynasty one yi, made a chin,

while under the Ifan one catty made a chin, the value of

the chin thus being considerably less under the later than

under the earlier line, for the catty was and is 16 Hang or

ounces, while the yi has been variously equated with 20,

24, or 30 ounces.

Yen Shih-Ku in his edition of the History of the Earlier

Han has a note on the words of the text which speak of the

Han using — Jp, “ one catty of gold,” to the effect

that this was a reversion to the Chou system, but with a

substitution of fj*, chin, a catty, for the latter’s chin,

a gold piece.

Nor, apparently, was it under the Chou dynasty that this

gold chin unit was first known. For we find in the chapter

on Yu Yu Shih, or the Emperor Shun, in the Lu Shih,

a passage telling us that the money or metal pieces made

by that shadowy ruler was of one chin, J?, two chin, two

chin four, and two chin five (what the fractional parts may
have stood for is not clear), and the same authority adds

that the two chin five pieces were the heaviest, and the one

chin the lightest.

And this leads us directly to another character, the

relation of which to this is rather enigmatic, viz. §Jj, chin.

Chin, £jf. This character appears, or seems to appear

(the qualification will be explained below), on the so-called

“ money of Shun ” (M. Lacouperie’s Weight-Money), and

on some archaic-looking round coins, figured e.g. in the

Ku Ch’iian Hui, part ^lj, ch. i., pp. 4-6, and one in the

“ Catalogue,” p. 327. The legends on these round coins,

at any rate, show that it represents some unit of weight

or value.
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Now the character appears to cover more than one

word. An analysis of the definitions and sounds given in

the dictionaries shows that it is read both chin and yin.

When read chin, it is said to mean axe or to cut with

an axe, and it does not seem unlikely, therefore, that the

character is a mere variant of the simpler form Jf, and

a second way of writing the same word.

But it has also the pronunciation yin (this both in the

“ upper even ” and in the “ rising ” tones). In the latter,

the Shuo Wen says it means to cut into two parts. (The

Kuang Yiin and Chi Yiin dictionaries also attribute this

sense to the character when read chin). When read yin

in the upper even tone, there is still a third sense, that

of a rasp or file for smoothing wood, “like a fang,

says the Liu Shu Ku, “but smaller.”

If we assume that on the coins this is a single character,

we may reasonably suppose also that we have to do with

the sound chin meaning an axe, since that harmonises

with the numismatic use of the form jf, which has the

same sound and sense.

M. Lacouperie does assume this, and here, at least, I

incline to his opinion for the reason I am about to submit.

But he gives no hint that there is any doubt about the

matter. And there is grave doubt. So much indeed, that

the authors of the Chin Shih So and the Ku Ch’iian Hui

decline to treat this combination of strokes as one character,

but as two, viz. huo, object of exchange, and chin, metal.

The element which in §Jf forms the right-hand half, and

at any rate appears to be the old form of ff, chin, an

axe, they consider to be really a distinct character, viz.

an old form of it (
= the modern ), huo.

What makes this a difficult theory to accept is that,

although the need for economy of space might explain the

two characters being packed closely together on the wedge-

handled pieces, no such necessity existed with the round

coins above referred to, and yet, in their case also, the

two elements are juxtaposed even more closely than on

the wedge-handled money. The inference seems to me

cogent that one character and not two is in question.
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Chili ch'ien, 0. Metal money.

The expression is found in Kuan Tzu. Sometimes, as in

the opening sentence of the already quoted passage from

the Ch’ien Han Shu, both gold and copper are implied.

Chiu pi, IK*. Metal treasure.

This expression occurs in Kuan Tzu, and may possibly

have a wider scope than the previous one, and include

mere ingots of metal.

Chin tno, ^ JJ . Metal knives. See under Tao ch'ien.

Ch’ing chung, Ifr . Relative weight or relative

value.

This combination is very common in works on economic

subjects or matters relating to coinage. A long section of

the book known as Kuan Tzu is thus entitled, aud “ On
Values,” or even “On Economics” would be a fair

rendering, considering the scope of its contents.

Where metal money is in question, it is well to remember

that it is not so much mere weight, as what we should

speak of as a high or a low denomination that is sometimes

denoted.

Chon kuo,
J?j] |15 . The surrounding rim or raised edge

of a coin, whether cash, knife, or pu money.

Ch’iian, |f|. The movable hanging weight of a balance,

a balancing weight; figuratively, balance, equivalence; and

as a verb, to balance or be equivalent to; to adjust the

balance, to try the weight of, and figuratively, to estimate.

This word need not detain us long, but there is a

peculiar phrase of which it forms part, that ought not to

be passed over. One version of this is ^ -{§: ^0 f||,

tzu mu hsiang ch'iian, literally, “children and mother

mutually balancing,” that is the equivalence between a

unit and the sum of its fractional parts.

In another shape the expression occurs near the beginning

of the second part of the Food and Commerce Section of

the Ch’ien Han Shu, in a passage quoted by Vissering on

p. 25, and translated, but so imperfectly that a new
rendering is necessary.

“The Emperor [Ching, of the Chou dynasty] was going

j.k.a.s. 1895. 22
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to cast large coins, and Tan Mu Kung said, ‘ It must not

be. In old times Heaven sent down calamities. Then

they reckoned their riches and estimated values, to save

the people. If the people objected to the low value \_lit.

lightness] of the money, then they made for them money

of a higher value, and put it in circulation. Thereupon

the)7 had * the mother balancing the children ,’ and the people

were benefited. If the people were dissatisfied at the

overhigh value of the current coin, then more coins of a

smaller value were made and put in circulation, without

abolishing the higher coin. In this way there were ‘ the

children balancing the mother ’ also in circulation, and both

small and large coins were of use.”

The expressions I have underlined are the literal rendering

of the words -{^ ifl "f >
mu ch’uan tzu, and |H -{fy,

tzh

ch’uan mu, and can hardly mean anything else than an

equivalence between a unit of given value and the sum of

the fractional parts into which it was divided for purposes

of currency, as though, for example, the English shilling

were considered the ‘ mother,’ and the penny the ‘ child,’

— then the mother is equal in value to the twelve

children.

Ch’uan, Closely involved with ch’ien as a numis-

matic term, we find the word ch’uan, either singly or

combined with pu in the binomial ^ rfi, ch’uan pu.

The present and perhaps the primary meaning (if we

are justified in assuming that we know the primary meaning

of a word in any language) of ch’uan is a spring of water,

or more precisely, according to the Liu Shu Ku, a deep

pool fed by a spring, the spring itself being called

:M> y“an - *

“It is,” says Tuan Yii-ts’ai in his note on the word in

the Shuo Wen, “by extension that the ancients spoke of

money as ch’uan pu.”

The old form of the character was fft, which the Liu

Shu Ku considers pictorial.

M. Lacouperie correctly says (p. xvii.), “The term was

used in ancient times for currency in general, and so far
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as it was paid in, not paid out.” ITo notes its occurrence

in the Chou Li, or Institutes of the Chou Dynasty, and

that “ One of the Treasuries of the Board of Finances

derived his name, Tsiuen fu, J|l j£f>
from it.”

Chen" K’anor-ch’eng, commentin" on the section of the

same work relating to the Wai Fu, or Office of the Exterior,

which with the above-named Ch’iian Fu, had control of

the money collected for the State, observes, “ the term pn,

^}j [currency], is equivalent to the term ch'iian. . . . Money

when stored up was called ch’iian , when in circulation, pit,

taking its name ch’iian from shui ch’iian, a sprint/ of water,

which flows in all directions. At first the ch’iian coins

were of one sort only, but a second came into existence

when Ching, Emperor of Chou, cast large coins, ^ Q .”

Upon the identity of the pn with the ch’iian the native

critics are in general agreed, as well as on the derivation

of the latter term from the word meaning a sprint/, though

they differ in their interpretations of the metaphor. Thus,

Wang Shao-yu says: “The money as collected was called

pit, when paid in to the Treasury it was styled ch’iian, for

the word pit [literally, spread or distribute] expresses the

fact of its spreading gain abroad, while ch'iian indicates

that this gain issues from a single orifice (— -fLV’ by
which we are to understand presumably the spot where

coins were cast, their place of issue.

Cheng Ngo writes: “ Monej'

—

ch’iian pn as the Chou

called it, ch’ien as we call it—was named ch’iian in allusion

to its issuing as from a spring, and pit from its unchecked

diffusion.” Elsewhere the same scholar says :
“ If we inquire

the reason for the terms applied to money, we shall find

it denominated ch’iian from its issuing from a single orifice,

and pu, because it spreads (jfj pn san) throughout the

realm. The money (£§ dfjj ,
ch’ien pu) stored up in the

Ch’iian Fu or Treasury was styled ch’iian and not pu,

simply because the control over prices and over its storage

or issue lies in the public authorities, just as a spring of

water issues from a single opening.”

A rather different interpretation of the term is that of
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Li Shih-chen, the author of the great botanical work, the

Pen Ts’ao Kang Mu, who is cited in the T’u Shu Chi

Ch’eng Encyclopaedia, as follows :
“ Under the Chou, T’ai

Kung established the coinage
, ch’uan fa) of the

Xine Treasuries. The coins, ^ ,
ch’uan, were in structure

circular with an inclosed square [hole], so many shu in

weight, their complete circumfluent outline delineating a

spring, for which reason they were so called.” This extract

illustrates that symbolizing tendency so dear to the Chinese

mind, where it prevails perhaps as a necessary reaction

from the grinding materialism of their daily life, like the

backwaters in a rapid river.

Very different and very interesting is the account given

by the great Sung dynasty critic, Cheng Ch’iao, or Cheng

Chia-chi, as he is also called, from the place where he lived

in retirement. Yissering
(
Chinese Currency

, p. 8) has

quoted the passage, omitting, however, thirty-one words

near the beginning, for which reason, and because his

rendering is otherwise faulty, I have made a fresh

translation :

—

“ Money was called ch’uan in allusion to its outline

;

chin [metal] in allusion to its material
;

tao [knife] in

allusion to the form given to it [§jy, ch’f]
;
huo [exchange

]

and pu [
distribution ] in allusion to its functions. The

word money, f|, ch’ien, used to be, in the most ancient

documents, written Then it [viz., the shape of money]

was altered to the common knife, and then again to the

yuan fa [or round cash
;
a note on the text adds, * which

T’ai Kung made’]. In that form it became generally

diffused. The people approved of it, and accordingly, the

ch’uan and knife-coins fell into disuse, and later generations

did not have any knowledge of these terms. If we examine

the ancient money, we find its shape is that of the Seal

character for ch’uan [for which see the second paragraph

of this entry], for which in after times the word ch’ien,

was substituted. Hence the character ch’iian [no longer

required or used for its original meaning of money], was

borrowed to write the word ch’uan of shut ch’uan, a spring
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of wafer. The lower part of the true Seal character form

of ch’iian does uot consist of the character wafer. The
early scholars, ignorant of the history of the character

ch’iian, spoke of ‘ the onward flow of commodities being

reflected in the ch’iian, their diffusion in the cloths, their

high value in the gold, their utility in the knives.’ Such

a view is extremely forced.”

There is both ingenuity and originality in this argument,

frankly opposed as it is to the received opinions on the

subject. We should, however, note two or three points

arising from the statements expressed or implied by Cheng.

On the one hand, it is true that the Seal form, at any
rate the normal antique Seal form, as shown above, does

not seem to be composed with the radical water, although

the native dictionaries treat it a*s being so composed, even so

independent an authority as the writer of the Liu Shu Ku
concurring, and including ch’iian as a pictorial character.

The picture, it must be confessed, is by no means con-

vincing. On the other hand, I have met, so far, with no

author agreeing with Cheng that the true and primary

meaning of the term ch’iian was money, and that the same

character was only used at a later date to transcribe an

homophonous but distinct syllable signifying a spring.

Cheng’s words show moreover that he does not admit that

the earlier forms of money were round, nor that ch’uan

can be taken as equivalent to the yuan fa, as alleged by

some. Far from that, he obviously identifies the former

with the wedge-handled pieces classified by numismatists

under the general designation pu, which we shall examine

later.

Meanwhile a comparison of the Seal form of the character

with two types of pu money illustrated in M. Lacouperie’s

Catalogue on pages 23 and 72 is instructive. The general

likeness of outline, due allowance being made for the con-

straining effect of conventional treatment on a perhaps

originally pictorial form, though not convincing, has a

certain persuasive suggestiveness.

A scrutiny of the statements contained in the various
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extracts already collected shows that they support the

following propositions :

—

1. A regular metallic currency, including both square

plates of gold and circular copper pieces with a central

square hole, was instituted at the foundation of the Chou

dynasty, as tradition asserts, by the Minister known as

T’ai Kung.

2. The threefold currency thus introduced is spoken of

in the History of the Earlier Han dynasty as yuan fa,

though the term has since been restricted to the copper

coins only.

3. But these earliest copper cash were at first apparently

called by another name, the exact form of which is open

to some doubt, but which the balance of criticism inclines

to show was first ch’uan and afterwards ch’ien.

4. If the substantial genuineness of the Chou Li is

assumed, another denomination of this copper currency,

namely pu, must have been in use either at the same time

or soon afterwards.

This confronts us with the following difficulty : If the

copper money was round and was called ch’uan, and if pa

was merely another name for ch’uan, then the pu must have

been round coins. Yet by general consent among the

Chinese numismatic writers the pu are not the round but

the wedge-handled and shouldered pieces. So, conversely,

if the pu were of this last described type, and if ch’uan

be a mere synonym of pu, then the ch’uan also could not

have been round coins. Yet if the ch’uan were nothing

else than ch’ien, which are expressly stated to have been

originally, as now,, round coins, then the ch’uan also must

have been round.

Out of this apparent impasse I can see only three ways

of escaping.

Assuming ch’uan and ch’ien to be identical, perhaps there

were some that were not round coins. For example, Cheng

Chia-chi may be right in declaring that ch’iian were earlier

than, and of a different type from, the circular yuan fa,

just as we know the knife-coins were.
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Or secondly, there may have been some pu which were

not of the wedge-handled shape now exclusively associated

with that name by the numismatists, and such might have

been circular. There is nothing in the name pu, or

“ currency,” to limit the pieces so called to any special

shape.

Or thirdly, the ch’uan and the cliien may not have been

identical. It is conceivable that the ch'uan included both

the knife and the wedge-handled types, and that when
round coins were cast, a new designation

—

cliien—was also

introduced for them. The use of both ch’ien and ch’uan

in Kuan Tzu seems rather to make for this hypothesis, for

it is hardly likely that the author would employ two

distinct terms to describe exactly the same object.

There is one other explanation which would remove the

difficulty, and that is to suppose the statement of the Chou

Li is simply a wrong or at least an inadequate one. The

genuineness of that work has of course been a vexed

question.

Ch’uan fa, j§| Coinage. This expression occurs in

the Pen Ts’ao Kang Mu, in the passage quoted in the last

entry, in place of the customary yuan fa. I have not met

it elsewhere.

Ch’uan pi, ^ Metal money. A synonym of the next.

Ch'uan pu, Iff. Currency, literally “issue and

currency.”

“ In ancient times,” says a comment on the T’an Kung,
“ they spoke of money as ch’uan pu.”

Hao, %f. The central hole in a cash. The much smaller

hole pierced in some specimens of the pi ch'eng ma is also

so called.

The original application of the term was to the similar

central hole in the jH, iJt >
or Ja ê token- M. Lacouperie

has evidently misread the latter character as pi, a tcall

or screen, for he renders hao, “ lit. a hole in a wall.”

Kuo, Jf. Exchange; object or medium of exchange;

article of commerce.

This is a frequent term in the literature relating to the
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early history of money, especially in binomial combinations

with various other words.

The Shuo Wen briefly equates it with ts’ai, j$J, com-

modities, things of value.

A comment on the Chou Li, cited in Kanghsi, explains

that “gold and jade are styled huo.”

The first page of the opening chapter of the Section on

Food and Commerce in the History of the Earlier Han
dynasty has the statement, “ Huo designates hempen cloth

and silk which can be used as clothes, as well as metal

knives and tortoise-shell, b}7 means of which goods can

be divided, profit distributed, and commerce carried on.”

In the Ku Ch’uan Hui, part jq ,
ch. 12, p. 2, Li Tso-

hsien writes :
“ Huo was anciently the general designation

of knife- and pu- coins.”

The etymological history of the word is not without

interest. As will be remarked, the authorities quoted seem

to imply a fundamental identity, or at least a close kinship,

between huo and {fa , him, to change. In none of the

modern Chinese dialects, however, is a phonetic identity

to be now found. But in the Korean, Japanese, and

Annamese pronunciations of the two characters, the sounds

are the same.

The Kuang Yiin dictionary says, “ Huo signifies hua :

objects that are changed and converted : hence the character

contains [the element] hua.”

In the Liu Shu Ku huo is always written Igr, the element

man being omitted, and the author thus discusses the word :

—

“The signification of huo is hua [which he writes simply

— \fc] : that by means of which commodities are ex-

changed and transported. Anciently written simply ^

.

Exchange (huo) began with shells, hence the element
,

pci, shells, in the character. Money

—

ch’ien—and shells, gold

and jade, when exchanged in commerce, are termed huo.”

Huo ch’ien, ^ %% . Exchange money. This is the

phrase used in the Liu Shu Ku to explain ch’uan,

Huo pi, I* Exchange treasure. This expression

seems restricted to the metallic money, or perhaps rather
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ingots, alleged by traditions (which are preserved, for

example, in the Lu Shih) to have been made by the

mythical Fuhsi and Iluang Ti. The Ku Ch’iian Hui

contrasts huo pi with yuan ch'ien or round coius.

(1) Muan,

(
2

) „ 15

(3) Yuan or Muan,^
(4) Yuan,$%

This group of four characters,

though not of special importance,

needs to be touched on, and the

sounds and meanings correctly

distinguished.

(1) Muan, Jjj. A ring of jade.

Such is the definition of the Yu P’ien dictionary. The

Shuo Wen has, “A kind of pi, |^, or token of jade.”

And the Erh Ya, describing the several varieties of the

latter, says, “When the field and the hole are of equal

breadth, the pi is called a huan.”

It was by this particular kind of ring that, according

to Hsiin Tzil, the Sovereign in old times used to recall to

favour an official previously in disgrace.

The Liu Shu Ku asserts that this word was anciently

written @ , representing two rings linked together.

The Erh Ya contains the curious statement that “ knives

were at first called huan, the shape being like rings,”

which no doubt refers to the ring-like extremities of the

handles of the large knives of Ts’i, the former being called

huan. Many examples are figured by M. Lacouperie in

the “ Catalogue,” from p. 215 onwards.

In this connection it is worth quoting a curious and

ancient example of that particular species of word-play,

greatly affected by the Chinese, which may be described

as a sort of pun round the corner. The Chin Shih So

cites this instance from an old song. The line runs

jnj B -h U &M> that is, “ On what day [will there be]

a large knife end ? ” The end of the handles of the large

knives of Ts’i consisted of a Jf|, huan, or ring, which has

exactly the same sound and tone as the word j§|, huan,

to return, the character required for the sense, so that the

speaker— doubtless a woman— says one thing, implies

another, and means a third.
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The character ^ is also interchanged with the third

of this group,
,
in its reading of /man, and also with

[5 . but only, apparently, when that is read /man.

(2) H nan, |g. A ring.

Defined by the Kuang Yiin dictionary, cited in Kanghsi,

as “a finger ring,” while the Cheng Tzu T’ung says,

“ all circular discs having a hole to enable them to be

strung together are known as fg, /man.” This character

does not appear either in the Shuo Wen or the Liu Shu

Ku, which latter evidently treats the preceding form, |f|,

as the correct way of writing the word for ‘ ring.’

(3) Yuan, A variety of the pi token.

According to the Shuo Wen, “a pi with a large central

hole.” The Erh Ya informs us that “ when the hole is

double the [breadth of the] field, [the _pi] is termed

a yuan.”

This character is sometimes also read /man, and is then

equivalent to J||.

(4) Huan or Yuan, The name of an ancient weight.

The Shuo Wen defines this as equalling one /uJi, |f.

(But the “ Ssuch’uan edition” has “sis lueh.”) Another

determination is that of K’ung An-kuo, who held that the

weight meant was six ounces of “ yellow iron,” supposed

by later scholars to be copper [see Legge’s Chinese Classics,

Shu King, vol. ii. p. 605].

Kanghsi adds, “Also, same as Jf|.”

M. Lacouperie’s rendering of this word on p. x. of the

Introduction, and on p. 319, as “ ring money,” is un-

supported by any of these authorities, as is his equation

of it with yuan.

Jou, $j) .
“ Lit. the flesh, i.e. the field of the piece,”

as M. Lacouperie says, Introduction, p. xx.

This terra, with hao, the hole, and chou huo, the rim,

appears in the Section on Food and Commerce, of the

History of the Earlier Han dynasty.

Jou hao, [i] . This expression does not have, as

M. Lacouperie supposes, the same meaning as hao alone,

but stands for “ the field and the hole ” of a cash.
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Ku chu, f$. Literally, to smelt and cast
; to cast

coins. The first character does not mean, as M. Laconperie

says, a “ smelting furnace,” but, as Ivanghsi explains, to

make a fire blaze up by usiug a fan or bellows. On
p. xx. of the Introduction, the second character has not

only been misprinted as shou, old age, but is also so

transliterated.

Kuo, 5(5 • As M. Lacouperie says, “ lit. a city wall,

i.e. the raised edge.” Often distinguished as wai kuo, the

outer rim, and nei kuo, the inner rim, viz. that round

the central hole.

Lai tzu, 2)5 . The seed of the lai plant.

Under the Emperor known as Fei Ti, or “ the Deposed,”

of the Liu-Sung dynasty, the debasement of the currency

was extreme. Yissering has some account of the matter

from Ma Tuan-lin, where the various derisive nicknames

given to the wretched little cash by the people are mentioned,

such as “Goose-eyes,” [JJ|, ago gen; “ Fringe-rings,”

or perhaps “Thread-rings,” fjJjE g|, gen /man (the allusion

is not quite clear)
;

others were called ^ -f or ^
lai tzu, and ^ ^ ,

hsing geh. The appropriateness of the

latter name, “ leaves of the hsing plant,” is sufficiently

shown by Bretschneider’s description of this plant, Lim-

nanthemum ngmphoides—“ The leaves are of a purplish red

colour, they are orbicular (peltate), more than an inch in

diameter. They float on the surface of the water.” I

have been unsuccessful in discovering what plant the “ seeds

of the lai ” referred to, for the seeds of chenopodium, for

which lai usually stands, do not appear to meet the required

shape. There is one thing that is certain though, namely,

that when Yissering, on p. 76, says these coins “ were called

fetus (^5 -^p, lit. “coming children”), he took a wild leap

in the dark, inasmuch as the Chinese themselves know
nothing of any phrase of the sort either in the book

language or the vernacular. M. Lacouperie has misprinted

the character lai as [chia~\ on p. xix., but merely speaks

of the term as “ a sobriquet,” in a wisely non-committal

manner.
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Lun kno, $|| • Synonymous with cliou kuo, q.v.

Man, . The reverse of a coin. Li Tso-hsien, in the

Ku Ch’iian Hui, in view of the definition given in the

Chi Yiin dictionary, “flat and without characters,” considers

this term inapplicable to the reverses of coins having on

that side a raised rim and an inscription. He, therefore,

always employs the word ^ ,
pei, back.

Female money and

Male-pattern Female

money, respectively.

These are names given to an issue of D-shu pieces of

the Emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty, distinguished by

having no raised rims, or only a rim round the central

hole. According to a writer quoted in the Ku Ch’uan

Hui, in Chapter VI. of the Section on Round Coins, those

cash that had a raised rim round the hole on the reverse,

were called kung skill nil ch’ien—freely translated, Herma-

phrodite money
;

those that were destitute of any rim

whatever, were called simply nil ch’ien, or Female money.

M. Lacouperie has, without authority, altered these

terms, and made an imaginary Q kung shill ch’ien,

which he translates “male money” (Introduction p. xix.,

and Catalogue p. 420), and wrongly states to be another

name for the nan ch’ien, Jg in contrast with the nil

ch’ien. The true names, however, are as given above.

See also the “ Coins of the Southern Liang ”
in the Chin

Shih So.

The nan ch’ien, or Male money, were cash with the

legend TjJ |jj, pu ch’uan, issued probably by Wang Mang.

According to Hung Tsun’s Ch’uan Chib, cited in the

Ku Ch’uan Hui, it was of these pieces that it was believed

that a woman who wore one would have male offspring.

Vissering, however, p. 83, relates this of some of the

money of the Emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty, and

M. Lacouperie in his entry, No. 54, Introduction p. xix.,

follows him, quoting him word for word, though without

acknowledgment.

Fao Into, It- Valuable exchange.

Nii ch’ien, %%

,

and

Kung shih nu ch’ien, 5V 5^ ]£c
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AVe now come to a small group of perplexing questions,

the best way of treating which seems to be to state the

difficulties as clearly as possible, in the hope that solutions

may be more easily reached, if distinct issues are raised.

Now we find in the Ch’ien Han Shu that “the Emperor

Ching, finding the existing coins too light, cast new and

larger pieces with the inscription pao huo.”

We are also told by Hsiin Yiieh in the Ilan Chi, as

quoted in the Ku Ch’iian Hui, that under the Chou dynasty,

money was inscribed and round, with a square central hole.

Cheng Ch’iao is also quoted to the effect that the yuan fa,

or circular coins of the Chou, had on them the word huo,

exchange
,
thus showing, it is contended, that the designation

on the money at the beginning of the Chou was pao huo.

The Emperor Ching retained the inscription, but enlarged

it to “4 huo” and “6 huo.” Li Tso-hsien inserts figures

of specimens inscribed simply pao huo, and others “ pao

ssu huo” and “pao liu huo” [four and six huof and points

out that the formation of the characters in all is identical,

and incontestably belongs to Chou times.

Now in the well-known passage of the Ch’ien Han Shu

recording the institution of a currency for the Chou by

T’ai Kung, the commentator adds a note that the coins

were one ts’un or inch [of that period, apparently, meaning,

in diameter—the words are
[|[J

—• -jj-], and weighed nine

ounces [of that period]. Ku Huan, a numismatic writer,

assigns twelve shu as the weight. To both of these

determinations the well-known writer Li Hsiao-mei takes

exception. “How,” he asks, “could coins weighing nine

Hang, or ounces, have been objected to in the reign of

Ching as too light?” On the other hand, “if we suppose

twelve shu to have been their weight, what addition to the

latter was made by the new issue of his reign?” for the

new pieces were of that very weight.

The author of the Ku Ch’iian Hui finds these two

criticisms very just, but observes that AYeng I-ch’iian

considers that the 12-shu pieces must refer to the new issue

of the Emperor Ching. Li Tso-hsien then sums up all
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these statements, and deduces from them that the coins

which Ching thought too light were the small pieces

inscribed pao hao, the earliest coins of the dynasty
;

that

the “new and enlarged coinage” indicates the pao ssu huo

and pao liu huo pieces, while the words of the Ch’ien Han
Shu, ^ 4$ 40 ;jH, literally “equivalence between sons

and mother,” refer to the sequence of coins of which the

“ sons ” are the small pao huo, and the “ mothers ” the

larger and heavier pieces that succeeded them.

Such is the view of Li Tso-hsien, whom M. Lacouperie

well calls “ one of the ablest and most sober of modern

numismatists,” but whose judgment in this matter he will

not accept on the following grounds :

—

“ But,” he objects on p. xxxvii., “ this ingenious arrange-

ment cannot be accepted : the latter coins, being inscribed,

value 4 hwas, value 6 hurts, do not answer to the requirement

concerning the innovation of King Wang
;

their mark

indicates their relative value, and the actual weight of the

specimens answers approximately to the standard weights
;

they do not therefore weigh more than the market value

of the time. Moreover, a double peculiarity in their make,

i.e. their outside rims, and the fact that they were cast in

clusters, show beyond any possible doubt that they were not

coined before the fourth century n.c.”

Now let us examine some of these statements.

The four and six huo coins, we are assured, “ do not

answer to the requirement concerning the innovation of

King Wang.” Why not ? They are both heavier and

larger than the simple pao huo coins. As for the “ standard

weights ” and the “ market value of the time,” I have

tried to understand M. Lacouperie’s argument, but have not

the faintest idea what he means. His next objection,

however, is abundantly clear. The fact of these coins

having an outside rim and being cast in clusters is fatal, in

M. Lacouperie’s eyes, to Li Tso-hsien’s view. For, he says

on p. lvi., they have rims, “ sign of a later make which

the others [viz. the pao huo coins] are without,” and on

p. 329 a rimless pao huo coin is figured. But M. Lacouperie
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must have known and ought to have mentioned that Li

Tso-hsien expressly says, and shows by his illustrations,

that “ both the field and the hole have surrounding rims ”

( f^J fA Jo) 5R)» The specimen in Mr. Gardner’s

collection is probably a mere forgery and not a good one.

Thus the fact of the pao Hu lino and pao ssu /mo having

rims is rather iu favour of Li Tso-hsien’s argument than

otherwise.

The only support for the statement that the casting of

the pao liu huo and pao ssii /mo in clusters disproves Li

Tso-hsien’s view, is of the strictly “ because it does ” order.

M. Lacouperie says on p. xxxix., referring to the mould

for casting these coins, that the latter “ have been incorrectly

attributed to TCIIEOU King, in 523 B.c., by whom they

cannot have been issued.” Why, he does not mention,

except to refer the reader to p. lvi. for “ the reasons which

indicate their issue in Kiii circ. B.c. 350.” The “reason”

given on that page is that “ they were most probably

issued ” there.

Whether the theory of the Ku Ch’iian Hui is right or

not, M. Lacouperie has brought nothing stronger than

assertions against it.

Another difficulty—its connection with the last will be

seen later—is the following :

—

The knife-coins of Ts’i are the largest and finest of their

class, but we are only concerned now with their inscriptions.

On many of them are found on one side three large and

clearly cut characters in an abbreviated style. There is

no dispute about the first and third. All agree that they

represent the modern characters ch’i (Ts’i), and J|,
hue, the first standing for the name of the State, the last

being oue of the common terms for money. It is the

second word that forms a standing puzzle for numismatists

and antiquarians, and its very simplicity adds to its

difficulty.

In the first place it seems to be, or rather, so far as

form goes, it is, the old mode of writing ch'u, to

depart or remove. But as ch'u huo is senseless, it is
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generally agreed that ch’ii must be an abbreviation of some

more complex character, or characters, but the widest

divergence exists as to what the full form should be.

Let us examine first the theory advanced in the

“ Catalogue,” Introduction, p. xix., where M. Lacouperie

explains the symbol as “ merely a simplified form of ffi,”

ch’u, which he renders by “ treasure,” the binomial £
meaning, according to him, “treasure to exchange,” i.e.

“ currency.” The difficulty, however, in accepting this

supposition is that the assumed original, an exceedingly

rare word, does not appear to mean “ treasure,” as a

substantive, but only “ to treasure,” as a verb, if we may
judge from the only quotation given in Kanghsi. There

a passage from the Ch’ien Han Shu is adduced in which

the recipients of a certain personage’s letters are said to

have admired the handwriting so much that they treasured

them up, Hg ts’ang ch’u, as works of art. Of course

this word, like ts’ang, might have been used both as noun

and verb, but there is no evidence to show that it was,

besides that its extreme rarity greatly reduces the probability

of its use on coins.

The author of the Ku Ch’iian Hui believes that we have

to do with a shortened form of fa, and he explains

that fa huo would mean legal or standard money. M.

Lacouperie says this cannot be, as fa “ was not thus spelt

in former times,” and declares that the word “ is always

written ” in a more elaborate form in old dictionaries and

texts. This is inaccurate. The shorter form is added

in the Shuo Wen as a variant, and is also not infrequently

found in the text of that work.

But Li Tso-hsien’s identification, though possible, is

perhaps a little far-fetched, and certainly not convincing.

Different, and very ingenious, is the explanation put

forward in the Ch’ien Chih Hsin Pien, ^ jgg.

The author of this work would have us look upon the,

apparently, three characters as standing for four, viz.

^ £*• or “Money of T’ai Rung of Ts’i,” the two

sloping strokes of -fc, t’ai, being made to do duty also
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as the two upper strokes of 5V, hung, the apparently

simple character ch’ii, thus being really the above two

characters welded together, a process, he declares, often

met with on knife and joM-coins. 1

One obvious objection to this theory is that there would

not be sufficient motive for the abbreviation, where space

was so ample as on these knives. But the force of the

objection is somewhat lessened if Li Tso-hsien (who does

not hold this theory) is right in supposing that the knives

with three characters are later than those with four and

six, as it might be argued that the economy of space

necessary at first, was continued from mere use and habit.

There seems little to be said in favour of reading the

character as a variant of ^ ,
ho, harmony, and an identifi-

cation with fa ,
chi, lucky, which in point of conformation

is very near, is negatived by the fact that on some of

these knife-coins both chi, lucky, and the character under

discussion occur together and are perfectly distinct.

There remains the proposal of the Ch’ien Skih T’u and

the Chin Shill So to take as an old form of ^ ,
pao,

valuable, the whole legend in this way reading Ts’i pao

huo, or Mouey of Ts’i.

The author of the latter work asserts positively that the

character usually read chii was an old form of pao. Of

course if he is right, cadit qumfio. But such a form is

not to be found in the Shuo Wen, the Liu Shu Ku, or

the Liu Shu T’ung. Moreover, the form of pao huo cash

discussed above is not the same nor at all similar, and

though that alone is not fatal to the interpretation, it

affords it no support.

For the present, then, the data seem insufficient to solve

the question, which is one of considerable epigraphic

interest.

Pi, N}*. Treasures, objects of value.

1 In our own Office of Works the passion for economy is carried out in such an
unfaltering spirit that the V.R. marked on Government furniture, boundary
stones, etc., is carved thus ¥1, a single line serving as the right-hand stroke

of the V and the upright of the R.

j.r.a.s. 1S95. 23
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This is a common and important word in all that relates

to the monetary system of the ancient Chinese. It is

curious that the Shuo Wen defines.it simply as “silks,”

The Liu Shu Ku is rather fuller, and we read that

“ silks which are used in friendly intercourse are called

pi : money and shells are thence also termed pi.”

So too, the great scholar Cheng K’ang-ch’eng (cited in

Kanghsi under the word IfJ, pu), commenting on a passage

in the Odes, declares that “pi is what is used to buy

with. This word pi is a general terra for objects of

exchange (J^), such as clothes and silks and metal money.”

And Kanghsi quotes one authority who specifies gold,

jade, ivory, hides, and metal money
, ch’iian pu) as

pi
;
and another who includes horses among tributary pi

;

and a third who adds weapons to this list.

M. Lacouperie, therefore, well renders the word on p. ix.

by “ valuables
(
i.e . metal implements or commodities easy

to barter).”

In numismatic works the word has usually a more

restricted sense. It serves there as a generic term for

any of the early forms of metal money. The binomial

ch'ien pi, is the fuller expression in this usage.

Kuan Tzu has a passage running, “Yii with metal

from the Li mountains cast pi to relieve men’s distress.”

The same statement is also found in the Lu Shih. “ This,”

says the author of the Pen T’sao Kang Mu, who quotes

Kuan Tzii, “was the beginning of money,

It seems rather surprising that a word meaning specially

silks, as we are told, and written, be it remarked, with

the radical fj],
chin, a cloth, should have been applied,

and that at an early period, to metallic money. Certainly

there exists another form of the character, where the

radical doth is replaced by j|, pei, a shell, which appears

a more suitable classifier for such a general term. This

variant is not found in the Shuo Wen, though given in

the next earliest dictionary, the Yii P’ien, dating from

the sixth century a.d., and in the Lei P’ien. The former

work states that the form w* is the more modern one.
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Pi cli'eng ma, JB| “Team money.”

Ch’eng ma pi, ^ H »{* „

Ch’Sng ma huo, ^ M Jt »»

Ts’i ma huo, jg It “ Reckon horses money.”

TV4 ch’eng ma, jg ^ 0, “Reckon teams.”

Ts’4 ch’eng ma pi, jjg iff
“ Reckon teams treasure.”

Tang chin huo, ku & “ Equal to chin money.”

Tung chin ts'e ch'eng ma, & $£ ffc Bj “ Equal to

chin reckon teams.”

Shun pi, “ Shun’s treasure.”

The full explanation of these grotesque-looking terms

will be found further on. Meantime it will be sufficient

to say that the objects to which the names are applied,

the legends inscribed on them, and even the names them-

selves, furnish the hardest tangle of obscurities and

difficulties to unravel that confronts us anywhere in this

branch of inquiry.

In order to clear the ground, a good deal of destructive

criticism will be necessary, inasmuch as M. Lacouperie has

further perplexed an already perplexing subject by some

gratuitous and serious errors.

Ilis observations (Introduction, p. xviii.) are as follows :

—

“ 16. fji
E| Pi tch’eng ma, Saddle money

;

17. ^ Kiu ma, same meaning
; f

18. 7t* Rf, Kia tseh ma, Slip-weight money
;

l

19. ^ Ts’eh ma, same meaning. /

Appellatives of a curious shape of copper money, bearing

its weight value, and the name of its place of issue,

from the seventh to the fourth century b.c.”

To this must be added the subjoined passage on p. 18

of the “Catalogue,” under the heading of “Weight-Money.”

“Tchang-I j||, who was Prime Minister in Tchao

until 357 b.c., was granted by his sovereign Su (348-

325 B.c.) the privilege of issuing Kiu-ma money.

Such was one of the appellatives of this class of currency.

Another one was Pi tch’eng ma ^ >
or ‘ Riding

Money,’ so called from its likeness of shape to that of a

saddle. But the oldest was Kia U’eh ma, or
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better Ts’eh ma, 5jf? ‘Slip-Weight Money,’ whence

Weight-Money.”

Thus M. Lacouperie. Now for a methodical examination

of his statements.

16. Pi clCeng ma cannot possibly mean Saddle money,

and in so naming it M. Lacouperie has supplied a con-

jectural reason for an imaginary fact. It could, however,

have meant “riding money,” if the second word of the

phrase were in the ‘lower even’ tone, for ch’eng ma then

means to mount a horse, hut, as we shall see, the word is

to be read in the ‘departing’ tone, and then the meaning

of ch'eng ma is a team of four horses.

17. No such expression as $ ,B|, chii ma, is applied to

any form of money. This is one of the worst of the

errors into which the author of the “Catalogue” has

fallen. I shall return to it shortly.

18. I believe I am correct in saying that no such phrase

as is to be found, but that it is in some way due

to a confusion on M. Lacouperie’s part, arising from the

word ts’e, jg, being sometimes written the normal sound

of which is cilia (kia ), but which when used for
yjfc

also

takes the same sound

—

ts’e. But had such a phrase existed,

it could not possibly mean “ slip-weight mone}’,” if indeed

those three words convey any meaning, which to me they

do not.

19. Ts’eh ma, jj|
has the same meaning, wre are told.

But on p. 18 we find this phrase “better” written
jjg

What does M. Lacouperie mean by “better”? Neither in

Kuan Tzd, whence the actual terms are derived, nor in any

of the coin books I have examined, is ts’e ma ever written

with the character £,[§, which does mean a weight, whereas

means a horse. One of the two must be chosen. Both

cannot be right. If B§, a horse, be selected, a freight must

be abandoned
;

if $, a weight, be chosen, the authority

should be given, for it is altogether inconsistent with

the history of the term, as I shall show shortly.

But before doing this, we must go back to the words

chu ma, literally “carriage and horses,” which for the
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moment stop the way. The explanation is very simple,

and M. Lacouperie had little reason for falling into so

disastrous an error.

Besides the passage quoted above from p. 18, the author

writes on p. lii. of the Introduction, “ the king of Tchao

issued kiu ma currency ^ 31 ,!%) or saddle money,

and granted the use (jpl TI $ is*) of it to

Tchang Y, a political adventurer from Ts’in, where he

returned in 317 b.c.” A statement in the same sense

appears on p. xiv. under the years 323-317 b.c.

The two passages which M. Lacouperie quotes are from

the original narrative in the Chang I Chuan, or Memoirs

of Chang I, in the Shih Chi. Not only has he completely

misunderstood the text, but he has mistaken the funda-

mental facts of Chang I’s relations to the States of Chao

and Ts’in.

Chang was never “ Prime Minister in Chao,” nor was

he, when he came to that State, an “ adventurer from

Ts’in,” nor did the Prince of Chao ever grant him “ the

privilege of issuing ” money.

Chang I came as a penniless adventurer to Chao to seek

his friend and former fellow-student, Su Ts’in, who, and not

Chang, was Prime Minister to the Prince of that State.

Su did not give the new-comer the welcome he looked for,

and Chang left the country to try his fortunes in Ts’in.

Su Ts’in seems to have desired that Chang should succeed

in gaining access to the ruler of Ts’in, and as that would

have been difficult for a needy adventurer, he used his

influence with the Prince of Chao in the way explained in

the following passage from the above-mentioned Memoirs :

“ The Prince of Chao gave out money #$), and a

carriage and horses (5 ,^)> and sent a messenger to follow

Chang I unobserved, to lodge in the same places as he, and

gradually to grow intimate with him, putting at his disposal

(jpl) the carriage and horses and the money ^j, and
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providing for him whatever he might stand in want of,

without telling him [probably, “ who had really provided

it,” should be understood]. In this way Chang I was able

to gain access to Prince Hui of Ts’in.”

Never, surely, have a carriage and horses been put down
and turned into money, to meet a less urgent necessity !

For the true explanation of these terms we must turn

to the works of Kuan Tzu, where, in the Section entitled

Ch’ing chung, or Economics, the clue is to be found.

Put in the briefest possible way, the facts are these

:

Native numismatists have identified certain forms of the

pu type of money as surviving examples of the pi, or metal

“ treasures,” said by Kuan Tzu to have been used by the

Emperor Shun in connection with his system of taxation

and administration. To that system Kuan Tzu gives the

name of f[e 0=, |£, ts’e ch’ing ma chih sku, shortened

sometimes to ts’e ch’ing ma, which expressions mean

literally, “ to devise, or the devising of, the scheme of teams

of horses.” This again may be interpreted either in a

literal sense, which on the whole seems to me the more

natural, as the system [of taxation] based on teams of

horses; or, as the Chinese critics themselves seem to prefer,

the words may be taken figuratively as the management of

the team of State by the Imperial driver, in which case

ts'i must be given its meaning of a switch, or to use a switch.

As I hope to show, this fiscal system was one in which a

definite area of cultivated land was assessed as liable to

provide one chariot and four horses fully equipped for the

armed forces of the State.

If the Ch’ing chung Section is from the hand of Kuan

Tzu, or even if it embodies and combines genuine older

materials, the contents deserve attention as an outline—and

often more than that—of the agrarian policy of the pre-

historic dynasties believed to have preceded that of Chou,

and to have witnessed under the legendary Emperor Shun

the first beginnings of the use of money. I trust then it

may not he out of place to append here a close paraphruse

of the opening chapter of this Section on “ Economics,”
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the less so as the function of pi or treasure, probably in

some metallic form, is also illustrated.

The text is thrown into the form of dialogue between

the Duke Kuan of the State of Ts’i and his Minister Kuan,

generally styled in this work Kuan Tzu.

The Duke asks Kuan Tzu to explain to him the

cli'6ng mu.

The Minister replies in that oracular manner which might

in these hurrying times be deemed irritating, but which

seems to have enjoyed considerable vogue in days of yore,

“ The State’s lack of stores comes from the Ruler’s

commands.”

‘‘How so?” inquires the Duke.
“ One farmer,” is the reply, “ can only till a hundred

tnou of land. The labours of Spring are limited to the

twenty-five days.”

“ And what are the twenty-five days ?
”

Kuan Tzu replies :
“ Sixty days after the winter solstice,

the surface of the ground thaws
;

seventy days after, the

ground below the surface thaws. Then the farmer sows

his millet. After one hundred days from the solstice, he

ceases sowing. Thus the labours of Spring are limited to

twenty-five days. The Rulers of these times now build

Palaces, and the people all have to work at them. If

Spring is allowed to pass without stopping the work, the

people lose ‘ the twenty-five days,’ and all the land from

which they are drawn will be neglected land. If one man
is forced to work at this corvee, a hundred mou go untilled

;

if ten men, then a thousand mou, and so on. After Spring

is past, there are Rulers who still exact corvee in the

Summer. In this way, the fruits alike of Spring and

Summer are lost. When corvee is not stopped even in

Autumn, then the saying applies that ‘crops and land are

lost several times over.’ When the season has passed

without crops, the merciless Ruler still exacts his taxes.

The share of the harvest required to feed the people is

five-tenths, and the Ruler has already exacted nine-tenths,

and sometimes even, in default of grain, will cruelly demand
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treasure (fg*
,

pi) instead. It is by such conduct that

lawlessness arises and penalties abound.”

“ Excellent !
” somewhat hurriedly observes the Duke,

and continues, “Pray explain fully to me the policy of the

IV e ch'eng ma (% fe £ tfc )

.”

“ Those Rulers [i.e. of antiquity],” answers the Minister,
“ did not take the time of the people, and so the crops were

plentiful, the officials needed but light salaries, and the

people but scanty donations. The wise Rulers of those

times caused the farmers to plough in the winter and to

weed in the summer, and fruits of their labours fell to the

Ruler. The women being diligent at their needlework,

their weavings accrued to the Treasuries. The motive for

this [levy on the produce of men and women’s toil] was

not to grieve or afflict the people, but because the scheme

of fiscal control required that thus it should be.”

The Duke then asks how such a policy may again be

carried out.

His Minister answers :
“ In tbe State of Yii KfH |5}

—
the native State of Shun] was devised the system of Ch'eng

ma. That system was one of grants made to the man of

a hundred mow.” [There here seems to be a lacuna in the

text, which continues as though the ancient Ruler—perhaps

Shun—were addressing the people.] “
‘ In general, the

twenty-seven [sic] days are the time of your Spring

labours, and of assisting you with treasure When
your Spring and Autumn harvests are plentiful, the State’s

share of your grain will be a heavier levy.’ Addressing

the farmers [sic], he said,
‘ The value of the treasure

('][*, pi) in your hands will be reckoned in grain and stored

in the district granaries. The share of the grain due to the

State is first and foremost [? & _fc , in orig.~\. The im-

portance of that share is tenfold, as providing the salary

of the various officials of all sorts. When implements and

arms are furnished in full, then a State exists. In the

absence of treasure, the equivalent in grain is fixed. Of

the State’s provision for contingencies [? literally, screens],

‘JO per cent, consists of grain repaid [as taxes] to the State,
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and of grain to meet [expenses]. Arms being fully pro-

vided, there is no further levy for them from the people.’

Such was the ts’e ch’eng mn of Yu Yu.”

To this passage I must add another short one from the

ninth chapter of the same Section. Translated, it runs as

follows :

—

“ Duke Fluan asked Kuan Tzu as to the pi ch'eng ma

Pffif % £)•
“ Kuan Tzu replied: ‘At first taxes were levied from the

establishments of the three grades of Great Officers

ft. £ "M)y one chariot and team of horses with

twenty-seven men to serve it for each piece of land of six

square li [? ft jgj. As to the pi ch'eng mn, if a piece

of land of that size were of such and such a quality, the

yield of grain would be of such and such a quantity, and

the value of the grain of such and such an amount. For

each such area of land, then, so many treasures, or pi, were

used [presumably in payment of the tax], and according

to the heaviness of the crop upon it [also], so many pi.

Hence by this pi ch'eng ma system, these pi were distributed

throughout the State, were a measure of the cultivable

land of the realm, and were known by the name of pi

ch'eng ma'

"

It remains to analyse the various terms at the head of

this entry, which designate the supposed survivors of these

ancient treasure-tokens.

The first is pi ch'eng ma, a strange-looking compound, for

the syllable pi, which I believe is never found except as

a substantive, seems, at any rate at first sight, to be used

adjectively here, and even so the expression is difficult to

explain. The clue appears to be given in the following

sentence, which occurs a little further on than the passage

last referred to: ijft H Z 5^ M ^ % ffl •

Slightly expanded, this means, “ the plan which serves as

the cross-piece to the pole of the car of State [that is, which

enables the driver to control the horses, or, in other words,

the sine qua non of continuous existence as a State] is the

huo pi ch'eng ma system.”
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Here, instead of the previous pi cli'eng ma, we have the

fuller and more intelligible combination huo pi cli'eng ma,

which appears to stand for “ metal currency
(
huo-pi

)

and

the [system of taxation known as] cli'eng ma.”

Ch'eng ma pi and Cli'eng ma huo, which occur in coin-

books, are, of course, nothing but “ money of the cli'eng

ma system.”

Ts’e ch'eng ma pi, or Ts'e ch'eng ma, or Ts’e ma huo,

various forms of the same term, are names based on the

statement as to Shun’s taxation already quoted above,

where the alternative explanations of the phrase are

given.

Tang chin huo (and in the Lu Shih, Tang chin ts'i

cli'eng ma). This name has come into use from the fact

that the two characters & ^ ,
tang chin, in the old script,

are found on many of the pieces of this type. The current

opinion among the native writers is that the chin here

refers to a unit of value, which has already been discussed

under a separate entry.

Shun pi, or “ Shun’s treasure,” explains itself.

On the whole, the evidence seems to me insufficient to

decide whether these curious pieces with their enigmatic

legends are rightly identified with the pi or treasure

which Kuan Tzfi describes as in use in Shun’s time. They

have a very archaic look, but the true reading of the

inscriptions is still exceedingly doubtful. It appears not

unlikely, however, that they offer us the oldest form of

the pu type that has come down to our times. It would

be interesting to discover what that form represents.

Po hsuan, £lf. Meaning somewhat uncertain, but

probably, “ White and choice.”

Among various coins issued by the Emperor Wu of the

Han dynasty, there were three types known to numismatists

apparently by tradition only, and called respectively Dragon-

money, Horse -money, and Tortoise -money. They are

described as being made of an amalgam of silver and tin.

The Dragon-money was round, symbolizing Heaven, and

having the figure of a Dragon encircling a central round
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hole. The name, it is recorded in the Section on Food

and Commerce of the Ch’ien Han Shu, was Po hsiian,

the import of which is probably as rendered above.

Vissering, On Chinese Currency, p. 40, gives the traditional

illustrations of the three coins, as well as the text relating

to them from Ma Tuan-lin, but he reads LJ, yiieh, to say,

instead of £j, po, white. This is also the reading in some

texts in the Ch’ien Han Shu, but not that followed by

the editors of Kanghsi, who have ^ f=J 151 > tning po hsiian,

“ it was named Po hsiian.” Yissering translates, “ its name

shall be tsuan ” (a wrong transliteration, as a reference to

Kanghsi shows), adding in a note that the word “ has

the signification of regulator, a pattern.” It has no such

meaning. M. Lacouperie has, again without acknowledg-

ment, closely followed Yissering in this error. On p. xix.

of the Introduction, he has “£sf, Telman, pattern,” and

words to the same effect on p. 358, in both cases omitting

all mention of the first part of the name.

Pit, -?1j . (1) Cloth, (2) Currency.

The treatment of the term pu requires some little care,

because it appears in connection with the early history of

money in two senses which need to be sharply distinguished.

The first of these senses, and the only one mentioned in

the Shuo AVen, is that of hempen cloth. The second is

that of a metallic currency.

It is, according to Kanghsi (s.v. Ifl)> synonymous with

ch'iian,
jjj|,

in the sense of money, and Yen Shih-ku is

quoted to the same effect ,
—

“ pu is the same as ch’ien. It

is so termed to express its distribution flj) and general

currency.”

Yissering is confused and misleading in regard to this

word of double functions, and M. Lacouperie also, in some

degree, fails to observe the distinction sufficiently.

The Shuo AYen and the Liu Shu Ku both consider the

meaning of “ cloth ” to be the original one, and the latter

asserts that the character was ‘ borrowed ’ to write the pu
in chan pu (J| rfj), to spread out, unfold, and in hsiian pu

(
r
ff tj&), to spread abroad, proclaim, whence it came also to
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be used for the pu in lino pn (Q Iff), currency of exchange,

from the meaning of diffusion or distribution
(jjjjjj Jfj ),

borne by that term. So, too, Tuan Yii-ts’ai, in his notes

on pu in the Shuo Wen, holds that the general sense of

distribution is derived by extension from that of cloth.

It is more likely, however, that tbe reverse is the case,

and that the original sense of pu is the general one,

equivalent to our word spread. Of this, “ cloth,” or

literally “spreading,” as a term for a fabric with a

certain spread of surface, would be a particular application.

And a currency of metal would be a second specialized

use of the parent word, applicable to any form of money,

from its widespread diffusion as a circulating medium.

Yissering has not realised this. Thus on p. 3 of his

work he translates Ma Tuan-lin’s ]*f A ^ A il ^ Hi

by “ the people of Sang and Ts'i called it Pu, a hempen

or silk piece of cloth,” and immediately afterwards, “ The

money of the first three dynasties . . . was made of three

different sorts of metal, yellow, white, and red, and consisted

further of cloth, knives, and tortoise-shells.” In both

instances it is clearly the metallic pu that are intended to

be understood.

M. Lacouperie has the following entry, on p. xviii. :

“ Pu, cloth, afterwards money. First applied to hempen

or silk pieces of cloth. Used as a medium of exchange

and regulated into a currency in 1091 b c., it [s«c, Qy.

the term] came into use in a looser way as money, and

was especially applied to all small plates of metal employed

for currency, except the knives. It is chiefly applied by

numismatists to the small shape of money derived from

the spade and saddle money.” On the same page, he

translates huo pu by “exchangeable (cloth) money,” and

cliien pu by “ hoes and cloth ”
;

so, on p. xii., “ Pus (hoes

or adzes),” while on p. 32, speaking of these jtu<-coins, he

says, “ Their name pu,
,
which means ‘ spread out,’ was

used in olden times for this money in the Ts’i State.”

So far as I can follow M. Lacouperie, I suppose him to

consider that the term pu means cloth, but thut the metal
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shape to which the term was applied represents a hoe or

an adze.

Now it may again be pointed out that we learn from the

Ch’ien Ilan Shu that there was a medium of exchange

consisting of pieces of hempen cloth, and also of silk, of

definite size, forty Chinese feet in length, and two feet two

inches in breadth. It is to these ancient “ piece-goods
”

that the common expression
,
pu po, or “cloths and

silks,” is applied.

But when a currency of copper is denominated pu, it

assuredly cannot be associated with such cloths. Could

there be a more infelicitous name for a small piece of metal

money than “ a cloth ” ? Vissering does indeed put forward

an explanation, but, so far as I am aware, it is not supported

by any historical evidence. He says on p. 4 :
“ Hempen

and silk cloth and knives were the earliest articles of trade

generally used for money, and as the first weighed metallic

money was an imitation of the shape and a representation

of those articles, the same denominations remained to

designate those coins. The ;w-coins represent a piece of

cloth, a dress, and the fr/o-coins are in their outward form

an imitation of a sword or knife.” He further thinks that

the likeness between the character % and the form of the

coin so named can be traced. Yissering’s statement that

the first “ metallic money was an imitation of the shape

and a representation of” knives, seems probable enough,

but surely not of a piece of cloth (for pu does not mean
“ a di•ess”). We are told exactly the dimensions of the

cloths, which were long strips of uniform breadth, whereas

the ^M-coins are wedge-handled, shouldered plates, the lower

part of which is broader than the handle. The latter is

usually pierced, and the lower edge of the coin is always

interrupted by a deep wedge-shaped or elliptical opening,

as may be seen in M. Lacouperie’s abundant illustrations

of the series. If the pu are imitations in metal of strips of

cloth, how are these peculiarities of design to be explained ?

Whatever may have suggested the shape of these odd-

looking coins, it can hardly have been a simple length of
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cloth. The coincidence of the name is probably responsible

for Yisseriug’s hypothesis, and one may surmise that Cheng

Chia-chi’s ingenious theory as to the ch’iian has also had

something to do with it. In fact, however, these very

pii-coins seem to be the “ ancient coins ” to which Cheng

refers as originating the old seal-character form of ch'uan.

Accepting as beyond dispute the meaning of “ metal

currency ” for pu, we may note that in the Chou Li it is

by this designation only that money is spoken of, unless

we except the title of Ch'uan fu, or Treasury of Money,

where alone we meet the word ch’iian. Further, the Ku
Ch’iian Hui (vol. i. ^ f?|, p. 2) represents Kuan Tzu

apparently as stating that at the beginning of the Chou

dynasty, yuan fa (which the K.C.H. always treats as round

coins) were called pu. I have not found this statement

in Kuan Tzu, but it may be there.

M. Lacouperie in his “ Catalogue ” has made a separate

division for certain specimens of early money to which he

has given the title of “Weight-Money.” The pieces of

this type in Chinese coin-hooks are, with others, often

styled jp| Uj, i pu, that is, exceptional or unusual pu. There

are other names which are discussed under the entry Pi

ch'eng ma, but to my thinking it would have been better

to have treated these coins as a subdivision of the pu

than to set up a separate class for them. The so-called

“Weight-Money” bears a strong general resemblance to

the ordinary p«-coins, being usually distinguished by having

rounded instead of angular shoulders, and a conical or

segmental concavity replacing the wedge-shaped opening

of the normal pu. But the type seems the same, and we

may perhaps regard M. Lacouperie’s “Weight-Money” as

the archaic predecessor of the angular pu.

As we have already seen, M. Lacouperie asserts that the

pu are hoes, but he does not attempt to meet the obvious

objection that they do not resemble the Chinese hoe, nor to

account for the very characteristic opening in the lower edge.

I venture to put forward the following theory as a possible

explanation in the absence of any other. It involves an
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examination of two torms, ch’iao and ch’a, which occur

both separately and also in a binomial combination. These

are names of two ancient implements of tillage very similar,

it would seem, in function. When the binomial is used,

it probably stands not for “ the ch’iao and the ch’a,” but

for the ch’iao variety of the ch’a, the latter term being

generic. The character ch’iao, is not in the Sliuo

Wen
;

but in the Liu Shu Ku it is defined as “ a sort

of ch’a. Used to shovel away earth and other things.”

In combination, as noticed above, we have ^ as a

distinct term.

As for |s, ch’a, it is a character with two meanings.

In the Shuo Wen it is described as a pestle for husking

grain. But this alleged meaning is not represented in

literature, at least, no example is cited in Kanghsi. Ch’a,

however, has also the meaning of a spade or shovel, a

fact which Tuan Yii-ts’ai explains as due to ‘borrowing.’

Aud the Shuo Wen itself, though silent as to this sense

when defining the word, repeatedly defines other terms

for implements of the nature of spades or shovels, as

Si M 4 .

“ a sort of ch’a.” In fact, as will be seen

under the character ch’iao in Kanghsi, ch’iao and ch’a are

synonyms, but are used in different localities.

Now in the Shantung sculptures which form the subject

of M. Chavannes’ fine work, “ La sculpture sur pierre en

Chine,” and which have also been very well reproduced in

the Chin Shih So, we find in several instances an implement

represented to which I would draw attention. It looks like

an abortive tuniug-fork, or a hybrid between a two-pronged

fork and a spade. One example occurs in the ninth panel

of the chamber of the “pseudo-Ou Leang,” where the

Emperor Yii is figured holding it in his right hand.

M. Chavannes calls it merely “ un instrument aratoire,”

but the authors of the Chin Shih So in their notes on their

woodcut describe it as a |j|, ch’iao ch’a. We meet it

again twice in the curious sets of figures forming the third

row of the first stone of the Posterior Chambers (Chavannes,

plate xxix.). In the Chin Shih So the pictures represent
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the figures on a white background, and are therefore far

more distinct than the plates in M. Chavannes’ volume.

The authors of the Chinese work here describe the winged

personages who hold this implement as “ grasping a two-

bladed ch’a JJ] (fe, Kang jen ch’a),” not, as in the

previous instance, a ch’iao c’ha. Now these words Kang

jen ch’a form the Shuo Wen’s definition of the spade-shaped

instrument known as a h.ua, and in modern times (but not

in the Shuo Wen) written Tuan Yii-ts’ai, in a long

and valuable note, has these observations—“ The words

‘ two-bladed ch’a
’ mean a ch’a both sides of which have

an edge (or blade). A ch’a is an implement for cutting

into the soil.” This interpretation would agree with the

illustration of a hua given in the T’u Shu Chi Ch’eng

better than with the view of the authors of the Chin Shih

So, who presumably see in the two flattened prongs the

“ two blades” mentioned by the Shuo Wen.
But for my argument it does not matter whether the

implement figured is a hua, a ch’iao ch’a, or some other.

That an agricultural tool of such a shape did exist once

is certain from these sculptures, and the conclusion I venture

to suggest is that in this implement, whatever its name

and exact use, we have the formal origin of the ^?<-coins.

Pu ch’uan, T\

j

Currency.

This expression, the ordinary phrase ch’uan pu reversed,

was not only the legend on one of the various kinds of

pu issued by Wang Mang, but it also occurs in Kuan Tzu,

e.g. in ch. 24, p. 9—“ The nobles of the Empire brought

gold, gems, grain, ornamental fabrics
( 3^ win ts’ai),

and currency (^ pu ch’uan), to pay to Ts’i in exchange

for its stone tokens (ijj §j|, shih pi).”

Shen lang ch’icn, gfc Sir Shen’s money.

Very small cash—some are hardly larger than a silver

penny—were cast under the Tsin dynasty, by a personage

named Shen Ch’ung, The Ku Ch’uan Ilui extracts

the following passages relating to their issue :

—

“ The Section on Food and Commerce in the History

of the Tsin dynasty records that at Wu Hsing [now
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Huang Chou fu in Chehkiang], Shen Ch’ung also cast

small cash known as Shen lang ch’ien, or Sir Shen’s money.”

The second passage, from the Chi Chin Lu, runs thus :

“The Emperor Ming, of the Wei dynasty, resumed the

coinage of the 5-shu pieces, which continued in use until

the Tsin dynasty. Shen Ch’ung, however, lessened their

size while keeping the same inscription.”

Such is the commonplace story of the designation of

these diminutive coins. Yissering does not allude to them;

hut M. Lacouperie has this brief and staggering entry,

on p. xix. of the Introduction

—

“ 49. Tfc •££ $[> Pah tch’en lang, unsinkable lads.”

Having supplied the negative, pa, which does not form

part of the name, and omitted the word ch’ien, money,

which does, and taken ££ in its meaning of “ sink,” and

its sound ch’en (tch’Ci), instead of correctly reading it

sh£n, a surname, he finally renders lang by “lads”

(a meaning the character often has), whereas it is really

here a suffixed honorific. Surely the restoration has been

carried rather far in this case

!

Tao, J]

,

or Chin tao, JJ ,
or Tao ch’ien, JJ i£> or

Tao pi, JJ flj*. Knives, or Metal knives, or knife money,

or knife-treasure.

This curious variety of coin, if that term may be applied

to it, forms the third of the types into which all Chinese

copper money falls.

Kuan Tzu speaks of gold and “knife-treasure,” tao pi,

circulating among the people (Ch’ing-chung, Section 6),

and of tao pa, “ knives and pa money,” being stored in

the official treasuries
(
loc . cit., Section 9, folio 25). And

in numismatic works the knives are constantly associated

with the j9?<-coins in the expression tao pu, “ knives and

pa,” as distinguished from the round cash—chin ch’ien or

yuan fa. Thus the P’ing Chun Shu Section of the Shih

Chi says, “ When the way of commerce was first opened

to husbandmen, craftsmen, and traders, valuables of tortoise-

shell, metal coins ^), and knives and pu (JJ came

into use.”

i .r.a.s. 1895. 24
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On the first page of the Section on Food and Commerce

in the Ch’ien Han Shu, we find mention of “ metal knives

and tortoise-shell, with which wealth was divided and gain

distributed.”

The Ku Ch’iian Hui cites the T’ung Chih, or Memoirs

of? Ssu-ma Ch’ien, for the statement that money was known

as “ knives ” in the States of Ts’i and Chu, which occupied

part of the modern province of Shantung
;
and it seems to

be the fact that all the specimens that have come to light

have been, dug up in Shantung, except a few of the

so-called “ Ming knives,” which were found in the neigh-

bouring province of Chihli. Of the “ large knives of

Ts’i ” especially, the Ku Ch’iian Hui says that they have

all been excavated from Ts’i territory, and adds, what is

noteworthy, that they belong undoubtedly to the system

of T’ai Kung’s Nine Treasuries. This proves that that

system in the view of some of the native critics could not

have been restricted to the issue of round money ex-

clusively. The same work observes that “it has never

been contested that the knife money dates from the Chou

and Contending States’ epochs”—say from B.c. 1120 to

b.c. 250.

The Chin Shill So, referring to the specimens which in

the “Catalogue” are Nos. 44 and 1029, considers they must

date from an earlier period than the other knives, and,

recalling the old legend contained in the Lu Shih, that

“ Huang Ti fashioned metal knives and instituted the Five

kinds of treasure, pi” remarks that assuredly knives did

not make their first appearance in the State of Ts’i.

But if knives were used as money in any other region

than Shantung and Chihli, and specially the former, there

seems to remain no record of the fact.

M. Lacouperie on p. xi. of the Introduction, under the

years B.c. 679-675, informs us that “ The State of Ts’i

being at war during these years, Prince Hwan was finally

afraid that his armoured bannermen were not sufficient in

number : in order to facilitate enlistment he successfully

authorized the payments of mulcts for slight offences with
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their own metal knives, instead of the legal Ring currency,

as heretofore since 950.”

On p. 213 of the “Catalogue” we also find the following

passage :

—

“ The introduction of the Knife money in the state of

Ts’i, conterminous with the above [Shantung] peninsula,

is attributed in a rather legendary way to the following

circumstances, circa 650 u.c. At the eve of an expedition,

the soldiers of the Duke Hwan, of Ts’i, proved dissatisfied

with the stringent regulations on weights and money which

had previously been enacted by the Prime Minister Kwan-
Tze (see pp. 4, 18, and Introduction). Their General,

afraid of their being disloyal, granted to them the authori-

zation of making use of their metal knives for barter.

The people were delighted with the innovation, which was

giving them a more convenient medium of exchange, and

adopted it eagerly. Hwai-nan tze, who died in 122 B.c.,

and to whom we are indebted for tbe preceding story,

says that in his time they were still faithful to the practice,

aud, despite the changes and modifications which had

happened in the currency, they continued to cast knife

money similar to the patterns of former times.”

I cannot account for this episode being attributed by

M. Lacouperie to Huai Nan Tzu. As the extract from

the latter author which follows, does not agree with M.
Lacouperie’s summarized narrative, and as no closer reference

than to the Chinese author at large is given, I had the

whole of his works searched through by a native scholar,

with the result that no such story could be found, the

only passage bearing upon the subject at all, apparently,

being this :

—

* a a hi ® a « ¥ s * £ # ff a # m sa

m ¥

“ Huan, Duke of Ts’i, wished to go to war, but his arms

and accoutrements being insufficient, he commanded that for

the graver crimes the offender should pay a cuirass of
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rhinoceros hide and a three-pointed spear
;

for the lighter

crimes the culprit should redeem himself with a portion

of metal [or perhaps gold]
;

while unsuccessful litigants

should pay a sheaf of arrows. The people were pleased

at this, and made arrows out of the c/h<??*-bamboo and

cast metal into blades, JJ.”

It must be this passage which we find thus summarized

in the Ku Ch’iian Hui (Section Hsiang, ch. 2, p. 1), but

with an important variation :

—

“ Huai Nan Tzu says that Duke Huan, fearing his arms

were insufficient, commanded that for lighter crimes the

culprit should redeem himself with a metal knife. Duke

Huan thus became rich and powerful. Throughout the

history of the State of Ts’i, this was the traditional and

unchanged coinage. As the natural result, specimens have

been numerous up to the present day.”

It will be seen that the characters ^ ,
chin fen, of

Huai Nan Tzu (I consulted the edition of Kao Yu, ^ fjf ),

have become & J], chin tao, in the Ku Ch’iian Hui. The

variation in the two characters is easy to account for

—

omit the upper part of fen and there remains tao. But

which is right ? For unless the text of Huai Nan Tzu

used both by the authors of the Ku Ch’iian Hui and of

the Chin Shih So is the authentic one, this version of the

origin of the knife money must be abandoned.

But I am fortunate enough to have discovered, as I

believe, the source whence Huai Nan Tzu derived his

information. That source is again Kuan Tzu, in whose

eighth chapter, on the first page, occur these words :

—

& 0 & m % * tk ra w 9 ft h 7. ?r ¥ m *
JE ffl

ut. mn a

as*
“ The Duke said, * Now that the people understand the

business of campaigning, is it feasible?’ ‘No,’ was the
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answer, ‘ arms and accoutrements are insufficient. I would

beg that you lighten the punishments, and thus add to

your arms.’ Thereupon death was no more inflicted for

capital offences, nor their [respective] penalties for those

of which maiming was the punishment, but the guilty

were made to redeem themselves by the payment of arms

and accoutrements. For capital offences a rhinoceros skin

cuirass and one three-pointed spear
;
for offences punishable

by maiming, a shield and three-pointed spear
;
for offences

committed by misadventure, fines of metal [or perhaps

gold] were inflicted. Where a charge was brought not

included in the military code [so the commentator under-

stands the words chiin icu so chi~\, it was settled by the

payment of a sheaf of arrows.”

If this passage be authentic, it seems clearly to be the

basis of Huai Nan Tzfi’s version. The “ offences committed

by misadventure” answer to the “lighter offences” of the

later author, and the single word “ metal,” or perhaps

“gold,” of Kuan Tzu becomes in Huai Nan Tzu “a

portion of metal ” (or of gold), which does not sensibly

modify the meaning, and, if I may indulge in a little

conjecture, a trifling accommodation of the latter text,

a mere deletion of two insignificant strokes, so as to

transform ^ into J] ,
or “portion” into “knife,” on the

part, perhaps, of some one with a theory, and we have

the origin of this story of how knife money came into

existence in the State of Ts’i.

But another and more formidable difficulty in accepting

the story is furnished by the knife-coins themselves. In

no sense could they have been used as weapons. Even

the biggest of them, the “ large knives of Ts’i ” are only

large as compared with the feeble little objects known as

“knives of Chii ” or “Ming knives.” What sort of a

weapon is a thin bronze blade not longer than a razor,

but which, unlike a razor, is constructed with an “ edge
”

made by a raised rim or lip as if specially provided to

prevent its cutting ? Yet such is the make of one of

these terrible weapons now lying before me. Whatever
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may be the real origin of knife-coins, those that have come

down to us are certainly not specimens of Duke Huan’s

ingeniously collected magazine of arms and accoutrements.

Ts’u tao, or Chin U'u tao, J] or ^ |p JJ. Inlaid

knife, or Gold-inlaid knife.

Another form of knife-coin, very similar to the ch'i tao,

was introduced by Wang Mang, and is so named because,

as Yissering says, “ the characters engraved on these

coins, denoting the name and value, were washed with

gold.”

Ya siting ch’ien, Coins of Domination.

This phrase is found written with Jjpj for the first word,

but in either case the reading is ya and not yen. The

meaning of the name is Money possessing magic powers of

dominating or subjugating (ya xheng) evil influences.

The term is said in the Po Ku T’u to have been intro-

duced by Li Hsiao-mei, one of the earlier writers on

numismatics, and is applied to various descriptions of

medals and other pieces, used as charms—not true coins

—

of which figures will be found in the coin-books. The

subjoined translation of a passage from a work entitled

the Ch’i Sheng Chi, or Record of the Seven Holy Ones,

is quoted in ch. 43 of the Ku Yii T’u Pu, and shows the

functions of these Coins of Domination.
“ The Supreme Ruler of the Tao [? Lao Tzu

; _fc U
in the text] on the loth day of the seventh moon ascended

to the Lin Hall of the Nine Heavens, where he expounded

the Law to the multitude of Devas, and thus addressed

them :
‘ In the Earth below, the people are much afflicted

with floods, drought, and pestilence.’ Then was the

Honoured Ruler of the Exquisite Dawn charged to convey

a precious casket in which were placed two miracle-working

Dragon Coins of Domination, to be left to guard the famous

mountains and great rivers, and to remove disastrous

influences.”

Presumably these magic medals are of Taoist origin, but

they are of little real importance to our subject. M.

Lacouj)erie rightly remarks on p. xxxi. of the Introduction,
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that “ they have no regular connection with the currency,”

but disfigures a note on the same page by a grotesque

xnisrendering of the terra as “ yen [sic] thing tsien,
Jjft

hardly-adequate-to-coins ”
!

Yu chia ch'ien, or Chia ch'ien, fjj* ^ or ^ jg. Elm
seed-vessel money.

Diminutive specimens of cash were cast in large quantities

in the early years of the Ilan dynasty, to which the above

terms were applied, and fittingly applied, considering the

size, shape, and tenuity of the well-known seed-vessel of

the elm tree. It is matter for surprise that with the word

chia, a pod or seed-ressel, staring him in the face,

Yissering should have gone out of his way to mistranslate

the word as “ elm-leaf,” as he does on p. 29, thereby

converting a distinctly apt comparison into a quite

inappropriate one. But that M. Lacouperie should have

blindly followed him into this blunder is stranger still.

Yuan, f|. A round object, specially a round coin.

Modern usage restricts this, as a numerative, to officials,

curiously enough, while for foreign coins
[g] and % (both

pronounced yuan) are written.

The Shuo AVen tersely defines the word as the “ numera-

tive of objects.” But the author of the Liu Shu Ku is

more commuuicative, and writes as follows :
“ Meaning

:

Money (|g). T’ai Kung first cast metal into circles, f|

,

to serve as a medium of exchange. They were round

externally and square internally, hence the character

consists of p \_icei, of which the ancient shape was a

circle] and [joei, a shelf], They are now called ch'ien

or cash. The numerative of shells is JJJj, p’eng, of coins,

f|, yuan."

The Shuo AYen and the Liu Shu Ku do not, we may
note in passing, analyse the character in the same way.

According to the former, icei, the upper part, is merely

phonetic. In the preferable view of the Liu Shu Ku, the

character is an example of hui i, “ suggestive compounds,”

in which the general idea of value indicated by is

combined with the special distinction of circularity, p, to
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suggest the word, and make up the character, f| ,
yuan,

a round coin.

It should also he noticed that in the Liu Shu Ku the

term yuan fa is always written §| and not, as ordinarily,

The yuan, it will thus be seen, are what we now call cash,

and so the same with the yuan fa of T’ai Kung. We are

not warranted, I think, in identifying either the thing or

the word with jfg, huan, a metal ring, as M. Lacouperie

has done on p. xvii.

The character itself is actually found on the coins inscribed

pan yuan, ^ ||, figured on pp. 320, 321 of the “Catalogue,”

and attributed by the author of the Ku Ch’iian Hui to

the epoch of the Contending States.

Li Tso-hsien, in his notes on these coins, explains that

HU is interchangeable with [gj, while the latter was anciently

written J|, so that these three characters are convertible,

and he interprets the inscription as meaning that the coin

was equal in value to half a yuan fa.

Yuan fa, |JJ \^. Currency, coinage, especially, perhaps

exclusively, the coinage or coins of copper cash.

This term has been a stumbling-block to Yissering and

M. Lacouperie. The former, p. 17, says that the term

means “ Round or current Rule.” The latter, p. xix. of

the Introduction, writes, “ Yuan-fah, current rule, or better,

rules of currency.” Both have misconceived the force of

the syllable fa. This does not here have reference to law

or rule, but illustrates a very common usage of the word,

namely method, system. In the modern colloquial language,

to quote from Mateer’s excellent “ Mandarin Lessons,”

p. 282, “ is much used as an affix to verbs, to denote

the manner of the action. It is sometimes also joined to

nouns, which it practically turns into verbs
;
thus yjj

means drill, but must be analysed as the method of drilling

soldiers, or of soldiering. In all cases is without accent

Thus, at the present day, ch'ien fa, is the ordinary

term for the copper coinage, the currency, and means
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literally the coin-svstem or coin-method. So ££ occurs

for the Chinese paper currency or note-system. And in

the same way, precisely, the old term yuan fa was used.

According as we consider yuan to mean “ round ” with

some, or with Yen Shih-ku to signify “ uniform and

current
”

(#j jin —according, in fact, as we translate

it “ circular ” or “ circulating ”—the full term will mean
the system or method of round coins (yuan)

;
or the system

of circulating currency : introduced, in either case, as

tradition constantly declared, bv T’ai Kung when Minister

to the sovereign of Chou. By a natural transition the

coins themselves came to be spoken of by the same name,

yuan fa thus becoming synonymous with ch'ien. In numis-

matic works yuan fa is used to distinguish the round cash

from the knife- or pu-coins.

If the first analysis of the term be chosen, a word [3,
yuan, meaning a round coin, is logically implied. With
that special meaning and in that special written form, I

have not met it, though the character constantly occurs

in the Shuo Wen’s text, meaning round, circular, in general.

But as shown under the previous entry, we have a pan
yuan coin, while the Liu Shu Ku expressly affirms that

the synonymous character f| means money, ch'ien, and that

1’ai Kung first cast money in the form of circles, — f|,

yuan. Elsewhere the same work quotes a remark that when
ch'ien came into use as the word for money, the earlier

Dames ch'uan and yuan, ||. became obsolete.

We do seem, therefore, to find traces of such a word

as we are in quest of, and Tai T’ung in writing f|

for the term yuan fa is perhaps historically justified.

Yuan pao, % ft* (1) ^ name first applied to cash in

the opening reign of the T’ang dynasty. (2) A “ shoe
”

of sycee or silver bullion.

It does not seem certain which of these senses is the

earlier, nor, supposing it to be the secoud, what the true

significance of the name is. We might, perhaps, conjecture

the meaning to be silver of “prime (%, yuan) value,”

i.e. of the highest purity, A writer named Weng Shu-p’ei,
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the author of a book on coins, and evidently much esteemed

by his fellow-author of the Ku Ch’iian Hui, is quoted in

the latter work (Section Shou Chi, ch. 4) on this point.

He says :

—

“ The words t'ung pao (3^ ^), or * current valuable/

on coins derive their meauing from the currency
(fife 3J)

of the latter. But in the term yuan pao the word yuan

has no derivation. It is nothing but a traditional phrase

dating from the K’ai t'ung money [viz. the cash cast about

a.d. 622, in the 4th year of Wu Te]. At that time yuan

pao was a name for a wealthy man. Under the Yuan
dynasty, in the reign Chung T’ung, yuan pao was a term

for a banknote, and subsequently the same expression was

applied to silver ingots.”

Weng’s opinion evidently was that there first existed

a phrase associated with wealth, but the origin of which is

obscure, and that under the circumstances, to be immediately

explained, this phrase became, by a popular error, a name
for the new copper cash, later for banknotes also, and

lastly for silver bullion.

The origin of the term as applied to cash is curious. I

do not know if it has been given before, but Yissering,

who devotes some three pages to the K’ai yuan cash

(ppc 100-102), does not allude to it.

It is thus narrated in the History of the Earlier T’ang

dynasty, as cited in the Chin Shih So. After stating that

in the fourth year of the Wu Te period, a.d. 622, the b-shu

currency of the preceding Sui dynasty was abandoned, and

a new type of coins introduced, bearing the legend K’ai

yuan t’ung pao
, 7C )2L or “current money of the

inauguration,” various details are added, and the passage

goes on—“ The inscription commenced at the top, continued

at the bottom, was resumed at the left hand, and ended

on the right. 1 If the legend were read round the coin,

1 As Vissering correctly points out, p. 102, note 2, the usage of these terms

with respect to coins is exactly the reverse of ours, though it conforms to European
heraldic practice. The “left” of a coiu, as Chinese call it, is our “right.”

However, the practice must have varied, for “right” and “left” in the Ku
Ch’iian Hui are the same as with us. Is this an archaism ?
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beginning at the top and going on to the left [our right],

it also made 6ense, and so the common custom was to

speak of K'ai t’ung yuan pao money.” The same authority

relates that for a short time in the subsequent reign of

Ch’ien Feng, a.d. 666-G68, the legend was actually inscribed

in conformity with the prevailing popular practice, but

almost immediately reverted to the standard disposition of

the characters, which usually obtained afterwards.

Although the adoption of yuan pao as a numismatic term

was thus due to a popular freak, we are justified in

supposing that the expression already existed, and most

likely as the Ku Ch’iian Hui asserts, with such a sense

that its association with coins would not seem inappropriate.

The words k'ai t'ung are still used to denote the idea of

opening, commencing, initiating.

The point is not strictly germane to the early history

of money, but it may not be altogether out of place, in

connection with this term, to notice the singular errors into

which M. Lacouperie has fallen in the following passage on

p. xxv. of the Introduction :

—

Sycee, Chinese fine silk, is the general terra

for lump silver, and is explained as meaning that, if pure,

it may be drawn out under the application of heat into fine

silk-like threads. This is, of course, a script-etymology, and

pure fancy, derived from the ideographical meaning inherent

in the symbols, while the historical etymology must be

sought for in a foreign term transliterated thereby. Yuen-

pao, X is the common name among foreigners for the

silver ingot which bears some resemblance to a native shoe.”

Thus M. Lacouperie. Now for some facts. The state-

ment as to sycee M. Lacouperie cites from Mr. Giles’

“ Glossary of Reference,” and, as we have seen, he takes

exception to the explanation of the term there given. That

explanation, though usual, is not, I believe, in fact the

correct one, as the subjoined translation of a note on the

subject by a Chinese formerly in the Banking business

shows, while it also disposes of M. Lacouperie’s supposed
“ foreign term transliterated ” by the characters.
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“ §$ [literally, Fine silk line silver]. The

term sycee (fine silk) originated in the Five Northern

Provinces [Chihli, Shantung, Shansi, Shensi, and Honan].

When the Shansi Bankers melt silver into ingots, after

it has been, liquefied and poured into the mould, and before

it has again solidified, the mould is lightly tapped, when

there appear on the surface of the silver fine, silk-like,

circular lines. The higher the ‘ touch ’ of the metal, the

more like fine silk are these ‘ circlings ’ on the surface of

the silver. Hence ingots of full quality are classified as

sycee.”

It merely remains to add that the pronunciation of the

two characters as * sycee,

’

represents the Cantonese and not

the northern sounds, due, no doubt, to the fact that the

Europeans who first introduced this word heard it from

the lips of their Cantonese Compradores, who adopted it

from the Shansi Bankers—for it does not appear to be a

Cantonese phrase at all — giving the characters their

Cantonese values.

I was much mystified by M. Lacouperie’s perversely

incorrect statement that “ Yuen pao is the common name

among foreigners for the silver ingot which bears some

resemblance to the native shoe,” when any resident of six

months’ standing in China could have informed him that

the term yuan pao is never used by foreigners. The ex-

planation is simple. M. Lacouperie has taken this sentence

from Mr. Giles’ “ Glossary of Reference,” p. 128, omitting

the initial words “ Shoes (of Silver)
: ;% It is, of

course, the “shoe” which is “the common term among

foreigners,” and not yuan pao.

[It should he noted that this article was received some

time before the lamented death of Mr. Lacouperie. The

writer, having in the meantime returned to China, could

not easily be consulted as to any alterations he would, under

the circumstances, have wished to make in it
;

so it has

been thought best to print the article without material

change.

—

Ed.]
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Art. X.

—

An unpublished Valabhi Copper-plate Inscription

of King Dhruvasena I. By Dr. Th. Bloch.

The two copper-plates from which the subjoined transcript

has been made were entrusted by Dr. Burgess to Professor

Buhler for publication, and he has kiudly allowed me to

edit them. They are now in the British Museum.

They contain a Sanskrit inscription of King Dhruvasena I.

of Valabhi, dated (Gupta) Samvat 217 (536-37 a.d.), Asva-

yuja, ba. 13.

The plates are by no means in good preservation. Both

in the upper margin and low down in the left-hand corner

of the first some pieces are broken off, and the right-hand

side of the second plate is in a similar condition, so that

in the beginning of the inscription the name of the place

from which the edict was issued has been totally destroyed

;

and, further, through the destructive influence of time,

parts of many letters have been lost, leaving only a few,

and in some cases almost unreadable traces of them.

Nevertheless, it has been possible, by the help of similar

inscriptions, to make out the majority of the words, and

only a few have remained uncertain, amongst them, un-

fortunately, being the name of the village granted by the

king.

The language of the inscription is Sanskrit. It is written

in prose, with the exception of the two slokas from the

Mahabharata, quoted as usual at the end, to indicate the

blessings that follow land-granting, and the curses that

will fall on those who steal land.

Concerning orthography or grammar there is nothing

particular to notice except, perhaps, some of the usual

clerical errors to be found in these plates, e.g. Bhatakkah

instead of Bhatarkkah (line 3) ; cf. another grant of

Dhruvasena I. (Ind. Ant. y. 205, plate i. 1. 4), and Seal
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of Maliya Copper-plate Inscription of Dharasena II.

(Corpus Inscr. Ind. vol. iii. p. 164), raja-srih instead of

rajya-snh (1. 8) ; cf. another grant of Dhruvasena I.

[Incl. Ant. iv. 104, plate i. 1. 9), and the spelling tdny=

eva instead of tdny=eva (1. 27), etc.

The inscription is in the usual form
;
after enumerating

the well-known vamsdvali, beginning with the founder of

the dynasty, sri-senapati- Bhatdrkkah, up to King Dhruva-

sena I., it records the grant made by the king, strictly

prohibiting any future alteration of it, and concludes with

the subscription of the king’s name and titles, the date

and names of the dutcika, Bhatti
,
and the writer, Kikkaka.

To give a translation, therefore, of the whole inscription

would be a mere waste of time, and I think a few remarks

will quite suffice to assign to the inscription its true place

in the rank of similar historical documents. Concerning

its age, it may be noticed that though the date (Gupta

Samvat 217 ;
536-37 a.d.) does not precede the date of

one other inscription published by Professor Biihler, Ind.

Ant. v. 205, viz. Gupta Samvat 207, which still remains

the first recorded date of King Dhruvasena I., nevertheless

it is one of the oldest Yalabhl Inscriptions which have

come under our notice.

Its main object is to record a grant made by King

Dhruvasena I., who calls himself by his usual titles—the

great chamberlain, the great general, the great karttakrtika,

and the great feudatory prince (1. 11), to the congregation

of monks residing in the vihara, founded by the king’s

sister, Dudda (1. 17), and in another, founded by the

teacher, the venerable Buddhadilsa (1. 18, dearyya-lhadanta-

Buddhaddsa). The grant consisted of a village, named,

perhaps, Votnprnjyaka (?), which I have been unable to

identify, described as situated in the neighbourhood of a

district or village, the name of which is illegible, a few,

most uncertain letters, alone remaining (1. 14). Of the two

monasteries mentioned in our inscriptions, the first is well

known from other inscriptions of the same king and his

successors (e.g. Ind. Ant. iv. 175; ibid. 106; v. 63), and
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very often was favoured with land-grants by them. The

second is a new one, and, as far as I know, has not hitherto

been found in any other inscription. Probably it was one

of the some hundred sangharamas
,
of which Hiuen Tsiang

gives us a short account in his Si-yu-ki (translated by

Beal, ii. 266), quoting by name only one great sangharama,

not far from the city which was built by the Arhat Acara

(’O-che-lo), identified by Prof. Bidder with the monastery

of Atharya, mentioned in a grant of King Dharasena II.

(Iud. Ant. vi. 9), and to which certainly also belonged

the other monasteries at Valabhi, whose names are found

here and there in similar inscriptions.

However, this very fact that King Dhruvasena, himself

a worshipper of Siva and descendant of a Sivaitic family,

is again seen in this inscription making a grant to

Buddhist monks, is of no small interest, as it confirms one

of the few historical accounts concerning these feudatory

kings of Valabhi, exhibited to us by their epigraphical

documents, viz. the fact that though themselves devoted to

Siva-worship, they were great protectors of the Bauddhas

who lived in their country. And it may be said that the

inscription forms an important link in the chain of historical

records, and that together with kindred facts, viz. that

Dudda, the sister of several Sivaitic kings or princes, was

a follower of the Buddhist faith (paramopasika : Ind. Ant.

iv. 105 fi, plate ii. 1. 5), and a founder of a Buddhist

monastery
;

that, perhaps, Bhatilrkka, the founder of the

dynasty, had already built a similar one (Ind. Ant. vi. 9),

and that later on the illustrious King Guhasena, who
formerly calls himself devoted to Siva (paramamahesvera

:

Ind. Ant. iv. 174) is suddenly called “the ardent devotee

of Buddha” (paramopasaka : Ind. Ant. v. 206), from

which it appears that this ruler was actually converted to

Buddhism
;

it confirms in the first place the wide extent

of Buddhism in this country during the sixth and seventh

centuries a.d., and in the second exhibits an example of

religious tolerance among mediaeval kings, not unworthy

indeed of the two great emperors Asoka and Akbar.
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First Plate.

(1) Ora [||*] Svasti [||*] Vijaya-Skandba[varat

Yasa-ka]t=Pra[sabba]-pra[na]t[-ami]tr[anam]M[ai]-

trakanam = atula-bala-sa[m]panna-nia[n]da[l-a]-

(2) bhoga - samsakta - samprahara - sata-[labdba - pratiipa]h

pratap - opanata-dana-man-arjjav- oparjjit - anurag -

anurakta-maulabbrta-

(3) mit[t]ra '-srenl-bal-avapta-rajya-srih parama-mahe-

svaras = srI-senapati-BHATAKKAH 2
[||*] Tasya sutas =

tac-carana-rajo-run-avanata-

(4) [pav]i [trl]-krta-siras = siro-vanata - sat [t] ru 3 - cudarnani -

prabha - viccburita
-
pada - nakha - pankti - dldbitih din -

anatba-jan-opa-

(5) [jlvya]mana-vibbavab parama-mabesvarab srl-senapati-

Dharasenah [II*] Tasy=anujas=tat-pad-abhiprana-

ma-prasasta 4-

(6) [vi]mala - mauli - roanir=Mmanv - adi - pranlta - vidbi -

vidbana-dharmma Dharmmaraja iva vihita-vinaya-

vyavastha-paddba-

(7) tir=akhila-bbuvana-manclal-abbog-aika-svamina parama-

svilmina svayam-upabita-rajy-abbiseka-raaba-

(8) [vi]sranan-avaputa-raja 5-srlh parama-mabesvaras = srl-

mabaraja-DRONASiMHAS=simbaiva[||*] Tasy =anujas=

sva-bbu-

(9) ja-bala-parakkramena para-gaja-gbat-anlkanam = eka-

vijayl saran-aisinam saranam=avaboddba

(10) [sastr-a]rttba-tatvanam 6 kalpatarur=iva suhrt-prana-

yinam yatba-bbilasita-kilma-phal-opabboga-dah

(11) [parama-bha]ttaraka-pad-anuddhyato mahapratlbiira-

mabadandanayaka-mabakarttakrtika-mabasamanta-

1 Doubtful, -whether spelt with one or two t's.

2 Read Bhatarkkah.
s tt doubtful.
4 The usual reading is pra/astatara

;
tara is wanting also, Ind. Ant. y. 205,

plate i. 1. 7.
5 Read rdjya.

* Read tattvandm.
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(12) [maharaja] - srl - Dhruvasenah [kusal]T sarvvan=eva

svan=ayuktaka-viniyuktaka-drangika-mabattara-cata-

bha-

(13) t-adln=anyams=ca yatha-sam[ba]dhyamanakan sama-

[jnapayajty = [||*] Astu vas=samviditam yatba maya

(14) . man . . stbala ‘-sannikrsta-VATAPRAJYAKA 2-gramah

s - oparikaka(ra)s=sa - [d]i[tya] - ditna - vata - bb[uta-

pratya]-

(15) [ya]h sah = anyais = ca klrttibbii . . i . ribbii . . aih 3

bb[u]inic[cb]i[dra-ny]dyena

Second Plate.

(16) [mata-pi]troh [pun]y-apyayanay=atmanas=c = [ai]hik-

amusmika-yatha-bhilasita-phal-avapti-nim[ittam = a] -

(17) [candr-ar]kk arnnava-ksiti-sarit-parvvata-sama-kallnah

YalabhI-tala-8va-bbagineyi-DuppA-karita-[vibara ?]

(18)

- [a]caryya - bhadanta - Buddhadasa - karita -

vihara-kutyam pratistapita-bbagavatam 4 Ssamya[k-

(19) [ddbanam Buddhjanam gandba-dhiipa-puspa-dlpa-tail-

opayogi yibarasya ca khanda-sphutita-pati[ta]-

(20) [vi]s[i]rnna-pratisamskaran-arttbam catur-ddis-abhya-

gat-obbaya-vihara-prativasi-bbiksu-sanghasya

(21) [ . pijndapata- sayan-asana-glana-pratyaya-bkaisajya-

pariskar-opajTog-arttham ca pra-

(22) [tip]aditah [||*] Yato bbiksu-sangb 5-adhikrtanam

bbufijatam krsatam pradisatam na kais=cit=svalpa =

py=a-

1 The first letter looks like ra or ha ; the third may have been nda, but only

a small na is visible
;
the th of stha seems also uncertain.

* v

a

and jya uncertain.
3 I am unable to make out the reading of these fragmentary letters. The

last ai is uncertain.
4 am and the double s are rather doubtful, but the reading of the whole

passage is obvious from a similar inscription of the same king, Ind. Ant. iv.

104 f., plate ii. 1. 5 ff. : Valabhydm sva-bhagineyi-param-opasikd-Ludda-kdrita-
vihara-pratisthdpitandm bhagavatam Samyak-sambuddhanam Buddhandm, etc.

4 This reading is not quite certain.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 25
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(23) [badhak]aryy =asmad-vahsa-jair=agami-rirpatibhis=c =

anitj^any =aisvaryyany = asthiram manusyam saman-

yam ca

(24) [bh u] mi - dana
-
phalam = avagaccbadbbir = ayam = asraad-

dayo =numantavyah. paripalayitavyas = ca [ 1 1
*] Yas = c =

acchi-

(25) [ndyad] =acchidyamanam va=numodeta sa pamcabhir =

mmaha - patakaih 8 - opapatakai8 = samyuktas=syad =

[||*] I[ty =a*]pi 1

(26) [Yya]sa-gltau slokau bhavatah [||*] Sastim varsa-sa-

hasrani svargge modati bkumi-dah [|*] acchetta

(27) [c=anumanta]ca tany=eva 2 narakevaset [||*] Bahubbir =

vvasudha bhukta rajabhis = Sagar-adibhih [|*] yasya

(28) [yasya yada bbumi]h tasya tasya tada phalam =iti ||

Sva-hasto mama mahapratihara-mahadanda-

(29) [nayaka-mahakartt]akrtika-raahasamanta-maharaja-srl-

Dhruvasenasya || DDtako rajasthanlya-BHATTiH [||*]

(30) [Likhi]tam KiKKAKEN = eti[||*] Sam 200-10-7 Asvayuja

ba 13 3
||

1 Or, perhaps, I\ha=*~\pi.
2 Read tany=eva.
Though only a small portion of the letters sam and ba is visible, and

something is wanting of the numeral signs of 10 and 7, the reading is quite

certain.
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Art. XI .—The History of Kilica. Edited from an Arabic

MS. by S. Arthur Strong.

It would seem at first sight as if the history of a small

African island were hardly worth the trouble of editing

in its original and not very stylish Arabic dress. But it

was a saying of Scaliger’s that omnis historia bona, and

no people seem to have realized the truth of this more

than the Arabs. An event once recorded simply as and

because it happened, may by the advance of time be brought

into new clearness and significance. Once in possession of

the fact we can agree upon the fiction at our leisure. And
from this point of view we have every reason to be grateful

that the influence of Islam tended to narrative rather than

criticism, to veracity rather than profundity. In the present

instance we have a record, scanty indeed and prosaic, but

one to which in the excitement of the scramble for Africa

we can hardly be indifferent. It is true that the author,

after a fashion not uncommon in the East, conducts us

to the crisis and turning-point of his story, and then

suddenly relapses into silence, but not before we have seen

and recognized “ the intruder on his ancient home.” The

arrival of Yasco da Gama opens a new chapter of history,

of which, with its complications and surprises, we have

not yet come to the end.

The present edition is based upon a MS. believed to be

unique, numbered Or. 2666 in the collection of the British

Museum. The MS. was presented to the nation by Sir

John Kirk, who himself received it as a gift from Barghash
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b. Sa‘id, Sultan of Zanzibar. At the beginning the Sultan

has written the following words in letters of gold :

—

t <_aLAL! 1 1 Ai>

It 1 1
.*i AaXmi .r^j j

(A

t r^t6 iU-j II
(*}'••

^^~‘>"1

The copy, which only fills seventeen folios, is quite

modern, being dated 1877. The writing is neat and clear,

but it is obvious that the scribe was more expert in pen-

manship than in philology. The author, though, as we shall

see, he mentions the date of his birth, modestly suppresses

his name, nevertheless in a MS. note on one of the blank

leaves of the book, Sir John Kirk has preserved what

was doubtless the local tradition, as follows: “Notes on

the History of Kilwa, by Sheikh Moheddin of Zanzibar,

1862” (Rieu, Catalogue , Suppl., p. 391). However, it seems

not improbable that the text, as we have it, is a modern

compilation from some ancient record closely resembling, if

not actually identical with, the Chronica c/os Keys de Quiloa,

found by the Portuguese (De Barros, “Asia,” i., viii. 6).

In that case Moheddin would not be the author, but the

compiler, who either did not know, or for some reason

suppressed, the real author’s name. ‘ The Kazi Muhiyy el

Din,’ honourably mentioned by Burton for his proficiency

in Arabic (“ Zanzibar,” i. p. 423), is doubtless the same as

our Moheddin; but the grammatical inaccuracies with which

the text abounds, if they are not entirely the fault of the

scribe, point to not more than a provincial level of attain-

ment in the compiler.

After the usual pious invocations the author describes

how he undertook the work at the request of the Sultan,

whose name we shall learn later on. He tells us that he

devoted special pains to the elaboration and adornment of

the style, which, left to ourselves, we should hardly have

guessed from the baldness and occasional clumsiness of

the narrative as we have it. He divided the work into
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a preface and ten chapters. From the nature of this

preface it would seem that his conception of history

resembles that of the late M. Taine, at least to this extent

that, before entering upon his narrative, he is careful to

lay a philosophical groundwork in the shape of a discussion

of understanding and its rules of discipline. Understanding

was God’s first creation and Ilis best. It has two forms

or phases, of which one is susceptible of increase and

decrease, while the other is not. There are certain features

of character and conduct which point straight to the per-

fection of a man’s understanding
;

others have no such

value as evidence. It sometimes happens that a pretender

to understanding is placed in a position, in which he can

no longer hide the real meagreness of his resources. Such

an impostor was Abu ’l-Qasim ‘Abd al-‘AzIz
;

and the

story of his exposure and consequent expulsion from the

place where he had duped his fellow-citizens is related

in full.

The author now turns to the main business of his nar-

rative, and, in the first chapter, describes the founding

of Kilwa by Persian immigrants from Shiraz. The story

goes that there was a Sultan of Shiraz named Hasan b. ‘All.

This Sultan had six sons, and one day he saw a vision

of a rat with an iron snout nibbling and gnawing at the

walls. From this he foreboded the ruin of the country,

and so, his first thought being naturally of his own safety,

he determined to make good his escape while there was

yet time. He communicated the vision to his sons, who
agreed with him as to its meaning and moral

;
but they

urged the difficulty of inducing the amirs, the wazirs, and

the other notables to consent to their departure. However,

this difficulty was eventually solved by a stratagem of the

Sultan’s devising, and the whole family, seven in number,

sailed away from the doomed country in as many ships.

Of these it was the sixth that came to Kilwa. At the

time of the immigration Kilw’a was an island only at high

tide, for the water, as it subsided, uncovered a neck of land

which it was easy to traverse on foot. The new-comers
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found a Muslim already settled there with his familv, and

a mosque. From him they learned that the country

belonged to the chief of the neighbouring district of

Almuli, who was then absent on a hunting expedition.

After a few days he returned to Kilwa, and the stranger,

being pleased with the island, offered, through the mediation

of the friendly Muslim, to buy it. The chief named his

terms, which were that the stranger should surround the

whole island with coloured cloth. This was soon done,

and the chief took the cloth and surrendered the island.

All the while, however, he cherished the secret intention

of returning with an armed force to destroy the immigrants

and carry off their goods. This was guessed by the Muslim,

who had acted as interpreter, so he warned the strangers

to provide for their safety in time. Accordingly, as soon

as the chief’s hack was turned, they set to work and dug

a trench in the neck of land joining Kilwa to the continent.

After a short time the chief reappeared at the usual spot,

and waited for the tide to go down and leave a dry passage

to Kilwa
;

but the water never subsided, so he returned

to his own couutry defeated and disappointed. And this

is how Kilwa came to be, what it now is, an island.

The author then proceeds to enumerate the early

sovereigns of Kilwa. The first was ‘All b. al-Husayn

b. ‘All, called Ighawumlj. He reigned in the middle of

the ninth century of our era, and established his son,

Muhammad b. ‘All, as ruler of a neighbouring island

called in our text sometimes and sometimes

After a reign of two years and a half Muhammad died,

and was succeeded by his brother Bashat b. ‘All. ‘All

himself, that is the Persian immigrant, reigned over Kilwa

for forty years, and was succeeded at his death by another

‘All, son of Bashat.

The second chapter describes the political changes pro-

duced at Kilwa by the repeated incursions and encroachments

of a tribe called These people ravaged the

couutry, overthrew the government, and set up a chief of
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their own race, named Halid b. Bakr. But after a reign

of only two years and a half Halid was expelled by the

people of Kilwa, aud the government then passed into

the hands of Hasan b. Sulayman b. ‘All, a grandson of

the first founder of the colony. However, he had not

been long in possession before the enemy overran Kilwa

a second time. Hasan fled to Zanzibar, and his place

and power were given to an Amir named Muhammad b.

al-Husayn al-Mundhirl. But the people of Kilwa combined

once more to overthrow the government of the stranger,

and under the leadership of the son of the exiled Sultan

they went to the house of the Amir, and imprisoned him

there. Then they sent a deputation to Zanzibar to bring

back the Sultan. Meanwhile the Amir, who had managed

to escape, hurried to the sea-shore to encounter the Sultan

aud oppose his lauding, but he was slain by the followers

of Hasan, who thus returned in triumph to his kingdom.

His reign lasted for fourteen years, and his successor was

Hasan b. Daud b. ‘All.

In course of time the supremacy passed from the house

of ‘All to that of Abu 1-Mawahib, whose career is

described in the third chapter. He succeeded his grand-

father Hasan b. Talut, who had taken the sovereignty bv

force, and kept it for eighteen years. In his youth Abu
1-Mawahib journeyed to Aden and Mecca, and acquired

great proficiency in sacred science. The author now

introduces the mother of Abu ’1-Mawahib, but in an

episode the abruptness and irrelevance of which show

plainly that, though the MS. runs on without a break,

something must have been left out by the scribe. But

this, at least, seems to be clear, that Abu 1-Mawahi bowed

his position to the voluntary renunciation by his brother

Daud of his right or his claim to the kingdom. The

first act of Abu 1-Mawahib, as soon as he felt that his

power was secure, was to avenge his father 1 by chastising

the people of cKi. He ravaged their country, and

1 Here again the author is alluding to a fact not otherwise described or

explained.
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subjected it to bis rule. But at this point our author’s

besetting fear of prolixity comes upon him, so we are told

nothing more about Abu ’l-Mawahib, except the length

of his reign and the fact that in his time the mosque at

Kilwa had fallen into such a state of decay that the people

were obliged to worship in tents. Abu ’l-Mawahib had

reigned fourteen years when he died, and was succeeded

by his brother Dafid. This king was noted for piety

;

nevertheless, when his reign was still measured ouly by

days, he was dethroned and replaced by Husayn b. Sulaymiln

al-Mat‘fin. Husayn died a martyr in the holy war against

the infidels of Alrnuli, and was succeeded by Talfit b.

al-Husayn, who was presumably his son. Talfit started on

a pilgrimage to Mecca, but died before reaching and

his son Husayn b. Sulayman, who had acted as viceroy

in his absence, became king. Husayn himself afterwards

accomplished the pilgrimage, and, with better luck than

his father, returned safe and sound.

The fourth chapter opens with a brief account of the

reign of Alraalik al-‘Adil. His real name was Muhammad
b. Sulayman b. al-Husayn, and from his original post of

governor he was raised to supreme power by the will

of the nobles and the people. At his death, after a reign

of two-and-twenty years, he seems to have been succeeded

by his son Sulayman. It was in the reign of this Sultan

that the mosque was rebuilt, which, in the time of Abu
’l-Mawahib, we saw in a state of decay. A son of the Sultan

Husayn, named Hajj Rfish, asked permission of Sulayman

to rebuild the mosque, and Sulayman, while he granted

permission, insisted upon defraying the cost himself with

a gift of a thousand pieces of gold. Hajj Rfish objected

to the condition, but, feeling that if he refused the gift

he would lose the grace, he outwardly complied and took

the money
;
nevertheless, he built the mosque entirely out

of his own resources, and when Sulayman died, he was

careful to return the thousand pieces to his heirs. The

work, however, could not be completed without divine

assistance. The original columns of the mosque had beeu
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of pinned stone, but the workmen were incapable of restoring

them, so the new columns had to be made of wood, and

the difficulty of procuring it of the right size had almost

brought the work to a standstill, when the providence of

God guided the people to the discovery of some wood that

in size and quality was exactly suitable. And against

such as might be inclined to doubt the miracle the author

appeals to the credible eye-witness of two persons, one of

whom was the Sultan Muhammad, by whose order this

book was written. At the death of Sulayman, Ismail b.

Husayn b. Sulayman was chosen to succeed him, and he

reigned thirteen years. About this time there appeared

a pretender to the throne in the person of Said, son of

the Sultan Hasan. He went to Zanzibar, and begged the

Sultan there, namely Hasan, son of Abu Bakr, to aid him

in his designs upon Kilwa. The Sultan consented, and

accordingly Said and an Amir of Zanzibar, named Zubayr,

started for Kilwa at the head of an armed force. However,

news of their approach reached Kilwa, and the threatening

coalition was dissolved by means of a bribe, judiciously

administered to Zubayr, by Isma'ii’s Amir Muhammad.
Sa'id himself reached Kilwa, with only four attendants, to

learn that a reward had been offered by Ismail to anyone

who should bring his head. At first he went in disguise to

the house of the QadI, but finding himself recognized, he fled,

and his goods were then seized by order of the Sultan.

Eventually the tide of popular feeling seems to have

turned in his favour. Hasan, son of the Sultan Sulayman,

sought him out, and presented him to Ismail, by whom
he was pardoned. Nevertheless, he thought it prudent to

live disguised and in retirement until the Sultan Ismail

was dead. After the death of the Sultan, the Wazlr

Sulayman and the Amir Muhammad debated the matter

of the succession, and privately agreed that it ought to

fall to one or the other of them; so the Wazlr, when he

saw that popular feeling was on the side of the Amir,

withdrew in his favour, and the Amir Muhammad made

himself Sultan. On the death of the Wazlr Sulayman,
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which occurred only a few days before his own, Muhammad
appointed Sa'Id to the vacant post.

In the fifth chapter we learn that the Sultan Muhammad
was succeeded by Ahmad b. Sulaymiin, who, after a reign

of a single year, was succeeded in his turn by Hasan b.

Isma‘11. Then follows the long episode of the coming of

Mas‘ud to Kilwa, which happened in the reign of the

Sultan Sa‘Id. Al-Malik MasTid was the son of al-Malik

al-Mu’ayyad al-Grhassanl, Sultan of Aden, and he had been

driven out of Aden by the Sultan ‘All b. Tahir. This

‘All b. Tahir had formerly himself been compelled to quit

his native place, Jaban, in order to escape the tyranny

and cruelty of Mas'ud’s father al-Mu’ayyad. He then

went as a pilgrim to Mecca, accompanied by another

exile from the same cause, namely the Sharif ‘All b.

Sufyan. From Mecca they continued their journey to

Medina, and here it was that ‘All had a dream, in which

he seemed to hear the prophet say to him: “Rise, ‘All,

and take Yaman !
” He dreamed the same thing three

times, and though his companion had had no such visitation,

they yet could not agree as to its meaning, each thinking

that the other ‘All was intended. But the upshot of it

all was that they determined to set out for Yaman, after

vowing that whoever should prove by the event to be the

elect of God would make the other his wazlr. When
they reached Yaman they found Mu’ayyad dead, and the

kingdom in possession of his son Mas'ud, who was then

at Aden. On the approach of ‘All and his companion the

people of Aden deposed Mas'ud and elected ‘All in his

stead, and the latter immediately despatched his brother

‘Amir b. Tahir with a numerous force to Aden. Where-

upon Mas'ud closed the gates of the town, and retired to

a fortress in the open country, intending to carry on

the war against ‘Amir from thence
;

but the arrival at

the fortress of a messenger from ‘Amir was enough to

induce the garrison to imitate the treachery of their

brethren at Aden. However, it was not until ‘Amir wus

actually introduced iuto the castle of At Ta'akkur, by a
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stratagem of the governor, and the people of the place

openly declared for him and his brother, that Mas'iid

abandoned the struggle and fled from the country. He
went first to Zayla‘, but, hearing that Sa'id was Sultan at

Kilwa, he determined to visit him, and reuew, if possible,

the friendship that had sprung up between them at Aden,

when Sa'id and his father, Hasan b. Sulayman, were

pilgrims together. On his arrival at Kilwa he was

graciously received by the Sultan, who loaded him with

presents and favours; but when, on a subsequent occasion,

and under the regime of a different Sultan, Sulayman b.

Muhammad, he repeated his visit, he found that other

times had brought other manners. “ We ask you,” said

the magnates of Kilwa, “ not to come to us a second time,

for the country has declined, and the folk are enfeebled
;

so do not come here to disgrace both us and yourself.”

Thereupon Mas'iid retired to India, and dwelt there. As
for ‘All b. Tahir, he gained possession of the whole of

Yaman, and ruled in the spirit of the strictest orthodoxy.

Moreover, he kept the promise which he had made to

‘All b. Sufyan. The death of the Sultan Sa'id seems

to have thrown the whole kingdom into confusion. The

Amir Sulayman seized the government for himself, and

advanced his brother Muhammad to the dignity of Amir.

He reigned for a year-and-a-half, and his successors were

‘Abd Allah and ‘All, the two sons of Hasan, the preacher.

In the sixth chapter we come to a break in the succession

of Sultans, properly so called. The real power has fallen

into the hands of the Amir Muhammad Kiwabi, who
appoints and deposes puppets of his own choosing. On
the death of ‘All, the preacher’s son, Muhammad set up

the Wazlr Hasan b. Sulayman; but after a reign of six

years he deposed him in favour of the Sultan Sabhat b.

al-Malik al-‘Adil. At the end of a year Sabhat died, and

Muhammad once more raised Hasan to the chief place if

not to the chief power. During his reign it happened that

there was a disturbance among the people, and several of the

citizens—including Sabhat, the preacher, and the inspector
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of weights and measures .,•.^ 1)—quitted the country

and went on a pilgrimage to Mecca. When the time to

depart came, they prayed God to further their return to

their own country, if it should be for good
;
but if not,

they resigned themselves to the will of God. The prayer

was answered, but in a way that showed the difference

between the proposal of man and the disposal of God

;

for of the six pilgrims, one died at Mecca, others at

different points on the homeward route, and only two

survived to reach Kilwa. It was about this time that

Muhammad again deposed Hasan, and appointed the Sultan

Ibrahim b. al-Malik al‘-Adil in his stead. Ibrahim kept

his place for as many as five years
;
but in the course of

his reign Hasan made an attempt to win back the power

which he had twice enjoyed at the good pleasure of

Muhammad. This, however, Muhammad, in his zeal for

order and decency, would by no means allow. He urged

that Hasan was disqualified by the mere fact of his origin.

He belonged to a house only of wazlrs, whereas the chief

of the state was a descendant of kings. Nevertheless, Hasan

held to his point until he had provoked a tumult with

bloodshed; but in this Fortune declared against him, and

he retired a fugitive to
,
where he dwelt three years.

Then Muhammad determined to taste for himself what he

had so often bestowed upon others, so, having ejected

Ibrahim, he assumed the style and performed the functipns

of royalty. When he had thus sufficiently gratified

ambition or curiosity he abdicated, and called Fudayl b.

Sulayman to the vacant place.

At the beginning of the seventh chapter the author, with

unwonted precision, records the exact date of the accession

of Fudayl, namely, the year 901 after the flight. Now

as soon as Hasan heard of Fudayl’s accession he determined

to make war against Kilwa, and advanced as far as a place

called At the same time an ambassador was

sent to Kilwa from the court of Zanzibar to endeavour to

make peace between Hasan and Fudayl on the basis of the
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restoration to the former of his title and power. Muhammad,
who was still really at the head of affairs, met the proposals

of the ambassador with his old appeal to constitutional

propriety. It was out of the question to eject a prince

of the blood-royal in favour of the son of a wazir. When
it happened before it was for a particular reason which

existed no longer. If Hasan consented to take his place

as an ordinary citizen with the rest, he would be allowed

to come back, but not otherwise. The ambassador was

charged to return with this answer to Hasan, but he post-

poned his departure for a few days, and in the interval

Muhammad died. In fact, if not always in name, he had

governed the country for fifteen years, and he was succeeded

in his capacity of Amir by I bra him, son of the Sultan

Sulayman. While the ambassador was making his way

back to Zanzibar with the news of Muhammad’s death,

Hasan was preparing to advance upon Kilwa with a large

force of Muslims and infidels. He had heard of the death

of Muhammad, and imagined that the last obstacle in the

way of his ambition was now removed. He set out from

<— |*A«
,
but when he had reached a place called Kisibi,

Fudayl and Ibrahim became aware of his approach, and

sent a deputation of the chief men of Kilwa to demand

the reason of his hostile attitude and movements. He
replied that the object of his expedition was to assert his

claim and his right. No one but himself was entitled to

rule. It was true that he had been ejected by Muhammad,
but for no cause except the antipathy between them. Finally

he instructed the deputation to press his claim upon the

Amir and the people of Kilwa—Fudayl was not mentioned

—in order that he might return to his own country and

resume his rightful place. To all this Fudayl and the Amir
simply replied in the old terms of Muhammad. Whereupon

Hasan changed his tactics. He took no notice of the

answer
;

but despatched his son Sa‘Id with a numerous

following to Kilwa. They entered the town to all appear-

ance like ordinary travellers, and took up their abode at

their own house. As soon as they were settled the Sultan
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and the Amir sent a large force to bring Sa'Id into their

presence. At first he offered resistance, but he was over-

powered and brought with some of his following before

the Amir, who demanded the reason of their coming in

such force to Kilwa. Sa‘Id replied that his father had

sent him merely to get a house ready for him, and that

Hasan himself would arrive shortly, but with no hostile

intention. When it was urged that he would hardly have

brought such a large following, if he had not meant mischief,

he again denied it
;

so, to make sure, they compelled him

to swear to the truth of his denial by God most high

and the glorious Koran. He was then instructed to com-

municate the fact to his father, warning him at the same

time to make no move that night, but to wait till the

following day, when he would be met by the Sultan and

the Amir, and escorted peacefully, to Kilwa. Accordingly

the deputation set out, consisting of some of Sa'Id’s own
followers reinforced by a party from the town

;
but when

Hasan learnt all that had been done in his name or on

his account, he killed those of them that belonged to Kilwa,

and prepared to advance upon the place that very night.

But the people were on the alert and kept guard with

all their forces until daybreak, when they were suddenly

attacked by the troops of Hasan. A great battle was fought,

the result of which was so decisive, that Hasan’s one care,

when he heard it, was to save himself by flight to <— ***•

Here he founded a kingdom, which, after his death, passed

in succession to his son Muhammad and his grandson Hasan.

It was during the reign of Fudayl that the news was

brought from Mozambique of the appearance of three

ships of the Franks under the command of an admiral

named After a few days they passed Kilwa

without touching, and made for where the chief

and people, in ignorance of their true character and

intentions, were at first inclined to receive them hospitably

;

but being warned by one who knew the intruders better

that in reality they came for nothing but espial and

spoliation, the Muslims then tried to cut their anchors, in
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order that the ships might run aground and so be destroyed

and plundered. But the trick was discovered, and the

strangers sailed away to Malinda
;
and here the people,

though they well knew that their coming boded no good,

were too frightened to refuse them anything they chose

to ask in the shape of wood, water, and other provisions.

Lastly they demanded a pilot, and departed, first for

India, and then for their own accursed country. All this

happened in the year of the flight 904, a year otherwise

remarkable in that it witnessed the birth of the author

of this book. In the year 906 came the Qabltan

with several ships to Kilwa. He demanded wood and

water, and that the Sultan or his son should be sent to

confer with him. However, the Amir and the people

would not venture to let the Sultan go in person, so they

disguised one Luqman, son of al-Malik al-‘Adil, in the

fashion of royalty, and sent him instead. Then they

carried the water down to the shore in vessels, and

signalled to those on board to come and fetch it. But at

this moment one of the Amir’s servants, named Hajj

Ibrahim, went down to the beach, and ordered all the

water to be taken away, so that when the Christians

arrived, they found none, and returned in anger to their

ships. Then they went to Malinda, where they were

again cordially received, and supplied with whatever they

demanded. But before their final departure they chose

seven men that were Christian perverts. Two of these

they settled at Malinda
;

four they sent to Guzerat, to

the Sultan Mahmud, and the seventh to Kilwa. As for

the Indian agents, their Christian activity was soon cut

short, for they were circumcised by the lord of the

country, and embraced Islam. At Kilwa the people were

at first in doubt whether they should receive the uninvited

guest
;
but in the end their fear of the power behind him

prevailed, and they quartered him upon a distinguished

citizen named Muhammad b. Rukn ad-Dln. This man
was a merchant of great wealth and high character, under

whose guidance the Christian spy made himself acquainted
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with all the internal affairs of the country, both small and

great. Muhammad was peculiarly fitted to act as informer,

seeing that he had long been meditating treachery on his

own account. In the year 907 came the admiral <

with a single ship to Kilwa. In appearance bent upon

commerce, but in reality a spy, he too made friends with

Muhammad, in whose treacherous schemes he saw his own

opportunity. In the year 908 J! returned with several

ships. On his arrival he was immediately joined by the

spy, who related all that he had learnt, especially that

the government was in danger from the wealth and

influence of Muhammad, and he advised the admiral to

demand an interview with the Amir Ibrahim. At first

the people were inclined to play their old trick, and send

a substitute, but the spy was too acute for them, so

Ibrahim went to the interview accompanied by two lawyers

named Ayyub and ‘Umar. At this point the author

suddenly breaks off with the words, “ Here ends what I

found.”

It will be seen that this narrative deals for the most part

with local circumstances and confined interests
;
nevertheless

it is not without salient points at which it can be brought

in contact with larger cycles. Yakut makes no more than

the bare mention of Kilwa, as follows :

—

JG! S’jo-h kab i'*i£

nor does Ibn Batiita, in his account of his travels, devote

much space to it : “I set out by sea for the city of Kulwa 1

(VySS), which is large, and consists of wooden houses”

(tr. Lee, p. 57). The statement in the text that the island

was first colonised by Persian emigrants in the middle of

the ninth century corresponds in the main with what we

1 “Never Kulwa as in Ibn Uatuta—probably a clerical error” (Burton, l.c.

ii. p. 341).
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learn from other sources. For example, Rigby, in his

Report on the Zanzibar Dominions, writes (p. 47) :
“ The

earliest settlement of Arabs on the east coast of Africa,

of which there is any authentic account, is that of the

El-Harth tribe from the neighbourhood of Bahrein, who,

about the year A.n. 924, founded the cities of Magadosha

and Brava. About sixty years later, the city of Kulwa

was founded by a colony of Persians from Shiraz, and from

these settlements the Arabs and Persians gradually extended

their authority over the whole of the east coast as far as

Sofala, and also possessed themselves of the islands of

Zanzibar, Pemba, and Monfea”; and Burton records a

similar tradition (“The Lusiads,” iv. p. 416): “The
foundation of Kilwa by the Arabs is popularly assigned

to a.d. 960-1000; but the settlements may have existed

in the time of the Periplus.” Of the places other than

Kilwa at which the Persians landed or <L is

obviously Motnbasah. This would appear in any case from

the context, but the following gloss on fol. 7b of the MS.

makes it certain :

—

Ibn Batiita spells the word '.A 4 (Lee, l.c.). is

apparently the island of Yambe (Burton, l.c. ii. p. 132).

\ -4 18
“ Pemba, called by the Arabs ‘ Al-Khuthra ’

or the green island.” 1
is Hinzuwan or Anjuan

(Burton, l.c. i. p. 340). Whatever we may think of the

story about cutting the trench and so changing Kilwa from a

peninsula into an island, in any case it affords a possible ex-

planation of what Correa notices in “ The Three Voyages of

Vasco da Gama” 2
: “The city stands on an island which is

surrounded and encircled by the sea- water, but on the land

side there is little water, which at high tide is knee-deep.”

In 1857 Burton heard at Kilwa itself the native account

1 Rigby, l.c. p. 27 : cf. Burton, l.c. p. 419.
2 Tr. Stanley, Hakluyt Society, p. 291.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 26
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of the purchase of the island: “A certain Shaykh Yusuf

from Shangaya bought land from Napendu, the heathen

headman, by spreading it over with cloth, built the old

fort, won the savage’s daughter, slew his father-in-law,

and became the sire of a long race of Shirazi ‘ Kings of

the Zinj.’” However, he adds in a note, “the tale of the

cloth is suspicious” (“Zanzibar,” ii. p. 362). It may be

worth noticing that Burton
(
l.c . p. 357) gives the same

name to the mainland as it bears in our text, * Barr el Moli.’

,
whatever may be its correct form, is here un-

doubtedly the name of a tribe
;

but it was taken by De

Barros for the name of a king. He speaks (“Asia,”

Dccada i. Liv. viii. cap. vi.) of a certain “Ale Busolo-

quete,” whom, though he belongs to the period of the

early struggles of the immigrants with 1 ,
it is

difficult to fit into the chain of events as we have it, “ ao

qual succedeo Daut seu filho, que foi lancado de Quiloa

aos quatro annos de seu reinado per Matata Mandalima,

que era Rey de Xanga seu imigo, e Daut se foi pera Monfia,

onde inorreo.” If, however, we assume what seems probable,

that the two accounts have diverged from a common source,

we might venture to identify the cl-1 of our text with

Xanga. Concerning the latter place Burton writes as

follows (“ Zanzibar,” ii. p. 358) :
“ Southwards, at the

bottom of the bay, appeared the islet of Sanje Kati, and

opposite lay the Mlango, or gate where the depth diminishes

from eighty to six fathoms, and leads to Sanje Majoma.

This may be the Changa of the Kilwa Chronicle, whose

‘ King ’ Matata Mandelima expelled in early days Baud,

the Sultan of Kilwa.”

The episode of the rebuilding of the mosque receives

a certain addition of historical probability from the account

of De Barros (IjC.), who attributes to ‘ Soleiman Hacen ’

great activity in the way of fortifying and beautifying

Kilwa; but there is this difference, that whereas in our

account the restorer was compelled by the incompetence of

his workmen to use wood where his predecessors had used
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stone, Soleiman Hacen is said, like another Augustus, to

have found Kihva wooden and to have left it stone. Dr.

Dieu gives about a.h. 859 as the date of Mas'ud’s arrival

at Kilwa (“Catalogue of Arabic MSS.,” Supplement, p. 392).

Our account of what preceded and followed the expulsion

of Mas'fid from Aden differs considerably from that trans-

lated by Johannsen in his “ Ilistoria Iemanm.” For instance,

the latter makes no mention of the coming of MasTid as

a suppliant to Kilwa, or of his final retirement to India.

Is it possible that in A^!' we may have a corruption of ,

one of the places to which MasTid is said to have made his

way after leaving Aden ? ,j i_Li ~ rs'
5 U'^

ijiJb J ijUll ^1 ^Ar^ (Or. 3265, fol. 40; cf. Johannsen,

l.c. pp. 187 and 273). is, perhaps, Kwale or Khwale

(Burton, l.c. i. 144 and ii. 335). The reading +*,-* is

not without its difficulties
;
but the not very violent change

of to ^ would enable us at least to compare

with Mgongeni, that is Kilwa Kivinjya (Burton, l.c. ii.

p. 341). Our whole difficulty is involved in the endeavour to

harmonise two different systems of geography—the ancient,

in which ‘ Kilwa ’ is used, or seems to be used, as the name

of a single place
;
and the modern, in which the same name

denotes a varied district of towns and islands. This being

so, I can only suggest the possibility of a connection

between Kisibi and what is now called (Kilwa) Kisiwa-ni

or Kisima-ni. The coming of the Franks merges the

provincial squabbles at which we have been assisting so far

in a national commotion :

—

. ... . ^

denotes Yasco da Gama, not by name but by the

title which De Barros is always careful to use when speaking

of him, Almirante. It was on his first voyage to the East
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in 1497-99 that he passed Kilwa in the manner described

in our text. “ They arrived before Quiloa,” saj's Correa

{l.c. p. 89), “ where the Lord sent them a contrary wind,

so that they were unable to fetch the port, where the

Moorish pilot had determined on wrecking the ships even

though he died for it there on the spot, from which the

Lord delivered them by not giving them a wind for entering

into the port
;
and they ran along the coast, and reached

the port of Bombaza, also a great city of trade with many
ships.” It may be observed that what the piety of the

chronicler explains as the intervention of God, the fancy

of the poet attributes to the favour of Venus (Camoens,

Canto i. 100-102). We also learn from Correa tbat the

person who understood the real character of the strangers

—
ij* ^4*)—and warned the inhabitants of

Mombasah against them was the Shaykh of Mozambique

himself {l.c. p. 99). Moreover, the little episode of the

anchors was one which the Portuguese chroniclers, at any

rate, were not likely to forget or to suppress. “ At mid-

night two canoes began to cut the moorings of the Berrio

and the Sam Rafael : they fled when the alarm was given ”

(Burton, “The Lusiads,” iv. p. 425). (jwjLa-j is Pedral-

vares Cabral, the discoverer of Brazil, who “set out as

chief captain of thirteen ships on the 9th of March, 1500.” 1

jy is Joao da Nova, who set out on the 15th of

March, 1501 (Commentaries, l.c.).

Vasco da Gama set out on his second voyage in 1502.

There is no talk this time of being supernaturally conducted

past Kilwa and its dangers
;
on the contrary, the admiral

is determined to get the island into the power of the king,

his master. Our text leaves it in doubt whether the Amir

Ibrahim had actually replaced the Sultan Fudayl by fair

means or by foul, or whether, as in the case of Muhammad
Kiwabi, he wielded the real power behind a puppet king.

1 The commentaries of the great Afonso Dalboquerque, Hakluyt Soc. ii.

p. xviii.
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We learn, however, from De Burros, that before the arrival

of the Portuguese * Ilabraerao ’ had become ‘ absoluto

Senhor de Quilhoa ’ (“ Asia,” i. 2, p. 230), while Burton

records a more definite tradition to the effect that “ the

great port was then ruled by a certain Sultan Ibrahim,

murderer and usurper” (“Zanzibar,” ii. p. 363). The

account of the spies is illustrated, if not literally

confirmed, by the statement of De Barros (l.c . i. 1, 406)

that Pedralvares, before he started for India, left behind

him two agents named Joao Machado and Luiz de Moura

with instructions to find a way of penetrating into the

kingdom of Prester John. The Portuguese word degredados,

applied to these agents, corresponds with sufficient exactness

to the Arabic 1

.

Muhammad b. Rukn ad Din we may suppose to have

been the real name of the interesting personage who meets

us in the Portuguese annals variously disguised as Mahamad

Ancon], Mahomed Arcone, and Mahomed Enconim. It

appears that when Da Gama proposed an interview with

Ibrahim, the latter asked for a safe-conduct. The sequel

is thus told by Correa (l.c. p. 293) :
“ The king, after

sending to ask for the safe-conduct, came to another

decision, which was not to go and speak with the captain-

major. There was with the king a very rich Moor, and

the chief man of the city, named Mahomed Arcone, who

entertained thoughts of rising up against the king, and

with false intentions he said to the king that he ought to

go to the captain-major and not be wanting to his word,

because the captain-major would not violate the safe-conduct

which he gave him; and the Moor said this because he

well understood that the captain-inajor would not let the

king go unless he did what he required of him, during

which something might intervene by means of which he

might be made king, and he would do all that the captain-

major wished.” This exactly coincides with the Arabic

account of the character and policy of Muhammad, while

the passage in which De Barros describes the meeting

between the admiral and Muhammad, each triumphant in
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his own way, throws light upon the alleged earlier intrigues

of Muhammad with Joao da Nova :
“ o Almirante folgou

muito de o ver, por quao fiel amigo sempre se mostrou

aos Capitaes que alii foram, The admiral took much pleasure

in seeing him, as he had been a faithful friend of the

captains who had gone there ”
( l.c . i. 2, p. 32). Muhammad

lived to reap the fruit of his statesmanlike sagacity in

his own elevation and the degradation of his country.

‘The king’ became a vassal of Dom Manuel of Portugal,

and eventually in 1505, when “ D. Francisco d’Almeyda,

first viceroy of Portuguese India, landed a force of 500

men and fired the city, Sultan Ibrahim fled, and was duly

deposed in favour of one Mohammed Ankoni, who had

proved himself a friend to the Europeans : he preferred,

however, placing the power in the hands of Micante 1

(?),

the only son left by the murdered Sultan Alfudayl (El

Fuzayl)” (Burton, “Zanzibar,” ii. p. 364).

It is, therefore, not to be wondered at that the chronicler

or the scribe should fail us just at the critical time

;

and after all it may be doubted whether the entire sup-

pression of what might sound awkward or disgraceful in

the telling, damages the cause of truth in the long run more

than the civilized art of misrepresentation to which our

political and ecclesiastical historians have accustomed us

in the West. Ex nihilo nihil Jit, and a vacuum may be

filled with a verity
;
but lies once produced multiply at

such a rate, that—like the vermin in the Greek monastery

—if they were all of one tendency, they would cast truth out

of house and home.

1 This ‘Micante’ is evidently the same as Muhammad whose reign

was described in one of our missing chapters.
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A^yL: dJjj JLLj A_L&x p-J
1Us'l

*L*~il 1515 ax-1 JliLi L5U ^ aJ J-JLj aaH

Aj A-uujLj j*UL* |*jli aJ^««^ ^J AajIa^.’ ^1 AjLaIj ^1 aJ^«j_j l5»l

1 3
tAA ) AA^A AA ^ Ab « AjH ^4 .li > L—A-W-

1 a<j1
^ j

Sl A Aa^-
^

^lx A^^Aj ^ ^
fSl

^JA_AA-3^0 Aa>- A^AuJ ^wHl 1' "A 1#
, . «AAA^~ fl ^-1 1 j 5— C-A-^-

Ail
j»-

1
; ^

A_l_x Ul
(_5^

w>5
i>
_«-r-

;‘-^ iJTjy AjU ill aJJI

,_jl All'll ^ji-1 5-, fV^
il^lA^* j^-^“ (J

1

Jjjjj
* AXK*«*J As*- AaaaaI# ’, lyAC 5 1

1
^llc

^u.Cj a1 ^nJ— ..tj t
.
A’X

ivj^* 1 a.'

'

Aj A* Aili A-k^l
* 0 <* '

A-]U>- AXC Infill ~

^y*f* (J-^V l^y-1

ilrj i_i JaSA’j a!1x»~1j aIax aIsj aIx wAAj a!1- aH>

^j£. a»**J 1 i_XHJ AyL!l At*!! a>H*. o A^ifc-cj 1^*51

Ai Ajl Aj^yj
^2^

AJjAII AxX ^(X ^jrjl

1 liAiAcl^ L Q
"^d A*r ^jl Amji) 1 |4AO

A»lc 1 «

A

t. 1 » aL^-^ iAAc A^*jl l?lii a!«Aj aIj Ailjj^ aIJIj

^^udl i A*a*.J • A
^

A« 1^1

1

A-il 1

*Ult£ ^y* Acls^-J SjLuJj A>-Aw AjjjJ! Aid j*-As?1

1 MS. eyljU*.

* MS.^i,.
3 MS. j*a.

4 MS.
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a

J

jj a_1_u_£ SjSju Li a i. e <SiL xll

LS-^i
ia.y* 1 i J O L-O lX J O >

y

L^.J -L5T* ^ L+J * a1«aJ

^Jjb tJ-s-*^ o^x.* ^^'"
C

" ykj ify--c <~r;y y^l

^Jlc. LllkuuM y$k JJ?U Liy*^ll ^ ys, yuxill
il
^=^'.

y>xll ^ Ly i_j3 j y*uJ^ JjLdill ^ JU- y&} J-jUI *Lii

LJjjll _V» : ~ yik ^1 |*jlxy*Jl *
' - ' s ' ‘ i - <"*

\

yXiil^ ili\ ^jl 1

t_^Lk ^lujysll Ss*.s'* yl a*uj ^1x^11 ^11 jlyJl

(C1

1
yjyfcll w\—

y

1 i 1-fclw ^L»J <0 ^
t (^t L'—: (Oly ^X

^
• ' -— Jl

(U:IkS:1 r« <sL*.5>- o — xi (5)
• • c* >

. »*|M ^~ ‘
if I *-< ^ -W ' >*_' 5 ( tU»>y> / yy

-• Ll.xl!

(Oy^L
^y
yL

t
*J w xjt aLxII

o^W^r?2 ' Xa.s _w> J' rf-

X , <Llt xl 1 Juix! j-’y^ 1 Xu:

^jsT ^'t LJ.xll X-l: (Ls-5^ ijl*jl. jj^iall^ 0̂ kys' Xy«.«r*

^_5^y“' i_f^' uS^ ^ ^ (•**£.? JjjJ' iJ* ‘
\_S~~

1
-

t̂ z

- O-V. cH

zaj Jyydl Xu: ^Ull ^_il uxl.s"'’!

^ o)Ai ^ i-X/?^ er^y ir^T"' o"^’ ^ Jy 0 .?

<)X2c^ L< luy>a>- o <*1 ^«(—! i (U li L-j" xij L*,* iuJ i LJ ijt^j J
j

Js

-V= L t - 1 li.z i x^j o (^1 •

lie (__}-kli i^iClliy*! (Lxi ti LcL*,=^

<L1 «x!l x~i- ^1 *.' Lll *Li» ^)1 u_^l i^>y L* IsjIj

Xa^'

*

L# .,.j i iX.yj Xj
>.-.L yL

^

^ ^ LiT

j^Ull ^1 t—^Ls-^l ^jy* <sjyU L-iyL yl j*^L^ cr>-

X«a- Xus (Si Jli l* i <ya y\ <tl Jli X^s-* ^j\ Xu: L*ii

^1 Jli uXJi X^-s^* y

\

wi-j Uli (Cn-^ss- LJ_.xll

u' Lcllal^ <d i_JLi- Uj iy^U JlixJlt 4_^Uil
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lar Jj^ y ^ ^a&j Aa« Jb Aij CjsP b* *Axc caJu3j <u!x

La# 3!^ A&At AU-C^AiL# ^Sb b#
t * )UuJ^ 1 A**! Ia

j

,

j£j *

I Ot ^j\ Jjs-Jl l$j! AjuC t—XU ^jA J-3 Aj.

Asa«a3 L;—j <ulX ^JU l_X1*31 L^xJ-o ^ kJA»U a^-Vs»

U JJ AjjJbUo ^j-J ^Xj j-J JLLs *j^A-aJl ^y LU *La-lj

•d^.1 U Jl\yL u; *1 Jyj JULi uXUI \^j\ ^yli

^^-1 ^ AxJ
i

, »-^—* *
* " ^

i
b# J l. .* <^1 &j-^.5 ! Aa^~

^y SjAkr* 3 ^Jx A^aI. cXa^X*! iy-1 aJj ^yXi ^y IJsj

^j-^j JaU^ JjI-cj
1

Jk~«j
t
ysr’* (—X> a! ^--II-’ X i_jXL*

^yb yXX
^
yyH A-*£ ^Uj y. Jx^bj jU»-j y

bj ^Uiijj

bib b<l 33i

.

'

i A--< ^jUJLaj Ab.*Ui ^wu» i

^
Jx j ^ [i}*J j^jbiLii

JjU ’liar 3!« t_>.^XU _y ^ l_La1X l_Xj>U- J Aa J U\ aJ Jlibj

(jiy ^y <_xA X i iL~aJ ,_$jb* X ^=£Uw*l yy XylU iyb>- Uj

L^X.-b^Us^
^ ^

^^-Ul ''

k
M

\ *13 AAkJ -1 ,UX L ?M 1..1 J* L b. . A <r~ *

Aix ULUXi *L»lic u_X ^yVj ^ laLjX (»_fjo li A-^*j

JUi jlcj k—-X;_j j*li A^sr* ^\ y * (*^X-c i $3^si-J

AjA) Uli AAa CJA*j ^
i_£a3I e^<bi> aJ^a!^ A."i i~. Jlii (AaX-j 4AAC j*~jbiS\

JiJ\ j^LLl! ^jj\ ^j£. (AA^-as'Ljlj SA.^* jl\ S^j

}li Jj JULi ^y.* A-i.^1 ^ t_CUJ' ^^.ka~>

aJJI (6) A_3‘
}
ya

(>_5
-b_c uLuaJ| jSjli LI^aX

^ ^i \ LiJ ^ i
>

|fr—] ^-Jk— <L/4kA-^ Lll^-^y—

’

1 MS
. (JU-4J

.

3 MS. (jLafij.
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fM\ <d J15 Li
J>\ r

KMy J 31

A>^ b ^ r*±x*J*J % }Aa -̂
1 (O b»> ^x»«

t- A-^ b a] Jbj <3jjJl Juif <uix. J-^b <L*Jj

1^ ^!l*J <d!l ^b>- a*l*J : c«5o
^

^3! <d!l

lb <0 b*l H • ihj^i 1^
^

bb C-Xu^iJ Lclbi^ <0 JOs^4
L* o Jl c—Xbj>

^
*\x+~j % b C *J^^~~ I^T^ L* c->'y!

i i».;-JL-« i n_j _« 9. ;, x« uiw^JuJ l_X^—-' 1>r* < >_JLj«^7*^ y*y >> • M L^ • v >

•% b*J ^ 4-* 1 A»3 £ * ^ ' Ab v.N>
^

^ ^-? X^-uJ ^ jd J^

<L)jb aLxj <te>-^£*»b <0^ *> * ^JisJ

l$jb_,3 ^jUJ! ^y iJJb JL*1 o« <L;^, >—=<~i? iS^ii ^)&jj

jLais*-^ > y- ,’ jliijl i *jri» L^b ib-Ai JJL*!1 ilij ijl^jJl i b

^i-C <0 ,_£jcJiL^ <L»JU>51 ! f^'.i-< l«Xi> —• a

L i.^jLj^ ^y JJL*.'
1 aL~a9 &y-\~ <il^dij

|
JjLs]! <Lj^

\s\±s* <L>b ^k*j ^L>-b <0 ^Jl*J <*iJ^ ^ <L’l>
^j

1 <—y£J

* |Jwi! ddJlj ,^^U1 ^ *bJuaJ
c
j=C

4 L ,^L-J i ij^Jj

I

—

x »~<

.t *

jlrf- jL ^
i_e-^ J—a, ^y* J.' '»-^j b^-J Jjs' jSj

A^b ^7^* <
A ib

^
^^.b 1 b^-5

A-w-4 A^b ^ A A>-

b

O 1 1

^blb jL J LjJWlj Cj-i j'Jj uS J^j

^^wjbjulb ^
*."? ST' \ &j^\SZ.\ jib J ^uub/tbsz^l^ jib J
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^ ^*y^3b jib Jyli J^lj ^Ts.J

^ C— iy£>-\ iLl^yuJ^ l., — ^\j 4' \

~-
~^~i,

^-^-i-lj ^^-'1-5 ^ ,*1^ <lLJ^ ^Jfc%-j^ yJb

\\j*Jii Sk) ^JbSLj ^y ^yUl ^y^ ,

jr*>r^*
c-^-wj 0^yjzl\

U'-) y^ L^-=- Ij- cS'*""*^ cj' L/i^' cr*

^jli ^y l^i^J j_C^ <0 I
^J-«-9

<—jtyi. l_j3jj J^Lbi IfyjbysT ^IjA-sh u°j& ^jb) AJ A>- ^
*J

(_^^; L*J <05Lt y»S-t AbljUJ Aib ^jki5*- L+bj ,*Ji_'5L

^•Sl \j5Ui L_Jbli ij y&^Ll «J Alls'* 5b l-u^Lj ^aL

(J-* cJj' ^_y'
^yt

j*^ Jib t_C5t jj a5j-^ ^jlU; a!!1 ^Jt

Lbly *—i;A ao5!J vj^Jbj yi.1 aL ^!t Aj-J 1 tjj&
[̂
» JUbJlH

it JUfcyfl ^ L,Lju AiUlb Jjt Jj^ '\f$\3 ‘tjJ Jl J*, Jl&jfl

bJ Asrij) ^yu>- aLst jls^l ^ JUi < CJaj j*^b<
'-$r

z- J-^V.

J-^S V'i ’^.511 £_~*:>- w* j*_.C.v^

L

j ^yt _j_a»j jUbJlil

r
L0t i_Ox lileL ^Jt JlS y Ui oJUl^ JJl

u_£Ja! c^t £\ Ji3b c_Ox lili t?*4\

_^_Lbtj i O aJ i_^b_aLj ^yli 5 a»-\j A^bJj ^i_e. b»jtj (7)

Uli * ^1*3 aUI 'Ll i £Ji ^yb ( >y~j i»j3i uL>-5! JUuJ5H

cVj, s-\ ‘t^*5!t Ail^ iJ^t ^*as>- ^-A>-t a*3\ ^li

j)a!^
^

^Lc. '^) t L^^j aaxI t
*

^Ls'l

5! JUi <_j5!t ^wLJt ibt j*blj a!_j11 j*Ui j51il!

A^L^uS^t 2)A5!»t A-JU Ll^iLb .» t t A^ ^JbK)
l

Lgt aL) ^

t^lij t ^!aj ^y^by H Jliii aLuu^ i—5a!^ ^ L_i3 jbbb ^acr*

tylijli 4 aLJ! ibjs ^y» JUbjl't st ^~2j\ U (JIaj (._ 1*j a)
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ulUl «wll J^sxi w< JUi-ijl'l ^Ls 1

iy^V <S?.f° cT* ^

J

C/3^ ^
L'J 'v

^ ''j'*' U^*t}

)jV ^ cj^rTy^'* 'j»/^ *-r^l/* Jr*~
^

^}^J3

/
J^Aj 4^ <d!l

J KjL« 1yl$ +#\ ^z L)a Jyil! Ufcj UU^a ^1\ aL d

l dyA ' ^Jjsl Jutfj L*Jj * j*k^ *—kL- A y£jl ^y* t <A~~ A ’3
4*bAkLj

yjb aI-s-.* yS\!' k lk^*
trl.j^T

^jAs^j iyA J^i-A

ljA5j-y kJ l^hjJylJ! j*^L>ylj ^y-’ul! y-sa.' k-A c
^'*

4—S y ..« .* bA*4^ A-l L-4—£ ^ A— _J
^

< 1 .-4 ^y4*4>l.*M..^i
^ ^ I—< ks-

,

yJSj A.-—* ,« »&.« yb «xJ ^ A
. ^ !

yiS J J ^ At*- \ ^ Aj^A j-1 *jy—

*

L.Lc •* jiyjjjpl i AJS ^ JULi olLJly-isr by-kkli Jli Ajs""'*

J-*, aLLJU JJUI J\y-« yh, U ^JU 5yii3\ ^ J^,

1^' J-^i L,^' cf* y*^ J-»J
A-*J ^ Uli k_-Oy-J j^JI

^A Akl J*L*^!' y& '»*=r\y* y^V-' \^-J~’
A^

t ^
jtS**** J

^

^ by—’y^2 1 W A— ^L^y ^ Li—5 4 — J L^—5 lj L^>^yJ

— —A O.^—-’ Lj
1 ^yj^ ^ ^ |

Lx * l — ~X—
; ' ^

— .’
. A ^ * • L^—2

L_X-A.' ky AA'< ^L-i—5 <t—l^-L^» ^_'l—ij lkb* AL-s
.

'

Aj

J-JLj ^Jjj) Ji ^y-*. A»-J. C_bLwA ULi byJ^^elyljL LylJ!

<uC!, J4j^ yiLOl a^z-j j»I-^

^
A*^»

j^y-^J (j^r^ y^kklj ^fc^-yM iLwkj (-S

b —\A t- AA A— —- J ^ ^ A jd> l i
* ^4—^4^#!

»ZJ Ij

j

4^LaAJ 4 1 k—.^Aij <A--
^

^y>-yl
1 ^y* Aj Aj Lj iy)_ys5

1

A^w'yk ' ^ ^ * A^-A A AA.O iU. « £v4^Lwu! 1 —J: A 1. - | 2 \tjyA A

1 MS. #>=>1.
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\_J^j C»^CJ<J Suaj 4j*s§ a! ^ Xj&^j \ ^iUjl ^^>~j |#lj\

a.i‘jlr ^Lsr* ^lx #
UJ\ ^Ixi-i

1 ^y4 ^jyJ^ ^
^ ^

^ (_/w''^j iL>jjs?!

i_JL* (J^j^
* U*jU &a1j o ^ix

<_s i £.! J. ^lx ^ ^jLc ^llxLJ' jLJ!

L^xs-L^* ^Lx (8 ) iL^.-xJl ip^l ^j.-* i^-JLsJ\ ^JLl\ tLojl

AX-*.S‘"'lj
1 J?>~ A—

' '

gj -J j4^Lu*!^ A ^1 -

^C, L_^Jil^Jl ^-Lx A~*_-s'* i_\J. 1.^.3 ^-1 »_j L^jjj*-

**x C-- »-j' j*J C^lLn j*J lLx3
j ^f-.-

A*jl A^J 313L&'Xxl <5*ujJLUs» i__5jL<
(_j_J^ ^£3 ^1_C ^

t
^1 -3 Lt#^ t-

** •' lXxj * \
\ * A'— < " --W

1

'-A

Sr^ XS3
°. Jy> ^ ^ c,^;' ^

{mJ-
c

\J>. u'^‘»^~5

\Ji
J
i ‘

—

erf ^ **" J^j ^ c^ ^ LS^ cr’'

flili 1-5 <L*J
1 j+2 & w <LwuA-w< 1 ***?

^jJ ^ Jj'a ^jJ JfjJjl i»l^ A»-'-

^ <dJ'j
t

ixfe

^^ASJ\ *-* •)£ >' JlX^lU^/i J ^Jlil! e^UI

AU 1 ^jlx. ^^x*- _VJ aA. \j ^ -lo (^Ufcl ^ |l>- clA

a«1x i^# L*ij a!U- a^-j! »xx< 1^-, l>»jLi-iJ

^ i^y* ^J'Ty2
^^ A.rlx- <Jjx ^jix >— >~a ’

j

^ Jyi JaIj ^y* A^-l^.ri.1 yj. LL£i 4-ix Vj^-ju
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^ ^ J*m*l 5
y

<U*X
I C*~*^ ^

l
^v)^^**"*-***

^y Sa^st* ^4^mJ \j~+\ l^-J SL1\ ^L:

^<3 4 iwJ jKt+2- \ l^-w C

t^r' y jWj ^
^ L"w ^ i^»

Ax.1 c_<^

^ A>-l^ ^ *iij li ^«! <-!/“ (^5^ (_)^^

o
j
j ji ^ liw-« *

i^i y*

^
^

y

j

(Jj~ {^y^

p

^ ^ IS
j

^Jtyx^»- li

<*JL\ L*^j>-lj j*XxL< Jk!^ AjciL^* ''yt*Z2~\ ^ yiii t_£Jj

j~*i\ <-Z-~J \ts^j£>~ y ^AlaLJ\ jJj \yu\j* <iL«l*^
l̂

s» ^~a

^J»l**4*!^ b«Aj^
t ^ ^L->< ^l.

;
.. ll ' 1

^
1— ’

, 1 «J ~j -A-*.? t iyyjlj

Am«j o *££?*j ^y* J-^y ^lwo*J^ J
(

C_?^Jb

^JlS* A*uiJ j^*-
^

^/>j i^L$" (_L^« L*^-J
(Jyy° ^y* t—

-

n)

t ^ OiL*!^
^»
1 «^

*

»>i9 O^WM' * aLxO ^lr~rl *t*1 1 bl^aLt]

L ^y 0*^«) ^y
^jdywtasl iSxj

^
J yj <Umi

* *- c**^ ttXi^* c *J • <C—j ^ yt* J-»V'

O1-

_/*^ ^jj CjCUil JibJl ^
<ul*lb i_£L«^ ,x>-! icUs^^ ,_>yU ,4^1^! ^ ^^s'l j*^«

4£L*-*M <iLuiij joj—;lij^»i'l j^c 'yL*«s <^-2)
^ yyr^

S>XxJ ^-1 yj L " jL<
pj

AJxmJ jJm.Z 4—jL«0 iA^» \zy \jMjJy
|/"t^

CUvll? ^n»>- ^y
^L*-*l—

j ^y ^
ju ‘ S: ‘

\
y\

<l-I»^ ^1\ ^Jz ij\ y&, c5^
<Ua3. (9)

j.r.a.s. 1895. 27
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cS %jAS- ^)LiJ

L*!lc <Lli <Ui ^rsoxs ^LxJ ^*xc

a!. a^uA li^34^i ci ^ST^XJ iLili

^am9 ^^3 ^ ^ ^
^ gl

^ ^. )
A£ ^ l**3 £ »

4^-W-^i
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i^--
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^ A
^ J ^ljix«»jl tt,AA
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4
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|
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1
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^
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,'wu.L
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J *

Jj_£ jJ L*j_»
(

-L

jir

vi*^ ]
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l.fl?-
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9
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:U <Uuj^ c-^j l)^ UI5 ^jyL\
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^L? j\j* *Z>£.\% 4?^ Li>\ &L*
^J\

^iL) ilJjf Jot-* *5
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XwJ X /t* • ^ ^
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|^«J wi-J«« ju^us.-^ Jjl*J! ^LkLJl (10) 4j&.

4-J1 oj-jl, i,L*il ^J^i Laj r
3

>.\.A -T-* ^Lki-uJ! i^nJLO <L3 .jJ^ 'Uils <$J C^jLlA LjjJI

^r' (^ ^-*s crir^y* cr^-' 1 l— cr cH^

Ui.; ^U-L*’ ^ ^ ^_) ; J

1

. clUI

<-i w»Lsh

^1 ml \ 1 '-V***' ' <uljj

1 5i«.
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V-J b jJ-5 ^llaL^w
^

^jC?'jJL \

jUi ^ JUi.* lJl!\ ^kc^ *j\ Jj

cJ S^xkJ
(T^^*

^

xs?**'\ JLJ1 s^\ ^j\ ^ ^u*us* s^\

<uLj O
(

^£j1 Ajs'**'
4
^ ^>, JUJ1 <Ja* jus^li ^jU

J

<Ll-*£>" ^y§
*J} \^

^ J ^ ^
f

^)l V?1 *m! 1 L*J-S

< >UatA^ o j’f'^*^ AS“*^! ^yo
lt
jr^>~ <)dJl Jjlfcj!

1

£iySX*J\ i^Ls“\ W AjA^s! LA-Oli a3^ w*ls^ jA«xl Ul^^y

, A*jj t_ClJ AUi U^ysAJ LA-o^ Ia£ 1>»-Sy ^\ «A_-‘ys:'
u

i_* A-b^Is ^!1*j aL!\ uLj |li C-XJj *li-J\

a1!\
\^y* y j*L*j ^1- t..

caUI^L-j! ^jLts? Lt^jj ]Ls! Ajul^l i^CIj tA-0^* ^Jl*J

^•AjJ^ii^ ^Jj c^yJ^ £AfX^ A*..»»'

l ^
^
y\ A-A l^y \^x.*j l.->LJ? ^yyy*!l

y Asti
^ t ^-»- A^»>*» ^ ^ C. ^lj 1 ~ '

|
si ^.

‘

—

- ^
t
AaI v. " .-Aj . »- A*4w 1

^4 <»»1^ ^IWU
'

^j}
*<J

1
ykj

1 j.'iVn^.< \ ,_^jjl yt A*,s^ ^UaL.1^ ,^AaJ1 Ajs^"^! *Ia«j y»\ ^jJ!

J jUM i-JXaI' aU-Lo ^UaLuJ\ (jy Uli * j*Lc^ a11^ y.}^ ^
A^i^ST^ >~ \ i^« l-^#^ l-J

^
^--O^LwaA# A>“1^*

^
J ^ Aa!*A L."—A^>-

*• Ajj

^y Aas'* ^mVonll yl jSb% ^,l\aL>.n (^y* <^»laL*uSl , »- AajI

^j\ j»y\jl 1j) AA*1|« jJ^s)! jJjklj y
\ A^>l^C^ ^y-fcM^S' i

"^jLa-L-

;

^UaLJl ^UaLJ^ J-x.La-jI ^LkLJl ^ Jy

> MS. S,siUl1.

J MS. wUJl-
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^ A>* ' w • ^ ^»
jmi 1 iJ—i 1 • •

* cajL* y <L^ ijlj

^llal^M.S ^ Juu ^%ljj ^1!sLa*J 1 oy b3-J

<ul Jj Jjll? aa« <d jJj o UjU^
*J>j

cT* ir^' ‘-r^ jWj J' !y=r V* A" cr* o' ^ ^V
O^ o *iW *w ^

^
^IV>1 i<«»1 1

S_CJ jk.< JXcLi iyl£ ^L: SpaJI <Cw< *_^iki jL) ^jj\ ^l.laLuH

J^\ (11) JUI
'J, Jj^\ ULLLJ\

~

r
\

jj

JL^W-Im.' t,0 *.u l ^ bj'm'** *S £
‘ 4 l-£

^
^yjLwi*]

^
^
g3 ^ ^

'Nfc^
? ^ •

*> ij
,

^*4* «!* '

^rHj yrr*-' Jxsr* J~jjli ijl£ J-2^ ( £-' ji-j

^IkLuJ! uJOl p>j\ 4! Jli. Jliw* <UL«

^ 1 ^ ^ inl^? - 1 ^ taX*fc

J' A? a^*J' ^1 \£jj^ ^

^Jjj^ a*a ^liW 1 *m,1
\
j<\jb\ a—?* v^-^—

*

^

—

sj\ o ^jJo

'—*'?? ^ Jy ^
' »Aj '''^J *~»)y ^y k o^ ^W' Ayr

yL* U! ^ t^wJ 1^.xSCLu<u4 J A?^ ^ «m A-^-Sr'^
\J?~

^ ^

J Ul; j^ju«9 j ^j\ , U-Jo Jb ^ £ A- *1

jLll Jj jjlsxi Lyh ^ Ly A^i. lob^^ -^y>-

1*4^ & <0^/4^ t ,o<i^ L
|

—
»y

> ^ X-)

U-^Sa A^Jti <UJ yfc AJm£ ^jCj aLJI ^Jjb\

y? 1 *<.»! \ *s~ 1 <.*^1
^ ^jj ^jjj^>~ jL^ ^ <cJ \

^ixi jjlLLJl ^Lc. <0 ^3

A ^ ^
jIm". l>iy.l

^

^
%mmm

)

/4 3 <^J ^ <LlJ*-

* Aks^ c;\LLJ\ *Ac ^Syi
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A'^*-^** ^ ^ . .

*

!< Uli

aaLI a^)\ b ^ JlJLs 4 ; Vi IaJI *py#

^ A*J <a^o! L*^ lil A>-S ^

j^.J^
^b^***9 ^y***'*^ ^

^l*i-A**J

A-A~li 31* c.^~£- ^laLJlj A^sr* ^**31 £_>Uj

^ ijt*3l ^\j i’jlc 3 <LLLJb A^sr*

<xo9j <£lij L-i^LiJl u^3jj tJ'
:5r/^ ^as> ^ <—^LiJ!

i.
~ jL< +j w &xj3^ ^ lii-^j l^L? lj^«a Lo ^UsLmJ^ a3* * ,jaLa*

Aa*«#J A-*aaa11
|*V.^

^1w«*J ^)l*4*«*L»*> \

^ *Lcl ^*1]^ jyi A/ti 1 A^KS''* ^llaLuJ^ OaL* *J

^ A*^ ^ILLJ} ^Jy A*^* UILU\ d^b L*l-*

A^.S'* ^Lk*1**) y-A^i 3J #^L«3^ A-.X--3 if ^

lAaL* tLwj tCj-ji <L*J ^
^L-# *, o A?

•
^Ha^+J \

A.*a«o
J^'jy^} ^ Iral^ M, ) ! b A*J yj

% Ĵ*J*+*3 j£j£- fctSm1

j
2f A** L^J

t- ^1^4.1
^
^jJ A^Xau^I ^ ^J>«w>^

AaUJ ^ILiLaaJ ^ 4,'J
^

A* o • ^Ju2J

iLdiLuJl ^1

'C’tl-j
viT*

^^LaaJI

u^LLiil c-OwJl cJ-^2^ (12)

iA^lj o ^Jw-*-Jll\ A^-»-j ^Lc J^Xau^

^
y^" l^i • iOyAu^iJ 1 ts^-# 1 &aL y^“^ ^

^
|»ll"?l 1 <L»1^

Ci . .^Ia oVa l
^

^
^
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‘VX-* HUw
1

4,w*j Xi< 1 J ^ ^ ^ ^ sJ^4- ^ ^ >«!.* • ^ ^ • »-5L'
W

•
-J ~ > y * j > >> > > • >

Jcs:"

' iL*^l la .! \ w* *1—.*• <lU^ Jl* jJ i,\j)

J

» -Vs- vi *>»i ,w» v_>' -A-' ^ ys~i «ax#« A#* Jvsr
' '*~

(

^x! jU o^V 40^ tjjwviM ^^all

j*J (JyV. |d—>j drr'~ All!
t^““' *-j (_>^i

jJuS a! L^j CJ2 J A- ~v- L_l! j£ A-« »J &.+T-1 lj ^ ^..'t.X
-
.! ^1-A \j

S

JU. cJ3j^ (jJbJI &J, <Li\j iL) J 5 JUi Jjv,

Ak-_- (_£ iAi ^Li-1 (jJ cJjyill y&lk ^>1

fc£
*

t l *
^

y

*—' i AJ "•*-
^ ^A | ^ J 1*

*» * L^wJ AJtlxAj
^ ^ A

t

^A.^- bwJ

aUM ^:J a l J) tyjj j*Ji\ uJj Ll^l\ *SJ! ilkcl

\_jLs. L*J»5 \yg^-yJ - (mXJ ^Li ^JvSlxAA

^ if a!» £ AXJ ^ yl AJ • 1 ** —\J *AA^#** ^

4
'** -< Ax# w>^ A# i ArttxJvtk#?

^
-~ A# AA^> • iA A#i> w fcX^w’#

kj*^ ^ ^
AaLs-Ij yfclls ^ ^jLc ^Ij: LA^*- yT^

^>l!s ^ ^r
*li ^ ^jli <ol' J1 J^a:

^ ^ ^ J &3^&<toA/4 i ^ ^ »-X-^ 1

^ ^u^5 jLM j AxuJO ^^s-A Aaj A#i# ' v—.’

'
*.' I

vs-Uff ^ *j iysjLi ^,«ay
'

jJjbU^Jfclls ^v) ^#«Ui k»_^iJ Juxi

1 MS. omits ^L.
2 MS. |4fv> 4i#•.

3 MS. omits j.
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,_£a1! t_jb ^Lc i ijlLst yfcj ^Jtd!
(

j+*a&-

iyObj &—.&* Isjy 33yy dly y»!-c ^1!
t

_^Jo j—3! A-j ^ysC

£_-—j \-*1j <Ua>-'j ^y ^1*1 ^£*3! ^-^s-Ls y*a3
j*j ^13

^-4ms L* Jojti ^y y^j jJfclls ^y ^1*1 ^jf/^ <J"^

lj ,l& a!-3! liT
1*

J7y
s”

ll^'^ ^•jisC* l_33o lijXMis*

i_j Ayt-j ^daLJ! <L3j <U*La dJy-*3! j3L ^gll j*jr yJ j-Jjj ^1!

^ILUI ^Ac ti ald^ j^Jb 1—^-.s^
2'''®! AJ Aji) A-J! |*ycs Jjl£

^)l-i-d—

J

^IWl - *3 ' ^y ^

yMS*- ^ll?l .**J ! A-j! *

—

~<

TC. -+,.-) \-i3«9 ^*^3 ! C pXlO J ! ^A—-'- ! L_^- A

!o! i__5jL*! 1 i’jlc d—s^!_j iLs?^! ajAsa! <lJ! ^y. <tj}!y

isAi^d! j! ifyaJ! k_rJial L#3 i»ijL*Jl t—dy! ^y£\)j 3A* Jly LiiiJ! <uLc.

\j <dJ3s^ 8i^£>j 1-3 y~* a.»<—* ^I Vjl -** 1 ! a^** it3

1

cujy\\ Sh jiLs j*J 3byy 3!L* iLLclj Lie it*^^ (13)

A*ir* ^IkLoJl y ^Led—
)

^llal—d! ^yj uS«LjU ^r''* (Jyj ^
U! s^> <3 jjliii d«! <d (J~a»- <L»j£j]) <3 Jua^ jJ-J ^lii-d!

t wl*S ! * t-11JyXJ Aj 0)Ld! 1
'
: (--d! ^)*2J 3J

^ JLuuJ

^ 1
<3— g’

1 ’^
SJ
)

li-s:
*,:^ (i-)1 J-3J 1j AJ

U_£L«j <U--<a>- ^ ^L: U^ J-«j^ <^s

1
1-3^’

t y ^y 4-fcl.a
t ^3— aU ^ * tL*-y ol-^n yy 0-1-3!

^-l! ti *o^«aj ^ ^j-1! ly
(

^yJ! u^~*

^,UaLuJ! l ** jL< L4J0 1
^

a.' li ju^Lmj a) » id—ujj « « id—j i
, «

AiJaLuJ! ^L^d—iys*^ Ay—)li iJAdal—o ^-~i.n-i.V A—r—

;

^llaLJ! <Ld!j i'A-« ^Aol^y A-t-s'* j^A-d! <Ly^)l ^,L»j!

1 MSyUslI.

* Sic.
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All ^ Ju^ ^j\bl *m« 1 *-.' L ^
J

i
'
s~0“+i

d «X-« w • i -*b-^
j

s—^li .-J
1 ^ sy>-\ iSxj +> i—

>

* - °-i- i’Jui A^.'.» -'A»« ,»^A4m1 Sj*s*\ uU-L. ^*u»kH 3j!\iy

ji.j^ cr*^'

X+s** y ;_jll <j~ai <uij ^ Jjlxll u_£L*J' ^ ^U-Lo

r
^l\ ^IkLJ! <-A$

Lir**^
x

A)3^ vJ^"’ ‘W' nrV (J'r
’•'••' J-*-^' f

yjOjib j£&a!\ *—j\'yZ X*s<* '"-^V. jij^

fa!*?** jZ * 1 *' C-^««) 1 ‘ • <~‘
1 i- ~ AMI \ ' 3 w Lw- <

^

iJut.1

2
i'J <Cy^y ci-ctkaj^ ,^X«J! A^s"* ^**<1!

ji l •* jL« *,' tA—

j

i A.< u«, Jjlxl! C— C^r£'U-j

* 4
1 <U?yi] A-i.^ iXi.^ 3*bt

ijJ
*** ^ <' ^

<0 b#J J«

i «x! •• b ^L*4*-*-1—«j
^
A-JL»4w!b l —

^

\ b**J aL*! \

\ ^ ^ by?buJ 1 J >
k—^>a»« 1T».5T^ Ij

\
^ b^ikii-^b tOv< 1 \y*a^ <\^i

ci dJJl Vylscul ^^y-7.9 LiJj j^*^’>:

^
^

lj Alj
^J\ ^ ^l&3 j^A>J ^51

<dl\ JJii LA-jli i_£! J ^i. ^ ^ U <df-*i

1 MS.yJjlI^l.
2 MS. «>ji.
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j
A-.-) j*£- ^-^-y CJ

wV^ jLM ^Jxj

^ ^aly! ^UaLJl ^Jiyi LiU j~*b\ aJyc j*J «jJ..

(«i-**2£7 L_£)j tX**K'* j*J_j (J«yt_p«JI

i-S^J t j ^-‘^—»J 1 « Sj \j % IL’ -> »
> ^Jp<

<I_|1

aImaII o Lii-^j ^ pXp—p! 1
^

^l. ,

'

«-
‘*

pp< ^ (14)

t—»^*_j <^y* cJ^J j*;***: ~

o)b bjU aLJ! ^ (j***-®^
(
^-£ iy^J^ L^-vlCs

^IkLJl ji^*^ \J^ y tiA5 l^-i <uls

wp(pJ 1 ^ - * ‘ ‘ allien L
^

^J yj

y

tOk— \ ^AA«J2jJ w\Jw>^ ^
'^jj\

^Ju Jj^ j~+\ aj ui^o jJj ^ *•[**£

* LmJ <) \
^ILLJ \

* JUi-

^y ^VpttpJ***: ^j\ 1-t1 p.u ! ^

^y ^**A
5

^llalpuJl tU)!« ^ O yj lpuu]^

^y ^ILLJl < -*- \ .^«H

t*'

S\ .11

jU\

1 4*2J d-os_' a , 'i j’+'Sit \* i -
'

1

y ^ ApJij^

^ ^/J ' J}*5
.? jV^lj

^1*»»Lj jy
^UaLuJI iwii &A.sr* <4/^

ijU*>*pu*j x*j c’Ow) A*p«-s]l a!xj J_j! 'ii-%j^j

^
^puwpS^! < 4pp*j ^-4*1-5

^»
)Lu*l ^ ^l-pis! l

^
p*rw

^ c*~~~

vXlcj c_yi |*jL< (Jp-sy i'^K iL^ls^ aliXIlj \jj$2c? ^L^is <L)!y

a.|»s~
1 cJt^? (J-* i^y (*

/*^ ^11 si .. ' i3yj aJ^yj

» -llal Ap*-sT* 4j^*3-j l—
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^J\ Jy-y' Jwj*i j*il\ j*r^

c/*
>X^S'* ,_/Aj j^s^'S

Jj ^><**^* '

t^l 1 ti
|»

ALC

!aa ^1 Jjs! ijl^j L_.*^h J^*>-s'* <__,'lp-lj

Jj*j i__iXi ‘Kj*l! fLil ^ ^
jL*!l Iajsj ^ j^lio

iLJj Ujl, Iaj! S *^i> 1 a&. *__S!j ^a^>

C,'!^ii
XJ' Ji^AJ u\j jXs^ JJj 0.=£^ J'j AiL* U ,y=X

(J^-jyll '^!li j*J ,J-JLi 1} 1 job j*s. L»U ^UaluJI blc
j A^ -

lioo ^ ilj 3^4 ^Jp.'T po9 A?
, J l • Ijj j*

1* -
' ^ A^J jXJ * to*'

' ^
,*Ap4J

Ulfl laj a*j o2^.C*j <lJ! jJj-jyl \aj!

<ajI* l-jLjs! a,! ^1! <t!yy J-j al»IS1 ‘Lj\ aLJj

-\ * • l.
1*^... 1 L *' — - --• &3y* L , 14b A't- ^ A^oS"* * -

j»«Jb|yj! JkLJl i>jo« c^LsX\ <JoLJ ^1! <tL)Uj

A^.-S'* ^0*il^4 ^Ju»..T ft. ^ *»S A-Aft) 1 ^ .' t « ^

ApKS'* i i Al lL—
O

|» pA^yJ 1 j**s**\ t ^LmAjL ^ Lb ^

o«^l
5!y

<-r? '^ A^sr* j+sti\ ca?U« L*jj al»j yioA <woL>- 1 ' ii

A^-S** ^IWl .,. ! ' *o l ^
, t L ,4 . b

A

j 1 1 (Cc4- ^ ^.’1 ?A*J

(JjaIs^”^ <)A3A lA'^Ij ^jJl

^"T’ '
A^sr* jl^*' CA-^V X * 4-0- A^--

J^ac? uX'A ALxi A^s''*^-^*^ il>.l JotJ ^Lrc^j ^1!

^ ^
'! ^^5 ^ l

. 0^4
‘

* T^7 ^ ^ ^ I

(—jui »*.« jL ^^jLJ c.y< a*j As- 1 <u ; L.> 1'

^3' iyli Ji'^lii UL* L_oo«A ^***
;: ^y* lt' l

5^

1 MS. i^.1
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AaL^^- j^yfclyl ^ ^ l a .

1

Aii! i_-~wj ^c ^IUa^J aLJI *lyuillj
,
L«Jj»!1

^U-li t_£3i JylLsj aJI l^Lsyi l^Lib^J bjl^1
* aLJI ^y£-

(JfSXMst S IjJ^ A>^1 L_--'iI? ^l£*«Jl Ijji ^jl^Sj j^l

Uilj ^'U <i ^jLc ^jSJ A^il j^sT 2j <~Sjt^

j*£i 1 £^1a ^Jil Aili^ ^^yblyl 1^1 l-VA .) £Al*2.4il Jjj-S l^Xc

\jL&ji A 1LJ 1 Ai ^y>s>-
!

^jy*Jars^j l__iyl/*l 1 A-l 1
1

^y/fcl*i*J

<oU>-l JjlH t— lyb-li <__>l*s!b

j^>~ Ail Si
j

*gJl c^iblj jJ (__>ljjsll 1 ajs> j_/iw-j Lli ^a*!! A^s^*

i^s^°
^ i^jst aLa^- i_i ^y A« * <• 1 £jJj

l^ly 1 a Lj Ax. s k*s^
^ ^

1

1 y~.«^y £y^- 1^ 1
,_.

»-<

o Ij^ .Jh-d l Ltlj o
1

p
a- » * 1*1.>-a«

£^.cyj lj ^ 1 i cAj ^-y f * 1 1 * 1 • . I 1

ijlLJ j^^l tA'V. (^ ^=*- ajIs^I ^ A^cl*;*-. y* l^i

j—^*j ^y ly^j-5*- [**j
aIJI ^11 »—

^j£ *
'

* •< Ij
‘ ^ * lA-J 1 1^1 *.3 ) )1 a!^^" ^ *>! 1 IaImmC^I 1 ^ ^-

• A

£y! aL-, 1 Ail ^aji (_5A^ait* L*i Ij^J Ci-^Lyj ^31i l_£1a

IjUi Jj ( £!jo iyj'A.aJ |*ii Is^5 Ai i’lAi J-tfl_j <3y^ <d

l ^1 A li A 1LJ 1 t»i 1^
ii 1 1 1 Ajj lia2—^

C

Aj 1

^lyillj^ ^JLO' aUIj ly^j !a! i il>-lj IjJus i £!UU ^1 <0 IjlUi

t_cL>- Uli i cLs-5 aLJI a^aj a*,< ajlj jaLj < £>! j*-li*ll

i'l^-Jlj 1a-w^j iaaaL>- ai <ui-c'j c_J

C

j! ^11 J^,l <d lyii

1 ,_Jj aL3J 1 £ AJ£ i»i A>- 1 lil J Ai Ij A^i_c
1^
AAjJ

1 ^y*

aJI J«jjlj ^~Ax.j Ls:^® aLJI aL>-a5j aJI cy^
4

j
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Lkli ,Jjbl AiLkS^-j ^y* <LcL*>5>-

Uli Jjli o ^osT byils.) IjLsj Iki

L— O 3 $y£ ^y~*J lJ"*** J^"^
* ^

«^x*J^ jx*!\j jiLM \yy. l—Cj £jli£ L*1j

^ y3 £ Luax!^ J*XS.' ^»jS9 L- -^v1 ^i-S; ! X3
>

^ ^
^
•
jXjLtJ J+J

^a-5 ^J-X* ^XjX**» L'y^- C
.

^r^' ^ w --— ^

LfcLj a!1 £yS*\ LXXXj
j ^y {X^x*

3

uJ3i St *1 jJ u-C jj

xLa* ^ i ^ J ^ .».>o**) ^ 1 w
j ^ i *y^ ^ 1

X/**S'* ^Xj x!j ^X&j ^X*& lx#^J 1

^jll^ 1 «.*» ^

j+£ ^^

^

1 1

(JjUl! L-^LJl ^ ^U-Jwj ^liaLJl ^ ^aausw ^UaLJl ^ X*^:'*

^. ,
l^* - . , . ^ cU U <0^aX*4m 1 ^ |Xl^* iw'^A«wX }Xau< tC’# » ,»^ Xw '

<L-i i\\ ijSj Xis^ ^I-LIamM (16) ^Li^L-j

O*.' LXwhwM iXi Cl <L‘^X^ £yjst^l ^jr-# <0Uwj X>- \ oJ*4*i lU^fil

LX>3 l/tj ^ ** X*J &
,
L* j!

^ ^
C—«? "* ^

L^»U»j o ^AM^f ti Jj 3I0 j c^Lsr4^

^aa—

<

2§t) *l-j! ^ ^ O ^yu^- Xi^ £X%J

oilj ^i^ll

jJ« ll/*
j

»{^-; j4^ X*-' j*J j*-^'x>-lj

^y ^jA3 <Lu*ix» J^lj 'iXaij X

^ <^^a5
j#-Jj1

^3yJ ^y j^f
^Lal^ Jjil

l^_C~ A~rJ l
j
< l £ jiLJI '^.IaaaI iH

1 Sie.
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^ j-IaJ ti *r4-2'

(Jia^
1
L*Jj iXiL* Ag=«- !•jiL«j c_i3 j \jijxi

<Lli ^£|£i i*r~* A^L*

iLJj
j*j
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CORRESPONDENCE.

1. The Burmese Hitopadesa.

Wadham College,

February 12th, 1894.

Dear Sir,—I shall be obliged if you will permit me to

ask a few questions from our members, and especially those

in Burma, regarding what is commonly known as the

“ Hitawpadetha ” (Hitopadesa), which was published in

Burmese, at Rangoon (with other matter), in 1881, and

translated by me in the Indian Magazine in 1887.

It purports to be a direct translation, from the “Thintha-

garaik” (Sanskrit), of that portion called “The acquisition

of Friends,” but differs considerably from the versions

generally known. As far as the end of the story of

Dirghakarna and the Yulture (Jalatta) the resemblance

to Johnson’s version is strong, and it appears that many
parts are literally translated, but, after this point, though

there are one or two similarities, it is clear that, if the

translation has been continued, and it is not merely the

work of a Burmese compiler, there must have been a

totally different Sanskrit version.

Parts of the Hitopadesa are quoted in the “ Mani-ratana-

pon,” a historical work, edited by the Abbot Candalaiika

in a.d. 1781, but they differ slightly from the version

published in 1881.

J.K.A.S. 1S95. 28
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The questions I would ask, then, are :

—

1. Who was the author of this translation ?

2. When and where did he live ?

3. Are there any other Burmese versions ?

4. Is there a Sanskrit text to be found in Burma?
5. Is there a version peculiar to Southern India or else-

where from which this has been taken ?

This version should contain the following stories :

—

1. The elephant who was killed by jackals.

2. The hermit and the Kinnarl.

3. The story of Prince Srigutta.

4. The story of the thrush (?) and the kite.

5. The frog who killed the lion.

6. The quick-witted monkey and the crocodile. 1

7. Guttaravasi, the merchant who was lost by the mutiny

of his crew.

One remarkable fact about the Burmese version is, that

it is perfectly free from anything that is indecent.

Yours truly,

R. F. St. Andrew St. John.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

2. Setebhissara.

37, Nordre Fasanvej, Frederiksberg, Copenhagen.

Feb. 4th, 1895.

My Dear Sir,—I am inclined to agree with Mr. St. A.

St. John in referring the inscription of the gold leaf scroll

found at Rangoon to Binya Nwe, “commonly known as

Rajiidirit (Rajudhirilja),” if his father teas the only one

called “ Lord of the white elephant,” for I think now that

the expression setebhissara (which is as good Pali as sct'i-

bhissara) really must be dissolved into seta+ ibha+ issara

= lord of the white elephant, and not into Setebha+ issara,

1 This is not the same ns Vanarinda-jataka.
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as there is no people or land called Setebha. And when

Biuya Nwe is styled rajadirit=rajadhiraja, and is said to

have taken possession of Dagun, now Rangoon, and to have

devoted his latter years to religion, this tits well with the

inscription in which he is called raja sabbaiajissaro, etc.,

and ratanattayamamako, saddhasaddho, etc. If kupati

cannot be taken as a noun proper, as you think, it will

very well do to understand it with the same meaning as

bhiipati= the sovereign of the land.

As for the scroll, I remember the late Mr. Norris, qne

day in 1858, bringing it to the Asiatic Society’s Rooms for

my inspection. He had himself gone down to Professor

II. II. Wilson, at the East India House Library, to fetch

it. Mr. Norris was a very conscientious man, and I am
sure he himself would have taken it back again to the East

India House. I suppose, therefore, that it must now be kept

either in the India Office Library or in the Indian Museum

attached to it.—Believe me, dear Sir, yours siucerely,

Y. Fausboll.

3. The Yidyadharapitaka.

Dear Sir,—It may not be without interest to the readers

of the R.A.S. Journal to notice a citation and short quo-

tation of the Yidyadharapitaka contained in the Adikarma-

pradipa (MS. R.A.S. Cat. by Cowell, and Eggeling, No. 69,

and Minayef, Recherches sur le Bouddhisme, trad. Assiez

de Pompignan, dans Musee Guimet).

The so-called Yidyadharapitaka has hitherto only been

known through “ Hiouen Thsang’s Life and Travels ” (see

St. Julien’s translation, i. 159, ii. 38, and S. Beal’s Fo-

Koue-ki), and more recently through I-tsing’s translation by

M. E. Chavannes, pp. 101, 102,
“ Les prieres magiques

se disant en Sanscrit p’i-t’i-t’ouo-louo-pi-ti-kia (Yidya-

dharapitaka). La traduction de p’i-t’i (VidvaJ est prieres

magiques, t’ouo-louo (dhara) signifie tenir dans les mains,
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pi-ti-kia (pitaka) signifie recueil. II faut done dire : le

recueil de prieres magiques.”

The St. Petersburg Dictionary, smaller edition, gives the

word Vidyadharapitaka, followed by the sign ? In the

larger edition is added the note :
“ Yidyadhara Pitaka (vie

de Hiouen Thsang, 159), doubtless a mistake for Dharani

Pitaka, as is the reading in Hiouen Thsang, ii. 38. To

judge by the index it is this last which is wrong.” And
surely enough the index under Dharani Pitaka has, “Head
Yidyadhara Pitaka (Kin-tckeou-thsang).” But the above-

mentioned passage in M. Chavannes’ important contribution

establishes clearly enough that in this instance the St.

Petersburg Worterbucb. is wrong.

The few lines of Hiouen Thsang concerning the Yidya-

dharapitaka are worthy of inquiry and discussion, as they

are, nowadays, the very basis (alas ! insufficient) of the

historical scheme about the Buddhist Mahayana canons.

What are the facts about the Vidyadharapitaka (Dkaranl-

pitaka) and the equally obscure Sarnyuktasamcayapitaka ?

Dr. Kern, in his wonderful sketch of Northern Buddhism,

has tried to explain names and things with a most reliable

carefulness
;

I dare not say always with a definite certitude.

The problem is a very hard one, and a large part of the

work is given to theory. Perhaps it may happen that Dr.

Kern’s hypothesis will be confirmed by a further examination

of documents, and if so, no one will be more glad than

myself, as the story of Ulna and Mahayana becomes far

more intelligible if we are duly authorized to accept the

conclusions of the Dutch scholar.

“ In Hiouen Thsang we find a very important statement.

He tells us that at the Council of liiljagrka, immediately

after the death of the Buddha, five Pitakas wmre composed,

that is to say, the three official or canonical ones, and besides

them the Samyukta Pitaka and the Pitaka of Dharani’s,

which he elsewhere mentions under the title of Yidyadhara

Pitaka. This statement of the Chinese pilgrim is quite

true, if only its true meaning be grasped. There is not

the smallest ground to suppose that the charms were younger
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than the Suttas, the Vinaya, or the Abhidharma. "Whether

the collection of them, as we now have it, is as old as that

of the three Pitakas can neither be proved nor disproved

till it has been edited. . . . The Pitaka of the DharanI’s

corresponds to the Atharva Veda, just as the three others

correspond to the three other Vedas . .
.” 1

The passage of the Adikarmapradlpa which is the subject

of this letter, is a very short one
;

it occurs at the end of

the work in a somewhat diffuse explanation of Tantra ritual

and Vinaya precepts. It runs (fol. 1 2a in fine)—
Na mandracittena sarvadii muditacittena niipvanyacittena

:

tathii coktam Vidyadharapitake

:

Tapiis tapamsi sarvani dlrghakiilakrtanyapi

Anyacittena mandena sarvani bhavati nispkalam

Punah pradayavelayam

ityadi saddharmasvadhyayadina piirvaratram jiigarika

karttavya.

It is unnecessary to point out the very common character

of this idea. I think I have read it several times already,

presented in the same or quasi the same terms, especially in

the Bodhicaryavatara by Qautideva, a.d. 6U0 (edidit

Minayef)

—

Tapiis tapamsi sarvani dirghakiilakrtany api

Anyacittena mandena vrthaivety aha sarvavit.

(B.C.A. v. 16.)

I am, of course, not able to say whether the writers

of the Adikarmapradlpa had in their minds the same

Vidyiidharapitaka of the Chinese pilgrims. There may
be many Vidyadharapitakas. A Vidyiidharapitaka (dharanl-

pitaka) is properly a basket of books or special works

(like Sutras or Sastras in Brahmanical schools) for the

use of men directty engaged in magical business. The

Vidyadharas are not only " himmliche Boten” or “ Engel,”

but also “ des porteurs de prieres magiques ” (compare the

meaning of the word “ vidvan ”
in Tantra rituals).

We have (Cambridge, Paris, Calcutta) several collections

1 Kern’s ‘ Buddhismus,’ i. 510 and foil.
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(samgraha) of Dhiiranls and Hrdayas which can claim to

the title of DharanI or Yidyadharapitaka. Like writers

of similar handbooks the editor of Hiouen Thsang’s Yidya-

dharapitaka (used or referred to in the Yiharas visited by

the pilgrims, and compiled at an uncertain date) had, for

the completion of his work, to correct every Mulatantra

approved by the regular schools Mahasamghikas, Yogacaras

(see Wassilief’s Buddhism). Every Buddhist work has

been canonical and worshipped as “word of Buddha”
(Buddhabhasitam) by some part, not in every case known,

of the Samgha.

Employing the word Pitaka in this historical sense, it

appears that Yidyadharapitaka would include all the reliable

works of mediaeval times which could have been classified

amongst the Yogatantras (compare Pahcakrama, ii. 1).

In the actual state of our knowledge it would be

unwise to say more. The DharanI and the Yidyadhara-

pitaka seem to be different names for the same thing. Can

it be affirmed that some Dharanlpitaka or Tantra Samgraha

has been promulgated by the Mahasamghikas of Rajagrha,

together with the three Catholic canonical baskets? Nobody

can yet hope to have a certain opinion on this point. To

repeat the very words of Dr. Kern, “ Niclits kann weder

bewiesen, noch widerlegt warden ehe die sanskritischen

und chinesischen Texten edirt sind.” The only disputable

point is the very “ vraisemblable ” opinion of Dr. Kern.

Our Tantra and DharanI collections are not so modern as

it has been said
;
they have in the Atharvamantras in the

Kangikasutras a very old and classical prototype. Both

Tantra and Atharva manuals have, I daresay, the same

origin, and that a contemporaneous one.

It is established by the present notice that the Vidya-

dharapitaka is not, as MM. Roth and Bohtlingk seem

to be persuaded, a word fancifully elaborated by Stauislas

Julien, or Chinese writers.—Yours respectfully,

Louis de la Yallee Poussin.

Ghent University.

Feb. 22ml, 1895.
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4. Chinese Biographical Dictionary.

Dear Sir,—Would )
rou allow me to call the attention

of your members to the existence, in the Society’s Library,

of a very valuable biographical dictionary ? It is usually

known as the Shih-hsing-pu, but is entered in the published

catalogue (J.R.A.S. 1889) by a fuller title, “ Li-tai-ming-

hsien-lieh-nu-shih-hsing-pu,” a biographical account of

successive generations of illustrious men and virtuous

women. As the word men has been omitted in the cata-

logue translation of the title, and the fuller title used in

the catalogue is unusual, the existence of this important

book may easily be overlooked. It is not in the University

College collection.—Yours faithfully,

E. H. F.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER

(January, Febroary, March, 1895.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

15th January, 1895.—Lord Reay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Madame Ragozin,

Miss Kennedy, and

The Rev. W. G. Shellabear

had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. Hugh Raynbird, Jun., gave a description of a

Collection of Models of Implements, Weapons, Utensils,

etc.
;
and of MS. Books of Grammar, Music, Folklore, etc.,

from Chota Nagpur, which were shown at the meeting.

12th February, 1895.—Lord Reay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. Kunwar Kushal Pal Sinha,

Mr. George Phillips,

Mrs. Mabel Bode,

Mr. C. Otto Blagden,

Major W. Livermore,

Mr. Hugh Raynbird, Jun.,

Mr. Diwan Tek Chand, and

The Rev. J. J. Bambridge

had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. F. F. Arbuthnot read a paper on the “ Nigaristan,”

a Persian didactic work, written in a.d. 1334-35 by
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Mu‘In-ud-Din-JuwainI, and not hitherto translated into

any European language.

The paper commenced with a sketch of Persian literature,

from the time of Naushirwiin, a Sassanian king [a.d. 530-

578], to the end of the sixteenth century a.d. It then

went on to describe the work forming the subject of the

paper as follows : The Nigaristan, or Picture Gallery, was

written in imitation of Sa'di’s Gulistiin or Rose Garden,

as the author himself tells us in his Preface, of which the

following is an extract :

—

“ One day, in my great despondency and helpless languor,

I found myself with some intimate friends in the assembly

of my father, Ibn Mu'In Al-Juwaini, who was among the

most distinguished of the period for his literary accomplish-

ments and tastes. I heard how the compositions of old

authors were being discussed, and how everyone present

quoted, according to his ability, passages from some favourite

author, praising him to the utmost, until the turn of the

Gulistiin of Shaikh Sa'di arrived, a work which is a store-

house of elegant verses and witty sayings. The whole

assembly unanimously praised the beautiful composition

and perfect elegance of the arrangement cf the treasure

book of sovereigns, the facility of whose diction and subtlety

of whose meaning fully harmonize with the tones of the

organ, and the beautiful colour of red wine, yea, represent

the limpidity of the rivers of Paradise and of the water

of life. The company bore witness to its eminent high

degree, and its unparalleled excellence.”

“ I said that although this Gulistiin is like the fabled

garden of Iran, the abode of such flowers [of speech] and

of curiosities of stories, that it may be expatiated upon

and explained down to endless future generations, it has

already since a long time become the subject of discussion,

not only in learned assemblies, but also of common story-

tellers, so that its beauties are considered trite aud obsolete.

This is tho special fault, not of the Gulistiin only, but of

tlie human mind, which soon becomes fatigued by tho in-

cessant repetition of even the most elegant books. Thus
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many treatises of ancient authors here, after being locked

up in libraries of colleges, fallen into disuse and neglect

to such a degree that boys just beginning to learn to read

exchange them in the bazaar for blank paper in the shops

of booksellers, and more especially at the present time

when people are oppressed by calamity.”

The author then goes on to relate how he hinted that

his father should undertake the writing of a new book in

the style of the Gulistan, but the latter recited the following

distich of Firdausi:

—

“ The father has become old, and thou art young
;

Thou art fit for war and heroic deeds.”

After much consideration of the difficulties, with medita-

tion, hesitation, delay, and encouragement by his friends,

all of which are described at considerable length, the author

at last makes up his mind to set to work, and says :

—

“ Although I had no wares to offer in the bazaar of

those who are endowed with excellence, and had no renown

among the learned, I complied with the desire they had

expressed, began my arduous work, wrote on the same day

a portion of the chapter ‘ On Generous Behaviour,’ and

continued the work till I brought it to completion, ending

with the following verse :

—

“ When Mu'InT drew the characters of this picture,

It was the Arab year seven hundred and thirty-five
;

By the efforts of the musk-dropping reed,

The door of a hundred closed treasures was opened.

The author hopes his name will survive

When he is removed from this perishable world.”

The author then goes on to describe how and why
the book was named the Nigaristan, a recital of which

fills some pages in the Preface. And then with an apology

to men of excellence and a trust in the leniency of critics,

and an expression of good wishes towards the Hamavl

family, he finishes his Preface and gives the table of the
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contents of his work, divided into seven chapters, as

follows :

—

1. On generous behaviour.

2. On asceticism and piety.

3. On laudable conviviality.

4. On love and amorousness.

5. On preaching and advice.

6. On virtue and mercy.

7. Various admonitions.

Mr. Arbuthnot’s paper then gave a short description of

the contents of Sa'di’s Gulistiln or Rose Garden, and of

Jarni’s Biharistan or Abode of Spring, works of the same

nature as the Nigaristan, and then proceeded :

—

About the author of the work, by name Maulana Mu'In-

ud-Din JuwainI, a few words will not be superfluous. He
is supposed to have lived during the eighth century of

Hijrah [a.d. 1301-1398], but the exact date of his birth

and death cannot be fixed. He is reputed to have been a

man of great piety, and a disciple of Shaikh Sa‘d-ud-I)In

Ilumraui in Sufism, and of Fakhr-ud-Dln Isfara'in in

Sciences. Like Sa'di, Mu'inI appears at one time of his

life to have been a wandering Dervish, but to have travelled

generally in company with others, and not alone. He
alludes to a stationary habitation or monastery in which

he lived, and to other circumstances of his life in the

Nigaristan. It is uncertain whether he was married or

not, but he alludes always in very respectful terms to his

father, who was likewise a Dervish and a scholar of high

attainments.

The Nigiiristan, an imitation of Sa'di’s Gulistiin, is con-

sidered by some critics to be superior to it. The work is

well known in Persia and Central Asia, for the astronomer,

Prince Ulugh Beg, to whom the Shaikh Bahrabad brought

one copy as a present, caused it to be transcribed in the

most elegant manner, and it thus obtained great celebrity

in the countries beyond the Oxus. It was written during

the years a.d. 1333-35. There are two good copies of it
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in the British Museum, one of which is described in Dr.

Rieu’s catalogue of Persian manuscripts there, while the

other has been lately purchased in Teheran, both in good

order and complete. The Bodleian Library at Oxford

possesses three copies of this work, all noted in Professor

Sachau and Ethe’s catalogue [No. 1447-1449] of Persian

works there. In the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris

there is only one copy of the work, not very well copied,

and at St. Petersburg there is a copy in the Imperial

Public Library. No copies are to be found in the Libraries

of Berlin, Vienna, Rome, Gotha, Munich, or Leyden,

neither are there any in the India Office Library, or in

the Libraries of King’s College and Trinity College,

Cambridge, or Eton College. The work may, therefore,

be said to be rare in Europe, and has not been hitherto

translated into any European language. It may be here

stated that there are several other works of the same

name, written by various authors, and dealing with different

subjects. But of all these, the present one under review,

a collection of moral and other anecdotes in prose and

verse, is the most celebrated.

The translation of the Nigaristiin was prepared by the

late Mr. E. Rehatsek from three copies of the work, which

he compared and collated. One copy he had in Bombay
;

and the two others were sent to him from this country,

one of them being a copy made from the manuscript in

the British Museum, and the other a very correct and well-

written copy obtained from Mr. Quaritch.

The whole of the work will be found to be permeated

with Sufism, a creed and a subject which seems to have

had an extraordinary attraction for many Persian poets and

authors. To enter into full details of this interesting belief

would take up too much time. The late Professor Palmer

has described Sufism as
“ a strange combination of the

pantheism of the Aryan races and of the severe mono-

theism of their Semitic conquerors, and aims at leading

men to the contemplation of spiritual things by appealing

to their emotions. The keynote of the system is that the
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human soul is an emanation from God, and that it is

always seeking and yearning to rejoin the source from

whence it sprang. Ecstasy is the means by which a nearer

intercourse is obtained, and absorption in the Divinity the

ultimate object to be obtained.”

With this explanation it will perhaps be easier to under-

stand the constant references to the Deity that are contained

in the following phrases :
“ I am a hiddden treasure, and

I would fain be known.” “ That all is He, and all is from

Him.”
“Neighbour, companion, and fellow-traveller, all is He;
In the habit of a beggar and in the satin of a king, all

is He

;

He is in the concourse of divisions, and concealed in the

mansion of reunion:

By God, all is He
;
certainly by God all is He.”

Again :
“ What is Thine is mine, and what is mine is

Thine.” “You am I, and I am You.”

So long as the Sufi is conscious of the least distinction

between God and himself he is not thoroughly permeated

by the Unity of God. To attain this perfect knowledge

and to arrive at the stage of direct Union with God, can

only be acquired by a long course of study, contemplation,

and intelligence. The manner of reaching this unin-

telligible mental condition is described in Sufistic language

as that of a traveller journeying \_i.e. turning the attention

towards God] along the road, and putting up at various

inns or taverns
[
i.e

.

stages in which the traveller is

immersed in the Divine mysteries] previous to his arrival

at a complete knowledge of the Truth [God]. This journey

is commenced by the neophyte or searcher after God, who,

continuing his inquiries, becomes a disciple, and is then

fairly launched as a traveller, whose whole business in life

is the prosecution of the journey so that he may ultimately

arrive at the Knowledge of God. The seven stages of this

journey are described as those of Worship, Love, Seclusion,

Knowledge, Ecstasy, Truth, and Union. The last stage

only is reached at death, which is extinction, or a total
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absorption into the Deity, somewhat corresponding, it may
be said, with the Hindu, Jain, and Buddhist theories of

Moksha and Nirvana.

This sort of mysticism has apparently always had a great

attraction for the mind of man in different stages of the

world’s history, both in the East and West. To illustrate

this Mr. Arbuthnot gave some extracts from the story of

John Inglesant bearing on this mystic feeling, and allusions

were made to the Molinarists, Pietists, and Quietists, who

were really following the steps of Sufism, which again

probably originated in the further East.

Out of the mass of stories in the Nigilristan [there are

534 in all] connected with Kings, Khalifahs, Governors,

pious Shaikhs, learned men, and other celebrities of that

time, it is difficult to select a few as a sample of the whole.

In the paper read there were six or seven stories given to

show their nature and the style of the translator. The Sufi

idea of complete Union is exemplified in the following :

—

“One day Laila wished to write a letter to Majniin
;

she took a paper and wrote [in Arabic] : ‘From my soul

to my soul, from my heart to my heart, and from my spirit

to my spirit’; that is to say [in Persian], ‘Excessive

affection and perfect love have to such a degree blotted

out the marks of difference and the line of distinction

from the page of my nature, that when I write a letter

I indite it from my soul to my own soul, and when I speak

I address my own spirit, and when I cast a glance I behold

my own eyes.’
”

Yerses :
“ When I am longing for thy beauty

I quickly place a mirror near my face

;

When I desire to hear thee speak

I listen to what my tongue is uttering.

He is truly on the path of love

Who is himself love, lover, and beloved.

If without me thou art in love with me
Mention not the name of ‘Azra if thou art Wilmiq.

The way from the lover to the beloved is short

:

Look well thyself, for both of them are one.”
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I heard that when the letter was given to Majnun he

uttered an exclamation, opened the seal, and said

—

“ Is this the garden’s zephyr or my friend’s letter,

Or a divine mercy, for the air is fragrant with ambergris.”

As soon as his eyes alighted upon that ambergris letter,

and upon those sweet words, he fled like one bereft of his

senses to the desert, lost the reins of volition and choice,

singing as follows :

—

“ I have been altogether transmuted into my friend :

My luck has culminated in the utmost happiness.

The veil being removed, love becomes patent indeed.

When the ecstasy of affection has become attained,

It is no wonder if ‘Azra becomes Wamiq,

And not strange if Laila be transmuted to Majnun.”

Here is a short story about the author himself

—

When I was a boy I asked my father—may Allah sanctify

his soul !—when people pretend to love each other, and to

breathe fraternity ; how can one tell whether their assertions

are true, and their internal corresponds with their external

disposition or not ? He replied, “ When a man causes a

brother to share in his pleasures.”

“ Whoever is selfish in his pleasure

His pretence of amity has no meaning.”

Many other specimens of stories might be given, but

space does not permit.

The paper then concluded with a few passing remarks

about the state of literary culture in Europe and England

at the period when this elegant work was produced in

Persia in a.d. 1334, and with the suggestion that the

three great Persian didactic works, viz., the Gulistan, the

Nigaristan, and the Biharistan, would be better appreciated

and understood after a careful perusal of the Koran, the

life of Muhammad the Apostle by Ibn Ishak and Ibn

Hisham, the chronicles or annals of Tabari, and the llauzat-

as-Safa by Mir Khwand, a study of all of these being
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absolutely necessary for the proper understanding and

appreciation of Arabic and Persian literature.

12/A March
,
1895.—Lord Reay (President) in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Mr. R. Alleyne Nicholson

had been elected a member of the Society.

The President drew attention to the great loss which

the Society and the cause of historical research in general

had suffered by the death of their distinguished Director,

Sir Henry Rawlinson. It was impossible to exaggerate

the importance, for the history of the development of

Oriental ideas and institutions, of his magnificent work in

the decipherment of the tablet at Behistun, and it was

a matter of pride to the Society that the results of his

remarkable discoveries were given to the world through

the medium of the Society’s Journal. The solidity of the

results attained was a matter of worldwide acknowledgment,

and a detailed account would be found in the notice of

his life and work to appear in the next issue of the Journal.

But we had to deplore the loss not only of a great scholar

but also of a firm and true friend to the Society. From
the date of his election as Director (in 1862) Sir Henry

had been a most constant attendant at the Council meetings

;

and had devoted continued care to the management of the

details of its wrork. His personal contributions to the

Journal were then passed in review, and the President

concluded by saying that he was quite sure he was only

giving expression to the unanimous feeling of the Society

by placing on record its deep sense of the loss which had

been incurred.—These remarks were received with profound

sympathy.

Mr. R. Sewell read a paper on “Some Buddhist Bronzes

and a Relic of Buddha found at Bezwada.”

The paper will be published in full in the July Journal.

j.r.a.s. 1S95. 29
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II. Obituary Notices.

August Dillmann .—On the 4th of July, 1894, the Royal

Asiatic Society lost one of its most distinguished Foreign

Members, August Dillmann. His title to membership was

the fact that he was beyond all dispute the greatest master

of one of the Oriental languages—of Ethiopic. His first

publications, in the years 1847 and 1848, were catalogues

of the Ethiopic manuscripts in the British Museum and

in the Bodleian Library. His last publication, the close

of which he did not live to see in print, was the fifth

and concluding volume of the “ Biblia Yeteris Testament!

iEthiopica.” In between we find a considerable number

of publications bearing upon the Ethiopic language and

literature, enough to form the life-work of a vigorous

scholar. Nevertheless this was but one part of Dillmann’s

whole work, and, if I am not mistaken, not the part in

which Dillmann himself recognized the accomplishment of

the chief task of his life. The study of the Old Testament

had led him to the Ethiopic language, and the Old

Testament remained the real centre of his studies and of

his labours. During the last twenty years of his life, as

far as I heard him speak of his tasks and aims, his attention

to Ethiopic seemed to be a special fancy to which he gladly

came back as often as he could from the manifold labours

in the sphere of Old Testament exegesis laid upon him by

force of engagements previously entered into. In spite of

this, the exposition and due appreciation of the Scriptures

of the Old Testament appeared to him, without doubt, to

be the chief object of his endeavours, not only in the chairs

he held, but also in his literary activity. Ilis interest in

the Old Testament was by no means of a merely philological

cast, but was primarily determined from a historical and

theological point of view.

Christian Friedrich August Dillmann was born on the

2oth of April, 1823, at Illingen, in AYurtemberg. In

Wurt.emberg he received his entire education, from the

beirinninsr of instruction in Latin to the close of his

University terras at Tubingen. Entering upon the study
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of theology and Oriental languages, he enjoyed particularly

the impulse given by Heinrich Ewald, who at that time,

after his dismissal from the professorship at Gottingen, had

found shelter at Tubingen. Dillmann remained his stead-

fast and faithful pupil. As a student Dillmann was a

member of the Tubingen “ Stiff,” a foundation, the members

of which live together under strict obedience to set

principles. He retained all his life the grave and sometimes

stiff manner of bearing that characterizes the pupils of this

foundation. In his case this manner was softened, both

by contact with different and more facile habits of life in

his later positions outside of Wurtemberg, and especially

by that ease of behaviour which purity and clearness of

disposition and a feeling of sympathy towards other men
tend under all circumstances to produce. After finishing

his studies, Dillmann filled, for a little more than six

months, during 1815 and 1846, a position in the practical

service of the church as vicar at Sersheim, in the neighbour-

hood of his home. He never afterwards held pastoral office.

So far as I know, apart from the observances of church habit,

he held aloof with an unmistakable persistency from activity

in movements that served ecclesiastical aims. This certainly

was not from lack of interest in such movements, but because

in a prudent self-restraint, based doubtless upon wise self-

knowledge, he believed that he was destined to an exclusively

literary activity. After taking the degree of doctor of

philosophy at Tubingen in 1846, he spent about two years in

. Paris, London, and Oxford for the purpose of scientific work.

Coming back he lectured at Tubingen for five years, from

1848 to 1853, at first as Repetent and then as Privatdocent

and Extraordinary Professor of Theology, on the Old

Testament and also on Oriental languages. Then followed

a period of eleven years, from 1853-1864, in the University

of Kiel, where, as an extraordinary and then as an ordinary

Professor in the philosophical faculty, he lectured on the

Old Testament and Semitic languages, and at the same

time on Sanskrit. From 1864 to 1869 he taught in Giessen

as a member of the theological faculty, and to this faculty
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lie also belonged in Berlin, as successor of Hengstenberg,

during an activity of twenty-five years, from 1869-1894.

Manifold honours were paid to him during this long career.

The confidence of his colleagues placed him as rector at the

head of the University once in Giessen and once in Berlin
;

six learned societies elected him to membership.

He enjoyed these honours much and heartily, as appeared

especially at the celebration of his seventieth birthday.

But work in and of itself was for him a greater pleasure

than all such results of work. There has seldom been a life

so full of labour. He scarcely knew what holidays were.

The words of the Psalmist, that what is precious in life

is labour and toil, were truer of him than of many other,

even scholarly, labourers. When as a young man, just

after finishing my university course, I made Dillmann’s

acquaintance, what impressed me most was not the ex-

tremely gentle way in which he brought his demands to

bear, in the private lessons in Ethiopic which he kindly

gave me, but the strict discipline of work that he enforced

upon himself, and this impressed me almost painfully. One

who approached him for the purpose of learning, received

at first the impression that lie had no interest in life aside

from his work, but this impression was only just when

compassed by many limitations. The love of his family

testifies that as a husband and father he knew how to lavish

affection to a rich degree. The same was the manifold

experience of the writer of these lines, even after he had

advanced from being a pupil to being a fellow-worker.

Never on visiting him, or in writing to him, did I refer

to anything that concerned me personally without meeting

on his part with hearty and refreshing sympathy. I can

judge of him only from a single, quite definite side. I

saw him but a very few times outside of his study, and

never in intercourse with other men of his own age. Nor

did I ever hear a regular lecture from him, for, apart from

the above-mentioned private lessons, I only took part in

exercises of interpretation in Syriac under his direction.

Everywhere here a never-failing accuracy and clearness were
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pre-eminent; lie was strict in demanding from the pupil

grammatical correctness, and he was impatient of careless-

ness. Those who heard his regular lectures have always

lauded that same exactness, and he fascinated, by the value

and thoroughness of the material presented, all students

who were inclined to learn. Doubtless even those who

cherished no such inclination came finally to respect what

he wrought out and laid before them, and the method in

which he laid it before them, that is to say, the avoiding

of all superfluity, even though he, not merely from natural

bent but just as much of set purpose, shut out everything like

brilliancy or beauty of discourse that could bribe a student.

This method, which showed itself in the man, is manifested

also in his writings : Dillmann was, as a whole, a man of

the most thorough unity of nature, in whom everything

fitted together, and in whom you could clearly perceive the

common kinship of all the elements. His Ethiopic grammar

(1857) is a model of clearness, not only because of the in-

comparable regularity of the Ethiopic language itself, but

also because of the exemplary treatment of it on the part of

the author. A thorough study of this work is adapted to

impart, even to one less gifted in that respect, an under-

standing and a love for grammar. The same conscientious-

ness and perspicuity which Dillmann had evinced in the

treatment of the interesting language, appear also in his

discussion of the much less enjoyable Ethiopic literature.

He illuminated unwearyingly the abstruse delineations of

the book of Enoch, piercing into their most hidden recesses.

The numerous essays that Dillmann furnished for the

publications of the Academy of Sciences at Berlin are also

models, particularly those that treat of out-of-the-way and

narrowly limited questions, as, for example, the inquiry

about “ Baal with the feminine article
”

(1881), which is

final in its kiud. As early as the year 1869 Dillmann

supplied a new commentary on the Book of Job for the

“ Brief Exegetical Handbook of the Old Testament,”

published by Hirzel. During the last twenty years of his

life, after the first treatment of Genesis for the same
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collection in 1875, he busied himself to a still greater

extent in the sphere of Old Testament exegesis. He often

sighed under the yoke of this commentary work. The

whole of the Pentateuch, Isaiah, and, as the last exegetical

service, Job in a new edition, were issued by him. These

commentaries are universally acknowledged to be a repertory

of exegesis, a store of stupendous material, collected with

unwearying industry. Their exegetical insight and tact

are universally conceded. Perhaps a later day will value

also the critical procedure of these commentaries more than

the present day does. Dillmann worked unceasingly, and

was glad to learn even from those whom he opposed.

Nevertheless, he did not cease to place a by no means to

be despised veto upon the newest construction of Old

Testament literary history. To the view that during the

last twenty years has spread in ever wider circles, namely,

that the ceremonial law of the Pentateuch was a creature

only of the post-Exilic time, Dillmann up to the end was

able to allow only a very limited truth. The so-called

Priestly Codex stood with him in essentials as pre-

Deuteronomic. This opposition to the construction of the

newest criticism of the Pentateuch is merely a single

manifestation, and one that especially catches the attention,

of the adverse position that Dillmann in general held

towards the modern criticism of the Old Testament. The

whole method of this criticism was uncongenial to him

—

its procedure with the text, its proofs for the dates given.

He remained more conservative than the modern critics,

not from dislike to novelties—for he himself joined in many

a one—but from a greater self-restraint in judgment and

a stronger need of firm reasons for decisions than others

have. IIow far correct perception was furthered by the

boldness of the other side, a boldness that often was not

destitute of genius, and how far by Dillmann’s cautious

prudence, must be left by his fellow-workers to a future

decision.

Wolf "Wilhelm Count Baudissin.

Marburg in Ilcssen, December 14, 1894.
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Dr. S. C. Malan .—On the 25th of November last there

passed away, at the advanced age of eighty-two, the Rev.

Solomon Caesar Malan, D.D., who was without doubt by far

the most accomplished Oriental linguist in England, lie

was, however, not an Englishman by birth, but a native of

Switzerland, born at Geneva in April, 1812. He came to

England in 1833, and entered the University of Oxford

as a member of St. Edmund Hall in that year. His early

bent for the acquisition of many languages is illustrated

by a story told about his matriculation examination. Being

but imperfectly acquainted with English at that time, he is

said to have asked leave, with perhaps a touch of the self-

confidence of youth, to write his answers in French, German,

Italian, Spanish, Latin, or Greek. Before leaving his native

country he had also acquired some knowledge of Sanskrit as

well as Hebrew. He accordingly gained the Boden Sanskrit

Scholarship in 1834, only one year after the election of the

first Boden Scholar and two )
rears after the appointment of

H. H. Wilson to the newly-founded Chair of Sanskrit at

Oxford. This success he followed up in 1837 by winning

the Pusev and Ellerton Hebrew Scholarship. In the same

year he took bis degree after obtaining a second class in

Literae Humaniores ,
and left for India on being appointed

Senior Classical Professor at Bishop’s College, Calcutta.

Here, as Secretary of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Mr.

Malan became personally acquainted with the Under-

librarian, Alexander Csoma de Koros, the founder of

Tibetan studies in Europe, and lost no time in availing

himself of his teaching. De Koros thought so highly of

Mr. Malan’s attainments that he presented all his Tibetan

books to his pupil when the latter left India. These

volumes, forty in number, are now the property of the

Royal Hungarian Academy of Sciences, to which Mr.

Malan gave them. 1 The MS. volume, however, on which

De Koros’ Tibetan Dictionary, published in 1834, is based,

1 See J.R.A.S. 1884, p. 492 ff. Some further information as to Mr.
Malan’s Tibetan studies will be found in Duka’s Life of Alexander Csoma
de Koros, p. 142 (Triibner’s Series), and in Scbiefner’s Tibetan Tales

translated by Ralston, p. xii.
(
ibid.).
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was presented by Mr. Malan to the Indian Institute, in the

library of which it may now be seen.

Ill-health obliged Mr. Malan in 1840 to resign his

appointment at Calcutta and to return to England. In

1842 he visited Palestine, where he spent some months.

In the following year he took a curacy in Hampshire. Here

the Rev. R. Chenevix Trench, subsequently Archbishop of

Dublin, was associated with him as his fellow-curate. In 1845

he was appointed Yicar of Broadwindsor, Dorsetshire, a living

which he held for forty years. He also held a rural deanery

(1846-53) and a prebendaryship (1870-5). When the late

Sir H. Layard went to explore the ruins of Nineveh, Mr.

Malan took the opportunity of accompanying him thither,

between May and July, 1850. In 1880 the University of

Edinburgh recognized the merit of his theological writings

by conferring upon him the degree of D.D. The last nine

years of his life Dr. Malan spent in learned retirement at

Bournemouth.

Though Dr. Malan’s studies ranged over a very wide

linguistic field, his interests were by no means limited to

those studies, but extended to several other subjects as well.

Thus he devoted a good deal of time to natural history.

His activity in this direction resulted not only in a valuable

collection of birds’ eggs, which he presented to the Museum
at Exeter, but also in “ A Systematic Catalogue of the Eggs

of British Birds,” published in 1848. He was, moreover,

a good artist. During his visit to Palestine he made

numerous sketches, from which he painted several large

water-colours. These were exhibited and sold for the

Patriotic Fund at Burlington Douse after the Crimean

War. They are said to have attracted considerable attention.

Among the purchasers were Mr. John Murray and the late

Maharaja Dhuleep Singh. He also published in 1856 a

treatise entitled “ Aphorisms on Drawing.” Bookbinding

was another art in which he acquired skill. Several of the

works presented by him to the Indian Institute at Oxford

were bound with his own hand, among others the MS.

volume of his “ Notes on the Book of Proverbs.”
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Dr. Malan was also a voluminous writer on religious

subjects, about twenty-five publications of a theological

character having proceeded from his pen. Several of these

were, however, connected with his favourite Oriental and

linguistic studies. Besides translations of devotional works

from the Russian (1839) and Welsh (1887), he published

“ A Preparation for the Holy Communion, translated from

Armenian and other Eastern originals ” (1863), and a “ Life

of St. Gregory, translated from the Armenian ” (1868).

His treatise on “ Repentance ” is chiefly from Syriac sources

(1866), and another translation is from Ethiopic originals

(1882). He also published a translation of original

documents of the Coptic Church (1872). Three of his

treatises deal with Chinese religion and language (1855-6).

The closing eight or nine years of his long life were

devoted to the publication of his magnum opus, the Old Testa-

ment Proverbs, illustrated with all the wealth of linguistic

and Oriental knowledge which he had acquired by long and

assiduous study. This was his “ Original Notes on the Book

of Proverbs,” the first volume of which appeared in 1889

and the third towards the close of 1893, within a year of his

death. In this book he utilised the garnered linguistic ac-

quirements of a lifetime. The completion of the work before

his decease must have been a source of great satisfaction to

the aged author. The materials for the book he had been

collecting for nearly sixty years, having begun when still

an undergraduate at Oxford. It comprises 16,000 notes,

consisting chiefly of illustrations culled from thirty-seven

languages, nearly all of which are Oriental. These parallels

were at first all copied in the original characters into a

manuscript volume, which may now be seen under a glass

case at the Indian Institute. That volume shows that Dr.

Malan was a master of Oriental calligraphy. His writing

of the Devanagarl character few have probably ever seen

equalled; and his Chinese hand it would be hard to excel.

The evidence of Dr. Malan’s “Notes” proves that he

knew about forty languages. The Bodleian possesses a MS.
volume of his containing Prayers and Psalms, in which over
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eighty languages and scripts are said to be represented. His

linguistic acquirements were therefore astonishing, and can

only have been surpassed by an Adelung or a Mezzofanti.

That he knew several languages well is shown by the transla-

tions referred to above
;
hut that, with so wide a range, he

could have attained a high standard of scholarship in any one

of them, is doubtful. Those who have devoted themselves

to a scientific study of language are well aware that the

intellectual limitations of even the most gifted render it

impossible for an}' man to learn half a dozen languages

thoroughly. For a scientifically philological knowledge

implies so extensive a historical acquaintance, not only with

the grammar but the national thought represented by a

language, that a lifetime is hardly enough to devote to the

study of one alone. Had Dr. Malan concentrated his

powers he would doubtless have acquired the eminence as

a scientific scholar which he actually attained as a linguist.

The course of Dr. Malan’s diversified studies led to the

formation of a valuable Oriental library of about five

thousand volumes. Hardly any Eastern language in which

hooks have been printed is unrepresented in it. "When the

Indian Institute was founded more than ten years ago at

Oxford, Dr. Malan most generously presented it with his

library. Even since the important collection of Oriental

hooks recently given by Sir M. Monier-Williams has been

added, the Malan books still constitute nearly, if not quite,

half of the Indian Institute library. Thus Oxford men

have a special reason to cherish the memory of Dr. Malan

as a benefactor of his old University. It must have been

a great sacrifice to him to part with his books, for he was

evidently much attached to them. Two or three hundred

of them he still retained till within the last year or so,

when, owing to failing eyesight, he gradually sent them

to the Institute by instalments. The last box arrived in

Oxford only a few weeks before his death. In a letter of

October 8th, 1894, dated from Bournemouth, and addressed

to the writer of this notice, Dr. Malan wrote :
“ I send you

my very last box of books, a very small one, but it contains
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mv volume of MS. notes on the Proverbs, which Sir M.

Monier- Williams wishes to keep in the Indian Institute.

I also enclose a relic well worth treasuring, viz. the portrait

of Alexander Csoma Kdrdsi, the founder of Tibetan

literature in Europe. I received from him my first lessons

in Tibetan at Calcutta in 1837.” Although he must have

been nearly blind when he penned this letter, the hand-

writing is still remarkably bold and clear, showing no trace

of the infirmity of old age.

His letters proved that he continued to take a lively

interest in Oxford to the last. Hut he often seemed to look

back with regret to the days of sixty years ago, having

little sympathy with the changes which the University has

undergone in recent times. The influx of lady students was

perhaps the innovation to which he was most opposed. lie

also often expressed strongly conservative views regarding

a practical question of scholarship, the transliteration of

Oriental languages in Roman characters. This he regarded

as a kind of barbarism, and could hardly bear to look at

a book in which an Eastern language was thus degraded.

When a scholar is suddenly carried off in comparative

3
Touth and the midst of achievement, there is naturally more
“ sadness of farewell.” Dr. Malan’s friends, on the other

hand, though they cannot but mourn his loss, have the

consolation of knowing that death only came when his life’s

work was done, and approaching blindness had cut him off

from the companionship of the books he loved so well.

Arthur A. Macdonell.

Heinrich Karl Brugsch .—The death of Heinrich Karl

Brugsch—or, as he was usually called, Brugsch Pasha, to

distinguish him from his brother Emil—marks an epoch in

Egyptology. With him passes away almost the last of

the older savants, but the younger school which followed

has to a great extent been built upon the results

of his labours. It is difficult for us who luxuriously

consult our “ Denkmaler ” in our own libraries, or turn

over the leaves of our newly acquired “ Origines,” to
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realize the uncertain and tentative state of Egyptology

in the earlier decades of this century. The discoveries of

Young and Champollion had, it is true, afforded the clue

to the deciphering of the hieroglyphs, but the Demotic

script still remained a dead letter, and even men like Passa-

lacqua, whose interest in Egyptology had led them to make

costly collections of antiquities or conduct excavations in

the Nile Yalley, were the exponents of the wildest theories

concerning the “ inner meanings ” which the monuments

were supposed to conceal.

It was in such times—the early days of 1827—that

Heinrich Brugsch was born in Berlin at the Barracks of

the “ White Uhlans,” in which corps his father was a

non-commissioned officer. The future savant is said to have

owed his passion for Oriental travel to his interest, at

the early age of eight, in an old family Bible adorned

with woodcuts, and in an illustrated book of travels

published by a German Missionary Society ! Before he

was ten he had devoured a translation of Herodotus, and,

in his own words, “ would have given half Berlin in

exchange for one Theban tomb.” His repeated visits to

the Royal Collection of Egyptian Antiquities attracted

the attention of Passalacqua. The studious boy was

constantly observed copying hieroglyphs from the monu-

ments, and Passalacqua introduced him later to Lepsius

and Alexander von Humboldt, the latter of whom remained

his patron and friend to the day of his death.

Meantime Brugsch had been sent to the Gymnasium,

where he found himself in the same class with von Caprivi

and the two Princes von Reuss. All his spare day hours

and often half his nights were devoted to Egyptology. From

the study of the Demotic contracts in the Berlin Museum,

and the Gnostic papyri of Leyden, he had, before his

eighteenth year, drawn up a Demotic grammar in Latin

which was printed at von Humboldt’s expense. The whole

treatise was written out by Brugsch himself in his

exquisite handwriting, such a thing as Demotic type

being then unheard of. The work attracted the attention
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of the learned. It was favourably reviewed by Emmanuel

de Rouge in the Revue d’Archeologie, and on the very

day of the appearance of the critique it was read by King

Frederick William IV., who at once showed his appre-

ciation of the young author by providing the funds for

his three years course at the University of Berlin.

Subsequently, to further his archaeological studies, the King

also paid his expenses to Paris. Brugsch was here brought

into contact with Lenormant, E. de Rouge, and de Saulcy,

whose exclamation—“Voyez ce gredin de Brugsch, il nous

plante nous tous ”—at a sitting of the Institute, showed

the friendly and appreciative spirit with which he was

received in the French capital.

Ilis visit to Paris and his conversations with de Rouge

convinced Brugsch that Demotic was governed by the

same rules as the hieroglyphs, that in many cases he

had been wrong, and had translated as letters certain

signs which were, in fact, syllables, and lastly, that

the Egyptian language, in its evolution from the

Pyramid Texts to its latest development in modern

Coptic, demanded a detailed and careful classification. To

supply this want Brugsch conceived the idea of his great

Demotic-Hieroglyphic Dictionary. This task he undertook

soon after his visits to Leyden and Turin, although he

did not actually begin to publish till 1868, continuing to

bring out the work at intervals up to 1880.

In the year 1853, at the invitation of Mr. Harris, whose

name has become immortalised by the papyri he discovered,

Brugsch made his first visit to Egypt, all his expenses having

been paid by the King, who had just at that time provided

also from his own funds for the costly work of publishing

Lepsius’s “ Denkmaler.” Early in that season Mariette had

made his great discovery of the Serapeum, and the large

number of Demotic texts brought to light there yielded a

rich harvest to Brugsch, who had begun to be regarded as

the Champollion of Demotic. The two savants formed a

fast friendship, which only terminated with the death of

Mariette in 1881.
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Egypt in 1853 was a very different place from what it is

to-day. There were then no public museums, the principal

antiquities being in the hands of private individuals, Mr.

Harris at Alexandria, Clot Bey and Herr von Huber in

Cairo, having the richest collections. Part of von Huber’s

collection was subsequently sold for several thousand pounds

to Said Pasha, and formed the nucleus of the Bulak

Museum, now removed to Gizeh. Railways and steamers

being then unknown in Egypt, the journey between Cairo

and Alexandria was accomplished in a Nile boat, and took

several days. Brugsch, on reaching the capital, was introduced

by the Prussian Consul-General to the Viceroy Abbas I.,

and we may note in passing that the interpreter at the

interview was a young Armenian named Nubar, the present

Premier of Egypt.

For months Brugsch and Mariette occupied the house

still pointed out to tourists at the Serapeum, and worked

indefatigably by day at the excavations and by night at

the deciphering of texts. The enormous interest excited

in Paris by these finds aroused the Viceroy’s jealousy, and

he forbad the exportation of any more monuments. Brugsch

has left us an amusing account of Mariette’s defence of the

Serapeum against the besieging efforts of the Viceregal

troops, and of the detention of Abbas’s envoy in a tomb

while the valuable objects were conveyed by a caravan to

the Nile, en route for the French capital.

After a lengthy visit to Thebes, Brugsch returned to

Europe, and as a result of his stay in Egypt published

“Reports on a visit to Egypt,” followed by “The Monu-

ments of Egypt,” the success of which obtained for him

the post of Assistant Director, under Lepsius, of the recently

opened Egyptian Museum in Berlin.

Mariette now begged him to come out to Cairo to assist

him in arranging the Bulak Museum, in the completion of

which Said Pasha, who had succeeded Abbas as Viceroy,

was much interested. An expedition to Upper Egypt

followed, the Viceroy providing a steamer and funds for

excavations, during which Mariette and Brugsch worked
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together on the best of terms. Brugsch copied afresh the

texts previously collected by Champollion, Rosellini, and

Lepsius, and being a good draughtsman, his plans and

drawings of buildings were excellent and accurate. His

researches during the season 1857-58 were fully described

in his “Recueil de Monuments Egyptiens,” published on

his return.

By the death of Alex, von Humboldt in 1859, Brugsch

lost his most enlightened patron and friend. Yon Humboldt

possessed the king’s ear, and, had he only lived, probably

his country would never have made the strange blunder

of sending so distinguished an Egyptologist as Brugsch,

in the capacity of Vice-Consul, to so uncongenial a spot

intellectually as Teheran. Such, however, was the case.

Brugsch, with characteristic industry, learned Persian in

a month’s time, and early in 1860 accompanied Baron von

Minutoli and the rest of the Prussian Embassy to the Court

of the Shah. Here he made the acquaintance of Sir Henry

Rawlinson, then English Ambassador at Teheran, and had

his attention drawn to the study of Assyriology. In

company with Baron von Minutoli and five other Europeans,

Brugsch made an expedition to Hamadan (Ecbatana) and

the Persian Gulf
;
but the party were attacked by cholera,

to which Brugsch all but succumbed at Persepolis, while

Minutoli became its victim. Brugsch, after returning home,

was appointed Prussian Consul-General at Cairo—an un-

congenial post which left him but small leisure for his

archaeological studies. He returned to Germany in 1868,

and during a visit to Paris was offered a Professorship at

the College de France by Napoleon III., on condition of

his becoming a naturalized Frenchman. This, however,

was too great a price to pay, and he accepted from his own
Government instead the post of Professor of Egyptology

at the University of Gottingen.

It was at this period that he devoted most of his time

to his great dictionary. He copied with his own hand

the entire 3146 pages, containing some 8000 words in

Hieroglyphic and Demotic, using a special ink for the
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reproduction of the work by process. The first published

sheets excited the greatest interest: it is true that many
mistakes were pointed out by his critics, but Brugsch was

undaunted, and in the second edition corrected them all

;

errors in place-names being rectified by the subsequent

publication of his “Geographical Dictionary.”

His stay at Gottingen was, however, a short one, as in

1870 he again went to Egypt, at the invitation of Ismail

Pasha, to assume the direction of the Egyptological School

at Cairo, and astonished the Ulemah by lecturing in ex-

cellent Arabic on the hieroglyphs. He also was constantly

in demand to accompany the many Royalties who visited

Egypt to inspect the monuments. In 1873 Dr. Brugsch

acted as Egyptian Commissioner-General at the Vienna

Exhibition, and also organized the Egyptian Section at

the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876. After the fall of

Ismail Pasha, Brugsch returned to Berlin, where he de-

livered at the University a series of lectures on Egyptology.

Tewfik, on his succession, raised him to the rank of a Pasha.

In 1880 Brugsch again visited Cairo, and was with

Mariette in his last hours. The story of Brugsch’s opening

the Pyramid of Metesouphis, and of his bringing the

mummy of that king to Cairo to please the dying savant,

is well known to the readers of his latest book, “Mein Leben

und mein Wandern,” which was only published last year.

During the season 1882-3 he accompanied Prince

Frederick Charles of Prussia on a journey through Egypt

and Syria (Palmyra), Greece and Italy, producing on his

return an account of the expedition, entitled “ Prinz

Friedrich Karl im Morgcnlande.” Two years later he

was sent by the Emperor as Envoy Extraordinary to Persia,

during which visit he wrote “ Im Lande der Sonne,” and

also translated into German verse a collection of Persian

poems, which he entitled “ Die Muse in Teheran.”

It is impossible in so short a space to give any adequate

account of his numerous works. His “ Geographischen

Inschriften alt-agyptischer Denkmiiler,” in 3 vols. (1857),

was the first great work of its kind, and its three indices
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and careful arrangement show the grasp the author had

of his subject. Ilis
“ Thesaurus Inscriptionum

”
contains,

in the last volume, an enormous number of bi-lingual

inscriptions of the Ptolemaic period, and also valuable

notes on Egyptian Astronomy. It was followed by a

work on Egyptian Religion and Mythology, and by his

“ iEgyptologie,” which is a compendium of learning on

all Egyptian subjects. As early as 1861 lie had started,

and for some time continued to edit, the “ Zeitschrift fur

agyptische Sprache und Alterthumskunde,” but on his

appointment as Consul at Cairo he handed the work over

to Lepsius.

Brugsch’s great characteristics were, indomitable industry

and the completeness with which he carried out all he

uudertook. No one ever collected more materials than he

:

it was inevitable in such an unsettled life and working at

the rate he did that mistakes should occur
;

but he was

indefatigable in correcting them, and never allowed himself

to be embittered by adverse criticism or by the jealousy

of rivals. His commanding but kindly countenance

(resembling, as the King of Sweden remarked, “ ein

vermilderter Bismarck ”) will long be missed in Cairo,

where he was very popular. His opinion of the English

occupation of Egypt is remarkable, coming, as it does,

from one who had received his dismissal from his official

position in Cairo at the hands of an Englishman. Only

a few months before his death he wrote as follows :

“ British activity, combined with necessary severity, has

worked almost incredible wonders. The European standard,

as understood by England, has been applied to Egypt,

resulting, in my opinion, in a real blessing to the country.”

M. L. McClure.

j.e.a.s. 1895. 30
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III. Notes and News.

The Ruins of Anuradhapura .—The survey, exploration,

and account of this ancient capital of Ceylon, which dates

from b.c. 460, have at length been completed, and are

now ready for publication. The editor, and late Architect

to the Ceylon Government, has evidently taken great pains

with this very elaborate and highly interesting work,

consisting of upwards of 60 folio illustrations and a like

number of pages of letterpress, the whole preceded by a

concisely written but graphic historical preface. We have

not heard where copies are to be obtained, or on what

terms, but we believe that portions of this valuable work

will be forwarded to many of the learned societies, by,

we presume, the Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Oriental Studies in Ceylon.—Mr. N. Don Martino de Zilva

Wickremasinghe, Assistant Librarian of the Museum at

Colombo, after studying Indian philology and archaeology

at the Universities of Erlangen, Munich, and Berlin for

two years, has recently come to England for a short time,

and is now working in the British Museum. He has been

awarded Dr. Muir’s Prize at Berlin University for diligence

and progress in Oriental Studies, and he hopes to return to

Germany to finish his course and to compete for the degree

of Philosophic Doctor. For two years before leaving

Ceylon, at the request of the Archaeological Commissioner,

and on account of his special knowledge of Sinhalese

literature and history, and of his skill in deciphering

ancient inscriptions, he was seconded to serve on the

Archaeological Survey at Anuradhapura. He is the editor

of the Nikaya Sangraha, a history of the Buddhist Church

in Ceylon, which was published at the Ceylon Government

Press in 1890. Mr. Wickremasinghe is the first Sinhalese

scholar who has ever come to Europe to perfect himself as

an Orientalist.
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IV. Notices of Books.

The Dawn of Civilization : Egypt and Chald.ea. By
Professor Maspero. Edited by Professor Sayce, and

translated from the French, with permission of the

Author, by Mrs. Edmund McClure. Published by

the Society for Promotion of Useful Knowledge, with

a Map of Egypt, and over 470 Illustrations.

This is a noble and epoch-making work : it marks a period

in our knowledge of the subject: it is true, that those, who

for many years have studied the great drama of Egyptian

Archaeology, will find much restated, which they knew

before, but for the fresh student it will be sufficient to

read Maspero, and accept facts and opinions from him,

which are fortified by ample reference, at the foot of each

page, to all previous authors of all nationalities.

Perhaps the name of this great work might have been

less ambitious. For instance the people of India would

not admit for a moment having in any degree, or at any

time, derived their civilization from a country so far West

as Egj'pt, and, as Professor Maspero has no personal know-

ledge of the Archaeology of Mesopotamia, and confessedly

derives his facts from the esteemed authors, whom he has

consulted, it would have been better to have named the

book “ The Dawn of Civilization in Egypt.” Professor

Sayce, who is an authority on both the Egyptian and

Mesopotamian problem, in his Preface, page v., draws

attention to this. Professor Maspero’s acquaintance with

Assvriology is wonderful and accurate, but there are depths,

which only a specialist on that subject can sound : he speaks

as an authority, one of the greatest authorities, on Egypt,

but is only an industrious quoter from other authorities,

when he ventures into Chaldaea, which geographically

is in the centre of Asia, and is credited with certain

relations with China, and not impossible influences from

or to India, while Egypt from its first to its latest hour

of independence sate apart, as regards its language, its
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Religious conceptions, its ideas on a Future State, and its

Architecture. It is one of the peculiar weaknesses of

Semitic and European writers, to limit their conception

of “
all the world,” “ tout le monde,” “ kul he eretz,” to

the Semitic, Hellenic, and Latin, Settlers on the shores of

the Mediterranean, or the tiny populations of Egypt and

Palestine, forgetting that one moiety of the fifteen hundred

millions of the round world (as it is now) dwelt on the

Eastern side of the River Euphrates, perfectly uninfluenced

by Western Asia or Europe until within historic times,

and only partially even now. In the story of the two

brothers given by Maspero in the Revue Archaeologique,

March, 1878, the younger brother is described as a good

workman, who had not his equal in the whole world.

TO-R-TER-W, la terre entiere, for Egypt, to the narrator

of the story, was the whole world.

There are nine chapters of this stately book of 800

quarto pages. The first chapter is geographical. The

derivation of the name of the country, Egypt, and the

River Nile, is discussed, and is still uncertain : the name

of the country ’AtytbrTo? is traced by some to
“ haikuphtah,”

the home of Phtah, by others to “ai kaphtor,” the island

of Kaphtor, by a third party to “ yv\fr, a vulture,” The

River Nile can only be approximately traced to the words

“Nahr,” or “ Nakhal,” the Semitic term for a River or

Torrent. The people of Egypt called themselves Romitu

or Rotu (p. 43) and their country “ Khimi ” or “ Kham,” the

black land. They knew their river, from which they

derived their prosperity, as “ Hapi, the father of the gods,

the lord of substance.” At page 44 the author discusses

the date of their origin, and, remarking that the oldest

monuments scarcely transport us further than six thousand

years b.c., he postulates a date for the first appearance of the

Egyptian race in the basin of the Nile of at least eight or

ten thousand years b.c. What becomes then of Archbishop

Usher’s Chronology, taught to this day in Public Schools,

of the Creation of the World 4000 jmars before Anno

Domini, and how are we to explain the Hebrew narrutive,
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that Abraham, who was born during the lifetime of Shem,

one of the survivors of the Noachian deluge, went down

into Egypt, then an ancient kingdom, which had a history

of 4000 or 6000 years even then : it is obvious, that the

Noachian deluge was restricted to Mesopotamia, and did

not extend to the basin of the Nile.

Whence did the Egyptian race come ? Prof. Maspero

states, that it is difficult to recognize the hypothesis of an

Asiatic origin (p. 46) : it must have been of African origin,

and came into Egypt from the West or South-west, and

after its settlement destroyed the black race, which preceded

it in occupation, and later on received an accretion of

Asiatic elements, introduced by way of the Isthmus. The
language has, according to his authority, some connection

with the Semitic family : this may be more accurately

stated, that the Hamitic languages of North Africa differ

less from the Semitic family than they do from any other

known Family or Group of Language : we can hardly go

further. Lastly he notices the extraordinary resemblance

of the present people of Egypt after the lapse of many
centuries with the pictures of their ancestors painted on

monuments: I was struck with the fact, when I first

visited Egypt in 1843, and watched the great Egyptologist

Lepsius collecting his materials in the neighbourhood of

Cairo: perhaps I am the only survivor of an expedition

headed by him to the great Pyramid. I mentioned this

fact to Professor Maspero, when I paid him a visit forty-

two years later, in 1885, in his Dahabeah at Luxor in

my last visit to Egypt, following the expedition of

Lord Wolseley as far as Assouan and Philce, where

I saw the telegram of the battle of Abu Elea nailed

on a tree.

In Chapter II. Professor Maspero treats at great length

(seventy pages) on the gods of Egypt, their number and

nature : I am not sure, that he has added to our previous

knowledge, but he has systematized the outcome of the

labours of others, such men as Brugsch, Naville, Mariette,

Renouf, Lefebure, Petrie, Pleyte, Lepsius, Champollion,
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Wilkinson, Rosellini, Chabas, De Rouge, and at the same

time has incorporated his own invaluable studies : at the

foot of each page are the references to his authorities.

In Chapter III. he deals with the Legendary History

of Egypt, in which the myths of Osiris and Horus occupy

so large a part. In other countries there is a sharp

dividing line betwixt the legends of Divine dynasties, and

the Annals of Mortals : in Egypt they blend into each

other : in fact the idea of an impersonal, yet omnipotent,

Ruler of the whole world, not only of the petty basin of

the Nile, had not been attained : such indeed was the

intellectual and spiritual position of all the elder Nations

before 800 b.c., when the Hebrew Race slowly arrived at

the fact, that there was one only God
;
and they ceased

to be monolatrists, and became monotheists. But the

Egyptians did arrive at a conception of a Future State,

Rewards and Punishments, at a period long antecedent to

the time of Moses, and yet the only reward, that that

law-giver can offer to the Hebrews in return for obedience

to his law is, that the days of the faithful should be long

in the land that was given to them. At page 188 we

read how the dying Egyptian was furnished with answers

to be given at the great day of Judgment to the questions

of the Judge, some of them going to the very foundation

of human morality, others relating to mere ritual trifles:

that a departed soul should be taught (p. 190) how he

could cry out before the Judge—“I am pure: I am
pure” indicates a great advance in Religious conceptions.

Escaping from the darkness of the tomb the enfranchised

soul found itself in bright meadows, and thence embarked

in the boat of the Sun to accompany that bright luminary

in his daily journey. As time went on, in that clear

climate the Egyptians became acquainted with the stars,

and at page 205 we road of their Astronomical tables, and

how they got over the difficulty of the number of days to

make up the Solar year : this led them on to Astrology,

Magical Arts, and elementary Pharmacy, and Healing of

an empirical character
;
but it is interesting to read, that
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the symptoms of the diseases of the people of those remote

ages correspond with the diseases prevalent to this day

among their descendants (p. 217). To the same benevolent

Divine Ruler, Thoth, the Egyptians were indebted for

their knowledge of Arithmetic, Geometry, Music, Drawing

(p. 220), and we seem to touch solid ground, when we

read, that lie also taught them the art of writing, without

which posterity would not have known what manner of

men they were. Many a Race had passed away unap-

preciated, misunderstood, because they had not invented

the art of communicating with Posterity, and storing up

the knowledge of the Past. Speaking to the eye soon

superseded the limited capabilities of speaking only to the

ear. As we read, we feel that we are sitting at the cradle

of the great Alphabetic systems, which have made Asia

and Europe what they are, if from one point of view the

heirs of all the ages, from another point the instructors

of the whole world in its widest geographical sense in all

the Sciences, and all the Arts, which discriminate Man
from the Beast, and for all this we are indebted to those

early Egyptians, who worked out the conception of Pictorial

Ideographs, developing thence Syllabaries, and Phonetic

Alphabets. This is a matter of received Science : Phenicia

borrowed the conception of Phonetic signs from Egypt,

and handed it on the West to the Hellenic and Latin

Races, and on the East to the Semitic Races, and to India.

The syllabaries in Cuneiform characters of Mesopotamia

died leaving no successor : the Ideographs of China still

exist, and it is impossible to predict the consequence of

the literary contact of Europe with the Extreme Orient :

but the fact must be recorded as the greatest Glory of the

Egyptian people : they may or may not have imparted

their culture, and knowledge of Divine Things, to the

Hellenic Race, but the Greek Language would not have

attained its inapproachable perfection, had the Hellenic

Race not learnt the art of conveying sounds to phonetic

symbols through Phenicia from Egypt.

The Hebrew Race never realized, that to their old enemies,
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the Egyptians, they were indebted for the invention of the

Phenician written characters, which they used down to

within a century of our Era, and in which the Samaritan

Pentateuch has survived to our time. But for that the Old

Testament would never have been committed to writing, any

more than the Books of Zoroaster, the Hindu Sages, or

Buddha
;

for the written character, used by all four, can

he traced back to the Hieroglyphics of Egypt, and there

never existed any other alphabetic system in the world, which

is not traced back to that one fountain-head, either in germ,

or development. If the Hebrew Race were ordained to

convey to future ages the great Religious Conception, which

dominates the present epoch, the honour belongs to the

Egyptian Race of having invented the machinery for

recording and handing on the written memorials, in which

those conceptions are contained.

The date of the Exodus seems in these last days to have

been fixed on scientific grounds. The discoveries made at

Tel-al-Amarna in Egypt, and Lachish in Palestine, show

clearly that at that date, the reign of Amenophis IY. or

Khu-n-Aten, Egypt was in possession of the country.

The date of the death of Raineses II. is fixed on astro-

nomical grounds at 1281 b.c. It must have been at a date

later than that when the Hebrews migrated from Egj'pt into

Palestine, as no trace of Egyptian occupation is recorded.

The migration of tribes from one region into another was

not an event, which would cause surprise, either in those

days or in comparatively modern times. The difficulties

connected with the use of the Phenician alphabet at so early

a date by a law-giver, whose sole experience was in Egypt

or the Desert, and by the Hebrews, a tribe of shepherds,

who had been centuries in a house of bondage, is not,

however, removed.

In Chapter IY. we pass to the Political Constitution of

Egypt. There were three great Periods :

I. The Memphite Period, or the Ancient Empire: Dynasties

I. to X.
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II. The Theban Period : Dynasties XI. to XX. : the In-

vasion of the Shepherd Kings is represented by the

XV., XVI., and XVII. Dynasties.

III. The Saite Period : Dynasties XXI. to XXX. : the

Persian Conquest divides this Period into unequal

parts.

It gives an idea of the superior antiquity of Egypt to

note that Abraham came down to Egypt in the time of

the XII. Dynasty, that Jacob and Joseph dwelt in Egypt

in the time of the XV. Dynasty, and the Sovereigns of

the XIX. Dynasty were contemporary with Moses; Shishak

of the XXII. Dynasty was contemporary with Pehoboam,

and Ilophra of the XXVI. with Jeremiah.

The King was himself deemed to be a God, and always

entitled “ Son of Pa,” which title was preceded by the

symbols indicating the Sovereignty of the two Egypts,

North and South : after all his titles came the symbols of

“ Life, Health, and Strength.” Polygamy was practised

to a frightful extent by Kings and Princes : children

swarmed in the Palaces: Brothers married Sisters: Sons

married the widows of their Father. There were the

usual consequences in trouble at every change of the

Crown, and bitter hatred amidst the different children.

The daughter of Pharaoh mentioned in Exodus is credited

with being a great personage, but she was one of many,

and probably given in marriage to some courtier or official,

and a person of no more political consequence than the

daughter of an European Sovereign.

Two things, however, were necessary to maintain the

Poyal authority : I. the Protection of the Gods
;
II. the Arm

of the Flesh : it is very much the same now : we put

up prayers for the welfare of the State, but we take care to

keep our powder dry : but one sole Deity is now recognized

by Christians and Mahometans : with the Egyptians it was

dilferent: the celestial world was the faithful image of the

terrestrial : it had its Empires, and its organizations, and

the gods were dependent on the gifts of mortals, and the
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power of each deity depended on the number of its

worshippers : when they received large offerings, they gave

strength to overcome enemies, and came down to assist

in battle : all readers of Homer’s Iliad can recognize this

feature : ritual and offerings were the duty, and sound

policy, of Pharaoh, and all his subjects. The actual

territorial domains of the gods formed at all periods about

one-third of the country : the Priests had a fine time of

it : the King was the dispenser of priestly patronage. The

high priest of Om, or Heliopolis, whose daughter was

married to Joseph, was a member of the Royal Family.

Joseph’s sons Ephraim and Manasseh and their descendants,

no doubt, thought much more of the greatness of their

Egyptian mother, than of their father, the son of a Hebrew

herdsman, as the rank of men in that country was through

the mother rather than the father.

Coinage of metal was unknown : all transactions were

by barter. The only kind of national metal-exchange in

use in Egypt was a copper wire or plate bent, and this

“ tabnu ” is the sign invariably used in hieroglyphics

(p. 324). Gold and silver rings were used in barter, but

there was no guarantee of their intrinsic value, or of their

weight : on the other hand, not without reason, the in-

vention of Geometry was justly credited to the Egyptians.

The vagaries of the Nile destroyed all boundaries, and

compelled them to measure the area, and record it : a

square of 28 acres was the unit (p. 328). This was the

basis of the Land-Tax, the amount of which, however,

depended on the annual rise of the Nile, which also was

carefully measured. The system of government adopted

was as bad as could possibly be. The poor man had no

incentive to lay by for the future, for he knew, that his

wife and children might at any moment be carried off:

his only plan was to consume at once what came to hand,

and then, if necessary, to starve : he had nothing, which

he could call his own, and, when he died, he had only

the prospect of a similar state in the next world.

Chapter V. gives an account of the Memphite Empire.
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In that period commenced the occupation by the Egyptian

King of a Region in the Peninsula of Sinai for the purpose

of supplying turquoises, and other minerals. This fact is

placed beyond doubt by the engraved stelae on the sides

of the mountains. This opens out the question, discussed

by Professor Sayce in his late works on the Monuments

and Higher Criticism, as to the actual identification of

Mount Sinai of the Exodus : the usually received site

of Mount Katharine is close upon the territory occupied

by the Egyptians above alluded to.

Under the fourth Dynasty were erected the great

Pyramids : the earlier Kings were buried in flat-roofed

square monuments called “ Mastaba,” made of earthwork.

Khufui, called Ivheops by the Greeks, reigned 23 years:

whatever he did was neither better nor worse than the

work of his predecessors, but the gigantic size of his tomb,

the Great Pyramid, has bestowed upon him immortality,

and his name is familiar to all. On the same Hills of

Gizeh still appears the head of the Sphinx, which was

erected in the third dynasty. The Great Pyramid, with

very few exceptions, maintains its position as the loftiest

work of man in the world, 476 feet high, on a basis of

764 feet square, the area of Lincoln’s Inn Fields: but

time and decay have reduced these dimensions. His son

Khephren erected the second Pyramid, 394 feet, to the

south-west of that of his father, at a height of only

443 feet. His son Menkawri erected the third Pyramid

with an elevation of barely 216 feet. These Monuments
were justly among the wonders of the elder world, and

share with the Memnon-Statues the honour of being the

only two of the seven recorded, that have lived to be the

wonders of the modern world. I climbed to the top of

the first pyramid in 1843, and 1852, and 1885, and to

the top of the second in 1813, and entered both in 1843

and 1885. All the world may have advanced, but there

was no change there: the perfection of their architecture,

and design, indicate a long period of previous culture

:

no barbarous nation of Asia or Africa could have erected
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such an enduring trophy, for there is no reason to calculate

any period for their decay. Abraham must have looked

at them, when he visited Memphis in the XII. Dynasty
;

Joseph and Moses must have known them well; the great

Egyptian Kings of the XVIII. Dynasty could erect

nothing so magnificent, and so enduring : how tiny and in-

significant seem the Temple of Solomon and Zerubbabel,

or even Balbek, when brought into comparison ! Nothing

has survived, or ever came into existence in Europe or

Asia, which can contend with them the honour of being

the mightiest trophy of human enterprise. They have

escaped the danger of earthquake, lightning, sieges, and

floods, and insidious decay by lapse of years, and their

materials have escaped the greed of Monarchs requiring

stone for new buildings. Rome and Athens have been less

fortunate.

In Chapter VI. the Professor describes the first four

Dynasties of the Kings of Egypt, who belong to the

Theban Period. This brings us down to the period of

the Invasion of the Semitic Shepherds, and the date

of Joseph’s power in Egypt. Up to that time the Kings

of Egypt may have warred with the tribes in the Deserts

on both sides of them, or with Nubia to the South, but

they were destined soon to come into collision with a great

Power, which had risen up in Mesopotamia : both were

proud, strong, and highly civilized.

Chapters VII., VIII., and IX. relate to Cbaldaoa, and will

not be noticed on this occasion : Egypt found a formidable

rival in Mesopotamia, and eventually a succession of Persian,

Greek, and Roman, Conquerors before the date of the

Christian era, which accomplished the destruction of her

independence and further development. In conversation in

the Persian language with the ex-Khedive Ishmail Pasha,

during his residence in England, I remarked, “ barai Misr

hechak umed nest,” “ for Egypt there is no hope at all,”

and this is my deliberate opinion, and the same remark

applies to Turkey and Greece: they have had their day.

To those, who like myself, have had the privilege during
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the last twenty years of studying this great subject, and

of repeatedly visiting the country during the last fifty

years, this book has peculiar fascinations. I attended the

Linguistic Classes, which were formed in London for the study

of Egyptian Hieroglyphics, and at different Capitals in

Europe, London, St. Petersburg, Berlin, Vienna, and

Stockholm, and also at Florence and Leyden, I listened to

communications made on the general subject of Egypt by such

men as Lepsius, Brugsch, Renouf, Birch, Liebleiu, Pleyte,

Reinisch, Golenischaf, and Maspero himself, on the occasion of

the great International Oriental Congresses. I have followed

with appreciative interest the occasional narratives of such

travellers and explorers as Savce, Petrie, Xaville, Villiers-

Stuart, Amelia Edwards, and in far off years of Col. Vyse,

whose person I recollect in my Eton days. I have referred

to the staudaril-works of the past by Champollion, Young,

Champollion Figeau, Rosellini,Chabas, Lenormant, De Rouge,

Wilkinson, Piehl, De Morgan, Lane, Grebaut, Rossi, Lefe-

bure, Goodwin, Reinisch, Dumichen, Ebers, Stern, Eisenlohr,

Revillout, Erman, and Pierret. On no subject has there

been such a galaxy of magnificent scholars: the subject was

worthy of the highest scholarship, and the scholars have

proved themselves worthy of the subject: there has been

enough difference of opinion to stimulate closer inquiry,

p.nd yet enough of unity amidst scholars of different

nationalities and antecedents to justify the conviction, that

the right road has been found.

This magnificent volume, compiled with such skill, and

breadth of view, and translated so sweetly and accurately,

is, as it were, a codification, or general conspectus, of the

knowledge of Egyptology up to the fin du siecle XIX.

:

there are discoveries still to be made : the twentieth

century has secrets to unfold, but it does not seem probable,

that it will shake the foundation of our present archaeo-

logical beliefs, though it may modify them and add to them.

Jan. 1895. R. X. Oust.
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The Student’s Gujarati Grammar. By G. P. Taylor,

M.A., B.D. Irish Presbyterian Mission, Gujarat.

The author of this work states in his Preface that he

publishes it in the hope of providing a manual that will

exhibit the main facts and principles of Gujarati Grammar

in a form intelligible to anyone of average English

education, and that his constant endeavour has been to

secure accuracy and simplicity, not novelty. The book is

specially addressed to those who are in want of a grammar

to read before going to the country of which Gujarati is

the vernacular language. Mr. Taylor must excuse us when,

from a practical knowledge of Gujarati extending over

many years, we are of opinion that in the matter of

simplicity he has entirely failed in his object, and that,

so far from enabling a beginner to study the language

without the aid of a native munshi, the former would, in

the generality of cases, be utterly bewildered and lose

himself in the maze of infinitesimal hair-splitting dis-

tinctions in form which the author has provided for the

assimilation of the unaccustomed student, and would be

apt to despair of ever acquiring a tongue placed before

him in such an uninviting and portentous shape. The

book is really more of the nature of a philological analysis

of the Gujarati language, useful to advanced scholars, than

a grammar to be put into the hands of beginners. Other-

wise, with the exception of an absence of allusion to words

and idiomatical expressions peculiar to different parts of

the country in which Gujarati is spoken, for it must be

remembered that its range is from far to the north of

Ahmadabad throughout the Peninsula of Kathiaviir well

down to the south near Bombay, the work is learned, and

the analysis thoroughly and conscientiously worked out.

Before proceeding to offer a few remarks on the grammar

itself, it will be as well to point out for the benefit of the
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Surat Mission Press that sufficient distinction is not made

in the type between the letter sa (%) and the syllable rd

(}|), which are thus apt to be mistaken for each other.

It should also be noticed that in ordinary Gujarati hand-

writing, although the characters used are much the same

as those of the printed type, a line is drawn along the

page and the letters are written underneath. This has the

advantage of keeping the lines of writing tolerably even,

and of enabling similar letters to be distinguished from

each other, e.g. VJ cilia and gha, the former being partly

above the line and the latter below it. Another respect in

which the written differs from the printed character is that

the former does not follow the practice of the Devanagari

in placing i (Q before the letter after which it is pro-

nounced, or in affixing r
(

r

)
above the letter before which

it comes: for instance, the word visarg in page 9, line 1,

printed would in manuscript be .

This symbol “ visarg
”

is seldom or never used in the

written character, and it would only be a pedantic purist

who would think of writing for pain (at the end of para. 5)

the word * ;
it would be simply

,
for, pace the author,

the visarg has no audible sound at all, and the word would be

pronounced in English simply as dookh. As the Hunterian

system of transliteration of Oriental letters has been finally

adopted, it is a pity that it has not been strictly adhered

to in this book.

Passing on to the rules laid down for the gender of

nouns—it is admitted that the gender can be learned only

through constant practice, but there is more in the matter

than this. A noun considered feminine in Ahmadabad may
be masculine in Surat and neuter in Kathiavar (Kattywar),

and vice versa. A good deal depends on whether the origin

of the word was Persian • (or Hindustani) or Sanskrit (or

one of the dialects descended from the latter), the rule in

some parts of the country being that the gender in Gujarati
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should follow that of the original language, and in others

that it should be that assigned to it by common custom.

The general rules laid down for distinguishing gender are,

with this exception, correct, but some of the distinctions

drawn are unnecessarily fine : for instance, it would have

been far simpler to omit the exceptions to the femininity

of nouns ending in i (\f) in para. 12, with the remark that

those thus ending, when belonging to individuals evidently

of the male sex, should be treated as masculine, notwith-

standing their feminine termination. Another instance of

the hair-splitting, so puzzling and laboured to beginners,

indulged in by the author is in para. 13, where it is said

that should an inanimate object have a name ending in

•aip or (3, and an object of the like kind a name ending

iu \f, the former is general^ the larger, stronger, coarser

of the two, and the latter the smaller, weaker, finer. This

is in reality by no means the case. In one of the instances

given, alii “a cart,” apil “a carriage,” the latter may be

a heavy clumsy cart with wooden wheel tires, and the

former a light carriage on springs, the gender used depend-

ing simply on the speaker’s fancy. Among the different

words used for the masculine and feminine of the noun

representing the same person we notice Ss«-*Ml, given as “a

bride,” the feminine of “a bridegroom,” but the former

really means a virgin, although applied to a bride; again,

djy is given as the feminine equivalent to 'MIAI, “a male

buffalo,” but 'Mlil might just as well be used. Another

curious misconception is apparent in giving =msj (c/tdk) as

a vernacular name for “chalk,” whereas it is simply a

corruption of the English word itself.

There is no fault to find with the paragraphs relating to

adjectives and their declension, but in the sentence quoted

at the end, “Ilis nephew asked some money from him,”

the word would ordinarily be oiR|«Yi^q (not bhatrijc

,

but bhatrijae).
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With regard to the pronouns, the author remarks that the

vj/ry forms are found chiefly, though not solely, in poetry.

In an experience of over thirty years in all parts of the

Province, and in the course of communication with all classes

of people, the present writer has never known them used in

prose—a very good proof of their rarity. The same remarks

applv to the (J-rv' form of the 2nd personal pronoun. In

this chapter there is a remarkable omission of the 3rd

personal pronoun, cl, “he, she, or it,” the only notice taken

of its existence being in the following para., viz. “ The

demonstrative pronoun "a is also used as the 3rd personal

pronoun, ‘ he, she, it.’ ” It is, however, the 3rd personal

pronoun first, and demonstrative pronoun in the second

place only, and with its plural ’rfaiu
(
teo

)

is regularly

declined as substantives are. The author has also omitted

to give the alternative forms of sy^hi and c»ii,

which follow the Hindustani, and are commonly used, viz.

5Y£j and cl£i ci^i ,
as well as the variations in the

inflected cases of
,
such as for bi^l •

The definitions of the various tenses and parts of

verbs appear to be unnecessarily complicated for beginners,

although they may be linguistically correct. It is advisable

to warn the student that he will in ordinary handwriting

not find inserted in the past tenses the 7^ {ye), carefully

used by the author: for instance, =M 4 i, chadyo “he rose,”

would be so written, and not as in this grammar.

The distinction between the 1st and 2nd perfect participles

drawn in the note on page 51 is without a difference, that

formed with an inserted fri (/), being more or less frequent

in different parts of the country, and being specially

common in Katliiavar, where such words as are often

used uninflected.

In the rules for the present and past indefinite sub-

junctive tenses the particle «vi is prefixed to the pronoun

and verb, but it is as common* to say ^ rf[ and ^
j.r.a.s. 1895. 31
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as m<£ and a-Ud- The form of adding ^ to the

termination of the word, as in and is not by any

means so unusual as the author would appear to think. With

regard to the subjunctive compound tenses of intransitive

verbs (para. 61), it is necessary to point out that they are

seldom or never used without their appropriate pronouns

:

for instance, audi £[(| is generally i £ 1 (3 . Sufficient

notice has not been taken of the common idiomatical use

of the verb
,
“ to become or be ”

: for instance, no native

would think of translating “ Good luck to you ” by

<1 I\ Wd as at the close of para. 63, the proper idio-

matical rendering being ctl \ If one wished to

ask how many koss it was to a place, moreover, one would

not say^i^i 011(3 £[it or
, but^i^i and The

rule given for forming the precative mood, viz. by adding

aRi to the verbal stem, may be good grammar, but in

ordinary parlance the sentences given would be as follows :

<11 \ ^ not “Thy kingdom come.”

fj JH(Md ,
not ?paqi “Mayestthou be accursed!”

In place of making a separate class (para. 81) of intensive

compound verbs, only to puzzle a beginner, would it not

be simpler to say the verbs «-'A, *qm, ,
etc., may be

combined with past participles of other verbs, to give the

latter an intensive sense? For instance, to

reach after flight, to effect one’s escape, is literally “having

fled away, to come”; RjjXl 8 r'-vi> to keep hold of, is

“having seized to keep”; •'q>f| ^53 ,
to bear on, to endure,

is “having endured to remain.” The completive compound

verbs under B, para. 62, might well have come under the

same heading, instead of the beginner being puzzled with

an extra one, and the same remark is almost equally ap-

plicable to the subsequent paras, headed Frequentative

Compound Verbs, Continuative Compound Verbs, and

Obligativc Compound Verbs. • All the distinctions drawn
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may be philologically correct, but are far too abstruse to

puzzle a beginner with. The infinitival expressions in

para. 91 are useful as showing some of the peculiar idioms

of the language.

The paragraphs relating to adverbs need few remarks.

It may be noticed in passing that (para. 92) is derived

from Persian, and not old Gujarati
;

that fePi'HM means

“close to” as well as “almost”; cil£i*-(l or (Mi’-fl ought

to be added to ivii’-O in para. 93; R r
-tM (VtM to (td M J

. (1*1

(day after day) in para. 94 ; MR (used especially in

Kiithiiivar) to Ml'-Vd, before and behind; and that

ct f5 “what then (will result)?” unless written yp 5 y,
would mean “ what is it to thee ? ” instead of merely

“ what then ?
”

As this review has reached a greater length than was at

first intended, we will only notice in conclusion some of the

author’s list of prepositions and the cases they govern.

£r and aiM “ in the direction of,” etc., frequently become

and aiM . “since (time) ago” is not a preposition,

but the 3rd person plural of the past tense of as

^ “there have been ten years,” or “ten years

have passed since.” Ml is used with 'ql&tl “before, sooner

than,” as often as “according to,” etc., is as

common as "cHi • Similarly with and

cHl fcRim is not so common as ni|i or ?v£i tpity •

"With
, Rqi , M'd’dl , ,

and
,
the preceding

noun or pronoun is frequently not inflected, as in the case

of and

Enough has been said to show that this grammar, though

elaborated in a most painstaking manner, fails in that

simplicity and absence of hair-splitting distinctions so

essential to attract the favour of a beginner and ease his

labours, and it is not too much to remark that it is

essentially a work written by a person, like a Missionary,
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stationary in one particular place, and accustomed to as-

sociate with one set of people speaking in a similar way.

It is not one by a person accustomed to move all over the

Province, and is therefore not suitable to a student who

desires a knowledge of the language as generally used.

The variations in different parts of the country make the

composition of a Gujarati grammar really a very difficult

matter, but most of the faults pointed out are capable of

easy correction in a second edition.

A. R.

Etudes sur les dtalectes berberes, par Rene Basset

( Ouvrage couronne par VAcademie des Inscriptions et

Belles-lettres, Prix Bordin, 1893). 8vo. Pp. xiv. and

164. Paris : E. Leroux, 1894.

Under this unassuming title, the learned Director of the

High School of Letters in Algiers has given us a treatise

on Berber dialects, some forty of which are passed in

review, wherein he has judiciously condensed the outcome

of research up to date, most of it being the result of his

own indefatigable industry. Here we find a piece of honest

good work, a storehouse of linguistic lore, 1 from which,

however, the author is careful not to draw any deductions,

general or special. Scrupulously refraining from indulging

in speculations or inferences, he has been content to keep

to the boundary line of facts, known and well pondered.

Properly speaking, these “ Studies on Berber dialects
”

may be termed a “ Comparative Grammar of the Berber

dialects ”
;

still incomplete, undoubtedly—so much the

Professor candidly admits, and to which additions will

have to be made hereafter, though we surmise that it

will never be found necessary to excise any portions of

the work, for the simple reason that the scholarly author

has strictly kept within the bounds of established facts.

1 See, f. i. pp. 69-63, the remarkable aceount of the development of the

root F with the primitive meaning of “ light.”
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We can only counsel admirers of thorough efficiency to

make an attentive study of this pioneer epitome, concise

alike and luminous, of Berber philology, from which they

W'ill be sure to derive pleasure and profit !

Th. G. de Guiraudon.

WoRTERBUCH PER BEDAUYE SpRACHE, VOn Lf.O ReINISCH.

8vo. Pp. 365. Wien : A. Holder, 1895.

I have had already the opportunity of noticing in this

Journal the publication of original texts and of a remarkable

grammar of this language by the same learned author.

He lias now completed his work on the subject by issuing

an extensive dictionary, which by far surpasses all previous

publications of various authors. The present dictionary

is not a mere register of words with their German

translation. Each word is carefully analyzed, as well by

itself as with reference to cognate words in other languages

of North-east Africa, already illustrated, or about to be

illustrated, by the Viennese Professor. In fact, besides a

well-known and masterly treatise on the Nubian language,

Prof. Leo Reiuisch has devoted himself to the study of

the so-called Chamitic family of languages in North-east

Africa, and he has published grammars and dictionaries,

founded on original texts collected by himself on the spot

with the utmost care, in the Barea, Bilin, Saho, Trob-Saho,

Charnir, Guam
,

Kafa, Kunama, and Afar (or Bankali
)

languages, the whole being represented by nearly 5000

pages of 8vo print, and, indeed, 5000 pages of conscientious

and genuine work. The Galla and Somali languages remain

yet to be scientifically investigated : Schleicher, whose

premature death is much to be regretted, besides having

published a valuable grammar of the Somali language, had

also collected many original texts in the two above-named

languages : I understand that these texts have been fortu-

nately preserved and forwarded to Prof. Leo Reiuisch, who
intends to use them as a sound basis for his future exertions.

Thus, the series will be complete as far as this corner of
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Africa is concerned, and, perhaps, we may be able to get

some light from a comparative study of these languages

and the Berber dialects : the names of Prof. Rene Basset

and Leo Reinisch will then be connected for having jointly

led the way into this field of research.

Th. G. de Gf.

Chrestomathy of Arabic Prose-Pieces. By Dr. R.

Brunnow. (Porta linguarum orientalium, edidit

Herm. L. Strack, pars xvi.) Pp. ix. and 311.

London : Williams and Norgate, 1895.

With so many Arabic chrestomathies already in existence

the appearance of yet another one might seem superfluous,

but for the reasons given by the author in his preface

the publication of this one is fully justified. The few pages

of prose text, with the rather meagre glossary appended to

Prof. Socin’s Grammar, were hardly sufficient as reading

exercise for beginners. It was felt long ago that the space

they occupied should rather have been devoted to the

extension of the grammatical portion of the book. The

syntax in particular was so greatly curtailed that either

the students were obliged to refer to a larger work or

the lecturer had to make supplementary remarks to each

paragraph. It is gratifying to learn, therefore, that a

further edition of Prof. Socin’s work will be considerably

enlarged. To accomplish this satisfactorily the Chrestomathy

must be detached, and the publishers have done well to

place the compilation of the latter in such excellent hands

as those of Dr. Brunnow. The pieces have been selected

with great discrimination. Dr. Brunnow wisely endeavoured

to provide readers with an abridged history of early

Islamisra compiled from the most popular authors, as Ibn

Quteiba, Al-Mas'udI, Ibn Abd Rabbihi, and others. The

Adah is represented by some specimens of Kitab-al-Aghani,

whilst the Suras 1, 28, and 81 give an idea of the style

of the Qoran in the Meccan epoch. The edition of the

whole of the Ajurriimiyya is sure to meet with general
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approval, as the little book forms a most suitable intro-

duction into the study of the more difficult works on

grammar.

The completeness of the glossary is somewhat impaired

by the bilingual translation of every paragraph, although

the smaller type makes up to a certain degree for the loss

of space. Two very useful appendices form a welcome

addition to the book. The one contains the genealogies

of the Quraishites, showing the lines of descendants in

the families which generated the Prophet and the chief

Moslim dynasties. The second is a chronological table,

giving the principal dates in the history of Islam as far

as the Abbassides.

This new Arabic Chrestomathy will, no doubt, soon be

as popular as most of the works of the Portes.

H. Hirschfeld.

Bibliotheque Khediviale. Description de l’Egypte par

Ibn Doukmak, publiee d’apres le manuscrit autographe

conserve a la Bibl. Khed.

jJu (itkJjl ,La:j5\ etc. Le Caire : Im-

primerie Nationale, 1893. With Preface by Dr.

Tollers, pp. 7, 136, and 127.

The short preliminary notice which appeared in the April

number of this Journal last year was hardly adequate to

the importance of the publication in question. A few

additional remarks will, therefore, not be superfluous.

Hitherto the work has been looked upon as lost, but the

two parts (iv. and v.) lying before us in print are in so

far complete, as they contain the description of the whole

of Egypt, whereas the remaining volumes, if they had

ever been written, would have been devoted to other centres

of Moslim culture. The autograph MS. of the work from

which the edition was made had for centuries been lying

forgotten in a mosque. It was not only fortunate that it was
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recovered at all, but that it fell in the hands of a scholar

of European training and of such efficiency as Dr. Vollers.

The importance of the publication speaks for itself, even

if we only glance at it, and is enhanced by the circumstance,

so clearly evidenced in the preface, that MaqrizT was un-

aware of its existence. It gives a detailed description of

the author’s fatherland as it was at the beginning of the

fourteenth century. The richness of its contents can be

gathered from the following brief list of items it treats of.

It describes the streets, places, quarters, gates, passages,

markets, squares, barracks, porticos, hills, ponds, mosques,

medresses, public baths, churches, synagogues, monasteries,

etc. The descriptions are accompanied by historical ac-

counts, often going back as far as the rise of Moslirn

power.

The author set to work in a very methodical way, dividing

the country in a northern and a southern part. He com-

mences with an account of the foundation of Fostiit, even

mentioning traditions connected with it. It is no wonder

that this oldest portion of Cairo nearly monopolises the

first volume. That the mosques occupy a considerable

space, is not surprising. A very interesting chapter is

devoted to the canal which was made to receive the over-

flow of the Nile. The description of Fostiit is followed

by one of the neighbouring villages and the island of

Rodha. The second volume describes Al-Qilhira, Damiette,

Alexandria, and other places. This part has unfortunately

many gaps. The historians on whom Ibn Duqmiiq relies

are mentioned in the preface, with the exception of Ibn

Quteiba. Apart from its historical value, the book is also

of linguistic interest, and Dr. Vollers has not failed to

call due attention to this. The print is unfortunately small

and too cramped. The addition of an index would have

been an improvement. Gratitude is due both to Dr. Vollers

for the careful execution, and the Egyptian Government

for the promotion, of the important book, of which a

translation would be gladly welcomed.

If. Hirschfeld.
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Diary of a Journey through Mongolia and Tibet in

1891 and 1892. By William Woodville Rockhill,

Gold Medallist of the Royal Geographical Society.

(City of Washington
:

published by the Smithsonian

Institution), 1894.

“ The journev described in this volume,'” we read in the

“Advertisement” prefixed to it, “was undertaken by Mr.

Rockhill partly under the auspices of the Smithsonian

Institution, and the work is issued as a special publication

of the Institution, with the general object of ‘increasing

and diffusing knowledge’ in regard to the little known

countries traversed by the explorer.”

An introductory notice by the author gives us a short

chronological account of the travellers who have visited

Tibet, and this is followed by a statement of the circum-

stances which led the author to take the particular course

of exploration described in his book.

The work itself is in the form of a diary, the writer

giving under each day the record not only of his journey

but also of his observations, reflections, hopes, apprehensions,

and projects. This form of writing will not be found to

be, as Mr. Rockhill seems to have feared it might be,

tedious to any serious reader. It rather gives a freshness

and reality to the narrative, and it also enables the reader

to break his reading at convenient intervals.

Mr. Rockhill starts on his travels from Peking, having

obtained from the Chinese authorities there a passport

authorizing him “to visit Kansu, Ssu-ch‘uan, Yiin-nan,

Hsin-chiang (the New Dominion), and the Ching-hai, or

the Mongol and Tibetan country, under the administrative

control of the Hsi-ning Aruban.” From Peking the

traveller proceeded by the Nan-K‘ou Pass, the road through

which he found “ wonderfully improved ” since his visit

in 1888, on to Kalgan. Here he equipped himself with

a supply of travelling necessaries, and then went on to

Kuei-hua-Ch‘eng. From this he continued his journey

to Ning-hsia-foo, on the Yellow River in Kansu, a place
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which produces good paper and woollen rugs of great repute

among the Chinese.

From Ning-hsia Mr. Rockhill proceeded south-west to

the great city of Lau-chow-foo, where he staved a few

days, visiting the European missionaries and perfecting his

equipment. As an example of the interesting and valuable

information to be found in this book, and of the clear simple

style in which the author writes, we may take the following

passage from his account of his stay at Lan-chow-foo

:

“ Opium cultivation and opium smoking are increasing at

a rapid rate. At Liang-chow, for example, they count

eight lamps (yen teug
)

for every ten persons
;

here at

Lan-chow it is nearly as bad. It would be wrong to

imagine that the native Kansuites are responsible for the

increased consumption of opium
;

it is a result of the rapid

and overwhelming influx of Ssu-ch‘uanese into the province.

I do not think I am exaggerating when I say that they

form a fifth of the whole population of Kansu
;

in the

southern portions they are much more numerous than

elsewhere, around Hui-hsien, and the warmer and more

fertile districts especially. They take the trade, wholesale

and retail, and have energy, the one essential thing the

Kansuites are lacking in. There are three or four Ch'an-

t‘ou (Turkestanis) here selling raisins, rugs, etc., and also

seven or eight Koreans with ginseng. These latter people

visit the remotest corners of China. In 1889 there was

one at Ta-chien-lu, where he kept an inn ”
(p. 56).

From Lan-chow Mr. Rockhill proceeded in a north-west

direction on to Hsi-ning and Lusar, and thence by Shang,

south of the Koko Nor and Tsai-darn, through Mongolian

territory to Naichi Gol. From this he continued his journey

south and south-west on to Nainru, near the Tengri Nor.

From this last he had to turn and proceed in an easterly

direction to Batang, and so on into western Ssu-ch'uan

and down the Yang-tail to Shanghai.

In his long journey, especially in the part of it which

lay in Tibetan territory, Mr. Rockhill had often to endure

great hardships, encounter many difficulties, and bear
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serious disappointment. TIis troubles are told in a plain

unvarnished narrative, and he never dwells on them too

long, nor writes of them with undue asperity.

The present treatise is a worthy supplement to the author’s

“Land of the Lamas.’’ It gives many items of curious

and interesting information about remote and little known

places in parts of the Mongolian and Tibetan dependencies

of China. It abounds also in thoughtful, sensible comments

on the social and political state of affairs in these districts.

One illustration must suffice. When at Draya, near the

Gamla in Tibet, the traveller was treated with great rude-

ness by a party of drunken rowdy Lamas. The Chinese

military officer stationed in the town could easily have

dispersed the mischievous rioters and protected the traveller’s

party, but he did not give the least assistance. Mr. Rock-

hill hereupon remarks :
“ It was quite in keeping with

what I have now found out to be Chinese policy in this

country, for neither the Shou-pei (the Chinese military

officer of the town) nor any of his subordinates to turn

up in this emergency. The Chinese in Tibet do not want

to risk their popularity with the dominant class of the

country
(
i.e . the Lamas) by befriending foreigners, to do

which they would have to assert their authority without

any advantage to themselves. Whenever China sees the

necessity of doing so, it can effectually assert its supremacy

in Tibet, for it is absurd to say that China is not the

sovereign power there, and that Chinese officials are only

there to manage their own people, and are tolerated, as

it were, in the country. History, since the time of Kang-

hsi, or Ch‘ien-lung at all events, and also recent events

at Lh'asa and along the Indian border, prove conclusively

that this is not so
;

but China does not propose to hold

Tibet by force of arms—the game would hardly be worth

the candle
;

it is by diplomacy, by its superior knowledge

of foreign affairs and nations, and by conciliating the

Lamas, that it preserves its undoubted sway ” (p. 324).

The “Diary of a journey” is well illustrated, and it

is furnished with an excellent general index and a route
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map of the traveller’s explorations. There are also five

appendices, the first giving a Salar vocabulary, the second

a San-ch‘uan T‘u-jen vocabulary, the third giving a list

of plants of Tibet by Mr. W. Botting Hemsley, the fourth

giving a table of altitudes, latitudes, etc., and the fifth

giving the mean monthly temperature from June to October,

1892.

T. W.

Persische Studien, von H. Hubschmann. Strassburg

:

Karl J. Triibner, 1895.

Professor Hubschmann, of Strassburg, has long been

known for his excellent work in the field of Indo-Germanian

Philology, and especially for his Armenian researches, for

he was the first to clearly demonstrate that Armenian was

not an Iranian language, as was formerly maintained by

most scholars, and still is by some. In his Persian

studies he gives a clear exposition of the point at present

reached in the etymology of modern Persian. The work

is divided into two parts. The first part, comprising some

120 pages, is devoted to a critical examination of Dr. Horn’s

Grundriss der Neupersischen Etymologic
;

the second, to the

principal rules of Persian etymology. In his preface to

the first part the author, in a measure, defends Dr. Horn

against some of his too severe critics, at the same time

fully recognizing that the book, partly from a lack of

requisite material and partly from over-haste in its execu-

tion, leaves much to be desired. Professor Hubschmann

has not taken upon himself to correct all the mistakes in

Dr. Horn’s Grundriss, nor to complete the collection of

words. He has merely dealt with such words as specially

interested him. The second part is prefaced by a clear, if

brief, description of the relationship of ancient Persian

to the Indo-Germanian Grundsprache, and the succeeding

stages in the development of the modern language arc

sketched out. The method of treatment is most lucid.

Each letter of old Persian is taken separately, and we uro
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shown what became of it in its transition into the modern

language. Every rule is amply illustrated by examples.

Thus, for instance, we are shown that the d in ancient

Persian is represented in modern Persian by d, h, or y,

and when r precedes it, by l. Of each case many examples

are given, such as

—

dad “ justice ”=old Persian data;

da/iam “ give,” from daBdmi ;
/«'//'=Zend maBu

;
ndlidan

“ lament ”= Sanskrit nard, and rules are given showing

under what circumstances the various changes take place.

Most important is the help which the author derives from

.Armenian in tracing old forms of Persian words, for

Armenian abounds in words which it has borrowed, at

different periods, direct from Persian
;
and in many cases

it is quite possible to determine at what period such and

such a word was taken into the language. For example,

in early classical Armenian there was a fixed law that the

vowels i and u disappeared when not in the last syllable.

This law influenced all the Persian words borrowed at that

period, while in later Armenian the newly-borrowed words,

being no longer subject to this law, the Persian words

become less disfigured in the process of adoption. Thus

we find, on the one hand, the Armenian dmak “ tail,”

Zend duma, Persian dum
;

while, as an example of a later

loan, Armenian pursishn “ process,” from Pehlevi ptirsishn,

Persian pursish “ question.” In Armenian we find the

modern Persian bazu “ arm ” under the form of bazuk,

which clearly points to a Pehlevi for bazuk, not bazok.

This is one instance out of many cases in which Armenian

enables us to decide upon the pronunciation of older forms

of Persian words. The material for these studies have been

derived from various sources, chiefly from Dr. Horn’s

collection. In several cases new light has been thrown

upon old words by the very interesting description of an

old Commentary to the Koran, published a short while

ago by Mr. Browne in this Journal. The author has also

utilized to great advantage the Afghan Dictionaries, which

Dr. Horn seems to have disregarded in his Grundriss.

What is so much needed for the advancement of Persian
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studies are careful editions of old texts, collections of

peculiar words and forms occurring in the Shilhnama (such

as is now being undertaken by Professor Noldeke), and in

other old classics. Standard texts, like the Gulistdn, have

been edited and translated times without number, but our

libraries are full of really old texts which have never been

touched. What has been done in this line up to the

present has, however, been fully utilized, and to the best

advantage, in this excellent work of Prof. Hiibsclimann’s.

E. D. R.

An Introduction to the Study of Hinduism. By Guru
Prosad Sen. Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, and Co.

Mr. Guru Prosad Sen’s book, like that of many other

cultivated Hindus in their present stage, reminds one

forcibly of the aspect of some of their great towns, where

palaces and hovels stand side by side. We find high

aspirations and some really noble thoughts grouped in-

congruously with feeble common-places and flimsy reason-

ings, such as might be expected from a rather ambitious

undergraduate. Yet, on the whole, this “ Introduction

to the Study of Hinduism ” justifies its title. It opens

up an approach to the subject which was hardly available

before, and in its very method and style presents an in-

structive picture of the new Hindu striving hard and

generously, if not quite successfully, as an apostle and

a vindicator demonstrating how in religion and philosophy

and toleration and civic capacity his people are leaders of

mankind, yet bidding them “ whenever changes spring up

. . to try to mould and adopt them as fast as they can
”

in such wise as to “ work out a harmonious wrhole, the

like of which does not yet exist in this world.”

Mr. Guru Prosad Sen boldly maintains that “ Hinduism

is not, and has never been, a religious organization. It

is a purejdy] social system, insisting in [i.e. exacting from]

those who are Hindus the observance of certain social forms,
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and not the profession of particular religious beliefs.” The

Hindu, he declares, “may choose to have a faith and creed,

if he wants a creed, or do without one.” It has long been

recognized that Hindu feeling tolerated great latitude of

speculative thought, so long as no attack was made on

definite developed institutions. The mere co-existence of

innumerable castes necessitates mutual forbearance. But

when our author says that Hinduism is “an essentially

progressive system,” which “ takes in and assimilates, hates

to imitate, but beautifully incorporates, and makes new

ideas its own by going onward with the impetus generated

by these shocks,” he translates the wish overmuch into the

thought. Movements there have been and are, but is the

body of Hindu philosophy advanced what it was left by

Shankaracharya P It has, apparently, a great power of

suppression or reabsorption. The Buddhism and Jainism

which Mr. Sen regards as foreign influences were them-

selves evolved out of the early creative speculation of the

post-Yedic philosophers, and were as national influences

subdued or swallowed up again when their first energies

were worn out. There is a tendency, apparently, rather to

revert to old types than to take on new variations as

permanent characteristics.

In religion Mr. Sen says that “so long as a man holds

to his caste he is at liberty to hold any opinions he likes,

even to accepting the doctrines of Christianity.” He may
accept the doctrines perhaps, but can he adopt the practices

of Christianity ? And, however it may be with Hinduism,

Christianity insists on a mode of life, a relation to one’s

fellow-men, which is quite incompatible with the retention

of caste and the observance of caste rules. The same may
be said of Mahomedanism. From either point of view the

Hindu who, having embraced doctrines inconsistent with

caste, remains in caste must be irreligious and a hypocrite.

His subservience to a system which he must see or think

hampers the full development of the individual man is

worse, as a matter of progress, than his sincere adherence

to a creed, even though a defective one, and a self-denying,
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untiring endeavour to live up to it. If then the central

essential characteristic of the Hindu is caste, he is not

as a Hindu either “ intensely religious ” or progressive in

any practical sense. He dreams of better things, hut does

them not.

On the subject of Hindu family life Mr. Sen has many
instructive remarks from the standpoint of intimacy which

only a Hindu can attain. He rejects, and not without

reason, Maine’s theory of the simpler forms of family

being derived, historically, from the more complex. “ The

earliest Yedic type of family was the simple, or individual,

type, consisting only of the man, his wife, and children.”

This type was the ideal one long after the Yedic times, and

partition is commended by Gautama as augmenting the sum

of spiritual merit through the multiplication of separate

household sacrifices according to the archaic fashion. The

rights of the widow and daughter, though postponed, to

those of the sons took precedence of the rights of brothers

to the estate of a man deceased. The “joint family,” so

called, was of later growth. It suited the special conditions

of life to which Hindu society was for some centuries

subjected, hut it is fading away again under the impulse

to individualism received from contact with European

civilization. Mr. Sen thinks that economy was the motive

which first induced Hindus to form large joint families,

embracing numerous first and even second cousins in a

single group. Yet, again, he says: “The first splitting

up of the complex family type in this country appears to

have been due to the growing poverty of the people.” And,

after all, “ it will primarily be a desire for cheapness again

which under better conditions and better education will

recommend the second and third types to our people and

perpetuate them as Indian types.” It is hard to see how

all these statements can be correct. In the Yedic era the

Aryan youth had an almost boundless field of activity.

“ The world was all before them where to choose.” In

the present day an equally wide field of industrial and

commercial enterprise has been opened up under British
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rule. Individualism, independent life and exertion, is

stimulated by such circumstances. Between the first stage

and the last came a long period of comparative stagnation.

Employments being more and more rigidly regulated, the

attractions drawing men away from the family hearth, and

on which material progress depends, grew feebler and

feebler. The general sense of helplessness favoured an

effeminate cleaving to the family union, and kindly natural

attachments grew into legal bonds. These bonds have

become almost insufferable in the present day : the tendency

to partition amongst brethren becomes greater and greater,

and there is no more probability of the Hindus reverting

to the great joint family as a general social scheme than

of Europeans resuming the guild system of the fourteenth

century.

All who are in any way familiar with Hindu society

must have been struck with the docile, cheerful meekness

of the softer sex. They take a purely subordinate, de-

pendent position as an ordinance of Heaven, and thus

find a happiness in single-minded acceptance of the lot

assigned them, which their more aspiring sisters in Europe

might envy. Mr. Sen, with a pardonable exaggeration,

thinks they present the most perfect existing type of

womankind. “Our men,” he declares, “are immeasurably

below our women.” He even praises the discipline of

the mother-in-law, whose harsh rule, according to common
notions, is so intolerable to the child-wife. The shrewd

Marathas, at any rate, take a very different view. The

injusta noverca may indeed be a necessary element of the

family so long as the wife enters on her career while still

of tender years
;
but a reform which shall make marriage

a matter of choice between adults will no doubt imply,

or produce, a dethronement of the mother-in-law, similar

to that which she has suffered in Europe. A young woman
should not assume the functions of a wife until she is fitted

for the control of a household. Her husband should not

willingly see her aught but supreme in her own sphere.

Without a character and a will of her own, however

i.r.a.s. 1895. 32
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tempered and moulded by a sense of duty and a craving

for unity with her husband, she can hardly be a worthy

companion of a resolute, striving man, nor can she stamp

her sons through daily, hourly influence with the true

impress of manliness, which so many Englishmen preserve

amid all their sins of sensuality and selfishness.

Mr. Sen insists, and rightly, on the practice by Hindu

ladies—the resumption as he views it—of a more vigorous

physical existence. “ There is no provision whatever,” he

says, “for the young woman taking any healthy exercise.”

An almost universal slipshod listlessness is the natural

consequence. Young women must not even cultivate a

garden. “ Public opinion bans this
;

public opinion bans

music
;

public opinion bans the presence of the young

housewives before their fathers-in-law, and even their

talking with the old women of the family.” “ There is

also a bar to the wife appearing before the husband in the

presence of the elder male members of the family.” There

is no family meal in common. Such habits and practices

betoken a state of feeling amongst the men which they

must wholly shake off before the women can really become

the paragons which they already seem to Mr. Sen’s

affectionate eyes. The idea of spiritual association, of

personal equality, must be honestly and fervently embraced

in order to create a standard to which the women, always

disposed to look upward, will then most willingly conform.

There is a latent grossness in some of the social rules that

Mr. Sen enumerates which must be banished from the

popular thought ere the Hindus, even of the higher classes,

can make their women noble ladies, through first themselves

becoming chivalrous, high-minded gentlemen.

When this great reform, springing from within, has been

accomplished and incorporated in the people’s habits and

character, the essential moral element of a new and noble

nationality will have come into existence. The practical

element must be gained rather through discipline in local

affairs than through a thirst for high places and high

functions, for which a fitness arises only here and there
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amongst a community steeped to the lips in civic traditions

and civic feeling. Mr. Sen, like most of his countrymen,

looks on the institutions of self-government rather as a

means of national and political progress than as the fruit

and crown of such progress painfully achieved through

manifold reactions of circumstance and tendency. Yet

history affords no warrant for such a view. It everywhere

presents us with high development as necessarily “ moved

through life of lower phase,” and in India the traditions

and influences of three thousand years or so are not to

be shaken off in a day or a generation. Its people cannot

say, “Go to: we will be a nation,” for to be a nation implies

an accepted and characteristic set of ideas, tastes, and

sympathies. It is not constituted by a mere chance

agglomeration of a multitude of human beings. It implies

a constitution, co-ordination, a particular set of relations

amongst classes and individuals. This complex organism,

if it is to have life and activity, must rest on a million

lower local organisms. It is in and through these that

the Hindu, like the Englishman, will have to find that

self-government is in a large measure self-renunciation,

and to learn how widely the art of politics differs from

high-flown theories and ambitions. In the meantime Hindu

and Englishman alike may find in Mr. Sen’s book indica-

tions both of great wants and of great capacities which

invite and will reward energetic and sympathetic co-

operation on both sides towards the achievement of an

ever closer approach to assimilation in a generous, for-

bearing, far-reaching imperial spirit.

R. W.

The Indus Delta Country. 1 By Major-General M. Haig.

London : Kegan Paul & Co., 1894.

The late Sir Richard Burton, more than forty years ago,

expressed the opinion that little remained to be said on the

1 “ The Indus Delta Country.” A Memoir chiefly on its Ancient Geography
and History. By Major-General M. R. Haig, M.R.A.S. With Three Maps’.

(Kegan Paul & Co., 1»94.)
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geographical position of the Indus, inasmuch as “the

different opinions concerning its course in the days of

Alexander, and the various arguments for and against the

theory that its ancient channel was to the eastward of

the present bed,” had been “ discussed usque ad nauseam.”

General Haig, however, with characteristic industry, comes

again to the investigation of the problem in a geographical

and historical memoir, which is well worth the attentive

consideration of those persons into whose hands it may
chance to fall. In his own words, the treatise—of which

the first two chapters were written seven years ago

—

“pretends to be nothing more than a rough guide for

those ' in Sindh, who, taking an interest in the past of a

province, one of the poorest, and in its outward aspect

the least lovely in India, care to seek out the relics of

former ages, and trace for themselves some picture of the

country as it was at different periods of its generally

troubled history.”

But General Haig has very much more wherewith to

occupy his readers’ attention than a description of the old

easterly course of the Indus through the province of Sindh,

on which Burton naturally laid especial stress. His nine

chapters or divisions lay before us the Delta country as it

is in our own times
;

as it was at the time of Alexander’s

expedition, in b.c. 325-26; as it was understood by later

Greek writers, such as Agatharchides (probably b.c. 146),

the author of the Periplus (a.d. 81-96), and Ptolemy of

the Ptolemaic system (a.i>. 120-50) ;
and again as described

by the yet more modern Chinese traveller Iliuen Tsang,

and the Muhammadan historians or geographers up to the

ninth century. A short chapter follows, treating of the

light thrown upon the same tracts by writers in the tenth

century, the honoured names of Ibn Ilaukil, Istakhri, and

Mas‘fidi occurring among the cited authorities. The re-

maining four chapters bear the respective headings of

—

(1) “The Delta Country after the second Muhammadan
Invasion of India”; (2) “The Portuguese in the Delta”;

(3) “The Campaign of the Imperial Forces in Lower Sindh
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in 1591-92 ”
;

and (4)
“ Lower Sindh in the Modern

Period.”

It is both a dangerous and fascinating pursuit to seek,

in the names of existing towns, villages, rivers, or sites,

that affinity with aucient nomenclature which, when proven

and confirmed, has a price above rubies for those who would

connect the Present and the Past, and help onward the

study of classical literature by the light of modern research.

But so perverse is human nature that personal gratification

at a supposed “ find ” is apt to demoralise the mind of the

seeker, and cloud his appreciation of its real value. General

Ilaig has wisely restricted the scope of his enquiries in this

field. Had he passed on westward of Sonmiani and the

Pilr ‘Ali, the temptation would, perhaps, have been greater,

and he might have had to grapple with problems such as

Dean Vincent, or more recent expositors, have sought to

solve in identifying Kochari with Kokala, Malan with

Malana, Kalmat with Kalama, Koppa with Kophas, and many

other place-names now in use, with those of Alexander’s

chroniclers. His nearest approach to the vexata quastio is

to be found in the Appendices to his volume, notably that

marked F, the basis of which is supplied by Colonel Holdich.

On the present occasion we can do little more than allude

to the subject, as a serious analysis is impracticable in a

brief notice such as this.

The first word discussed is Krokala, which Haig thinks

may have been the Greek way of writing Kakrala, but that

Holdich attaches too much importance to the resemblance

between the two names. Let us quote the text hereon :

—

“It has been discovered, I believe, by a gentleman in

Lower Sindh that Kakralo means ‘ Land’s End.’ That may
be the recondite meaning known to a learned few, but in

the vulgar Sindhi tongue Kakro means ‘ a pebble,’ and

Kakralo, the adjective, means ‘pebbly.’ An island in the

sea may, therefore, have very well had that name, and

have been better entitled to it than a district in the Delta,

where, south of the Bhagar Channel, I think pebbles are

conspicuous by their absence. But Krokala may quite as
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well represent something else. Sir H. Elliott thought it

might have something to do with the Kharuks, a piratical

tribe. At all events, it is certain that the district about

Karachi Bay was, at the time of this voyage, called, not

Kakrala but Sangada” But the very common Persian sang

(a stone) and the Sindhi kakro (a pebble) are words which,

however, varying in sound, have one and the same meaning,

while both of the languages drawn upon are familiar to

the local ear. In any case, the above extract supplies a

fair specimen of the perplexing nature of the identifications

attempted. Later on, the discussion turns upon the modern

Manora and the ancient Morontobara
;
and here we might

invite attention to the existence of a site called, thirty

odd years ago, Morona, or Morona Hill, which the present

writer passed on his second march from Karachi towards

Gwadar. It is referred to in a footnote of his published

diary, as “ not improbably the Horontabara of Arrian, and

found in Arrowsmith’s ancient ‘Atlas Imperii Persici.’
”

The bara may have something in common with the bare,

which General Haig interprets, in its accented form ban,

to be an old Sindhi suffix to place-names, and which, un-

accented, is found, according to Ptolemy and the Periplus,

in “ Lonibare,” the name of one of the seven mouths of

the Indus. Bara is elsewhere translated “ a roadstead.” But

Col. Holdich’s Horontabara is close to the Arahis, far beyond

the present Morona.

To retrace the original course of the main river, or to

identify its former beds, is no simple process in a country

of physical changes like Sindh
;
where the stream is ever

capricious, and the so-called Pules of Alluvion and

Diluvion are in such constant request. From year to year

the JagTrdar, or holder of alienated laud, becomes a gainer

or loser of laud, according to the action of the running

waters, which may, on the one hand, add to his acres by

uncovering and abandoning them, or, on the other hand,

sweep them away by thoroughness of overflow. General

Haig deserves great credit for the assiduity with which

he has investigated this difficult question, in a scientific
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as well as historical point of view
;
and we heartily con-

gratulate him on the result of his useful labours, exhibited

in the lately published volume on the Indus Delta country.

F. J. G.
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CORRECTION.

NOTE ON THE GANARATNAMAHODADIII.

By Gr. Buhler.

Page 247, line 26, for “ Tanunayakasuta ” read “ Januo.”

„ 248, „ 2, for
“ Taml Nayaka ” read “ Janu.”

„ 248, ,, 12, “ The date corresponds to Wednesday,

November 7, 1229 a.d.”
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Akt. XII.— Writing, Printing, and the Alphabet in Corea.

By W. G. Aston.

Writing.

The first definite statement with regard to a knowledge of

the art of writing in Corea belongs to a.d. 872, the same

year in which Buddhism was introduced from Tsin in

Western China. The standard history of ancient Corea,

known as the Tong-kuk-thong-kam, or, more briefly, the

Tongkam, informs us that in this year “ Kokuryo 1

established a High School, in which pupils were taught.”

Two years later, the same work contains the following

notice :

—

“ Pekche appointed one Kohung as Professor. From the

establishment of the kingdom of Pekche until this time

it had no letters. It now for the first time had written

records.”

Of course the writing here referred to was the use of the

Chinese character. As we shall see presently, it was not

until centuries later that any means were invented of

committing the Corean language to writing. It is probable,

1 Corea was at this time divided into three kingdoms—Kokuryo, Pekche, and
Silla.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 33
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however, that these notices refer only to a regular course

of study of Chinese under official auspices and the use of

that language in official documents. There is good reason

to think that some knowledge of writing already existed at

least on the part of individuals, and it is unlikely that the

Chinese occupation of Corea during the Han dynasty should

not have left some traces of literary culture among the

inhabitants.

The ordinary Japanese chronology gives a.d. 285 as the

date of the first introduction of the art of writing from

Corea into Japan. This is, of course, irreconcilable with

the above statements. But for reasons I have given

elsewhere, the Japanese chronolpgv must here be rejected.

The true date is a.d. 405, or 31 years after the first use

of written records in Pekche.

The Japanese scholar Hirata mentions 514 as the date

of the first introduction of the art of writing into Silla,

but on what authority he does so is not clear.

Printing.

The subject of printing in Corea has been fully dealt

with by Mr. E. Satow in two papers published in the

Transactions of the Japan Asiatic Society for 1882, 1 and

I merely take this opportunity of supplementing his essays

by a few gleanings from the native histories of that country.

I have not been able to discover any record of the first

introduction of the art of printing into Corea, but it may
be provisionally referred to the end of the tenth or the

beginning of the eleventh century. Printed books were

known in Japan in 987, and printing introduced early in

1 It is not a little surprising that the interesting account given by Mr. Satow
of early printing in Japan and Corea should have attracted so little attention

from writers on the history of printing and from lovers of old and curious

books. Many of the works described by him date from a period anterior to

the so-called invention of printing in Europe, and bibliopoles whose horizon

is not limited by the Suez Canal may still hope to secure copies. The libraries

of the monasteries of Corea are said to possess treasures of this kind wliich

no European has seen, and Japan is perhaps not quite exhausted.

A good number of the books referred to by Mr. Satow are now in tho British

Museum.
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the twelfth century. It is probable that Corea preceded

Japan by a short time in borrowing this invention, like that

of writing, from China.

The first mention of this art in Corea which has come

under my observation belongs to A.n. 1056. Under this date

the Tongkam contains the following notice :

—

“ 8th month.—The Governor of the "Western Capital (Phyiing

yang) represented to the king that the text-books in use by the

senior and junior graduates of the capital, being all handed down
by copying, contained numerous errors. He therefore requested

that the books deposited in the Hanlin College (of Corea), viz.,

the nine classics, the histories of the Han, Tsin, and Thang
dynasties, the Analects, the Classic of Filial Piety, the Child’s

History, the literary collections of various authors, works on

medicine and divination, geography (including geomancy), law,

and arithmetic, should be distributed among the various colleges.

The king gave orders to the proper functionaries to print one

copy of each and send them.”

Another notice in the same work belongs to the year

1192. It is there stated that a Corean scholar having

compiled a treatise on economy called ^ jjj orders

were given that it should be carved on blocks and copies

distributed to the learned ministers of the king’s court.

As an evidence of the estimation in which books were

held in Corea, it may be mentioned that in 1314 an agent

who was sent to China brought back 10,800 volumes, and

that in the same year the Emperor of China made a present

to the King of Corea of 4371 volumes.

1403 a.d. is an important date in the history of printing

in Corea. In that year the first fount of moveable copper

types was provided. This was carefully preserved, and

subsequently added to in 1420, 1434, 1772, and 1777. But

for further details Mr. Satow’s papers, already mentioned,

must be referred to.

Among the books printed by the 1434 fount of types

are mentioned the Sohak (jJ> Jpl) and the Sam-kang-

heng-sil (3 3^ fr jf)> the latter being an illustrated

work.
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Alphabet.

By far the more important part of Corean literature is

in the Chinese language, and is, of course, written by means

of the Chinese character. But there is also a popular

literature, consisting mainly of tales and books of edifica-

tion, which is in Corean. For this an alphabetical script

of native invention is in use, which is known as the Onmun
or vulgar character.

The origin of this alphabet has been the subject of some

controvers}r
. Hirata and other Shinto scholars assigned it

to those vague prehistoric times of Japan called the “ Age
of the Gods,” but this notion, never a very plausible one,

is now completely exploded, 1 and has no adherents at the

present day, except, perhaps, the French savant, M. de

Bosny.

Another view is that the Onmun was invented by a

Corean scholar named Syolchhong, who lived towards the

end of the seventh century. This error had its origin in

a confusion of the Onmun with the Nido, i.e. “clerk’s way,”

a system of writing Corean which was really invented by

Syolchhong. But the Nido, which is still in use, especially

by the clerks in public offices, is a means of representing

Corean words by the use of a number of the more common
Chinese characters to which a phonetic value is given. The

Japanese employed a similar method about the same time,

as may be seen in the poetry of the Kojiki and Nihongi.

The Nido is therefore a syllabic script, and is quite different

from the Onmun, which was framed after the model of the

Sanskrit alphabet.

The date of the invention of the Onmun is recorded with

precision in the Corean standard history of the present

dynasty, called Kuk-cho-pong-kam ^iJJ $;)• Under

the year 1446, this work contains the following passage :

—

“ The twenty-eight Onmun letters invented by the king are

in imitation of the ancient seal character, and are classed as

1 Vide a paper in this Journal for July, 1883, entitled “Two Questions of

Japanese Archajology,” by B. II. Chamberlain.
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initial, medial, and final sounds. Though the characters are

simple, they may be used in infinitely various ways. In the

preface written by Chyong Liu -chi, President of the Board of

Ceremonies, it is said, . . . This Eastern Land of ours resembles

China in its ceremonies, its music, and its material civilization,

but it differs from that country in its language. Hence scholars

complained that their ideas could not be made clear, and the

officials charged with criminal matters that the niceties of legal

argumentation could not be rendered intelligible. Accordingly,

in ancient times, Syolchhong of Silla invented the nitu, which
has been in use until the present day, both by officials and private

persons. This consisted, however, altogether in the borrowed
(i.e. phonetic) use of Chinese characters, with the result, some-
times of impediment and sometimes of obstruction. It is in short

a rude and inaccurate method, inadequate to express one ten-

thousandth part of our spoken language.
“ In the winter of the year 1443 the king invented characters

for the twenty-eight true sounds, and drew up directions for their

use, giving them the title of ‘ True Sound Characters for the

instruction of the people.’ These letters, like the ancient seal

characters, depend on sound, and, therefore, the seven-fold vocal

combinations, the three extremes, and the refinement of the two
breathings, are all comprised in them. These twenty-eight letters

can be variously applied without limit. They are simple and
yet essential

;
they are minutely accurate and yet readily in-

telligible. A clever man can understand them in less than a

morning. A stupid man may learn them in ten days. By these

(Chinese) writings can be explained so that their import may
be known

;
by these the facts of judicial causes may be ascer-

tained. In pronouncing Chinese characters the distinction between
hard and soft consonants, in music, the harmony of the notes

of the chromatic scale, can all be fully and adequately rendered

by their use. Even the noise of the wind, the scream of the

crane, the crowing of cocks, and the barking of dogs, can all

be written down by means of them ”

The alphabet thus introduced to the Corean public was

as follows :

—

6
spiritus lenis

as initial,

ng as final.

Initials only. Ti ^ ^ ^ JL q .

ch chh th kh ph h.

Initials and 7 1//TB ti A
Finals. k n t l m p s as initial,

t as final.
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Towels. |- q ^ A t ir —
|

>.

a ya 6 yo o yo u yu eu i a.

The two combinations tH mo and jlJ- wa, with a special

use of
| ,

make up the number 28 above mentioned.

The “ two breathings ”
are probably the aspirated and

unaspirated letters, which differ in the same way as the

corresponding letters in Sanskrit, not like our t and th, etc.

The statement that the Onmun was framed after the

model of the ancient seal character of China is quite

unintelligible. Another Corean authority states that it

was made upon the pattern of the Sanskrit alphabet, and

internal evidence leaves no doubt that this is the case. A
comparison with the Devanagari discloses several points of

resemblance which cannot be accidental, and the fact that

it is an alphabet and not a syllabary like the Japanese Kana
points to the same conclusion. Nor is this all. It will be

observed that a classification of letters according to the

organs of speech with which they are pronounced was

known to the inventor. Those letters which belong to the

same class contain the same element, the labials the

element
,
the dentals lA the gutturals ”1

,
the throat

breathings O, and the sibilants and palatals Perhaps,

however, he had primarily in view the Chinese classification

of sounds known as the Hung-wu (1368-1398) sounds,

which is itself based on a study of the Sanskrit alphabet.

According to the Hung-wu system there are seven classes

of sounds, viz.
:

grinder (guttural), tongue-tip (dental), lip

(labial), tooth-tip (palatal), throat (breathing), half-tongue

(/), and half-tooth (/, the initial sound of Q).

No doubt the reason why all mention of the Sanskrit

alphabet was avoided by the President of the Board of

Ceremonies was its association with Buddhism, which has

long been a discredited religion in Corea. Its revenues are

insignificant, its temples banished from the cities, and its

priests counted with vagabonds and outcasts.

In one respect the Onmun does imitate the Chinese

character. The grouping of the letters into syllables
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1

follows the same order as the strokes of which a Chinese

character is composed, viz. from left to right and from top

to bottom. For example A h 1 S(tk is written . The

syllables, too, follow one another in columns, which are read

in Chinese fashion from top to bottom, proceeding from

right to left.

It may be observed that there is no provision in this

alphabet for the distinction between hard and soft

consonants. In order to mark this difference in writing

foreign words such as Chinese, the letters are doubled for

the soft consonants, a device which to our minds ought to

have a precisely opposite effect. The Coreaus attach no

importance to this distinction in their own language,

although their consonants are frequently pronounced soft

in the middle of a word.

The annexed specimen (vide Plates) of an Onmun text

is reproduced from a Corean book in the British Museum.

It will be observed that there are three parts—a Chinese

text, an Onmun translation in the upper margin, and an

illustration. The work from which it is taken is the

Sam-kang-heng-sil, of which an edition in 1434, printed

with moveable types, has been already mentioned. The

present edition, however, has every appearance of having

been printed from blocks. The original Onmun edition

of this work appeared in 1481, and I am inclined to believe

that the copy in the British Museum is of this date, but

it would be too much to affirm so positively. In any case

the wood-engraving belongs to a very early period in the

history of the art, and the text is probably the oldest

specimen extant of the Onmun script.
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Art. XITI.

—

Ghataydla Inscription of the Pratihara Kakkuka,

of [ Vikrama-'jSammt 918. By Munshi Debiprasad,

of Jodhpur. 1

The stone which bears this inscription is in the wall of

a small building which is close to some ruins about a mile

east of Ghatayala, a village situated about twenty miles

north of the city of Jodhpur. It contains twenty-two

lines of writing, which cover a space of about 2' 2" broad

by 1' 9" high. The first twenty lines are well preserved

;

of the two others the greater part is effaced or broken

away, together with any subsequent lines of writing which

the inscription originally may have contained. The size

of the letters is about •§". The characters are Nagarl

;

they closely resemble those of the Jodhpur inscription of

Biluka, and have been drawn and engraved with the same

care and skill. 2 The language, up to nearly the end of

line 20, is Maharashtri Prakrit
;

the small remainder

is in Sanskrit
;

and the whole is in verse. In respect of

orthography it will be sufficient to state that the letter h,

when it is not combined with another consonant, is denoted

by a sign of its own, not by the sign for v.

The inscription treats of the same line of Pratihara

(Padihara or Parihara) chiefs which is eulogised in the

Jodhpur inscription of Bauka
;

and it is of some value

both because it corrects and adds to the information which

has been drawn from that inscription, and because by far

1 Like the paper on the Jodhpur inscription of the Pratihara Bauka, published

in this Journal for 1894, p. Iff., this paper also has been prepared by Professor

Kielhorn, from rubbings and rough copies of the test and translation of the

inscription, sent to the Secretary by Munshi Debiprasad of Jodhpur.
1 For a somewhat rough lithograph of the two first lines of the inscription,

see Gaurishankar Hirachand Ojha’s Paleography of India
,
plate xvi.
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the greater part of it is written in Prakrit. Its proper

object is, to record (in verses 22 and 23) that a chief

named Kakkuka (Kakkua) founded a Jaina temple and made

it over to a Jaina community which belonged to the gachchha

of Dhanesvara. But it also tells us (in verses 19-21) that

the same chief, on a date which will be considered below,

established a market at the village of Rohinsakupa, and

erected two pillars, one at the same village and the other

at Maddoara. And by way of introduction it gives (in

verses 3-6) the following genealogy of Kakkuka :

—

The Brahman Harichandra and his wife Bhadra, who

was of the Kshatriya caste, had a son named Rajjila. His

son was Narabhata
;

his son, Nagabhata (Nahada)
;
his son,

Tata
;

his son, Yasovard/iana
;

his son, Chanduka

;

his son,

Silluka
;

his son, Jhota
;

his son, Bhilluka
;

his son, Kakka
;

and his son, from Durlabhadevl, Kakkuka. "With the ex-

ception of Durlabhadevl and her son Kakkuka, all these

persons were known to us already (some under slightly

different names) from the Jodhpur inscription
;

but the

present inscription shows that Yasovard/iana was the son

of Tata, not, as has been wrongly inferred from the Jodhpur

inscription, of Tata’s younger brother Bhoja, who is here

omitted
;
and that the son of Silluka (Siluka or Siluka)

was named Jhota, not Jhiltovara. According to the Jodhpur

inscription Kakka had another son, named Bduka, from the

Maharajm PadminI
;
he, of course, must have been a brother

of Kakkuka, who in the present inscription is described as

the son of Kakka and Durlabhadevl. If Munshi Debiprasild

were right in reading the date of the Jodhpur inscription

samvva 940, Kakkuka, whose present inscription contains

a date of the year 918, would have to be considered as the

predecessor of Biiuka; but, judging from the rubbing of

the Jodhpur inscription, I still believe the date of that

inscription to be samvvat 4, and it therefore remains doubtful

which of the two chiefs was the elder brother.
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The date given in verse 19 of the present inscription is

Wednesday, the second lunar day of the bright half of

Chaitra of the year 918 (apparently of the Vikraraa era),

while the moon was in the nakshatra Ilasta. This last

item at once shows that the date cannot be correct
;

for

the moon might well be in Ilasta on the second tithi of the

dark half of the puniimdnta Chaitra, but it would never be

there on the second of the bright half of Chaitra. Nor is

the week-day right
;
for Chaitra-sudi 2 would correspond,

for the Chaitradi Vikrama year 918 current, to Tuesday,

the 27th February, a.d. 860; for the Chaitradi Vikrama

year 918 expired, to Monday, the 17th March, a.d. 861

;

and for the Karttikadi Vikrama year 918 expired, to Friday,

the 6th March, a.d. 862. And it may be added that the

second tithi of the dark half of the purnimdnta Chaitra also

did not end on a Wednesday in either the current or the

expired Vikrama year 918. But although several of the

details of the date are thus shown to be incorrect, there

appears to be no reason why the year of the date, too, should

be looked upon with suspicion, and I therefore believe that

the two chiefs Bduka and Kakkuka, in accordance with the

present inscription, may be confidently placed in the second

half of the ninth century a.d. From this it would follow

that the chief Bhattikadevaraja, who in the Jodhpur in-

scription is stated to have been defeated by Bauka’s ancestor

Siluka, must have lived about the middle of the eighth

century a.d., or about a hundred years before the Bhatti

chief Deoraj of Jaisalmer, who is recorded to have been

born in Vikrama-sanivat 892.

In addition to the villages Bohinsakupa and Maddoara,

which have not been identified, the inscription mentions

several countries or districts for which the reader is referred

to the text and translation of verses 16 and 17.
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Text.

L. 1. [ii*] i

f^mrTTTTw n— [1.]

2. ufafTfr ^n^ft fafa^nsfufr far ttw i

HUT Trf^fTTWt 1 ^ OTrfr II — [2.]

fafat fafa-

3. *rwr ^nf% far i emu gift

fafaTfa^ T£*T II — [3.] *n®T fa

wr^t fafa-

4. HFTl^T ffa XT^^I I fa HW^ft rTT^itW fa *TCT-

^xrr sn^rt ii—

[

4.] ^iw fa^w^n 3 ^wt
faf^r

4
fa i gV

5. ^rt farw nw^fr ^iw fa ^rt n— [5.]

frcrtft fafa^^r ^nTfa^Tr i

fa ^fTWT-

6 . "3TWt II

G—
II [

6.] tfafa^T^

^far^i i unfa 7

nr ^tnj
8
<t-

1 Read °Wt.
2 This has been altered to ^TRHTTO "'Ricli it should be.

3 Read, perhaps, onjTRt-
4 The Jodhpur inscription has farm^i in line 10, and in

line 12.

5 This akshara is quite clear in the rubbings. The published

version of the Jodhpur inscription, in line 12, has IJTZfaT* ^JrR 5

but on referring to my rubbing of it, I find that the first akshara of

the name there too may possibly be <jjY, not ?JT > and I would read

now HTI *pT.'> *n tliree words.

6 Here there is an ornamental full stop in the original.

7 Perhaps altered to TTjfjfa in the original.

8 in the original I^faft had first been engraved.
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7. [*ft] fw flTlt II—[7.] nfr srftqii TIT nr

nr wM i m nr
1

%m srnt

8. ^rqfnftni ii — [8.] Tjt^rT fa n^rr ^*rr rTf

^famT fa Tfr^rnr i ^nrfnrw ^nr vfn^T fnrw

fm^ns%

9. €WT ii—

[

9.] ft? nTRT^faiT^

iinr i ni ^rnf faR*fr ^fa“ *rw
fjq II— [10.] f^^T-

10. f<^ ni i «i 33i ^rnj srnt Tf^^nr ^Rrnrfar i fnpR^^ui

qrfnN ^fTni fa ^n^fnr^qnt ii—

[

11.] ^wfa^-
3

sftrrrnr

11. fa nwni finrasw ^^f^si 4
i nr^ nrfa-

^njw 5
fif tnr f^ffa ii-[ 12.] nnr^wnre^ro-

^rrffunr fairn;-

12. nnRrnlsnr i smrq^rTni^TnrnT'sr %m ^inr nj^ nrwfa^ ii

—[13.] ^inrinr^ rrwrw Rf *rft n^nrr-

13. nr rrm^t w i xy fnra ^nr *infr nifar^fr

nrrt n— [14.] irnr m^nr nnr R»rmr ^rnrat
6

‘fi-

ll. nrirnj i *w^inr *r nrfnr^j f^ nnrtnr vrnjfnrqi ii
—

[15.] TT^nflqfn^^T^^rn^TT tH

*

i

wfnnfr %nj 5inn-

1 Read nfa •

2 Read c^ffeT, or cfiffa.
3
Altered to \jnTfafiT 0 i° the original.

4 Read .

5 Read ^rfnnrTinm (?).

6 Perhaps altered to which it should be.
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l. is. tit ^nirrrsfr 11—[16.] itnnri 1

fafafar 5rrar3[^T]^ wtit i hri

fa^fa HIRTTRI'HH'RIHl II—[17.]

16. T^TT HTH^Hl^fi^fl 2
I HTT’

to to! Hint iiur ii — [18.] ifro

rhih ^ Rpfa ^fK^- 3

17. TT7TT%f %TlfwT I fijrfW jJfHK ^nnitTOr ||

—[19.] fafanifiiri ij hithri f^xcrH^^fnr^-

i ftfroR^i-

18. HTH faifai fiifTTfiifa II—[20.] RnftHlTfaT ijgfr

iNt ^tfainrTOHfaT i wnr tort i n^rr ^
IWT 4

RmHifiHIT II— [21.]

19. hrt fafaH^Ri faRm ito i rrtt-

fii HRHfai hhrt iTtfa hihhN ii
—

[22 .]

nifanfai iHRT fa-

20. TO ^[Rfaw H^ffa I HI

II — [23.] HiRlfTflH

**9 HI

21. [it]Hi ifaTii httththht ^Tfa to Hrfaiiifr

hwt i

1 Read itlWTi-
2 The sign of anusvara in °fi^fl is doubtful in the origiual. The

third Pada of the verse offends against the metre.

3
Originally HTfTflH 0 was engraved.

4 Read TJHIT

.
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Translation.

Om!

(Verse 1.) Bow to the lord of the Jinas, who is the path

to heaven and beatitude, the god who is the first

cause of all things, the destroyer of every sin, the

supreme preceptor !

(V. 2.) The glorious Lakshmana, the ornament of the

Raghus, was Rama’s door-keeper (
padihdra

) ;
hence

the Pratihara (Padihilra) clan has attained here to

eminence.

(V. 3.) There was a Brahman named Harichandra
;

his

wife was Bhadrd, of the Kshatriya caste. To them

a valiant son was born, named Pajjila.

(V. 4.) To him, again, Narabhata was born, and to him,

Nagabhata (Nahada)
;
his son was Tata, and his son,

Tasovardhana.

(V. 5.) To him Chanduka was born, and to him, Silluka
;

his son was Jhota, and his, the generous Bhilluka.

(V. 6.) Bhilluka’s son was Kakka, highly esteemed for

his noble qualities
;

and to him was born, from

Durlabhadevi,
Kakkuka .

—

(V. 7.) His smile is [like a] slightly opening [flower-bud],

his speech sweet, his glance benign, his meekness

not timid, his anger slight, his friendship firm.

(V. 8.) He never has spoken, or smiled, or acted, or

looked, or remembered a thing, or stood still, or

roamed about, without benefiting mankind.

(V. 9.) Like a mother, he constantly has kept in comfort

all the people in his dominion, the poor and the

prosperous, the lowest as well as the highest.

(V. 10.) And never has he, departing from what was

right, 1 through favour, affection, envy, or greed, made

the slightest difference between the parties in any

transaction.

1 I take the Sanskrit translation of the original to he
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(V. 11.) Acting on the advice of the best of the twice-

born, 1 he has pleased everybody, and has, free from

passion, also inflicted punishment on the wicked.

(Y. 12.) Even to citizens possessed of abundance of wealth

he has assigned more than his revenue (?), a lac,

and a hundred, and as much as was suitable (?).
2

(Y. 13.) Though decorated with the freshness of youth

and with beauty, and full of the sentiment of love,

he never has behaved to people so as to incur the

reproach of men, without modesty.

(Y. 14.) To children like a father, to young men like a

friend, and to the aged like a son, he by such good

conduct of his has constantly fostered everybody.

(Y. 15.) Ever civil, showing respect and praising

excellence, and speaking pleasantly, he has given

plenty of wealth to those attached to him.

(Y. 16.) By his excellent behaviour and qualities he has

won the love of the people in Marumada (?), Valla
,

Tamani, and Gujarat (?).
3

(Y. 17.) He has taken away the herds of cattle and has

afterwards boldly destroyed by fire the villages on the

hill in the inaccessible Vatananaka (? Vadananaya)

district.

(Y. 18.) [But] this land he has made fragrant with the

leaves of blue lotuses, and pleasant with groups of

mango and madhuka trees, and has covered it with

the leaves of excellent sugar-cane.

(Yerses 19 and 20.) And when nine hundred years were

1 The Sanskrit would be which I take to be a

Bahuvrihi compound, used adverbially.

2 The wording of the original verse is perhaps incorrect.

3 The first half of the verso apparently only contuins the names of certain

countries or districts. Marumada probably is the modern Murwar
;

Valla

must be the Valla-desa or Valla-mandala mentioned in verses 18 and 19 of the

Jodhpur inscription; and Tamani perhaps is the Stravani (?) or TravanT in

verse 18 of the same inscription. Of the following a/csharas of the text,

parianhaajja
(
paryanka-dryya ?), I do not know what to make. Oujjara

clearly is Gurjara.
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increased 1 by the eighteenth, in Chaitra, when the

moon’s nakshatra was Ilasta, 2 on Wednesday, the

second lunar day of the bright half, the illustrious

Kakkuka, for the increase of his fame, founded a

market, fit for traders, 3 crowded with Brahmans,

soldiers and merchants, at the village of Rohimakupa.

(V. 21.) He has erected, like heaps of his renown, the

two pillars here, one at Maddoara
,

4 and another at

the village of Rohimakupa.

(V. 22.) This illustrious Kakkuka piously has caused to be

built this imperishable temple of the god Jina, which

destroys sin and creates happiness.

(Y. 23.) And he has entrusted this temple to the

community presided over by the ascetics Jambava (?)

and Amraka (?) and the merchant Bhiikuta (?), in

the gachcliha of the holy Dhanesrara .

5

1 On the use of the word argala in dates see the Indian Antiquary, vol. xix,

p. 61, note 52.
2 The literal meaning of the text would be “when the nakshatra was the

moon’s Hasta.”
3 1 take mahajanam to he used in the sense of the adjective mdhajamka.
4 I cannot suggest any suitable Sanskrit equivalent of this name.
5 After this, half a verse in Sanskrit is preserved in the original, which it is

unnecessary to translate.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 34
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Art. XIV.

—

Mahuan’s Account of the Kingdom of Bcngala

(Bengal). By Geo. Phillips, M.R.A.S.

Introductory Notice.

The following is a Chinese description of the kingdom of

Bengal, written at the commencement of the fifteenth

century, about eighty years before the Portuguese dis-

covered the route round the Cape of Good Hope, and

about sixty years or so after Ibn Batuta 1 had visited

those regions. This account is a chapter taken from

a work, bearing the Chinese title Ying-yai-sheng-lan (a

general account of the shores of the ocean), compiled by

one Mahuan, an Interpreter attached to the suite of Cheng

Ho, who was sent to the various kingdoms of the western

ocean by the Chinese Emperor Yung-lo. The object of

this expedition was, that the Emperor Yung-lo feared that

Hui-ti, his predecessor, whom he had driven from the

throne, was concealing himself in some country over the

sea
;
he wanted to trace him, and at the same time to display

his military force in foreign countries, in order to show

that China was rich and strong.

In the sixth month of the year 1405, he ordered Cheng

Ho, his companion TYang Ching Hung, and others, to go

as envoys to the kingdoms in the western ocean. They took

with them 30,000 soldiers and a large quantity of gold and

silks. The fleet consisted of 62 ships, most of them of

large tonnage, some measuring 440 feet long and 180 feet

broad.2 They sailed from Liu-kia-kiang, an inlet of the

1 Ibn Batuta travelled in Bengal and visited Sunargaon in 1341.
2 Such are the dimensions given to the Chinese vessels composing the

expedition in the “ Ming Dynasty History Book,” 304. There can be no
doubt the size of the vessels is greatly exaggerated

;
at the same time, however,

the junks of those days were much larger than those of the present century

—

in some books of that period they are described as high as city walls and houses.
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Yang-tze, situated a little to the north of AYusung, the

entrance of the Shanghai river. They touched on their

way south at AYoga, at the mouth of the Min, from which

place they sailed to Cochin China, and so on to the various

countries in the Straits and India, making known at each

place the orders from the Emperor.

They gave presents to the princes and chiefs, and those

who would not submit were compelled to do so by force.

Mahuan has left us an account of twenty of the kingdoms

visited by the expedition : those relating to Java and

Sumatra have been translated into English by Mr. AV. P.

Groeneveldt, while the chapter relating to Cochin China

was translated by the late Mr. Mayers. The chapters

relating to Siam and Ceylon have been translated by myself,

and have appeared in the Journal of the China branch of

this Society. The remaining chapters I have also translated,

and the one relating to Bengal I am now about to read.

These travels, handed down to us by Mahuan, are well

worthy of taking a place beside those of other mediaeval

travellers, such as Marco Polo, Friar Odoric, and Ibn Batuta.

The most curious point about all these travellers is the

striking resemblance that their descriptions bear to each

other, which has been most happily described by the late

learned scholar, Sir Henry Yule, when speaking of Friar

Jordan’s travels: “One must notice,” says he, “the frequent

coincidences of statement, and almost of expression, between

this and other travellers of the same age, especially Marco

Polo
;

at first one would think that Jordan had Polo’s book,

but he certainly had not Ibn Batuta’s, and the coincidences

with him are sometimes almost as striking. Had these

ancient worthies, then, a Murray, from whom the}'' pilfered

experiences as modern travellers do. I think they had, but

their Murray lay in the traditional yarns of the Arab sailors

with whom they voyaged, some of which seem to have been

handed down steadily from the time of Ptolemy—per-

adventure Herodotus—almost to our own day.”

To this I might add that there are passages to be met

with in Mahuan’s travels which look as if they had been
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pilfered direct from Marco Polo and Ibn Batuta and others,

but this would have been quite impossible. Many, perhaps,

are apt to think that the navigation of the Eastern seas

in early times was entirely in the hands of the Arabs,

Indians, and Persians
;

such was not really the case.

It should be mentioned here that the Indians and Persians

most probably went to China by sea at the commencement

of our era, and continued to do so for many centuries after-

wards. For example, the Buddhist pilgrim Fa-hien, in 413,

returned to China from Ceylon in an Indian vessel. I quite

agree with my friend W. P. Groeneveldt, a gentleman

holding a high post in Her Netherland Majesty’s service

in Java, and a ripe Chinese scholar, that the Chinese did

not arrive in the Malay Archipelago before the fifth century,

and that they did not extend their voyages to India, Arabia,

and Persia till a century later. There is positive evidence,

however, that in the Tang dynasty 618 to 906, their sailors

were well acquainted with the navigation of the Indian

seas, for sailing directions are to be found dating from that

period, clearly setting forth the route and naming the

countries to be met with between Canton and Bussorah at

the head of the Persian Gulf. In these directions there

is a most striking passage regarding the dangers to be

guarded against when reaching El-Obollah, where beacons

were said to be placed in the sea, upon which fires were

lighted at night for the guidance of mariners. These

beacons are mentioned in El-Masudi’s historical
“ Encyclo-

paedia,” translated by Dr. Sprenger. He says :
“ Marks of

wood are erected for sailors in the sea at El-Obollah, and

look like three seats in the middle of the water, on which

fires are burnt at night to caution vessels which come from

Oman, Siraf, and other places.” Reference is also made to

these marks in the travels of Ibn Batuta, Lee’s translation,

page 36. This and other passages in the directions show

clearly what knowledge the Chinese had of the navigation

of these seas.

It will naturally be asked, from what port in China

did these vessels sail ? Canton appears, up to the
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eleventh century, to have been the chief southern port

frequented by foreign ships, and from which native vessels

sailed for foreign countries. In 1086, or soon after the

time of the Norman conquest of England, the eastern ports

of China, viz. Changchow and Chinchew, were made ports

of entry and exit for vessels carrying on foreign trade.

Prior 1 to this all Fookien craft, going to and returning

from foreign countries, were compelled to report themselves

to the Canton Customs authorities. This was looked upon

as a great hardship by the Fookien merchants, and, upon

representation being made to the throne, a superintendent

of Customs was appointed to collect the Customs revenue

at these two Fookien ports. At this time a port sprang

up into notice at the entrance of the Changchow river, not

far from the present treaty port of Amoy, which, with the

neighbouring port of Chinchew, did much of the foreign

carrying trade of that part of China. Ships were built

bv the richer and manned by the poorer classes, and, eager

in the pursuit of gain, were sent on long and distant

voyages to foreign countries. This port was from 1086

to 1566 known as Gehkong, and is probably the Caichan,

or Kaycon, of Friar Odoric, known also as Zaitun. 2 The

trade of this port and that of Chinchew is now centred

in Amoy. In 1561 this district suffered greatly from

Japanese raids, and its commerce was almost entirely

destroyed.

It should be known that the Japanese had been a scourge

to this part of China for over twenty years, and they had

inspired the people with such fear and dread, that for many
years after the bare mention of the words Oe-a-loi, “ the

Japanese are coming,” frightened the children into obedience,

much in the same way as our fathers and mothers were

frightened when they were told that “ Boney ” would have

1 In the seventh year of T‘ai p‘ing hing kuo’s reign, 983 of our era, Chang-
chow as well as Chinchew juuks were engaged in the trade with foreign

countries.—“The Annals of the Canton Customs,” a book found in the Summer
l’alace at Peking. In 1285 there was a superintendent of Customs at Cheng-
chow, who collected all shipping dues.

• In substantiation of this statement I refer the reader to Yule’s “ Cathay,

and the way thither,” vol. ii, appendix, p. xxiv.
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them. To this day in Amoy, I am informed by Dr. J. J.

M. do Groot, when the common people are angry with eacli

other they make use of the expression Ok-na-koue-ni, “ You
are as cruel as a Japanese.”

The next interesting point we have to discuss is, how the

Chinese found their way to these distant foreign countries.

It was my good fortune, many years ago, while strolling

through a temple in the neighbourhood of Amoy, to come

across a well-educated Chinaman, who was spending the

summer there, who was most anxious to hear from me all

about foreign countries, and he astonished me with his

knowledge of the mediaeval geography of India and the

East generally. I naturally enquired wrhere he got his

knowledge from, and he said, “ Come with me to my room

and I will show you my books.” On entering he handed

me a copy of a book called the “ TVu-pei-chih,” which

related chiefly to the art and science of war—a science

which, by the way, has of late been sadly neglected by the

Chinese to their cost. At the end of this work there is

a set of maps said to be a copy of those used by Cheng Ho
when he went on his expedition in 1416. Although these

charts are stated to date from that time, there are to be

found in them every place mentioned by Marco Polo on his

voyage from China to Ormus, and I am inclined to think

that charts, or charts of this nature, were in existence in

Marco Polo’s day. My reasons for so thinking are these

:

Marco Polo mentions that he derived some of his information

as to the whereabouts of the countries he described by their

being pointed out to him on the sea charts of the coasts of

India. Further, Polo speaks of vessels being navigated by

means of the North Star, and the latitude of places being

determined by the number of cubits such star was above

the horizon. In the charts said to be used in Cheng Ho’s

expedition, the latitude of places is shown by the North

Star being reckoned at so many digits and so many eighths

high. These are called in Chinese Chih and Chio : the first

corresponds to the Arabic Issaba or Terfa, meaning a

finger
;
and the latter to the Arabic Zam. In one word
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the Chinese manner of navigation appears to have been

the same as set forth in the Mohit, a Turkish work on

navigation, a translation of which is to be found in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. v, page 444,

1836. The system of navigation appears to be also the

same as that described by the Moorish pilot engaged by

Vasco da Gama at Melinda. I might mention that in the

identification of the various names met with in Chinese

books of this period, a knowledge of the Amoy dialect

enables one more readily to identify what place is meant

than by reading the characters according to the Mandarin

sound: for example, Marco Polo mentions a kingdom in

Sumatra called Dragoian, or Dagoyam
;

this has puzzled

many commentators, but on the Chinese chart I have

mentioned there is a country called Ta-hua-mien, which

in the Atnoy dialect is pronounced Dakolien, in which it is

very easy to recognize the Dragoian, or Dagoyam, of

Marco Polo.

I think it is now time we turned our attention to reading

Mahuan’s description of Bengal
;
this account was appai’ently

written not more than sixty years after Ibn Batuta had

visited that country, and most of the names given by the

Arab traveller are easily recognizable in those used by our

Chinese traveller.

I cannot conclude these introductory remarks to my
paper without paying a tribute to the late learned

geographer, Sir Henry Yule, in the wonderful exactness

with which he has elucidated the travels of Ibn Batuta in

Bengal in a sketch map given in his work “ Cathay, and

the way thither.” Nothing clearer could be given to show

the Chinese traveller’s route to the kingdom of Bengala

:

thereon is seen marked Chittagong, where the Chinese

envoy landed, and the river up which he travelled until

he reached Sona-urh-kong, called Sonarcawan by the Arab

traveller
;
the position of Bengala as lying to the westward

of Chittagong, and not to the eastward as placed by some

early geographers, is here clearly defined, and fully agrees

with the position given to it by our Chinese traveller.
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Mahuan’s Account of the Kingdom of Bengala (Bengal).

Translatedfrom the “ Ying-yai-sheng-lan.”

The kingdom of Pang-ko-la, $$ jjjlJ ,
Bengala, is

readied by ship from the kingdom of Su-men-ta-la, 1

m n ^ .
as follows : A course is shaped for the Mao-

shan, 2
lij ,

and Tsui-lan Islands, 3
%. lU ;

these being

reached, the vessel then has to steer north-west, and being

favoured with a fair wind for twenty-one days, arrives

first at Cheh-ti-gan, 4
,
where she anchors. Small

boats are then used to ascend the river, up which, at a

distance of 500 li
i or more, one arrives at a place called

Sona-urh-kong (Sunargaon),6 where one lands
;

travelling

1 Sumentala. The Samara of Marco Polo. The kingdom of Samalenga in

Sumatra, near Aclieen.

2 Mao-shan. An island off Acheen Head, most probably Pulo Bras or Nasi.

3 Tsui-lan Islands. The Nicobars. I am unable to give any explanation

why these islands were so named by the Chinese; there can, however, be no

doubt as to these islands being the Nicobars, for we are told by Mahuan, in his

article on “Ceylon,” that the largest of these islands was called Sa-beh-luan,

which is a pretty accurate Chinese rendering of Sambelong, the name given to

the largest of the Nicobars, according to Milburne, “Oriental Commerce,”

vol. ii, p. 94. Another Chinese name for the Nicobars is Lo-hing-kuo, “ The

Kingdom of Naked People,” which appellation, according to all voyagers, is

fully deserved, for the Nicobarians do not go to much expense in their dress.

[Since writing the above I have thought over the name Tsui-lan, given by the

Chinese to the Nicobars, and I have but little doubt that the name in question

is a corruption of Nocueran, the name given by Marco Polo to the group. The

characters Tsui-lan, I|£
,

are pronounced Ch‘ui-lan in Amoy, out of

which it is easy to make Cueran. The Chinese omitted the initial syllable and

called them the Cueran Islands, while Marco Polo called them the Nocueran

Islands.]
4 Cheh-ti-gan. Chittagan. This appears to have been the port of Bengal at

which Chinese trading vessels anchored. Probably the Sudcawan of Ibn Batuta

and the Chittagong of our day.

5 Li. A li is about the third of a mile
;
500 li is approximately 166 miles.

6 % & it ,
So-na-urh-kiang or hong. Probably the Sonarcawan

of Ibn Batuta (Suvarna-gramma or Golden Town) has already been mentioned

as one of the mediteval capitals of Bengal. It appears in Frao Mauro’s map as

Sonargavam. It lay a few miles south-east of Dacca, but I believe its exact

site is not recoverable in that region of vast shifting rivers.—“ Cathay, and the

way thither,” vol. ii, p. 465.
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from which place in a south-westerly direction for thirty-

five stages 1 the kingdom of Bengala is reached. It is a

kingdom with walled cities, and [in the capital] the king

and officials of all ranks have their residences. It is an

extensive country
;

its products are abundant, and its people

numerous
;
they are Muhammadans, and in their dealings

are open and straightforward. The rich build ships, iu

which they carry on commerce with foreign nations
;
many

are engaged in trade, and a goodly number occupy them-

selves with agricultural pursuits
;

while others exercise

their crafts as mechanics. They are a dark-skinned race,

although you occasionally see among them a light-com-

plexioned person
;

the men shave their heads, and wear

white cloth turbans and a long loose robe with a round

collar, which they put on over their heads, and which is

fastened in at the waist by a broad coloured handkerchief;

they wear pointed leather shoes. The king and his officers

all dress like Muhammadans
;
their head-dress and clothes

are becomingly arranged. The language of the people is

Bengali
;
Persian is also spoken there.

The currency of the country is a silver coin called

Tang-ka
,

2 which is two Chinese mace in weight, is one

inch and two-tenths in diameter, and is engraved on either

side
;

all large business transactions are carried on with

this coin, but for small purchases they use a sea-shell

called by foreigners kao-li .

3

The ceremonies observed by them on their coming of age,

their funerals, sacrifices, and marriages are like those of

the Muhammadans.

1 A stage, according to Williams, is a league or ten H in length. Thirty-five

stages are, therefore, about thirty-five leagues or 105 miles. The Ming-shih,
“ The History of the Ming Dynasty,” gives thirty-five li or about twelve miles

from Sona-urh-kong
2 Tang-ka. Barbosa, as quoted by Yule in his “ Glossary of Anglo-Indian

Words,” p. 682, says it is a round coin like ours, with Moorish letters on both

sides, and it is of very fine silver.

Tankas were of the silver currency of the day, in which was amalgamated
a great deal of alloy, so that each Tanka only exchanged for sixteen copper pice,

making (says Briggs) tho Tanka only worth about fourpence instead of two
shillings (Briggs, “ Firishta,” 410).—“ Cathay,” vol. ii, p. 440.

3 Kao-li (cowry). The small white shell Cyprtca moncta. These shells were
brought from the Maldives

;
the islanders there bartered them to the people

of Bengal for rice.
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The whole year through is hot like our summer. They

have two crops of rice a year. There is also a peculiar

kind of rice, whose grain is long, wiry, and red. Wheat,

sesamurn, all kinds of pulse, millet, ginger, mustard, onions,

hemp, quash, brinjals, and vegetables of many descriptions

grow there in abundance. Their fruits are also many,

among which they number the plantain
;

they have three

or four kinds of wines, the cocoanut, rice, tarry, and

kadjang. Ardent spirits are sold in the market-places.

Not having any tea, they offer their guests the betel-nut

in its place. Their streets are well provided with shops

of various kinds, also drinking and eating-houses and

bathing establishments.

The animals and birds are numerous, among which are

camels, horses, mules, asses, buffaloes, bullocks, goats, sheep,

geese, ducks, fowls, pigs, dogs, and cats. They have also

many other fruits besides the plantain, viz., the jack fruit,

mangoes, pomegranates, also sugar-cane, granulated sugar,

white sugar, and various candied and preserved fruits.

Among their manufactures are five or six kinds of fine

cotton fabrics [muslins]
;
one like our Pi-pu has the foreign

name of Pi-chih. 1 This fabric is of a soft texture, three

feet broad, and made up in lengths of fifty-six or fifty-

seven feet.

There is also a ginger-yellow fabric called Man-che-ti,

jfg ^ $|, four feet or more wide and fifty feet long; it

is very closely woven and strong.

1
-ijl

t
Pi-chi or Bit-ti, Betteela (?). For the following three names of

these Indian fabrics I am unable to find an equivalent.

Sha-na-keih, ^ \
'

( Equivalents unknown.
Hin-pex-tung -tali, » 6 ffl 15 !

a> ta a. Sha-ta-urh. Most probably Cboutar. A fine cloth so called

from its four threads.

S* >
Afo-hei-mo-leh. Most probably the muslin of which

the finest muslin sashes are made, and called mamali shahi, which by confusion

is generally named marmara shahi (royal marble).—Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, vol. v, p. 468, 1836.
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There is another fabric, five feet wide and twenty feet

long, called Sha-na-kieh, g ,
like our Lo-pu.

There is also another kind with the foreign name of

Hin-pei-tung-ta-li,
'J’jy Ir-

.

three feet wide and

sixty feet long; the meshes of this texture are open and

regular
;

it is somewhat like gauze, and is much used for

turbans.

There is the Sha-ta-urh, made up in lengths of forty

or more feet and two feet five or six inches wide
;

it

resembles very much the Chinese San-so.

There is the Mo-hei-mo-leh, made up in lengths of twenty

feet or more and four feet wide
;

on both sides it has a

facing four to five-tenths in thickness, and resembles the

Chinese Tow-lo-kien.

The mulberry tree and silkworms are found there. Silk

handkerchiefs and caps, embroidered with gold, painted ware,

basins, cups, steel, guns, knives, and scissors are all to be

had there. They manufacture a white paper from the bark

of a tree, which is smooth and glossy like a deer’s skin.

Their punishments for breaking the law are beating and

the bastinado, and transportation to near and far countries.

You find there, as with us, officers of various grades, with

their public residences, their seals and system of official

correspondence
;

also doctors, astrologers, professors of

geomancy, artisans, and artificers. They have a standing

Army, which is paid in kind, the commander-in-chief of

which is called a Pa-szu-la-urh, 1
Aft $lj Q .

Their mountebanks wear a long white cotton garment, em-

broidered with black thread, fastened round their waist with

a coloured silk handkerchief
;
hanging over their shoulders

they have a string of coloured stones and coral beads, and

on their wrists bracelets of dark red stones. At feasts and

parties these people are engaged to play certain pieces of

music, and to sing their native songs, and to go through

various dances together.

1 ra-szA-la-wh. Most probably Sipahselar, “ a Genoral-in-Chief.” Persian

Sipahsalar. Yule and Burnell's Glossary, p. 037.
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There is another class of men called Kan-siao-su-lu-nai,

1=f that is to say, musicians. These men
every morning, at about four o’clock, go to the houses of

the high officials and the rich
;
one man plays a kind of

trumpet, another beats a small drum, another a large one :

when they commence, their time is slow, and it gradually

increases to the end, when the music suddenly stops. In

this way they pass on from house to house
;
at meal-times

they again go to all the houses, when they receive presents

of food or money.

There are many conjurors, but their performances are

nothing very extraordinary.

The following feat, however, is worthy of mention. A
man and his wife parade the streets with a tiger, secured

by an iron chain
;
on arriving opposite a house they give

the following performance : The tiger is unloosed and

sits on the ground
;
the man, quite naked and with a switch

in his hand, dances in front of the tiger, pulls him about,

knocks him with his fist and kicks him
;
the tiger becomes

enraged, growls and springs upon the man, and they both

roll over together. The man then thrusts his arm into the

tiger’s mouth and down its throat
;
the tiger dares not bite

him
;
when this is over the chain is again put round the

tiger’s neck, and he lies down. The performers then beg

food for the tiger from the houses round, and they generally

get pieces of meat given them for the beast, with a present

of money for themselves.

They have a fixed calendar
;
twelve months go to the

year ; they have no intercalary month. The king fits out

ships and sends them to foreign countries to trade. Pearls

and precious stones are sent as tribute to China.

Such is Mahuan’s account of Bengala
;
most of his facts

are to be found endorsed in the records of foreign countries,

to be met with in the IVIing dynasty histories. In one

account I find that Grai-ya-szu-ting, fj|
Ig,

"J*,
the king

of Bengala, sent, in 1409, an embassy with presents to the
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Chinese court
;

another king of Bengala, by name Kien-

fuh-ting,
"J*,

sent a letter to the Emperor of China,

written on gold leaf, and accompanied by a present of a

giraffe.

The first embassy, viz. that of Gai-ya-szu-ting, is said

to have come to China in the sixth year of Yung-lo’s reign,

which corresponds with 1409 of our era. The Bengal king

reigning at that time appears to have been Shihab-ad-din

Bayazid Shah, who only came to the throne in that year.

A former king, Ghiyas-ad-din, who reigned from 1370-1396,

comes very near the Chinese name Gai-ya-szu-ting, but he

had ceased to reign ten years before the embassy is said

to have arrived in China. Possibly the Chinese dates are

wrong. In the twelfth year of Yung-lo, 1415, the time

assigned by the Chinese chroniclers to the arrival of the

second embassy in China, Jalal-ad-din was king of Bengal.

To make his name agree with the Chinese Kien-fuh-ting

is somewhat difficult, but I think no other can be meant.

The two characters, Fuh-ting, can be read Hut-ding in the

Amoy dialect, and might easily be made to do duty for

Ad-din. The character Kien may also be read Gien, but

that in no way resembles Jalal. Probably the character

Kien may be an error in transcription for some other

nearer approaching the sound of Jal. This is all con-

jecture.

The names of the kings reigning in Bengal are taken

from a work by Stanley Lane-Poole, called “ The Coins

of the Muhammadan States of India,” p. 5.

With regard to the site of the supposed city of Bengala,

I am not sufficiently acquainted with the question to enter

into a discussion upon the subject.

Sir Henry Yule, in his “ Cathay, and the way thither,”

gives a small map to elucidate Ibn Batuta’s travels in

Bengal, which seems to be also the route taken by the

Chinese travellers from Chittagong to Sona-urh-kong, the

site of which latter city Yule seems to think must be looked

for some miles southward of the present city of Dacca,

and the probability is great that the city of Bengala (if
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such a city ever existed) was situated still farther to the

southward of the said city of Dacca than Sona-urh-kong.

Mahuan’s book contains also an account of Calicut,

Ormus, Aden, the Maldives, and many other places in

the Indian Ocean, which are extremely interesting, as much
new light is thrown upon the historical geography of those

countries; and I will in another paper give further extracts

from this book.
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Art. XY.— The Story of Yusuf Shah Sarraj (the Saddler),

and of how the inhabitants of Kazwin 1 outwitted the

heavenly bodies. A Satire. Translated by Colonel Sir

Edward C. Ross, C.S.I., M.R.A.S.

Mlrzii Fath ‘Ali, Akhwand-Zildeh, an officer of Tartar

origin in the Russian Service at Tifiis, wrote a series of

comedies in the Azeri-Tiirkl dialect, and this satirical tale,

about the year 1858. These compositions were translated

into Persian by Mlrzii Ja'afar of Karitjah Dilgh, and these

translations were lithographed and published at Tehran

in 1874. The volume contains six Plays

—

The Wazlr of the Khan of Lankuran, in four acts.

The Thief-taking Bear, in three acts.

The Miser, in three acts.

The Court- Pleaders, in three acts.

Monsieur Jourdan, the Botanist, and

Must'ali Shah, the reputed Sorcerer

Mullii Ibrahim Khalil, the Alchemist, in four acts.

And the Story of Yusuf Shah, which comes between the

fourth and fifth Plays, and is written partly in

narrative, partly in drama form.

The first of the Plays was edited with a translation,

notes, and vocabulary by Messrs. W. Haggard and Guy
le Strange in 1882, and a most useful little book it has

been to students of Persian.

A translation of “ The Alchemist,” by Mr. Guy le

Strange, appeared in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society of January, 1886. “ The Bear,” “ The Pleaders,”

1 Kazwin—Capital of Irak-‘Ajemi, founded by Shapur.

j.r.a.s. 1895.

|
in four acts.

35
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and “Sorcerer” have been published in the Persian, with

English translations, by Mr. Rogers, and I learn from Sir

Frederic Goldsmid that a translation of “The Miser” was

published in Madras. Two of the comedies, “ The TYazIr ”

and “ Pleaders,” have been translated into French by M.
Alphonse Cilliere, Paris, 1888. Three of the Plays have

also been edited in the Persian from the Tehran edition,

with glossary and notes, by MM. Barbier de Meynard and

S. Guyard, Paris, 1886.

The story of Yusuf Shah has not, as far as I know,

been hitherto translated into English or French. It

is rather a curiosity in its way, and by no means devoid

of pungent humour.

E. C. R.

The Story of Yusuf Shah, the Saddler.

The remarkable incidents here narrated happened in the

early years of the rule of the Safawis, when, on account of

the occurrence of certain events, Mohammed Shah Safawl

had abdicated in favour of his son, Shah ‘Abbas the First.

The scene is laid in Kazvvin, in the seventh year of the

reign of Shah ‘Abbas (a.d. 1592, or circa). It is the

beginning of spring, three days after the Nowroz,

1

and

about three o’clock in the afternoon. Shah ‘Abbas the

First is sitting in the palace, enjoying the society of his

beloved Selma Khawatun.

Agha Mubarik, the chief eunuch, raising the curtain, and

bowing respectfully, announces :
“ Mlrza* Sadr-ed-dln, the

Munejjim 3 BashI, solicits the honour of paying his respects

to your Majesty on an urgent affair.”

The Shah, signing to Selma Khawatiin to retire to the

ladies’ apartments, says to the Chief Eunuch, “Tell him

to come in.”

1 Nowroz — Vernal equinox. Persian national fete of the new year, of

Zoroastrian origin.
2 Mirzii—From Amir Zfideh. Prefixed to names it is a simple title of respect

equivalent to Mr. ;
after a name it signifies a royal prince

;
alone “ secretory.”

3 Munejjim Bushi—Chief astrologer rather than astronomer is meant here.
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The Munejjim Biishl, having entered the Shah’s presence,

and bowed respectfully

—

The Shah :
“ What is it, Mlrzii ?

”

The Munejjim Bdshi: “May Heaven guard your Majesty!

It appears from the courses of the stars that, fifteen days

after Nowrdz, Mars will be in conjunction with Scorpio,

and the first result of this malign conjunction will be that

in an Eastern land—probably Iran—a great catastrophe

will befall the reigning monarch. I have therefore con-

sidered it my duty, as the devoted well-wisher of this

sublime Court, to give your Majesty timely warning of

this aspect of affairs.”

Now at that time the Shah was not, at most, more than

twenty-two years old, and it is well known how sweet, how

dear, and how precious life is at that youthful age, more

especially in the case of one enjoying the exalted position

of a Sovereign. The communication of the Chief Astrologer

caused the youthful Shah extreme terror, so that he suddenly

turned pale, and demeaned himself like one distraught
;
but

after a few minutes he raised his head and said to Mlrza

Sadr-ed-dln, “ Very well, you can go.”

The Chief Astrologer bowed and retired, and the Shah

remained alone in deep thought for half an hour, after

which he turned to Agha Mubarik and said, “ Send a

ferrilsh 1 to summon to my presence Mlrza Mohsin the

Wazlr, the Sirdar Mlrza Zeman Khan, Mlrza Yahya the

Mustowfl
,

2 and Akhwand 3 Samad the Chief Mulla.4
.

The eunuch goes out and despatches a ferrash, who brings

the persons designated, who, after receiving permission to

enter, make their bows and await orders.

The Shah: “I have summoned you to hold a consultation

regarding the means of averting a catastrophe, so that,

1 Ferrash—Lit. “spreader,” post-classical intensive noun from the Arabic

root farasha. One who spreads carpets, beds, mattresses, etc., and keeps them
in order. In Persian establishments the ferrashes are messengers, ushers, and
domestic police to inflict punishments.

2 Mustowfi—Minister of Finance or Chief Paymaster and Auditor of Accounts.
3 Akhwand—Dominie.
4 Mulla BashI—Ar. Mowla. The Mullas are the religious teachers and priests.

It is a title often prefixed to names of learned men.
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after due consideration of the matter, you may devise an

expedient, and suggest an advisable course. This being

a special council, you have my august permission to be

seated, and proceed to deliberate on this affair.”

These personages having obeyed the Shah’s commands,

his Majesty proceeds to inform them of the intelligence

communicated by the Chief Astrologer, and asks their

advice as to the best means of guarding his own person

against this catastrophe. All are struck with astonishment.

Then, after a moment’s silence, the Wazir Mirza Mohsin

delivers his opinion in the following terms :

—

Wazir Mirza Mohsin :

“ The loyalty and devotion of this

humble servant towards the illustrious Government are

unquestionable. Your Majesty will, no doubt, recollect to

what degree the treasury became deplenished in the time

of your august father, owing to the incompetence and

neglect of my predecessors in the Wazaret. From the day

that this important function was entrusted to the vigilance

of your servant, I organized measures for keeping the

treasury replenished, in accordance with which every State

official, on appointment to the government of a province,

pays a sum of monej'- proportionate to his means to the

treasury by way of Pishkash .

1 Moreover, whenever your

Majesty honours a noble by visiting his house, the master

of that house has to add presents of costly stuffs to his

money offerings. By such expedients, now that it is the

seventh year of j'our Majesty’s reign, the public treasury

is, thank God ! well filled with money. As regards the

administration of the business of the Ministry, therefore,

your humble servant cannot be accused of any shortcoming;

but in face of the prevailing influences of the stars I am
powerless and bewildered.”

Sirdar Zeman Khan next delivers himself as follows :

“ Although [it is known to you all] this servant has

whitened his beard through devotion and assiduity in the

service of the illustrious Government, still I may cite an

1 Pishkash—Present.
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instance : Ten years ago, when the Turkish forces, num-

bering nearly 70,000 men, under the leadership of Bakr

Pasha and March! Oghli, were preparing to invade the soil of

Iran, your Majesty’s illustrious father entrusted the com-

mand of the Persian forces to me. Although our troops

were not less numerous than those of the Turks, I was

nevertheless loth to expose the forces of the ‘ elect people
’

to the risk of destruction in encountering the hosts of

perdition. I accordingly issued orders that, from the

Turkish frontier to the further extremity of Azerbaijan,

all the crops of the peasantry should be cut, their cattle

driven in, and all the roads and bridges along the route

destroyed. So when Bakr Pasha crossed our frontier, whilst

not seeing a single man of our army before him, yet he

found the roads so destroyed and deserted that he was

quite unable to move forward his artillery, which he was

obliged to leave at the frontier. Pushing on with his

cavalry and infantry, it was only after experiencing all

sorts of difficulties and hardships that he succeeded in

reaching Tabriz, 1 and no matter in what direction he sent

his cavalry in search of provisions, not a grain of wheat

or barley, not a single cow, nor a sheep were they able to

bring in. So after three days, during which his troops,

famished and dejected, were reduced to great straits, he

saw no escape from his dilemma but to beat the drum of

retreat and fly from Tabriz. By this strategy the kingdom

of Iran was saved from the invasion of the foreign hordes.

The destruction of the roads and bridges had proved so

advantageous that even after the flight of Bakr Pasha the

Persian Government considered it inadvisable to reconstruct

them, or to re-establish the prosperity of the places I had

caused to be laid waste, in order that foreign armies should

be unable to invade the soil of Iran
;
and even up to the

present time they remain in the same condition. By these

means, whilst not a drop of blood of a single soldier of the

sublime Government was shed, the whole of the victorious

1 Tabriz—Persians perhaps fancifully derive the name from tab- and rfe,

febrifugal.
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array was preserved safe against the fierce violence of our

hostile neighbour. In affairs of this sort, then, the old

mastiff of the glorious threshold is by no means without

resource, but as regards resistance against the stars, his

limited wisdom is unavailing to devise a remedy.”

The Shah’s terror increases.

Mirza Yahya, the Mustoicfi, speaks : “Forasmuch as this

unworthy servant was brought up by the Wazlr, is of the

number of his relatives, and has through the blessing of his

existence attained his present rank, I accordingly altogether

follow his excellent example and laudable principles in

evincing loyalty and devotion, and make the following

representation before the ground under your Majesty’s

auspicious feet. The pay of the forces and of the inferior

officers is, by your Majesty’s command and by my
instrumentality, paid from the revenues of the provinces.

When a deficit, as stated by the Wazlr, occurred in the

public treasury, I also was grieved on that account. So,

whilst in order that the illustrious Government should not

be discredited by stoppage of the salaries of Government

servants, the orders for payment of the salaries were duly

signed and issued to the various provinces, I sent at the

same time secret written orders to the governors of

provinces to withhold payment of the salaries, unless

receiving my separate orders in writing. By this device

the public treasury has been replenished, and there is a vast

difference in that respect
;
and although the officers and

men of the army have been kept in arrears of their pay,

still, thank God ! from the prevalence of peace and

tranquillity and exceedingly low prices in Iran, they have

not much felt the want of their pay. The skill and

resource which your servant is endowed with are ample to

enable him to discharge duties of this sort with honour

and credit
;
but to avert the penetrating influences of the

heavenly bodies, his intellect is of no avail.”

It being now the Mulla Basin's turn, he speaks as

follows :
“ May the blessed Lord, for the honour of the nine

Imams, protect the person of his sacred Majesty from all
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earthly and celestial misfortunes ! The loyalty and fidelity

of this suppliant for the perpetuity of the victorious

Government, under the noble Safawl dynasty, transcend

description. When I attained to the rank of Mulla Bash I,

in the time of your Majesty’s august father, half the people

of Persia, nay even half the inhabitants of the capital,

were Sunni. By judicious exhortation in the first place,

and secondly by stern commination, I have led the whole

of the Sunnis into the right path of the religion of the

twelve Imams, so that now, through the grace of God and

my sanctity, there are not more than five or six Sunnis

to be found in all Persia. I am highly pleased, too, with

the people of Persia in this respect, insomuch as at ray

mere requisition they forsook the ancient faith of their

forefathers and submitted themselves to my guidance. So

much so, that I was desirous of trying my hand on the

Jews and Armenians, in view to turning them also to the

Shl‘ah faith, but some well-meaning persons thought it

best not to undertake this, and as after all there are Jews

and Armenians in every country, it matters not if a few

remain in ours also. Further, in this land of Islam, in

accordance with the perspicuous traditions, the possessor

of the throne and crown is not considered entitled to that

ultimate degree of obedience and reverence which, according

to the learned Mujtehids
,

1
is due only to the Imam, and

the representatives of the Imam. I, however, wrote to the

preachers in all the provinces, directing them to ascend

the pulpits of the various mosques and proclaim therefrom

that those traditions do not apply to the Safawl dynasty,

for it descends from the family of the Prophet and of the

Imams, and it is plain that the Imams (the peace of God
be on them

!)
uttered those traditionary sayings concerning

others, and not in reference to their own descendants. But

now that his Majesty is in peril from the influences of the

stars, my heart, from sorrow, is like a fish grilling in a

1 Mujtehid—Doctor of Divinity and Law. Formerly a degree conferred by
the colleges. Judge of a religious court.
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frying-pan, and it appears to my limited comprehension

that the accursed Chief Astrologer himself, who understands

better than we do how to deal with this matter, has acted

treasonably towards his Majesty in revealing the danger

impending from the stars without disclosing the means

of averting it. The question certainly suggests itself to

one’s mind—when he has shown the poison, why should

he conceal the antidote and withdraw himself?

“ The Prophet, on whom be God’s blessings, said :
* All

astrologers are liars.’ I take this saying to refer to their

dispositions rather than to their knowledge, for the pre-

dictions of the wretches have frequently been fulfilled, but

they themselves are unprincipled liars. Let his Majesty

summon him and demand the specific by means of which

this impending catastrophe may be averted, and if he

excuses himself let his head be struck off.”

It is evident that the Mfilla Bilshl had an old standing

grudge against the Munejjim Bash I, and seeing in the

situation a fine opportunity for accomplishing his purpose,

wished to burn his enemy’s father and the whole tribe

of astrologers. In sooth, however, let us not be unjust.

The Munejjim BashI must, on his side, have acted very

foolishly, for why should he have imparted such alarming

intelligence to the Shah, and so cause all this discussion,

and bring destruction on himself ? It seems that the

Munejjim BashI, when afterwards questioned on this point,

replied :

“ I was afraid that if I were not the first to

communicate this information to the Shah it would be

imparted by other astrologers, and the Shah would have

thought me an ignoramus, and I would have been dismissed

from my post.”

Seemingly the Shah had become unfavourably disposed

towards the Munejjim BashI on account of that news of

ill omen, and, the incitation of the Mulla Bilshl fanning

the flame, his Majesty, falling into a towering passion, called

out angrily to the Chief Eunuch :
“ Send a ferrash at

once to bring the Munejjim BashI.”

Tho Munejjim Bilshl is brought in.
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The Shall, seated knees akimbo, and regarding tho

Munejjim Biishi like an angry lion :
“ Son of a burnt

father ! So you threaten me with calamity from the stars,

and conceal the remedy ! Executioner ! ” (In the twinkling

of an ejre the dread executioner appears, dagger in belt,

cord in hand. The soul of the hapless Munejjim Bash!

bounds, and he trembles like a leaf.) “ Strike the head

off this vile cur.”

Sirdar Zetniin Khan, though of the fraternity of the

sword, was, nevertheless, a very kind-hearted man. Pitying

the condition of the Munejjim BashI, he stands up and

says :
“ May I perish for you ! After they have struck

this cur’s head off, of whom shall we inquire about the

means of warding off the threatened calamity ? By the

honour due to my grey beard, I, your humble servant,

would urge that his life be spared, and that he be questioned

as to the remedial measures by which the catastrophe may
be averted. If he fails to reply as required, then is he

guilty and deserving of death. It is for your Majesty to

decide in the matter.”

The Shah, to the executioner :
“ Very well. Suspend

the execution
;
leave him there, and retire.” Then to the

Munejjim Bash! :
“ Accursed wretch ! instantly devise

means of averting this calamity.”

The unfortunate Munejjim Biishi, in evil plight, knew
no remedy against the occurrence, but in fear of death

and mortal terror, he dared not avow this, and said :
“ May

I be your ransom ! The remedy is possible. Grant me
an hour’s respite that I may go and consult the Tables

of Alagh Beg, and return to communicate the result.”

Now nothing was ever recorded in the Tables of Alagh

Beg about averting accidents of this sort, but the Munejjim

Biishi wished, by this pretext, to gain time to have recourse

to his preceptor, our lord and master, Jemiil-ed-dln, and

consult him, knowing him to be more learned and ex-

perienced than himself in the science of the heavenly bodies.

The Shah accorded permission, but before the Munejjim

Biishi got out Agha Mubarik entered and announced :
“ Our
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master Jemal-ed-din 1 craves the honour of audience of your

Majesty.”

The Shah :
“ Call him in.” Then to the Munejjim BashI

:

“ Remain a while where you are.”

Our master Jemal-ed-din, having entered the apartment

and duly paid his respects, sat down at a sign from the

Shah, and spoke as follows: “May your Majesty be pre-

served from all danger ! Although your servant has

latterly been prevented by old age from attending at Court,

and forced to elect retirement, still, as at the present season,

that is to say during the fifteen days succeeding Nowroz,

there seems, from the conjunction of Mars and Scorpio,

to be probability of a great catastrophe befalling j'our

Majesty’s person, I have, therefore, considered it my duty,

lest the younger astrologers should be ignorant of, or unable

to deal with, this crisis, to wait on your Majestjq in order

to inform you and point out the measures necessary for

averting the danger.”

The Shah, radiant with delight: “My lord, we have

just been discussing this very matter; we are apprized of

the impending occurrence : tell us, then, how to ward off

the danger.”

Our master Jem<ll-ed-din :
“ During these days of ill

omen, that is to say, until fifteen days shall have elapsed

after the festival, your Majesty must relinquish the throne

and sceptre, and make them over to a criminal deserving

of death, you yourself disappearing from the sight of the

people. In those circumstances that criminal being pro

tempore actual monarch of Iran, the evil effects of the

stellar influences will fall on his head
;

after which, when

the event has happened, and that criminal temporarily in

possession of the throne and sceptre shall have perished

therefrom, your Majesty will come forth from concealment,

re-ascend the throne, and reign in all prosperity and

happiness. But it is essential that not a single person

of the people of the land shall be aware of this stratagem,

1 Mowlana Jemal-ed-din—A Shi‘an divine. Celebrated for learning and
piety. Mowlii-na

,
our lord or our master

;
syn. with Seyyid.
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nor suspect that your Majesty has only temporarily abdicated

and lent the throne and sceptre to another; so that the

malefactor seated on the throne may imagine himself in

verity the monarch. And it is also necessary to divorce

the ladies of the Harem, to tear up their marriage contracts,

and ask them whether they are willing to renew them,

and wedding anew ‘Abbas, son of Mohammed, no longer

Shah but merely a private individual like others, be satisfied

with a life of poverty and resignation. Whosoever consents

let her marriage be renewed in the name of ‘Abbas, son of

Mohammed, and the contract written, and let any who are

not willing be at once allowed to depart.” So the Munejjirn

Bashi found deliverance from death. The lines of care at

once disappeared from the Shah’s face, and his pallor gave

place to ruddiness. A chorus of praise of the consummate

wisdom of our master Jemal-ed-din went up from the

members of the Council.

The Shah, turning a radiant and smiling countenance

towards the Mulla Bashi, inquired, “ Have you in view

any evil-doer, deserving of death according to the religious

law, to whom I may transfer the crown and throne?”

The Mulla, Basin :
“ May the Ruler of the Universe

vouchsafe a long term of natural life to your Majesty !

In this city of Kazwln a good-for-nothing fellow has been

discovered, than whom no one on the face of the earth

is more wicked and deserving of death. He is known by

the name of Yusuf the Saddler (Sarraj), but where he was

brought up is not known, only that at the present time

he is residing in the city of Kazwln, and having gathered

round him a number of followers drawn from the lowest

dregs of the population, is incessantly attacking and

denouncing the illustrious literati 1 and the ministers of the

religious law. This accursed wretch is, indeed, constantly

telling his disciples in the plainest terms that the honoured

literati are in the habit of gulling the common people.

As an example of his doctrine, he holds it unnecessary to

1 Literati—‘Ulema, the learned in religious law.
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wage religious wars, and wrong to pay ' fifths ’ and the

Imams’ dues, and asserts that the ‘ulema disapprove of the

common people being guided by the opinions of demised

Mujtahids, in order that their own market may be brisk.

He, moreover, impugns even the sublime Government, as

if all the officials from Kedkhodii 1 to Shah were tyrants

and highway I’obbers, from whom no benefit accrues either

to the country or to the Faith
;
who are ever mulcting and

punishing the hapless people merely in the indulgence

of their own sensual inclinations, and are never guided

in their conduct and acts by law or rule. In short, he

attributes to those persons the behaviour of bullies and

highwaymen. It is also alleged that he professes belief

in the doctrine of transmigration of souls. This suppliant

for the endurance of the sublime Government deems it

advisable that your Majesty should transfer the crown and

throne to this accursed wretch, so that, having met with his

deserts through the planetary influences, he may descend

to the nethermost hell.”

The members of the Council unanimously approved and

corroborated this view, and vociferously exclaimed, “ Yusuf

Sarraj, the son of a burnt father, is fully deserving of

death, and a meet subject for the celestial wrath.”

The Shah, pleased and happy :
“ I consent to his im-

molation
;

to-morrow this plan will be acted on and

completely carried out.” He then dismisses all the members

of the conclave, and the Council breaks up.

Possibly the readers of this narrative will regard it as

a fable, and, incredulous as to the occurrence of the events,

assign them to fiction. In that case, I trust they will peruse

the narrative of the events of the seventh year of the reigu

of Shah ‘Abbas, contained in the “ TarIkh-i-‘Alim-Ara.”

It is now necessary to tell you who Yusuf Sarraj was.

He was the son of Kerbeliil

2

Selim, a peasant of one of

1 Kedkhodii—In rural districts, the village headman. In cities, a municipal

magistrate. The primary sense is house-lord.
2 Kerhelal—One who has visited the holy shrine of Husain, the son of 4 Ali,

at lverbela.
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the villages of Kazwln. This Kerbeliil Selim, being a

religious, God-fearing man, wished his son to become

a Mulla, aud join the fraternity of the ‘ulema. lie

accordingly brought him, in the days of his youth, to the

town of Kazwln, and put him to school, where he remained

some years, until he grew up and became conscious of a

matured intellect. With a view to acquiring knowledge,

he then went to Ispahan, and thence, after some years, to

holy Kerbelil, where, in the assemblies of the honoured

‘ulema, he set about completing his knowledge, and during

a prolonged residence in that holy place he became well

versed in all the learning of Islam. As he saw through

the charlatanism of the Mullus in many matters, he

conceived a repugnance to the class, and had no desire

to enrol himself in that crew. Returning from Kerbelii

he went to Hamadan, and there, being then forty years

of age, he occupied himself for one year in learning the

trade of saddler, under a master of the craft named Khalid,

after which he returned to Kazwln, because, from being

the capital, this handicraft seemed to be more in demand

there. On arrival at Kazw’in he chose a wife and opened

a shop. Being himself a man of gentle disposition and

blameless life, his mind was constantly troubled by the

unseemly conduct of the Mulliis and officials, and he wTas

unable to restrain his tongue from reproaching and de-

nouncing them. Although his concern about such matters

won him sincere friends and well-wishers, yet in the end

it was the cause of his undoing.

The next day, in accordance -with the Shah’s command,

all the nobles, the officers of State, the ‘ulema, the princes

and officials, from Kedkhoda to Wazir, assembled in the

Royal Hall of Audience at two hours before noon, and each

person having taken his appointed seat, they all awraited

the Shah’s appearance in perfect silence. Whereupon the

Shah appeared, wearing the crown on his head, a jewelled

mace in his hand, diamond armlets on bis arms, and sword

and dagger set with precious stones girt to his waist, and,

entering the Durbar room, which, raised a cubit’s height
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above the level of the ground, is open in front and without

screen or anything to intercept the view of the people,

ascended the throne and took his seat. Then, turning his

face towards the assemblage, his Majesty addressed them

as follows :
“ 0 people ! It is now the seventh year that

by the will of Almighty God I have been your king, and

have to the best of my ability shown kindness and favour

to each and all of you. I, too, am very well satisfied and

pleased with you, as, from the affection you bear to the

Safawl family, you have manifested loyalty and fidelity

towards me. To-day, for certain reasons which I consider

it unnecessary to impart to you, I am obliged to relinquish

the sovereignty, and make over the throne and crown to

one who is more fitted and adapted for this position than

myself. This person will be indicated to you by Sirdar

Zeiniin Kbiin, the Wazlr, the Mustowfl, our master Jemal-

ed-dln, and the Munejjiny Basin. You must all go and

bring him here with the utmost pomp and ceremony,

and, having seated him on this throne, regard him as

absolutely your king. MT
oe betide anyone who swerves

from obedience to this command of mine, or fails in

allegiance to that person !

”

The Shah, having concluded his address, removed the

crown from his head, and quitted the throne. Then, having

taken off his sumptuous robes and donned old, worn-out

clothing, he turns to the people and says :
“ Now I am

simply a common individual, a poor man, by name ‘Abbas,

son of Mohammed. Seek me no more, for you will not

find me. Farewell, I am off.” Exit.

The assembled people were amazed, and were at a loss

to account for this state of affairs.

The Shah proceeded thence to the Ilarem, and by his

orders all the ladies assembled in one room and there

awaited his Majesty, who appeared before them in those

same old garments. The ladies of the Ilarem, seeing him

in this garb, felt inclined to burst into peals of laughter,

but the Shah’s stern looks and bearing restrained them

from doing so, and checked their merriment. Thereupon
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the Shah commands the Head Eunuch : “ Bring Mullu

Resfil and two of his associates.” The Mullas, who were

already in attendance outside, entered the presence, and the

Shah signed to them to be seated. Then turning to the

ladies he says :
“ My dear couch-fellows, I am extremely

sorry to have to announce to you that I am no longer

king of Iran, no longer the possessor of wealth and palaces,

or able to maintain you elegantly dressed and bedight, in

luxurious apartments. I am now one of the rank and file

of the people, poor and destitute. Needs must I read your

divorces, and set you all at liberty to choose whomsoever

you may feel inclined for.” Then turning to Mulla Resiil :

“ Proceed to carry into effect the formal divorcement of

these ladies.” Mfilla Resul reads the form of divorce of

them all, in presence of the witnesses he had brought with

him. When the fair ladies of the Harem saw what a

strange thing had befallen, they were greatly alarmed and

agitated, and not knowing how matters stood, failed to

understand the case, and were lost in amazement. When
the deeds of divorcement had been read, Khwiijah Mubarik

tore up the marriage contracts by order of the Shah, who,

turning again to the ladies of the Harem, said :
“ If any

of you, content to endure poverty with resignation, will

accept me, ‘Abbas, the son of Mohammed, for husband,

I will renew the contract of marriage with her.”

Nearly all the ladies agreed to re-espouse the Shah,

for he was young and very handsome, and, moreover, the

ladies thought it was merely a matter of jest and pleasantry,

and did not for a moment believe that Shah ‘Abbas could

become plain ‘Abbas, son of Mohammed. But amongst

them were two fair charmers who had entered the Shah’s

Harem against their will. These two made the following

appeal, very bashfully and in a low voice: “We have

regarded the high honour of being wedded to the Shah

as good fortune, and have derived the utmost pleasure from

our high position, but now that we are to be debarred

from this enjoyment, it will never suit us to espouse ‘Abbas,

the son of Mohammed.”
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Both were instantly dismissed. One of them was a

Georgian girl whom the Wall of Georgia had sent as a

present to the Shah. The very next day she set out with

her cousin, taking with her all her jewellery and wearing

apparel and a large sum of money, and returned to her

native land. In Georgia her story was disbelieved
;

it was

thought she had fled, and it was in contemplation to send

her back to Persia. I know not what occurred to cause

her case to be forgotten, but this girl eventually married

a Georgian youth, and passed the remainder of her life in

Georgia.

The other heart-ravisher was the daughter of a merchant

of Kazwin. She had been betrothed to a good-looking

youth, but the Shah’s agents had laid hands on her on

account of her beauty and introduced her into the royal

Harem. Perceiving, in the position of affairs described,

the means of attaining her own desire, she returned to

her father’s house and was united to her betrothed.

The marriage contracts of all the other ladies having

been renewed as between them and plain ‘Abbiis, son of

Mohammed, the Shah directed the Chief Eunuch to take

them all forthwith to a house that had been prepared for

them at the entrance of the sixth street of Kazwin, and,

leaving them there, to return himself to the royal palace.

Thereupon ‘Abbiis, son of Mohammed, issuing forth from

the Harem, went on his way and vanishes out of sight.

The shop of Yusuf, the saddler, was situated to the

east of the Maidiin (plain) of the Shah’s mosque. At two

o’clock in the afternoon Yusuf, after duly performing the

afternoon prayers, was sitting employed in preparing a

leading: halter which a customer had ordered for delivery

that day, wishing to finish it so as not to break his promise.

Two of his friends were sitting in front of him, listening

to his conversation. He was deploring the dearness pre-

vailing in the town, and affirming that the hapless poor

were this year in great straits and distress. For that year

was one of drought, and in most of the districts of Kazwin

no rain had fallen, so that cultivation was impossible, and
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this liad occasioned dearness. Yusuf’s words were: “I am
astonished at this Government, which is able, in a thousand

ways, to bring water into Kazwln, but is so steeped in

neglect that it does not give the slightest consideration to

this work, heedless alike of the condition of the people

and the embellishment of its capital.”

At this juncture a cloud of dust arose from the west

of the Maidtin, and Yusuf Sarraj, needle in hand, raised

his head and perceived that some ceremonial was taking

place, but it never occurred to his mind that this procession

and parade were on his account. First came twelve pur-

suivants in their liveries, wearing four-cornered hats
;
after

them twelve standard-bearers carrying the royal banners
;

then came a band of valets with bundles on their heads,

and a body of footmen carrying rods. Behind them came

the “Master of the Horse,” 1 with led horses having jewelled

saddle-cloths thrown over their backs, headstalls bespangled

with gems, breast-plates studded with pearls, and emerald

ornaments hung round their necks. Next came the Mulla

BashI, Sirdar Zeman Khan, the Wazir, the Mustowfi, our

master Jemal-ed-dln, the Munejjim BashI with the

honourable ‘Ulema, the great lords and dignitaries, the

nobles, the high officials, followed by a body of infantry.

A detachment of cavalry in full array brought up the

rear at leisurely pace.

As soon as they arrived opposite Yusuf Sarraj’s shop

all came to a halt, and the Mulla BashI and the Sirdar

came forward and bowed to Yusuf, who stood up and made

obeisance in great astonishment. The Mulla BashI then

addressed him, saying :
“ Master Yusuf, by the gracious

decree of fate, you are to-day King of Iran. Shah ‘Abbas

has now vacated the royal throne. Youchsafe to confer

on us honour and good fortune by coming to the Royal

Hall of Audience, that your auspicious enthronement may
there be accomplished.”

But Yusuf Sarraj, ignorant as he was of the circum-

stances, was utterly astounded, and although he saw all the

1 Mir Akliwar—Superintendent of tlie royal stables.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 36
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“ Pillars of the State ” before his eyes for certain, and

knew the Mulla BashI who had spoken these words to be

reckoned one of the solid men of Persia, still the affair was

so extraordinary and inexplicable that he was nowise able

to realize it. Obliged to return an answer, he at length

spoke as follows :
“ My lord Mulla BashI ! I esteem you

one of the solid men of Iran, and I know not whether

(God forbid
!)

you have become insane or partaken of

‘bang ’ 1 that you address words of this sort to me. I am
a poor saddler body. What have I to do with throne or

crown ? I know not, by Allah ! to what to attribute your

proceedings. I am amazed and dumbfounded, and humbly

beg you will leave your servant in peace.”

Sirdar Zeman Khan then replied :
“ To-day you have

become the cynosure of the world; we, too, are your slaves

and as the dogs of your threshold, and submissive and sup-

pliant expressions to the like of us are no longer befitting. For

you lordly command is more suitable, and the issue of orders.

We are neither mad nor intoxicated, but all of us in our

sound and perfect senses; but the decrees of the Lord are

not to be changed. This day all the empire of Iran and

the sovereignty thereof are entrusted to you. In accord-

ance with the words of the Munejjim BashI, vouchsafe to

come to the royal palaee that your auspicious enthronement

may take place.” Then, turning to the valets: “Bring

the regal robes, and attire the cynosure of the universe

in them.”

The valets come forward bearing a bundle containing

a regal dress, enter the shop, and place the bundle on the

ground. They then proceed to divest Yusuf Sarraj of his

old garments and attire him in royal robes. As opposition

was unavailing, Yusuf Sarraj resigned himself whilst these

sapient people carried out their wishes. When they had

finished dressing him the Mir Alchwar led up a horse with

jewelled trappings, on which they mounted Yusuf Sarraj,

1 Rang—An intoxicating decoction from powdered hemp leaves. Also called

hashish, whence “hashishin,” an epithet applied to the followers of the old

man of the mountain, which some consider the origin ef our word assassin.
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and they all set out for the royal palace with the same

ceremony and in the same order as before. As they

marched along, the sound of the joyful acclamations raised

in the streets by the attendants made the welkin ring.

The whole population of Kazwin, male and female, great

and small, came, to the windows and thronged the roof-tops

to gaze, all from ignorance of the state of the case, being

in wonderment. At the gate of the royal palace the

ferrilshes dismounted Yusuf Sarraj, and the Mullii Bilshl

and Sirdar Zeman Khan, taking hold of his arms, conducted

him with the utmost respect into an apartment of the

palace, and seated him on the royal throne. The “ Pillars

of the State,” the ‘ulema, the lords, nobles, and high officials,

forming: in ranks in front of the throne-room, stood with

their hands on their breasts. The Mulla Bashi, having

recited a prayer, placed the regal crown on the head of

Yusuf Sarraj, then girt his waist with jewelled belt and

scimitar, bound on his arms armlets of precious stones,

and placed in his hands a mace studded with diamonds.

Then, having recited another prayer, he turned his face

to the people and said, “ give voice to your felicitations ”
;

whereupou a shout of congratulation went up to the

heavens. The palace walls re-echoed the sound of the

acclamations, and trumpets and kettle - drums sounded

joyously. At the same moment a royal salute, fired from

the palace, made the heavens ring, and at this signal a

salute of one hundred and ten rounds was fired from the

guns of the fort outside the city. Although, since the

times of Sa'adi and Hafiz, the poetic art had greatly

declined in Persia, and the verses of the poets were mostly

meaningless, mere verbosity and trash
,

1 still, in that same

year, some accomplished poets, gifted with the art of

improvization, were found to celebrate in fine sonnets the

auspicious accession of Yusuf Sarraj, comparing him with

Solomon for wisdom, with Hatim [Tai] for generosity,

with Rustam for courage. After glorifying his power and

1 Puch.
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likening it to Destiny and Fate, they passed out of sight.

The wits of Kazwin found the date of his accession in

the following words: “Yusuf was not Shah of fair ladies

[or of the good], but became Shah of the kingdom of Iran.”

When these proceedings had terminated the Mulla Bash!

intimated to the people that they could depart, and all

went out of the royal levee hall, leaving only Yusuf Shah

seated on the throne, Agha Mubarik with a few other

eunuchs, ‘Azlm Beg, chief valet, with some valets before

him, and some ferrashes outside the room. Yusuf Shah

was lost in amazement, and after a short reverie turned

his face to Agha Mubarik and inquired wTho he was.

Agha Mubarik replied: “We are the faithful eunuch

servants. I am the chief of them, and these are my
subordinates who obey my commands.” Then turning to

the valets, he asked :
“ Who are ye ? ” ‘Azlm Beg, the

head valet, replied :
“ Your humble servants, the ‘ Plsh-

khidmets.’ 1 I am the chief of them, and these are my
subordinates.” Yusuf Shah next inquired :

“ Then who are

those standing outside ?
” ‘Azlm Beg replied :

“ Those are

the ferrashes, who are always readj' at your beck and call.”

Yusuf Shah said: “Go outside, all of you; Agha Mubarik,

let all your subordinates go out, and remain yourself.”

All disappeared. Yusuf Shah, summoning Agha Mubarik

to approach, said to him: “I perceive from your countenance

that you must be a good man. I adjure you by God to

tell me what is the origin of this adventure. As you have

always been an inmate of Shah ‘Abbas’ anderiin 2
it is

impossible that you can be ignorant of this matter.” Now
Agha Mubarik, obliged to be constantly at the door of

Shah ‘Abbas’ apartment ready to carry out his behests,

was fully acquainted with the events of the preceding day,

and knew all about the consultations which had taken place.

He was, in truth, a very ingenuous, truthful man, and

considering that it would be wrong to conceal the truth

1 Pish-khidmet—Body-servant, valet de chambre, mid table-servant.
2 Anderiiu—Inner apartments, penetralia and seraglio.
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from the sovereign, he related the whole of the circum-

stances, from beginning to end, to Yusuf Shah. The

latter further inquired :
“ Then where is Shah ‘Abbas ?

”

The reply was :
“ He has disappeared, disguised in the

attire of a mendicant, and his whereabouts is unknown.”

Yusuf Shah was a man of sense, who had never felt anv

fears or doubts on account of the stars, but this mysterious

elevation filled his heart with terror and apprehension. But

notwithstanding all such feelings, he saw no possibility

of escape by declining the sovereignty, so, perforce, he

applied himself to the discharge of the affairs of the State,

and to the exercise of the royal functions. To begin with,

he sent for Asad Beg the Ferrash Bash!, and gave him

the following orders :
“ You will at once take with you

twelve ferriishes and go and arrest Akhwand Samad the

Mulla BashI, Sirdar Zemau Khan, Mlrzii Hasan the WazTr,

Mlrza Yahya the Mustowfi, Mirza Sadr-ed-din the Munejjim

BashI, and our Master Jemal-ed-dln
;
you will take them

and lodge them in the prison of the citadel, and return and

report to me the execution of these orders.”

Asad Beg bows and sets out.

He next summoned ‘Azlm Beg, the head valet, and says

:

“ See that they prepare the evening meal for me. for I have

eaten nothing to-day.” The Chief Yalet represents :
“ I

have already given directions, and the cooks are engaged

in preparing the repast.” The Shah said :
“ Then do you

and the Chief Eunuch come and show me the various

rooms and ladies’ apartments, one by one, and point out

which is my own retiring room.”

The Head Yalet and Chief Eunuch preceded the Shah,

and showed each chamber of the “anderun.” The floor of

the first room was covered with carpets of various patterns,

and the walls and ceiling embellished with paintings of

flowers and plants and rare birds. The second room also

was carpeted in like manner, and on its walls were painted

portraits of former kings and princes of the Safawl dynasty.

On the walls of the third room were depicted the likenesses

of the Persian line of monarchs. On the walls of the
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fourth room they had painted pictures of the ancient

warriors of Iran, and the Divs of Mazanderan of whom
Firdausi wrote; these were depicted with horns and tails,

and engaged in combat. The walls of the fifth room bore

illustrations of the wars between Shah IsmaTl and his

rivals. On the walls of the seraglio apartments they had

painted pictures of youths politely offering flowers to

maidens, and maidens handing goblets to youths. Every

chamber was provided with sleeping gear.

Yusuf Shah, having chosen one of the rooms of the

seraglio for his own chamber of repose, asked the Chief

Eunuch :

“ Which is the ladies’ ornament-room ? ” The

Chief Eunuch replied :
“ That is an upper room, but the door

is locked, and the key is with Agha Hasan, the box-keeper.”

At the Shah’s command a valet at once summoned the

Box-keeper, and they opened the finery strong-room and

showed it to the Shah. It was a large room with boxes

ranged on every side. Opening the lids of these, they

showed the Shah some wonderful and rare jewellery and

rich ornaments; amongst them were Kashmir shawls of

great value, beautiful ladies’ dresses, rich silken robes, ear-

rings and finger-rings of diamonds, and necklaces of pearls.

Yusuf Shah had three daughters, the eldest fourteen, the

middle one twelve, and the youngest eight years old
; he

had also two sons, six and four years of age. He selected

for each of his daughters a brooch, two ear-rings, a ring,

a necklace, a dress, and a shawl head-dress
;
for his wife he

chose a shawl head-dress and a dress. Giving these to the

Head Eunuch he said to him :
“ Take these to my old house,

in the second street of Kazwln, and deliver them to my wife,

and tell her not to be at all uneasy about me, and to send

my sons to me here to-morrow.” Agha Mubarik gave the

articles to two ferrilshes, who went off with them. The

sun set. The Shah having, at the instance of the Chief

Valet, returned to the first room, found golden candlesticks

lighted up, and a princely repast spread out. Having first

performed ablution, and said the evening and bed-time

prayers, ho sat down to table, and the servants presented
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various kinds of dishes. The Shah ate his fill, and they

cleared the table. Then the)' brought ewer and basin, and

the Shah washed his hands. They brought coffee, which he

drank, and a “ Kaliyan,” 1 which he smoked. Thereupon

the Ferrilsh Biishl entered and reported having carried

out his orders. The Shah said :
“ Very well, you can go.”

After that Aghil Mubilrik returned to report the delivery

of the things, and said :
“ The wife and daughters of the

Shah were highly delighted with the presents sent them.

They had no anxiety about you
;
on the contrary, they were

so very pleased and joyful at this unlooked-for event that

they jumped and danced in their exceeding delight.” So the

Shah’s mind was at ease regarding his wife and children,

lie continued to question the Chief Eunuch and Head Valet

regarding the particulars of the surroundings, until it was

the hour of four
,

2 when he arose and proceeded to the

sleeping apartment, and they laid out his sleeping attire.

He ordered the Head Valet to enjoin the officers of the

guard to post sentinels everywhere, according to the previous

practice. Then he donned his night attire and went to

sleep, and the Chief Eunuch and Valet went to their own
apartments.

The following morning Yusuf Shah repaired to the levee

room and sent for Mulla Ramazan, Kurban Beg, Mirza

Jalll, and Mirza ZekI, persons he counted amongst his

friends, and in whom he had perfect confidence in every

respect. He conferred the post of Mulla BashI on Miilla

Ramazan and the Sirdarship on Kurban Beg, with the title

of Khan
;

the office of Wazlr he entrusted to Mirza Jalll,

and appointed Mirza ZekI to the rank of “ Mustowfl,” and

abolished the post of Chief Astrologer altogether, as he

considered that function detrimentary rather than advan-

tageous to the State and Religion.

The Shah directed that despatches should be sent to the

Governors of all provinces, containing stringent orders to

the effect that in future no Muslim was on any account to

1 Kalivan—The Persian water-pipe.
2

i.e. four hours after sunset.
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be subjected to punishment without being first tried in the

religious courts, and that no person was to be mulcted from

mere personal caprice. Sentences of death, the mutilation

of ears and noses, and putting out eyes were to be dis-

continued. Furthermore, trustworthy emissaries 1 were

selected to go and ascertain the condition of the various

provinces and the needs of the people, and report thereon.

Yusuf Shah summoned these emissaries to his presence and

addressed them as follows :
“ Tell the Governors of the

provinces from me to fear God, and pass no unjust

sentences, to refrain from harassing the people or plunder-

ing their property, to accept no bribes, and to rest assured

that actions of that sort will, in the long run, lead to mis-

fortune and end in their ruin. They have over and over

seen that those who have accumulated wealth by such

conduct have eventually perished, or else have encountered

utter misfortune, disgrace, and destitution. When posses-

sions have been amassed by such methods in Iran, they

have never remained permanently in any family. Where
are now the crores upon crores of wealth of Ja'afar Khan
Damghani ? Whither have the flocks, the retinues of Selim

Khan Karakulu betaken themselves ? What has become of

the possessions of Mirza TakI Shiraz! ? Whenever the

monarchs of Iran have perceived that any person of high

degree has amassed great wealth, it has been confiscated by

the Government. They know it is the property of subjects

and dependants, wrested from them by plunder or in bribes,

so they forthwith call that person to account on some

pretext, and, stripping him of all he possesses, either put

him to death or cast him into misery and destitution. This

phase of the Governors of our provinces closely resembles

that of leeches which have become swollen from sucking

blood
;
their owner gives them a squeeze, when they vomit

all that blood
;

some die in this way, and some live on in

a weak and languid state. If, on the other hand, the

Governors be virtuous and content with their lawful

1 Jasus -Spies.
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fortunes, they will ever retain their rank, be exalted and

reverenced in the sight of the people, and honoured by the

king, so that they will increase in dignity day by day.”

After making these instructions clear to them, he

dismissed the emissaries. He then repeated his commands

that the taxation and levy of duties should be reduced to

a moderate amount, that the roads should everywhere be

repaired, and the requisite bridges and caravanserais built

for each stage, that hospitals should be established in every

province, and schools opened, that water should be brought

to places devoid of it, that it should be considered an

incumbent duty to aid and succour widows and orphans,

the blind and the paralytic
;

also, that in the various

provinces it should not be permitted to every good-for-

nothing, self-opinionated person to enter himself on the roll

of the ‘ulema, but in each particular case the sanction of

the Mulla Basin must be obtained, and in no place was thte

class of the ‘ulema to be allowed to be in excess of what

would suffice for the requirements of the population. He
also granted fixed allowances from the public treasury for

all the ‘ulema sufficient for their support, to the end that,

being in receipt of Government grants, they should become

well-affected to the State and cease to denounce the

Government officials and royal servants as oppressors. He
took the management of the affairs of the courts of justice,

which constitute the mainstay of the State, out of the

hands of the ‘ulema, and entrusted it to officials of

integrity, so that the people should, as regards their law-

suits, consider themselves independent of the ‘ulema, who
were only to be so far referred to as not to be altogether

excluded from the administration. Lists of the charities

necessary in each district were to be submitted to four

upright persons, and the poor of the province relieved in

accordance with these lists, the accounts being submitted

to the royal court, so that none should be excluded from

charitable relief. He also ordered that the “ fifths ” and

dues of the Imam should no longer be paid, in order that

the descendants of the Prophet (blessings on him and
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peace !) should be saved from the disgrace of begging, and

earn their livelihood, like other people, by plying their

trades. In this matter, some eminent men of learning

showed Yusuf Shah decisions which they extracted from

books of the law. Notifications were also sent to the

provinces to the effect that in future no one should presume

to offer presents or spread reception carpets for the Shah,

the ministers of State, or the attendants of the royal court.

No one was to seek office by means of presents, but to

consider good services, loyalty, and devotion as the passport

to the realization of such ambitions. The Government

revenues of every province were to be handed over to

trustworthy persons, there to remain to the credit of

the treasury, and the Government expenditure, being

apportioned in accordance with the account books, should,

at the proper time, be appropriated to that district, and

the people entirely relieved from any further demands on

account of expenditure. Further, he ordained, in view to

increase of the State revenue, that the merchants, gentry,

nobles, and princes, as also the literati and Seyyids, and

all classes of the population, should contribute one-tenth

of their incomes in the towns, and one-twentieth in the

agricultural districts. The pay of the soldiery and other

Government servants was not to be withheld, such a course

being injurious to the State, but was invariably to be paid

without any delay from the provincial treasuries. The sum

of five shahis 1 was to be paid to the treasury from the

price of all property bought and sold. The existing laws

and conditions of pecuniary transactions were to be

abrogated, in order that monied people should not be

tempted by the laws customary and in force to receive

pledges and grant loans on them, in view to necessitous

persons becoming desperate and destitute, and then selling

up the property placed in pawn at low prices, in hopes of

the persons requiring advances being unable to redeem

their property.

1 Shahi—One-twentieth of a kerfin.
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As Yusuf Shah knew

—

(1) That the Master of the Horse was in the habit of

going to the uplands 1 in the summer on pretence of

pasturing the royal stud, and committed great oppression

on the people of those districts, harrying them and seizing

their property and flocks
;

(2) That the Commandant of the Artillery drew the

whole of the pay of the artillerymen, and did not pay a

dinar 2 to any of them
;

(3) That the Treasurer mixed false money with the

Imperial coinage, and issued the same to the public
;

(4) That the Mayor 3 of Kazwin was a receiver of bribes;

(5) That the Superintendent of Police was in the habit of

shelving cases preferred by the poor against the rich
;

(6) That the municipal officers neglected the streets of

Kazwin,

he dismissed all those officials, and appointed reputable and

worth}* persons in their stead. Akhwand Samad, the Mulla

BashI, having heard from the jailor in the prison of the

citadel that his post had been given to his rival Mulla

Ramazan, died of vexation on the spot.

Yusuf Shah also gave orders that the streets of Kazwin

should be widened, and that, for the safety of way-

farers, all open wells in the streets should be covered

in. Arrangements were made for hearing and inquiring

into petitions, and it was ordered that wheat should be

supplied to the poor from the royal granaries. A committee

was formed of men of experience and experts in water-

works to confer and consult regarding a water supply for

Kazwin, and ordered to submit a written report of their

proceedings and recommendations.

At that period, some of the people of Holland 4 had

1 Yelak—The cool summer mountain resorts of the nomad tribes. The
winter quarters are termed kishlak.

2 Dinar—A nominal value equal to one-thousandth part of a keran.
3 Mayor—Beglerbegi, a Turki term primarily meaning chief of chiefs.
4 The Dutch as well as English and French had established factories at this

time at Gombroon, at the entrance of the Persian Gulf. Iu the year 1622,
when the English aided the Persians to drive the Portuguese from the adjacent
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occupied a place in the vicinity of the Persian Gulf, and

daring these days an envoy from them with his suite

arrived at Kazwin, with a view to concluding a commercial

treaty with the Government of Persia. The envoy and

his suite were introduced to the presence of Yusuf Shah,

and were charmed and delighted by his wisdom, sagacity,

statesmanship, and well-timed courtesies. After fully

attaining the object of their mission, the envoy and suite

were dismissed with presents, and returned entirely satisfied.

A week had elapsed from the accession of Yusuf Shah,

and every day the people had been shown good deeds

fraught with justice, and the signs of every kind of well-

being were apparent. These were the halcyon days of

prosperity and gladness in Iran
;
an era of happiness and

good fortune had dawned. But “cui bono P ” For the

human race the day of happiness is ever transient. What,

haply, was lacking or amiss to our father Adam and our

mother Eve in Eden that they should have disobeyed God’s

commands and been driven forth from Paradise ? Such is

man !

The inhabitants of Kazwin, no longer seeing mutilated

portions of men’s bodies 1 hanging at the fort gate every

day, nor beholding the wonted spectacle of the executioner

putting men to death, gibbeting them, gouging out their

eyes, and cutting off their ears and noses, thought matters

had come to a strange pass indeed. At first they said :

“Undoubtedly this new king is very clement and for-

bearing .

2 ” Afterwards they took to criticizing his mildness

and humanity, and attributed this conduct to an indolent

disposition and weakness of character. Furthermore, they

discovered a thousand divers faults in Yusuf Shah, the

upshot of their talk being that life under the rule of a

soft-hearted king like this seemed insufferably tedious.

island of Ormuz, the Shah ordered Gombroon to be named in future Bunder

‘Abbas, the name it has since borne.
1 Mushakkah-ha-i-Adam—The term is not found in dictionaries, but is

derived from the Ar. shakk ‘-to split,” “rive,” “rip open,” or “sunder.”

Shakkah means a side of butcher’s meat.
2 Burd-biir.
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The deposed officials guided the current of popular opinion

into this channel, and, taking advantage of the favourable

opportunity they saw, harboured designs of tumult and

rebellion, and serious disturbances soon broke out in

Kazwln.

The originator of these disturbances, in the first instance,

was the dismissed Master of the Ilorse, who, having met the

late Treasurer in the street, joined him in his walk and said :

“ For God’s sake, Mlrza Habib, tell me, for I want to know,

what do the people say about our new king ? ” Mlrza Habib

replied: “The people do not like the new king; they are

having a bitter time of it
;
they have come to the conclusion

that he is imbecile and incompetent.”

The Muster of the Horse : “ By Allah ! Mlrza Habib, the

people have more sense than ourselves, they say truly. In

God’s name ! what folly is this we have committed, to have

brought forward a low saddler, and made him our kin o- ?

We have drawn trouble on our own heads. In return for

our services he has deprived us of our posts. Now we are

no more esteemed in the land than the street dogs. By
Allah ! nothing could be more iguominious than what we
have done.”

The Treasurer: “Nay, we made him king by Shah ‘Abbas’

command : what choice had we then ?
”

The Master of the Horse :
“ True, but Shah ‘Abbas was

then king, and his orders were binding on us. But nowr

that there is no Shah ‘Abbas, what is there to prevent our

casting this accursed freethinker (who they say, too, is

a Pythagorean) down from the throne, and putting an end

to him ? Afterwards we can place on the throne a prince

of the Safawl family, who will, at all events, be fitted for

throne and crown by reason of his noble origin.”

The Treasurer

:

“ You say well. I shall co-operate with

you in this respect, but we are only two individuals, and

what can we effect ? Let us go to the Commandant of

Artillery and ascertain his views
;

he, too, like ourselves

is one of those deposed from office.”

The two repair to the house of the Commandant of
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Artillery, who, greatly pleased at their visit, listens most

eagerly to their communication, and fully agrees with them

regarding an insurrection, but says that this affair cannot

be carried into execution without the concurrence of Bakir

Khan, commander of the Chagxn cavalry.

The Commandant of Artillery :
“ Biikir Khan is my

particular friend, and I pledge myself to secure his co-

operation with us in this undertaking. I shall say to him

:

‘ The mishap which has befallen us in the days of the reign

of this unbelieving Yusuf Shah will eventually fall on

your head also. You had better provide against it before-

hand.’ I am certain this language will be effectual with

him, for yesterday, at the public levee, the Shah was angry

with, and rebuked him, so that he drank wine and went

drunk to the mosque for prayers. If Bakir Khan agrees

to join in this enterprise, Faraj Khan, commander of the

infantry, will also consent, for he is the cousin and son-in-

law of Biikir Khan, and never does anything in opposition

to him. But do you two get up and go to the late mayor

of Kazwln, and, having obtained his concurrence, engage

him to seek the deposed Daroghah 1 and the Kedkhoda to

talk the matter over with them, and gain them over also.”

The conspirators separate, and each sets about the ac-

complishment of this purpose, and they very soon succeeded

in their object, as in the course of three or four days all

those selected were informed, and, all being disposed for

insurrection and ready for the fray, it was settled that they

should surround the royal palace on Saturday morning,

and, entering the inner apartments, cast Yusuf Shah down

from the throne and put him to death
;

after which they

would appoint a new king for themselves from the Safawl

family.

On the morning of the appointed day, before the gate

of the royal palace was opened, a large number of cavalry

and infantry, in complete array, surrounded it on all sides.

Yusuf Shah, being informed of the state of affairs, gave

Diiroghah—Town or Police Magistrate and Head of the City Police.
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orders that the gates should not be opened. He had,

indeed, expected such inequitable actions from the former

Mulla Biishl, Sirdar Zeman Khan, the late Wazlr, and

Mustowfi, the Munejjim Biishl, and our master Jemal-ed-dln,

who were powerful persons and openly hostile to him. It

was for this reason that he had, at the outset of his reign,

taken the precaution to throw them all into prison. But

the door of ruin opened from another quarter.

In this juncture the well-wishers of Yusuf Shah, being

apprised, armed themselves and hurried, minute by minute,

in large numbers towards the palace, and confronting the

insurgents began to reason with them, and to exhort them

to desist from these proceedings, but to no avail. The

matter passing beyond the stage of negotiation and con-

ciliation, hostilities and fighting commenced, and in the

melee which ensued both sides were reckless of their lives.

From bullets they passed to swords and daggers, and, falling

on each other, blood flowed like water. After three hours

and a half of fierce fighting nearly six thousand men of

both sides were killed and wounded. At length the party

of Yusuf Shah showed symptoms of exhaustion and defeat;

for the ungrateful populace kept issuing from the city and

joining the ranks of the insurgents, adding to their

numbers and strength. On this account the adherents of

YOsuf Shah suffered defeat, and each one withdrew himself

as best he could from the fray to save his own life. The

insurgents, making a rush, broke in the gate of the Shah’s

palace and entered it, but howsoever they searched for Yusuf

Shah they found him not. He had disappeared, and do

trace of him was to be discovered. Some said that, during

the fight, he had gone amongst his loyal adherents,

encouragiug them by his presence in the fray, and had

been killed in the melee
;

others that he had concealed

himself and escaped by flight. The essential point is that

his body was not found amongst the slain. Howbeit no

one thereafter pointed him out anywhere.

The insurgents plundered the royal palace, and thence,

surging into the bazaar, looted the shops and caravanserais

;
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from thence they hurried to the quarter of the Jews and

Armenians, and ransacked and plundered all their houses,

committing all sorts of outrages and excesses. The sun set.

The tumult and pillage ceased, and everyone returned to

his abode.

The next morning the leaders of the insurrection set

out for the citadel, and having released from the prison

Sirdar Zeman Khan, Mirza Mohsin the Wazlr, Mirza

Yahyii the Mustowfl, our master Jemal-ed-dln, and the

Munejjim BashI, related to them what had happened, and

inquired :
“ Now which prince of the Safawl family do you

consider most eligible for the throne and crown ? ” Our

master Jemal-ed-dln said :
“ In God’s name, tell me what

day of the month is this ? ” The Master of the Horse

replied :
“ To-day is the sixteenth day after the festival

of Nowroz.” Our master, manifesting his delight, said

:

“ Be no longer grieved
;

the tumult has occurred to the

very day
;

it is clear the catastrophe is over. No one of

the Safawl princes is fitted for the monarchy
;

they are

all beardless and blind, some having been rendered so by

Shah Isma‘11 the second, some by Shah ‘Abbas himself ; they

are no longer eligible, and would not serve our purpose.

Shah ‘Abbas is still our king.”

The Master of the Horse replied : “We are well pleased

with his kingly rule, and it went very happily with all of

us during his time, but what good is that ? Since he lias

abdicated the throne and crown, and disappeared from our

sight, what can we do ? Moreover, wo know not where

he is.”

Our master laughed and said :
“ There was a reason for

his abdication
;

lo ! that reason no longer exists. We
ourselves know his place of concealment. We shall go

fetch him, and escort him to his own palace.”

All arose and proceeded to the house in which Shah

‘Abbas lay concealed, and bringing him forth conveyed

him to the royal palace. lie resumed his former position

as Lord of the throne and crown, and matters settled down

into the old course, as if nothing had happened.
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Author's Epilogue.

I am amazed at the stupidity of these heavenly bodies,

so deceived as they were by the people of Iran, that they

knew not that Yusuf Sarrilj was not really Shah, but only

a mock king set up to dupe them. Such simplicity and

credulity as allowed the stars to be hoodwinked by the

Persians was very wonderful. Strange, too, that they

should cling to Shah ‘Abbas, consign to his doom poor

innocent Yusuf, the saddler, and thereafter for forty years

behold with indifference the cruelty and tyranny of the

former. Amongst the least conspicuous examples of the

ruthlessness of Shah ‘Abbiis were his putting to death one

of his own sons, and putting out the eyes of two others.

Nor had he any other son, so a grandson became heir to

his throne. However, there is no reason to blame the

stars, which had no enmity towards Shah ‘Abbas. It had

become incumbent on them that fifteen days after the

Nowroz they should depose an individual from the throne

of Persia, and cause his ruin. Yusuf Sarraj was at that

time seated on the throne of Persia
;
accordingly the stars

brought to pass his fall and doom. It never occurred to

the stars that the people of Iran would trick them by such

a stratagem, and that a mock king instead of the real one

would succumb to their blow.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 37





Art. XVI .—The Li Sdo Poem and its Author. By
Professor Legge, Oxford.

II. The Poem.

In my former paper I endeavoured to set forth the principal

events in the life of Ch‘ii Yuan, the author of the Li Sdo

Poem, as they are related iu the biography of him by the

historian Sze-rna Ch'ien.

I have now to describe the contents of the poem which

he left as the principal memorial of himself. It is his

longest poem, but it is not itself long, consisting only of

373 lines; and its literary value is but very middling. I

agree in the estimate of it by the Marquis d’Hervey, who
saj^s, “ The Chinese have little aptitude for the composition

of poems of great extent, requiring method and invention.

The admiration with which they regard the work of Ch‘ii

Yuan is a proof to us of their inferiority in this respect.

It would be useless to seek for a rival of Homer or of

Virgil in the literature of this people, who, notwithstanding,

have their Horace in the person of Li T‘ai-po of our eighth

century.” The marquis, indeed, had a reason of his own
for studying the Li Sdo, but it is not necessarj' for me here

to enter on any account or discussion of it, my object in

this paper being simply to exhibit the contents of the poem,

or what the reader is to look for in the perusal of it. In

doing so, I will adopt the division of the piece which has

been made by the Chinese critics themselves, into fourteen

Sections, 1 touching most of them with a light hand, and

1 These divisions are given by the Marquis d’Hervey at the conclusion of his

translation of the poem. I have taken them from a note at the end of the

“ Collection of Comments” by Ling Ch‘ien, styled Kao-chih
( [>jj| ^ J|L -J*

;fj| jlj[), of the Tsin ('f^)
dynasty. He says at the close, “The larger

sections may also he subdivided into smaller ones, which the student can do

for himself.”
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spending my strength on the passages which seem to lead

to important conclusions concerning the history of the

nation, and others which indicate on the one hand the

peculiarities of the writer’s character, and on the other

the fatuity—I can think of no milder term—of his under-

standing.

I. The first Section consists of six stanzas, or twenty-

four lines. The author tells us in it of his lineage, the

date of his birth, and the names given to him by his father
;

of his earnest discharge of his official duties
;
and of his high

aim, by self-cultivation, to form a character pure, beautiful,

and righteous. He intimates also his dissatisfaction with

king Hwai, who was too readily accessible to worthless

advisers, and kept aloof from himself and his better

counsels.

The first stanza is,

“ A descendant am I of the Ti Kao-yang.

My excellent deceased father was named Po-yung.

When Sheh-t‘i (=the planet Jupiter) culminated in the

first month of spring,

On kdng-yin
(
= the 27th cycle-day) I was born.”

Ought we to receive these statements as correct or even

possible ? The dynastic appellation of the Ti (or Emperor)

styled Kao-yang 1 was Chwan-hsu
;

and in a carefully

prepared system of Chinese chronology by a Twan Ilsi-

yai, 2 published in 1817, his first year was B.c. 2510. He
was, or is said to have been, a grandson of the emperor

Hwang-Ti, whose first year is put down as b.c. 2697.

Chwan-hsii’s rule must on this view be assigued to the

lifetime of Noah, and placed before what we call “ The

Deluge,” according to the chronology of the Hebrew Bible,

1

IhJ Wj J5 =
“ IIe °f Kao-yang.” Kao-yang would be the name of the

centre where he first ruled. There is still a district of that name in the

department of Pao-ting, in Chih-li, which appears in the “ Topography of

different Dynasties” as “the Land of the ancient Chwan-hsu
(^ jjjjjj Jfj jjjjJ.”

2 & W S £ M - + 13 * M la £ k-
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as calculated by Calmet
;

or, if we prefer the estimates of

Dr. Hales, based on the numbers in the Septuagint version

of the Hebrew, it began about 350 years before the birth

of Abraham.

I am not prepared, however, absolutely to deny the

statement of Ch'ii Yuan on this ground. If we are to

accept it, we must believe that his knowledge of his

ancestry had been gained from some chronological data

transmitted from that early time ; and there is certainly

some reason for our doing so. We are all aware that the

Chinese cycle of time is arranged in periods of sixty years

instead of being reckoned by hundreds like our own. It is

made up of two series of what are for the most part short

and easily written characters, one consisting of what are

called ten stems, 1 and the other of twelve branches .' By
joining the characters of these two series together, we

obtain sixty combinations in which no two terms are the

same, sixty being the least common multiple of ten and

twelve. If we carry the combination on, we have simply

to repeat the same operation
;
we have constituted the Chia-

tsze 2 cycle, the cycle of Chinese numeration;—very ingenious

indeed, while inferior to the use of our digits and cipher,

which may be prolonged ad infinitum without any two terms

being the same. This is the whole mystery, which is really

no mystery, of the Chinese cycle. But how did the old

fathers of the nation get the idea of the ten stems and

twelve branches ? and what led them to the formation of the

simple characters by which these are represented? In a

paper on Chinese Chronology written in 1891 I stated that

I had been brooding over these questions without effect for

many years. Since then, however, I have obtained con-

siderable light on them from my friend Professor Gustave

Schlegel, of the University of Leyden, a Chinese scholar of

1 The ten stems are ^ ^ , T ’ *£, £* > ¥> £&> ^5
and the twelve branches are ?, St m> jfc. ffu

W> J%,
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great attainments, and well versed also in astronomy and

mathematics. According to him, the ten stems were made

to denote the days in the decades of the month, each month

being most naturally divided by the Chinese down to the

present day into three decades. The same characters are

also applied to other series of things besides the days of the

decade. The different volumes, for instance, of a work in

ten volumes might be marked with them from chid and yi

down to z&n and kwei. As to their application to the days

of the decade at a very early period, we have an instance of

it in the words of the Great Yii, 1 as recorded in the Shu

Ching, part II, iv, par. 8: “When I married in T‘u-shan,

I remained with my wife only the days hsin, zan, kicei,

and chid,” which are the last three and the first of the

stems.

So much for the stems. Professor Schlegel has given an

equally satisfactory account of the twelve branches. Their

names, he says, were originally employed to denote the

months of the year, and he seems to me to establish this

clearly in his “ Uranographie Chinoise,” pp. 37 seq. The

character representing each month was significant of its

quality or character. That the year consisted, anciently

as now, in China of twelve months of thirty days each and

a fraction of a day, appears from the address of the

sovereign Yao to his astronomers, assigned to the year

b.c. 2357 :
“ A round year,” he said to them, “ consists

of 366 days. By means of an intercalary month do you

fix the four seasons, and complete the determination of the

year. By regulating the proceedings of the various officers

in accordance with this, all the business of the year will

be fully performed.” 2

The more I study the Chinese year of more than 2000

years before the birth of Christ, the more am I led to think

of the year adopted by the first French Republic in 1793,

and the names given to its months. The French names and

1 Yu was a descendant of Chwan-lisii, from whom our author also claimed
descent. He became sovereign in b.c. 2217.

2 Sec the Shu Ching, Part I, paragraph 8.
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the Chinese names, of course, are different, but the meaning

of the differently sounding terms is in several of them

very much the same. We find the equivalents of a

Fructidor, a J/cssidor, and a Vemlemiaire among the Chinese

names. I ask if it be more wonderful to discover such an

arrangement of the year and nomenclature of its months

in China 2000 years and more before the birth of Christ,

than to find the same arrangement and a similar nomen-

clature of its months being adopted in France nearly 2000

years after the birth of Christ. I cannot, therefore,

because of that first line in the Ll Sdo brand the whole

poem and the history of its author as baseless and absurd.

I do not think that Ch‘ii Yuan was writing without

authority and without book, when he said that he was

descended from Chwan-hsu, who ruled in China B.c. 2510.

There is another question suggested by the third and

fourth lines of the stanza, which is as perplexing as that

which we have been considering about the origin of the

cycle. The fourth line tells us that Ch'ii Yuan was born

on the king-yin, or 27th, day of the cycle. There is no

difficulty about that
;
but in what year was he born ? The

third line says it was when the planet Jupiter culminated iu

the first month of spring. Possibly a skilful astronomer and

mathematician may approximate at least to a determination

of this year
;
but it is beyond my power to do so, and I have

not attempted it. I showed in my former paper that we

can historically come very near to the year of Ch'ii’s

death
;

but the year of his birth is hidden from us, ex-

cepting as he has told it to us in this line, which he has

done in a peculiar way. He says that he was born “ when

Sheh-t'i culminated in the first month of spring.” Now
Sheh-t'i is a foreign name, having no suitable meaning in

Chinese. It is employed, however, to denote the planet

Jupiter, which, moreover, is generally called the “Year

Star.”

To find our way through this puzzle, we must bear in

mind that the cycle characters of which I have spoken

were made to denote days and not years. To use the words
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of the Rev. Dr. Chalmers, 1 “Not a single instance of the

application of the cycle to years can be found till after the

classical period, and this fact is sufficient to satisfy us that

this invaluable method of dating years was never used in

ancient times. The first attempt to arrange the years in

cycles of sixty is found in the 26th Book of Sze-ma

Chfien’s History, in the form of a table constructed for the

purpose of intercalation, and extending over a period of

76 years, the first year being b.c. 104. This cycle consists

like that for days of ten stems and twelve branches. It is

called Sheh-t‘i Eeh, or cycle of Sheh-t'i
;
but all its terms

are phonetizations of dissyllabic and trisyllabic words from

some foreign language.” From what language they were

taken has not yet been made out. Knowing that the

Sanskrit name for the Regent of the planet Jupiter is

Vrihaspati, and dividing that word into Vriha and spati,

and knowing that Ch'ien’s Sheh-t'i was pronounced in

Cantonese as Ship-t‘ai, I thought I had got to the solution

of the mystery
;

on referring, however, to a Sanskrit-

English Dictionary, I found that the mythological name

Vrihaspati was analyzed into Vrihas-pati, meaning “ Lord

of Prayer.” It was thus impossible that the Sheh-t'i could

be derived from the Sanskrit name for the Regent of

Jupiter, and the illusion of my fancied discovery melted

away. Nevertheless, the origin of the ten dissyllabic foreign

names of Ch'ien’s stems, and of the nine dissyllabic and three

trisyllabic names of his branches is still to seek. I hope

that it may soon be found.

A valuable work called Kala Sankalita was published

at Madras in 1825 by a Lieutenant-Colonel John Warren.

It is “ a collection of memoirs of the various modes

according to which the nations of the southern parts of

India divide time.” There is in it an account of the

Hindu cycle of sixty, “ the origin of which is unknown,”

but the author appends to it the following note:—“In the

cycle of sixty are contained five cycles of twelve years,

1 In his essay on “ The Astronomy of the Ancient Chinese,” in my Chinese

Classics, Vol. Ill, proleg. p. 97 setj.
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each supposed to equal one year of the planet (Jupiter).

I only mention this cycle because I find it mentioned in

some books, but I know of no nation or tribe that reckons

time after that account” (p. 212). It is to be regretted

that Colonel Warren had not heard of the Chia-tsze cycle

of China, which is made up of five cycles of twelve years.

If at first and for long it was only applied to the succession

of days, the cumbrous system for years proposed by

Sze-ma Ch'ien soon ceased, notwithstanding his authority,

to hold its ground
;
and after the year A.n. 21 it disappears

nearly altogether from Chinese literature, and gave place

to the terms of the native cycle for days as applied also

to years.

It is high time that I should leave this first stanza, and

proceed with the analysis of the poem. As I have said,

I accept lines one and two as historical; and I must leave

three and four till more light has been thrown on them.

Of the names which our author received from his father

I need not now speak. lie describes his earnest self-

cultivation and discharge of his official duties under the

figure of being fond of, and gathering and wearing, flowers.

The most brilliant in colour, the most delicate in fragrance,

and those yielding the most delicious taste are all collected

by him and worn at his girdle. Orchids and angelicas, the

cassia, the pepper-plaut, and many others are gathered by

him and cherished as symbolical of the attributes of mind

and character which fitted him to serve his king and

country. This is one of the chief characteristics of the

poem, and it abounds also in symbolism of other forms.

Where he complains, for instance, of king Hwai’s want

of appreciation of him, it is under the figure of a lover

complaining that the object of his or her admiration is

failing to keep their promised tryst.

II. The second Section of the poem contains thirty-two

lines, and will not require much elucidation. There are

mentioned in it first the methods of the founders of the

three great feudal dynasties, and their glorious predecessors,

Yao and Shun. These all welcomed to their presence the
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wise and the good, receiving and following their counsels.

With their methods there are contrasted the courses of the

two cruel and abandoned sovereigns, Chieh and Chau, with

whom the dynasties of Hsia and Shang ended, and their

disastrous results. The poet then shows the difference

between himself and his envious opponents, and deplores

the king’s course. His own way was always in the line

of what was right, and was the outcome of his loving

loyalty. Glad would he have been to be recalled to the

court, and be received there as the king’s adviser. But his

efforts to bring this about were of no avail. Notwith-

standing his earnest appeals to Heaven in confirmation

of his truth,

“ The king made no account of the loyal feelings of his heart,

But believed the slanderers, and burned with anger against

him.”

What would the end be, not for himself, but for the throne

and kingdom ?

III. The third Section is very short, occupying only

eight lines. It gives very fully, in floral metaphor, a

description of the author’s self-culture, and laments the

failure of his hopes. He was disliked and hated the more

because of his fragrant virtues.

IV. The fourth Section, in twenty-eight lines, sets forth

how, while the king’s favourites were eager only for their

material ends, Ch'ii Yiian’s wish was to leave a good name

behind him. He would never give up nor regret his course,

though nine deaths should await him. He intimates, indeed,

in one line that the idea of terminating his disappointments

by suicide, which we saw in the former paper that he did

in the end, was being revolved by him. He says,

“ Not agreeing with the practice of the men of to-day,

I wish to imitate the pattern handed down by P'iing Ilsien.”

This PTing Hsien was, it is believed, a worthy Great officer

of the Yin dynasty, who, when his words of remonstrance
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were not listened to by his sovereign, committed suicide

by drowning himself.

V. The fifth Section, in twelve lines, is occupied with

angry references to the king’s indifference to him, and to

the malicious abuse of him by the courtiers. He is the

beauty of the harem with her silkworm eyebrows, and they

are her envious associates who dislike and vilify her. They

are, moreover, like foolish builders whose work comes to

nothing through their stupidity. Sudden death would be

more welcome to him than to act as they did.

VI. The sixth Section, in thirty-two lines, shows how
impossible it was for the author and his enemies to associate

;

as impossible as for what was square and what was round

to fit together, as for two to walk together when they are

not agreed. Some expressions in it lead us to think that,

when banished from the court, he had gone back and tried

in vain to propitiate the king. He had then retired and

cultivated his old habits, and would continue to do so.

All at once the thought occurred to him that he would

travel, and see “ the most distant regions in all directions.”

Peradventure he might somewhere meet with a worthy

sovereign, who would welcome his counsels and accept his

guidance, or with some good ministers with whom he could

cordially co-operate. This gives the key-note to the greater

part of the poem which follows; whatever the result might

be to himself, though his body were dismembered, he would

not change either his principles or his course.

VII. The seventh Section, in twelve lines, is an interesting

episode, in which “ the lovely sister ” of the author appears,

expostulating with him on the dangerous obstinacy of his

course. There is a tradition that Ch‘ii Yiian’s ancestral

home was in what is now, I believe, the district of Hsing-

shan in Kwei-chau, of the I-ch‘ang department of Hu-pei

(i’$) •Jfc 5e£ Ha Jj-f Ill ;J‘H J| fJLl), and that on the north-east of

the site there used to be, perhaps is now, a temple to this

sister. Hearing of her brother’s disgrace and trouble, she

now came to him, all the people hoping she would succeed

in inducing him to change his way. She reminds him of the
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fate of their ancester Kwan, a descendant, like themselves,

of Chwan-hsu, and the father of the famous Yu. Kw&n is

mentioned in the first two books of the Shu Ching, as dis-

liked by Yao, and kept till his death a prisoner by Shun.

We form a more unfavourable opinion of him from the

references to him in the Shu than we do from the

language of the lady
;
but this is favourable rather than

unfavourable to the genuineness of what she says about their

ancestor. Her expostulation, however, produced no change

in her brother.

VIII. We pass on to the eighth Section of the poem,

containing forty lines. We saw in Section VI how there

had suddenly come into our author’s mind the idea of

visiting “the most distant regions,” and searching in them

for a sovereign and ministers to his mind. The time might

seem to have come for him to carry this purpose into effect

;

but he thought again that he would first like to test the

correctness of his views by those of the ancient sages, and

in order to do this he would visit the grave of the ancient

sovereign Shun, whose plenary occupation of the throne

dates in chronology from b.c. 2255 to 2217. He died in

one of his progresses to the south, and two sites, one in

Hu-nan and the other in Kwang-hsi, are claimants for

the place of his grave. Our author seems to have sought for

it in a district so-called, comprehended in Tao-chau in the

department of Yung Chau of Hu-nan. There, at some point

on the hill of Chiu-i, or “ Nine Doubts ” (so-called from the

great similarity of so many peaks in the mountain’s ridge),

he knelt, with his skirt outspread near the grave, and

poured out his complaint, mournfully unfolding the exercises

of his mind. lie speaks of Shun by the name of Ch'ung-

lnva, given to him also in the Shu Ching, though there has

been, and still is, some difference of opinion as to the

meaning of the denomination. Briefly and imperfectly,

but not incorrectly, he sketched the history of the dynasties

of Hsia and Shang, showing how they rose by the virtues of

their founders, and fell by the vices of their last sovereigns.

The former were good and cherished their good ministers,
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the latter were bad and persecuted their good ministers.

From those references he ascended to the impartiality

of Heaven, verifying a sentence which, no doubt, he had

read in the Tao-teh Ching of Lao-tsze. At the close of

the 79th chapter of that Work we find: “In the way of

Heaven there is no partiality of love
;

it is always on the

side of the good mau ”
;
and this appears in the Li Sdo, as

“ August Heaven has no private partialities ;

It observes the qualities of men, and dispenses its help

accordingly.

It is only the conduct fully ordered by sage wisdom

"Which can obtain rule on this earth below.”

All observation of men and times confirms the judgment

that is thus given, and Ch'ii Yuan adds,

“ Looking back to the earlier and contemplating the later

times,

We obtain a complete view of Heaven’s dealings with men.

Who without righteousness was ever fit to be employed ?

Who without goodness was ever fit to direct affairs P
”

Kneeling by the grave of Shun on his outspread skirt, our

author thus made his plaint. No answer, of course, came

to him from the spirit of the ancient sovereign
;

but he

obtained a clear conviction that his views were true and

correct. Sighing and sobbing, he could only bewail that the

time was so unsuitable for him. He held his soft orchids

to hide the tears which fell in torrents, and wetted the lapel

of his dress. The time had come for him to commence

the great journey which he had thought of.

IX. We have come to the ninth and much the longest

Section of the poem, occupying seventy-six lines. A
strange medley it is, and Chu. Hsi, the incomparable

scholar and critic of his. country, interjects at this point

the remark that “ many of the descriptions in it are

imaginary, and we are not to suppose that there were
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such things iu reality, or that such occurrences took

place.”

The chief place in the journey is occupied by the E/wan-

lun range of mountains, which still awaits the investigation

of the scientific explorer. Starting near what is called
“ the Pushtikur knot,” in lat. 36° N., it runs easterly over

nearly the whole breadth of the high table-land between

India and China, dividing, in part of its course, Thibet

from the sands or desert of Gobi. The two great rivers

of China, the Hwang Ho or Yellow River, and the

Yang-tsze Chiang, and other streams as well, take their

rise at the foot of its spurs at no great distance from one

another.

The name K‘wan-lun is found in the Shu, in connection

with the labours of Yil (more than 2000 years b.c.), but

simply as the denomination of a wild tribe in the far west,

whose seat may have been near the foot of the mountain-

range, which was not then the famous place in Chinese

mythology which it afterwards became. In Lieh-tsze, not

long after the time of Confucius, and in later Taoist writers,

it appears as a sort of Olympus and Fairy-land
;
and is

described as consisting of peak rising above peak to a height

of more than 3000 miles !
1 Trees, flowers, and fruits grow

upon it, of marvellous kind
;

trees of pearls, of jade-stone,

and of the fruit of immortality. It is peopled also, being

the abode of genii and spirits, and the seat of the Royal

Mother of the West, at the head of her fairy attendants
;

yea, of the rulers or gods of the Elements also, with their

legions of Immortals. Mayers, in his article on K‘wan-lun,

quotes, from the “ Gatherings of Matters Omitted in the

History of the Past IE)»” which is not a work of

great authority, a statement that “ Mount K‘wan-lun is

called in the west Mount Suineru ”
;
but I do not wish to

enter here on the discussion of a connection between the

mythologies of India and China. Sumeru is merely a

dream of fancy, while K‘w;ln-lun has a very substantial

> Ch. Cl. Ill, Bk. I, Pt. i, 83.
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existence, though a mass of fables has gathered about its

heights and recesses.

But how shall Ch‘ii Yuan ascend the great mountain,

and accomplish the journey across it? After his com-

muning with the spirit of Shun, next morning apparently,

there appeared to him a car in the form of a phcenix-bird,

to which were yoked four unhorned dragons, smooth as

jade, and in this, through dust and wind, he suddenly

asceuded on high. The phcenix-bird which thus becomes

a car is denoted by a peculiar character
( Jff ,

called I), but

we are not to think of it as other than a real phoenix, which,

of course, is a fabulous bird
;
and, in the “ Classic of Hills

and Seas” (i, p. 7), it is thus described: “On the hill

of Cinnabar Caves there is a bird like a fowl, with plumage

variegated, and exhibiting various characters. On its head

there is the character Virtue
(
= Goodness)

;
on the wings

Righteousness
;
on its breast Benevolence

;
on its back Pro-

priety, and on its belly Good Faith. "When it eats and

drinks, it of itself sings and dances. When it is seen,

the whole world is at rest and quiet. It is called fdng-

hicang
, fang being the designation of the male, and hwang

of the female.”

Then this phcenix-car is drawn by a team of four dragons.

But the dragon is the symbol employed by the Chinese

to denote “ the superior man ” and “ the great man.” It

has always been the emblem with them of the highest

dignity and sagehood. I must believe that in the ascend-

ing car, with its phoenix and dragons, we have the symbol

of our author himself, good and able, untiringly rising

above the reach and aim of meaner men, and not to be

contented with less than the attainment of his own lofty

ambition. This view gives a sort of unity to the poem,

instead of its being merely a fantastic compound of membra

disjecta, with no internal connection.

I hasten on from the car and its team to the journey.

In the morning our hero started from Ts‘ang-wu, and

towards the evening he came to Hsiian-pu, the second of

the three stages into which the whole ascent of the mountain
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was divided. 1 According to Nan-kwai Tsze, “He who gets

to the first stage is beyond the reach of death
;

he who
gets to the second stage becomes powerful, and can summon
wind and rain at his pleasure

;
and he who gets to the

topmost stage becomes a spiritual being.” At the second

peak our traveller was confronted by a gate sculptured like

that of a royal residence,

2

and he wished to stay a little

and enter, hut the day was hastening to a close.

Eager to get on in his search for the right sovereign, the

author tells us,

“ I ordered Hsi and Ho to delay the stages of the sun,

And not to hurry on as they made for Yen-tsze !

The way was very long, and distant was my goal

:

I would ascend and descend, pursuing my search.”

Hsi and Ho are here the charioteers of the Sun, so named

after the astronomers of the ancient Yao, who appear in the

first Book of the Shu Ching. About 200 years after Yao

we find astronomers of the same name, also in the Shh,

and threatened with death by king Chung-k'ang of the

Hsia dynasty for having neglected their duty.

Here we find the charioteers of the Sun called by their

names about 2000 years later, mythology having assigned

that office to them at some time during the long intervening

period. Our hero, anxious to pursue his search, orders

1 Wang Yi, quoting from a description of K‘wan-lun, says: “There are

three stages of it. The lowest stage is called Fan-t‘ung (5Jf ffjij),
and also

Fan-sung (« ft) ;
the second Hsiian-pA (^F [j§j),

and also Lang-fang

(tfp HE); tlle last Tsang-ch'ang (Jft jjjJJ),
and also T‘i(>i-(‘ing

( fit)-”

3 The name of the peak is written variously. The better text for it is

t|^.
|[jj ,

but Mi ,
“to suspend,” is also found, and the Marquis d’Hervey,

adopting this, translates: “ Le soir j’arrivais aux jardins suspendus de nsiian-

pu.” The is pronounced like
>
and Williams describes [jjij

as “an elysium in the K‘wHn-lun mountains, where the Heavenly Ruler

resides,” and Giles similarly calls it “ a peak of the K‘w<Sn-lun mountains,

where God resides.” But neither the “Heavenly Ruler” of the one nor

“ the God ” of the other is to be understood of the Confucian Shang Ti.
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them to drive slowly, and not to hurry on to the mountain

Yen-tsze, 1 when the day would be over, for the sun was

supposed to enter this mountain, and plunge into the waters

at the foot of it.

Thus ends the first day’s journey; and next morning we

discover Ch'ii in the region of the rising sun ! He tells us

nothing about how he had got there
;
we are at our wits’

end in trying to realize his progress. We left him in the

dusk of the evening drawing near to the hill of Yen-tsze, 1

which he has gone into in his car and so been hidden from

our view
;
and next morning he is before us in the far

east, in the country of the rising sun.

In the fiftieth stanza we read,

“ I watered my horses at the pool of listen
;

I gathered up and tied the reins to a Fu-sang tree
;

I broke off a branch from a Zo tree to hold against the sun,

And thus I enjoyed myself, aimlessly rambling.”

“ The pool of Hsien ” is a name variously applied.

Wang Y’i defines it here as “ the place where the sun

bathed,” for which Chu Hsi has “ the place where the

sun descended,” meaning, no doubt, the pool into which

the sun plunged after passing through Yen-tsze hill. The

other applications of the name need not be mentioned here.

Fu-sang is the name of a tree at the foot of which the

sun was said to re-appear in the morning, as by Hwai-nan

Tsze (Book iii, p. 12a
). Of course it was to be found in

the east
;
and at a later time it came to be applied to a

country of the east, which not a few speculators in these

1 See the account of this mountain in the “ Classic of Hills and Seas,” at

the end of the second book, with all the references to it in Wang Ti in loc.

One account of it, given also in the K‘ang-hsi Dictionary, is that it lay south-
west from the jStao Shu T'ung Hsiieh Hill, mentioned in the Shu (III, i,

pt. i, 76), which would take us to the department of Lan-chau, in Kan-su
;

hut how could the car be advancing on and aloft from Hsiian-pu and down
in Kan-su? [As to the name of the hill, “ Bird and Rat occupying the same
Hole,” in 1873 I saw a little owl in the mouth of a rat’s or some other animal’s
hole, a little way from Merced, in California. I thought at once of the name
in the Shu. Afterwards I was told that the phenomenon was common in

California.]

j.r.a.s. 1805. 38
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later times have maintained to be America, in the discovery

of which the Chinese would thus have anticipated Columbus

by more than a thousand years.

Nor is this all. Our author, having tied his horses, the

four unhorned dragons, to a fu-sang, proceeded to pluck a

branch from another fabulous tree, called the Zo (Hwai-nan

Tsze, Book iv, p. 3b), the brightness of whose flowers was

said to illumine the ground below it. Armed with this

as a protection against the sun, he rested for a time, and

sauntered leisurely about, enjoying himself.

But he did not rest long. We soon see him en route

again
;

and he is assisted by certain mythological person-

ages, wrho still maintain their places in the sacrificial canon

of China. 1 Before him he sent Wang Shu, the charioteer

of the Moon, as his precursor, and behind him hurried Fei-

lien, 2 the earl or master of the Wind. There were also in

attendance the hcan, a fabulous bird, of brilliant plumage,

generally associated, as here, with the phoenix, and the

Thunder-master, called Fang-lung, which is described by

Hwai-nan Tsze as “ coming forth in the last month of

spring to regulate the rains (iii, p. 19b).”

Encouraged by having such assistants, Ch‘ii Yuan ordered

his phoenix, for the bird here displaces the car, to soar

aloft, and continue its flight day and night, so intent is

he to prosecute his search. All at once, however, he is

met by a whirlwind, bringing with it a crowd of opponents,

who came to meet and resist him, as so many clouds and

rainbows. His bright hopes were thus overcast. The

appearance of a rainbow has always been deemed unpro-

pitious by the Chinese. 3 What was Ch‘ii Yuan to do?

While the opposing host now separated and now divided

in great confusion, here ascending and there descending,

he seems to have succeeded in attaining the topmost height

of the mountain
;

and, reaching the gate of Heaven, he

1 Compare with this assertion the offerings made to nearly all these personages

as taken from the Ming statutes in my “ Notions of the Chinese concerning

God and Spirits,” pp. 34, 35.
2 See the Historical Records of the Ch‘in dynasty, near the beginning.
2 See the Shih-ching, I, iv, Ode 7, and the notes on it.
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would have entered and made his appeal to God, but when

he ordered the porter to open, that surly minister only

leant against the door and looked at him.

Denied admission to God, Ch‘u felt more than he

had done, that the time was dark and dreary for him. Still

he maintained his purity. Even in that region he found

orchids to gather
;
deploring how the good were kept in

obscurity, and he himself was the object of jealousy and

envy. When morning dawned, he was still in the region of

the K‘wan-lun, and he saw the stream of the White Water, 1

one of those to which a reference has already been made,

as rising amid the spurs of the mountain, being that which

is said to flow towards China, and becomes the Hwang Ho
or Yellow River, on entering it. Across the stream, he

directed his car up to Lang-f5ng, a height of the peak,

and there tethered his horses. This done, all at once he

looked back, and was moved to shed tears, lamenting that

“on the lofty height there was no lady for him.” “He
looked back,” we may well suppose that it was on the

kingdom of Ch‘u from which he had flown
;
but the sudden

introduction of a young lady as the object of his search is

strange
;
and we hesitate to accept Chu Hsi’s interpretation

that she is now the emblem of “ the worthy ruler,” whom
he was seeking for, or even to adopt Wang Yi’s inter-

pretation that the lady stands to our hero for worthy

ministers, like-minded with himself.

At this point we might make a subdivision of the long

section of the poem which has thus far occupied us. We
are suddenly transferred from the highest western region

of the K‘wan-lun range away to the far East, where in the

sky was the residence of the Green god (jtf %) That

the reader may understand this, I must ask him to peruse

in my “ Notions of the Chinese concerning God and

Spirits” what I wrote in 1852 concerning the Five Tis

or gods, which appeared in China towards the end of the

Chau dynasty. They were the spirits presiding over the

' The White Water is mentioned also by Chwang-tsze (Bk. sii, par. 1), but
with no reference to its place, and apparently with a metaphorical signification.
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Five Elements, the Five Planets, and other numerical

categories of Five Terms, and were denominated the Five

Tis or gods. It was not till the reign of the emperor

Wan
( 3SC 'rfr, B.c. 179-157) of the first Han dynasty, that

these Tis were elevated and styled Shang-Tis. The great

scholar Chang Ilsiian (a.d. 127-200) styled them the

Green, the Red, the Yellow, the White, and the Black Ti. 1

The Green god presided over the eastern quarter, the

Spring, and the planet Jupiter, and was called Ling-wei-

yang, 2 the origin of which name has not yet been

discovered. The whole thing was of Taoist origin

(original or derived) in Chinese literature, and, being

adopted by the Han emperors and the great scholar

mentioned above, continued as an intrusion into the

Confucian teaching, until it was swept away under the

Ming dynasty, to whose decision the present dynasty has

adhered.

Our author, then, is now at the palace of the Spring
;

and, rambling about it, he finds a jade-stone tree, nearly

“2000 feet high, and thirty outspread arms in circum-

ference.” 3 He breaks off a branch of this tree to attach

to his girdle, and wishes to see the attendant of the lady

to present to her the offering that would be preliminary

to a union between him and her. We do not know what

lady he had in mind. lie has told us that on the loftiest

height of K‘wan-lun there was no lady for him. No doubt,

I think, the one he has now in mind is the lady Fu
mentioned in the next stanza. He cannot afford to lose

any time. He wishes to effect the union with her as

representing the worthy sovereign whom he sought, while

he was yet in vigour, and before the glorious flower of his

1 See Chalmers’s “ Origin of the Chinese,” chapter ii, pp. 24-29
;
and

Mayers’ Manual, part ii, on ‘‘Numerical Categories,” under “Five,” 139,

160, 169, etc.

*1 ri fp- The is probably used as an adjective, lueauiug “ intelli-

gent” or “efficacious.”

3 Such is the size of the tree as given by \Ynug Yi
;
Mayers, art. 317, makes
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youth had all fallen. The attendant lady may represent

any minister enjoying that sovereign’s confidence.

Our author then ordered the Thunder-master, mentioned

already and here called by his name of Fang-lung, to

mount on the clouds and search for the place where the lady

Fit was. He also unloosed the string of his girdle, which,

with all the ornaments attached to it, would serve as the gage

of his truth, and ordered Ch'ien-hsiu flft) to transact

the affair for him. All this appears to us very absurd.

The lady Fu was a fabled daughter of Fu Ilsi, with whose

reign anything like the line of Chinese sovereigns com-

mences, so that she must have lived about 3000 years before

Ch'ii Yuan came into the world. The story about her,

according to Wang Yi, is that she was drowned in the

Lo, aud came to be regarded as the tutelary spirit of that

river. Ch'ien-hsiu, who was to act as go-between in

arranging for the union between our hero and her, is

supposed to have been a minister of Fu Ilsi.

The mission of Ch'ien-hsiu proved to be as ineffectual

as had been the attempt of the author to find admission

to the Elysium of Hsiian-pu (see stanza 53) ;
and the

failure in both cases is told in much the same way. The

first statements in both stanzas are exactly the same, and

the second are built on the same lines. Opposition, not

to be overcome, is encountered, and Ch'ii is compelled in

the evening to return to the earth again, and halt for the

night at the hill of- Ch'iung-shih, which is to be found

in the present district of Chang-yeh, belonging to the

department Kan-chau of Kan-su. Here had been the

principality of the famous archer I, mentioned in Ch'ii’s

communing with the spirit of Shun at his grave, and

near the foot of which the Weak-water took its rise.

There he spent the night, and in the morning he bathed

his hair in the stream Wei-p'an, which, probably, was not

far off.
1

’ The Weak-water is mentioned twice in the Shu (III, i, pt. i, par. 73;
and pt. ii, par. 5), in the notes to which the reader will find collected all that

we thus far know about it. See also “ Hwai-nan Tsze,” iv, p. 3a .
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In the course of that day, we may suppose, he heard,

probably from Ch'ien-hsiu, a bad account of the lady Fu’s

character. Beautiful she was, but haughty, pleasure-

seeking, and regardless of propriety. He gave up all

thought of her, and would prosecute his search elsewhere.

And where did that search lead him ? In his inspection

he surveyed the earth to its four extremities; he travelled

also all over the sky, and came down again to the earth.

Then, a long way off, he saw the lofty tower which the

Lord of Sung had caused to be built of the finest materials

for his beautiful daughter, who afterwards became the

favourite lady of the emperor K‘u, and gave birth to

Ilsieh, the father of the Shang dynasty. We are

not to think of the duchy of Sung in the time of

the Chau dynasty in connection with this lady. The

Chinese names for the two principalities, though similarly

pronounced, are quite different. The lady’s name has

come down to us as Chien-ti, mentioned in the fourth

of the “ Sacrificial odes of Shang,” for the son whom
she bore to the Emperor K‘u, became, as said above, the

ancestor of the sovereigns of the dynasty of Shang. As

the reign of K‘u is placed between «.c. 2432 and 2362,

the absurdity of Ch'ii’s thinking of a union with her

is hardly less great than that of his former desire for the

daughter of Fu Hsi, nor are the other details of the court-

ship less ridiculous. He sent his proposals to her by Chan,

the name of the secretary-falcon, which is said to be so

poisonous, that even water in which its feathers have been

steeped causes the death of those who drink it. This

strange go-between, by whom must be intended one of

Ch'ii’s most virulent slanderers, brought him back word

that the lady was not good. And another, smaller, opponent

of the same character came in, and, under the semblance of

a jackdaw or a cuckoo, screamed out the lady’s faults

;

but the suitor only detested their furtive cunning.

Full of doubt and mistrust, he would fain have gone

and made his proposals in person
;
but that was forbidden

by the rules of propriety. And then it occurred to him
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that Kiio-hsin, which was the personal appellation of Ti

Iv‘u, must have sent the phoenix to Chien-ti, and that thus

his own desire for her had been anticipated by that ancient

sovereign.

Thus, disappointed a second time, our hero wished to

settle somewhere far away, but he knew not where to go

to, nor was he contented to ramble about and idly enjoy

himself. Ila ! he thinks of Shao-k'ang, the fourth of the

line of Yu, who ruled the dynasty of Hsia, and of the Yao
ladies who became his wives

;
but he does not consider

that they had all been gone from the world nearly as long

as Chien-ti ! The murder of Shao-k'ang’s father and the

escape of his mother have been mentioned under stanza 39.

The lady fled to her father’s principality of Zaug, and

next year gave birth to her son, who grew up in obscurity,

till, in his 22nd year, he was obliged to flee to Yu, the

state from which Shun had sprung, and whose rulers had

the surname of Yao. By-and-bv, after he had acted as

cook in the ruler’s household, his quality and merits were

recognized, and he received the ruler’s daughters in marriage,

along with a city and territory. He continued to prosper,

and ere long was able to overcome Ao, the strong son of

the usurper Hau-cho, and regained the throne of Hsia.

All this is interesting, but what had Ch‘ii P‘ing to do with

Shao-k'ang and his wives?

He did, indeed, become more than half convinced that

his search for a good king and for worthy ministers

like-minded with himself, was likely to be fruitless.

He says,

“ The age is one of confusion and greed, and of hatred of

the wise and good
;

All love to keep the excellent in obscurity, and to see the

bad raised to distinction.”

Good colleagues being so difficult to find, and king Hwai,

whom he calls “ the wise king,” not awaking to a sense

of his duty, he comes to the conclusion “ to cherish his
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views in his breast and not express them. How could he

hear to associate with such people to the long end ?
”

X. We have come to the end of the longest division of

the poem, and go on to the tenth Section of it, which

occupies twenty lines. The marvellous journey or journeys

up and down K‘wan-lun had given our author no satisfaction,

and to guide him in his future course he had recourse to

divination. He collects materials for the operation,—plants

of the Hibiscus Syriacus, and splinters of bamboo
;

and

obtains the presence of Ling-fan, a noted diviner of old,

to interpret the result for him. How the operation was

performed we do not know, but the interpretation was that

the “two Beauties,” meaning Ch‘ii himself and the good

patron of whom he was in search, were sure to come to-

gether, but not in the kingdom of Ch‘u. Who would believe

in his self-culture and desire him ? He should consider the

vast extent of the nine regions of the country, and go

elsewhere. In what place were there no fragrant plants ?

Why should he keep on thinking only of his old abode ?

To this counsel Ch‘u Yuan responds that the age was

dull and dark, and liable to be dazzled by what was bright,

so that he knew not who would carefully examine his merit.

People everywhere differed in their likings and dislikings,

but his opponents in Ch‘u were quite peculiar. The

partizans in Ch‘u, in fact, preferred the bad to the good.

They preferred to wear at their girdle bags filled with the

foetid moxa, and considered it more fragrant than the most

delicate orchids. He was inclined to take Ling-fun's advice,

but hesitated and was perplexed in his mind. It might

he in other places as he had found it in Ch‘(L

XI. We come to the eleventh Section, in thirty-six lines.

Before deciding what he would do, Ch'ii would take the

advice of Wu Ilsien, a famous wizard or conjurer of old

time, who, he had heard, was to come down to the world

that same day in the evening. In order for an interview

with him, he has the pepper and finest rice necessary for

such an occasion made ready, and will constrain him to

interpret the result of their divination.
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Wu Ilsien 1 arrives in great state. Hundreds of spirits

cast a shadow round him as he came down from above,

and multitudes of others were sent by Shun from his grave

on the hill of Nine Doubts to meet him
;

august Heaven

also gloriously displayed its power. The object of all was

to inform Ch‘ii that the issue of Ling-fan’s advice would

be good.

Then Wu Hsien delivered his oracle, and advised him

to carry on his search, above and below, with vigour, and

seek for those whose rules and measures agreed with his

own, even as Yu and T‘ang did till they found Kao Yao
and 1 Yin. Loving his self-culture as he did, why should

he call in the help of go-betweens ? Let him think of the

builder Fu Yiiek whom Wu-ting made his counsellor and

minister; 2 and of Lii Wang, who was raised from his

butcher’s stall, and from his fishing, to be the great helper

of kings Wan and Wu in establishing the dynasty of

Chau
;

3 and of Ning Ch‘i, who rose from being a waggoner

to an honourable position in the service of the famous duke

Hwan of Ch‘i.4 Might not as great distinction be awaiting

Ch‘u Yuan in the future? Wu Hsien therefore exhorts

him, while it was still not too late in his life, to seek a

reconciliation with king Hwai or to find another sovereign.

Such was the oracle of Wfi Hsien, the advice of a shrewd

man of the world more than the utterances of a diviner.

Our author was not cheered by it, however. He replied,

deploring the confusion and degeneracy of the time. He
was aware of the virtues of his own character, but his

numerous and secret opponents strove to hide them. He
was afraid that their hatred and jealousy would cause his

ruin. Wherever he looked, he saw change to the worse

going on. Those whom he had formerly compared in his

1 The name Wu Hsien occurs in the Shu (Y, xvi, 7) as a minister of the

Chung Tsung T‘ai-wu (b.c. 1637-1560). He may be the personage mentioned
here, haring been deified, or made a powerful sorcerer, after his death.

3 See the case of Wu-ting and Fii Yiieh in the Shu, IV, viii, and notes.
3 See the account of him in Mayers’ Manual, under the name of Kiang

Tsze-ya, p. 81.
4 See also Mayers, art. 517. There is a graphic account of the meeting

of duke Hwan and the waggoner, Ning Ch‘i, in the Lieh-kwo Chill, Book xviii.
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mind to orchids and angelicas had lost their fragrance.

Their beauty and attractiveness were gone
;
and he could

not account for the change, but by the jealousy and

opposition which his love of culture seemed to awaken in

their minds.

XII. We have arrived at the twelfth Section of the

poem, contained in twenty lines. All through it, the

author writes in his own person, and continues his complaint

of the courtiers, whose characters had all changed for the

worse. How could he ever have been so mistaken as to

compare them to beautiful and fragrant orchids? They

liked to fill the perfume bags at their girdles with the

fruit of the s/ia, which, according to Bretschneider, is

Boymia or Zanthoxylon. Another name for it is Chu Yu

('gfc !$). Thus deploring the decay of character in the

officers, descending to and vitiating still more the manners

of the common people, he comes back to himself
;
he had

been undervalued and misunderstood, but no change for the

worse had come over him. He had lost nothing of character,

ability, or will. His mind is made up. He will resume

his travelling and search. Perhaps he may yet meet with

the sovereign or the minister whom he wished to find.

XIII. The poem is drawing to its close. Ling-fan had

encouraged Ch‘ii to try his fortune again and repeat his

journeying; and this Section, in thirty-six lines, carries

us to its concluding stanza, which the Marquis d’Hervey

calls “ the epilogue of the poem.”

Having chosen a fortunate day for his departure, he

broke off a branch of the Ch'iuiiy tree 1 for his food, and

macerated or boiled it till it became the richest nourishment.

These preparations having been made, an equipage and

carriage, substantially the same as that in which he made

his former journey, appears ready for him. The carriage

1 This tree has boon named before in stanza 56, section ix. See the account
of it in Mayers’ Manual, art. 317. The author here, in what he says about it,

enters altogether into the region of mythological fable, or adopts the most
fanciful fairy legends. I cannot agree with the Marquis d’Hervey in making
Ling-f8n the subject of lines 2, 3, 4 of stanza 85. The subject of them is

Ch'ii Yiiau himself.
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is further adorned with figures made of the finest jade and

ivory. He would go far away, and keep himself apart

from Ch'fi. IIow could he act in union with those who

were estranged from him in heart?

Again he turned his course to K'wSn-lun. The way

was long, and he travelled far, amidst the dark and shady

clouds, brightened with marvellous rainbows, and the music

of the bells of jade about the chariot.

He had started in the morning from T‘ien-tsin, which at

first suggests to us the city of that name near the mouth

of the Pei-ho river, and where our second treaty with China

was concluded in 1858 ;
but the name in the poem is that

of a space in the Milky Way included in our Scorpio-

Saggittarius. How Ch‘u had arrived there with his equip-

age, and rested over the night also there, we do not know
;

but next day’s driving, he tells us, brought him in the

evening to the extreme west. At the back of the carriage,

rose two flags, displaying a pair of phoenixes, one on each,

which reverently greeted him as he reached his halting-place.

He did not rest there long. He tells 'us that “immedi-

ately he walked over the Moving Sands, and then proceeded

gaily aloug the course of the Red-river.” The “ Moving

Sands” are mentioned in the Shu (III, I, part i, 73 an

pt. ii, 5, 23) ;
meaning, no doubt, what we now call “ The

desert of Gobi,” or at least some portion of it. “The
Red-water ” is said in the K‘ang-hsi dictionary to take

its rise in the south-east corner of the wild in which the

K‘wan-lun begins. And Chwang-tsze (xv, p. 4) says that

“ Hwang-Ti, enjoying himself north of the Red-water,

ascended to the heights of the K‘wan-lun.

Wanting to cross over a ford of the Red-water, Ch'ii

Yuan motioned with his hand to his dragons to make

themselves into a bridge, and at the same time summoned

the Emperor of the West to wade with him across. Of
a similar living bridge we have an instance, as is pointed

out by both Wang Yi and Chu, in the Record of the

adventurous king Mu, who caused his attendant gavials

and turtles to render him such a service.
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“The Emperor of the West” is understood to be Shao

Hao, the son and successor of Hwang-Ti in b c. 2594,

known also as Chin T'ien Shih ,R)> because he

reigned “ b}r the virtue of metal,” whatever that may mean.

But metal among the elements is connected with the West,

and therefore he is called, as here, “ The Sovereign of the

West.” But why is he brought in? Aud what could he,

in the 26th century b.c., have to do with our author ?

And what had they to do with wading through the ford

over which the dragons had made themselves a bridge ?

Having crossed the Red-water our traveller continued

his course to the west, going at the same time somewhat

to the north. Of course, the way among the mountains

was very difficult, and he made arrangements for their

transit. “ Ptt-chdu
” was the name of a hill on the north-

west, called “Incomplete,” in consequence of some peculiarity

in its form. 1 Ch‘ii would go by it as his own route, while

the other carriages starting before him, should ascend

wherever they could find a practicable bye-path, waiting

for one another. * When they all had got across, they

should make for the shore of the Western Sea, and all

assemble there. By the Western Sea was meant probably

the Caspian Sea, or, perhaps, the sea of Aral. That we

cannot more exactly identify it is of less importance, because

there follows no intimation that the rendezvous took place.

A stanza follows the account of these arrangements,

in which we are told that the carriages were a thousaud

in number, to each of which eight dragons were yoked.

The author does not say where he had collected such a

cavalcade
;
we hear of it here for the first time and for

the last. It would seem, however, that as he went on his

excitement increased. He felt that he was drawing near the

end of his quest, and he tells us,

“ I repressed my emotion, and moderated my haste
;

But my spirit was borue aloft very far.

1

/fc J^] . The hill is mentioned by Hwai-nan Tsze, iv, p. 5 a
,
aud in the

Shan Hai Ching, ii, p. 18*.
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I sang the nine songs (of Yii), and danced the dance

(of Shun)

;

Borrowing a day for enjoyment and pleasure.”

The second book of Ch'ii P'ing’s poems has the title of

“ The Nine Songs ”
;

but those could not be the songs

which he chanted now. What is intended are the “ Nine

Songs” of Yii, mentioned in stanza 38; and the dance of

Shuu, often called his “ Music,” was divided into nine

pantomimic performances, and Chwang-tsze (Book xix, 44)

calls it “ The Nine Performances of the S/ido.”

We have come to the end of our author’s quest. He
has told us that his spirit was borne aloft; and, unable

to repress his excitement, he ascended to the glorious bright-

ness of the great sky. How he accomplished the ascent

we are not told. From amidst the supernal light, however,

he looked down askance, and there beneath him lay out-

spread his old neighbourhood or home in Ch‘u. The

Hwang in 1. 1 is interpreted as Hwang Then (jg
“ Great or August Heaven,” for which Giles gives

“ Almighty God ”
;
but I am loath to adopt that rendering.

In 1. 3 there is to me an echo of the third Ode in the

first Book of the Shih
;

and hence we understand how
the poet transforms his “ dragons ” into horses, which

have not been mentioned before in connection with his

marvellous journeyings to the summit of the K‘wan-lun

range. The horses, however, partake of his emotion, and

long for the cherished Ch‘u.

jjg is a difficult phrase. Wang Yi explains it by
“ the appearance of a snake stiff and motionless,” and this

definition of it is adopted in the K‘ang-hsi Dictionary.

So would Ch‘ii Yuan tell us that he was arrested in his

course, and his game lost and ended.

XIY. The fourteenth and last Section of the poem, at

which we have now arrived, consists of only one stanza,

which contains five lines, being different from the ninety-

three stanzas that precede, all of which are made up of

four lines, with the single exception of the twelfth, which

is manifestly defective.
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The Marquis d’Hervey prefixes to it the name “ Epilogue,”

as a translation of the first two characters (Lwan Tiieh),

and I was inclined to follow him
; but the y'ueli seems to

require that the stanza should be taken as the utterance

of the poet himself. Lwan occurs in the Confucian Analects

(xiii-xv), as “the name of the concluding part of a musical

service,” and I believe the meaning of the phrase is fully

expressed by “In conclusion I say,” and making the first

line to end with tsai, the fifth character. It is singular that

of our three chief Chinese-English dictionaries, Morrison’s,

Medhurst’s, and Giles’s, which may all be pronounced to

be great Works, not one of them mentions this usage of

lwan. The substance of the whole stanza is this,—the

fruitlessness of the discarded minister’s search for a good

sovereign who would adopt him as his counsellor, and for

loval ministers who would co-operate with him in his loyal

service
;

and, failing this, his resolution to commit suicide

as P'ang Hsien had done. Twice before in the poem had

he given expression to that purpose, and now he concludes

with the more positive affirmation of it. At the same time

there is nothing in his language to necessitate our supposing

that the tragedy of his death followed immediately on the

conclusion of the poem. Stanza sixty-five seems to indicate

that king Hwai was still alive when it was composed. In

stanza seventy-six the sorcerer, Wu Hsien, speaks of its

not 3
7et being too late in the years of Ch'ii’s life for him

to think of resuming his service at Court.

The writer has thus gone over the poem of the Li Sdo,

and endeavoured to set forth the connection of its parts

and the unity of object which appears in it from beginning

to end. It is not a great poem, but it possesses con-

siderable interest, and awakens in the mind no small

amount of sympathy with its author. We start with him

in it at his birth; go back with him to the long distant

time to which he traced his lineage
; and only part with

him when almost in sight of the deep pool in which he

was to end his life. We admire his self-culture, his devoted
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service, and his inflexible conviction of his own honesty

and honour; we pity him as the object of jealousy and

envy, slandered, disgraced, and banished. The view which

we have taken of the ninth and longest Section of the

composition, as symbolical of his own course and character,

redeems it from being regarded as a mere tissue of ab-

surdities and foolish superstitions. We rather like the

man without admiring his poetry, and are sorry for his

adverse fortune and melancholy fate.
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Art. XVII.—SsHma Ch'tin's Historical Records. By
Herbert J. Allen, M.R.A.S.

(Continuedfrom page 110, January number.)

Chapter III. The Yin Dynasty.

Hsieh of Yin’s mother was Chien Ti, who was one of

the (laughters of Yusung 1 and the secondary wife of

Emperor Ku. She was going with her two sisters to bathe,

when she saw a dark bird 2 drop its egg. Chien Ti picked

it up, and swallowed it, and thus being with child gave

birth to Ilsieh. When Hsieh grew up, he was successful

in assisting Yu to control the flood, and the Emperor

Shun, directing Hsieh, said

:

3 “ The people are wanting in

affection for one another, and do not observe the five orders

of relationship. You, as Minister of Instruction, should

reverently inculcate the lessons of duty belonging to those

five orders, but do so with gentleness.” He held in fief

the principality of Shang, and was given the surname of

Tzu (son). Hsieh flourished in the reigns of Yao, Shun,

1 The term Yusung is doubtless a variant of Yu-hsiung, one of the names

of the 1 Yellow Emperor ’ of the first chapter of the Records. The second

of the two characters may also be read Jung, for it is the same as the ordinary

one for ‘ Jung,’ with the addition of the determinative ‘ woman ’
(ftfc),

as M. Lacouperie has already pointed out. Ssuma Ch‘ien, in his history of

the Hsiungnu (Huns), also calls the tribe Mountain Jung, so that if there were

any truth in the history it might be shown that we have here a tradition of the

descent of the Chinese nation from the Huns. The name Chien Ti means

‘ impetuous barbarian of the North.’

2 The dark bird is a swallow. In the third sacrificial ode of Shang (‘ Sacred

Books of the East,’ iii, p. 307) we are told that ‘Heaven commissioned the

swallow to descend and give birth to the Sliangs.’
3 Quoting the passage from the Canon of Shun, also in the first chapter

of the Records.

j.k.a.s. 1895. 39
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and the great Yii. His services were manifest to the

people, who were accordingly at peace.

Hsieh (documents) died, and his son Chaoming (luminous)

succeeded him.

Chaoming died, and his son Hsiangt'u (view land) suc-

ceeded him.

Hsiangt'u died, and his son Ch‘ang Jo (bright-like)

succeeded him.

Ch‘ang Jo died, and his son Ts'ao Yii (cattle-pens)

succeeded him.

Ts‘ao Yii died, and his son Ming (obscure) succeeded him.

Ming died, and his son Chen (shake) succeeded him.

Chen died, and his son Wei (diminutive) succeeded him.

Wei died, and his son Paoting (report D) succeeded him.

Paoting died, and his son Paoyi (report B) succeeded him.

Paoyi died, and his son Paoping (report C) succeeded him.

Paoping died, and his son Chujen (lord I) succeeded him.

Chujen died, and his son Chu Kuei (lord J) succeeded him.

Chu Kuei died, and his son T'ien Yi (Heaven B) or T'ang

the Completer succeeded him. 1 “ From Hsieh to T'ang the

Completer there were eight changes of the capital. T'ang

at first dwelt in Po, choosing the residence of the first king,

and the ‘ Emperor’s Announcement ’ was written. When
T'ang made an expedition against the princes, the chief

of Ko was not offering the proper sacrifices, and T'ang

began by punishing him.” T'ang said :
‘ I observe that

if a man looks at the water he sees his reflection
;

if he

seeks to make an impression on the people, should he not

know how to govern ? ’ Iyin said :
‘ That is clear ! If you

say that you will listen to reason you may offer yourself

as ruler of the State. Whether the people do right or not

depends entirely on the king and his ministers. Rouse your-

self to action !
’ T'ang said :

‘ If you cannot respect my
commands, I will inflict upon you the extreme penalty of

death. You will not obtain forgiveness.’ 1,4 The punitive

expedition of T‘ang was written.” Iyin’s name was Aheng.

1 From the preface to the Shuching, paras. 9 and 10.
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Aheng wanted to meet T'ang, but hud no opportunity of

doing so ; he therefore became cook to the prince of Hsin,

and while bringing T'ang dishes to taste urged him to

perfect himself in the wav of the ancient kings .

1 Some

say that when Iyin was living in retirement T‘ang sent

five times to invite him to a meeting before he would obey

him, and talk about matters connected with the guileless

king and the nine rulers .

2 T'ang promoted Jen to the

administration of affairs. 3 “ Iyin went from T'ang to Ilsia.

Being indignant with the sovereign of Ilsia, he returned

to Po, and as he entered by the north gate met Juchiu

and Jufang, and the ‘Juchiu’ and ‘ Jufang’ were written.”

T'ang went out and saw a rustic, who was spreading nets

in every direction, and vowing that every bird in the sky

should go into his net. T'ang said, ‘What! all?’ Then,

taking away the nets on three sides, he vowed that those

which wanted to go to the left should go left, and those which

wanted to go right should go right, and that only those

which were the victims of fate should be caught in the

net. The princes, hearing of it, said, ‘T'ang’s kindness is

extreme, and extends even to birds and beasts.’ At this

time Chieh of Hsia was oppressive, and his rule dissipated,

and one of the princes K'unwu 4 rebelled, so T'ang, levying

an army, put himself at the head of the princes. Iyin

followed T'ang, wTho, grasping a halberd, marched against

K'unwu, and then attacked Chieh. 5 “ T'ang said : Come, ye

multitudes of the people, listen ye all to my words. It is

not I, the little child, who dare to raise a rebellion. The

1 Iyin is stated to have come to Po in the train of a daughter of the prince of

Hsin, whom T'ang was marrying, and recommended himself to the favour
of the latter by his knowledge of cookery (L. C. II, p. 238).

2 A native commentator says that the guileless king was T‘ai-su-shang-huang
(great guileless supreme sovereign) . The nine rulers are stated by one author to

be the * three sovereigns,’ the ‘ five gods,’ and Yu, the founder of the Hsia
dynasty, while another says they are the ‘ nine sovereigns of man ’ (vide

Introductory Chapter to the Historical Records).
3 Quotation from the preface to the Shuching, para. 11.
4

Cf. the name K'unmo, king of the Wusun country, to which a princess

of China was sent b.c. 105.
5 The whole of the ‘ Speech of T'ang,’ being the first of the ‘ Books of

Shang,’ is here quoted.
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ruler of Hsia has committed many crimes. I have indeed

heard the words of you all, but the Hsia ruler is an

offender, and, as I fear the Supreme god, I dare not

hut punish him. How, as the Hsia ruler has committed

many crimes, Heaven has charged me to destroy him.

Now, ye multitudes, you are saying, ‘ Our sovereign does

not compassionate us
;
he disregards our husbandry, and his

government is a cruel one.’ You say, * As to his crimes,

what remedy have we ? ’ The king of Hsia does nothing

hut exhaust his people’s strength, and treat the kingdom

of Hsia oppressively. His people have all become idle,

and are not in harmony with him, saying, * When will

this sun set? We shall all perish together.’ Such being

the conduct of the sovereign of Hsia, I must advance. Do
you help me, the one man, to carry out the punishment

decreed by Heaven, and I will greatly reward you. On
no account disbelieve me. I will not retract my words.

If you do not carry out the words of my speech, I will

put you and your children to death
;

you shall not be

pardoned.” This being announced to the army, “ the

speech of T‘ang was written .” 1 T'ang then said, ‘ I am
very warlike ’

;
and he was styled the * warlike king .’ 2

Chieh was defeated in the wilds of Yusung, and fled to

M ingt'iao. 3 “ The army of Hsia being entirely defeated,

T'ang smote Santsung, where he captured the precious

jewels. Ipo and Ch'ungpo wrote the * Statutes and

Jewels.’ When T'ang had conquered Hsia, he wished

to remove the altars to the spirits of the land, but was

unable to do so, and the ‘Altar of Hsia’ was written.”

Iyin made a report, and the princes being satisfied, T'ang

ascended the Imperial throne, and tranquillized the country

within the four seas. 4 “ When T'ang returned lie came

1 Preface to the Shuching, para. 12.

2 It is noticeable that the term ‘warlike king’ was applied to the founders

of both the Shang and Chou dynasties, as well as to the emperor under whose

sway the historian wrote.
3 Quotation from the 14th and 13th paragraphs of the preface to the Shuching.
4 Quotation from the preface to the Shuching, paras. 15 and 16. The

< Announcement of Cliunghui ’ is the second book of Shang, and the ‘ Announce-

ment of T'ang’ the third book of Shang.
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to T'aichiiant'ao, and Chunghui wrote his announcement.

Having made an end of the sovereignty of Hsia, T'ang

returned to Po and wrote the ‘ Announcement of T'ang.’
”

In the third mouth the king came himself to the eastern

suburb and made the following announcement to the princes

and nobles :
‘ If you do not perform meritorious service

for the people and be diligent in your business, I shall

inflict the extreme punishment of death. Do not murmur
against me.’ He also said :

‘ Formerly Yu and Kaoyao

laboured long in distant regions. They performed meri-

torious service for the people, who dwelt in peace. On
the east there was the Great river, on the north the Chi,

on the west the Yellow river, and on the south the Huai.

These four streams were kept within bounds, and the

people dwelt in safety. Prince Millet told them how

to sow and cultivate the various kinds of grain. These

three chiefs all performed meritorious service for the

people, and were therefore ennobled. Formerly Ch'ihyu

and his officers raised a rebellion among the people, but

the [Yellow] Emperor disapproved, and his crimes were

exposed. The woi’ds of the former kings cannot but rouse

you to action. If you are unprincipled you shall not rule

in the State. Do not murmur against me.’ Thus he

directed the princes. 1 “Ivin wrote the book ‘Both possessed

pure Yirtue,’ and Chiutan wrote the ‘ Illustrious Abode.’
”

T'ang altered the day of the New Year, and changed the

colour of the dresses, white being uniformly worn at State

functions. 2 “ After the demise of T'ang ” his eldest son,

1 Quotation from the preface to the Shuching, paras. 20 and 17. The ‘ Both
possessed pure Virtue ’ is the sixth book of Shang.

2 Quotation from Mencius (L. C. II, p. 236). Dr. Legge having noticed

the historical difficulty as to T‘ang’s successor, and intimated that he should

follow the standard chronology, which omits the reigns of Waiping and Chung-
jen, it would be as well to give the reading of Mencius, which, although rather

vague, seems to confirm the historian’s statement. Mencius says: “ After T'ang’

s

demise, T'aiting did not come to the throne. Waiping two years
;
Chungjen

four years
;
T‘aichia turned upside down the statutes of T'ang, and Iyin placed

him in T'ung,” etc. Dr. Legge considers that the language of the 18th
paragraph of the preface to the Shuching, viz. “After the death of T'ang,
in the first year of T'aichia,’’ is opposed to the view that there were two reigns

between T'ang and T'aichia.
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“T'aiting (Great D), died before he could come to the

throne”; and so T'aiting’s younger brother Waiping

(Outer C), that is Emperor Waiping, came to the throne.

Emperor “Waiping” reigned “three years,” and died,

and his brother Chungjen (Middle I), that is Emperor

Chungjen, came to the throne.

Emperor “Chungjen” reigned “four years,” and died.

Iyin then set T'aiting’s son, T'aichia (Great A), on the

throne. He was T‘ang the Completer’s eldest legitimate

grandson. This was Emperor T‘aichia. '“In the first

year of Emperor T'aichia, Iyin wrote the ‘ Instructions of

I,’ the ‘ Declaration of the Appointment of Heaven,’ and

the ‘ Deceased Sovereign.’ After Emperor T'aichia had

been on the throne” three years, “he proved unintelligent”

and cruel. He did not obey T‘ang’s laws, and his conduct

was disorderly, so '“Iyin placed him in the Dryandra ”

(palace). For three years Iyin administered the govern-

ment, and as ruler of the State gave audience to the nobles.

After the Emperor T'aichia had dwelt in the Dryandra

palace 2 “ for three years, he repented of his errors, blamed

himself, and amended his ways.” Whereupon Iyin met

the Emperor T'aichia and resigned to him the reins of

government. Emperor T'aichia became virtuous, the princes

all returned to the Yin capital, and the people were

tranquil. Iyin praised him, and '“wrote the ‘Instructions

to T'aichia ’ in three books.” Commending Emperor

T'aichia, he honoured him with the title of ‘ Great Master.’

‘Great Master’ died, and his son Wuting (Glossy D)

came to the throne. In Emperor Wuting’s reign, Iyin

died. 3 “ When they had buried Iyin at Po, Chiu Tan

set forth as lessons the doings of Iyin; and the ‘Wuting’

was written.”

Wuting died, and his brother T'aikeng (Great G), that

is Emperor T'aikeng, came to the throne.

1 Quotations from the preface to the Shuehing, paras. 18 and 19. The
‘ Instructions of 1 and the T'aichia’ are the fourth and fifth books of Shaug.

2 Quotation from Mencius, V, 1, VI, 5.
3 Quotation from the preface to the Shuehing, para. 21.
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Emperor T'aikeng died, and his son Emperor Hsiaochia

(Little A) came to the throne.

Emperor Hsiaochia died, and his brother Yungehi

(Harmonious F), that is Emperor Yungehi, came to the

throne. The influence of the Yin dynasty beginning to

decline, the princes occasionally neglected to come to

court.

Emperor Yungehi died, and his brother T'aimou (Great

E), that is Emperor T'aimou, came to the throne. In

his reign 1,1 Ichih became prime minister, when there

were omens in Po, for a mulberry tree and a stalk of

grain grew up together in the court.” They attained

full size in one evening, and Emperor T'aimou, being

alarmed, questioned Ichih on the subject. Ichih said :
‘ I,

your servant, have heard that virtue is not overcome by

evil omens. There may be defects in your Majesty’s

government, but let your Majesty cultivate virtue.’

T'aimou followed his advice, and the ominous mulberry

withered away. 1 “ Ichih consulted with Hsien the wizard,”

who governed the king’s household admirably, 1(‘and wrote

the ‘ Ilsien-ai
’ ” and the ‘T'aimou.’ Emperor *“ T'aimou

spoke on the subject with Ichih ” in court, and said he

was disloyal. Ichih gave up his post, and 2 “ wrote the

original commands.” Yin prospered again, and the princes

gave their allegiance to the Emperor, who was called

Middle Master.

Middle Master died, and his son Emperor Chungting

(Middle D) came to the throne. Emperor 3 “ Chungting

removed to Hsiao. Hotanchia lived in Hsiang.” Tsuyi

removed to Keng.

Emperor Chungting died, and his brother Waijen

(Outer I), that is Emperor Waijen, came to the throne.

The omissions in the book ‘Chungting’ were not supplied.

Emperor Waijen died, and his brother Hotanchia (River

1 Quotations from the preface to the Shuehing, para. 22.
2 Quotations from the preface to the Shuehing, para. 23.
3 Quotation from paras. 24 and 25 of the preface to the Shuehing. Para. 26

reads :
“ Tsuyi was overthrown in Keng.”
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Truth A), that is Emperor Hotanchia, came to the throne.

In his time the influence of Yin again began to wane.

Hotanchia died, and his son Emperor Tsuyi (Ancestor B)

came to the throne. In Emperor Tsuyi’s time Yin again

prospered, and the wizard Ilsien held office.

Tsuyi died, and his son Emperor Tsuhsin (Ancestor H)

came to the throne.

Emperor Tsuhsin died, and his brother Wuchia (Glossy A),

i.e. Emperor Wuchia, came to the throne.

Emperor Wuchia died, and Tsuting (Ancestor D), that is

Emperor Tsuting, who was Wuchia’s elder brother, was

put on the throne.

Emperor Tsuting died, and his brother Wuchia’s son,

Nankeng (South G), that is Emperor Nankeng, was put

on the throne.

Emperor Nankeng died, and Emperor Tsuting’s son

Yangchia (Male A), that is Emperor Yangchia, was put

on the throne. In his reign the power of the Yins declined.

Ever since the reign of Chungting the legitimate heir had

been set aside, and junior scions put on the throne instead.

These used to fight and displace each other. For the last

nine generations there had been anarchy, and the princes

neglected to come to court.

Emperor Yangchia died, and his brother Pankeng (Plate

G), that is Emperor Pankeng, came to the throne. In

his reign the Yins had their capital on the north of

the Yellow river, but Pankeng crossed to the south of

the river, and reoccupied the old palace of Yang the

Completer. This 1,1 made the fifth change of capital,” and,

as they had no fixed place of abode, 1 “ the people of Yin

murmured and repined,” for they did not like moving about.

Pankeng made the following announcement to the princes

and ministers: ‘Formerly our exalted sovereign T'ang the

Completer, in conjunction with your ancestors, decided

what laws and regulations of the empire should be attended

to or set aside, but if you do not make an effort how can

From parn. 27 of preface to the Shuching. The Pankeng is the seventh
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you attain perfection ?
’

lie then crossed over to the south

of the river, set up his capital at Po, and having adopted

T'ang’s system of government, the people were thereby

tranquillized, and the fortunes of Yin were again in the

ascendant. The princes came to court, and were influenced

by the virtues of T‘ang the Completer.

Emperor Pankeng died, and his brother Hsiaohsin

(Little H), that is Emperor ITsiaohsin, came to the throne.

In his reign the power of Yin was again on the wane. The

people remembered Pankeng, and '“the ‘ Pankeng ’ in three

parts was written.”

Emperor Hsiaohsin died, and his brother Hsiaoyi

(Little B), that is Emperor Hsiaoyi, came to the throne.

Emperor Hsiaoyi died, and his son Emperor Wuting
(Martial D) came to the throne. When Emperor Wuting

was on the throne, he pondered how the Yin dynasty could

be revivified, but as he had not obtained an assistant he
2“did not speak” for three years, government affairs having

to be conducted by the prime minister, who examined into

the customs of the country. Wuting 3 “ dreamed ” one night

“ that he had found a holy man named Yue,” and, in order

that he might secure the man he Lad seen in his dream,

he passed under review his officers and ministers of State,

but not one of them was the right man. He then 3 “made

all his officers search for him in the wilds, and Yue was

discovered at the crag of Fu.” At this time Yue was a clerk,

not 2 “a builder at the crag of Fu.” He had an audience of

Wuting, who said, ‘That is the right man.’ Having talked

with him, and finding that he really was a holy man,

Wuting 2 “ promoted him to be his prime minister.” The

1 Para. 27 of preface to the Skuching.
2 This passage becomes more intelligible on referring to the ‘ Charge to Yue,’

or the eighth book of Shang, a portion of which is quoted (L. C. Ill, pt. i,

p. 250), where the king says :
“ As it is mine to secure what is right in the four

quarters of the empire, I have been afraid that my virtue is not equal to that of

my predecessors, and, therefore, have not spoken. But while I was respectfully

and silently thinking of the right way, I dreamt that God gave me a good
assistant, who should speak for me. He then minutely described the appearance
of the person, and caused search to be made for him, by means of an image
of him, throughout the empire. Yue, a builder in the country of Fuyen, was
found like,” etc.

3 Para. 28 of preface to the Shucking.
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kingdom of Yin was well governed in consequence, and

he was named after the crag of Fu, being called Fu
Yue. 1 “ Wuting was sacrificing to T‘ang the Completer”

the next day, “ when a pheasant flew up, lighted on the

ear of a tripod, and crowed.” Wuting was alarmed, but
2 “ Tsuchi ( Ancestor F

)
said ” the king should not be

anxious
;
he must first rectify the administration of affairs.

“Tsuchi accordingly lectured the king, saying, ‘In its super-

intendence over men below, Heaven pays special regard to

their proper behaviour, and bestows on them accordingly

length of years or the reverse. Heaven does not cut short

men’s lives
;
they bring them to an end themselves. Some

men may not have conformed to virtue, and will not

acknowledge their crimes; Heaven then charges them to

correct their conduct, but they say, * What shall we do ?
’

Ah ! the king should continuously treat the people with

respect. Are they not Heaven’s descendants ? Be constant

in sacrificing, and do not worship with the rites of a

discarded religion.’ ” Wuting instituted a government

reform, and practised virtue. The whole nation rejoiced,

and the fortunes of Yin again flourished.

Emperor Wuting died, and his son Emperor Tsukeng

(Ancestor G) came to the throne. Tsuchi commended

Wuting for considering the omen of the pheasant as a

ground for practising virtue, and conferred on him the

posthumous title of ‘ exalted ancestor,’ and 3 “ the ‘Day of the

Supplementary Sacrifice of Kaotsung ’ and the ‘Instructions

[to Kaotsung] ’ were written.”

Emperor Tsukeng died, and his brother Tsuchia (Ancestor

A), that is Emperor Cilia, came to the throne. He was

dissipated, and the fortunes of Yin again waned.

Emperor Chia died, and his son Emperor Linhsin

(Granary H) sat on the throne.

Emperor Linhsin died, and his brother Kengting (G. D),

that is Emperor Kengting, sat on the throne.

1 From para. 29 of preface to the Shucking.
• Here follows the whole of the hook called ‘ The Day of the Supplementary

Sacrifice of Kaotsung,’ that being the ninth book of Shang.
3 From para. 29 of preface to the Shucking.
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Emperor Kengting died, and his son Emperor Wuyi
(Martial B) sat on the throne. The Yins again left Po,

and crossed to the north bank of the river. The Emperor

Wuyi was unprincipled and made images, which he called

‘ Heavenly gods.’ With these he played chess, ordering

some one to make the moves for them
;
and when the

‘celestial gods’ did not win he abused them, and making

a leather bag, filled it with blood, threw it up and shot

at it. This he called shooting at Heaven. While Wuyi
was hunting between the Yellow and Wei rivers, there

was a clap of thunder, and Wuyi was struck dead by

lightning.

His son Emperor T'aiting (Great D) came to the throne.

Emperor T‘aiting died, and his son Emperor Yi (B)

sat on the throne. In his reign the fortunes of Yin

declined still further. Emperor Yi’s (B) eldest son was

Ch‘i, viscount of Wei. Ch'i’s mother being of low caste,

he could not be heir to the throne. His younger son was

Hsin (H), whose mother was the principal consort, and

so he became the heir-apparent.

Emperor Yi died, and his son Hsin sat on the throne.

Emperor Hsin was called by everybody in the empire

Chou (the tyrant). Emperor Chou’s discrimination was

acute, his hearing and sight particularly good, his natural

abilities extraordinary, and his physical strength equal

to that of a wild beast. He had cunning enough to evade

reproofs, and volubility enough to gloss over his faults.

He boasted that he was above his ministers on the ground

of ability, and that he surpassed the people of the empire

on account of his reputation. He indulged in wine, women,

and lusts of all sorts. His partiality for Tachi (Actress F)

caused him to carry out whatever she desired, so that his

ministers had to devise new forms of dissipation, the most

depraved dances and extravagant music
;
he increased the

taxation in order to fill the Stag tower with money, and

to store the granar}^ at ‘ Big bridge.’ He made a collection

of dogs, horses, and curiosities, with which he filled his

palaces
;
and enlarging his parks and towers at Shach‘iu,
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procured numbers of wild beasts and birds and put

them therein. He slighted the spirits, assembled a great

number of play actors at Shach‘iu, made a pond of

wine, hung the trees with meat, made men and women
chase each other about quite naked, aud had drinking

bouts the whole night long. The people murmured, and

when the nobles rebelled Chouhsin increased the severity

of his punishments, instituting the punishment of roasting .

1

He appointed Ch'ang Chief of the West, the prince of

Chiu, and the prince of Ou his three principal ministers.

The prince of Chiu had a beloved daughter who was sent

in to the emperor, and when she disapproved of his

debaucheries the tyrant killed her in his rage, and made

mincemeat of her father. The prince of Ou objected,

and vehemently remonstrated with him, whereupon he was

sliced to pieces. Ch'ang Chief of the West, hearing

of all this, sighed furtively, but ‘Tiger’ the prince of

Ts‘ung, being aware of it, informed the tyrant, who

thereupon cast Chief of the West into prison at Yuli.

His servant Hungyao and others procured a pretty girl,

rare curiosities, and fine horses, which they presented to

the tyrant, who thereupon pardoned Chief of the West. The

latter went forth and gave the country to the west of the Lo

river to the tyrant, and begged that he would abolish the

punishment of roasting. The emperor agreed to this, and

gave him bows, arrows, axes, and halberds, with a com-

mission to start on a warlike expedition. lie was appointed

Chief of the West, and Feich'ung was employed in the

government. Feich'ung was fond of flattery and greedy

of gain, so the men of Yin were not attached to him. The

tyrant also gave Alai an appointment, but Alai was fond

of vilifying persons, so the princes became more and more

estranged from the court. Now Chief of the West, on

returning from his expedition, secretly cultivated virtue,

and was charitable
;
many of the princes revolted from

1 This was a copper rod placed over a pan of live charcoal, and rubbed with
grease, and arranged in such a way that when the poor wretches had to cross

over it, they slipped and fell into the tire.
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the tyrant and gave their allegiance to Chief of the West,

who from this time gained in influence, while the tyrant

rather lost his authority. The monarch’s son Pikan

remonstrated with his father, but he was not listened to.

Shangyung praised his worth, and the people loved him,

but the tyrant set him aside. Chief of the West marched

against and conquered the Chi State, and the tyrant’s minister

^‘Tsu-i” heard of it, and “blaming [the house of] Chou

hurried off in alurm to report it to the tyrant.” 2 “He
said :

‘ Heaven is bringing to an end the destiny of our

dynasty of Yin
;

great men and the ancient tortoise do

not venture to foretell good fortune. It is not that

the former kings do not aid us men of this later time;

but you, 0 king, by your dissoluteness and oppression are

cutting yourself off. Heaven has therefore rejected us

;

we do not eat our meals in peace, we do not consider our

heavenly nature, we do not follow and observe the statutes.

Our people are now all longing for the destruction of the

dynasty, saying, Why does not Heaven send down its

awe-inspiring authority ? Why is not its great decree

manifested ? What remedy is there against the present

king ? ’ The tyrant said :
‘ Is not my life secured

bv the decree of Heaven F ’ Tsu-i returned, and said,”

‘The tyrant cannot be remonstrated with.’ Chief of the

West having died, King Wu of Chou in his march east-

ward arrived at the ford of Heng. The princes revolted,

and 800 princes of the house of Chou having assembled

declared that the tyrant ought to be attacked. King Wu
said, ‘You know nothing of Heaven’s decree,’ and retired.

The tyrant abandoned himself all the more to lust and

dissipation, and the viscount of Wei 3 remonstrated with

him several times, but he would not heed, so having con-

sulted with the senior and junior tutors the viscount

1 From 30th paragraph of preface to the Shucking-.
2 The tenth book of Shang, called ‘The Chief of the "West’s Conquest of

Li,’ is here quoted throughout, with the exception of the last sentence.
3 The eleventh or last book of Shang is referred to. Every book in the first

part of the Shuching has now been quoted from or referred to.
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of Wei withdrew from court. Pikan said, ‘ A minister

cannot but argue to the death’; he accordingly remonstrated

vehemently with the tyrant, who in a rage said, ‘ I have

heard that the heart of a holy man has seven apertures,’

and cut Pikan open to look at his heart. The viscount of

Chi, in terror, then feigned himself mad, and 1 “ became

a slave,” and the tyrant again imprisoned him. The senior

and junior tutors of Yin, accordingly, taking the sacrificial

and musical implements, hastened to the Chou State, and

King Wu of Chou upon this marched at the head of the

princes to attack the tyrant, who also sent out an army

to withstand him in the plain of Mu. On the day Chia-

tzu the tyrant’s troops were beaten, and he himself fled

to the Stag tower, which he ascended, and, putting on his

gorgeous robes and jewels, burnt himself to death. King

Wu of Chou then cut off the tyrant’s head and exhibited

it on a pole; he also slew Tachi,

2

“released the viscount

of Chi from prison, raised a tumulus over the grave of

Pikan, and made a eulogy to the memory of Shangyung.”

His sons, Wukeng and Liifu, were appointed to continue

the sacrifices to the Yins. He restored Paukeng’s mode

of administration, and the people of Yin were greatly

rejoiced. Whereupon King Wu of Chou became Son of

Heaven (emperor). His descendants abolished the title of

Ti (divine emperor), and called themselves kings (Wang)
;

and the descendants of the Yins were made princes

subordinate to the house of Chou.

After the death of King Wu of Chou, Wukeng,

Kuanshu, and Ts'aishu rebelled. King Ch'eng ordered the

duke of Chou to execute them, and the viscount of Wei

was established in the Sung State to continue (the ancestral

worship as) a descendant of the Yins. 8

1 This expression is found in the Analects, 18, i.

2 Quotation from the third book of Chou, called ‘ Successful Completion of

the War.’
5 As the period recorded in this chapter extends from b.c. 2256 to 1122,

according to the accepted chronology, it must be admitted that the details are

meagre in the extreme. Of the forty-three reigns, including the thirteen prior

to T'ang the Completer, we have merely a list of names of the rulers (and this

is also the ease with eleven out of the seventeen emperors of the Hsia dynasty),
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and the chapter is chiefly made up of ridiculous legends and pompous announce-

ments. Again, every one of the thirty emperors of this dynasty has a name
compounded of one of the ‘ 10 stems ’—used for the cycle and for numeration,

and which I have, therefore, translated by a letter of the alphabet—and a word
such as ‘ancestor,’ ‘ great,’ ‘ little,’ ‘ martial,’ etc. It has been alleged that the

real names of these emperors have been tabooed, but those who assert this should

be prepared to state where we are'to look for the real names, for the histories do

not give any others than those I have mentioned, and should give their authority

for the statement that tire names were actually tabooed. Cyclical characters also

form part of the names of five of T*ang the Completer’s immediate ancestors,

of Wutiug’s minister, and of the vile consort of the last sovereign of the Yin
dynasty. If it were the custom to taboo the names of the emperors of the

dynasty (and history does not relate that such was the case), why should the

names of these people also be tabooed? It is hard to reconcile so many strange

coincidences with actual facts. Surely it is more natural to suppose that the

historian, who had reformed the caleudar just before he wrote his history, and
whose mind was, therefore, running on cyclical characters, should have used

them as names for his fictitious emperors.

(7b be continued.)
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Art. XVIII .—Some Buddhist Bronzes, and Relics of Buddha.

By Robert Sewell, M.R.A.S.

[The portion of this Paper relating to the bronzes has been prepared at the

request of the Secretary of State for India.—R. S.]

The Buddhapad, Bronzes.

The bronze images and fragments figured in the accom-

panying plates are a few specimens taken from a large

collection now lying at Bezwada, all of which were found,

some time before the year 1870, by some labourers employed

under the Public Works Department of the Madras

Presidency while excavating a canal at a place called

Buddhapad, or Buddhavani, about 20 miles westwards from

the right bank of the river Krishna, and 30 miles from the

nearest mouth of its delta.

In 1870 the late Mr. J. Boswell, then Collector of the

District, who took a deep interest in antiquarian work,

sent in to the Madras Government an interesting and

valuable report on the remains to be found on the river

Krishna, which was afterwards published in extenso in the

first volume of the Indian Antiquary. In describing the

remains at Bezwada (or Bejvada), now a flourishing railway

centre on the north bank 50 miles from the sea, he wrote

as follows :
“ There are ... a number of copper Buddhist

images in the Library at Bejwada. These were found

buried at Buddhavani in the Repalle Taluqa, a place which

retains traces of its origin in its name There are a

number of . . . images of the Buddhist saints, varying in

size from one to two feet in height. They are beautifully

executed Each figure formerly stood on a pedestal

of its own, but I am informed that, as these pedestals bore

j.k.a.s. 1895. 40
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certain characters, probably the names of the saints, they

were sent to Madras to be deciphered. They have,

however, never been returned. I presume they are in

the Government Central Museum. I would recommend

bringing the figures and their pedestals together again. . . .

”

These pedestals have entirely disappeared with the

exception of one (PI. Y, figs. 2a, 2b) which was found

by myself under the circumstances shortly to be related.

Enquiries have, I believe, since been made by the officers

in charge of the Government Central Museum at Madras

though without success, but as that building contains

extensive basements it would appear even now possible

that they might be discovered. Such a discovery would

be of interest, since it would finally settle the date of these

bronze images and fragments
;
and this settlement might

prove of historical value if, as I suppose, the images belong

to a comparatively late date in Indian Buddhism. The

inscribed base found by myself is apparently not Buddhist

but later Jain, and it would seem to have belonged to an

image different from those now under consideration.

The images noted by Mr. Boswell consisted of entire

figures, and I saw none but these when first stationed at

Bezwada early in 1875. One day, however (I cannot

exactly remember the date but it was probably in that

year), I was informed that in the workshops of the Public

Works Department at that place there were a number of

broken pieces of bronze lying about, and on sending for

and obtaining some, through the kindness of the officer in

charge, I found that they consisted of specimens similar

to those already at the little museum or library. This

led to a search being made and in the end I succeeded

in rescuing several baskets full of images, heads, arms, feet,

dagobas, bases, and other fragments, mostly belonging to the

Buddhist period, all of which had for some years lain

condemned as old and useless metal. It was said that they

had formed part of the Buddhapild find, and they were

placed by me in the library along with the others. In

1879 I brought to England the pieces forming the present
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collection—a small fraction of those which I had rescued

—and they remained on exhibition in the Indian Institute

at Oxford till handed over to the India Office at Dr.

Burgess’s instance about the year 1882.

Of the statuettes and fragments now figured, Plate I,

No. 1 represents Buddha in the Varamudra position, giving,

or bestowing, or granting a boon. This is represented by

the open right hand. The left hand holds between the

thumb and forefinger som.e object not easily recognizable

as it is completely broken off, but it may well be a sprig

of foliage, as shown in the Sopiira image of Maitreya

Bodhisattva (Jour. Bomb. Br. B. A. S., vol. xv, pi. v, p. 298,

Dr. Bhagvanlal Indraji’s paper), where also the position of

the right hand is similar. The head of the Buddha is as

usual bare, the hair twisted in crisp curls and always

bending to the right
;

the ears are very long, the lobes

being artificially elongated according to the universal

fashion of the time. This was accomplished by the in-

sertion of plugs or rings, ever increasing in size as the

years went on, into holes bored through the centre of the

lobes. The fashion is portrayed in all the ancient sculptures,

and is abundantly seen on the Amaravati marbles.

The Buddha is shewn with his long yellow robe clinging

tightly to the figure, hanging down to the ankle, and

with the long loose end caught up from the outside of the

left forearm ;—the Roman toga was similarly worn. It is

tightly fastened round the waist. The right breast is as

usual bare, the cloth passing over the left shoulder.

PI. I, No. 2 is the largest of the three full figures. The

same description applies to it. In this case the feet are

missing, as also is the left hand. The right is in the

Varamudra position, as with the first. Behind the figure at

the height of the shoulder is a small projection and ring

intended evidently to hold the decorated nimbus, which,

as with our own pictured saints, is constantly found in

representations of Buddha.

PI. I, No. 3 is very perfect. It has, as have most of

the apparently more modern images, a peculiar bunch of
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Lair on the top of the head, a feature somewhat difficult

to understand since it does not appear that Buddha’s hair

was allowed to grow long, or was worn knotted or twisted

on the top of the head. All genuine images of Buddha

have short curly hair of a negroid type, and even on the

knot here seen the same short twists are observed. I notice

that the statue of Buddha figured by Mr. Rea in his last

volume (of which I myself made a careful drawing in

1875) has not got this peculiar knot on the top of the

head. The right hand in this case is in the Ahhayamudra
,

or blessing position, upheld and with the fingers raised.

The left hand of this image is slightly bent, with the

fingers closed.

PI. II, Nos. 1 and 2 are two separate heads. It is

always difficult to say whether each is meant to represent

Buddha himself or one of the saints, but the bare head is

certainly characteristic of the former. It will be noticed

that in No. 1 the artist has pierced holes to give a more

lifelike appearance to the pupils of the eyes.

PI. II, No. 3. The small head and shoulders is, I think,

part of a seated figure. The head rests against some object

which may be assumed to be the usual seven -headed cobra,

and if so this certainly means that the Buddha was sitting

on its coils, probably in the attitude of meditation, with

the hands resting on the folded lower limbs.

PI. II, No. 4 shews us how some, at least, of these

bronze statuettes were made to stand erect. There was a

lotus-base below the feet through the top of which passed

two pins under the two feet of the figure, the pins being

fastened probably by nuts screwed on to them on the lower

side of the hollow base. The size of the feet in this case

also conveys an idea as to the relative size of the figure

for which this base was intended. It will be seen that

the figure in question was larger than any of our three,

and according to the proportion of size of feet to

height of statue in the two we possess the figure should

have been 20 inches high. The base has three rings on

the outside of the lower rim, which were probably intended
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to receive hooks for fastening the image securely in its

place.

PI. Ill, No. 5 is a Buddhist dagoba. The material is

thin, and it was apparently never tilled up on the inside,

but stood as we see it, a hollow shell. The base, the

procession path, the dome, and the tee are shewn as in

all similar figures, but degenerated so that the whole is

a mere symbolic ornament. Older specimens would show

the base with vertical sides, and the procession path with

a level flooring. The dome, again, does not rest square on

its base, but the sides curve inwards to meet it.

PI. IV, Nos. 2 and 2a are the back and front of

a small image of the Buddha seated, with his hands

folded, in the Dhydnamudra or meditating attitude. It

is also called the Padmdsnna, or lotus-seated attitude. The

bronze shell has been filled with a black substance, but

the head rested on a small bronze column running vertically

up the centre. At the back of the figure (No. 2) is seen the

tail of the ndga—generally a seven-headed cobra—whose

hoods canopy the seated image. It will be noticed that this

figure is only a half-length—from head to waist. The legs,

even, are not represented as folded, and yet the attitude

cannot be mistaken.

PI. V, No. 1 was till recentlj7 so coated and encrusted

with dirt that I mistook it for a modern image, since its

shape is precisely that of the innumerable cheap shrines

so commonly made by modern workers in brass and copper.

But since its cleaning it is plain that we have to deal

with a purely Buddhist, though apparently very modern

Buddhist, figure. The face is heavy, coarse, and rough,

and all the peculiarities are exaggerated. The image is

seated in the Dhydnamudra attitude, surrounded by a

number of attendant ganas, on a maltara torana, or fish-

monster canopy
;
above its head is a nimbus and triple

chattra, or umbrella of sovereignty. The gana is strongly

in evidence in all Buddhist sculptures. He is a super-

natural being, dwarf-like, often grotesque, often positively

humorous, always in attendance on and worshipping the

principal figure.
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This image is so much injured at the base that the

figures below the Buddha’s throne cannot be deciphered.

They take the place occupied in all similar Brahmanical

shrines by the deity’s v&hana, or vehicle. Thus, Siva

has his bull, Vishnu the garuda, Ganesa the rat, and so on.

It would be interesting to know what the design on this

base was intended to represent—possibly two crouching

ganns.

PI. IV, No. 1 is the gem of the collection. It has been

figured in three positions (1, la, lb) so as to convey some

idea to the reader of the artistic beauty of the original. It

is hardly too much to say that the modelling of this little

right hand is almost perfect, and for grace and delicacy

can hardly be surpassed. One fault and one only can

be found with it. It may be thought too feminine in

character for a man’s hand according to European ideas,

but it should not be forgotten that the high-class clerkly

Brahman or priest is not a man of action. Seldom taking

exercise, 1 never playing manly games, occupied solely

with pursuits that from youth upwards make no call on

tlie muscles, the priestly or Brahmanical class, especially

those of higher rank in life or possessed of more worldly

wealth than others, do, as a fact, retain a luxurious softness

and flexibility of hand and forearm during their whole

lives that a European would characterize as emasculate

—

unmanly
;
and therefore to the mind of the artist who

framed the statue of which this exquisite hand is a small

fragment there may have presented itself the desire so to

model the hand of the Buddha as to recall his princely

youth, the luxury of his palace life, the thoughtful bent

of his mind, rather than the austerity and rigour of his

isolation in the forests, or the hardness of the life which

must in later years have braced and strengthened the

fabric of his body, and toughened and disfigured the

original elegance of hand and arm.

1 Those remarks will in a few years be considered obsolete, since the love

of manly exercises appears to be growing amongst the youth of India.—R. S.
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The right arm in this figure was slightly bent across

the body so as to meet the left hand in front of the chest.

The forearm was almost at right angles to the upper arm.

The position is that of teaching or discoursing, where the

fingers mark the sequence of argument. It is called in

Sanskrit literature the Dharmachakra attitude.

I have referred above to Dr. Bhagvanliil Indrajl’s paper

on “Antiquarian Remains at Sopara and Padana.” The

position alluded to is seen there in the attitude of Vipasyi

(plate xii, Jour. Bomb. Br. R. A. S

,

xv, p. 300), and in the

drawings from the Ajanta Cave (id. plates xvii and xviii,

Nos. 2 and 8).

PI. Ill, No. 1 gives us the whole of a right arm; and

the connection with the body whence the fragment was

broken off shows that the arm was held dropped to three-

quarter length and not held stiffly at full length, so that

the forearm was slightly advanced. In the hand is lightly

held some object, probably the branch or sprig of a tree

or creeper, the thumb and forefinger meeting on the stalk

and the rest of it, touched by the finger-tips, passing

over the palm to the little finger, where it has been

broken off.

PL III, No. 2 is a small right hand, advanced so as

to be at right angles to the upper arm, or horizontal from

the elbow. It is in the Abhayamudrd, or blessing attitude,

and may be compared with No. 4 in pis. xvii and xviii

in the paper referred to above on a figure from the Ajanta

Cave.

PI. Ill, Nos. 3 and 4 are fragments, a forearm and

a foot.

The last is the inscribed fragment (PI. V, Nos. 2a, 2b, 2c)

which apparently formed part of the base of a figure. This

was submitted to Dr. Buhler and he has very kindly

furnished me with a note regarding it which is printed

in extenso as an appendix to this paper.

The question now arises as to the age of these relics.

It is not difficult to fix a minimum of years, since we know

from various contemporary sources that Buddhism in that
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tract ceased to exist as the religion of the masses after

the conquest of the Buddhist kingdom of Vengi 1 by the

Chalukyan conqueror, Kubja Vishnuvardhana, about the

year a.d. 605. I say “ about,” because the actual year is

still a matter of some slight uncertainty
;
but for present

purposes that date will suffice. Additional proof of the

decadence of Buddhism about that period is afforded by

the interesting narrative written by Hiouen Thsang (or

Hwen Thsang), the Buddhist traveller from China, who

was on the Krishna in the year a.d. 639. He declares

( Si-yu-ki by Julien) that in his day the temples where

Buddha was worshipped numbered only twenty, whereas

there were 100 temples erected “to the gods” (i.e. the

Brahmanical gods) in the vicinity. “For a hundred years

past no monks
(
religieux

)

have resided here. The spirit

of the mountain changes his form
;
he assumes at times

the figure of a wolf, at times that of a monkey, startling

all travellers, and it is for that reason that the monastery

is deserted, and holds no more the worshippers of the true

Faith.” He is speaking here of a special Yihara, apparently

not many miles from Buddhapiid, though the precise spot

has been for some years a matter of discussion. The

companion volume of Hoei-li has a similar passage: “The
spirits of the mountains have for the last hundred years

changed their demeanour, and breathe forth violence and

rage without ceasing. Travellers, filled with terror, dare

no longer visit the monastery
;
and to-day it is completely

deserted, so that one sees there neither monks nor novices.”

It will be observed that Hiouen Thsang traces the de-

cadence of Buddhism from 100 years back. Taken exactly

that would apply to the year a.d. 539 and it is possible,

though we have no historical record to prove the point,

that priestly influence, being on the side of the Vaishnava

conqueror and against the titular sovereign, may have had

1 If the “Wango” of the Mahiiwanso be the same as Vengi, this kingdom
though small in extent boasted of high antiquity, since, according to that

chronicle, Suppadevi, grandmother of Vijaya, the first sovereign of Ceylon,

was a princess of this house. The name of the ruling dynasty was Salankayaua.
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something to do with Vishnuvardhana’s success. The state-

ment would imply that the Brahmanical religion began to

regain its hold about sixty years previous to the downfall

of the Yengi kingdom. It is, of course, quite possible

that these bronzes were cast during the period of decadence,

so that we cannot assume for them a date positively earlier

than about a.d. 650. That is the latest date. They may
belong to the flourishing period, in which case we should

have for them an antiquity varying from about B.c. 250

—

the date of the great proselytizing monarch, King Asoka

—

to the date already found, a period of 800 years. We know
that during the earlier half of that period Buddhism

flourished abundantly on the banks of the Krishna, stupa

after stupa being erected over relics of Buddha and the

saints
;
one—the stupa at Amaravati—being unparalleled

for magnificence.

Relics of Buddha at Bhattiprolu.

This leads me to the second portion of ray subject, viz.

the Buddhist monuments in the vicinity erected over the

relics of Buddha, particularly the stupa at Bhattiprolu

and the relics actually found there by Mr. Rea of the

Archaeological Survey.

The story of the collection of the ashes and fragmentary

remains of the body of Buddha after his cremation forms

the subject of the concluding portion of the “ Malm Pari-

nibhdna Suttanta
”

a work of great antiquity which has

been translated by Professor Rhys Davids in vol. xi of

the “ Sacred Books of the East.” It is an account of the

“Great Decease” of Buddha, and is the Buddhist repre-

sentative of what among Christians would be called a

Gospel. It was probably composed before the account of

the first council of Rajagaha given in the concluding part

of the Chulla-ragga, but after Pataliputra, the modern

Patna, had become the capital city of Magadha. It pro-

bably dates from about 100 years after Buddha’s entry

into nirvana.
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The story as there given is substantially the same as

that given in all subsequent Buddhist writings and

scriptures.

The cremation of the body of Buddha was carried out

with great pomp and ceremony. After all was over the

Mallas of Kusinara guarded the remains. On hearing

the lamentable news of the death of their master, the King

of Magadha, Ajatasatru
;
the Lichchavi princes of Vesali

;

the Sakyas of Kapilavatthu, Buddha’s own kinsfolk
;

the

Bulis of Allakappa; the Koliyas of Ramagrama
;

a

Brahman of Yetkadipa
;

and the Mallas of Piiva, all

begged for portions of the remains, promising to erect

stupas over them. The remains were divided into eight

portions and distributed to the eight claimants, Dona the

Brahman keeping the vessel they had lain in, and the

Moriyas of Pipphalivana receiving the embers of the pyre.

About 200 years later King Asoka—one of the only

Plindu sovereigns who really held extensive swaj7 over

the whole of India, and who therefore had the actual

power to do what he determined to do—collected, after

his conversion to Buddhism, the relics of Buddha, and

distributed them all over India. He is said to have desired

to erect 84,000 stupas over a similar number of genuine

portions of the body of the great master.

In proof that he, at least, began to carry out his wishes

we have the fact that many stupas were begun in his day,

and that they were erected over relic caskets carefully

secured and covered under such massive buildings of

solid brick as to inspire a hope that they would remain

for ever intact, like the pyramids of Egypt. We find also

that Asoka inscribed his edicts on great boulders and cliffs

in several places, even so far south as Mysore
;

so that

history and tradition alike support the contention of

modern archaeologists that several of the stupas of the

south are, in their origin, at least as old as Asoka’s time.

A large group of them, probabty the largest number ever

erected in so small an area, is found in the neighbour-

hood of the mouths of the Krishna, and ulong its banks.
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North-west of Amaravati there is the stupa not long since

examined bv Dr. Burgess and excavated by Mr. Rea, at

Jaggayyapeta, north of the river. It is 30 miles from

Amaravati, and is situated on the summit of a hill. Dr.

Burgess, from the epigraphical evidence afforded by an

inscription, considers that at least part of the building

may be as old as the second century b.c.

Seventeen miles east of Amaravati we have Bejvada,

or Bezwada, undoubtedly the seat of the secular govern-

ment. Few Buddhist remains have been found there, but

this is easily accounted for by the fact that the debris from

the lofty hills surrounding the town, coupled with the

perpetual increase to the soil of the valley owing to

successive inundations from the very muddy river, have

long ago buried all relics of this period deep below ground.

In 1886, when digging foundations for the modern railway

station, the workmen came on the topmost stone of a temple

some feet underground, and, deepening their excavation,

discovered a small stone shrine of the early Hindu period,

the floor of which was about twelve feet below the surface.

The ground-level in Buddhist days must have been even

lower than that, and we may take it that about fifteen

feet of solid silt, on the summit of which stand the crowded

houses and streets of a busy town, cover most of the

remains of that period. Two marble statues of Buddha
were, however, found in the rocky debris under the

Telegraph Hill some years ago, 1 and a black granite statue

of the seated Buddha (which is now, I believe, at the

museum at this place) was alleged to have been removed

from the top of one of the hills close to the town, on

which a modern bungalow was afterwards built.

Twenty-six miles east of Bezwada is Gudivada, the site

of a very ancient town. There was a stupa here which

was destroyed by our Public Works Department, and the

1 I -was at Bezwada, and on report being made to me that a stone face had
been seen by a coolv in a channel worn in the hillside after heavy rains,

I went to the spot and unearthed the two statues.—R. S.
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materials used for road-making. The remains of the great

dome were dug into and carted off, and the coolies unearthed

the relic-caskets. Mr. Boswell stated that there were four

caskets found in the four corners, but I cannot help

thinking that this must be a mistake, and that the caskets,

like those at Bhattiprolu, to which I shall come presently,

had been laid one above another in the centre of the

basement of the structure. Of one, at least, we have

positive information from a contemporary report. Under

a slab of black granite, 2 ft. in diameter, was found a white

marble receptacle, and in this a second receptacle also of

marble. Within this were four small slabs of marble

arranged so as to form a square box (such is the description

—the shape was probably that of a svastika with a hollow

centre as at Bhattiprolu). Inside this hollow chamber

was a small white marble casket, and within the casket

was a covered crystal cup, the relic-casket itself, in which

lay a number of gold and silver flowers and some pearls

and corals. These were all sent in to headquarters, and

have since then disappeared.

It is believed that some of the caskets now at the

Government Central Museum, Madras, were those found at

Gudivada, but owing to carelessness there is nothing to

show to what stupas these caskets belonged, and it is

. impossible now to classify and identify them.

There is a very fine black granite statue of Buddha at

Gudivada, with its naga canopy and triple umbrella com-

plete; and as the locality is high, gravelly, dry, and situated

above the inundated alluvial area, everywhere Buddhist

remains—beads, coins, pottery, and the like—are found

strewn about on the surface of the ground.

Fifty miles north-east of Bezwada, at Guntupalle (or

Nagalapalle, for either name will do), is the very in-

teresting series of rock-cut monastic dwellings, chaitya cave,

vihara, stupas, and other extensive remains, regarding

which I sent a paper to this Society early in 1887 (
J.R.A.S

.

1887, Vol. XIX, pp. 508 to oil, and plates). It is much
to be regretted that these have not yet been fully explored.
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Mr. Rea has only as yet been able to make a preliminary

investigation.

Buddhapad, the site of the discovery of the bronzes which

form the subject of the first part of this paper, is situated

twenty-nine miles south of Bezwada, and about fifteen west

of Bhattiprolu.

A few miles east of Bhattiprolu is Ghantasala, where the

remains of a fine stupa were excavated and examined by

Mr. Rea. Forty miles further, in a south-westerly direction,

we come to a group of Buddhist sites clustered about a coast

that must at one time have been the site of a bus}' trade

and the residence of a large population. It was there, at

Motupalle, that Marco Polo disembarked in the end of

the thirteenth century a.d., there being, if not a harbour,

at least fine anchorage close to shore. At the present time

the whole coast is ruined by accretions of Krishna alluvium,

but we may be sure that in Buddhist days Motupalle was

a thriving port. The Andhra rulers of this tract adopted

as one of their devices, for purposes of coinage, a two-

masted sailing ship. Buddhist remains have been found

in ten or a dozen places in its immediate neighbourhood.

(See Mr. Rea's two Reports to the Madras Government,

published in orders in July, 1888, and April, 1889.)

At Chezarla, fifty miles west-south-west of Bezwada, is

a Buddhist chaitya hall converted into a Brahmanical

temple
;

and a little to the west is Garikepad, where

Mr. Rea found a stupa.

Of all these stupas, that at Bhattiprolu appears to have

been the largest and one of the oldest, besides being con-

structed of superior materials and made of solid brick

throughout its great extent, while some of the others were

partly filled up with earth-packing. It was faced all over

with marble casing, it was surrounded with marble rails,

and it had sculptured projections of marble at the cardinal

points. While Dr. Burgess fixes the limits of the Amara-
vati tope as between b.c. 200 and a.d. 200, Dr. Biihler

declares the inscriptions found at Bhattiprolu to be not

later than b.c. 200 ;
it may be earlier. From the centre
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of this Bhattiprolu stupa, 1 which had been so sadly ruined

and disfigured that excavation had become a necessity in

order to save the entombed relics, Mr. Rea in 1892 ex-

tracted three caskets (there had been four as will presently

be narrated), and amongst the inscriptions found on the

caskets themselves, in characters dating not later than about

250 years after the Nirvana, was found one which ex-

plicitly states that the relics were relics of Buddha. It

runs thus :

—

“ By the father of Kura, the mother of Kura, Kura

(himself) and Siva, the preparation of a casket and a box

of crystal in order to deposit some relics of Buddha. By
Kura the son of Banava, associated with his father, (has

been given) the casket.” 2

This inscription was found on the rim of the stone casket

first discovered, the uppermost of the three found by Mr.

Rea. Inside this casket was a globular black stone casket,

and inside this a crystal casket containing a small fragment

of bone. The crystal casket lay on a number of small

flowers in gold leaf, and coins arranged in the form of a

svastika, with some jewels.

Amongst the jewels and other articles found in the outer

stone casket, but outside the globular casket, was a large

hexagonal head of crystal with an inscription in characters

similar to the first, stating that it had been a gift from

the women of a certain village and from a number of

religious mendicants.

Below this first casket was found a second, somewhat

similar. There was a large black stone casket outside

with inscriptions on it, one of which mentions relics of

the body of Buddha 3 (Budhasha sarirani)
;

and another

that the casket, a box of stone, and a crystal casket, had

1 Sec Mr. Rea’s “ South Indian Buddhist Antiouities,” vol. xv of the new
Imperial series of the Archomlogical Survey of luaia

(
Southern India, vol. vi).

The hook is admirably prepared, and is a model of what such reports ought to he.
2 Epigraphia Indica, vol. ii, p. 327—Dr. Biihler’s article.

3 It is mutilated, nnd l)r. Biihler writes: “Nothing can he said regarding

the contents of this inscription, except that it mentions relics of Buddha.”
{Epigraphia Indica, ii, p. 328.)
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been given by certain persons, chief amongst whom was

King “ Khubiraka ” (Kuberaka) . In this instance, however,

it is curious that no relics were found. The cavity of the

outer casket was nearly filled with earth. There was no

inner casket or box as described, and the crystal phial

inside, the lid of which was shaped like a dagoba, was

lying open with its two portions separated. There was

no sign of a relic inside it, but in the outer stone casket

were found a large number of gold flowers and other

objects, 177 in all, a number of jewels, and a sasanam or

inscription on a twisted silver leaf.

Beneath this again was a third heavy stone casket also

bearing inscriptions, on one of which is made further

mention of King Kuberaka. The cavity was nearly filled

with earth, but in it was found a crystal phial about three

inches high, the two portions of which lay apart, and

close to it appeared a tiny casket consisting of a single

beryl bored in the centre and shaped like a relic-casket,

having within it three small pieces of bone. As usual

there were found surrounding it a number of small jewels,

and flowers made of gold leaf.

Naturally the question arises as to what likelihood there

is of these sacred pieces of bone being really portions

of the body of Buddha collected after his cremation, and

before the idea is rejected as a simple absurdity it will be

well to bear in mind certain points which must vitally

affect all conclusions formed on the subject.

The tradition of the collection of relics from the funeral

pyre is, as I have stated, one of very high antiquity, and

that it was earnestly believed in we have ample proof in

the very existence of the relic stupas.

Apart from this, it is only natural to suppose that the

relics would have been very carefully collected. We must

remember that during his lifetime (and he preached for

many years) the Buddha had collected about his person an

immense body of devoted adherents. His noble birth, his

sacrifice of all his worldly prospects for the sake of saving

the inhabitants of the world from lives of misery, his long
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years of example and teaching, his gentle character and

overflowing love for his fellow-men, would all combine

together to attract round him crowds of adoring followers
;

so that, apart altogether from any ancient records or

traditions, it would be in the highest degree surprising

if relics of bis body after the cremation bad not been

carefully collected, and reverently preserved.

As to tbeir preservation for about 250 years and their

appearance so far south as the banks of the Krishna

all arguments must, of course, be based on pure conjecture.

Granting that, in the natural order of things, the relics

would be carefully preserved after division, there can be no

real reason why the large group of stupas erected at such

vast labour in the neighbourhood of which we are speaking

should not have been erected over genuine fragments

—

possibly at the instance, or under the orders, of King

Asoka. It is, at least, quite as likely that some of the

fragments were genuine as that they were all spurious.

It is hardly likely that such huge structures would in all

cases be erected, at prolonged cost and with infinite labour,

over forged relics. It is possible, of course, and we must

be careful not to be too credulous
;

all I contend is, that

the genuineness of the Bhattiprolu relics was passionately

believed in by the people as far back as B.c. 200 at latest,

and that it seems just as likely that they may have been

actual portions of Buddha’s body, as that they may have

been fragments of someone else’s bodv substituted for the

originals during the 250 years between Buddha’s Nirvana

and the construction of the stupa. But it may be argued

—

Granting that the stupa may have been erected over genuine

relics, how can we assume that those found by Mr. Rea

are the same as those originally placed there ?

The answer is that everything points to their never

having been disturbed.

A stupa is nothing more or less than a gigantic relic-

casket, deliberately constructed with a view to lasting

durability, and for the perpetual maintenance and preser-

vation of the relics deposited therein.
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The Bhattiprolu stupa was built in the following manner.

First, foundations were dug deep in the soil, and a great

circular base built of solid brick, 148 ft. in diameter, or

10 ft. larger than that of the Amaravati stupa which

measured 138 ft. in diameter. Above ground this great

circular mass was continued in the shape of a huge brick

drum, 5 ft. high, all of solid brick, the bricks used being

of great size. In the exact centre of this was left a small

cylindrical hollow. The relic-caskets were placed, one

above the other, in the centre of the base, but Mr. Rea
found that they had been firmly built into the brickwork,

the hollow alluded to being only 9 ins. in diameter, 1 while

the outer caskets measured, respectively, 2 ft. 1 1 ins. by

2 ft. 6 ins., 2 ft. 10 ins. by 2 ft. 3 ins., and 2 ft. 5 ins. by

2 ft. 3 ins., so that it is abundantly clear that they could

not have been lifted out of the hollow at any period.

Above this gi’eat drum was constructed a dome, also of

solid brick, having a base of 132 ft. diameter, thus leaving

a procession path round the exterior of 8 ft. in breadth.

The whole of this outside surface was then encased in

marble slabs, so that it presented a pure white glittering

surface, visible from a great distance. Eight feet beyond

the base all round was a marble rail with gateways, the

total diameter of the rail measuring 164 ft.

It is thus abundantly evident that the relics were securely

interned from the beginning. Now although in process

of centuries, during twelve of which the religion of this

tract was Brahmanical and not Buddhist, this great edifice

had been sorely injured, the marble being partially pulled

down and a quantity of the enclosed brickwork being

pulled to pieces by the villagers, probably for house-

building, it remained till a few years ago in a confused

but generally circular mass 30 or 40 feet high, ruined at

the top. At that period a zealous officer of the Public

Works Department utilized a large quantity of the bricks

1 Mr. Rea thinks that the hollow may have been left “as a receptacle for

fixing a sweep during the progress of building to guide the correct laying of the

circular rings of brickwork.”

j.k.a.s. 1895. 41
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for road-making, and a large quantity of the marble,

almost all in fact that remained above ground, for the

floor and walls of a small sluice in the canal close by.

He dug down so far that the topmost relic-casket was

found (there were originally four, one above another).

There was a large outer stone casket of slabs dovetailed

into one another, inside this a clay-pot, inside the pot

a “ soap-stone ” 1 casket, and inside this a crystal phial.

In this phial was a pearl, a few bits of gold leaf, and

some ashes. Wishing to remove his discoveries, the stone

casket was accidentally broken and the remains left at

Bhattiprolu. The earthenware pot was broken. The

inner stone casket was smashed during a voyage to

England, and the fragments thrown away. And the

crystal phial was presented to Dr. Burnell, and has never

been seen since.

In spite of all this the height of the remains was, when

I saw it first, about 14 or 15 feet, and it remained in

this condition till Mr. Bea’s excavation.

Mr. Bea found the circular courses of the portion that

remained entirely untouched, the small central 9-inch well

remaining as it had been originally constructed, with eight

large bricks radiating from it, and “ another ring of sixteen

wedge-shaped bricks each placed with the apex pointing

to the centre.” The little well “ went down with its sides

straight for a depth of 5 ft. 9 ins. from the (then) surface.”

“ Below that the courses were stepped, leaving alternate

diameters of 9| ins. and 1 ft. 3 ins.” Below all this were

the caskets, one above the other, the outer ones in each case

being so large that they could never have been disturbed. 2

If any additional proof be demanded that the caskets

had never been disturbed during the 2092 years from

B.c. 200 to A.n. 1892, it may be noted that had such been

the case the disturbers would have rifled the caskets and

1 Perhaps really marble.
2 Dr. Burgess conjectures (Epigraphia Jtidica, vol. ii, Preface) that the dis-

turbance of the inner caskets had probably been caused by the accidental shaking

of the whole by the workmen who originally placed them in position, and this

seems the most reasonable supposition.
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carried off all the gold flowers, coins, and precious

stones that were found therein. The presence of these

in the caskets is by itself almost conclusive proof that the

caskets had been left untouched during that long period.

I should add that the relics are now lying carefully

preserved in a glass case in the Government Central

Museum at Madras.

APPENDIX.

The Inscription on the Pedestal from Bezwada.

By Dr. Buhler, Ph.D., C.I.E.

The three fragments of the copper pedestal from Bezwildil

bear an inscription, mutilated at both ends, in a single line

of southern characters, which runs as follows :

—

A, right side, 1
sirrfam-

B, centre piece ,

2
fSRir-

C, left side
,

3
*1

The first syllable of A is slightly mutilated on the left,

but enough remains to make the reading certain. In B
the ninth syllable is divided into two halves by the break.

If the two fragments are joined cl is distinctly visible.

The twelfth and the sixteenth syllables of B are damaged

by verdigris, but not doubtful.

The language of the inscription is Sanskrit. The spelling

shews the common doubling of the consonants immediately

preceded by r, and an unusual retention of the visarga

1 Height, 2'9 ins. ; length below, 2 ins. ; above, 1 in.

1 Length above, 9’6 ins.
;

below, 10'6 ins.
;
height at both ends, 2-9 ins.

;

in the middle, W ins.

3 Length below, l
- 2ins.

;
above, \ in.
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before the media ja. The rhythm in the extant syllables

suggests that the document was metrical, and consisted of

an anustubh sloka :

—

~ [l*]

- - - - [n*]

And with this supposition the visarga would be ad-

missible, as it would stand at the end of a pada where

the sandhi may be neglected. According to their sense

the preserved words belong to two mutilated sentences

...... krantir Jayamati and param arcam acllearat tasyah

Jinasena .... The last five words mean—“Jinasena

caused to be made a most excellent image of her.” Though

Jinasena, a well-known Buddhist and Jaina proper name,

has not the sign of the nominative, which probably formed

part of the next lost syllable, it is no doubt the subject

of the verb acikarat, the third person singular of the aorist

of karayati, “ he causes to be made.” The object of the

verb is arcam
,
the singular accusative of area, literally “ an

object of worship,” and conventionally “ a statue of a

deity.” The genitive tasyah “ of her,” which arcam

governs, shows that a separate sentence preceded that

beginning with param arcam, and that this contained the

name of a goddess. The name has in all probability to

be looked for in Jayamati, literally “ the victorious one.”

Jayamati is known from the RajataranginI as a female

jn-oper name. This will not do here, as area can refer

only to the statue of a deity. Now according to the

Trikandasesa the Buddhists called their great goddess Tara,

also Jayd “Victoria,” and considering that the Hindus

very frequently, especially in poetry, substitute synonyms

for the names of their gods, e.g. girisuta, adrija, and so

forth, for Pdrvati, Jayamati may be used legitimately for

Jaya or Tara. It agrees with this explanation, that the

dedicator, Jinasena, must have been, according to the

etymological meaning of his name, either a Buddhist or

a Jaina, and that Bezwada actually was the site of a great

Buddhist establishment.
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The remaining word of the first sentence krantir (krdnti/i),

the singular nominative of kranti,
“
gait, walking, onslaught,

the ecliptic,” gives by itself no appropriate sense. But,

if it is taken as the remnant of a bahuvrihi compound, it

may have belonged to an adjective describing Jayamati

or Tara. As Tara is the great protectress of mankind

(
Wassilief, Der Buddhismus, p. 125), the compound probably

expressed the idea that the goddess saves from the onslaught

{kranti) of misfortune. The metre would require a phrase

like
[jitdnartha\krantir or possibly \yihatdnartha~\°, “who

conquers the onslaught of misfortune.” The verb belonging

to the two nouns of the first sentence can only have been

vijayati or jayati, “ is victorious.” I would, therefore,

propose to fill up the two breaks as follows :

—

f3i7rR$] tttr i

“ [Victorious is that] Jayamati [who conquers] the

onslaught [of misfortune]. Jinasena, [who bows to her],

caused to be made a most excellent image of that (deity).”

I claim, of course, no more than a certain measure of

probability for this restoration, but I believe the interpre-

tation of the general import of the fragment, viz. that

it records the dedication of a statue of Jayamatl-Tara by
one Jinasena, to be more than a mere conjecture.

The date of the inscription probably lies between 900

and 1000 a.d. The letters agree very closely with those

of the inscriptions of the Rastrakuta king Krsna II

incised in Sakasamvat 822 and 831 {Ind. Ant. xi, p. 126,

and xii, p. 220 £f.), and of the Eastern Calukya grant, issued

about Sakasamvat 817 (Ind. Ant. vii, p. 16). But it may
also fall a little earlier.
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Akt. XIX.—Sinhalese Copper-plate Grants in the British

Museum. By Don Martinu de Zilva Wickremasinghe.

There are three Sinhalese saunas (grants of land) on

copper-plate amongst the Sinhalese MSS. of the British

Museum, catalogued under the press-marks Add. 1 1,555 a,

b, and c. The saunas were presented to the British Museum

by a Mr. J. Barlow Iloy as long ago as the 3£«h of March,

1839. But who Mr. Hoy was and how he got them I have

not been able to find out. The two marked b and c are neatly

engraved on smooth rectangular copper-plates, measuring

10£" by 2§" and 12§" by 2" respectively, leaving in each

case a margin on the obverse side to the left, in which

the royal symbol Qri, signifying prosperity, is cut in large

type. The other sannasa 1 (a) is ornamented with a plain

silver border running round the rectangular plate of copper,

16f" by 3" in size. The letters are well cut, with kundali

flourishes at the beginning and end of each line. On
the left of the obverse is the usual margin, which is here

separated from the text by a thin silver band right across

the plate, so as to receive a large-sized Qrl engraved boldly.

The first sannasa (Add. 11,555 c) has ten lines, five

on each side, with kundali to mark important words and

clauses. It is dated “Wednesday, the 11th day of the

waxing moon of the month of Burutu,2 in the year [cycle],

named Prajapati, Qaka 1673” (a.d. 1751). The second

(11,555 5) also has ten lines, five on each side, also with

kundali both at the beginning and end of each line, and

1 Sannasa (plur. sannas), a grant of land on copper-plate or palmyra leaf.
2 Parts of January and February.
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in the body of the text indicating important words and

clauses. It bears the date “ Saturday, the 13th day of the

waning moon of the month of Burutu

,

in the year, named

Taruna, Qaka 1686 ”
(a.d. 1764). There seems to be no

doubt as to the genuineness of these two saunas, granted, as

they are, by the then ruling monarch, Klrti Qrl Rajasimha

(1747-1778 a.d.), and agreeing in their phraseology with

another grant of this king, viz. the Gcetaberiya 1 Sannasa

of 1760 a.d., published in Mr. Bell’s Archaeological Report

on the Kegalla District (Colombo, 1892), p. 99, and not

improbably with the saunas of Lenagala (1754 a.d.),

Hettimulla (1757), Vekoladeniya (1757), and Duldeniya

(1761), attributed to the same king
(
l.c

. p. 105).

The third sannasa under consideration, marked Add.

11,555a, is dated “Friday, the 11th day of the waning

moon of the month of Mcedindina 2 in the year, named

Rudhirodgari
,

Qaka 1725 ”
(a.d. 1803), and contains

fourteen lines, seven on each side. It is one of those

granted by the last Kandyan king, QrT-vikrama Riija-

simka, who reigned at Kandy from 1798 to 1815. The

inscriptions, royal grants, and other public documents of

this and of the latter part of the previous century are

easily to be recognized by the language in which they

are written. 3 The redundant style, the loose construction,

and the mass of Sanskrit words used in preference to

their more suitable Sinhalese equivalents, are indeed dis-

tasteful, and contrary to the real spirit and original

simplicity of the language.

1 I may be permitted to point out that the Siinhalese and its lengthened

form c£ j
which have the sounds of a in “cat,” “had,” or “man,” as well as

some of the sounds in the Tamil language, such as JD, 6sr, etc., are not

represented in the scheme of transliteration adopted by the Society. I thiuk

the Siriihalese Cpu is better transcribed with a dot under a (a) than with as

is customary in Ceylon, considering that it is but a kind of “ umlaut” of a.

2 Parts of March and April.

3
Cf. the fine Molligodn sannasa in Mr. Bell’s report, p. 101.
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The following are transcripts and translations of the three

saunas :

—

Sannasa. Add. 11,555 c.

Obverse—
Transcript.

Qri.

1. Qri laiiikefvaravu 1 utum apage devisvamiduruvan2an-

vahansege asadrisa 3 atigainbhlravii crl mahakaruna-

divas eliye

2. mahimatavayen vadalavu panata nam arave vijaya

sundara rnudiya nnsehe mahavasalata ekiiuta paksa

piramilnatvaven vaeda pa-

3. yicla karak^’a oppu karamin souda sitin duggaena 4

sitinii nifjii
5 heviihaete megodatiha bada talmuke

vaduvava biju amuna6yi idda-

4. paya biju amun6ayi dfilraururaulla biju amun6ayi

asvaedduma biju paspadayi tuttirikuihbura biju padayi

totanutalin biju pshlayi

5. bolaepen biju padayi siduruvana yatinuvara kandupalata

bada godagama vaelikumbura biju depselayi kurulu

kumbura biju.

Reverse—
1. depadayi dcelivala biju yelamun6ayi ambakumbura biju

amun6ayi bogaha kumbura biju paelayi udatismaddare

biju amun6ayi palle

2. tismaddare biju amun6ayi aetuluva mulbiju daha amun 6u

turn psele vapa sariyat mita aduttu goda mada gevatu

gaha kola aetuhiva me-

1 lagkecvaravu.
2 n.
3 asadr^a.
1 duggena.
6 nisa.
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3. ma gam badavsedili deka mevin matu niravulva praveni

sadaesmata bbukti vindina saetiyata caka varsa ekva-

dahassasiya haetya 1

4. tunata paemini prajapatl 2 namvu meraa varsayehi

durutu masa pura ekolosvak nam titbiya lat badada

me davasa me sanbasa

5. deva vadala panatat e panatat mesema pan

3

ivuda

panatayi.

Translation.

Hail ! Our noble [and] divine lord of lords, who is the

illustrious chief of Laijka, by the majesty of his very

profound, incomparable, exalted, and most beneficent divine

knowledge, delivered [the following] order :

—

Whereas Vijayasundara Mudiyannaehe, of Arava, takes

pains and performs services in carrying out orders with

good will and sincere loyalty to the royal house, he was

granted one amuna 4 in sowing extent of Talmuke-vaduvava,

one amuna of Iddapilya, one amuna of Dulraurumulla, five

pikP of Asvsedduma, one pcela of Tuttirikumbura, onepce/a

of Totanutala, one pie/a of Bolmpa, situate at Megodatiha

in Hewiihmta
;
two peel in sowing extent of Ymlikumbura,

two peel of Kurulukuihbura, one and a half arnunu of Deli-

vala, one amuna of Ambakumbura, one pibla of Bogaha-

kumbura, one amuna of (upper or) Uda-Tismaddara, and

one amuna of (lower or) Palle-Tismaddara, situate at Goda-

gama in Kandupalata of Siduruvana-Yatinuvara—in all

ten arnunu and three peel in sowing extent of land, together

with high and low lands, houses and gardens, trees and

plants, appertaining thereto. These [forming the] two

1 h ncttie.

2 prajapati.
3
0 -

4 A measure of capacity amounting to about five bushels. In superficial

measure it contains as much ground as is covered by it in sowing paddy, varying

from 2 to %\ acres. Plural arnunu.
6 Singular piila, plur. p<el = 4 of an amuiya or f bushel (= 10 kuruni).
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'viW&ge-badavcedili

1

[are thus granted,] that he may, without

dispute, possess them in future as praveni 2 land.

In the year, named Prajapati, of Qaka 1673 [a.d. 1751],

on Wednesday, the 11th day of the waxing moon of the

month of Durutu
;

on this day the order delivered when

granting this sannasa—this [very] order is thus the pro-

claimed decree.

Sannasa. Add. 11,555 b.

Transcript.

Obverse—
gri.

1. QrT laiiikecvaravu

3

utum apage devisvamiduruvaidan-

vahansege asadrisa 5 ati-

2. gambhlravu £rl mahiikaruna divas eliye mahirna-

tavayen vadalavu panata nam
3. dodaiiivala vikramasihiha candrasekara karunatilaka

seneviratna pandita mudaliya

4. utum-vu mahavasalata sondasitin dukgmna

6

sitina

nisa siduruvana bada udu-

5. nuvara mcedapalate daelivela kiyana gama mul biju

dolohomun'e vapasariyat e.

Reverse—
1. hi bada goda mada arak gevatu gasa-kola etuluva

mekunge daru munubu-
2. ru vargga 8 paramparava pavatinaturu niravulva

bhukti vindina rangata Qaka varsa e-

1 Badavcedilla (plur. badavcedili)

.

Land granted by Government to certain

individuals in consideration of offices held or services rendered by them (Bell’s

Kegalla Report, p. 132).
2 Inherited land.
3 lai)ke<;varavu.
4 n.
6 asadr(ja.
6 duggena.
1
9 .

8 varga.
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3. kva-dahas-sasiya asiihayata pcemini taruna namvfi

me varsayehi durutu maca 1 ava te-

4. lesvak nam tithiya lat senasuriida me davasa me
sanhasa deva vadala panatat

5. e panatat mesema panivuda panatayi.

Translation.

Hail! Our noble [and] divine lord of lords, who is the

illustrious chief of Lapka, by the majesty of his very

profound, incomparable, exalted, and most beneficent divine

knowledge, delivered [the following] order :

—

Whereas Vikramsimha Candrasekara Karunatilaka Senevi-

ratna Pandita Mudaliya of Dodanvala is, with good will,

rendering services to the noble royal house, twelve amunu

in sowing extent of the village called Dselivela in Udu-

nuvara-maedapalata of Siduruvana, together with the high

and low lands, houses and gardens, and trees and plants,

appertaining thereto, were granted to be possessed indis-

putably by [him], his children and grandchildren and their

descendants, so long as the family exists.

In the year, named Taruna, of (^aka 1686 [a.d. 1764],

on Saturday, the 13th day of the waning moon of the

month of Durutu
;
on this day the order delivered when

granting this sannasa—this [very] order is thus the pro-

claimed decree.

Sannasa. Add. 11,555 a.

Obverse—
Transcript.

grl.

1. Qrlghan 2a carana saraslruha matta madhukara sumitra

gotra pavitra vicitra ciiritra samasta ^astra pratarana 3

karunakara nai-

1 masa.
2 n.
3 pratirna.
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2. ka digantara vyapta yaso klrtti

1

teja pratapa vi^uddha

9 uddlia suryya 3 vari^abhijata para castru 3 kunjara

n4ikara n4irakarana

3. pravln5a kesarl vikramanvita trisimhaladhls

6

vara

uttama pravara 9restha jagadesvara'vii utum apage.

4. devisvamiduruvan8anvabanse sakala nangariiyga 9 ^rln

samurddha10 sampatmavii 9rlvardbana purapravarayehi

svarnna 11 vara sirnha-

5. sana ma8taka priiptava 9akra devendra liliivayen vaeda

vacsa vadiirana prasthavehi asadrisa 12 atigambhlravu

9 rl mahilkaru-

6. nii divaseliye mahimatavayen vadajavu panata nam
doraniegaraa banmbka heratmudaliyii dha-

7. ranlsvaravu 13 utum mabaviisalata sonda sitin paksa

piitava duggat nisiit ayitivasi aeti nisat

Reverse—
1. hilrasiya-pattuva bada kulugammana siyapattuve

ratavana praveni 14 vasamata tibunu pagguvata actulat

vatavalataenne biju paelat pibpole

2. palkada biju tumpailat gamakumbura biju paspadat

kalaldora biju tum-pada halahat Gedarakumbura

biju amun 15at uduvala ladamba-

3. liiden15iya biju amun 15at palmulla biju depadat yana

mekl mul biju pahamun15u deptela kalahe vapasari}rat

mlta aduttu goda mada

I kirti.
3 surya.
3 <;atru.

4 n.

6
V-

6 <
>-

,7 jagadlqvara.
8 n.
9 nagarapga.
10 (;ri-samrddha.
II svarna.
12 asadrqa.
13 -ranlsvaravu.
14 praveni.
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4. gevatu gahakola valvil angu-dalupat saha mekunge
daru munuburu vargga 1 paramparuva dakva

niravulva bhukti vidi- 2

5. na raiigata Qaka varsa ekvadahas-satsiya visipahata

paemini rudhirot3gari namvu me varsayehi mredindiua

ava ekole- 4

6. s vale nam tithiya lat sikuradii me davasa me sanbasa

deva vadala panatat epanatat.

7. mesema panivuda panatayi.

Translation.

Hail ! Our uoble and divine lord of lords, the most

exalted [and] eminent lord of the world, the chief of

Tri-Simhala (Ceylon), endowed with a lion-like might

capable of destroying a host of elephant-like foreign

enemies, who is born of the exceedingly pure [and] noble

solar dynasty, who is possessed of heroic lustre [and]

of renown [and] glory that has spread in many a distant

region, who is like unto a mine of compassion and is

versed in all the Gastras, who is of pure and charmiug

character, being of the lineage of Sumitra, and who is

like unto a sportive bee upon the lotus-feet of Buddha.

[His majesty], having ascended the exalted lion-throne

of gold in the chief city of Qrlvardhanapura (Kandy),

which is replete with all the wealth and requisites of

cities, [and] being seated with the mien of Qukra, the chief

of the gods, [he,] by the majesty of his incomparable,

very profound, exalted, and most beneficent divine

knowledge, delivered the [following] order :

—

Whereas Bannseka Herat Mudaliya, of the village

DoranEcgama, hath, with good will and loyalty, performed

services to the noble royal house, which is supreme on

earth
;

and whereas he has [already] possessions [in the

1 varga.
2 vindi-
3 d.
4

!°.
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district], he was granted one pwln of seed [paddy, in sowing

extent] of Vatavalatsenna, three peel of seed [paddy in

extent] of Palkoda in Pabpola, five peel of Gamakumbura,

three peel and 6 Ids 1 of Kalaldora, one anmnn of Gedarakum-

bnra, one nnmna of Ladambaladeniya in Uduvala, and two

peel of Palmulla, which were included in the share that

was [reckoned as] the praveni land at Ratavana, in Kulu-

gamtnana Siyapattuva, situate in Harasiyapattuva. The

aforesaid [land, forming] in all five amunu two piel and 6 Ida

of seed [paddy] in sowing extent, together with the high

and low ground, houses and gardens, trees and plants,

tanks and ponds, and plantations, appertaining thereto,

is to be possessed without dispute by [him], his children,

grandchildren, and their descendants.

In the year, named Rudhirodgarl, of Qaka 3 725, on

Friday, the 11th day of the waning moon of the month

of Maedindina ; on this day the order delivered when

granting this sannasa—this [very] order is thus the pro-

claimed decree.

1 A laha or Idha (plur. Ids) =a kuruniya bushel).

\
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Art. XX .—Some Notes on Past and Fa tare Archaeological

Explorations in India. By G. Buhler, lion. Member
Royal Asiatic Society.

Just thirty-five years ago, in 1860, the Government of

India agreed to institute an Archaeological Survey of Upper

India, aud thus to take an active part in the exploration

of the numerous and extensive historical remains of the

country, which task until then had been left to the desultory

efforts (occasionally aided by grants from the public funds)

of the learned societies and private individuals. Adverse

circumstances, however, very soon counteracted the effects

of this official recognition of the claims of antiquarian

research to continued Government assistance and guidance.

Already in 1866 financial pressure induced Lord Lawrence

to stop the work which Sir A. Cunningham had barely

begun. The Survey was abolished, and there followed a

regrettable time of inaction, which lasted until 1870, when,

in consequence of urgent representations from various in-

fluential quarters, and especiall}7 from eminent members

of the Royal Asiatic Society, the Secretary of State and

the Supreme Government of India consented to return to

the principle laid down in 1860. The next result was the

re-opening of the Archaeological Survey for the Northern

half of India, which was now organized on a larger scale,

and the issue of orders by the Secretary of State for the

registration and preservation of the historical monuments

all over India. Soon afterwards, in 1873, the Government

of Bombay was permitted to establish a survey of its own
for the Western Presidency, and somewhat later the Govern-

ment of Madras likewise directed its attention to the

j.r.a.s. 1895. 42
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collection of notes regarding the antiquities of Southern

India and to their scientific exploration. The movement,

begun in 1870, continued in full force for nearly twenty

years, and extended during this period even to the more

advanced Native States. The Maharajas of Mysore, Baroda,

Bhaunagar; Jepur and Udepur in Rajputana, and others,

either availed themselves of the services of the Archaeological

Surveyors or established small departments of their own,

among which the Jepur and Mysore Surveys especially have

furnished most valuable contributions. But in 1889, with the

abolition of the post of the Director-General of the Survey,

a reaction began, which since has become more and more

perceptible. The number of the Provincial Surveyors

who at first were allowed to continue their work has

been reduced almost every year, and the few men still

kept on are engaged merely for short terras, some of which

are now close on their expiration. These facts look as if

the statements, now and then appearing in the newspapers,

were not without foundation according to which Government

intends, or at least is not disinclined, to sever its connection

with antiquarian research in a few years, and perhaps to

entirely withdraw its aid.

Even the possibility of such a prospect naturally causes

deep concern and regret to all those engaged or interested

in Indian research, as the stoppage of Government assistance

would most seriously impede, perhaps make impossible, the

further reconstruction of the political, religious, and literary

history of India, which undoubtedly possesses a great and

general interest, not only for the Hindus but for the whole

civilized world. The possibility of such a prospect makes

it also incumbent on all Orientalists and friends of India

to raise their voice and once more to urge on the Indian

Government the necessity for the continuation of the en-

lightened policy adopted in 1870, in spite of the no doubt

considerable financial difficulties of the present day.

Already the late Congress of Geneva has spoken on the

subject, and has passed a resolution addressing a petition

to Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for India and to the
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Viceroy in favour of the preservation of the Asoka inscrip-

tions, and of the preparation of impressions to be deposited

in the Imperial Museum at Calcutta. Something more is,

however, required, and with the hope that the Royal Asiatic

Society, which is most nearly concerned with the question,

and whose action will, no doubt, possess the greatest

influence, may be induced to move in the matter, I venture

to offer, at the request of a distinguished member of its

Council, the subjoined notes on past and present archaeo-

logical explorations, intended to show the necessity of the

continuation of the work and to indicate the direction in

which it ought to be carried on.

The operations falling within the province of the

Archaeological Survey may be classed under three main

heads— (1) the registration of the visible architectural

and epigraphic monuments, as well as the description and

the identification of the ancient ruins
; (2) the preparation

of exact reproductions of the visible monuments and their

publication, with the necessary explanations, viz. scientific

discussions of the sculptures and architectural details, as

well as transcripts and translations of the inscriptions

;

and (3) excavations of the more promising and historically

important fields of ruins.

Work of all these three classes has been undertaken by

the officers of the Archaeological Survey, with the assistance

of a large number of outsiders, but the amount of attention

which each has received and the results actually achieved

vary very considerably. With the description of the old

sites and the registration of the visible monuments, which

naturally must precede the other operations and at the

same time presented least difficulties, by far the greatest

progress has been made.

The several Series of Survey Reports and Papers contain

an enormous mass of information regarding the location

of many thousands of architectural monuments, sculptures,

and inscriptions, scattered over nearly the whole of India,

and, though additions no doubt would be possible for most

districts, they yet give the archaeologist a very good general
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idea where the chief fields for his labours lie. There is only

one larger tract, Western Rajputana, which has not yet

received its due share of attention. It is also highly

desirable that the notes should be arranged for all the

Presidencies and minor territorial divisions as systematically

and intelligibly as has been done by Mr. Sewell for

Madras
,

1 and by Dr. Fiihrer for the N.W. Provinces .
2

With respect to the operations falling under the second

head, the preparation of drawings and photographs of

architectural monuments and sculptures, and of impressions

of inscriptions, as well as their publication, it is only

possible to say that a very fair beginning has been made.

Something appreciable has no doubt been done, but much

more remains to be accomplished.

As regards Indian art, Sir A. Cunningham’s volumes

on Bharahut and Gaya, Major Cole’s photographs, and

Colonel Maisey’s work on Sanchi give, together with Dr.

Pergusson’s older publication, a good general idea of its state

during the Maurya and Sunga periods. But it is a matter

of regret that the sculptures of the Sanchi and Bharahut

Stupas have not been published all and throughout on such

a scale as to be of service to the student of archaeology.

The art of the Andhra period has been illustrated very fully

bv Dr. Burgess in several volumes of his Arch. Survey

Reports, and has been treated systematically by the same

scholar and Dr. Fergusson in the “ Cave Temples of India.”

To Dr. Burgess’ Reports we owe also our knowledge of the

development of Indian art during the rule of the Chalukyas

and Riishtrakutas over the northern Dekhan, and of the

Chaulukyas and Jethvas over Gujarat and Kathiawar.

Further publications referring to Southern India, and

based on Dr. Burgess’ own and others’ ample collections

of photographs and drawings (mostly in the India Office),

1 Lists of Antiquities of Madras.
2 Architectural Monuments and Inscriptions of the North-West Provinces.

I am glad to see that Dr. Fiihrer’s Progress Report for 1893-94, which reached

me after the above notes were written, speaks of the preparation of such a com-
pilation for the Panjab.
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are in course of preparation. Mr. Griggs’ plucky resolu-

tion to publish autotypes of the Ajanta Paintings will

satisfy another want, long felt by all archaeologists.

As regards Upper and Central India, many notices and

illustrations of monuments from the times of the Indo-

Scythians, the Guptas, the Palas, Chandellas, Kalaclmris,

and other dynasties, as well as important discussions on

various styles of architecture, are scattered in Sir A.

Cunningham’s Survey Reports. But not a single period

has been treated exhaustively, or with such details as to

give a perfectly clear idea of all its characteristics. The

Survey Reports are a perfect mine of information and of

most valuable suggestions, but difficult to use for any but

those few students who possess other extensive collections

of materials. The real work, I fear, has still to be done

for the districts to which the Survey Reports refer, and

it is a task of very considerable magnitude, which will

require years, not only of office work but of new researches

in the ancient sites—even if merely the most important

periods and styles are taken up. To the most pressing

wants belong systematically arranged comprehensive works

on all the known so-called Indo-Grecian sculptures, of

wffiich Major Cole’s photographs only give a portion, and

on the native Indian art of the Indo-Scythian and Gupta

periods.

With respect to Epigraphy, for which, owing to the

insufficiency of the earlier facsimiles and estampages, a new
beginning had to be made, matters stand, no doubt, even

better. But much, very much, has still to be done before

the accessible monuments can all be published in critical

editions. Thanks to the efforts of Drs. Burgess, Fleet,

Fiihrer, and Hultzsch, trustworthy impressions of all the

inscriptions of the Maurva period have been prepared, and

very good facsimiles of most of them have appeared in

the Eqngraphia Indicci and the Indian Antiquary. The only

desiderata for this period are complete photolithographs of

the Shahbazgarhi and Mansehra Rock Edicts, of the Bairat

Edict to the Samgha, the otherwise excellent autotype of
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which, published by M. Senart in the Journal Asiatique, is

on too small a scale, and of the newly discovered Nigllva

Pillar Edicts, as well as perhaps some more specimens of

the 450 small votive inscriptions from the Sanchi Stupas.

Among the few inscriptions of the next two centuries the

large Hatbigumpha inscription of Kharavela requires a

good impression and facsimile. As regards the Saka and

Kushana periods, the inscriptions in KharoshthI must nearly

all be re-edited with facsimiles, and the series of those in

Brahma characters has to be completed. The partly con-

temporaneous and partly somewhat later documents of the

Western Kshatrapas, the Andhras, and the Abhiras require,

with the exception of a few inscriptions from Kathiawar

and a certain number from Kanheri, nothing further than

what has been done for them by Dr. Burgess in his Survey

Reports of Western India. The epigraphic remains of

the dynasties ruling in Western India and the Northern

Dekhan during the fifth and later centuries, have been

published in great abundance in the Indian Antiquary
,
the

Western India Reports, the Epigraphia Indica, and in the

Journal Bom. Br. Rov. As. Soc. 1 The inscriptions from

Southern India are well represented in the volume of the

Southern India Reports, the Indian Antiquary, the Epi-

graphia Indica, and Dr. Hultzsch’s two volumes of South-

Indian inscriptions. But in spite of the great progress

made, especially since Dr. Ilultzsch’s appointment as

epigraphist, there is work for many years, as the number

of the known, but untouched, inscriptions in the Madras

Presidency amounts to many thousands.

Among the inscriptions of the dynasties which held

Central and Upper India after the Indo-Scythic period, those

of the Guptas alone have been edited fully and on scientific

principles—by Dr. Fleet in vol. iii of the Corpus Inscr.

Indicarum. For the documents belonging to all the other

1 Additional unpublished documents are, however, in existence, especially in

the collections of the late Dr. Bhagvanlal, who, in the Jloinbay Gazetteer,

mentions, or gives extracts from, various Silahara aud Sendraka inscriptions

in his possession.
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numerous races a great deal remains to be done. Though

the Indian Antiquary, the Epigraphia Indica, and the later

volumes of the Journ. As. Soc. of Bengal contain, perhaps,

a hundred or more inscriptions of the later rulers of Kanauj,

of the Piilas, Senas, the kings of Nepal, the Kalachuris,

Chandellas, and Paramaras, and of other less notable

families, in good editions and with good reproductions,

there are several hundreds noticed or given in insufficient

facsimiles in the Archaeological Survey Reports of India.

A number of tours will have to be undertaken in order to

collect the fresh materials, and the work will take years.

As regards the operations falling under the third head,

the excavations, it is impossible to deny that little has

been done beyond what might be called “prospecting.”

A very considerable number of Stupas have no doubt been

opened, rifled of their deposits, and searched for inscriptions.

Surface diggings and 6mall clearings have also been made

and archaeological wells have been sunk, as Sir A. Cunning-

ham’s Reports show, in many of the ancient mounds and

fields of ruins. But really scientific excavations, as under-

stood at present, which lay bare the whole of the monuments

or sites to be explored, have been attempted only in very

few places, as at Sanchi, Gaya, Bharahut, Amaravatl,

Jaggayyapeta, and quite recently at Bhattiprolu, and in

the Kankali Tila at Mathura. In all these cases only

single monuments or small groups have been attacked,

which, with a single exception, are not situated in the

ancient centres of civilization, but either in isolated positions

or in towns, which have sprung up and become famous

as places of pilgrimage in consequence of the existence

of the monuments. And all the monuments excavated

belong (again with one exception) solely to the Buddhists,

who were, as recent researches have shown more and more

clearly, by no means the oldest nor the only important

sect of ancient India.

The reasons which have induced the Indian archaeologists

to pay less attention to excavations than to the other

branches of their work, are clear enough and perfectly
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sufficient. It was, no doubt, their first duty to ascertain

and register the localities where the historical remains are

found, and to make known the monuments still visible on

the surface. And the costliness of extensive excavations

made it advisable either merely “ to prospect” or to attempt

a full exploration only in such places where success was

an absolute certainty. ,

The results, which even these restricted operations have

yielded, undeniably possess a very high value. They have

extended our knowledge of Indian art very considerably.

They have brought to light many hundreds of epigraphic

documents, some of which, like those on the Jaina sculptures

at Mathura, are of the first importance for the political and

religious history of India, while others, like the inscriptions

on the Bhattiprolu relic caskets, and the masons’ alphabet

at Gaya, are invaluable for palaeography. They have even

thrown a new light on a portion of the ancient Buddhist

literature, as the inscribed medallions at Bharahut permit

us now to ascribe with confidence a high antiquity to the

important Jataka texts. This undeniable and great success

is certainly a strong argument in favour of further

excavations. But I believe that a still stronger case may
be made out for their continuation on a definite plan,

framed in accordance with the experiences gained, and

with the most pressing wants of Indian historical research.

A real progress with the reconstruction of Indian history

can only be made if new authentic documents are obtained,

such as are older than Asoka’s, as well as such as will fill

up the great gaps which occur in the second and first

centuries b.c. and in the third and fourth centuries a.d.

And such will be only found underground, and partly only

at a considerable depth. The expectation that inscriptions

of the times of the first two Mauryas, and of the dynasties

which preceded them in the fourth and fifth centuries,

may and will turn up, is, I think, by no means unfounded.

Both the literary and the palacographic evidence shows

that the art of writing was known and extensively practised

in India for several centuries before Asoka’s times, and
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there are even some inscribed coins, which cannot be later

than the fourth century. To these belong certainly the

Persian Sigloi, with countermarks in IvharoshthT and

Brahml, discovered by Mr. Rupson, and very probably

some of the native Indian coins found by Sir A. Cunningham

at Taxila, Eran, and in other ancient sites. Moreover, the

probability that writing was used, not only for marking

coins but for longer inscriptions, becomes very strong,

through certain stories contained in the Buddhist canon.

The Jatakas tell us that kings inscribed “ the laws of the

Kurus,” the maxims of good government, and verses of

their own composition on gold plates, and that even

merchants perpetuated the record of their family history

in the same manner
;

and the Mahavagga speaks of a

proclaimed thief, whose name was put up in the royal

palace. Such statements certainly point to the conclusion

that the times when they were written were not destitute

of epigraphic documents, and the works in which they

occur appear to be older than the third century. With
respect to the other two periods mentioned, which fall

after Asoka’s times, there can be no doubt that they were

rich iu epigraphic documents, and that remnants will turn

up if they are looked for in the right places. At present

we possess barely a dozen inscriptions from the second and

first centuries B.c., and the period from 200-350 a.d. is for

Upper India almost a blank.

The answer to the question where our desiderata may be

expected to turn up and should be looked for, can only be

that the search for them must be instituted in those fields of

ruins which the Archaeological Survey has proved to be the

remains of the capitals of the ancient empires, or of great

centres of the national life. Such sites are chiefly found

in Upper India, where their number is so great that

their exploration cannot possibly be undertaken at once,

even if the Government of India could be induced to

sanction as large an expenditure on archaeological work

as the sums allotted to the Survey in its palmiest days.

If a practical result is to be attained, a selection must be
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made, and a few of those places be chosen for thorough

excavations where the results are likely to be most im-

portant. And I believe that it will be amply sufficient

if I point out three, one for each of the great territorial

divisions of Upper India, and briefly give my opinion about

their respective merits.

The most important historical site in the whole of India

is, without a question, Patna-Pataliputra, which was the

seat of tbe Government of India in the days of the Nandas

and Mauryas (between ca. 420-195 b.c.), and probably the

capital of an important kingdom even in much later times.

It seems most wonderful that the numerous ruins in such

a place should have remained unexcavated for so long a

time. The reason probably is that the first surveyors

believed the ancient buildings to have been swept away

by the river. But now both Sir A. Cunningham and Dr.

Waddell, the latest authorities on the historical remains

of Patna, though differing in details, agree that the ruins

of the palaces of the Nandas and of Asoka, and those of

the other buildings described by the Chinese pilgrims, are

traceable. Moreover, Dr. Waddell points out a number

of workable places, in which ancient sculptures have been

found and are still being found. This is sufficient to justify

an attempt at thorough excavations, which, if carried on

with the necessary care and perseverance, will no doubt

place the ancient history of India on a much sounder and

more solid basis. 1

Next in importance would be the continuation of the

explorations at Mathura, and thorough excavations in the

ruins of Shah Deri or Taxila. With respect to Mathura,

the important finds of Pandit Bhagvanlal, the results

obtained by Sir A. Cunningham and by Dr. Burgess, and

the sjdendid success of Dr. Fiihrer in 1889-91, which put

the history of the Jaina sect into altogether a new light, do

not leave the slightest doubt that its numerous untouched

1 I am glad to see that Dr. Fiihrer’s Progress Report for 1893-94, which

came into my hands after the above notes were written, holds out the

prospect of an excavation ot As’oka’s palace during the next season.
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or superficially explored mounds will yield a great store

of important inscriptions and valuable sculptures. Their

persistent and careful exploration will certainly throw light

on the dark period between 200-350 a.d., and bring

additions to the inscriptions of the second and first centuries

B.c. Possibly it may also produce something for the period

before Asoka, as the Greek accounts prove the existence

of the worship of Krshna in the fourth century b.c.

Perhaps a search, instituted in the accessible parts of the

Katra Mound, under which lies inter alia the old temple

of Kesava, may lead to discoveries which are of importance

for the history of Vaishnavism.

The selection of Shah Deri or Taxila for operations in the

Panjab seems advisable for many reasons. Its ruins, among
which Sir A. Cunniugham 1 has traced fifty-five Stupas,

twenty monasteries, and nine temples, extend over six

square miles, and are, according to the same authority, in

a better state of preservation than those of any old town

in the Panjab. Even with the “ prospecting ” undertaken

hitherto, they have furnished various very important in-

scriptions, like the Society’s famous copper-plate of Patika,

as well as numerous highly interesting sculptures, among
them, according to Sir A. Cunningham, the only real Greek

column ever found in India, and a large number of very

valuable coins, some of which are inscribed with legends

in the oldest KharoshthI and Brahma characters, and

probably belong to the end of the fourth century. To

these points may be added that, according to numerous

passages of the Buddhist canon, Taxila was the greatest

university of India during the fifth and fourth centuries

B.c., and possibly earlier, to which even the Brahmans

and Kshatriyas of Benares and Eastern India flocked in

order to study the three Yedas and the eighteen branches

of science under world-renowned teachers, and that also

the Greek authors bear witness to its wealth and importance.

The site of such a city, which besides was for a long time

1 Arch. Survey Rep., vol. ii, p. Ill ff.
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under Greek rule, will, if patiently and carefully explored,

in all probability yield results important for the history of

various periods.

The circumstances stated furnish, it seems to me, good

reasons for making an effort to secure the continuation

of the archaeological and epigraphic work in India. And
if it is decided to make such an effort, the points to which

particular prominence ought to be given are, in my
opinion

—

(1) The maintenance of an Archaeological Survey, with

at least one duly qualified officer for each of the larger

territorial divisions, especially for those of Upper India.

(2) The necessity of employing these Archaeological

Surveyors both to fill up the gaps left in the work of

former years (mentioned above under heads 1-2), and to

carry on thorough and scientific excavations, which, in the

first instance, should be restricted to the most important site

in each province (whether that proposed above or some

other found to be more suitable on further consideration),

and should be continued until the site is completely cleared.

(3) The continuation of the epigraphic work, particularly

in Madras, under a competent Epigraphist, who should

also, as under the present arrangements, edit the Epigraphia

Indica, the future existence of which periodical ought like-

wise to be assured.

(4) In addition it would be, perhaps, advisable to call

attention to the fact that the consultation of experts or

of the Asiatic Societies of India and England, with

reference to the work of the Archaeological Surveyors,

would be most beneficial and important for the due progress

of their work.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

1. Rajuka or Lajuka.

Netherclay House, Taunton,

April 24 th, 1895.

Dear Sir,—In a short article at p. 466, vol. xlvii, of the

Zeitschrift d. D.M.G., Dr. Bidder proves that the word

Lajuka or Rajuka, used in Asoka’s edicts to denote some

high official, is a shortened form of Rajjuggahaka (=Skr.

-grahaka) “ rope-holder,” and that the title was derived

from the circumstance that the official in question was

employed (probably among other things) in measuring

fields with a rope for the purpose of assessing them to

land revenue, then, as now, one of the most important duties

of officials in India. This derivation seems on all grounds

unassailable, but I may, perhaps, point out a curious con-

firmation of it in an official title still existing. As is well

known, the chief native official in a collector’s office (and

in many other offices also) is still known by the title of

“ Serishtadar,” as it is commonly written. This is the

Persian phrase, jb-> sar-i rishta dar, literally “ be

who holds the end of a rope.” We have been accustomed

to regard the word as meaning “ one who conducts or rules

the sarrishta,” and the term “sarrishta” is now commonly

used to imply an office or department. But by what far-

fetched metaphor it came to have this meaning I never

could understand. The matter seems now clear. Dr.

Biihler rightly denies to Todar Mai, the great finance
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minister of Akbar, the honour of having invented the

modern land-revenue system of India. He, of course,

merely modified and improved a system which had been

in existence for centuries before his time. But he probably

found the old Prakrit term rajuka in common use, and

naturally enquired into its meaning, which he forthwith

translated into Persian sar-i rislita dar. It is true that

a modern sarishtadar’s duties are no longer confined to

settlement work, nor does he often condescend to hold the

rope himself. But the rope is still used for measuring

lands in settlement proceedings, where it has not been

superseded by the bamboo laggi, or the more scientific

Gunter’s chain, and Dr. Biihler’s explanation is undoubtedly

the solution of the puzzle which has exercised so many
English officers in India, why the highly respectable and

experienced head of a large office should be designated

by the simple title of “ one who holds the end of a rope.”

—Yours truly,

John Beames.

2. VlDYADHARA PlTAKA.

In the letter from Mons. Louis de la Vallee Poussin, in

our last issue, readers are requested to correct the following

misprints :

—

p. 435, lines 13, 23, for Tapas read Japiis.

p. 436, line 6, „ correct ,, collect.

,, line 29 ,, Kangika „ Kausika.

3. Arch.eological Research.

Sir,—The discussion of Ilofrath G. Biihler’s proposals

as to future Archaeological Research in India ended without

any definite vote of our meeting on June 11th; and I

myself, speaking late and pressed for time, could say little.

I have, therefore, the honour to offer the following remarks

in black and white :

—
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The first point in the matter is, that in the present state

of Indian finance the Government of India cannot be

expected to spend much money on research.

The second is, that any researches carried out by other

machinery are likely to be unsystematic in execution, and

still more in record, especially in the case of excavations.

These, if not most carefully planned and supervised, are

apt to obliterate more than they bring to ligbt. And unless

their record is kept, at the pit’s mouth, by a skilled observer,

what is brought to light might often much better have

been left under the kindly protection of the earth, until

time and funds were available for deliberate and thorough

research. It happens that small objects are overlooked or

stolen by the coolies; that the exact position of objects

found escapes observation, or is even misstated
;
and that

heavy materials, such as sculptures or walls, are left exposed,

and destroyed, misappropriated, or injured by mere weather-

wear. All these things have happened within my own
experience, and in that of many other members of our

Society. I need only touch upon the obvious probability of

waste of money.

What has chiefly to be considered is how the risk of

fruitless or mischievous research is to be, as far as possible,

avoided, at reduced expense, until better days come.

In quoting Hofrath Biihler’s paper I must, of course,

trust to memory; and write subject to correction. But

his principal point, as I take it, is that there should

be in each province an officer acting as the archaeo-

logical adviser of Government
;

without consulting whom
(a) No expenditure of public funds on archaeological research

should be sanctioned.

(
b

)

No object of archaeological interest in the possession

(or under the control) of Government should be

disposed of.

(c) No excavation, or other research, likely to alter the

condition or position of any such object should be

encouraged by any public servant, even in regard

to places and objects not directly under such control.
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(
d

)
And through whom all such researches should, as far as

possible, be reported to the Provincial Government.

This proposal, in a general way, appeared to have had

the approval of the meeting. It is eminently practicable,

as might be expected from a scholar distinguished, amongst

those who knew him well, for administrative skill and

intimate knowledge of district and political business in the

mofussil.

In a province where financial exigencies prevent the

appointment of a special Archaeological Surveyor, it may
frequently be found possible to assign the duties of the

office to some qualified officer of the Revenue, Educational,

or Public Works Department, “ in addition to his own

duties,” with or without addition to his personal salary

;

but, of course, with a proper establishment and accom-

modation, which need not be very costly.

Only those who have very lately served in India can

know how much the work of the past has increased general

interest and individual acquirements, in archaeology as in

other sciences, amongst Her Majesty’s servants in that

country. In the departments named the average level of

acquirement in such matters is such as would have earned

special notice only twenty years ago. I am speaking here

especially of Archaeology, which comes most home to their

officers. Other branches of science are more in the way

of those of other departments, though there is no branch

of the service without antiquaries, particularly numismatists.

There are, indeed, competent scholars outside of the services
;

but their presence only requires acknowledgment here, as

an archaeological officer of Government must necessarily

be its servant, and under its full control. The business

is one which could not, I think, be properly assigned even

to the local learned societies.

I need not here discuss the duties of an archaeological

surveyor, well enough ascertained by experience, nor the

methods of research which he should adopt, nor even the

fields of operation. Enough about these matters was said

at the meeting of the lltli of June by other speakers.
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But there is one point of detail too often neglected in

India, and that is the necessity of recording possession

and proper custody of such objects as sculptures. These

are not unfrequeutly brought into offices, courts, gardens

of public buildings, or store-yards, fit enough to hold them,

at least for a time. But it commonly happens that they

are simply left there, and not entered in the stock-books

as Government property
;

for the custody of which some

particular public servant is responsible. In consequence,

their provenance and ownership soon become mere matter

of tradition amongst underlings
;
and they are too often

mislaid or misappropriated.

It should be a standing order of all departments that

such objects should be entered in the stock-books, just as

much as office chairs and tables worth a few rupees, and

copy of the entry sent to the Archaeological Surveyor.

June 12th, 1895.

To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

TV. F. Sinclair.

4. The Jains.

The Homestead, Barnes.

7th July, 1895.

Dear Sir,

—

TVith reference to the paper recently read

before the Society on the subject of the Jain religion,

it may be of interest to members to have the following

translation of the opening words of the 104th Sutta of the

Majjhima Nikaya :

—

“ Thus have I heard. Once on a time the Blessed One

was dwelling among the Sakyas in Samagama. Now it was

at this time that Nigantha Nataputta had just died at

Piiva. By reason of his death the Niganthas were broken

up, divided into two camps, filled with dissension and

contention, and were always wounding one another with

j.k.a.s. 1895. 43
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biting words, such as 1—
‘ You don’t understand this

Doctrine and Rule
; I do. How can you understand this

Doctrine and Rule ? Your conduct is crooked, mine

upright. What I say is to the point
;

what you say is

irrelevant. You say last what ought to be said first
;
and

you say first what ought to be said last. I have refuted

your theses
;

your errors are exposed
;

you are put to

shame. Begone and purge yourself of your errors
;

or

defend yourself if you can.’ Indeed, the followers of

Nigantha JSataputta appear to have gone to any lengths

short of murder. As for those disciples of Nigantha

JSataputta who were of the laity and wore the white robe

[of the layman], they, too, were sick and disgusted and in

revolt against the following of Nigantha Nataputta, as

with an ill-preached and ill-taught Doctrine and Rule,

leading not to salvation, offering no asylum, not proclaimed

by a Very Buddha, a broken shrine, in which was no

refuge.”

Unfortunately the Sutta gives no further details
;
and

Buddhaghosa’s commentary is silent on the subject of

Nigantha JSiitaputta.—Yours faithfully,

Robert Chalmers.
To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society.

1 This is a stock passage (occurring e.g. at p. 8 of vol. i of the Digha
Nikaya in the Pali Text Society’s edition), and cannot be regarded as historical

here. In the 77th Sutta of the Majjhima Nikaya, the same words are used

by the revolting disciples of l’urana Kassapa against their master, who, like

Nigantha Nataputta, was a rival of Gotama.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(April, May, June, 1895.)

I. General Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society.

9th April, 1895.—Mr. E. L. Brandretk (Hon. Treasurer)

in the Chair.

It was announced that

—

Captain Bower,

Professor P. Sunderam Pillai,

Mr. Walter Lupton, I.C.S.,

The Rev. F. B. Shawe,

Dr. Ed. Muller, and

Syed Muhammed Latif

had been elected members of the Society.

Mr. G. Phillips, M.R.A.S., read a paper on “ Mahuan’s

Account of Bengala.” The paper appears in the present

number.

7th May, 1895, Annual Meeting .—Lord Reay (President)

in the Chair.

It was announced that—

•

The Maharaja of Travancore,

Mr. Percival Lowell, and

Mr. Horace Peatling

had been elected members of the Society.
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Professor T. W. Rhys Davids (Secretary) read the

Report of the Council for the year 1894.

The Council regrets to have to report the loss, by death

or retirement, during the year 1894, of the following

twenty-seven ordinary members :

—

There have died

—

1. Mr. Brian Houghton Hodgson,

2. Mr. Walter Hooper,

3. Mons. Terrien de Lacouperie,

4. Sir Austen Layard,

5. The Rev. Dr. R. Morris,

6. General Maclagan,

7. Mr. G. T. Peppe,

8. Kavi Raja Shymal Das,

9. Prof. Robertson Smith,

10. Sir H. Yerney,

11. Colonel Walsh,

12. Lord Wentworth,

13. Colonel Holroyd.

There have resigned

—

1. Mr. T. Adkins,

2. The Rev. C. C. Brown,

3. Mr. H. H. Butts,

4. Mr. A. Constable,

5. Mr. W. Davies,

6. Mr. W. J. Dickson,

7. Sir Lepel Griffin,

8. Mr. W. Heineinann,

9. Mr. G. H. Hoffmann,

10. Mons. C. Montet,

11. Mr. Rees Phillips,

12. Mr. W. Richer,

13. Sir R. Temple,

14. Vidyil Bhaskar Pandit Lai Chandra.
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On the other hand, the following thirty new members

have been elected :

—

1. Mr. G. R. S. Mead,

2. The Rev. A. Kluht,

3. The Rev. T. Witton Davies,

4. Mrs. Plimmer,

5. Mr. N. Elias,

6. Prof. Kalipada Banerji,

7. Mr. J. Beames,

8. Prof. Sanjiban Ganguli,

9. Prof. Serge D’Oldenburg,

10. Mr. A. C. Taylor,

11. Sardar Sir Atar Singh,

12. General G. G. Alexander,

13. Mr. R. Stevenson,

14. Captain P. R. Gurdon,

15. Munshi Debiprasad,

16. Prof. James Gray,

17. Mr. C. H. Wylde,

18. Mr. J. M’Crone Douie,

19. Mr. E. D. Maclagan,

20. Mr. E. Rose,

21. Mr. E. D. Ross,

22. Mr. H. Nelson Wright,

23. Colonel G. A. Jacob,

24. Mr. F. A. Coleridge,

25. Mr. A. J. May,

26. Mr. M. N. Dutt,

27. Mr. C. A. Fox,

28. Mr. E. D. H. Fraser,

29. Mr. Bickford-Smith,

30. Mdme. Ragozin.

One subscribing library, the Philadelphia Mercantile, has

resigned; and three others, the Columbia College, New York,

the Ziirich Town Library, and the Geological Society, have

become subscribers.
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Since January of this year we have further lost by death

the following three members :

—

1. Mr. Hyde Clarke,

2. Sir W. Mackinnon,

3. Sir Henry Rawlinson.

On the other hand, there have been elected the following

twenty members :

—

1. The Rev. W. G. Shellabear,

2. Miss Kennedy,

3. Major Livermore,

4. Mr. C. Otto Blagden,

5. Mr. Kunwar Kushal Pal Sinha,

6. Mr. H. Raynbird,

7. The Rev. J. J. Bambridge,

8. Mr. G. Phillips,

9. Mr. Diwan Tek Chand,

10. Mrs. Bode,

11. Mr. A. Nicholson,

12. Prof. E. Muller,

13. The Rev. F. B. Shawe,

14. Prof. P. Sunderam Pillai,

15. Captain Bower,

16. Mr. W. Lupton,

17. Syed Muhammed Latif,

18. Mr. Percival Lowell,

19. Mr. H. Peatling,

20. H.H. the Maharaja of Travancore.

Four libraries have also become subscribing members, so

that the total up to date comes to 514, which is the largest

number of members and subscribers that the Society has

had since its formation.

It may be well to recall the fact that in the first year

of the Society’s existence there were 217 paying members.

Th^t number gradually dropped, with some spasmodic

increases, till in 1874 it had fallen to 153, and in 1876
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to its lowest point, namely 143. It then gradually rose,

with slight fluctuations, till in the year under review it

was 281, or very nearly double the lowest poiut of eighteen

years ago. To ascertain the full number of members and

subscribers it is necessary to add the Honorary Members,

the Compounding Members, and the Library Members.

The number of Honorary Members remained stationary

at between thirty and thirty-five for many years, and

has now been permanently fixed at thirty, and oddly

enough the number of Compounders on our books in any

one year has but very slightly varied. They were 111 in

the Society’s first year, 93 thirty years afterwards, in 1864,

and 106 last year, after another lapse of thirty years.

The permission to become subscribing members was only

granted to libraries in 1889. Since then the number of

adherents under this head has steadily, if slowly, increased

till it stood on the 1st of January at 38, and is now 42.

There are also between fifty and sixty other libraries which

purchase our Journal through the booksellers without giving

us their names. All such sales were, for many years, a

perquisite of the publisher, as were also the advertisements.

The receipts from these sources appearing this year in

the Society’s accounts amount to £181 6s. 1 d. The unused

copies of the Society’s Journal, that is, those not issued

to subscribers, were also formerly a perquisite of the

publishers. These are now all stored on the Society’s

premises, and a regular stock-book is kept as a record of

the Society’s property in this respect.

The accounts also show an amount of £400 placed on

deposit, and £200 withdrawn from deposit. The remaining

sum of £200 has been invested in the purchase of £177

Midland 3 per cent. Debenture Stocks, and a further £50

has been deposited in the Post Office Savings Bank. This

brings the capital account of the Society up to £1170.

That account stood in 1887 at £1200, but had been reduced

chiefly by the very heavy expenditure on repairs, and

especially on the roof, rendered necessary at the expiration

of the lease of the Society’s rooms by the terms of the
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lease. It was very desirable to replace the amount as soon

as the Society’s finances allowed
;
and the Council is glad

that it has been able to do so, so nearty, during the year

1894. This year the Council have more than made up

the full original amount of £1200 by placing another £50

to the credit of the Society’s deposit account in the Post

Office Savings Bank, so that the total capital account

now stands at £1220—and this has been done without

withdrawing any sums from the expenditure on the

Journal or the Library.

The printing of the Journal and illustrations cost this

year £324, as against £318 last year; and the accounts

again show a heavy expenditure on the library, not so

much, indeed, as last year, but much more than the amounts

the Council was able to spend in previous years.

The following table will show the total amounts spent

on the library for the years 18-55-1894 :

—

Binding. New Books.
ArPLtANCES AND

Catalogue.
Total.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

1855 10 0 0 ... 13 0 0 ... ... 23 0 0

1856 None None None

1857 None None None

1858 10 0 0 ... 5 0 0 ... 15 0 0

1859 None None None

1860 10 0 0 (about) None 10 0 0

1861 28 14 7 ... None 28 14 7

1862 None None None

1863 None None None

1864 15 4 6 ... None 15 4 6

1865 None None None

1866 9 2 6 ... None 9 2 6

1867 None None None

1868 6 16 6 ... None 6 16 6

1869 987 ... None 9 8 7

1870 1 11 10 ... None 1 11 10

1871 15 7 10 ... None 15 7 10

1872 22 3 1 None 22 3 1

1873 11 18 6 ... Nono 11 18 6

1874 None None None
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Binding. New Books.
Appliances and

Catalogue.
Total.

£ ». d. £ 8. d. £ s. d. £ ». d.

1875 9 12 2 ... None ... 9 12 2

1876 1 0 6 6 8 6 7 9 0

1877 10 2 10 9 5 6 19 8 2

1878 5 9 0 None 5 9 0

1879 12 10 9 3 3 0 7 5 0 ... 22 18 9

18«0 20 1 11 15 15 0 35 16 11

1881 • •• 67 7 3 ... 35 13 3 36 5 0 ... 139 5 6

1882 51 5 11 46 15 0 98 0 11

1883 28 3 3 53 5 6 81 8 9

1884 28 16 3 90 18 3 119 14 6

1885 8 11 3 31 14 0 40 5 3

1S86 23 16 11 32 6 1 • •• 56 3 0

1887 23 6 0 16 13 4 ... 39 19 4

1888 22 4 9 10 0 0 • •• v. 4 9

18S9 38 12 5 8 6 5 ... 46 18 10

1890 36 14 6 19 18 9 10 0 0 ... 66 13 3

1891 20 13 7 Itone 10 0 0 ... 30 13 7

1892 42 6 6 14 0 6 12 4 3 ... 68 11 3

1893 53 19 9 12 17 8 126 11 1 ... 193 8 6

1894 31 13 0 • •• 17 6 1 • •• 68 3 0 ... 117 2 1

The Council regrets that the expenditure on this head

for this year shows so small an amount for new books.

It will be seen that the principal item is on account of

the new catalogue. But now that the catalogue has been

completely paid for, more funds will be available for new
books. The Council hopes to utilize the sum so set free to

secure copies of all standard works as they from time to time

appear. To fill up the gaps of former years is a more serious

task, but part of the money the Council is now able to vote

each year can be devoted to this end. The other items

of expenditure call for little remark. The Council have

thought it expedient to provide new stair carpets, which

had not been renewed for many years, and the other items

are fixed charges, which vary but little from year to

year. The usual statement of accounts is submitted for

inspection.
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The Council has to report that the Oriental Translation

Fund, started by Mr. Arbuthnot’s generous example, has

steadily progressed. Mr. Tawney’s translation of the Katha

Kosa, for which Mr. Arbuthnot has himself provided the

funds, has now appeared
;
and Prof. Thibaut’s translation of

the Panca-da9 l, the costs of which are defrayed by an

anonymous friend, and Prof. Cowell’s translation of the

Ilarsha Carita, towards which Lord Northbrook contributes

£100, and Mr. Boscawen’s volume of Assyrian Texts are

well in hand.

The Council has to regret the death of four of their

Honorary Members

—

Prof. Dillmann,

Prof. Whitney,

Brugsch Pasha, and

Prof. Darmesteter.

In their place the Council recommends the election of

—

Prof. Naville,

M. Barth,

Prof. Tiele,

Prof. F. H. Miiller, and

Prof. Donner.

By the rules of the Society five gentlemen, of whom two

are re-eligible, retire from the Council, that is to say :

By seniority

—

Sir Raymond West, K.C.I.E.,

Mr. Delmar Morgan.

By least attendance

—

Col. Plunkett, R.E.

Mr. Chalmers, and

The Rev. C. J. Ball, M.A.
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In their place the Council recommends the election of

—

Sir Raymond West,

Mr. Delmar Morgan,

Mr. Beveridge,

Mr. Robert Sewell, and

Mr. Henry Morris.

Under Rule 16 Professor Sayce and Professor Legge

retire from the Vice-Presidency. The Council recommends

their re-election for another term of three years.

The Council recommends the election of Sir W. W.
Hunter as Vice-President of the Society.

Sir Raymond West, K.C.I.E., LL.D., said : My Lord,

Ladies and Gentlemen,—I have much pleasure in moving

the adoption of a report at once so satisfactory and so

businesslike. It must be gratifying to the members of

the Society to find that it is in a better position, financially

and otherwise, than it has been for many years, and even

than it was when it was started, with so great a flourish

of trumpets, many years ago. There is one expression,

indeed, to which I would take exception, the one which

speaks of a large expenditure on the Library. I do not

think that the accounts show what I should call a large

expenditure on this head, and I trust that the funds of

the Society will enable us in future years to increase very

considerably the sums we can devote to the Library.

In looking over our financial position we shall not, I

hope, ever overlook the great importance to the Society

of a high level of value in the contributions to its Journal.

It is only in recent years that the Council have ventured,

first to issue a quarterly journal and afterwards to take

the whole publishing arrangements into their own hands.

Both these steps have been crowned with a large measure

of success.

The very substantial Journal of the year 1894 contains

twenty-four longer articles, apart from the shorter notes,

reviews, and correspondence. These form, I think, a very
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interesting and useful portion of our yearly volume, and

might even, especially as regards the book notices, be wisely

increased. The longer articles are, it is to be hoped, each

and all of interest to the students of the particular branch

dealt with
;

but I should wish to direct your attention

to some of them that seem to me personally of particular

interest. There is the article by Mr. Granville Browne

on an old Persian commentary on the Kuran, which is one

of the earliest specimens of Persian prose as yet made

known to scholars. Then there is Mr. Robert Chalmers’s

text and translation of a very early document, probably

as old as the fourth century b.c., on Indian Caste
;
and with

this may be mentioned Miss Foley’s account of a similar

Sutta of like age, illustrating the psychological basis

of Buddhist Ethics. Then we have Professor Sayce’s article

on the very ancient inscriptions from Van, in continuation

of a series of similar articles, in which he has laid before

the Society all that is known on these the earliest historical

documents of the region now often called Armenia. My
friend Prof. Biihler and Mr. Rapsou have given us articles

fouuded on the remains of a great native scholar—I mean
Bhagvaulal Iudrajl, an honorary member of this Society

—

and dealing with archaeological and numismatic questions of

great importance for the early history of India. Professor

Macdonell, of Oxford, has discussed two ancient Indian

legends found in an old MS. of Shadgurusishya
;
and Mr.

TVaddell has given us no less than four articles dealing with

Tibetan Lamaism and Buddhist Archaeology. Finally,

Mr. Beveridge, for so many years a distinguished member
and for some time President of the Bengal Asiatic Society,

whose accession to the number of our working members
we are glad to welcome, has given us a full account of

a hitherto unpublished work, in Persian, on the history

of Muhammadan India, entitled the Khalasat-at-Tawarikh.

All these articles are founded on historical material now
for the first time made accessible to scholars, and are,

therefore, real contributions to existing knowledge, not

merely discussions about what is already known. This,
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I venture to think, is precisely the sort of work which we
desire to see in our Journal, and it is to my mind not a

subject for regret, but the reverse, that so much of the work

done has relation to India.

General Pearse, C.B., had much pleasure in seconding

the adoption of the Report. He felt that the Council had

made the best use possible of the very limited means at the

disposal of the Society, and begged to express his entire

agreement with the words that had fallen from Sir Raymond
West with regard to the articles in the Journal.

The President, in putting the resolution to the meeting,

said : I am glad to be able to express my own thanks,

and the thanks of the Society, to the writers of the in-

teresting papers in the Journal, and to those who have at

our meetings put before us valuable evidence of their

researches in various fields of learning. We can, indeed,

congratulate ourselves on the progress the Society is making.

But our feelings should not merely be those of self-com-

placency. Indeed, we should guard against that, and rather

compare our position with that of other countries who
have such a smaller stake than our own in ’Oriental matters,

but whose activity is so much greater. In that respect

the Government will, I hope, take advantage of one

opening which lies before it. A bill for tbe reconstruction

of the University of London will very shortly be introduced

in the House of Lords. And I have good reason to expect

that the new body will be in every respect an Imperial

University with an Oriental School not unworthy of our

great Empire in the East, so that those Oriental scholars

who have hitherto too often worked without suitable reward

could receive due recognition for their labours. It is to be

regretted that our Governments, both at home and in India

—whilst the doctrine that the State, in higher educational

matters, should leave everything to private initiative and

support, is so universally being discarded—should still so

often adhere to it where Oriental learning is concerned.

The new University will, I trust, show that this is no

longer to be the case, and that the new Oriental School
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attached to it will be a credit to our nation and a centre

of original and valuable research. Meanwhile it is a matter

of legitimate pride to this Society that it has striven for

so many years, and with so great a measure of success, to

keep the lamp of Oriental learning alight in England.

The resolution was then put, and carried unanimously.

Dr. Dost, Chairman of the Library Committee, moved

that in Rule 67, instead of the words “ The Council may,

under special circumstances, suspend the operations of Rules

64 and 65,” there should be read “ May authorize the

Secretary and Librarian to suspend, under special circum-

stances, the operation of Rules 64 and 65.”

Sir Raymond West seconded the adoption of this slight

alteration. It had already received the careful attention of

the Library Committee of the Council, and would, no

doubt, have the elfect of making the Library more useful

to the members of the Society.

The resolution was adopted.

Mr. Yirchand R. Gandhi read a paper on the “ History

and Religion of the Jains.”

He said the old error that the Jains were a sect or off-

shoot of the Buddhists was now universally abandoned by

European scholars. The Nigantha Nataputta mentioned in

the Pali Pitakas as a contemporary and opponent of the

Buddha, who died a few years before him, has been rightly

identified with the Mahavlra Vardhamana, the founder of

the Jain community. Their own records showed that he

was a Kshatriya of the Jiiatri clan, and Jnatri would in

Pali become Niitha. The word Nigantha, meaning “free

from ties,” that is, the ties of the world, is an epithet still

often applied to the Jain monks. It was true that among
the Gacchas, into which the Jain monks were divided, there

was one, the Nigantha Gaccha, which ceased to be so called

at the ninth in lineal descent from teacher to pupil from

Mahavlra. But the name was only changed from Nigantha

to Kotika to celebrate the fact that the chiefs of the Jain

community in the ninth Patta (or spiritual generation)
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had repeated a Koti, that is, ten million times the Surya

Mantra, a mystical invocation of the sun called by that

name. Thenceforward the Gaccha received the epithet

Kotika, but it was none the less also Nigantha. The

lecturer then explained the doctrine of non-resistance -which

has made the Jains so peace-loving and law-abiding a people.

He also compared the Jain doctrine of the soul with that

of the Yedantists on the one hand and the Buddhists on

the other, showing that the Jains, in accordance with their

Anekanta Yiida, or method of looking at both sides of the

question, had always steered a middle course. In conclusion

he touched on some points of Jain ethics, especially em-

phasizing the tone of mercy which pervades their writings,

and which was well exempliBed by the formula of the

Prati Kamana daily repeated,
“
I forgive all living things

;

I ask all living things to forgive me.”—The paper was

followed by a discussion, in which General Pearse, Mr. H.

Baynes, Prof. Bendall, Mr. Baynbird, Dr. Leituer, Mr.

Beveridge, and Prof. Rhys Davids took part.

1 1th June, 1895.

It was announced that

—

Mr. St. George Lane-Fox-Pitt,

Mr. Percy M. Sykes, and

Mr. Yircband It. Gandhi

had been elected members of the Society.

The Secretary read a paper by Ilofrath Biihler, of Yienna,

on “ Past and Future Arch ecological Researches in India.”

A discussion followed, in which Dr. Leitner, Mr. R. Sewell,

and Mr. W. F. Sinclair took part.

The paper appears in the present number.

II. Contents of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Zeitschrift der Deutsche^ Morgf.nlaxdischen Gesellschaft.

Band xxix, Heft 1.

Bacher ("W.). Die Anfange der hebraischen Grammatik.

Stiekel (Dr.). Zu den morgenlandischen Bleisiegeln.
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Kaufmann (D.). Ein Responsura des Gaons R. Haja iiber

Gottes Vorherwissen und die Dauer des menschlichen Lebens.

Fischer (A.). Verbesserungen und Nachtrage zu R.

Geyer’s A us b. Hagar.

Schroeder (L. v.). Das Kathaka.

Oldeuberg (H.). Zu Mythologie und Cultus des Veda.

Socin (A.). Referat iiber die Trauscriptionsfrage.

2. Journal Asiatiqpe. N.S. Tome v. No. 1.

Goeje (J. de). La fiu de l’empire des Carmathes du

Bahrain.

Fe4r (L.). Le Chaddanta-Jataka.

Huart (Clement). La priere canonique musulmane, poeine

didactique eu langue kurde.

Chabot (J. B.). Eloge du patriarche nestorien Uar
Denha l er par le moine Jean.

Bourdais (P.). Dates sur la sphere celeste des Chaldeo-

Assyriens.

Vinson (J.). L’ecriture arabe appliquee aux langues

dravidiennes.

No. 2.

Feer (L.). Le Chaddanta-Jataka (fin).

Mayer-Lambert (Mons.). L’Elif wesla.

Ferte (Mons.). Notice sur le poete persan Enveri, suivie

d’un extrait de ses Odes.

Sauuaire (H.). Description de Damas (suite).

Karppe (S.). Quelques mots d’astrologie talmudique.

III. Obituary Notice.

Sir Henry Rawlinson, Bart .—As it is understood that a

Biography of our Late Director and ex-President will be

shortly published by a most competent authority, this notice

will be restricted to the relations of the deceased with this

Society, and his linguistic, and archaeological, labours.

We have, indeed, lost the most illustrious of our members,

who has left an imperishable memory in our Journal.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 44
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The Council has decided not to fill up the post of Director,

occupied in succession by Colebroke, Hayman Wilson, and

Rawlinson, till someone worthy to rank with these heroes

appears.

Sir Henry Rawlinson went out to India round the Cape

in 1827, in the same ship with Sir John Malcolm, Governor

of Bombay. His first period of employment in Persia was

from 1833 to 1839. He was at Cabul, and Candahar in

Afghanistan during the first Afghan war, in 1841-1842.

He was at Calcutta in the Autumn of 1843, and proceeded

thence to his new appointment of Political Agent at

Baghdad, in Turkish Arabia. We published his account

of the Inscriptions of Behistun in the Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society in 1846, before he became a member of the

Societ}r
.

He was elected a Member of this Society in 1847, and

Director in 1862, which office he held by annual re-election,

up to the date of his death, for 33 years. He was President

of the Society from 1878 to May, 1881. He contributed

to the Journal eight papers of first-rate importance
;
but

they are but a small portion of his literary achievements,

as a year and a half before his death he forwarded to me a

copy of a catalogue of his writings prepared by Professor

Paul Haupt, and printed in the United States, comprising

131 separate items ;
and in his letter to my address dated

Sept. 6th, 1893, he points out, that two important papers

have been omitted from that Catalogue. Few have left

such a roll of continuous literary activity.

It must be recollected, that he was not a secluded Student,

or the Professor of a University, or one, who closed an

active career in learned labour : from the date of his landing

in India to the day of his death, a period of sixty-eight

years, he was in active service, as a soldier of the Indian

Army, an organizer of new armies in Persia, a fighting

member of a successful garrison at Candahar in Afghanistan,

a Political Agent, Consul-General, and Minister Pleni-

potentiary, in the Empire of Turkey and Kingdom of

Persia, a Member of Parliament, a Member of the Council
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of India, President, Councillor, and Member of Learned

Societies, Trustee of the British Museum
;

in the year 1839,

while the writer of this Notice was Captain of Eton College,

he had obtained the medal of the Geographical Society

;

he was a constant writer and speaker almost to his last

years. He was Interpreter of his Regiment in Bombay

at the age of nineteen, and when he was of the age of 83

the writer of this Notice felt honoured in being permitted

to listen to his remarks on linguistic subjects, and to look

over the pile of Manuscript notebooks, which he had accumu-

lated from year to year, for he had the wisdom to record

at once scraps of knowledge, which he gathered orally,

to uote the references to passages of printed volumes, when

he came upon something worth referring to hereafter, and

still more to record the points, on which he required more

light. It is only by keepiug such notebooks for “ Notanda,

Legenda, Quocrenda ” that in this busy Epoch an all-round

knowledge can be maintained, and our deceased friend was

essentially a thoughtful man, one ready to impart from

his fulness to others : it must have been a strain to him

to keep abreast with the ever-advancing tide of expanding

knowledge of his favourite subjects, and it is not to be

wondered at, that an octogenarian man did not succeed

in achieving a task, to which a man in his prime, betwixt

the age of 45 and 65, does not always succeed.

In the Meetings between 1860 and 1880 scarcely one

took place without the President asking Sir Henry

Rawlinson to make a communication on the subject of

Cuneiform Research, or, if Sir Henry were himself

President, his undertaking to communicate the last

discovery: those were days, when wTe were contented with

the drops of the coming shower
;
we have the whole subject

now at our disposal. It may be confidently asserted, that

in the History of the TTorld no greater and more

unexpected revelation was made of buried and forgotten

literary knowledge, than that of the Inscriptions of Persia

and Mesopotamia, and Sir Henry Rawlinson was the leader

of that great movement; he set the ball rolling.
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Grotefend had indeed been the advance-guard : he died

in 1853. Professor Burnouf died in 1852 at the age of

only 51 : if he had lived longer, the world would have

been wiser. Their material was restricted to Persepolis, but

Burnouf’s knowledge of Asiatic languages enabled him

to leave hints, which have been valuable for those, who
came after him : he did not live long enough to see the

full glories of the Tablets at Behistun, copied by Sir H.

Rawlinson, consisting of Inscriptions in three languages,

Persian, Assyrian, and Median, unfolded. Professor Lassen

died in 1876: he had published at Bonn, in Germany, in

1836, his Essay “Die alt-persischen Keil-Inschriften ” one

month earlier than his friend Burnouf’s “ Memoire sur

deux Inscriptions Cuneiformes ” in Paris. They were both

Scholars of the highest eminence, and the Memoir by

Sir Henry Rawlinsou on the great Inscriptions of Behistun

was not received by our Society till 1839, but the whole

of it had been drawn up by the Soldier-Political in his

isolated residence at Kermanshah, on the frontier of Persia,

in ignorance of what had been done in the way of

Cuneiform interpretation two years previously in Europe.

Sir Henry was not a Scholar of the type of the French

and German University Scholars : he was a traveller,

explorer, decipherer, and by the aid of his own genius an

independent interpreter : he told me once, that it was his

familiarity with some of the rural dialects of Persia, that

enabled him to grapple with the Old-Persian of the time

of Darius.

I find in my Journals of 1843, that on the 26th of

September of that year I was invited at Calcutta by Mr.

Thomason, Secretary to the Government of India in the

Foreign Department, to meet Major Rawlinson on his

road to Baghdad to take up his office of Political Agent

in Turkish Arabia : I remember his conversation, as he

asked me, then studying Sanskrit in the College of Fort

William, several intricate questions on Sanskrit Grammar,

explaining that he was going to try to interpret some Old-

Persian Inscriptions at Behistun. So entirely was he in
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advance of his Epoch, that neither I, nor any of the

company, understood what he was after, and it was not till

several years had passed away, and the troubles of the Sikh

and Panjab wars of 1845-46 and 1849 were over, and

peace had been restored to my Province, that I understood,

what was meant by Major Rawlinson’s plan of copying

and translating Old-Persian Inscriptions, and the word

Cuneiform first became to me an object of interest, which

it has never ceased to be for more than forty years. All

the romance of these discoveries has become mere History

now to the younger generation, but the secret, concealed

so many years, was unrolled before the very eyes of the

few older survivors of the old generation : the world

knows the secret now, which the Greek and Roman never

knew.

Artem, qua? latuit Graocos, latuitque Latinos,

Nostrorum sollers extulit ingenium.

Three other honoured names connect themselves with that

of Sir Henry Rawlinson
;

the bearers of those names are

all dead, and their obituary notices appear in the Journal

of our Society: Edwin Norris, for thirty-five years Assistant-

Honorary Secretary and Honorary Librarian of this Society:

he carried through the Press the important Memoirs of the

absent discoverer and decipherer, and became one of the

chief authorities in Cuneiform Philology ;
he died in 1872,

having translated the third, or Median, Tablet of Behistun.

Dr. Hincks, an Irish Clergyman, exhibited a wonderful

aptitude for decipherment, and materially assisted the

progress of the discovery by his contributions to our

Journal: he died in 1866. Mr. Henry Talbot, a private

gentleman, greatly advanced the study by a series of papers

in this Journal, and died in 1877.

It is to a certain extent a misfortune to live too long

after having made in early life a great discovery
;

for

knowledge advances, and leaves the original discoverer far
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in the rear. At the Meeting of this Society on the 12th

of March, our px-esent President, Lord Reay, drew attention

to the great loss, which we had suffered: “It was im-

possible,” he said,
“
to exaggerate the importance for the

“ history of the development of Oriental ideas and institu-

“ tions, of the magnificent work of the decipherment of

“ the tablet at Behistun, and it was a matter of pride to

“ the Society, that the results of his remarkable discoveries

“ were given to the world through the medium of the

“ Society’s Journal.”

The President of the Royal Geographical Society, at a

Meeting of that Society on the previous day, had expressed

his regret at the loss of that Society also, mentioning that

Sir Henry Rawlinson had received the gold medal fifty-five

years before, and had been a Fellow more than fifty years.

He had filled the post of President of both Societies : we

had no medal to grant him, or we should certainly have

given it to him. Sir Fredei’ick Goldsmid has inserted an

obituary notice in the April number of the Geographical

Journal, detailing the Services, which the deceased had

rendered to Geography. In Germany, Sir Henry Rawlin-

son’s claims to be regarded as the first decipherer of the

Cuneiform have always been allowed without hesitation,

notwithstanding the labours of Lassen and others in the

same field. My friend Henri Cordier, Professor of Chinese

at Paris, and a Honorary Member of our Society, has

forwarded to me a printed copy of the tribute paid by

him at a Meeting of La Societe de Geographic at Paris,

and he quotes the opinion of Professor Jules Oppert, of

the College of France, extremely laudatory of the services

of Sir Henry, of which I quote the concluding lines :
“ Les

“ jeunes allemands, et anglais, feigneut de ne pas le con-

“ naiti’e : un anglais me disait meme, qu’il n’avait jamais

“ lu une ligno de Sir Henry Rawlinson. Je lui repondis

:

“
‘ I supposed

j
ust so

;
because if you had read them, your

“
' papers would be less imperfect than they are.’

”

Sir Henry was one of the two colleagues of his brother,

the Rev. G. Rawlinson, Canon of Canterbur\r

,
in his Edition
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of the History of Herodotus, published in 1858 : the Author

in his Preface says, that “ Sir Henry exercised a general

“ supervision over the Oriental portion of the work, and lent

“ his aid throughout to all that concerned the Geography,
“ Ethnology, and History, of the Eastern Nations : without

“ this assistance the Author would not have undertaken

“ the work.”

Sir Henry Rawlinson was a knight of the Prussian Order

of Merit
;

associate member of the Academy at Paris

;

member of the Academy at Munich
;
Hon. D.C.L. Oxford

;

Hon. LL.D. Cambridge and Edinburgh; D.L. of London;

he received the Grand Cross of the Bath about five years,

and he was made a Baronet about three years, before his

death. He well deserved every honour that he obtained,

but his case is but another illustration of the neglect shown

by the British Government to literary merits, upon which

I commented in the obituary of another great veteran

Scholar of the same Epoch, Brian Hodgson. Sir Henry

Rawlinson’s career in India did not exceed five years as

a Regimental Officer : when he left India for Persia in

1832 he never returned to work in that country, though

in 1843 he passed through Northern India on his way

to take up his new employment in Turkish Arabia: the

honours, which he received from the State, were in return

for his great political services in Central Asia, and ad-

ministrative services in Great Britain
;

had he never

unveiled the secret of the Cuneiform Script, he would have

received, and deservedly received, the same honours. Brian

Hodgson did a work as great for the languages of India,

and the Buddhist Religion, and received nothing from his

country, though France was not behindhand in conferring

honours on him also
;
and the Asiatic Society can truly say,

that it is not likely ever to have on its lists men who are

as illustrious, nor could it wish to have men more illustrious,

than these two departed worthies : their portraits adorn the

walls of the rooms of the Society, and remind a younger

generation of what Genius and Industry can achieve.

The following is a list of Sir Henry’s contributions to
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our Journal : they are no ordinary papers : some oral

remarks are added :

—

1846 o.s.

Vol.

IX
Page.

V The discoveries of Major Rawlinson are announced
to the Society.

99 9 9
X Persian Cuneiform Inscriptions at BehistCin

deciphered and translated, with a memoir on
Cuneiform in general : the whole volume of

370 pages.

1850 XI — An appendix to the foregoing, consisting of 192
pages.

99 99
XII 401 On the Inscriptions of Assyria and Babylonia,

82 pages.

1853 99
XIV — Babylonian Cuneiform Inscriptions at Behistun :

the whole volume 150 pages.

1855
9 9

XV 215 Notes on early history of Babylonia, 40 pages.

99 99 99 398 On the orthography of Royal Names of Assyrian

and Babylonian history, 4 pages.

1861 99
XVIII 1 On the Birs Nimrhd Inscription, 34 pages.

99 99 99 150 Comparative translation of Inscription of Tiglath

Pileser with three other Scholars, 70 pages.

1865 N.S. I 187 Bilingual readings, Cuneiform and Phenician :

notes on tablets in the British Museum con-

taining bilingual legends, Assyrian and
Phenician, 60 pages.

1867 99
III 296 Note on Pai Kuli.

1873 99 IX xlviii Points out the value of George Smith’s recent

researches.

1875 99
XI 21 On the prevalence of the Scythic element in Media.

1876 99
XII 70 Note on a newly-discovered clay cylinder of

Cyrus the Great.

1877 99
XIII 41 Statement with regard to recent researches of

Mr. Rassam.

1879 99 XV 371 Identification of the term Sapta Sindhu as

meaning the seven head streams of the Oxus.

To this enumeration must be added the reports on

progress of Cuneiform interpretation made at our Meetings

as above described. I think that it is creditable to those.
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who at that time had the control of our Journal, that they

spared no expense to carry out Sir Henry’s wishes, and,

indeed, sometimes volumes of the Journal fell into arrears

from the delay arising in getting the material ready for the

Press, or in completing an essay, a portion of which was

already in type.

In the year 1873 the Royal Asiatic Society kept its first

half-century Jubilee, and in the Calcutta Review of that

year I described at length the work, which it had *

accomplished, and I venture to quote the following lines

written twenty-two years ago :

“ In the year 1844 Sir II. Rawlinson had made copies of
“ the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Persepolis, and had solved

“ the great problem, giving new life to the decrees of King
“ Darius after a slumber of more than 2000 years. The
“ Asiatic Society lent its countenance and influence, and
“ opened its purse liberally, to the support of this great
“ discovery : the Journals of the Society suddenly acquired
“ a new interest, which was increased a hundredfold, when
“ Nineveh and Babylon disclosed their long-buried
“ treasures, the literature, language, and history of a period

“ separated from the present era by twenty-five centuries

:

“ it was then (1849) that the Society became the centre

“ of a great literary movement, and their publications

“ were subsidized by a National grant
;

it was then that

“ the greatest and most eminent men, headed by the Prince

“ Consort, attended at our Meetings, and tourists abroad
“ found that a copy of the Journal, unfolding the wonderful
“ Cuneiform discoveries, was the most acceptable present

“ in the scientific world at foreign Capitals. In heading

“ this movement the Society acted as if by inspiration,

“ as there was for a long time a great wave of incredulity
“

to resist, and Sir Henry Rawlinson has always gratefully
“ acknowledged the debt, which he owed to his earliest

“ supporters, and styled himself their alumnus

Another characteristic of our departed friend was that,

like M. Waddington of Paris, and Baron Kreraer of Vienna,

he attracted to the study of Oriental Languages and
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Archaeology a fashion and popularity : he was at home in

the Camp, the Court, the Council Chamber, and the Senate,

as well as in the Public Library, the British Museum, and

amidst his books and notes in his own study. I have

during the last twenty years attended the International

Oriental Congresses at all the Capitals of Europe, and have

thus made the acquaintance of nearly every Oriental

Scholar in Europe : some of them were learned men indeed,

but quaint in appearance, and in mode of utterance as

narrow-minded and limited in their range of knowledge

as specialists only can be : it was difficult for an experienced

brain-picker to extract anything out of some, who were

mere professorial recluses in spectacles
;
but in conversation

Sir Henry Rawlinson, when he found himself amidst kindred

spirits, passed readily, and gaily, and instructively, from

a discussion on the policy of the Shah of Persia, or the

Amir of Afghanistan, or from some geographical detail

regarding the region of the River Oxus, to the intricacy of

the translation of a Cuneiform word or sentence, whether

Semitic, or Old-Persian, or Akkadian, or the probable date

and affinity of a new variety of Alphabetic Script lately

discovered in Arabia. This was a great and special gift

almost peculiar to himself, which rendered his society so

delightful and profitable. In looking round the circle of

my daily diminishing contemporaries, or of my senior

fellow-labourers, I know of no one like unto him : it is an

honour, a profit, and a joy, to have known him : each right-

minded student pays a lasting homage to the storehouse,

from which, either through the channel of word of mouth,

or of printed page, he has derived valuable contributions

to his own ever-increasing stock of knowledge.

Robert Cust,

lion. Sec. of Royal Asiatic Society.

May 26th, 1895.
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IV. Notes and News.

A new Edict of Anoka .—Hofrath Biihler, in The Academy

for May 28th, 1894, gives an account of the discovery, by

Dr. A. Fiihrer, near the Nepalese village of Nigllva (thirty-

seven miles north-west of Uska, on the North Bengal

Railway), of a new pillar edict of Asoka. The pillar is

broken, the inscription is ou the lower half, and several

lines are buried. These latter can only be read after per-

mission, which has been applied for, has been obtained from

the Nepalese Government to excavate. But the lines above

ground are sufficient to show how important and interesting

this new find is. The readable portion says :
“ When the

god-beloved king Pivadassi had been anointed fourteen

years he increased the stupa of Koniikamana for the second

time, and when he had been anointed .... years he

himself came and worshipped it.”

The earliest mention of Konagamana (as he is called

in Pali) in printed texts is in the Buddha Yansa (one of the

latest books included in the Pitakas), where an account of

him as the twenty-third Buddha is given in full. But the

seven last Buddhas, of whom he is one, are known to be

referred to in inedited portions of the older books, such

as the Dlgha and Majjhima. According to the Buddha

Yansa, he was born at Sobhavatl and died in the Pabbata

Arama, that is, in the Mountain Pleasaunce, which suggests

to Hofrath Biihler the conjecture that we have to look

near the site of the newly discovered pillar for the traditional

place of his death.

Yuan Thsang tells us how the relics of Kassapa, the

twenty-fourth Buddha, were still preserved in his time near

Savatthi, under a stupa said to have been built by Asoka

;

and also of a vikilra near the Bo Tree, containing Kassapa’s

image, and a cankama, where he was supposed to have

walked up and down in meditation. But this edict is

probably the earliest archaeological confirmation we have of

the actual preservation, in early Buddhist times, of the
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memory of Konagamana. The only other evidence of a

similar kind is the bas-relief of Konagaraana’s Bo Tree

figured at pi. xxix of Cunningham’s Bharhut Tope. The

name in the legend there is spelt with the g, not with the k.

Mr. S. Arthur Strong, of St. John’s College, Cambridge,

has been elected to the Chair of Arabic at University

College, London, which was vacated by Prof. Rieu’s transfer

to Cambridge. This appointment will not interfere with

Mr. Strong’s performance of the duties of librarian to the

Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth. At the same time the

Rev. Dr. Robert Bruce was elected to the Chair of Persian,

which was also held by Prof. Rieu.

Y. Notices of Books.

Chui.a Kanta Mangala : the Tonsure Ceremony as

Performed in Siam. By G. E. Gerini. Large 8vo,

pp. 186. Bangkok, 1893.

Though dated in 1893, this book by Captain Gerini, of

the Royal Military College, Bangkok, has only appeared

in 1895. It gives first a slight and not very reliable

account of tonsure ceremonies throughout the world, and

more especially in India and in Siam. Then, in seven

consecutive sections, we have a very detailed and fully

illustrated description of the tonsure ceremony as performed

now-a-days in Siam, distinguishing throughout the cere-

monies observed in the case of boys and girls, and in the

case of ordinary people and children of the royal house.

The ceremony as performed for Prince Vajravudha, the

late Crown Prince of Siam, is detailed at length. There

are thirteen full-page illustrations from photographs, and

a number of woodcuts. It is curious to observe how the

ceremony, which is not a Buddhist one and is not observed

in other Buddhist countries, has been adopted and modified

in accordance with Buddhist beliefs. The adoption of this
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ritual in Siam seems to be of late date, as the author cannot

find any mention of it earlier than 1640 a.d. It was very

probably borrowed from similar customs in India. Though

the historical portions of the book, in which the Indian

origin is taken for granted, is very weak, the volume is

valuable as a detailed and evidently reliable description

of a curious ceremony as now practised in Siam.

Early IIistory of the Dekkan down to the Mahomedan
Conquest. By Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar.
2nd ed. Bombay Gov. Cent. Press, 1895.

In minor details Dr. Bhandarkar has added to his new
edition of the Hintory of the Dekkan

;
but the book is,

in the main, little more than a reprint of his earlier work.

Since the publication of the latter in 1884, research has,

in fact, thrown little new light on the history of the

dynasties with which it is concerned, and such fresh

evidence as has since appeared seems to have strengthened

rather than weakened Dr. Bliandarkar’s belief in the

conclusions formed by him at an earlier period on various

historical and chronological questions.

"With regard to the Andhras, he has seen no reason to

change his earlier views, which, it may be added, differ

materially from those of other scholars. A considerable

number of historical and chronological data as to the later

princes of the dynasty has lately accumulated
;

but the

rashness of basing conclusions on these, while scholars are

so divided in their interpretation of them, is exemplified

in the present work. There is scarcely a point in

connection with the Andhras upon which Dr. Bhaudarkar

does not differ from his colleagues, not only as to the

interpretation of the data, but with regard to the

conclusions to be drawn from them.

For some time past the date of Gotamiputra I. has been

considered to be fixed within very narrow limits by the

synchronism connecting him with Nahapana. Two of the
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Nasik inscriptions have been attributed to Gotaralputra,

dated in the fourteenth and twenty-fourth years respectively.

Scholars have taken these dates to refer to his own reisn,

and as the inscription of the fourteenth year is dated from

the victorious camp at Govardhana, and records a grant

of lands previously held by Nahapana, and as Nahapana’s

latest known date is S. 46, i.e. A.n. 124, the inference

has been drawn that Gotamiputra’s initial date must fall

somewhere about a.d. 113. Dr. Bhandarkar, however,

takes an entirely different view of these inscriptions. The

year 14 he evidently reads as the year 18, and he

refers both it and that of the year 24 to the reign

of Pulumayi, arguing that Gotamiputra and Pulumayi

ruled contemporaneously, the first at Dhanakataka, the

second at Nilsik. He finds a support for this hypothesis

in the inscription at Niisik, dated in the nineteenth year

of Pulumayi, in which GotamT, the donor of the cave, is

called the mother and grandmother of a great .
king, and

Gotamiputra’s exploits are enumerated in a way which

suggests his being still alive at the time.

With regard to Chaturapana, Madharlputra, and YajnasrI,

Dr. Bhandarkar likewise holds different views to those of

other scholars. Pandit Bhagwanliil supposed Chaturapana,

from his bearing the name of Vasishtiputra, to be a brother

and successor of Pulumayi, and he thought to have proved

from one of his coins that he was the father of YajnasrI

Gotamiputra II. Dr. Bhandarkar’s reading of the coin

in question, however, exactly reverses the Pandit’s con-

clusion, and makes YajnasrI the father of Chaturapana.

Madharlputra’s exact relation to the other Andlmas has

never been satisfactorily determined, but Dr. Bhagwanliil

claimed to have established his position between Pulumayi

and Gotamiputra II. on the evidence of the Kolhapur coins.

The grounds on which he based his argument were, first,

the workmanship of the coins
;
and second, the fact that

Madharlputra re-struck coins of Pulumayi, and that coins

of his own were in turn re-struck by Gotamiputra. The

re-striking by Gotamiputra of Madharlputra’s coin is denied
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by Dr. Bhandarkar, who considers the re-striker to be

MadharTputra, and the coin in question originally one of“

GotamTputra’s. At the same time he brings forward a piece

of evidence in support of his view of which Pandit Bbag-

wsinlal was unable to make use. The coins of YasishtTputra

(Pulumayi) and Gotamiputra bear the legend Vilivdyakura

,

those of MadharTputra that of Scvalakurn, which Dr.

Bhagwanliil was unable to interpret. Some time ago

Dr. Bhandarkar broached the theory that these were the

names of the viceroys appointed by the Andhras to rule

that part of the country, the coins in question being issued

in their names, and this supposition was made almost a

certainty by the identification of Yilivayakura with the

Baleokuros, governor of Hippokura, mentioned by Ptolemy

as contemporary with Pulumayi. This theory the Professor

still holds, and it incidentally confirms his view as to

Maclharlputra’s position in tbe list of the Andhra kings;

for, as Yasishtlputra and Gotamiputra have the same viceroy,

the inference is that they succeeded each other
;

while

MadharTputra, having a different one, may have preceded

or succeeded them, but could not have come between them.

On various other points connected with the Andhras

Dr. Bhandarkar maintains his old views. He is inclined

to give its full weight, for chronological purposes, to

Ptolemy’s mention of Chashtana and Pulumayi, and disposes

pretty successfully of the objection raised against it by

other scholars. With regard to the disputed passage about

the Satakarni King in Eudradaman’s inscription, Professor

Bhandarkar has modified his earlier translation
; though

it is evident that he still differs from Dr. Bixhler as to

the exact interpretation to be put upon the words in

question, and is not, apparently, inclined to follow that

scholar in the deductions he draws from it in connection

with the Kanheri Cave inscription of the Queen of YasishtT-

putra Satakarni (see Ind. Ant., xii. 272 ff.).

It is open to question whether the date for the rise of

the Andhra dynasty yielded by manipulation of the Pauranic

records, is so reliable as Dr. Bhandarkar seems to think.
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The Nanaghat inscription of Simuka, who has been identified

with the Pauranic founder of the dynasty, belongs, according

to Dr. Biihler, to the period b.c. 200-150, a date which

the resemblance of the Nanaghat characters to those of

the Hathigumpta inscription (Maurya era 165, i.e. b.c. 150)

goes far to confirm
;
while the date derived by Dr. Bhan-

darkar from the Puranas is b.c. 73.

It is true that the agreement of the various Puranas

as to the number of years occupied by the Maurya and

Suiiga dynasties gives a certain plausibility to conclusions

based on these, but Pauranic chronology must always be

used cautiously. On the other hand palseographic evidence,

if unsupported by any other, can never be more than an

approximate guide for chronological purposes, as the develop-

ment of alphabets is probably not everywhere a uniform

process, but liable to be modified by accidental and local

influences for which it is not always easy to account. It

may be well, before committing ourselves to either date,

to await some fresh light on the subject.

With the Chalukyas we touch firmer chronological ground,

and, as the main lines of their history are well established,

but little addition of new material is to be expected in the

present work.

With regard to Maiigallsa it is to be noted that the

Professor differs from Mr. Fleet in his reading of the

Mahakiita pillar inscription, which, according to the latter,

is dated in the fifth j’ear of Maiigallsa, the Siddhartha

Samvatsara full-moon tithi of Yaisakha (Ind. Ant., xix. 7),

corresponding to the 12th April, 602, thus fixiug Maiigalisa’s

initial date in a.d. 597 or 598. Dr. Bhandarkar adheres

to his original date of a.d. 591, being that furnished by

Indravarman’s Goa grant of S. 532, issued in the twentieth

year of the reign, which reign Dr. Bhandarkar takes to

be Mangallsa’s, while Mr. Fleet regards it as Indravarman’s

(see Ind. Ant., xix. 11). The Professor discusses the question

in a footnote, and gives his reasons for differing from

Mr. Fleet.

Considerable doubt still exists amongst scholars as to the
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Chiilukya rulers of Gujarat. Dr. Biihler (Inti. Ant., xvii.

199) recognized two Gujarat branches of the dynasty. Mr.

Fleet, whose list in the third volume of the Epigraphia

Indica is the latest, gives three branches
;

but the grant

of Vijayaraja, from which he derives his first branch,

is considered spurious by Dr. Bhandarkar, who, even if lie

were to admit its genuineness, would be inclined to identify

the “ Jayasimha ” mentioned in it with the brother of

Vikramaditya I. rather than to regard him as an earlier

prince of the same name, as does Mr. Fleet. The date

Sam. 394 he would refer to the Gupta rather than the

Chedi era, as has hitherto been done.

In his account of the Rashtrakutas the author has

incorporated some facts which have come to light since

he wrote his earlier work. The date of S. 705 furnished

bv the Harivamsa Purana for Govinda II., and already

mentioned in the appendix to the earlier edition, is worth

noting. Mr. Fleet seems to have overlooked it in his

latest list of the Rashtrakutas (Epig. Ind., iii. 54), or, what

is more likely, has referred it to Govinda III. since it

exactly corresponds to a.d. 782, the first date given by him

to that monarch. Dr. Bhandarkar quotes some interesting

notices from Jaina works about the first Amoghavai’sha,

showing that he patronised the Jaina creed, if he did not

actually hold it himself. The Digambara Jainas attribute

to him the authorship of the Prasnottara Ratnamdlikd, and

a stanza at the end of their copies of it says he composed

it after he had abdicated the throne “ in consequence of the

growth of the ascetic spirit within him.” This statement

throws light on a chronological difficulty hitherto un-

explained. A Kanheri inscription of S. 799 mentions

Amoghavarsha as king, while another at Saundatti of

S. 797 names his son Krishna as reigning. If Amogha-
varsha really abdicated his throne, this discrepancy may
easily be accounted for.

As regards the rest of the Rashtrakuta dynasty, the

conclusions already arrived at by the Pi'ofessor in his first

edition of the work, and verified by the evidence of the

J.n.A.s. 1S05. 45
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Wardha grant (J.B.R.A.S., xviii. 239 ff.), have required

no modification. Mr. Fleet, who formerly differed from

him as to various points in the genealogy of the dynasty,

has, to judge from his latest table of it (Epig. Ind., iii. 54),

accepted, in almost every case, Dr. Bhandarkar’s views.

In the case of the later Chalukyas, the Kalachuris, and

the Silaharas, there has been no material addition lately

to the historical facts already known about them. The

Samgamner plate of Bhillama II. and the Kalas Budruk

grant of Bhillama III. have enabled the author to throw

light on some doubtful points in the earlier chronology and

genealogy of the Yadavas of Devagiri, while Jahlan’s

Suktimuktamli has yielded some information about the later

Yadavas. Dr. Bhandarkar, like Dr. Hultzsch, seeks to

establish a synchronism between the Yadava Jaitugi I.

and the Kakatlya Ganapati of the Ekamranatha inscription

of S. 1172; but, as I have pointed out in the Ind. Ant.,

xxii. 326, these kings can only be made contemporary by the

assumption that Ganapati reigned forty or fifty years, fur

which assumption there seems little justification, and still

less, if any reliance is placed on the evidence afforded by

contemporary literature for the Kakatlya dynasty.

Amongst other points of interest in the new work are

the Professor’s adherence to his old views regarding the

dates of Panini and Patanjali, and his rejection of the

theory that Kanishka was the founder of the Saka era.

As to Patanjali’s date probably few scholars now differ

from him, but it is doubtful whether his relegation of

Panini to the seventh century B.c. will find the same

support. With regard to Kanishka, the Professor seems

to lay rather too much stress on the difficulties in the way

of identifying him with the founder of the Saka era. The

era began, we know, in a.d. 78, and all evidence hitherto

available points to Kanislika’s having ruled about that

period. He is known, not only from coins and inscriptions,

but from contemporary notices, as a very powerful ruler

with a widely extended dominion. lie was, moreover, a

Saka. and. so far as we know, there was no other kiu<r of
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that period likely to have started the era. Consequently,

though direct proof is wanting, probability is strongly in

favour of the theory that the era was inaugurated at his

coronation.

Indian chronology is like a gigantic and incomplete

puzzle, the pieces of which tax all one’s ingenuity to put

together. A great portion of it is still in almost hopeless

confusion, but here and there gaps are gradually being

tilled up. A book like the present is a striking example

of the amount of information which patient research has

gleaned from the materials at its disposal, and, coming as

it does from the pen of one who has rendered such brilliant

services to the cause, it inspires the hope that more of

the missing pieces may yet be found to complete the picture

which scholars are so laboriously putting together, and that

the method which has been so effective in elucidating the

early history of the Dekkan may be applied with equal

success to other obscure regious of Indian history.

C. M. Duff.

The Jataka, or Stories of the Buddha’s former

Births. Vol. I. Translated by Robert Chalmers,

B.A. Cambridge : University Press, 1895.

This beautifully printed volume is the first instalment

of the promised translation of the Jataka, under the

superintendence of the veteran Professor Cowell, who has

contributed an interesting preface. Out of the 550 stories

constituting the whole work, the present issue contains 150.

This corresponds to the number in the first volume of

Fausboll’s edition. Forty of these had been already

translated by Prof. Rhys Davids, fifteen years ago, who
had also rendered the precious introduction, the Nidana-

kat/ia, in which the life-story of Gotama up to the

attainment of Buddhahood was related. The plan of the

new enterprise has not included this
;

and it has also

dropped the Pali commentary on the Gathas which
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accompanies Fausboll’s text. These omissions are not of

any great consequence. English readers can still resort

to Prof. Davids’s version of the legendary biography
;
and

professed students of the Gathas cannot dispense with the

original.

The interest of these stories is, of course, manifold. The

enquirer into social history sees here an unrivalled picture

of ancient Indian life. Kings and courtiers, Brahmans

and ascetics, merchants, huntsmen, peasants, slaves, pass

swiftly across the scene. The robber is never far off, and

constant brigandage introduces an element of violence like

that of mediaeval Europe. Behind the ever-moving human
groups are the fairies and ogres haunting forest and pool,

and the delightful animals whose wisdom or folly is

alternately employed for the instruction of man—the

monkeys who, having only a limited quantity of water

with which to water some young trees, pull them up by

their roots that they may adjust the supply to their various

sizes
;
the crows who try to bale out the sea by their bills

to rescue one of their number swept away by a wave. The

student of folklore finds here the earliest great collection

of the materials of his science, for whatever superior

antiquity may be claimed for the novels of the Nile, they

cannot rival these stories in abundance or variety. To some

of the tales here translated Mr. Chalmers has affixed notes

on the traces of their subsequent wanderings
;
he might

have noted in the situation of Prince Five-Weapons caught

by the hairy ogre (p. 138) the curious analogy with the

Tar-baby of Uncle Remus.

But the stories will probably prove most suggestive to

the student of Buddhism. Many of them are, of course,

wholly independent, but they illustrate the general atmo-

sphere of thought and feeling in which Buddhism arose.

Others are probably the more direct product of the stress

which it laid on particular virtues or sius. The story of

the Brahman ascetic who provided a water-trough for

thirsty animals in a great drought (p. 274), has more than

one moral in close harmony with Buddhist ethics. Some
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have the air of being little moral apologues designed to

counteract the dangers of lust (Professor Cowell has re-

marked on the low opinion of women, p. x), of greediness,

or the surrender of that strenuous moral effort which the

Buddhist discipline so continuously demanded. The study

of the stories from this point of view may help to throw

light on the genesis of the introductions, designed to connect,

each tale with some incident in the Buddha’s life. Prof.

Cowell expresses the opinion that these are “ the laboured

invention of a later age, like the legendary history of the

early centuries of ancient Rome.” The comparison seems

a little far-fetched. In some cases passages are quoted

from the older texts, just as the editors of the Psalter

placed references to the biography of David before so-called

Davidic Psalms. In other cases the parallel incidents of the

introductions are no doubt deliberately devised, as in the

series of which Devadatta is the arch-villain. But there

are some which are so thoroughly imbued with the spirit

of Buddhism that they may at least represent the creations

of a period when its moral impulse was still fresh—such

are those in which the Buddha ate a poor man’s bran-cake

(p. 252) ;
or fed five hundred brethren at once from the

slender meal prepared by a rich but avaricious city-

treasurer and his wife (p. 197) ;
or gave to a young

brother overburdened with the detail of the three moralities

the simple rule “ do no evil, whether in word or thought

or act ” (p. 140. Why has Mr. Chalmers altered the Pali

order, which gives a far better sequence—“in act [body],

in word, or in thought ”
?) ;

or that in which the watchful-

ness of the Buddha over his disciples is so strikingly

pourtrayed (p. 314). The sixteen dreams of the king of

Kosala (p. 187 ff.) are interesting samples of expectations

of the future decay and corruption of society, which

probably belong to some sort of Indian eschatology, and

may have arisen out of hints of decline analogous to those

uttered by the Buddha in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta.

Enough has perhaps been said to show the immense and

varied interest of this volume. Mr. Chalmers’s translation
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seems, on the whole, remarkably successful. His command
of language is admirable

;
his perception of humour is

quick
;
and his idiomatic equivalents are often exceedingly

felicitous—one can hardly open a page without lighting

on them, e.g. “A name only serves to mark who’s who”

(p. 238, namam nama pannattimattam) . At times the ap-

propriate limits of paraphrase seem to be transgressed in

the employment of alien terras of Western theology, as

where the phrase “to deny the saving grace of my doctrine”

replaces a repetition of the more cumbrous denial “ that my
doctrine leads to the destruction of sorrow in him who
follows it ” (p. 229). The devotional idioms of Buddhism

and Christianity are quite different, and had better be kept

apart. But Mr. Chalmers has set a high standard of

accuracy, ease, and grace for his successors in this important

enterprise. If the volumes that follow are at once as

faithful and as readable, the little band of scholars whom
Prof. Cowell has enlisted in the work will have rendered

no small service to true culture by thus helping to make

the East intelligible and interesting to the West.

J. E. C.

China, Present and Past. By R. S. Gundry, author

of “ China and her Neighbours.” Loudon : Chapman

and Hall, Ltd., 1895.

Mr. Gundry’s new book on China is very opportune. It

brings our information on the attitude of the Middle

Kingdom towards her Western uninvited visitors down to

the Japanese invasion of 1894. It is in a manner a supple-

ment to the author’s “ China and her Neighbours,” and

these two treatises are indispensable to all who would form

clear and correct opinions on China in her relations with

other countries.

In the introduction to “ China, Present and Past ” the

author tells us how the book was made. Several of the

chajiters, we learn, are magazine articles amplified and

brought up to date, while others are now published for

the first time.
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The subjects of the book are numerous, and they are

grouped under the four categories— Foreign Intercourse,

Progress and Resources, Religious and Social, and the

Yellow River. Under the first head the author gives an

account of the early diplomatic intercourse between China

and Western lands, and especially of the missions under

Lord Macartney and Lord Amherst. We have next a

chapter on the right of audience, in which there is a fair

account of the struggle on this point from the making
of the Tientsin Treaty to 1894, when the Foreign Ministers

were received by the Emperor for the first time in his

palace. The author next proceeds to tell of the competitive

S3'stem as in force for appointments to public office, and

of the new departure made in establishing the T‘ung-wen

Kuan and other government institutions for Western

learning. In a chapter headed “Attainments,” our author

gives a sort of justification or excuse for the Chiuese claim

that Western science is founded on Chinese astronomy, the

author basing his remarks mainly on certain Memoires by
Remusat.

The next division of the book, which embraces a variety

of topics, is entitled “Progress and Resources.” In it we
have chapters on Signs of Progress, Industries and Re-

sources, Currency, Trade with South-west China, the

Imperial Maritime Customs. Among the signs of progress

are the large and increasing adoption of steamers by the

Chinese to replace, not only the sea-going junks but also

the river-boats, and the gradual introduction of railways.

The chapter on the trade with South-west China gives the

most recent information about the trade routes in this part

of the empire. We have here some account of the reports

on the West River of Kuangtung, and of the facilities for

commerce in the region through which it flows. In the

chapter on the Imperial Maritime Customs Service we have

a very good summary of the history of that excellent

service, of its strength, and of the work it is doing and

has done.

From some points of view the most important part of the
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book under notice is that occupied with the Religious and

Social topics. The author is fair and dispassionate in stating

the case of the Chinese antagonism to missionaries and

Christianity. The Chinese object to foreign missionaries

as teaching immoral doctrines, as disturbing the existing

state of affairs generally, as building on improper sites

tall houses, or houses with tall spires calculated to offend

the unseen powers. Mr. Gundry, however, is not quite

correct in stating that the great French cathedral at Canton

is “a source of permanent irritation.” On the contrary,

this cathedral, with its double spire, is supposed by the

natives to have had a very good effect on the district,

the feng-shui of which is said to have improved since the

erection of the cathedral. The author refers to some of

the anti-missionary disturbances which have broken out

in late years, and especially to the riots of 1891. In

connection with the latter he quotes the edict issued by

the Emperor on the subject in response to the importunate

requests of the Foreign Ministers. This edict was ex-

tensively circulated among the officials and made generally

public, and it had a good effect. In the translation quoted

(p. 226) there is an error of the translator which is

sufficiently important to require notice. He makes the

Emperor write: “The religion of the Western countries

simply admonishes people to become virtuous, and the native

converts are Chinese subjects under the jurisdiction of the

local officials. The religions and peoples ought to exist

peaceably side by side.” Here the woi’ds “ The religions

and peoples” should be replaced by words like “Our
subjects, Christian and non-Christian,” or “The native

Christians and the rest of the native community.”

The chapter on Ancestor Worship is a very interesting

one, and quotes good authorities. The attitude of Protestant

missionaries towards ancestor worship has helped to make

them and their religion disliked by the Chinese. These

missionaries look on the services to the dead as worship,

while Roman Catholic missionaries have been disposed, at

least in some cases, to regard the services as not of the
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nature of worship to a supernatural being. Our author

is disposed to hold the latter opinion, and he states his

reasons. This is a subject upon which, not only among

foreigners but also among Chinese, there is a considerable

variety of opinion. Nor can the conflicting opinions be

easily reconciled, for the faith and practice of the Chinese

in the matter of ancestor worship are not alike in all

places and at all periods.

In the chapter on the Goddess of Mercy we have an

unfortunate mistake. The author identifies Kuan-yin with

the Tien IIou, or Queen of Heaven, so largely worshipped

along the sea-coast. But the Queen of Heaven is the

Ma Tsu (or Ma Tsupu), mentioned afterwards by Mr.

Gundrv under the name Ma Chu. By foreigners Kuan-yin

is commonly called the Goddess of Mercy, but the common
Chinese designation is Kuan-yin P‘usa.

The last chapter in the Religious and Social division of

the book is taken up with “Judicial Torture,” including

legal punishments. For anyone acquainted with the modes

of procedure of Chinese officials and their underlings, it

will not be easy to see why “Judicial Torture” is ranged

under “ Religious and Social.” Neither to the torturer

nor the sufferer are the cruel tortures and punishments

pious exercises or religious functions, and there is nothing

social about them. But the whole chapter is interesting,

and especially for the very recent instances which the

author has recalled to our notice.

The Yellow River, “ China’s Sorrow,” has a chapter to

itself, and the information brought together in it about

the vagaries of this dreadful river will prove interesting

and instructive to all readers. The workings and effects

of Chinese officialdom are seen in the treatment of this

river better than in any other department of State service.

One of the latest of the Directors General, ¥u Ta-cheng,

who has been in the North to repel the Japanese, proposed,

as our author relates, to make a change by having a Board

of trained experts to serve as surveyors. The answer from

Pekinsr was that “no notice be taken of the suirffestion.”
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Mr. Wu’s Memorial is one of several interesting official

documents given by Mr. Gundry as an Appendix.

The author of “ China, Present and Past ” is eAn'dently

not a man to joke or jest on serious subjects, and his book

is eminently and throughout serious and solemn. Still,

there is one small joke in it, and one which we must

probably ascribe to the printer and not to the author. The

joke will be found on p. 215, in the words “Mr. Lecky’s

history of the rise of Ritualism in Europe.”

T. W.

>

Les Etudes Chinoises (1891-1894). Par Henri Cordier,

Professeur a l’Ecole des Langues Orientales vivantes,

Paris. Leide : E. J. Brill, 1895.

This pamphlet is reprinted from the “ T‘oung-pao,” and

the merits of its contents entitle it to an independent

existence. The author begins by giving obituary notices

of the lately deceased sinologists—the Marquis D’Hervey

de Saint-Denys, G. von der Gabelentz, and Terrien de

Lacouperie. The notices include carefully compiled lists

of all the contributions made to sinology by these dis-

tinguished men. In the case of M. de Lacouperie the

list is a very long one, and many of the contributions

recorded are merely short notes or articles contributed to

magazines.

These accounts are followed by shorter obituary notices

of such men as Mr. C. Rudy, M. A. A. Billequin—“ un

des Francais qui ont fait le plus d’honneur a leur pays dans

l’Extreme Orient”—and M. Georgievsky.

M. Cordier next proceeds to give a summary of sinological

bibliography for the four years 1891 to 1894, beginning

with China and Hongkong. This summary includes the

Journals of the Societies, the China Review, the works of

the Jesuit Missionaries, and the contributions of other

workers chiefly in China. Under Germany we are told of

the appointment of Dr. W. Grube to the chair held by the

lute G. von der Gabelentz. Under Austria the death of
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the sinologist Dr. A. Pfizmaier is recorded, and we have

a list of the contributions to sinology from Dr. Franz

Kiihnert. In Belgium, we learn, Professor C. de Harlez

is continuing to dash off books on Chinese subjects. M.
Cordier, who gives the titles of four of the latest, states

truly that the Professor “ traite aveo la meme facilite du

Tao-kiao ou de Jou-kiao, de la poesie que de la medecine

ou de la musique.”

Under France we have the announcement of the clever

young scholar M. Chavannes to the Chair in the College

de France, held in succession by Abel Remusat, S. Julien,

and the Marquis D’Hervey de Saint-Denys. We have

also short notices of contributions to Chinese learning made

by old acquaintances, such as M. Fauvel, Dr. E. Martin,

and others.

In Great Britain we find Dr. Legge renewing his youth,

writing on Chinese romances and poems, and bringing

out a new edition of his Chinese Classics. But M. Cordier

has to express his surprise at the little interest in Chinese

studies which is taken by the people of these islands.

Under Holland we have special notice of the recent con-

tributions to Chinese studies by Dr. G. Schlegel. Under

Russia we learn what has been done with the Orkhon in-

scriptions. We have also a reference to Dr. Bretschneider’s

Travels in Mongolia, and to the great map of China

which M. Waeber has compiled—a work of many years.

This little book of 89 pages is full of useful information,

given in a careful, precise manner. Like the author’s

work generally, it shows conscientious industry and general

accuracy. I should like, however, to point out that the

note on p. 15—“ MiryaknShi-jen ” or stone-men—is not

correct. Miryek is the Corean pronunciation of the two

Chinese characters for Mi-lo, i.e. Maitreya.

T. W.
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Notice stjr Le Japon. Par Henri Cordier. Paris: H.

Lamirault et C ie
,
1894.

This is a separate reprint of M. Coi'dier’s article “ Japon”
in the “Grande Encyclopedie,” now in course of publication.

In compiling the article M. Cordier had, as he acknowledges,

the co-operation of MM. Deniker, Dubois, De Milloue, and

Pauly. "We have in it some of the latest and most precise

information about the new First Empire of the East. But

as the compiler’s space was necessarily very limited we do

not expect full details on any department.

We have first a geographical summary giving the

situation, boundaries, and natural features and character of

the islands which constitute Japan. Next the Fauna and

Flora are treated of, but in a very cursory manner. We
have also sections dealing with the Religions, the Manners

and Customs, the Government, Agriculture, History, Lan-

guage, Literature, Fine Arts, and Legislation. The accounts

of the Army, Navy, and Legislation are particularly inter-

esting at the present moment, as they describe the changes

which have been made in recent years down to the rupture

with China last year.

The Map and the Bibliography appended to the article

will be found very useful by all who wish to study the

history and actual condition and prospects of Japan.

T. W.

“ The Pahlavi Text Series.”—Yol. I. Nlrangistan : a

Photo-zincographed Facsimile of one MS., with an

Introduction and a Collation of another. Edited by

I)arab Dastur Peshotan Sanjana. (Bomba)'- :

Trustees of the Parsee Punchayet.)

The following is taken from The Academy of April 6th,

1895 :

—

When the late Trof. James Darmesteter was in Bombay,

he delivered a lecture to the Parsi community upon their

religion and sacred hooks, on February 2, 1887, in which
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he earnestly advised them to raise a fund among themselves

for the publication of a few important Pahlavi texts which

existed only in rare or unique MSS. He further suggested

that a Victoria Jubilee Pahlavi Text Fund would be a

suitable Parsi memorial of the jubilee of the Queen

-

Empress, which was then rapidly approaching. The fund

was raised and a committee was appointed to arrange for

the publication of three such texts, one of which, edited

by their secretary, a son of their high priest, has now
appeared.

So far as is yet known, the Nlrangistan consists of two

or more fragments of the Husparam Nask, one of the law-

books of the Zoroastrian religion in Sasanian times
;
and

it was probably copied in Persia about a.d. 1471, or earlier,

from the remains of an old MS. long since lost. The copy

of 1471, or an early descendant of it, was taken to India

by a Persian priest in 1720, where it was copied by Jamasp

Asa, the best Pahlavi scholar of his time, in 1727
;
and

it is his copy, now belonging to Dastfir Hoshang of Poona,

that has been photographed for this edition, the copy

brought from Persia having disappeared. The editor has

also printed the text of some defective and missing folios,

with a collation of the remainder, from an independent MS.
obtained by Ervad Tahmuras from Persia some twenty

years ago. This MS. is certainly older than Jamasp A.-a’s

copy, and is more complete at the beginning
;

but it has

lost about sixteen folios at the end, and a few others are

damaged. If these defects had not existed, it would have

been the better MS. to have photographed. As it contains

the text of three folios missing in the Indian copy, it must

be descended from an earlier copy of the old MS. in Persia,

written before that MS. had lost those three folios
; and

its text is generally more intelligible than that of the

Indian copy.

Like the Vendidad with Pahlavi, the Nlrangistan contains

an Avesta text alternating with its Pahlavi translation,

but interspersed with much longer Pahlavi commentaries,

so that the proportion of Pahlavi to Avesta text is nine
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to one, instead of the Vendidad proportion of rather more

than two to one. The Avesta text has been extracted

and translated, with the assistance of the Pahlavi, by
Darmesteter in his French translation of the Zend-Avesta

(vol. iii, pp. 78-148), and he has shown that it forms as

connected a treatise as most parts of the Yendidad. An
English translation of the same will accompany the second

edition of his Yendidad in the “Sacred Books of the East.”

Although Haug quoted passages from the Nlrangistan

in the Zend- Pahlavi Glossary (pp. 76, 77, 126) in 1867, and

gave some account of the contents of the Nlrangistan

section of the Ilusparam Nask in the Pahlavi-Pazand

Glossary (p. 130) in 1870, he did not attempt to identify

the two texts. This identity seems to have been first

suggested in the second edition of his Essays on the Parsis

(p. 99), in 1878. But it was not until the epitome of the

Nasks, contained in the Dinkard, was translated in 1892

in the “Sacred Books of the East” (vol. xxxvii) that the

identity of the last seven-eighths of the Nlrangistan MS.

with the first three-fifths of the Nlrangistan section of the

Ilusparam Nask became fully evident
;
while the beginning

of the MS. was found to agree with the beginning of the

Acrpatistan section of the same Nask. The Aerpatistiin,

or priest-code, contained the laws and regulations affecting

the rights and duties of the Zoroastrian priesthood, and

it preceded the Nlrangistan, or ritual-code, which regulated

the details of many religious ceremonies. There can be no

doubt that these laws, collected and commented on in

Sasanian times, will be of much interest to the Parsi

priesthood when fully translated, while such of them as

have become obsolete may afford a wide field for polemical

dispute. To the laity, however, who are eminently

practical, religious commentaries are only entertaining as

records of old customs.

The facsimile of 195 octavo folios has been well executed

by the Bombay Government Photo-zincographic Depart-

ment
;
and the editor’s collation of the Iranian MS. seems

to have been carefully made. In his new edition of the
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Pahlavi Vendidad, which is well advanced, he will have

a better opportunity of displaying his abilities as an editor

of texts. It should be noticed that the first folio of the

facsimile commences with a short Xirang, or rite, for the

preparation of the Vara, or filaments of hair, supposed to

symbolize the ancient hair-sieve for filtering the Hdm-juice

prepared and tasted during the ceremonies. This Xirang

is followed by a Persian- Pahlavi colophon dated a.y. 840

(the last of the three ciphers being unfortunately erased

from the photograph)
;

and the colophon states that the

Xirang was found by the writer of that date (a.d. 1471)

in the position he has copied it. It forms, however, no part

of the Xlrangistau.

E. W. West.

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Raghunatha
Temple Library of II.II. the Maharaja of Jammu
and Kashmir. By M. A. Stein, Ph.D. (Bombay:

Xirnava Siigara Press, 1894. 4to, pp. xlix and 423.)

This catalogue has been prepared for the Kashmir State

Council, and at its expense, by Dr. Stein, the Principal of

the Oriental College, Lahore. It gives, in 240 pages, a list

of titles of nearly 5000 MSS. arranged alphabetically under

each of twenty-five heads (Vedas, Grammar, Law, Vedanta,

Astronomy, Epics, etc.)
;

with parallel columns giving,

whenever ascertainable, the name of the author, state of

the MS., character used, number of leaves, and general

remarks. These data have been prepared in slips by native

pandits on the spot specially selected for the work, and

acting throughout under Dr. Stein’s direction and super-

vision. Introductory chapters are devoted to the historv

of the library, and to special notes on particularly note-

worthy MSS. A supplementary division (125 pages) is

devoted to extracts from the more important MSS., giving

the beginnings, the endings, the colophons, and occasionally

other passages. There follow complete indices to authors,

to books, and to miscellaneous notices.
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The library was established bv the present Maharaja’s

father to supply the practical wants of the Sanskrit school

(Pathasalil) founded by him at Raghunatha. The Jammu
pandits, through whom the collection was made, “ had to

keep in view,” as is stated in the preface, “the requirements

of the school,” and could scarcely be expected to appreciate

the historical value of works which had long: ag;o ceased

to be studied by the indigenous scholar. Nor were they

likely to take special pains about the acquisition of MSS.

of great age and critical interest, seeing that in practical

use such copies would often have been anything but con-

venient. It is apparent, however, from Dr. Stein’s notes

that a very considerable number of works in this library

have been hitherto almost, if not quite, unknown to Western

scholars.

The labour involved in the completion of this catalogue

must have been very great, and we congratulate both the

Kashmir Government and Dr. Stein upon the wisely thought-

out plan, and the careful carrying out of a most important

and useful undertaking.

Liber MaeatTh al-Olum explicans vocabula technica

SCIENTIARUM TAM ARABUM QUAM PERKGRINARUM

auctore Abu Abdallah Mohammed ibn Ahmed
ibn Jusof al-Katib al-Khowarezmi. Edidit,

indices adiecit C. Van Vloten. Lugduiii Batavorum :

E. J. Brill, 1895, pp. 7 and rr*.

The “ Keys of the Sciences ” is the name of a small but

most comprehensive encyclopaedia of technical terms of all

branches of knowledge with which the Arub world was

acquainted at the end of the tenth century. It gives

evidence not only of the rapidity with which Arab students

had, in the short space since the awakening of Moslim

science, mastered nearly every subject which then offered

a field for research, but also of the progress made in

methodical work. In this respect the MO—as well as the
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nearly contemporaneous Kit&b al-FUirixt—is greatly superior

to later books of similar character, e.g. the Kitdb al-Ta'rifdf,

which, being an alphabetical reference book of technical

terms, scarcely extends beyond theology, philosophy, and

linguistic. Now, although many of its paragraphs are

longer than in the MO, the latter not only collects the

terms belonging to each subject very systematically into

groups, but also comments upon their etymologies. The
omission of an alphabetical arrangement has, however,

been made good by the editor, who attached a very complete

index to the text.

Dr. Van Yloten justly points out, that the author does

not name all the sources upon which he drew for his

information. It seems to me that he was not always able

to do so, because in some cases he evidently did not relv

upon written books at all, but upon verbal instruction, which

led to some inaccuracies. In a short introduction he states

his object to be first of all a linguistic one, viz. to save

those who wish to write a book on a special subject from

employing incongruous expressions. He gives several

instances which tend to show how the same term assumes

different meanings in the different departments of science.

The book itself is divided into two parts, of which the

first treats of subjects, sacred and profane, peculiar to

Arabic-speaking mankind, whilst the second is devoted to

foreign (Persian and Greek) branches of knowledge. As
a matter of course, the book begins with an enumeration

of the terms of the Fiqh in all its subdivisions, but, strange

to say, omits to give a definition of the term Qoran 1 (see

KT. p. 181). The (second) chapter on the Kalam not only

offers a list of the Moslim sects, both Sunnite and Shiite,

but also of those of the Christian and Jewish churches.

In those rather unfamiliar subjects the author evidently

derived his information from verbal instruction. His

mistakes are, however, of some linguistic interest. He
traces back (the Qaraite followers of Anan) to

1
J\ju\ in the index is a misprint for (without Madda).

j.n.A.s. 1S95. 46
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which name he, according to his own illustration,

framed on the analogy of the followers of

With this vulgar Nisba he gives a few pages later on

(p. 37) the formation <LyUli, which might have been

looked for also on p. 34. But evidently influenced by his

faulty explanation of he adds LLc?- jjj

A-O
^

^
\ ^ ~

i
<A~— A«»*** - 1 ^

^ (see Wright, Grammar I, § 254). He then

mentions the sect <Lxydl with the very peculiar explanation

^yd! «yd^ JyLd J&\. It is possible that

the author here followed the account of Abu Yusuf Ya'qub

al-Qirqisani (93 7),
2 who, however, gives no satisfactory

explanation of the name of this sect. Perhaps it is nothing

but a misinterpretation of the general name of the Qaraites,

which is usually spelt Ad^ydl or <u5ydl.

The chapter treating on the grammatical terms is very

full, and also frequently draws attention to the different

employments of terms in the schools of Basra and Kiifa.

The definitions of the single terms are pleasingly terse,

and, beside being much more detailed than in the KT,
furnish a whole grammar in mice.

Of special interest is the chapter on public affairs, com-

prising the Boards of taxes, finances, mail, army, estates,

measures, weights, and distribution of water. As a matter

of course there are here many foreign words, especially

Persian, of which the author adds the etymologies. The

paragraph on rhetoric attached to this chapter forms

a very welcome supplement to Mehren’s list (Die Rhetorik

der Araber, Wien, 1853). The chapter on poetry which

comes next contains a complete theory of prosody (fifteen

metres with their branches and poetic licenses), many
example verses, further the rules of the rhyme, the

1 Assahrastani, ed. Cureton, p. 167, gives the right name ^UU.
2 Kitdb alamvar U'almaqdrib, ed. Harkavy, St. Petersburg, 1894, pp. 262

and 308.
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etymologies of the technical terras used, collections of

rhetorical figures, etc.

The following chapter, being of a historical character,

gives a list of Persian kings, and another of Omayyad and

Abbasside Khalifas, with their surnames. The list goes

down as far as At-TiIT, who ascended the throne 974

(cf. Editor’s preface, p. 4). To this are attached lists of

kings of Yaman and Ma'add in the pre-Islamic period.

The series of the “ Kings of Rum ” begins with the

successors of Alexander of Macedonia. In this list the

author enumerates ten rulers who had each the name
Ptolemy, and among whom he also places the author of

the Almagest. To this chapter are joined explanations

of (mostly Persian) expressions connected with the record

mentioned before. A special chapter treats of the

“ (batt/e-)days of the Arabs”
The second part of the book begins with a definition of

the term philosophy, its divisions and its relation to logic.

This is followed by some chapters on theology, or rather

metaphysics, in which the whole repertory of the Arab

scholastic school is displayed. Logic (Liy!) and propaedeutics

occupy one chapter, and Aristotle’s categories another.

Expositions of other writings of Aristotle follow, in which

the author also included one on Sophism. The next section

treats of diseases and medicaments. Then follows arithmetic,

with a table of the numbers till a thousand, also a tablet

showing the numerical value of the letters of the alphabet.

Geometry and stereometry form the contents of the following

piece. In the section on astronomy one chapter is devoted

to the names of the planets, both Arabic and Persian, to

the zodiac, “stations” of the moon and the other con-

stellations, others to spherical geometry and astronomical

instruments. Chapters on music, mechanics, and chemistry

close the book.

This brief sketch will show how well advised Dr. Yan
Yloten was to undertake the publication of the book. The

nature of the subject and the unusual amount of foreign

words rendered the task rather embarrassing, and the
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copyists of the MSS. have contributed little to smooth the

difficulties. The editor, however, managed to steer with

great skill and discrimination through the very numerous

varies lectiones and corruptions. On p. 3, 1. 3 it is perhaps

better to read (with C) “ who brings out (a book) on

Adah.” In the index sub read r-\.

On the whole the edition affords a new proof of the

thoroughness and efficiency of the Leyden school.

H. Hirschfeld.

The Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism, with its Mystic

Cults, Symbolism, and Mythology, and in its

Relation to Indian Buddhism. By L. Austine

Waddell, M.B., F.L.S., F.R.G.S., etc. London :

W. H. Allen and Co., Ltd., 1895.

This book comes to supply a serious want, long felt by

all who take an interest in Buddhism and its developments.

It is, in fact, the first Western book giving a practical

account of Lamaism derived from or based on original

research among Tibetan books and Tibetan monks and

people. “ The special characteristics of the book,” to quote

the words of the Preface, “ are its detailed accounts of the

external facts and curious symbolism of Buddhism, and its

analyses of the internal movements leading to Lamaism and

its sects and cults. It provides material culled from hoary

Tibetan tradition, and explained to me by Lamas for

elucidating many obscure points in primitive Indian

Buddhism and its later symbolism. Thus a clue is supplied

to several disputed doctrinal points of fundamental

importance, as for example the formula of the Causal

Nexus. And it interprets much of the interesting

Mahayana and Tiintrik developments in the later Indian

Buddhism of Magadha.”

The author groups the subjects of which he treats in the

present book under eight comprehensive headings. The

first is entitled ‘‘Historical,” and under it we have accounts
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of the Changes in Primitive Buddhism leading to Lamaism,

of the llise, Development, and Spread of Lamaism, and of

the Sects of Lamaism. In the second group, headed
“ Doctrinal,” the subjects treated of are the Metaphysical

Sources of the Doctrine, the Doctrine and its Morality, and

Scriptures and Literature. Under the third heading,

“ Monastic,” the author gives minute descriptions of the

Order of Lamas, the Daily Life and Routine, and of the

Hierarchy and Re-incarnate Lamas. In the fourth group,

entitled “ Buildings,” we have Temples and Cathedrals, and

Shrines and Relics. The fifth group, “Mythology and Gods,”

includes the Pantheon and Images, and the Sacred Symbols

and Charms. In the sixth group, headed “ Ritual and

Sorcery,” we have chapters on Worship and Ritual,

Astrology and Divination, and Sorcery and Necromancy.
“ Festivals and Plays” is the title of the seventh heading,

under which we have chapters on Festivals and Holidays,

and on Sacred Dramas, Mystic Plays, and Masquerades.

The eighth and last group is entitled “Popular Lamaism,”

and it has a short chapter on Domestic and Popular

Lamaism.

As Appendices the author has given a very useful

Chronological Table and an excellent Bibliography. There

is also a-good Index, and the treatise is profusely illustrated,

the illustrations being “ mostly from originals brought

from Lhasa and from photographs by the author.”

This book is not easy reading. It bristles over with

ugly Tibetan words and sentences, and it treats of subjects

most of which must be quite new to all readers. It is,

however, a most painstaking and thoroughly honest attempt

to present to the student all that is known or can be known

about the religion of Tibet. The author has evidently

made a careful study of Buddhism and its fortunes in other

countries before proceeding to treat of the history and

peculiar developments of that religion in Tibet, and he

shows an extensive acquaintance with the chief contributions

of Western writers on Buddhistic subjects. It is impossible

to give here even a meagre outline or abstract of the
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contents of his book. It is full of useful and curious

information, at times overflowing into long notes.

, ,
The account of the changes which led to Lamaism, and

of the origin and growth of that sect and of the sub-sects

which arose in it, is specially interesting. It is possible,

however, that some students of Northern Buddhism may
feel disposed to take exception to the author’s description

and estimate of the great Mahayana system. Moreover,

in treating of the present distribution of Lamaism, he puts

.down the Chinese province of Manchuria as “largely

Lamaist, with a population of about 3,000,000.” But

Lamaism certainly does not prevail in Manchuria at present,

either among the Chinese or Manchoos. Near the capital,

Moukden, there are two small Buddhist monasteries, with

Tibetan Lamas in them, but these and probably the other

Lama temples in Manchuria are merely imperial chapels.

The account which Dr. Waddell gives of the Lamas

themselves also is exceedingly interesting. He describes

minutely for us the training of the Tibetan boy devoted

to the sacred office, the grades through which he has to

pass before he receives ordination as a priest, his material

equipment, the various degrees of rank among the priests,

and the “ Re-incarnate Lamas.” The discipline of the

monastic establishments, and the great authority exercised

by the higher Lamas over those of inferior rank, and also

allowed to them over the common lay-people, are fully

described.

Our author gives also a most interesting account of the

numerous religious services performed on various occasions

at the request of laymen. Many of these services, he

shows, do not belong to any form of Buddhism, but to

the old demon-worship of pre-Buddhist times. He shows

also how deeply the fear of malignant unseen powers enters

into the daily life of the Tibetans, and, connected with

that subject, how the Lamas have obtained a spiritual

power over the people which holds all in abject servitude.

Then follow chapters which give copious information about

the Pantheon and Images of Tibetan worship, about the
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Sacred Symbols and Charms, about AVorship and Ritual,

Astrology and Divination, Sorcery and Necromancy, and

the Domestic and Popular Liimaism. These chapters will

afford useful and interesting reading, not only to the

students of Buddhism but also to all who are interested

in religion and folklore. For, as the author shows, much
of the worship aud many of the beliefs and practices

prevalent among the Tibetans are due to low types of

religion and knowledge not connected with Buddhism.
“ Both Lamas and people,” he writes, “ are so steeped in

pagan superstition and idolatry that their un-Buddhist

features and practices are most conspicuous. As the

Tibetans see nature in its ultimate stronghold, in all its

pitiless force and fury, terrorizing the brave as well as the

timid, their child-like character impels them to worship

the more proximate agents which seem to visibly wreck

their fields and flocks, and vex them as with disease and

disaster.

Their inveterate craving for material protection against

those malignant gods and demons has caused them to pin

their faith on charms and amulets, which are to be seen

everywhere dangling from the dress of every man, woman,

and child” (p. 570).

T. W.

Notes on African Philology.

The most notable feature is the appearance of the

“ Zeitschrift fur africanische und oceanische Sprachen,”

edited by Herr A. Seidel, Secretary of the German Colonial

Society. It is published at Berlin (D. Reimer), and appears

quarterly in parts, and quarto-sized paper, in the German

language, but Roman characters. Part I and II for

January and April, 1895, are before me: these are most

important contributions on African languages by the Editor,

and Dr. Christaller, and Grube, and Meinhof, and Krause.

The contributors are chiefly German, and the languages

are chiefly within the sphere of German influence, but the

enterprise is a most important one, and deserves every
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support. It is much to be regretted that there is not a

similar publication for the scores of languages spoken in

the African Colonies, Protectorates, and spheres of influence

of Great Britain. One paper on the languages of Oceania

is contributed by an accomplished young English Board-

School Master, Mr. Sidney Ray.

North Africa.

I. Major-General F. T. Haig has published in London,

in 1895, a tentative Grammar of the Beidawi language,

spoken by the tribes in the North-Eastern Sudan, with

short vocabulary and sentences. It consists of only

seventy-nine small pages : the author spent some months

at Suakin, while engaged in assisting the distribution of

relief in the famine-stricken tribes, who had crowded down
to that Fort. On his return to England he supplemented

his original collection by reference to the celebrated work

by Professor Almlcvist, of Upsala, in Sweden.

West Africa.

II. Major Leonard Darwin, M.P., has published in the

National Review a paper on the Niger Territories and Hausa

Association, which has for its object to gather information

with regard to the Hausa language, the important lingua

franca of that part of Africa.

III. A new accession to our knowledge of the languages

of the Guinea coast has come to us under the title of

Manuel Dahom^en, by M. Delafosse, comprising an intro-

duction, grammar, reader, and dictionary. The inhabitants

of the Kingdom of Dahomey speak a dialect of the far-

spread Ew<$ language.

South Africa.

IV. Dr. Laws has published at Edinburgh an important

English-Nyanja Dictionary. This is an important language

spoken in the neighbourhood of the Nyasa lake in British

Central Africa. It is primarily for the use of the

Missionaries of the Free Church of Scotland, but it is a

great addition to knowledge.
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1

Y. I mention the remaining small works of the Bantu

Family of languages collectively : In Swahili we have to

record a new edition of St. Matthew’s Gospel in the Arabic

character
;

in Kaguru portions of the Book of Common
Prayer

;
the same, as well as hymns, in the language of

Taveta, a mountainous district about 120 miles W.N.AY.

of Mombasa, to which language Mr. J. A. AArray has also

written an excellent grammatical introduction. The lan-

guage, treated of in this little manual, is called Sagalla.

AYe further mention a Catechism and a Primer in Ganda,

and a First Reading Book in Nyanja. The Universities’

Mission Press at Magila, in the Bondei district, has issued

a volume of Bondei Exercises, on the plan of Steere’s

Swahili Exercises, by the Rev. G. Dale, a very accurate

and trustworthy book. There is also a book of Stories,

Enigmas, and Proverbs, in the same language, edited by

the Rev. II. AA
T

. AYoodward, and a translation of the Gospel

of St. Matthew. From South Africa we have received a

useful English-Mashona Dictionary, with conversations, by

the Rev. A. M. Ifartmann, and a Dictionary of Suto by the

late Rev. A. Mabille. Approaching now the great Angola

Region in Portuguese Africa, we first note an essay by

Heli Chatelaiu, on the geographic names in the province.

This paper and the three following have appeared in the

Bulletin of the American Geographical Society. They

are entitled “ Bantu Notes and A’Acabularies,” and treat

of Shilange and Luba, with comparative lists of words

in Bundu, Bangala, Kioko, Lunda, Songe, Kuba, Beneki,

Teke, and a few other languages. AYe owe to the same

Bantu scholar also a volume of “ Folk-tales of Angola,”

in the original Bundu, with English translation, an

introduction, and notes.

Notes ox Oceanic Philoi.ogy.

I. Graf von der Schulenburg has published, at Leipzig,

a Grammar, Yocabulary, and Sentences, of the language
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of Murray Island, adjacent to New Guinea: it is in the

German language, and comprises 133 pages.

II. I mention the publications of that industrious and

promising scholar, Mr. Sidney Ray, collectively :

(1) Note on a Vocabulary of Ulia, in the Caroline

Islands. 1890.

(2) Sketch of Aulua Grammar, with Vocabulary of

Aulua, Lamangkan, Malekula, New Hebrides,

in Melanesia. 1893.

(3) Language of British New Guinea : Journal of

Anthropological Society. 1894.

Parts I. and II.

(4) Languages of the New Hebrides : Royal Society

of New South Wales. 1895.

(5) Oceanic Ethnology. 1895.

VI. Additions to the Library.

Presented by the India Office.

Windisch (E.) and J. Eggeling. Catalogue of Sanskrit

MSS. in the India Office Library. Pt. 4. Philosophy

and Tantra. 4to. London, 1894.

Haidar, Dugklat, Mirza Muhammed. Tarikh-i-Rashidi.

A History of the Moghuls of Central Asia. English

Version edited, with Commentary and Notes, by

N. Elias. Translation by E. D. Ross.

8vo. London, 1895.

Gazetteer of Sikhim. Introduction by H. H. Risley.

4to. Calcutta, 1894.

Presented by the Author.

Rodgers (C. J.). Catalogue of the Coins of the Panjab

Government. Pt. 2. Miscellaneous Muhammcdan
Coins. 8vo. Calcutta, 1894.

Ragozin (Mm® Z. A.). Vedic India.

8vo. New York and London, 1895.
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Sandberg (Rev. Graham). Handbook of Colloquial

Tibetan. 8vo. Calcutta

,

lb94.

Oust (Dr. R. N.). Linguistic and Oriental Essays. 4th

Series. 8vo. London, 1895.

Common Features which appear in all Forms

of Religious Belief. 8vo. London, 1894.

Whitehouse (F. Cope). Irrigation in Egypt. 8vo. s.l.

Phillips (G.). Some Full Ivieu Bridges.

8vo. Leiden, 1893.

Identity of Marco Polo’s Zaitun with Chang-

chau. Pamphlets. 8vo. Leiden, 1890.

Casartelli (Rev. L. C.). La Religion des Rois Acherae-

nides d’apres leur Inscriptions. 8vo. Bruxelles, 1895.

Cordier (H.). Notice sur le Japon. 8vo. Paris, 1894.

Les Etudes Chinoises (1891-94).

8 vo. Leide, 1895.

Beveridge (Mrs.). The Emperor Akbar, translated and

revised from Count Noer’s work. 8vo. Calcutta, 1890.

Tiele (Prof. C. P.). Geschichte der Religion im
Altertum. Bd. I, Hiilfte 1. Deutsche Ausgabe,

von G. Gehrich. 8vo. Gotha, 1895*

Pillai (Prof. P. Sundaram). Some Mile Stones in the

History of Tamil Literature. 8vo. Madras, 1895.

De Cara (Padre Cesare). Gli Hethei Pelasgi. Yol. I.

8vo. Roma, 1895.

Rockhill ("W. W.). Notes on the Ethnology of Tibet.

8vo. Washington, 1895.

Bastian (Prof. A.). Der Buddhismus als religions-

philosophisches System. 8vo. Berlin, 1893.

Die Samoanische Schopfungs-Sage und

Anschliesseudes aus der Siidsee. 8vo. Berlin, 1894.

Uber die graphische Darstellungdes buddhist-

ischen Weltsystems. Pamphlet. 8vo. Berlin, 1894.

Thornton (Dr. T. H.). Colonel Sir Robert Sandeman :

his Life and Work on our Indian Frontier.

8vo. London, 1895.

Grunzel (Dr. J.). Entwurf einer vergleichenden

Grammatik der altaischeu Sprachen.

8vo. Leipzig, 1895.
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Presented by H. Raynbird, Esq.

Mundari. Hymns. Sm. 8vo. 1881.

Bible History. 8vo. Calcutta, 1882.

The Four Gospels. 8vo. Calcutta, 1881.

Epistles and Gospels. 8vo. Ranchi, 1886.

Catechism. 12mo. Calcutta, 1881.

Acts. 8vo. Calcutta, 1885.

Epistles of St. James and St. Peter.

8vo. Calcutta, 1888.

Santali. Bible History. 8vo. Calcutta, 1882.

The Four Gospels. 8vo. Calcutta, 1877.

Psalms. 8vo. Calcutta, 1887.

Epistles and Revelations. Bhowanpore, 1887.

Molto. The Gospels. 8vo. Agra, 1887.

Prayer Book. 8vo. Agra, 1886.

Grammar by E. Droese. 8vo. Agra, 1884.

Tracts. Sm. 12rao. Allahabad, 1886.

Gondi. St. Matthew’s Gospel. Sm. 8vo. Allahabad, 1872.

Ho. Prayers and Catechism. Sm. 8vo. Calcutta, 1875.

Prayer Book. Calcutta, 1876.

Nottrott (A.). Grammatik der Kolhsprache.

8 vo. Gutersloh, 1882.

Skrefsrud (Rev. L. 0.). Santali Grammar.

8vo. Benares, 1873.

Sulankhi (B. R.). Ho Grammar. Sm. 8vo. Benares, 1886.

Phillips. Santali Grammar. 8vo. Calcutta, 1852.

Presented by Mrs. Beveridge.

Beveridge (H.). Trial of Nanda Kumar.

8vo. Calcutta, 1886.

District of Bakarganj. 8vo. 1876.

Presented by the Royal Library, Berlin.

Arabischen Ilandschriften. Bd. 7. W. Ahlwardt.

4 to. Berlin, 1895.

By the Minister of Public Instruction, Paris.

Chavannes (E.). Voyages des Pelerins Bouddhistes.

8 vo. Paris, 1894.
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By the Government of India, Intelligence Department.

Colomb (Cupt. F. C.). Routes iu Sikkim in 1894.

Fol. Simla, 1894.

By the Publishers.

Gundry (R. S.). China, Present and Past.

8vo. London, 1895.

By the Kgl. Museum fur Volkerkunde, Berlin.

Pander (Eugen). Das Pantheon des Tschangtsclia

Ilutukti ein Beitrag zur Iconographie des Lamaism.

4 to. Berlin, 1890.

By Prof. Rhys Davids.

Pope (Rev. Dr.). Tamil Hand-book. 2nd edition.

8vo. Madras, 1859.

Hand-book of the Tamil Languages. Pt. 1.

8vo. London, 1883.

Deveze (G.). Qakuntala, drame Indien version Tamoule

d’un texte Sanskrit. 8vo. Paris, 1888.

Dyserinck (T.). Hot Boek der Spreuken.

Roy. 8vo. Haarlem, 1883.

Hebrew Elements. 8vo. London, 1807.

Purchased.

Favre (Mons. l’Abbe). Diotionnaire Malais-Francais.

2 vols. Large 8vo. Vienne, 1875.

Grimme (H.). Mohammed 2cr Teil Einleitung in den

Koran. 8vo. Munster, 1895.

Knauer (Dr. Fr.). Gobhilagrhyasutra.

8vo. Leipzig, 1885-6.

Kirste (J.). Grihyasutra of Hiranyakesin. Extracts

from Commentary of Matridatta. 8vo. Vienna, 1889.

Kessler (K.). Mani. Bd. 1. 8vo. Berlin, 1889.

Dandin’s Poetik. Kavyadarca. Ed. O. Bohtlingk.

8vo. Leipzig, 1890.

Winslow (Rev. Dr. M.). Tamil-English Dictionary.

4to. Madras, 1862.
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Williams (S. W.). The Middle Kingdom. 2 vols.

. 8vo. London, 1883.

Simon (R.). Das Amarucataka. 8vo. Kiel, 1893.

Jensen (P.). Kosmologie der Babylonier.

8vo. Strasburg, 1890.

Maspero (G.). Histoire ancienne des peuples de l’Orient.

8vo. Paris, 1893.

Merx (A.). Paleographie hebraique et Arabe.

4to. Leyde, 1894.

Zotenberg (H.). Barlaam et Joasapb. 8vo. Pan's, 1886.

Kuhn (E. W. A.). Beitrage zur Pali Grammatik.

8vo. Berlin, 1875.

Meadows (T. T.). The Chinese and their Rebellions.

8 vo. London, 1875.

Desultory Notes on the Government and

People of China. 8vo. London, 1847.

Bergaigne (A.). Quarante Ilymnes du Rig Veda,

publics par V. Henry. 8vo. Paris, 1895.

Lidzbarski (M.). Die neu-aramaischen Handscbriften

der k. Bib. zu Berlin. Teil 1. 8vo. Weimar, 1894.
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Art. XXI.— Southern Chin Vocabulary (Minbu District).

By Bernard Houghton, M.B..A.S.

The accompanying words and phrases of Southern Chin,

as spoken at the foot of the Arakan Yotna Mountains in

the Minbu district, were taken down a few j’ears since bv

Major B. A. N. Parrott, I.S.C., who later on presented

to me the book in which they were written, along with

others on Oriental subjects. They are interesting as re-

presenting the most Northern dialect of this language,

which reaches its most Southern point in the Sandoway

district. (I pass by the dialect spoken in Bassein and the

South of Henzada as being much corrupted by the extended

intercourse which has there taken place between the Chins

and the Burmans.) In publishing now this Vocabulary of

Minbu Chin it has seemed advisable to compare it word by

word with that of the Sandoway district, not merely in

order to show more clearly the dialectic variations which

exist, but also as an assistance towards the elucidation of

the still obscure philological laws which obtain in this

family of languages. In a speech which has suffered so

j.e.a.s. 1895 . 47
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extraordinarily from phonetic corruption and decay as this

latter, all evidence which will in any way tend to join

together the scattered links of verbal stems and endings

must be considered as scientifically useful.

As regards the accuracy of the list of Minbu Chiu

words, it will suffice to say that even if they had not the

imprimatur of so able an officer as Major Parrott, the

internal evidence is all in favour of their being a careful

and painstaking representation of the spoken words of the

people themselves. I have ventured, however, to bring

the spelling into line with that now usually adopted in

reference to the languages of the Far East, the method

of transliteration authorized by the Burmese Government

hardly answering all the requirements of a true scientific

system. It should be added that the modified u (ii), which

probably exists, is not distinguished from u simple, nor

are any tones represented.

Most of the verbs are given in the present tense, or rather

aorist, and in these, as well as in the few forms given

separately from the vocabulary, there will be noticed a

curious variation in the affix—a variation which seems

partly, but not altogether, due to a law of phonetic sequence.

Thus, we have he-it ‘ he asks,’ but su-ot ‘ he assembles,’

and tauk-o t ‘it is born.’ Occasionally the t changes to k,

as hon-ok or hon-ot ‘it is dark.’ This change, as well as

intercalated 10, (o-wot ‘it burns’), is common enough in

languages of this family, but the same cannot be said of

the h, which is sometimes prefixed to ot, as in l§,-ko-/io£.

H generally represents a softened k, or k', and is never

used merely euphonically. The termination ot, it, or ok

is, I apprehend, merely the verb ot ‘ to be,’ ‘ to remain,’

(Burm. «e), but whether this verb has dropped an initial

h or whether the h in the termination represents another

root compounded with ot is doubtful, though the latter

seems the more plausible explanation. In the centre of the

Sandoway district ii is the termination of the aorist, and

ni-u of the past, as compared with hu and ni-hii in the

more Northern parts.
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The a inserted in 6ome cases before hot would seem to be

merely euphonical. Palon or pon in the past tense appears

to be the same as p in in the Sandoway Chin perfect, and

indeed, judging from the form of the verb, it is not

improbable that it is really a perfect and not a past tense.

The termination ne or lie for the imperative, if correct,

is certainly curious, as in the Sandoway district this is the

termination for the negative imperative, (do not go). 'Ni tor

‘ may *
is possibly a corruption of the Burmese colloquial

’nain, as the regular S. Chin verb ko is also used.
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Can you get ?

How large will it be ?

How far is it ?

I will go to-day

He is bald

1 am unable to go

myself

Who will go ?

I cannot come

Try to ask

I live in the city

Beat the dog

It doesn’t matter

I don’t know

Under the house

Sentences.

Minbu.

n’ la k'o-a-m§.

pati len-i-m&

puso To-a-mil

toda, or ta'ndt, ka

sai-i

alu-a shon me-la

kye kodin 1 sit-k'o
*
Ian 2

ani slti-m&

kye 'la kot la-han

he-saun-ne

kve mlu-il ka ot-wa

u-i shau-we 3

kaisa me la

ka 'ma Ian

in-ka-a

Sandoway.

na Id k'o-wa-m&.

pahyo 'len-aih-raa.

paz& 'lo-wa-mS.

tii'niit ka sl-yaih.

alu-a s&n moi-la.

kye kodiin ka sit-k'o

la.

ani sl-yaih ma.

kye ka lo-k'o la.

hi-san-we.

kye mlii-a ka Sn-ii.

u-i sho-we

kesa moi-la.

ka mak-la, or ka

'ma-la.

in-go-wa.

Miscellaneous.

Numeral auxiliaries. Lu is used for animals.

One dog u-i-lu-hot u-i ziin-ha.

One horse shi lu-hot she ziin-ha.

Ld for flat things.

One mat p'auk la-hot sapauk lo-ha.

The only masculine and feminine of a noun given
(
u-i-lian

1 a dog,’ u-i-nu ‘ a bitch ’) are the same as in Sandoway.

This morning

This evening

On that side

By day

ta-won-wa

ta-mu-wa

ta-pada

ahauta

ango-ba-a.

ni-amii-a.

sii-ba-a.

a'nut-a.

1 ka apparently omitted here.
2

la, lat, lan, la-han are different forms of the negative.
3 The imperative given here is identical with the Sandoway Chin. See supra.
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Minbu. Sandoway.

By night ayana ayan-a.

Daily nu-tadi ‘nut-titi.

All day 'nu-hot-shit 'nut-ha-' set-
r

set.

Able (be) k'o k'o.

Above hona bii.

Adhere lai-lu-o£ ka-e.

All pa-pok saih-saih.

Angry (be) Ion pu-sW amliin to.

Arise tu t'o.

Ashes (wood) atak t'an-mut.

Ask he-it hi.

Assemble su-ot sii-e.

Aunt pot apd. 2

Axe hai ahe.

Back 'lun-sho a'liri.

Bad (be) pwoi-lat boi-nu, boi-la=
good.

Bamboo yu y5 -

Beat (with hand) sho-o^ sho.

Be, remain ot
o
an.

Beckon kbdo-un awai-*Y akfit-don-hoi.

Behind nu-pada, no-pada 'nii-kldn.

Below tit-k'a go, daun.

Bitch u-i-nu u-i-nii.

Bitter (be) wo-hot k'o.

Blood t'i at'i.

Born (be) tauk-o£ tau-c.

Break kyi-tY 3 mun.

Breasts se-u-i aso-i.

Bridge 'lauk-'lwi lauk-'le.

Bring lwe 16.

1 s seems rather doubtful.
3

i.e. mother’s brother’s wife.
3

Cf. Lushai, ke.
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Minbu. Sandowat.

Buffalo no non.

Burman wo wo.

Burn (as fire) me o-wot me 5.

Care (take) sadi to 'sadi to, pek.

Cheek peii-he behe.

Chest kan-san kan-zan.

Chin mon-k'a k'a-dd.

City mlfi mlii.

Cold (be) yon-# yon-e.

Come le 15.

Cool (be) ye ya-e.

Cough k'u-(# n’k'ii.

Crooked (be) kdk-oA kok-lok.

Croton kyet-shu-yon njTaun-bli.

Curry on an.

Dark (be) bon-oA-, hdn-o£ sbiin.

Datura pwon-kwon yon.

Daughter-in-law no.

Deep (be) tok-a-hot t'iik.

Destroyed (be) ot-so plak.

Devise shi-<# kyin.

Die tu-ot dii.

Difficult (be) k'au-kut kyi-

Difficulty ta-kaut-da-ni.

Dig taik-a sa-wot so.

Disobedient (be) kyet-kyet t'un-lat nye.

Do sai saih.

Dog u-i-han u-i-han.

Doorway taun-k'u daun-ko.

Drink
o
a ok.

Ear-plug 'no a'no.

Easy (be) t 'un-bo lwi-# lo-i.

Exist, be me moi.

Eye myek ami.
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Minbc. Sandoway.

Father po apo.

Fell, cut down shot-# 'sak ( = cutting

generally).

Fever (have) ka-?«# ka.

Fire me me.

Fish no no.

Flea (dog) u-i 'll u-i-'ll.

Foot ko-shauh, k'a-shaun k'o.

Fort twot.

Fruit t'ai te.

Ginger t'en at'en.

Glad (be) an-ek pyau-pya.

Grandfather pakto apo.

Grandmother panu apo-'san-nii.

Great (be) 'Yva-a-hot 'len.

Grind tu-wot kluk.

Hair (of head) son a'sdn.

Hand kot kut.

Hard (be) san-(a)-hot kan.

Head lu alii.

Hear yak-00 yauk.

Heavy (be) yi-a-hot yi-

Horse she she, si.

Hot (be) 'Vak.o-hot, o ot-(# lok, ok.

How pati, puso paza.

Husband pado p'owa,
(
pat'o =

man).

I kye kye.

Immediately twa-ba tii-a=now.

Indian corn yan-bu shan-bon.

Itch t'auk-e/ t'auk.

Jacket aun-gyi aun-gyi.

Kernel ahauh azaun.
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Mixbu. Sakdoway.

Kick k'u-shauh hon ali-oA- k b-nii kvok

Know 'mad-cA mak.

Ladder a'lauk a'lauk.

Lake twi-ong tu-i-auh.

Last anu-la auii-'siin.

Lazily ta-kyo-dani.

Lazy (be) t'on-ot dan.

Leaf anu 1 IS.

Leg ko-shaun dan.

Light (be) tanu-fl-Ao^, wan-ok t'an, wa.

Lip mon-ha araon.

Look 'lain-ctf 'sSk.

Lost (be) kyip-titf kliik.

Louse hait hek.

Man k'lauh k'laun

Mat p'auk sa-pauk.

Meet k'on k'Sn.

Millet kyaun.

Mix ya-icot t'ak.

Mother nu anii.

Mouth mon-ma wa-ko.

Much (how) pa-kyet, pu-so pazS.

Neck hauk-pon la-bon.

Necklace o-yon an-j'an.

Nest pu-ho-bu abii.

Nose not-to 'nut-to.

Now twa tii-a.

Obtain la bun-e.

One hot ha.

Onion (see * leek ’) kwet-shon ka-'siin.

Open ho-uot hii.

Cf. Lushai, 'na.
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Minbu. Sandoway.

Papaya shan-pa-t'ai.

Path Ion Ian.

Peepul tree yon-lok-t'en yon-ban.

Plantain han-but or bu na-bok.

Play kywi-tY dale

Press down pu-no la tauk-k'o dut.

Push shun-et buk.

Quickly p'a-tun, myan-myan,

pu-dun

myan-myan.

Reap tano 3
ran.

Remember sadi la-o& n’zun-mi.

Return ba-hot Mn.
Rice saun asaun.

Salt zl Zl.

Salt (be) zl-k'u

Scream bo-ot hi.

Seek shwi-ye 'sii-e.

Shell kye-kyait kii-ko.

Shoot lapot k'u-wotf kak.

Shoulder pa apa.

Shut (down) kut-iY ka.

Side (of body) sen-kye adin-byin.

„ (generally) bota, poda ba, pat.

Silently pipi, titi didl.

Slave ta mva.

Smock-frock pan ap'yan.

Snake p'a pa.

Son-in-law tu atii.

Sour (be) tu-M?o£ tT>.

Split p'a-Z/o/, koko-o& P'e._

Steal yu-no- it myo-e.

Stocks (confine in) krid-iY k'lo-wa tauk.

Stone alun aliin.

Sweet (be) tu-yit tii-i.
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Minbu. Sandoway.

Taungya len alo.

That ta-ni t'o.

Thick (be) sd-a-/idt aso
(
= thickness).

Thigh p'ai ap'e.

This ni ni.

Those naun naun.

Thus ni-k'a ni-k'a.

Tick pe-u-yi.

Tickle lo-tco-it myan.

Together tu-tu atii.

Tomato naun-t'i-tu 'san-kalan.

Tongue le-pa amle-ba.

Tooth ho aho.

Tree yon t'en, (yon= stalk).

Turban tom-bok taun-pauk.

Turmeri oi a-oi.

Under ka go-

Wait (for) yanai yen.

Wash shS-te shau.

Water twl tu-i.

When pata pak'wa.

Where ? pipot bah-a.

Which, what P piha-ma baun.

Whither ? api-a baii-a.

Who? ani-ma ani.

Why ? api-ya-lu-ma pak'atinii.

Wide (be) lu-wo-/m7 yauh.

Wife pa p'aya.

Yawn ban-ot han.

Yesterday yan-ta anda.

„ night yan-ta-mu-a anda-mii-a.
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Art. XXII.—On the Medueval Castle and Sanctuary of

Abrik, the modern Arabhir ; with some further Notes on

Mesopotamia as described by lbn Serapion. By Guy
le Strange.

From two of ray friends, Professor De Goeje and Mr.

Hogarth, I have had the good fortune to receive many
corrections for my recent paper on lbn Serapion ,

1 and

these I now hasten to publish, as throwing much new'

light on the subject of the geography of Mesopotamia

in the time of the Caliphs.

Mr. D. G. Hogarth has recently returned from a voyage

in Asia Minor. The critical remarks which he has sent me
refer especially to the proper identification of the streams

described by lbn Serapion, and these are of the highest

value, . as being the testimony of one who has himself

travelled over the whole of this country
;
for it must always

be remembered that the Kiepert map (the best we possess

for this region) is here far from accurate, besides being very

deficient in detail.

With what Mr. Hogarth writes I have intercalated the

more important of the series of corrections and remarks,

extending over the w'hole of my paper, which Professor

De Goeje, of Leyden, was good enough to forward to me
a short time after the receipt of my paper. No words of

mine are needed to emphasize the value of emendations by

the scholar who has edited the text of Tabari and the series

of the Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum.

The corrections for the Arabic text (chiefly grammatical)

I must keep for future publication, but I may take this

1 See J.R.A.S. for January and April of this year.
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opportunity gratefully to acknowledge how much I feel

indebted, both to Professor De Goeje and to Mr. Hogarth,

for the kindness they have done me in thus minutely

examining my work, and for the liberality with which they

have placed the results of their criticism at my disposal.

Before, however, communicating the notes which have

been sent me, I must in the first place plead guilty to a

notable blunder made in identifying the Castle of Abrlk

(see pp. 58, 63, and 65) with the Byzantine Tephrike, which

is the modern Divrigi, situated on the Tchalta Irmak. As
it has been rightly marked on ray map, the Castle of Abrlk,

which stood on the Nahr Abrlk, is undoubtedly to be

identified with the present Arabkir lying on the Saritchit-

chek Su
;
for this latter stream is the Nahr Abrlk described

by Ibn Serapion. My blunder was caused by a note in the

recent edition of Mas'udi’s “ Tanbih,” where it is stated

(note d to p. 183) that by Kal'a Abrlk “ intelligitur urbs

Tephrike.” The rivers as given by Ibn Serapion, however

(see pp. 54 and 63), prove beyond question that the Abrlk

fortress is to be identified with the modern Arabkir
;
while

Divrigi, which lies a short three-days journey to the north

of Arabkir, is doubtless the “Single Fortress” which Ibn

Serapion (p. 54) refers to as standing on the Nahr LiikTya.

While on the subject of Abrlk, I may take the op-

portunity of giving a translation of the curious account

which Yakut quotes in his “ Geographical Dictionary
”

(i, p. 87), having copied it from the work of his con-

temporary ‘Ali of Herat, who wrote about the year

1215 A.D .

1

Yakut, who spells the name Al-Abruk, says that the

place lies in the Greek country, and that it is a sanctuary

venerated alike by both Christians and Moslems, who come

thither from afar in pilgrimage. He then quotes the

description given by ‘Ali of Herat, as follows:

—

“The account that I heard caused me to visit the place,

which I found to lie on the flank of a mountain. You enter

1 For an account of ‘Ali of Herat see “ Falestine under the Moslems,” p. 8.
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by a gate in a tower, and walk some distance underground,

until you come to a wide space where the mountains open

out so that the sky is seen. In the centre of this space

is a lake, and round its border are houses belonging to the

Greek husbandmen, their arable fields lying at the back

thereof. There is seen here a beautiful church as well as

a mosque
;
hence, if the visitor be a Moslem he is conducted

to the mosque, while if he be a Christian he is taken to

the church. Further there is an upper-house, where on

entering you may see the bodies of certain men who have

been slain, for they bear the marks of lance-thrusts and

sword-blows, and some of them have lost their limbs. They

are clothed in cotton raiment, and this has not rotted.

In another place are four bodies standing upright, being

supported with their backs against the wall of the cavern.

Among them is a youth who has placed his hand on the

head of one of the men, the tallest of them all, who is

brown-skinned, and he wears a cotton vest. His hand is

outstretched as though he would grasp something, and the

head of the youth is near his wrist. Next to him is a man
whose face has received a cut that has divided his upper

lip so that the teeth show. All these men wear turbans.

Close beside them stands a woman carrying a child in

her arms
,

1 whom she suckles at the breast. Further there

are to be seen five other men, all standing upright and with

their backs to the wall of the place. Here also, in a high

upper-chamber, is a throne, on which sit twelve men, and

among them a youth whose hands and feet are dyed (red)

with henna. The Greeks assert that these men were of their

nation, while the Moslems say they were certain warriors of

Islam who went forth in the days of the Caliph ‘Omar—may
Allah accept him !—and who were put to death here in

cold blood. The people stated also, in regard to them,

that their nails grow and that their heads need to be shaved.

But there is no surety in all this : the only fact being that

1 Is it possible that this may refer to some statue of the Virgin and Child,

while the “ youth ” and his companions represented Christ with his Apostles?
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the skin is now quite dry on their bones, and hence the

bodies do not suffer decay.”

Thus far from ‘Ali of Herat, who, though a pious

pilgrim, is evidently animated by a certain spirit of

criticism. The only other detail that may help to fix the

identification of this place, is the statement found in

Mas'udi (“ Tanbih,” p. 183, and “ Meadows of Gold,”

viii, p. 74) that Abrlk was the capital city of the BailakI

people
;

but who these were, I have been unable to

determine.

The following paragraphs contain the substance of the

notes which Pi’ofessor De Goeje and Mr. Hogarth have

sent me :

—

Of the places lying on the Tigris, Professor De Goeje,

correcting my note on p. 35, line 6, writes that the ancient

Persian name of Mosul was Budh Ardashir (see Ibn

Khurdadbih, p. 17), not NawardashTr or Bawardashlr as

given in Yakut. Turning to page 41, Dayr Kunna, situated

on the Tigris below Baghdad, is named, on the authority

of Yakut, the Convent of Marmarl As-Sa/ifch, ‘‘the

Impotent.” This last epithet should be changed to

As-Sallh, meaning Marmarl “ the Apostle,” as appears

from the more correct text of the “Tanbih,” p. 149.

In the description of the Euphrates (p. 47), the town

of Al-Mubilrik (line 6) should be written Al-Mubarak
“ the Blessed ” (the passive not the active participle), and

the same correction applies to the other Al-Mubarak

mentioned on pages 307 and 308. In the next place,

line 13 of page 47 demands an important correction, for

it involves an emendation of the text. Turning back to

page 10, line 12, it will be seen that the MS. gave the

reading bi-l-‘arbi wa, which, to make sense, I had emended

by the addition of a diacritical point to read bi-l-gharbi

(omitting the wa “and”), and translating (see p. 47) “to

the westward of” Al-Anbar. The true reading, as Professor

De Goeje writes, is without a doubt bi-r-Rabb tea, and the

translation (on p. 47, line 13) should read: The Euphrates

comes “next to the city of Hit, from whence it flows by
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Ar-Rabb and Al-Anbar.” Ar-Rabb is the halting-place

on the road from Hit to Al-Anbur, being twelve leagues

or two marches from the former and seven leagues or one

march from the latter city [cf. Ibn Khurdiidbih, p. 72

;

Kudama, p. 217 ;
and Mukaddasi, p. 134). From this

point, as I shall have cause to show later on, the old Dujayl

canal branched off from the Euphrates.

Coming now to the affluents of the Euphrates and their

tributaries, Professor De Goeje has the following : The

name of the tributary of the Arsanas (p. 63, line 6 and

note 1) is better written Salkit, without the Arabic article,

it being a foreign proper name. In the paragraph relating

to the river KarakTs, an emendation of the Arabic text

is needed (p. 13, line 7 from below) where, the diacritical

point being wanting in the MS., I have printed min bahri

Jiiladi-r-Rum. Bahr, literally “ sea,” I had supposed to be

a slip for Buhayra “lake,” and so translated it. But for

Bahr read Nahr, and translate (p. 63, line 19) : The source

of the KarakTs “is in the confines of the Greek Country.”

In the next paragraph Professor De Goeje holds that

Az-Zarnuk (not Az-Zarbuk) is the true reading. The word

Zarnuk, in Lane’s dictionary, has among other significations

the meaning of “rivulet”; and the Arabic article shows

that the name is not one of foreign origin.

Concerning the other tributary of the Kubakib river,

which Ibn Serapion calls Jurlth, but which Yakut writes

Hurith (see p. 63, antepenultimate paragraph, and note 5,

p. 67), Professor De Goeje would hold to the spelling

Junth
;

unless there were better evidence against it than

Yakut, a late authority, and who certainly knew nothing

about the stream from personal knowledge. Besides the

good authority of our MS., it must be remembered that the

guttural h being a purely Arabic (Semitic) letter, the j
is more likely to occur in a foreign name, as the one in

question undoubtedly is. In the matter of Al-Hadath,

which lies near this stream, my note (p. 67) has a mistrans-

lation of the passage quoted from Biladhurl (Baladhurl,

by the way, is the more correct pronunciation). What this

J.r.a.s. 1895. 48
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authority really says is that the place was originally called

Darb-al-Hadath, “ the Road of (bad) News or Luck.” This,

for a better augury, was changed to Darb-as-Saliima, “ the

Road of Safety or Good Luck.”

In regard to the tributary of the Abrlk river which

Ibn Serapion refers to as the Nahr Zarara (see p. 65),

Mr. Hogarth would identify this stream with the modern

Kiztek Tchai, whose waters join the Saritchitchek (the

Abrlk river) two hours below Arabkir. Contrary to what

is shown on the Kiepert map, Mr. Hogarth writes that

the Miram Tchai (with which I had identified the Zamra)

does not flow into the Saritchitchek Su, but falls directly

into the Euphrates, below Ankhiti.

The next affluent of the Euphrates below the Abrlk

river is the Nahr Anja. This, instead of being the stream

at the mouth of which lies the village of Tchermik (see

p. 58), is more likely to be the stream now called the Soyut

Tchai, a broad river flowing into the Euphrates about two

hours march to the north-east of Tchermik. On its bank

(Mr. Hogarth states) is the favourite halting-place for

travellers going from Arabkir to Malatya, or from Hakim
Khan (Sivas road) to the ferry across the Euphrates at

Keban Ma‘den.

We now come to the Kubakib river, which, after the

Arsanas, is the chief affluent of the Upper Euphrates.

This river in ancient times was called the Melas, while at

present it is known as the Tokhma Su (see p. 58). One of

its main tributaries is the Karakis, which I had identified

(p. 65) with the present Sultan Su, coming down from

the mountains to the south-west of Malatya. Now, as

Mr. Hogarth points out, the whole region of Malatya and

the country lying westward towards Mar'ash had by the time

of Ibn Serapion (900 A.n.) been permanently conquered and

settled by the Moslems. Hence this could not then be

known as “ the Greek country ” (p. 63) where the Karakis

is stated to take its rise. It seems probable, therefore, in

the first place, that the Zarnfik river, which rises “ in a

mountain between Malatya and Hisn. Mausiir,” aud its
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branch -stream, the River of Malatya, should together be

identified with the Sultiin Su aforesaid. In the second place

it is more likely that the Karakis is a norl/j-bauk affluent

of the Tokhma Su, probably the present Aivali Dereh,

which flows out of the mountains of Cappadocia, i.e. “ the

Greek country.” Mr. Hogarth describes the Aivali Dereh

as being so important an affluent of the Tokhma Su, that

Ibn Serapion would hardly have omitted all mention of it.

Its waters join the latter river on its left bank near the

great fortress of Dereudeh. If this identification of the

Aivali Dereh with the River Karakis be correct, Derendeh

would then represent the ancient Zibatra, unless indeed a

place called Hauz (on the upper waters of the Aivali Dereh,

and where remains are reported to exist) be the site of this

celebrated fortress. It must be admitted, however, that

neither Derendeh nor Hauz correspond very exactly, as

regards position, with the indication given by Abu-l-Fidii

(quoted on p. 66), who writes that Zibatra lies “two inarches

southward of Malatya.” No Arab author, however, can

be relied on for anything like exact orientation of the

points of the compass, and in the present case there are

besides, very possibly, clerical errors of the MSS. which

would account for the difficult)'.

In regard to the identification of Al-Hadath with the

present Gurun, I find my suggestion confirmed by what

Mr. Hogarth reports of the stream which at present flows

past that place. This stream is now called the Angon Tchai,

and, exactly as was the case with the River Jurith (see pp. 63

and 67) of Ibn Serapion, the Angon Tchai flows through

a small lake which is situated just above Gurun, and the

stream has a long course before reaching this lake, for it

rises near ‘Azlzieh, in the Uzun Yaila country. The River

Al-‘Arjan, as described by Ibn Serapion, would then

correspond very exactly with the affluent which now enters

the Angon Tchai on its right bank about two miles below

the said lake, and whose waters are even at the present

day used to irrigate the gardens of Gurun. From what

Mr. Hogarth writes it appears that this stream rises in
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the foot-hills of the Anti-Taurus, now called the Bimboa
Dagh, and these presumably are the Jabal-ar-Rlsh of Ibn

Serapion.

Before quitting the subject of the Kubakib river, it may
he pointed out that the city of Malatya of the date of Ibn

Serapion, which he speaks of as standing “two miles

distant from the Euphrates” (p. 47), does not occupy the

position of the modern town of the same name
;

for this

last lies fully eleven miles from the ancient bridge, called

Kirkgoz, crossing the Tokhma Su, immediately above its

junction with the Euphrates. Old Malatya is the place

now called Eski-sheher “ old town,” and this stands hut

four miles from the Kirkgoz Bridge, and some three miles

from the nearest point of the Euphrates.

In regard to the Jabal Misfinii (see pp. 46 and 48), round

whose spur the upper (western) Euphrates cuts its way,

Mr. Hogarth considers that Ibn Serapion here refers to

the great range lying along the south and left bank of the

stream, to wit, the Darsim group—not the mountains on

the north hank near Arzinjan, as I have suggested. Of

the Darsim group Mr. Hogarth writes :
“ This is the most

striking mountain on the river’s course by far; and it is

round its spur—Hoste Beli Dagh—that the Euphrates

makes its great bend from a westerly course to a southerly.

Ho one who had seen the upper stream could have failed

to mention this chain of snow-peaks, which hang right

over the river for five days’ journey.” The fortress called

Hisn-al-Minshar (see p. 48) I had marked near this point

on my map with a query, for I was unable to find any

place on the Iviepert map with which it could be identified.

Mr. Hogarth, however, writes that there is a remarkable

ruined fortress, which he describes as situated about fifteen

hours’ journey west of Kamkh, and one hour north of

Pingiin, the town on the left hank of the Euphrates opposite

the point where the Divrigi river flows in. This fortress

stands about one mile from the right (northern) bank of

the Euphrates ;
and though no positive evidence of date

could he found, Mr. Hogarth judged from the character
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of the building that it must have been of Roman or

Byzantine construction, and, further, it appears to be the

only fortress of ancient date in all this region. In con-

cluding his notes, Mr. Hogarth remarks that the fortress

of Kharshana, which Ibn Serapion places “ in the Greek

country ” (see pp. 54 and 58), is possibly the present Alaia

Khan. This is mentioned as a remarkable ruin by both

Yon Moltke and Tozer, and it lies on the upper waters

of the Kuru Tchai, which is the river Jarjariya of Ibn

Serapion.

For the remaining notes I am indebted to Professor Do
Goeje

;
those, however, which he has sent me as corrections

for the topography of Baghdad (Ibn Serapion, Sections X
to XII) I for the moment shall keep back, in order not

unduly to lengthen the present article, also because I hope

to make Baghdad the subject of a paper in a future number

of the J.R.A.S.

In my translation of the text, I have constantly supplied

the proper name, in the English, for what in the Arabic is

a pronoun. Thus, throughout Section V every paragraph

in the Arabic begins with the words “From it is takeu,”

etc., while I have translated “From the Euphrates,” or

“From the Tigris,” as I imagined the case demanded.

This has led me into a grievous error; for, though without

doubt the Dujayl was only a loop canal of the west bank

of the Tigris above Baghdad after the middle of the

fourth century of the Hijra
(
a .d . 950), before this date

(that is, as described by Ibn Khurdadbih and Ibn Serapion)

the Dujayl was a transverse canal running from the

Euphrates to the Tigris, like the Nahr ‘Isa and the canals

below. Thus, Ibn Khurdadbih (p. 7), writing in a .d . 864

(
a .h . 250), describes “the lands watered by the Dujayl and

the Euphrates ”
;

and in my translation of Ibn Serapion

(p. 68, line 10 from below) I should have written : “From
the Euphrates is taken the canal called the Dujayl,” and

this, of course, changes note 2 on page 70. Ar-Rabb, on

the Euphrates, is a well-known post-station lying, as

already stated
(
vide ante, p. 743), seven leagues above
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Al-Anbar and twelve below Hit. Starting' from “a league

or more” above this point, as should be marked on my map,

the Dujayl canal flows eastward and falls into the Tigris

“ between ‘Ukbara and Baghdad.” Hence on my map
Ar-Babb, on the Tigris, is to be taken out and marked

instead on the Euphrates at the place just indicated.

Lastly, page 70 of my paper, lines 4 and 5 from below, the

words from “ The village ” down to
“ geographer ” are to

be erased.

From the data here given it follows that between the

years 900 and 950 a.d. (Ibn Serapion to Istakhrl) the

western part of the Dujayl must have fallen out of use

and become silted up
;

for Istakhrl (p. 77), writing in the

middle of the tenth century a.d., says that the Dujayl

starts from the Tigris immediately below Takrlt: in other

words, he transfers the name Dujayl to the canal which Ibn

Serapion calls the IshakI (see p. 265, Section VIII, first

paragraph).

Turning to the last paragraph of Section VII, on p. 262,

it may be noted that the MS. gives the pronunciation

Hisn Klfa (not Kayfa), and this is nearer the old Greek

name Kiphas
;

further (Professor De Goeje writes),

Satldama, without the final d, is the true reading for the

name of this affluent. Some distance lower down the

Tigris, the three Katul Canals branched off near the village

called Barkuwara (see p. 272). On this name, of which

the variants Balkuicdra and Bazkuwar occur, Professor

De Goeje makes the remark: “It is strange, but certain,

that often an original r passed into z. We find very often

Azdas/ur for Ardashlr, etc. The first r in this word

[Barkuwara] is confirmed by the l [in Balkuwara], which

could not come from a z [i.e. Balkuwara could only come

from Barkuwara, never from Bazkuwara]. The same

interchanging of r and l is found in Ilawl and Ilawr ”
:

see page 298, note 2 ;
also cf Tabari, iii, 1921, line 9.

In regard to the “Blind Tigris” (see note 1 to p. 300),

Professor De Goeje gives in his glossary to the “ Tanbih ”

another meaning for the word ‘Aivrd
,
generally translated
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“blind of one eye,” which when applied to a river has,

he says, the signification of “dried up” or “become arid.”

Dijla-al-‘Awra would therefore be understood as the “ Arid

Tigris”: taking this name from that given to the upper

reach above Al-Madhar, which, since the shifting of the

channel, had become waterless. The first westward canal

on the Tigris estuary, called the Nahr-al-Marah, has (on

the same authority) nothing to do with the Canal of Murra,

which last was derived from that of Ubulla. Hence my
note 2 to p. 305 is in error; and lines 8 to 11, from the

word “appears” down to “Abu Bakr,” have to be cancelled.

In the heading of Section XVI (p. 307), the word

'West should be East. Further, in line 2 of the same,

I had substituted Al-Madhar for Al-Minar in the name

of the first canal on this eastern side of the Tigris Estuary;

but Professor De Goeje (and I have no doubt rightly)

corrects my correction to Al-Mubarak. In the second line

of the second paragraph, therefore, of this section Al-

Mubarak is to be restored for [Al-Madhar]
;

while on the

next page note 1 will have its first two lines cancelled,

and in the Arabic text (p. 30, line 2) Al-Madhar has to

be altered to Al-Mubarak, and note 4 to the same cancelled.

The last remark which I shall quote from Professor De

Goeje relates to the place on the Ahwaz estuary called

Earn Dahastan, about which I was in considerable doubt

(see p. 310). This place, he writes, is probably to be

identified with the locality mentioned by Mukaddasi (p. 12)

under the name Fam-as-Sab‘, and which is marked on the

(native) map in the MS. of Istakhrl as Fam-al-Asad, both

names signifying “ the inouth of the lion.” The true

reading for the text of Ibn Serapion is perhaps “Dahan-

i-Shir,” which, in Persian, has the same meaning as Fam-

as-Sab‘, and doubtless the place stood at the point of origin

(“mouth” in Persian and Arabic) of the water-way called

the Lion Canal.



'
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Art. XXIII .—The Nativity of the Buddha. By Robert

Chalmers.

In fulfilment of the undertaking given by me on p. 387 of

the J.R.A.S. for 1894, I submit the text of an unpublished

Sutta from the Majjhima Nikaya dealing with the ‘marvels

aud mysteries ’ of the Buddha’s nativity. Buddhaghosa’s

commentary on the Sutta is also given, though the absence

of MSS. for collation leaves the readings in many instances

far from satisfactory to me. I hope in an early number

of the Journal to have an opportunity of discussing the

subject-matter in the light of the Lalita Yistara and the

Nidana-katba of the Jiitaka.

Acchariyabbhuta-suttaSi.

{Majjhima Nikaya, Xo. 123.)

Evam me sutarii. Ekam samayam Bhagavii Savatthiyam

viharati Jetavane Anathapindikassa arame. Atha kho

sambahulanarii bhikkhunam pacchabhattani pindapatapatik-

kantanam upatthanasalayam sannisinnanaiii sannipatitanaria

ayam antarakatha udapadi :
—

“

Accharijnuh, avuso, abbhu-

taru, iivuso, Tathagatassa mahiddhikata mahanubhavata,

yatra hi niima Tathagato atlte Buddhe parinibbute chinna-

papance chinnavatume pariyadinnavatte sabbadukkhavltivatte

janissati ‘Evaiii-jacca te Bhagavanto ahesuih iti pi, evarii-

nama te Bhagavanto ahesuni iti pi, evarii-gotta te Bhagavanto

ahesuih iti pi, evam-slla . . . evam-dhamma . . . evarii-

panna . . . evam-viharl . . . evam-vimuttii te Bhagavanto

ahesuiii iti piti.’
”
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Evaiii vutte, iiyasma Anando te bhikkhil etad avoca :

—

“ Acchariya c’eva, avuso, Tathagata accharij’adhamina-

samannagata ca
;
abbliuta c’eva, avuso, Tathagata abbhuta-

dhammasamanniigatii cati.” Ayaricah’idan tesaiii bhikkhunaih

antarakatha vippakata boti. Atha Bhagava sayanhasama-

yaiii patisallana vutthito yen’ upattbanasala ten’ upasaihkami

upasaiiikamitva parinatte iisane nisldi. Nisajja kho Bhagava

bhikkhu iimantesi :
—“ Kaya nu’ttha, bhikkhave, etarahi

kathaya sannisinna ? Ka ca pana vo antarakatha vippakata

ti ?
” “ Idha, bhante, amhakam pacchabhattaiii pindapatapa-

tikkantauam upatthanasalayaiii sannisinnanam sannipati-

tanam ayam antarakatha udapadi :
‘ Acchariyam, iivuso,

. . . (etc. as above, down to) . . . abbhutadhammasaman-

nagata cati.’ Ayam kho, bhante, antarakatha vippakata.

Atha Bhagava anuppatto ti.” Atha kho Bhagava ayas-

mantam Anandaiii amantesi:—“Tasmatiha tam, Ananda,

bhiyyosomattaya patibhantu tam Tathagatassa acchariya

abbhuta dhammii ti.”

“Saminukha me tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutam sammukha

patiggahitam :
‘ Sato sampajano uppajjainano, Ananda,

Bodhisatto Tusitam kayarii uppajjatiti
;

’ yam pi, bhante,

sato sampajano Bodhisatto Tusitam kayam uppajji, idam

ahaih, bhante, Bhagavato acchariyam abbhutaiii dhammaiii

dharemi.”
“ Sammukha me tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutam sammukha

patiggahitam :
‘ Yavatayukam, Ananda, Bodhisatto Tusite

kiiye atthaslti
;

’ yam pi, bhante, yavatayukam Bodhisatto

Tusite kiiye atthasi, idam p’ aham, bhante, Bhagavato

acchariyam abbhutaiii dhammaiii dhiiremi.”

“Sammukha me' tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutam Sammukha

patiggahitam :

‘ Sato sampajano, Ananda, Bodhisatto Tusita

kiiya cavitvii matukucchim okkamlti
;

’ yam pi, bhante, sato

sampajano Bodliisatto Tusita kiiyii cavitvii miitukucchirii

okkami, idam p’ ahaiii Bhagavato acchariyam abbhutaiii

dhammaiii dharemi.”

“Sammukha me tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutam sammukhii

patiggahitam :
* Yada, Ananda, Bodliisatto Tusita kiiyii

cavitvii miitukucchirii okkamati, atha sadevake loke samiirake
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sabrahraake saraanabriihmaniyii pajilya sadevamanussiiya

appamano ularo obhiiso piitubhoti atikkamma devanam
devanubhavaiii, vii pi til lokantarikd aghii asaihvuta andha-

kiiraih andhakiiratimisil, yattha p’ ime candimasurivii evaiii-

inahiddhikii evaih-mahilnubhava iibhaya niinuhonti tattha pi

appamano ularo obhiiso piitubhavati atikamm’ eva devanarii

devanubhavaiii, ye pi tattha sattii uppanna te pi ten’

obhiisena annamannaiii sampajiinanti: Anne pi kira bho santi

sattii idh* uppannii, avail ca dasasabassl lokadhatu sarikam-

pati sampakainpati sarapavedhati, appamano uliiro obhiiso

loke piitubhavati atikkainra’eva devanam deviinubhavan ti.’

Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ ahaiii, bhante, Bhagavato

acchariyam abbhutaih dhammam dharemi.”

“Sammukhii ma taiii, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukha
patiggahitam :

‘ Yadii, Ananda, Bodhisatto miitukucchim

okkanto hoti, cattaro nan devaputtii catuddisii rakkhiiya upa-

gacchanti : Ma narii kho Bodhisattaiii vii Bodhisattamiitaraiii

vii manusso vii amanusso vii koci ma vihetthesslti.’ Yam
pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ aham, bhante, Bhagavato acohari-

yaiii abbhutaih dhaminam dharemi.”
“ Sammukhii me tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukhii

patiggahitam :
‘ Yadii, Ananda, Bodhisatto matukucchim

okkanto hoti, pakatiyii sllavatl Bodhisattamiitii hoti virata

panatipiitii virata adinnadaua virata kamesu micchacara

virata musavadii virata suramerayamajjapamadatthana ti.’

Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ ahaiii, bhante, Bhagavato

acchariyam abbhutaih dhammam dharemi.”
“ Sammukhii me tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sam-

mukhii patiggahitam :
‘ Yadii, Ananda, Bodhisatto miitukuc-

chim okkanto hoti, na Bodhisattamiitu purisesu manasam
uppajjati kamagunupasamhitam anatikkamanlya ca Bodhi-

sattamiitii hoti kenaci purisena rattacittenati.’ Yam pi,

bhante, . . . idam p’ aharn, bhante, acchariyam abbhutaih

dhammam dharemi.”

“Sammukhii me tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukhii

patiggahltaiii :
‘ Yadii, Ananda, Bodhisatto matukucchim

okkanto hoti, liibhini Bodhisattamata hoti pahcannaih kiima-

guniinaih sii pancahi kiimagunehi samappitii samangibhuta
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parivaretiti.’ Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ aharii, bhante,

Bhagavato accbariyaiii abbhutarii dhammarii dharemi.”

“Sammukha me tarn, bhante, Bhagavato sutairi sammukha
patiggahltam :

‘ Yada, Ananda, Bodhisatto matukucchiiii

okkanto koti, Bodhisattamatu kocid eva iibiidho n’ uppajjati,

sukhlnl Bodhisattamata hoti akilantakaya Bodhisattan ca

Bodhisattamata tirokucchigatarii passati sabbarigapaccarigarii

abhinindriyarii. Seyyathapi, Ananda, maniveluriyo subho ja-

tima atthamso suparikammakato, tatr’ assa suttaiii avutam

nilarii va pitarii va lohitam va odatam va pandusuttaiii va,

tam enarn cakkhuma puriso hatthe karitva paccavekkheyya :

Ayam kho maniveluriyo subho jatima atthamso suparikam-

makato, tatr’ idam suttaiii avutam nllam va pltaiii va lohitam

va odatam vil pandusuttaiii vil ti ; evaiii eva kho, Ananda,

yada Bodhisatto matukucchiiii okkanto hoti, na kho Bodhi-

sattamatu kocid eva iibadho uppajjati, sukhlnl Bodhisatta-

mata hoti akilantakaja, Bodhisattaii ca Bodhisattamata

tirokucchigatarii passati sabbarigapaccarigiiri abhinindrivairi.’

Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ aharii, bhante, Bhagavato

acchariyarii abbhutarii dhamtnarii dharemi.”

“ Sammukha me tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutairi sammukha

patiggahahltarii :
‘ Sattahajiite, Ananda, Bodhisatte Bodhi-

sattamata kalairi karoti, Tusitarii kayarh uppajjatlti/ Yam
pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ ahum, bhante, Bhagavato acchari-

yarii abbhutarii dhammarii dharemi.”

“Sammukha me tain, bhante, Bhagavato sutairi sammukha

patiggahltarh :
‘ Yatha kho pan’, Ananda, aiiiia itthika nava

vil dasa va miise gabbham kucchina parihatva vijiiyanti,

11a h’ eva Bodhisattaih Bodhisattamata
;

das’ eva masiini

Bodhisattarii Bodhisattamata kucchina pariharitvii vijayatlti.’

Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ aham, bhante, acchariyarii

abbhutarii dhammarii dharemi.”

“Sammukha me tana, bhante, Bhagavato sutairi sammukhil

patiggahitarii :
‘ Yatha kho pan’, Ananda, aiiiia itthika

nisinna vii nipanna va vijiiyanti, 11a h’ eva Bodhisattarii

Bodhisattamata vijiiyati; thitii va kho Bodhisattarii Bodliisat-

tamiitii vijayatlti.’ Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ aharii,

bhante, acchariyarii abbhutarii dhammarii dharemi.”
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“ Sammukha me taiii, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukha
patiggahltam :

* Yada, Ananda, Bodhisatto matukucchisma

nikkbumati devil pathamam patiganhanti paccbil manussa ti.’

Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ ahaiii, bhante, Bhagavato

acchariyam abbhutuiii dhammam dhilremi.”

“Sammukha me tarn, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukha
patiggahltam :

‘ Yada, Ananda, Bodhisatto matukucchisma

nikkhamati, appatto va Bodhisatto pathavirii hoti, cattiiro

nan devaputtii patiggahetva matu purato thapenti: Attamana

devl hohi, mahesakkho te putto uppanno ti.’ Yam pi,

bhante, . . . idam p’ ahaiii, bhante, Bhagavato acchariyam

abbhutam dharemi.”

“Sammukha me taiii, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukha
patiggahltam :

‘ Yadii, Ananda, Bodhisatto matukucchisma

nikkhamati, visado va nikkhamati amakkhito uddena

amakkhito semhena amakkhito ruhirena amakkhito kenaci

asucina suddho visado. Seyyathapi, Ananda, maniratanaiii

kiisike vatthe nikkhittam n’ eva maniratanaiii kasitaiii

vattham makkheti na pi kasikaiii vattham maniratanaiii

makkheti ;—tarn kissa hetu ? ubhinnaiii suddhattil ;—evaiii

eva kho, Ananda, yada Bodhisatto matukucchisma nikkha-

mati, visado va nikkhamati amakkhito uddena amakkhito

semhena amakkhito ruhirena amakkhito kenaci asucina

suddho visado ti.’ Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ ahaiii,

bhante, Bhagavato acchariyam abbhutam dhammam dhilremi.”

“ Sammukha me taiii, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukha
patiggahltam: ‘Yada, Ananda, Bodhisatto matukucchisma

nikkhamati dve udakassa dhara antalikkhil patubhavanti

eka sitassa ekli unhassa yena Bodhisattassa udakakiccarii

karonti matu cati.’ Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ ahaiii,

bhante, Bhagavato acchariyam abbhutam dhammam dhilremi.

”

“ Sammukha me tarn, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukha

patiggahltam :
‘ Sampati-jato, Ananda, Bodhisatto, samehi

piidehi patittliahitvii uttarabhimukha sattapadavltihare gac-

chati setamhi chatte anubhiramane sabba ca disa viloketi

asabhim ca vacarii bhilsati : Aggo ’ham asmi lokassa, settho

’ham asmi lokassa, jettho ’ham asmi lokassa, ayam antima

jati, na ’tthi diiui punabbhavo ti.’ Yam pi, bhante, . . .
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idam p’ ahaiii, bhante, Bhagavato acchariyaiii abbhutarii

dhammarii dhiiremi.”

“Sammukhii me tam, bhante, Bhagavato sutaiii sammukhii

patiggahitarii : ‘Yadii, Ananda, Bodhisatto matukuccbisma

nikkhamati, atha sadevake loke samarake sabrahmake

sassamanabrahmaniya pajava sadevamanussaya appamano

uliiro obhaso patubhavati atikamm’ eva devilnaih devanu-

bbavam, ya pi tii lokantarika aghii asaiiivuta andhakara

andhakaratimisa, yattha pi ime candimasurh’a evamraa-

hiddhikii evammahanubhiiva abhaya nanubhonti, tattha pi

appamano ularo obbiiso patubhavati atikamm ’eva deviinam

devanubhavam, ye pi tattha sattii uppannii te pi ten’

obhiisena annamannam sanjiinanti: Anne pi kira, bho, santi

satta idhfipapanna ti avam pi ca dasasahassllokadhiitu

saihkampati sampakampati sampavedhati appamano ca ularo

obhilso loke patubhavati atikamm’ eva deviinam deviinu-

bhavan ti.’ Yam pi, bhante, . . . idam p’ aham, bhante,

Bhagavato acchariyaiii abbhutam dhammarii dharemlti.”

“ Tasmat.iha tvarii, Ananda, idam pi Tathagatassa acchari-

yam abbhutam dhammarii dhiirehi. Idh’, Ananda, Tatha-

gatassa viditS vedanii uppajjanti- viditii upatthahanti vidita

abbhattarii gacchanti vidita sariria uppajjanti viditii vitakkii

uppajjanti viditii abbhattarii gacchanti. Idam pi kho tvarii,

Ananda, Tathiigatassa acchariyaiii dhammarii dhiirehiti.”

“ Yam pi, bhante, Bhagavato viditii vedanii uppajjanti

vidita upatthahanti viditii abbhattarii gacchanti viditii saririii

uppajjanti viditii vitakkii uppajjanti viditii upatthahanti

viditii abbhattham gacchanti, idam p’ aharii, bhante, Bhaga-

vato acchariyaiii abbhutarii dhammarii dharemlti.”

Idam avoca iiyasmii Anando. Samanuririo Satthii ahosi.

Attamana te bhikkhu iiyasmato Anandassa bhiisitarii

abhinandun ti.

Acchariyabbhuta-suttarii tatiyaiii.
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Extract from the “ Papanca-SudanT.”

Being Buddhaghosa’s Commentary on the foregoing Sutta.

Evain me sutan ti Acchariyadhamma-suttam.

Tattha ijatra hi numati acchariyatthe nipitto. Yo niima

Tathagato ti attho.

Chinnapapahce ti ettha papancii niima tanha mano ditthlti

ime tayo kilesa.

Chinnavatume ti ettha vatuman ti kusalakammavattam

vuccati.

Pariyadinnavatte ti tass’ eva vevacanam.

Sabbadukkhaviticatte ti sabbaiii yipiikavattasahkhatani

dukkham vitivatte janissatiti. Idaiii vatrii hi nipiitavasena

anagatavacanam attho pan’ ettha atltavasena veditabbo.

Bhagavii hi te Buddhe anussarissati :

—

Ecam-jacea ti Yipassiildayo khattiyajacca, Kakusandliii-

dayo brahnianajaccii ti.

Eem'n-gottd ti Yipassiildayo Kondaiinagotta, Kakusandhil-

dayo Kassapagottiiti.

Evam-sild ti lokiyalokuttarasilena evam-sllii.

Ecam-dhamma ti tattha samadhipakkhii dhammii adhippetii,

lokiyalokuttarena samiidhinii evam-samiidhino ti attho.

Ecam-pa7ma ti lokiyalokuttarapanniiya evarii-panhii.

Evani-viharl ti ettha pana hetthii samadhipakkhanaiii

dhammilnaiii gahitatta viharo gahito va, puna kasmii

gahitam eva ganhatiti me na idaiii gahitam eva idha hi

nirodhasamapattidlpanattham, tasma evaih-nirodhasamapatti-

viharl ti ayam ettha attho.

Evam-vimutta ti ettha vikkhambhanavimutti tadaiiga-

vimutti samucchedavimutti patippassaddhivimutti nissarana-

vimuttlti pancavidhii vimutti. Tattha atthasamiipattiyo sayaiii

vikkhambhitehi nivaranadihi vimuttatta vikkhambhana-

vimuttlti sankham gacchanti, anicciinupassanadika satta

anupassanii sayaiii tassa tassa paccanikangavasena paric-

cattahi niccasanniidlhi vimuttatta tadangavimuttlti sarikham

gacchanti, cattiiro ariyamaggii sayaiii samucchinnehi

kilesehi vimuttatta samucchedavimuttlti saiikhaiii gacchanti,
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cattiiro samannaphalani magganubhavena kilesanam pati-

passaddhante uppannatta patippassaddhivimuttlti saiikham

gacchanti, nibbanarii sabbakilesehi nissatattii apagatatta

nissaranavimuttlti saiikham gataiii iti imasam paiicannam

vimuttlnam vasena evam-vimutta ti. Evaiii ettha attho

datthabbo.

Tasmatihati yasrna taiii Tathagata acchariya ti vadasi

tasma tam bhiyyosomattaya patibhantu Tatliagatassa

acchariya-abbbuta-dbammati.

Sato mmpaja.no ti ettha dve sampajannii ti manussaloke

devaloke ca. Tattha Yessantarajatake briilimanassa dve

putte dat.va punadivase Sakkassa deviiii datva Sakkena

pasiditva dinne atthavare ganbanto : Ito virauccamauo

’ham saggagami visesagu anibbattitato asse atthame tam

varam vareti, evaiii Tusitabhavane me patisandki hotuti

varaiii aggahesi. Tato patthiiya Tusitabhavane uppajjissann

ti janati, idam manussaloke sampajannam. Yessantarabhavato

pana cuto Tusitabhavane nibbattitvii nibbatto ’smiti annasi,

idani devaloke sampajannam. Kim pana sesadevatii na

janantiti? No na jananti. Tapana-uyyanavimanakapparu-

kkhe oloketva devaniitakehi turiyasaddena pabodhita marisa

ayarii devaloko tumbe idha nibbattii ti sarita jananti. Bod-

bisatto pathamajavanavarena janati dutiyajavanato pattbaya

janati. Iccassa annebi asadharanam jananam boti.

Atthdsiti ettba kincapi anne pi deva tattha tbitii

tbit’ amhati jananti
;

te pana chasu dvilresu balavata

ittharammanena abhibhuyyamana satiiii vissajjetva attano

bbuttapltabhavam pi ajanantii aharupaccbedena kiilani

karonti. Bodliisattassa kim tatbarupam arammanaiii na

’ttbiti P No na ’tthi. So bi sesadeve dasahi thanehi adhigan-

liati arammanena pana attanam madditum na deti tam

arammanaiii abhibhavitvii tittbati. Tena vuttaiii tato sam-

pajano, Ananda, Bocllmatto Tunite kaye atthdsiti.

Ydvatdyukan ti sesattabbiivesu kim yavatayukaiii na

tittbati ? Ama na tittlmti. Annadil hi dlghiiyukadevaloke

nibbatto tattha paramiyo na sakka puretun ti akkklni

nimmlletva adhimuttikalakiriyaiii niima katva manussaloke

nibbattati. Ayaiii kiilakiriya annesam na boti. Tadu puna
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adinnaiii danaiii niima na ’tthi urakkhitam sllaih niima na

’tthlti sabbapiiramlnam piiritattii yavatayukam atthasi.

Sato sampajdno Tasitd kdyd cavitva mdtukucchim okkamiti
;

evaiii tava sabbapiirauiiyo puretva tadit Bodhisatto yiivatii-

yukam atthasi. Devatiinaih pana manussagananavasena

idani sattahi divasebi cuti bhavissatlti panca pubbanimittani

iippajjanti,—malii milayanti vattbani kilissanti kacchebi seda

muccanti kaye dubbanniyaiii okkamati devo devasanena

santbati. Tattha mala ti patisandhigahanadivase pilandhana-

mala
;

lii kira satthisatasabassadhaka sattapannasakotivo

amiliiyitva tadil milayanti. Vattha pi es’ eva nayro. Ettakam

pana kalaih devanaiii n’ eva sitaiii na unbaiii boti tasinirii

kale sarlrato bindubinduvasena seda muccanti, ettakan ca

kalaih tesaiii sarire kbandiccapaliccadivasena vivannata na

panniiyati devadbltii solasavassuddesikii v^-a devaputta

visativassuddesika viya kbayanti maranakale pana nesaiii

kilantarupo attabbavo boti, ettakan ca nesaiii kalam devaloke

ukkanthita niima na ’tthi maranakiile pan’ a9sa nissasanti

vijambhanti sake iisane nabhiramanti. Imani pana pub-

banimittani yatba loke mahapunnanam riijarajamabarnattii-

dinaiii y
reva ukkapatabbumicalacandaggabadlni nimittani

pannavanti na sabbesaiii, evaiii evaiii mahesakkiinam deva-

tanam yeva pannayanti na sabbesaiii
;

yatba ca manussesu

pubbanimittani nakkbattapatakiidayro va jauanti sabbe, evaiii

tani pi sabbadevatii na passanti pandita eva pana jananti.

Tattba ye mandena kusalakammena nibbatta devaputta te

tesu uppannesu idani ko janati kuhim pi nibbattissamati

bbayanti. Ye mahapufnia ambebi dinnadanam rakkhi-

taiii sllam bbavitam bbavanaiii iigamma upari devalokesu

sampattim anubhavissamati na bhilyanti. Bodhisatto pi tani

pubbanimittani disvii idani anantare attabhave Buddho

bhavissamati na bbayd. Ath’ assa tesu nimittesu piitu-

bhutesu dasasabassacakkaviile devatii sannipatitva : Marisa

tumbehi dasa piiramiyo purentehi na sakka sampattim na

Mara-Brahma-cakkavatti-sampattipattbentebi purita loka-

nittkaranatthaya pana buddhattam pattbayamanebi puritii so

va idani kalo marisa buddhattaya samayo marisa buddhat-

tayati yacanti. Atba Maba-satto devatauarii patiniiaiii

j.r.a.s. 1895. 49
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adatva va kaladlpadesakulajanettiayuparicchedavasena panca-

maha-vilokanam nama yilokesi. Tattha Kalo nu kho na kalo

ti pathamam kalarii vilokesi. Tattha vassasatasahassato

uddham vaddhita-ayukalo Kalo nama na hoti. Kasmii ?

Tadii hi sattanaih jati-jara-maranani na pannayanti

Buddhanan ca dhammadesana nama ti-lakkhanamuttii

na ’tthi, nesam aniccam dukkham anattam ti kathentiinarii

* kim niim’ etam kathentlti ’ n’eva soturn na saddhatum

mannanti. Tato abhisamayo na hoti, tasmiiii asati aniyya-

nikarii sasanam hoti
;

tasma so akiilo. Yassa-satato una-

ayukalo na hoti. Kasma P Tadii sattii ussannakilesii honti,

ussannakilesiinan ca dinno oviido ovadatthiine na titthati,

udake dandaraji viya khippam vigacchati; tasmil so pi akalo.

Satasahassato pana patthaya hetthii vassasatato patthiiya

uddham ayukalo kalo niima, tada ca vassasatakiilo hoti.

Atha Mahasatto ‘ nibbattitabbakiilo ti ’ passi. Tato dlpam

vilokento saparivare cattaro dlpe oloketva : Tisu dlpesu

Buddha na nibbattanti JambudTpe yeva nibhattantiti

dlparii passi. Tato Jambudlpo nama mahii dasayojana-

sahassa-parimano. Katarasmiiii nu kho padese Buddha

nibhattantiti, desaiii vilokento Majjhimapadesam passi.

Majjhimapadeso nitraa puratthimaya disaya Kajangalan

nama nigamo ti adinii nayena Vinaye vutto va
;
so avamato

tini yojanasatani vittharato addhatiyani [yojanasatani]

parikkhepato navayojanasatiiniti. Etasmim hi padese

Buddha pacceka - buddha aggasavaka asiti mahasiivaka

cakkavattiraja anne ca mahesakkhii khattiyabrahmanagaha-

patimahasala uppajjanti ;
idam c’ettha Kapilavatthu nama

nangaraih. ‘Tattha maya nibbattitabban ti ’ nittham agamiisi.

Tato kulam vilokento ‘ Buddha nama lokasammate kule

nibbattanti, idani ca khattiyakularia lokasammatam, tattha

nibbattissami Suddhodano niima me raja pita bhavissati

ti’ kulam passi. Tato miitaram vilokento ‘Buddhamata niima

lolii suradbuttii na hoti kappasatasahassam piiritaparami jiitito

patthiiya akhandapancasilii hoti
;
ayan ca Mahiimiiya niima

devl edisii
;
ayam me matii bhavissati ;

kittakaiix pan’ assii

iiyun ti ? ’ dasannaiii miisiinam upari sattadivasiini passi. Iti

imam panca-vilokanam viloketvii ‘ kalo me miirisii Buddha-
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bhavilyliti
’

devatiinam samgahaiii karonto patinilam datvii

‘gacchatha tumhe ti’ Tavatimea-devata uyyojetva Tusita-

devatiihi parivuto Tusitapure Nandanavanaiii pavisi. Sabba-

devalokesu bi Nandanavanaiii atthi yeva. Tatra narh devata

‘ ito cuto sugatiiii gaccha, ito cuto sugatiiii gacchati’ pubbe-

katakusalakammokasaiii earayamana vicarauti. So evaiii

devatahi kusalam siirayamanahi parivuto tattha vicaranto

va cavi
;

evaiii cuto va cavamlti janati cuti-cittarii na janati,

patisandhiiii gahetva patisandhi-cittara eva na janati
;

imasmim me thiine patisandhi gahita ti evam pana janati.

Keci pana therii ‘ Avajjanapariyiiyo nama laddhuih vattati

dutiya-tatiya-cittavare yeva janissatlti ’ vadanti. Tipetaka-

Mahasivathero pana: ‘Mahiisattanaih patisandhiiii na aniiesam

patisandhisadisa, kotippattam tesaiii sati-sampajahiiarii; yasma

pana ten’ eva cittena taiii cittaiii hatuiii na sakka tasma

cuti-cittaiii na janati, cuti-khane pi cavamlti janati, pati-

sandhicittarii na janati, asukasmim me thiine patisandhi

gahita ti janati, tasmim kiile dasasabassl kampatlti.’

Evaiii matukuccbiiii okkamanto pana ekunavlsatiya pati-

sandhicittesu mettapubbabhagassa somanassasahagataiiana-

sampayuttaasaiikharikakusalacittassa sadisaih mahiivipaka-

cittena patisandhiiii ganhi. Mahiislvathero pana upekhasaha-

gateniiti aha. Patisandhiiii ganhanto pana asalhipunnamaya

uttarasalhanakkhattena aggahesi.

Tada kira Mabamaya pure punnamaya sattamadivasato

patthaya vigatasurapauam inalagandhavibhutisampannaiii

uakkhattakllaiii anubhavamana sattame divase piito va

utthaya gandhodakena nahiiyitva sabbalankiiravibbusita

varabhojanaiii bhuiijitva uposathangiini adhitthasi. Siri-

gabbham pavisitva sirisayane nipannii niddaiii okka-

mamana imaiii supinam addasa : Cattaro kira naiii

Maharajano sayanen’ eva saddhiiii ukkhipitvii Ano-

tattadabaiii netvii ekamantam atthamsu
;

atha nesarh

deidyo iigantva manusamalaharanatthaiii nahiipetvii dibba-

vatthaiii nivasetvii gandhebi vilimpitva dibbapupphani

pilandhitvii tato avidure jRajatapabbato tassa anto kanaka-

vimanam atthi tasmim paclnato sisaiii katva nipajjapesum.

Atba Bodhisatto setavaravarano kutva, tato avidure eko
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suvannapabbato, tattba caritva tato oruyha rajatapabbatam

abhiriihitva uttaradisato agarama kanakavimiinam pavisitva

mataraiii padakkhinaiii katva dakkhinapassarii tajetvii

kucchim pavitthasadiso abosi. Atha pabuddha devl naiii

supinarii ranno arocesi.

Raja vibbata}ra rattiya catusattbimatte brahraana-pilmok-

kbe pakkosapetva haritupattaya lajadlhi katainangala-

sakkiirilya bhumiya maharahani asanani panniipetva tattba

nisinnitnam brabmananam sappiraadbusakkiirabhisankba-

rassa varapayasassa suvannarajatapatiyo puretva suvanna-

rajatapatlhi yeva patikujjitva adasi afinebi ca abatavattba-

kapilagavidanadihi te sautappesi. Atha nesain sabbakama-

santappitanaib supinam arocetva “kiih bhavissatlti ” pucclii.

Brahmana ahamsu :
“ Ma cintayi, maharaja; deviya te

kucchimbi gabbbo patitthito
;

so ca kho purisagabbbo na

itthigabbho putto te bhavissati; so sace agaraiii ajjhavasissati

rajii bhavissati cakkavatti
;

sace agara nikkhamma pabba-

jissati Buddho bhavissati loke vivattacchaddo ti.”

Evai'n sato sampajano Bodbisatto Tusitii kiiya cavitva matu-

kuccbim okkamati. Tattha sato sampajano ti imina catuttha

gabbhavakkantiya okkamatlti dasseti. Catasso hi gabbliii-

vakkantiyo. Katamii ima, bbante, gabbhavakkantiyo ?

Idba bbante ekacco asampajano c’eva matukucchim

okkamati asampajano matukuccbismim j
rati asampajano

matukuccbisma uikkhamati; ayam pathama gabbhiivakkanti.

Puna ca param, bbante, idh’ ekacco sampajano hi kho rnatu-

kucchismim okkamati asampajano matukuccbismim yati

asampajano matukuccbisma nikkbamati
;

ayam dutiya

gabbhiivakkanti. Puna ca paraih, bbante, idh’ ekacco sam-

pajano matukucchim okkamati sampajano matukucchis-

mim yiiti asampajano matukuccbisma nikkhamati
;

ayaiii

tatiya gabbbilvakkhanti. Puna ca param, bhaute, idb’ ekacco

sampajano hi c’eva matukucchiiii okkamati sampajano miitu-

kucchismim yiiti sampajano matukuccbisma nikkbamati

;

ayaiii catuttha gabbhiivakkantlti. Etiisu pathama lokiyamu-

nussanam boti dutiya asltimabasavakanam tatiya dvinnaiii

aggasavakiinam pacceka-bodhisattiinan ca. Ete kirakamma-

jehi viitobi uddhapada adhosirii nekasataporise papate viya
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yonimukhe (?) khitta talachiggalena hatthi viva sambildhcna

yonimukhe na nikkhamamana anattaiii dukkhaiii papunanti.

Tena nesaiii raayaih nikkhaniamati sampajanatii na hoti.

Catutthii sabbannu-Bodhisattanam. Te hi matukucchismirii

patisandhim ganhanta pi jiinanti, tattha vasanta pi jananti,

nikkhamanakale pi ca nekkhammajavata uddhapade adho-

sire katva khipituih na sakkonti
;

dve liattbe pasaretvii

akkhini ummlletva thitaka va nikkbamantlti.

Kucchim okkamatiti ettha kucchim okkamanto botlti attho.

Okkamante hi tasiniiii evaiii hoti na okkaraamane.

Appamano ti buddhappamilno vipulo ti attho.

Utaro ti tass’ eva vevacanaiii.

Devanam devanubhavan ti ettha devanam ayam anubbavo

:

nivatthavatthassa pabhil dviidasa yojanani pharati, tathii

sarlrassa, tathii alahkilrassa, tathii vimiinassa
;

taiii atikka-

mitvii ti attho.

Lokantarika ti tinnatinnaui cakkavalanam antara ekii

lokantarika hoti,—tinnam sakatacakkanam pattanam va

aunamahnaih iihacca thapitanaiii majjhe okiiso viva. So

pana lokantarikaniravo pamanato atthayojanasahasso hoti.

Agha ti niccavivatii.

Asamvuta ti hettha pi appatitthii.

Andhakdra ti taraabhutii.

Andhakaratimisa ti cakkhuvinnanuppatti-nivaranato andha-

bhiivakaranii tiraisena samanniigatii
;

tattha kira cakkhu-

vihnanam na jayati.

Ecam-mahiddhika ti candimasuriyii kira ekappabaren’ eva

tlsu dipesu panniiyanti, evaiii mahiddhika, ekekaya disaya

navanavayojana-satasahassani andhakaraiii vidhamitva alo-

kaiii dassenti.

Evam-mahdnubhdvd [dbhdya] ndnubhontiti attano abhaya

nappahonti; te kira cakkaviilapabbatassa vemajjhena caranti,

cakkavalapabbatah ca atikkamina lokantanirayii, tasmii te

tattha abhaya nappahonti.

Ye pi tattha satta ti ye pi tasmiih lokantara-mahaniraye

satta uppanna. Kiiii pana kammam katvii tattha uppaj jantiti ?

—Bhariyatii darunamatapitunnam dharnmikasamanabrah-

mananaii ca upari aparadhaiii annaii ca divase divase
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panavadhadisahasikakammarii katva uppajjanti, tambapanni-

dipe Abhayacora-Nangacoradayo viya.

Tesaiii attabhavo ti-gavutiko boti, vaggulinam viya digba

nakha honti
;
te rukkhe vagguliyo viya nakhehi cakkavalapade

lagganti; yada sariisata anhamaniiassa hatthapasagata honti

atha bhakkho no laddho ti mannarnana, tattha vavata vipari-

vattitva lokasandharaka-udake patanti, vate paharante pi

madbukaphalani viya chijjitva udake patanti, patanta va

accantakare udake pitthipindi viya viliyanti.

Anne pi kira bho santi satta ti bho yatha mayam maha-

dukkham anubhavama, evahi anfie pi kira satta imaiii

dukkham anubhavanattha idhuppanna [ti], tam divasaiii

passanti. Ayam pana obhaso ekayagupanamattam pi na

titthati, yava tani nayitva pabuddho arammanahi vibhaveti

tattakarii kiilaiii hoti.

Dlghabhanaka pana accharasamsatamattam eva vijjubhaso

niccharitva kim idan ti bhanantanam yeva antaradhayatlti

vadanti.

Samkampatlti samantato kampati
;

itaradvayaiii purima-

padassa vevacanarii.

Puna appamano cdti adlni gamanattham vuttam.

Cattaro nan devaputta catuddisa rakkhaya upagacchantiti.

Ettha cattaro ti catunnam Maharajanam vasena vuttaiii
;

dasasahassa-cakkavale pana cattaro cattaro katva cattalisa-

sahassani honti. Tattha imasmihi cakkavale maharajano

khaggahatthii Bodhisattassa arakkhattiiya upagantva siri-

gabbliaiii pavitthii itare gabbhadvarato patthaya aviru-

ddhakapaiixsupisacakadiyakkhagane patikkhamapetva yava

cakkavalii arakkharh ganhimsu. Kimattha panayaih

rakkhii ? Nanu pat.isandhikkhane kalalakiilato patthaya ?

Sace pi kotisatasahassaih Sineru ukkhipitva Bodhisattassa

vil Bodhisattamatuya va antarayakaranattham agacche-

yyuih sabbe antara va antaradhiipeyyuih. Yuttara pi

c’etaiii Bhagavata Ariilliiruppadavatthusinim 1
:

' atthanam

etam bhikkhave anavakiiso yaiii pariipakkamena Tutha-

gataiii jlvita voi opeyya
;
anupakkamena bhikkhave Talha*

1 Vinaya II, 194.
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gato parinibbiiyati
;

gacchatha tuinke bhikkhave yatha

vikaram
;
arakkkiya bkikkkave Tatkagata ti.’ Evarii etaiii

na parupakkaraena tesaiii jlvitantariiyo attki. Sauti klio

pana amanussa virupa duddasika bheravaruta pakkkino

yesam rupam disva saddaiii va sutva Bodkisattamatu

bkayam va santiiso va uppajjeyya
;

tesaiii nivaranattkaya

rakkkam aggakesum. Api ca Bodkisattassa punnatejena

sanjatagaravii attano gilravacoditii pi te evam akamsu.

Kiiia pana te antogabbkaiii pavisitva tkita cattaro naakii-

rajiino Bodkisattamatu attano dassenti 11a dassentlti P Nakana-

mandana-bkojanildi-sarlrakiccakale na dassenti, sirigabbkaiii

pavisitva varasayane nipannakale pana dassenti. Tattka

kiiieapi amanussadassanan naraa manussanam sappatibkayaiii

koti, Bodhisattamata pana attano c’eva puttassa ca punna-

nubliiivena te disva 11a bkayati. Pakati-antepurapalakesu

vi)r ’ assii tesu cittaiii uppajjati.

Pakatiya silavati ti sabkaven’ eva sllasampanna.

Anuppanne kira Buddke manussil tapasaparibbajakanaiii

santike vanditva ukkutikam nisiditva silanx gankanti,

Bodkisattamaiil pi Kiiladevalassa isino santike ganhati
;

Bodkisatte pana kucckigate annassa padamule nisldituiii

naraa na sakkii
;
samasane nisiditva gahita-silam pi avanna-

karanamattaiii koti; tasmii sayam eva sllaiii gakesiti vuttaiii

koti.

Purisesuti Bodkisattapitarani iidiiii katvii tesu manussesu

purisadkippaya-cittam n’ uppajjati, tan ca kko Bodkisatte

garavena na paklnakilesataya. Bodkisattamatu rupaiii pana

sukusalasippikii pottkakammadisu pi katuiii na sakkonti.

Tam disva purisassa rilgo n’ uppajjatlti na sakkii vattuiii.

Sace pana tarn rattacitto upasaiiikamitukarno koti piida na

vahanti dibbasankkalikiiya bajjkati. Tasma anatikkumaniya

ti adi vuttam.

Pahcannam kamagundnan ti Pubbe kdmagunupasainhitan

ti purisadkippiiyavasena vattkupatikkkepo katkito, idha

ilrammanapatilabko dassito. Tada kira deviya evarupo putto

kucckismim uppanno ti kutva samantato rajano mabaggkii-

bkaranaturiyadivasena pancadvararamman&vatthubkiltaiii

pannakaraiii pesenti. Bodkisattassa ca Bodkisattamatu ca
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katakammassa ussannattalabhasakkarassa pamanaparicchedo

nama na ’tthi.

Akilantakaya ti yatbii itthiyo gabbhabkarena kilaraanti

hatthapadauddhumakatadlni papunanti, na evam tassa koci

kilamattho ahosi.

Tirokucchigatan ti antokucchigatam. Kalaladikalam atikka-

mitva sanjata-angapaccangarii abhinindriyabhavaupagatarii

yevapassati. Kimattham passati ?-sukhavasattharii. Yath’eva

hi mata puttena saddhiiii nisinnii vii nipannii va hatthaih va

piidam va olambantam ukkhipitvii santhapessamiti sukbava-

satthahi puttam oloketi, evam Bodbisattamata pi
;
yan tam

matu uttbiinagamanaparivattananisajjadisu unhasitalonika-

tittakatukahare ajjhoharanakalesu ca gabbhassa dukkham
uppajjati : Atthi nu kho me tam puttassati ? sukhavasatthaiii

Bodhisattam olokayaraiina pallankaiii abhujitva nisinnam

Bodhisattam passati. Yatha hi aiine antokucchigatii pakka

sayaiia ajjhotaritva am a sayam ukkhipitvii udarapatale

pitthito katvii pitthikantakam nissiiya ukkutikadlsu mutthisu

hanukam thapetva—deve vassante rukkhasusire makkatii

viya — nisldanti, na evarii Bodhisatto pana
;

pittbi-

kantakaiii pitthito katvii dhammasane dhammakathiko viya

pallankaiii Sbhujitvii puratthiibhimukho nisidati. Pubbeka-

takammam pan’ assa vatthuiii sodheti, suddhe vatthumhi

sukhumacchavilakkhanaiii nibbattati. Atha narii kucchi

paticchiidetuiii na sakkoti
;

olokentiyii ca bahi thito viya

pailhayati
;

tam atthaih upamaya vibhiivento sei/yat/iapiti

iidim iiha. Bodhisatto pana antokucchigato miitaraiii na

passati; na hi antokucckiyaiii cakkhuvinnanam uppajjati.

Kalam karotiti vijiitabhavapaccaya iiyuparikkhayen’ eva.

Bodhisattena vasitatthanaiii hi cetiyakutisadisaiii hoti

annesam aparibhogaiii
;

na ca sakka Bodhisattamiitaram

apanetva annam aggamahesitthiine thapitun ti
;

tattakam

yeva Bodhisattamatu iiyuppamiinaiii hoti; tasma tadii kiilam

karoti.

Katarasmim pana vaye kalam karotiti ? Majjhimavaye.

Pathamavayaemim hi eattanam attabhiive chandariigo balava

hoti, tadii sanjiitagabbhii itthi gabbhaiii anurakkhitum na

sakkoti, gabbho bavhiibiidho hoti. Majjliimavayassa pana
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dve kotthiise atikkamma tatiyakotthase vatthurii visadaiii

hoti, visade vatthurahi nibbattii darakit aroga honti. Tasini!

Bodhisattamata pi pathamavaye earn pattiih anubhavitva

majjhimavayassa tatiyakotthase vijayitva kalam karotiti.

Nava vci dam rd ti. Ettha vii-saddo vikappavasena
;
satta

va attha vii ekiidasa va ti evarii-iidlnam pi saiiigaho veditabbo.

Tattha sattamasajdto jivati, situnhakkbaino pana na hoti,

atthamasajato na jivati, sesii jlvanti.

Thita rd ti. Thita va hutva. Mahamaya pi devl npa-

vijanna kulagbaraiii gamissamiti ranno arocapesi. Iiaja

Ivapilavatthuto Devadahanangaraganainaaggam alankarapetva

deviiii suvannasivikaya nisidapesi. Nangaravilsino Sakkil

parivaretva gandhamaladlbi pujayaitiana deviiii gabetva

ayimsu. Devadabanangarassa avidure LumbinisiTlavan-

uyyanam disva uyyauaparicaranatthaya cittaiii uppadetva

raiino sannam adiisi. Baja uyyanaiii patijaggiipetva

ili akkhaih samvidabiipesi. Deviyii uyyanam pavitthamattaya

kayadukkham ahosi. Atb’ assa mangalasalaniule sirisayanam

pannapetva saniya parikkbipimsu. Sa antosanim pavisitva

salasakba hatthena gahetva attbasi. Ath’ assa tavad eva

gabbhavutthanam abosi.

Deva pathamam patiganhantlti kblnasava suddbavasabrab-

mano patiganhanti. Kathaiii? Sutivesam ganhitvii ekekaiii

pana patikkhipitva. Idaiii yuttaih : tadii Bodhisattamata

suvannakbatbitam vattbam nivasetva makkhisadisam dukula-

pattaih yava piidanta va parupitva attbasi
;

ath’ assa

sallahukaiii gabbbavuttbanam ahosi
;

dhammakarato

udakanikkhamanasadisaiii
;

atha te pakatibrahmavasen’ eva

npasamkamitva patbamaiii suvannajalena patiggahesuiii

;

tesaxfa. hatthato manussa dukfilacumbatakena patiggahesuiii.

Tena vuttam : deva pathamam patiganhanti paccha manussa ti.

Cattaro nam devaputta ti cattaro maharajlino.

Patiggahetva ti ajinappaveniya patiganbitva.

Hahesakkho ti mahatejo mahii so lakkhanasampanno.

Yisado va nikkhamatiti. Yatha aiine satta yoniraagge

lagganta bhaggavibhaggii nikkhamanti, na evarii nikkbama-

tlti attho.

Uddenati udakena.
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Kenaci asucinati. Yatha anile satta kammajavatehi

uddhapada adhosira yonimagge pakkhitta sataporisam uara-

kapapatam patanta viya talackiddena nikkhaddhiyamana

hattlii viya mahadukkham anubhavanta nana-asucimakkkita

va nikkhamanti, na evam Bodhisatto. Bodkisattam bi

kammajavata uddhapadani adbosiram katum na sakkonti

;

iti so dhammasanato otaranto dkammakathiko viya nisseniyii

otarantapuriso viya ca dve ca hatthe dve ca pade pasaretva

thitako va matu kucchisarabbavena kenaci asucina amakkbito

va nikkbamati.

Udakassa dhava ti udakavattiyo
;

ta susitii suvannakatahe.

Idaii ca patbavitale kenaci asucina asammissaih tesana panlya-

paribbojanlya-udakam eva annesam sadbaranam kila udakan

ca dasseturii vuttarii. Annassa pana suvannarajataghatebi

aharima-udakassa c’eva bamsavattakadi-pokkbaranigatassa

ca udakassa pariccbedo na ’ttbi.

Sampatijato ti muhuttajato. Paliyam pana matu kuccbito

nikkhantamatto viya dassito
;

na evarh dattbabbarii.

Nikkbantamattain hi narii patbamam Brabmano suvanna-

jiilena patiganhimsu, tesarii battbato cattiiro mabarajano

mangalasammataya sukbasamphassaya ajinappaveniya,

tesam hattbato manussa dukiilacumbatakena, manussanam

battbato muncitva pathaviyam patitthito.

Setam/ii chatte anubhiramane ti dibbasetacchatte dhariyama-

nambi
;

ettaccbattassa parivarani kbaggadlni panca rajaka-

kudhabhandani pi agatan’ eva
;
paliyam pana riijagamane

raja viya chattam eva vuttaih. Tesu chattam eva paiinayati

na cbattagabakii. Tatba kbaggatalavantainorabatthakava-

lavijanlunhisabaddha ye pannayanti na tesaiii gahakii ;

sabbani kira tani adissamanarupa devatii ganbimsu. Vuttaui

jji c’etarn :

—

Anekasakan ca sahassamnndalaih.

Chattam maru dharayum antalikldie.

Suvannadanda vltipatanti ciimara

Na dissare ciimaracbattagahaka ti.

Sabba ca dim ti. Idaih sattapadavltibariiparithitassa

viya sabbadisanuvilokanaiii vuttain. Na kbo pan’ etam

dattkabbaiii. Mabiisatto bi mauussanaiii buttbato muncitva
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purattbimam disaiii olokesi. Anekiini cakkavalasahassilni

ekanganani ahesum. Tattha devamanussa gandhamaladihi

pfijayamana : Mabapurisa idha tumbehi sadiso pi na ’tthi

kuto uttaritaro ti ahaiiisu. Evaiii catasso disa ca catasso

anudisa ca hettha upariti dasa pi disa ’nuviloketva attano

sadisaiii adisva : Ayaiii uttara disa ti sattapadavltihare

agamasi. Evam ettha attho datthabbo.

Asabhin ti uttamam
;
aytjo ti gunebi sabbapathamo

;
itarani

dve padani etass’ eva vevacanani.

Ayam antiind jati na ’tthi ddni punabbhavo ti padadvayena

imastuim attabliave pattabbam arahattaiii byakasi.

Ettba samebi padebi patbaviyam patittbanam catuiddbi-

patilabbassa pubbaniraittam
;
uttarabhiiuukbabbavo niabaja-

nam ajjbottharitva abbibbavitva gamanassa pubbanimittam
;

sattapadagamanam sattabojjbangaratanapatilabhassa pubbaui-

mittam
;
dibbasetacchattadbiiranam vimutticchattapatilabbassa

pubbanimittam
;

paiica rajakakudbabhandani pancabi pi

vimuttihi vimuccanassa pubbanimittaiii
;

disanuvilokanaiii

aiiavarana-patiliibhassa pubbanimittaiii
;

asabbiiii vaca-

bbiisanam appativattiya-dhammacakkappavattanassa pubbani-

mittam; ‘Ayam antima jatlti’ slhaniido anupadisesaya nibba-

nadhatuya parinibbayanassa pubbanimittan ti veditabbo.

Ime vara paliya agata sambahulavaro pana anligato

aharitva dlpetabbo. Mabapurisassa bi jatadivase dasa-

sabassilokadbatumbi devata ekacakkavale sannipatiiiisu
;

patbamaiii deva patiganbiiiisu paccba manussa
;

tanti-

baddbii vlna cammabaddba bberiyo ca kenaci apatiiil

sayam eva vajjim.su
;

manussanam andubandbanadiui

kbandakbandarii cbijjiiiisu
;

sabbaroga ambilena dbota-

tambamalii viva vigaccbimsu
;
jaccandbii rupani passimsu

;

jaccabadbira saddam sunimsu
;

pltbasappl javasampannii

ahesum
;

jatijalauam pi elamugauarii sati patthasi
;

videsapakkhantanava supattanam papunimsu
;
akasatthaka-

bhummatthakaratanani sakatejobhasena bbasitiiiii ahesum,

verino mettacittam patilabbiiiisu, Avicimbi aggi nibbayi,

lokantare aloko udapiidi, nadisu jalaiii nappavatti, maba-

samuddesu madbusadisaiii udakaiii ahosi, vato na vayi,

akasagatapabbatarukkhugata sakuna vassitva patbavigaia
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ahesurii, cando ativiroci, suriyo unbena sitalo nimmalo utu-

sampanno abosi, devata attano vimanadvare tbatva

appothanaselanacelukkhepadlbi mabakilam kllimsu, catu-

ddlpikamahamegho vassi, mahajanam n’ eva khuda na

pipilsa pllesi, dvarakavatani sayam eva vivariyimsu,

puppbijpagapbaliipagarukkba puppbapbalani ganbiihsu.

Dasasabassilokadbiitu ekadhajamala ahositi.

Tatra pi ’ssa dasasabassllokadbatukampo sabbannutaiiana-

patiliibhassa pubbanimittam
;
devatanaiii ekacakkavale sanni-

pato dhammacakkappavattanakale ekappabarena sannipatitva

dbammapatiganhanassa pubbanimittam
;
patbamam devata-

naiii patiggahanam catunnarii rilpavacaracakkbananam patila-

bbassa pubbanimittam
;
paccha manussanam patiggabanam

catunnam arupajjhananam patilabbassa pubbanimittam.

Tantibaddbavinanam sayaiii vajjanam anupubbavibarapatila-

bbassa pubbanimittam. Cammabaddhabberlnarh vajjanam

mabatiya dhammabheriya anusasanassa pubbanimittam.

Andubandbanadinam chedo asmimanasamuccbedanassa

pubbanimittam. Jaccandhanaih rupadassanam dibbacakkhu

patilabbassa pubbanimittam. Jaccabadbiriinaih sadda-

savanaih dibbasotadhatupatiliibbassa pubbanimittam. Pltba-

sapplnarii javasampada catuiddhipadavegassa pubbani-

mittam. Jalanam satipatittbanam catusatipattbanaiii pati-

labbassa pubbanimittam. Yidesapakkhantanavanaiii supat-

tanaiii sampapunanam ca patisambbidadhigamassa pubba-

nimittam. Ratananaiii sakatejobbaso bbasitata yaiii lokassa

dhaminobbasaih dipessati tassa pubbanimittam. Verinam

mettacittapatilabbo catubrabmavibarapatilabbassa pubba-

nimittam. Avlcimhi agginibbanarh ekiidasaagginibbanassa

pubbanimittam. Lokantaraloko avijjandhakararii vidbamitva

nanalokadassanassa pubbanimittam. Mabasamuddassa madbu-

ratii nibbilnarasena ekarasabbiivassa pubbanimittam. Yatassa

avayanain dvasattbidittbigatabhindauassa pubbanimittam.

Sakuniinam pathavigamanam mahajanassa ovadaiii sutvii

panehi saranagamanassa pubbanimittaih. Candassa ativiro-

canain babujanakantataya pubbanimittaih. Suriyassa unha-

sltavivaj
j
ita-utusukhata kayikacetasikasukhuppattiya pubba-

nimittaih. Devatanaiii vimiinadvaresu appotbanadibi kilunaiii
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buddhabhilvam patva udilnaiii udilnassa pubbaniraittam.

Ciltuddlpikaraaharneghassa vassanam. mahato dhammameghu-
vassassa pubbanimittaiii. Khudhilpipasaplliinassa abhavo

kayagatasatiamatapatilabhaya pubbanimittaiii. Dasasa-

bassllokadhatuya ekadhajamalata ariyadhajamaliiya pubba-

niiuittan ti veditabbam. Ayara aambahulavaro nama. Ettha

panhe pucchanti yadii mabapuriso pathaviyam patitthabitva

uttarabbimukho gantva asabhiiii viicam bhasi, tadii kiiii

pathaviyii gato udiihu iikasena dissamano gato udahu adissa-

mano acelako gato udahu alankatapatiyatto daharo butva

guto udiihu mahallako paccliapi kinniidiso va abosi udahu

pana bliladarako ti ? Ayaiii pana panho hettha Loha-

piisilde Tipetaka-Mujabhayattherena vissajjito va. Thero kir’

ettha niyatapubbekatakammaissaranimmanavadavasena taiii

bahuiii vatva avasaoe evaiii vyakasi : Mabapuriso pathaviyan

gato mahajanassa pana iikasena gaccbanto viya abosi, dissa-

miino gato mabiijanassa pana adissamiino viya abosi, acelako

gato mahajanassa alankatapatiyatto viya upatthasi. Raharo

va gato mabiijanassa pana solavassuddesiko viya abosi paccha

pana baladarako va ahosi na tildiso ti. Parisa c’ assa :

Buddbena viya butvil, bho, tberena panho kathito ti

attamanii abosi. Lokantarikavilro vuttanayen’ eva.

Vidita ti piikatit butvil. Yatba hi siivaka nabilna-mukha-

dliovanapivaniidikillena anokasagatil atlte sankhare nippa-

dese sammasituib na sakkonti okilsapatte okiisapattam eva

sammasanti, na evaiii Buddha. Buddha hi sattadiva-

sabbhantare vattitasahkbilre ildito patthaya sammasitva ti-

lakkhanam iiropetvil va vissajjanti
;

tesam avipassita-

dbammo nilma na ’tthi. Tasma vidita ti aha.

Sesaiii sabbattha uttiinam evati.

Acchariyabbhuta-suttarii tatiyam.





Art. XXIV.

—

Some Notes on the Poetry of the Persian

Dialects. By Edward G. Browne, M.A., M.R.A.S.

In this article I do not propose to attempt any general

classification of the dialects spoken in different parts of

Persia; for, in the present state of onr knowledge, and

with the materials yet available, such attempt would,

perhaps, be premature
;

and, in any case, the task is one

which I am not competent to undertake. Neither do I

deem it necessary to enlarge upon the importance of the

philological results which a fuller study of these dialects

may be expected to yield. My present intention is merely

to make known a collection of poems, of various dates and

authorship, composed in different dialects of the Persian

language, and contained in a small mauuscript which came

into my possession about four years ago.

I have more than once had occasion to make mention

in these pages of Sheykh A
,

of Kirnian, a learned

Babi of the Ezell faction resident in Constantinople. With
him I maintained for some considerable time a pretty

regular correspondence on matters connected with the

bibliography, literature, and religions of Western Asia.

In one of my letters I questioned him as to the exact

nature of the dialect in which some verses occurring in a

ghazal of Hafiz (ed. Rosenzweig-Schwannau, vol. iii, p. 226

:

No. 78 in ui) are composed. In a letter dated July 30, 1891,

he replied as follows :
“ The dialect about which you wrote

for information is the Luri patois of Shiraz and Isfahan,

which is the Pahlavi dialect. 1 Many poets, such as Sa‘di,

1 The term Pahlavi, as has often been pointed out, is very loosely used bv
later Muhammadan writers, and is commonly applied to the dialects spoken in

various districts of Persia, as, for example, by Hamdu’llah Mustawfi-i-Qazvini

in the Nuzhatu' l-Qulub (a.h. 740), s.v. sAy, Cf. Olshausen’s

classical “ Parthava und Pahlav, Muda und Jfah ”
in the Monatsberichte der

Akad. zu Berlin, 1876, p. 765.
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Abu Ts-hdq, the gastronomic poet, Hafiz, and Khwdju [of

Kirman], have composed verses in it. Of these poems

I have collected a sufficient sample, and have written them

down with a glossary
;

these, if you wish, I will forward

to you.”

It need scarcely be said that I accepted this offer with

alacrity. On September 2, 1891, I received the manuscript

which I shall describe immediately, together with a letter

wherein Sheykh A wrote as follows: “As regards the

Luri dialect of Shiraz, I have for some while entertained

the idea of compiling a collection of specimens of the

different dialects of Persian—Khuzi, Luri, Na’ini, Zavuli,

Sughdi, Gill, Deylami, Razi, etc. "With a thousand

difficulties, I have been successful as regards some of these,

amongst which is this same Luri dialect For the

moment, I have transcribed a few quires on the Luri

dialect as now used at Sivand, which I herewith send you.

Believe me when I tell you that it cost me nearly a year’s

work to prove and verify these few sheets
;

for to obtain

from Persia information of this sort needs the strength

of seven elephants. I would not have communicated it

to anyone, but, by reason of my sincere friendship for you,

who seek after learning and knowledge, and understand

somewhat of these matters, I forward these six quires.

Should you desire it, I will by degrees send j’ou more. So

likewise I have put together all that I have been able

to collect about the other dialects of Persia, which also

I will send you.” The Sheykh added that he and several

others in Constantinople and Persia had formed themselves

into a small society for the study of these dialects, and the

collection of illustrative material.

The mere formation of such a society, however small,

however imperfectly equipped, however wanting in scientific

method, is, I think, a thing worthy of note, and should

tend to dissipate the notion entertained, as it would seem,

by some students of Persian that there is a complete dearth

of literary activity and intellectual life in modern Persia.

Much might be said to prove the falsity of this notion,
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but I have not space to pursue the matter further at

present, and return to the manuscript above mentioned,

which supplies the subject-matter of this article. It com-

prises ff. 44 (88 pp.), in six quires or “sheets,” measuring

20 3 x 13 -0 centimetres, and is written in a small, clear,

Persian ta'liq. The paper is thick, and yellowish in colour.

Each page is ruled in 18 lines, but the actual number of

written lines varies according to the extent of the inter-

linear glosses, which, as well as the headings, are inserted

in red ink. The contents are as follows

:

I (ff. l a-4a
). An account of Sivand in Fars (situated on

the main road from Shiraz to Isfahan, about 3

parasangs N. of Istakhr) and its dialect.

II (ff. 4a-16a
). A glossary of dialectical words (including

many of those which occur in the poems imme-

diately following), with their Persian equivalents,

arranged in 13 classes, according to subjects,

without regard to alphabetical order.

III (ff. 16b-44a
). A collection of dialectical poems (about

75 pieces in all, comprising some 390 beyts) by 10

different poets.

IV (f. 44b
). Remarks on the etymology of five words

Three years ago (in the summer of 1892) I began to

prepare an article on this manuscript, but other work

compelled me to lay it aside unfinished. My intention at

that time was to prefix both the text and translation of

the account of Sivand, which constitutes Part i of the

contents, together with the glossary which forms Part ii,

to the text and translation of the poems and such com-

mentary as I could supply to them. Only, as a matter

of convenience, I determined to rearrange the words in

the glossary so that they should stand in alphabetical

order, and to append a table of phonetic equivalents,

showing the modifications which each Persian vowel and

consonant might assume in the dialects. Of this abortive

J.R.A.8. 1895. 50
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article the whole preliminary portion, amounting to 35

pages, was actually written, when I was compelled for the

while to turn my attention to other matters, hoping to

resume and complete it at some future date. I was fore-

stalled, however, by M. Clement Huart, to whose pen we
owe so many interesting and valuable communications on

Persian and Turkish bibliography, Persian philology, and

other matters connected with Western Asia. In the Journal

Asiatique for March-April, 1893 (Ser. ix, vol. i, pp. 241-65),

he published an article entitled le Dialecte Persan de

Siwend, in which were comprised a French translation of

the account of Sivand which forms Part i of my MS.,

and the glossary which constitutes Part ii. In the latter

he preserved the original arrangement of words according

to classes. Concerning the source of this memoir he added

the following particulars, not previously known to me.

“In 1888 the Governor of the province of Fars, His

Highness Prince Ihtishamu'd-Dawla [son of the late Prince

Farhad Mirza, Mu'tamadu’d-Dmvla], hearing that the in-

habitants of the village of Sivand, situated at a short

distance from Shiraz, made use amongst themselves of a

special dialect, had the curiosity to instruct a Persian man of

letters attached to his service to make a study of this patois.

This mission was entrusted to Mirza Huseyn Tihrani,

poetically surnamed Tkureyyd, who recorded his observa-

tions in a manuscript, of which there exists a copy in the

library of Mirza Habib of Isfahan. He, very obligingly,

authorized us to make use of it. This copy was made by

the caligrapher Fadlu’llah, son of the late Mirz4 Mu-

hammad Yusuf, the gilder, and was completed on Thursday,

the 9th of Iiabi* II, a.h. 1306 (Dec. 14, 1888). It consists

of 27 leaves, unnumbered, of a small size, corresponding

approximately to the octodecimo of our booksellers.”

This MS., which formed the basis of M. Huart’s article,

was, no doubt, the source whence Sheykli A derived

Parts i and ii of the MS. which he sent to mo ;
for, so far,

the two MSS. correspond almost exactly; and, moreover,

I happen to know that the learned Mirza Habib (who died
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two or three years ago) was one of Sheykh A ’s intimate

friends. A comparison of M. Huart’s translation of Mirza

Huseyn’s Memoir on Sivand with the text in my MS.

reveals only a few quite trivial differences
;

while my
vocabulary differs from his chiefly in this, that with it

have been incorporated some additional dialect-words drawn

from the poems. This cannot be regarded as altogether

an improvement, since the poems differ in age, authorship,

and idiom, and it is obviously undesirable to confound the

words occurring in them with those actually used at present

in the Sivand dialect. The publication of M. Iluart’s

article, therefore, renders it unnecessary for me to say much

more about the first two parts of my MS. The English

translation of the memoir on Sivand which I had prepared

is no longer of auy use, since the excellent French render-

ing of M. Huart is accessible to all in the pages of the

Journal Asiatique. Nor do I now think that the publica-

tion of the original Persian text of this memoir, which

I had originally contemplated, is of much importance
;
since

most of the place-names occurring in it (for which especially

the text might be deemed necessarj’) are given by M. Iluart

in the proper character. As for the vocabulary, although

I still consider an alphabetical arrangement preferable to

the existing one, it does not appear to me to be worth

reprinting the same series of words with the same ex-

planations merely for the sake of introducing a better order.

Besides the text and translation of the memoir mentioned

above, I had constructed for my abortive article a Table

of Phonetic Equivalents, wherein I endeavoured to sum
up in a compendious form such phenomena of permutation

of sound as were revealed by comparison of the dialects in

which these poems are written with standard Persian, so

far as the intrinsic unfitness (for such a purpose) of the

Arabic alphabet, and the transcriber’s lack of scientific

method, permit us to observe them. This table, somewhat

modified from its original form, I here subjoin, for, im-

perfect though it be, it offers a summary of the more salient

features of these dialects, and indicates, to some extent, the
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relations existing between them and standard Persian. Each

phonetic change recorded in this table will henceforth be

denoted by the numeral here prefixed to it.

TABLE OF PHONETIC EQUIVALENTS.

I. Vowels.

] . d (1 ,
l) is shortened to a

;
e.g. yd\ for

;
liiy for

Ij* •

2. ,, becomes u (j), u; e.g. for uVW' J cp f°r

3. „ becomes x, i; e.g. for for »jj.
/ ?

4. „ (medial) becomes e; e.g. for j£l£.

5. a (rarely) becomes x
;

e.g. for /J .

6. Prosthetic i (j.) is common in the dialects; e.g. J&il for

for C. mi ^

7. x, i (;iddfat) is replaced by a
;

e.g. for J-f;

JdjS Lj for Jjj cyy.

8. i is shortened to t
;

e.g. for .

9. t (medial) becomes zA
;

ga?. for

10. u is shortened to u
;

e.g. for .

11. u is lengthened to u; e.g. xjy for .

12. u, u, become x; e.g. Sj~~> for forybl.

13. u (final) becomes e (*) ;
e.g. <U for y. [Perhaps, however,
p

aj, pointed aj, merely denotes a shortening of

the vowel, as in 10. So in modern MSS. ^

,

when scanned short in poetry, is often written

.]
V

14. u (final) becomes ye
;

e.g. <U!j for jllj.

15. e (s final) becomes u\ e.g.^ for dy.
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16. e (> final) becomes d; e.g. Li., for s\jj.

17. The aspirate (a) takes the place ofkamza (*)
;

e.g. wLaL^«-

for

II. Consonants.

18. b is replaced by v or w; e.g. for »

19. „ gh
; e.g.^ for

20. t, t are replaced by s
;

e.g. for

21. j is replaced by z
;

e.g. for jear,

22 .

23.

24.

for i >bJ~.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

kh

kh

kh

d

d

d

g e.g. for uU-
for

JJjki for .

f ;
e.g. (jXli for

q\ e.g. Iaj for .

h
;

e.g.jZ for^ for

z
; e.g. Ailj for juL'

;

t
;

e.g. for .

y ; e.g. for ^jL .

d .(final) is often dropped
;

e.g. for juj
;

for .

r is replaced by l
; e.g. J-J for ^Ji

.

r is often transposed; e.g. for
;
ji> for

t_j ’
for ^r-jT

32. r (final) is sometimes dropped
; e.g. jjl for

;

La for
J\j>.

33. £ is replaced by zh\ e.g. ^ for .

34. z ,, sh
;

e.g. Lt>.j for .

35. (medial) is dropped; e.g. ,JL for^.jb.

36. 2 (final) ,, e.g. L» forjLo.

37. s is replaced by t
;

e.g. for crs~
:

;
for .

38. s „ z
;

e.g. 'jL+ for for ^tji .

s; e.g. for^,.-i.

ch; e.g. _*jL for ^^jL. [But this, per-

haps, is due to Turkish influence.]

39. sh

40. sh
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41. c is softened down to \ ; e.g. for , iL.z.

42. gh is replaced by g {'Ik); e.g. jULii for JlLi.

43. gh (medial) is dropped
;

e.g. for .

44. gh (final) „ e.g. ^ J for ijj j.

45. f is replaced by v ; e.g. for .

46. q „ gh; e.g. j-il and for
; JiU

for JjU; for

47. is replaced by M; e.g. for ^13.

48. /e is replaced by <7 ; g.y. Hi for cHi

.

49. k (final) is sometimes dropped
;

e.g. for

50. g is replaced by v ; e.g. J. for JT.

51
. g „ b

;
e.g. for

52. g „ gh;e.g.^\ for/\.

53. is sometimes dropped at the end of words; e.y.

for *£0^.

54. n is sometimes replaced by h
; e.g. for .

55. n (final) is often dropped
;

e.g
.
^^A-d for

(“now”).

56. /< is sometimes replaced by ch; e.g. for

Besides the changes above enumerated, shortenings and

other distortions of words not easily to be classified are of

common occurrence.

That some of the modifications of sound revealed in the

following texts, and summarized in this Table, already exist

in the colloquial Persian of the present day, and underlie

the stereotyped spellings of the standard speech, is a fact

which must constantly be borne in mind. Thus, as is well

known, u is in many words pronounced as u or u (e.g.

nun, not nan; ^Ail*, mundan, not mdndan or mundan; Iscrl,

itnju, not dnjd or iinja
;
but, on the other hand,

, ^ 1=-,

jdn, khan, seldom or never jun, khiin). So likewise, in rapid

speaking, the final d of the 3rd person singular of the aorist
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is often dropped
(
na-mire ’ for na-mirad

;
cf. my Year amongst

the Persians, p. 119); ast is shortened to a, and such

pronunciations as nami-shad for nami-shavad, mi-gitjad for

mi-giiyad, i for in, and the like, are commonly heard even

in the speech of educated persons. But these current

pronunciations are, as above said, concealed by the stereo-

typed orthograph}’ of the literary language ; and it is only

when an attempt is made to represent in writing a pro-

vincial idiom, as, for instance, where a Gilani peasant is

introduced into the amusing dialogue of the Vazir of

Lankuran (edited by Haggard and le Strange), or in the

so-called (“ Pahlavi verses”) of the dialect poets,

that they come to light. Once having made up his mind

to deviate from the normal orthography, however, it seems

as though the Persian scribe endeavoured, as a rule, to

make this deviation as great as possible, by substituting

ij* for ^jo, cu for Is, and the like, although no distinction

is made between these letters in pronunciation even in

standard Persian. 1 From what has been said it follows

that the difference between the pronunciation of the dialects

and that of standard Persian is, on the whole, less than

we should suppose if we were to judge from written

specimens alone.

I use the words “ attempt to represent in writing a pro-

vincial idiom
”

advisedly
;

for not only does the Arabic

character, especially when unpointed, afford a very imperfect

means of representing graphically the finer shades of pro-

nunciation, but every scribe, when he has to do with

dialects not used for literary purposes, where he has no

fixed rule to guide him, employs his own system, and is

usually not consistent even in that. It is bad enough when

the scribe is thoroughly familiar with the dialect which

he wishes to express in writing, and far worse when (as is

generally the case) we have to deal with copies, more or

1 As it is always well to have native evidence for such a statement, I may
refer to p. 3 of Mxrzh Habib’s Dastur-i-Sukhun (Constantinople, a.h. 1289),

where it is explicitly stated that the Persians pronounce cj and js exactly like

ijm
, c

like jb
, ^ and t likej ,

t like cj ,
and ^ like 1.
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less remote from the original draft, made by persons

ignorant of the dialect before them, into which all sorts

of clerical errors are almost sure to have crept. It is,

indeed, evident that a really satisfactory study of a dialect

can only be made by a scientific observer, skilled in

Phonetics, who enjoys prolonged opportunities of conversing

with persons who speak it naturally
;

and in the case of

some at any rate of the poets who have written occasional

verses in one or other of the dialects of Persia we cannot

even feel confident that they were masters of the idiom in

which they strove to express themselves. A very poor

and inaccurate imitation of the peculiarities of speech of

a Lur, for instance, might serve to amuse an educated

Persian, just as an English audience will laugh at the

fictitious brogue of an actor who may never even have set

foot on Irish ground, and whose utterances, not modelled

on any one dialect, are a mere travesty of certain striking

features of Irish pronunciation in general.

The above considerations again and again almost decided

me to abandon a task which, by reason of its intrinsic

difficulty, the inadequate materials at my disposal, and

my own imperfect qualifications, it seemed presumptuous

to attempt. But, on the other hand, it seemed to me

important to direct the attention of Persian students in

this country to the existence of this considerable mass of

dialect poetry, which hitherto has in England received

but little attention
;

and, moreover, I have learned by

experience that the publication of even a very faulty and

imperfect account of a matter which is interesting in itself

often suffices to elicit from other workers in the same field

valuable communications and criticisms which might other-

wise never be made. So, though it is disagreeable to one’s

self to turn out work which, notwithstanding all one’s

efforts, bears on itself to the last the stamp of manifold

imperfection and incompleteness, I have finally decided to

print as specimens a few of the poems which constitute

the third (and chief) part of the manuscript above described,

together with such commentary as I am able to add from
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the notes and glosses of the compiler and other sources.

The English renderings which I give must, in some cases,

be regarded as rather of a tentative character, thougli I

believe that they fairly represent the general sense of the

poems.

Before proceeding further, it will be convenient for me
to enumerate some of the principal published notices and

studies of Persian dialects (to most of which I have had

access), aud the abbreviations wherewith I shall henceforth

denote those of them to which I may have occasion to

refer in the course of this article. This list makes no

pretensions whatever to completeness, and includes mono-

graphs only, though valuable material is to be gleaned

from a good many books of travel, etc. (such as Polak’s

Persien
,
Chodzko’s Mem. sur I’Asie Centrale, etc.), which

contain incidental allusions to the dialects of different parts

of Persia. In the case of Kurdish, on which a good deal

has been written, I mention only a few of the principal

contributions of philologists. Fuller information will be

found by those who desire it in the introduction prefixed

by Justi to his edition of Jaba’s Dictionnaire Kurile-

Frangais (St. Pet., 1879, pp. xii-xviii), and in other

monographs.

1810-1850. Rodiger and Pott. A series of Kurdish Studies

in vols. iii-v and vii of the Zeitschr. f. d. Kunde

d. Morgen latides.

1812. [Ch. 1 ~\= Chodzko’s “ Specimens of the Popular

Poetry of Persia,” etc.

1853. [Ber.] —Beresine’s “ Recherches sur les Dialectes

Persans
”

(Talish, Gilak, Mazandarani, Kurdish,

Gabri). Printed at Gasan.

1857. [Ch. 2]= Chodzko’s “Etudes philolog. sur la langue

Kurde.” Jour. As.5 ix, 297-356.

1857-58. Lerclds “ Forschungen iib. d. Kurden u. d.

Iranische Nord-Chaldaer.”

1860. [Jab. 1]. Jaba’s “ Recueil de Notices et Recits

Kourdes . .
.”
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1860-66. [Dorn 1 ~\=Dorn’s “ Beitrage zur Kenntniss d.

Iranisch. Sprachen ” (Mazandarani).

1868. [Mel. ]= Melgounof's “ Essai sur les dialectes de

Mazanderan et Ghilan,” in vol. xxii of the

Z.D.M.G. pp. 195-224.

1874. JE. Rehatsek’s “ Deri phrases and dialogues.” Indian

Antiquary, ii, pp. 331-35.

1878. [H.S. 1] —Houtum-Schindler, Z.D.M.G. vol. xxxii,

535-41 (Semnan dialect).

1879. [Dorn 2]— Dora, Bull, de l’Acad. Imp. d. Sciences

de S. Pet., xxv, 265-67 (Semnan dialect).

1879. [Jab. 2^\= Jaba’s “Diet. Kurde-Fiancais ” (edited

by Justi).

1880. [Jus. 1 ~\ = Justi*s “ Kurdische Grammatik.”

1881. [Jus. 2~\= Justi’

s

article in vol. xxxv of the

Z.D.M.G., pp. 327-414, “Ueher die Mundart

von Jezd ” (Gabri dialect).

1881. [Rieu] = Dr. Rieu’s very valuable account of the

Giiran dialect at pp. 728-34 of his Persian

Catalogue.

1882. [II.S. 2] = Houtum-Schindler in vol. xxxvi of the

Z.D.M.G., pp. 54-88, “Die Parsen in Persien,

ihre Sprache,” etc. (Gabri dialect).

1884. [II.S. Z~\— IIoutum-Schindler in vol. xxxviii of the

Z.D.M.G., pp. 43-116, “Beitrage zuin Kurd.

Wortschatze.”

1885. [Hu. 1 ]
— C7. Uuart’s “Quatrains de Baba Tahir

‘Uryan.” Jour. As.8
,
vi, pp. 502-45.

1887-90. Prym and Socin’s “Kurdische Satnmlungen.”

1888. [H.S. 4~\—Houtum-Schindler in vol. xlii of the

Z.D.M.G., pp. 73-9, “ Weitere Beitrage zum
Kurd. Wortschatze.”

1888. [Hu. 2]= Cl. Huart's “Notes sur le pretendu D£ri

des Parsis de Yezd.” Jour. As.8
,

xi, pp. 298-302

(Gabri dialect).

1888. [Shu.]= FI Shukovsld’s “Materials for the study

of the Persian dialects.” Unfortunately this book,

which is by far the most important contribution
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yet made on the subject, is written in Hussian,

so that to those who, like myself, are unfortunate

enough to be ignorant of that language, only the

texts included in it (transliterated, for the most

part, in Russian characters) are of any use. The

following particulars concerning M. Shukovski’s

valuable researches are derived from M. C. Sale-

mann’s compte-rendu to the Acadeinie Imperiale de

St. Petersbourg (Feb. 3, 1887 ;
Bulletin de l’Acad.,

vol. xxxi, pp. 537-40). M. Shukovski spent three

years (1883-86) in Persia, during which period

he studied eleven different dialects, grouped as

follows :

—

I. Shiraz district : dialects of Strand and ‘Abdu

(20-30 versts S. of Shiraz), with its

dependencies Kcliin and Popun.

II. Kdshdn district: dialects of Vdnishun, Qohriid,

Keshe, and Zefre.'

III. Semnan-Tihran district : dialects of Sengiser

and Shemerzod.

IY. Isfahan district : dialects of Se-deh, Gaz,

and Kafron.

In all these dialects he obtained translations of the

“ Bacmeister’sche Sprachproben,” the beginning

of the “ Finnic Rune,” the parable of the Prodigal

Son, and twelve stories from the

and the j ‘tiJaJ. In the dialects of Qohriid,

Keshe, Zefre, and Se-deh he also obtained versions

of popular Persian songs which pass current in

those districts
;

and in the dialects of Kafron,

Zefre, and Gaz

,

a rich store of verses by indigenous

poets. Besides all this, he brought back a large

collection of Bdkhtiydri songs, and some specimens

of the (Kurdish) dialect spoken by the Rulkhdni

branch of the Kuzievend. This vast accumulation

of valuable material, with grammatical sketches,
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vocabularies, and other necessary adjuncts, is to

form five volumes, of which I only possess the

first (dealing with the Kashan group of dialects),

published in 1888. Whether the remaining

volumes, or any of them, have yet appeared, I

have hitherto been unable to ascertain.

1889. [Hu. 3]= C7. Huart’s “ Notice d’un manuscrit

Pehlevi-Musulman,” etc., in the Jour. Ms. 8
,
xiv,

pp. 238-70. I have succeeded in identifying the

MS. described in this article with the Jdvidan-i-

Kab'ir ( a heretical book on the

doctrines of the Hurufi sect of the Isma'iliyya

composed by its founder, Facllu Tlah b. Abi

Muhammad et-Tabrizi el-Hurufi, who was put to

death in a.h. 801 (a.d. 1401-2) by Timur. A
full description of a manuscript of the same work

contained in the Cambridge University Library,

and bearing the class-mark Ee. 1. 27, will appear

at pp. 69-86 of ray forthcoming Catalogue of our

Persian MSS. The value of this MS. of ours is

largely increased by the careful interlinear glosses

which have been supplied to most of the dialectical

portions.

1893. [Hu. 4]= Cl. Uuarfs “ Dialecte persan de Siwend,”

in the Jour. As.9
,

i, pp. 241-65, to which I have

already had occasion to refer (p. 776 supra). I

ascertained from M. Huart, whom I had the

pleasure of meeting at Geneva in September, 1894,

that Mirza Habib’s manuscript, which formed the

basis of his article, contained only the first and

second parts of my manuscript, and not the poems

which I am about to communicate. This present

article may therefore be regarded as in some sense

complementary to his.
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The Authors of the Poems.

As already stated, the verses contained in my manuscript

amount to about 390 beyts, and are ascribed, in very unequal

proportions, to 16 different poets. These I shall now

enumerate in alphabetical order, adding such particulars

about each (save those who are too well known to need any

further notice) as I have been able to collect.

1. Abu Is-haq (
Bus-hdq

)

of Shiraz, the wool-carder
(
halldj

)

and gastronomic poet, author of the Divan-i-atHma

,

Kanzu’ l-ishtihd, etc. He died (see Rieu’s Persian

Catalogue, p. 634) in a.h. 819 or 827. Notices of

his life and poems are given by Dawlatshah

(Bombay lith. ed. of 1887, pp. 160-63) and in

the A'tash-Kada (Bombay lith. ed. of a.h. 1277,

poets of Shiraz, s.v. An excellent edition

of his works, printed by Ebu’d-Diya Tevfiq Bey,

appeared at Constantinople in a.h. 1303, with a

preface by Mirza ITabib (cf. Journal Asiatique 8
,

viii, pp. 182-6, and ibid. 8
,

xi, pp. 88-90). This

edition contains a few of the poems in dialect

(called c^UAii). Complete MSS. of Abu Ishaq’s

poems are very rare. One, bearing the class-mark

L. 137, and dated a.h. 970, is, or was till recently,

in the possession of the Society for the Propagation

of Christianity amongst the Jews. It was given

to Dr. Wolff in a.h. 1234 by a certain Haji

‘Otbman Nuru’d-Din. It is considerably fuller

than the printed edition, with which I was

fortunate enough to be able to collate it in part,

and contains many more verses in dialect. In

the colophon with which this MS. concludes the

poet’s name is given as Fakhru’d-Din Ahmad.

It is written in a small, neat ta‘liq between blue

and gold lines, and comprises ff. 162 of 22’4 x 12'7

centimetres and 17 lines. A notice of Abu Is-haq

is also given by Rida-quli Khan at pp. 44-5 of
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his RiyadiCWArifin (Tihran lith. ed. a.h. 1305).

It is there stated that his name was Sheykh

Ahmad, his kunya Abu Is-haq (which, in his

takhallus, he shortened to Bus-hdq), and his nick-

name At‘ima
;
and that he was personally ac-

quainted with Shah Ni'matu’llah of Kirman (d.

a.h. 834). Twenty of his poems are cited in

my MS.

2.
*All {Ntrzd ) of Soh (two stages from Kashan and

one from Qohrud, to the S.). I have hitherto

been unable to identify this poet, and can give

no particulars about him. One only of his poems

is cited.

3. ‘Alt Rida {Nulla ) of Behbehan may perhaps be

identified with the Mirza 'All Rida Tnjalld men-
/ _____

*

tioned in the Atash-Kada amongst the poets oi

Fars {of. Ethe’s Catalogue, col. 284, No. 651),

although the latter is described as a native of

Ardakan (about 40 miles NAY. of Yezd). Ac-

cording to the Atash-Kada, this ‘All Rida was a

pupil of Aqa Huseyn Khunsari, who, again, is

stated {cf. Ethe, loc. cit. col. 277, No. 434) to have

lived in the reign of Shah Suleyman the Safavi

(a.h. 1077-1105; a.d. 1667-1694). The identifi-

cation, however, is doubtful. Eight of his poems

are cited.

4. Bald Tahir ‘Uryan of Hamad an, author of the celebrated

quatrains, published, with French translation and

philological notes, by M. Cl. Huart in 1885 in the

Journal Asiatique 8
, vi, pp. 502-45. These quat-

rains, together with those of ‘Omar Khayyam and

Abu Sa‘id b. Abi T-Khayr, and other poems, were

also published in lithograph by Mirza Muhammad
Shirazi at Bombay in a.h. 1297. The Atash-Kada,

which fills a page with his poems, gives no hint of

his date; but Rida-quli Ivhan (Rii/ddii’l-‘Arifin,

ed. Tihr&n, a.h. 1305, p. 102) states that he died

in a.h. 410 (a.d. 1019-20), iO * ^=»- j->, and
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that consequently he cannot have been a con-

temporary of ‘AynuT-Qud&t-i-IIamadani (d. a.h.

525 or 526, according to Haji Ehalfa, iii, pp. 459,

536; cf. also Jami’s Nafahat, pp. 475-77) or

Nasiru’d-Din Tiisi (d. a.h. 672), as stated by

some writers. Unfortunately Rida-quli Khan does

not cite his authority for this early date, which

would make Baba Tahir a contemporary of Fir-

dawsi. Twenty-four quatrains are cited.

5. Hafiz of Shiraz (d. a.h. 791) is too well known to need

further notice here. One poem cited.

6. Hisdbi may with some probability be identified with the

Mirza Salman Hisdbl of Natanz, mentioned in
/

the Atash-Kada amongst the poets of Isfahan,

since Natanz is well known to be the strong-

hold of a peculiar dialect of Persian (cf. Ethe’s

Catalogue, col. 275, No. 372). One poem cited.

7. Jalal-i-Tabib (“ the physician ”) is probably identical

with the Jalalu’d-Uin-i-Tabib mentioned by

Dawlatshah (Bombay lith. ed. of A.t>. 1887,

pp. 129-30), who states that he flourished in

Fars under the patronage of the Muzzafarids, and

that in a.h. 734 (
= a.d. 1333-34) he published

a poem called Gul u Naicruz which achieved great

celebrity. One poem cited.

8. J[ahmitd b. Amir Ahmad Nizam Qdri of Yezd, the poet

of clothes, as Abu Is-haq was of foods. His

Divan- i-albisa (uniform with Abu Is-haq’s Divan-

i-at'ima), edited by Mirza Habib of Isfahan, was

printed at Constantinople in a.h. 1304 by Abu’d-

Diya Tevfiq Bey. The editor states in his preface

that, saving a pretty full notice which he remembers

to have seen in an old Indian tadhkira (not named),

and one citation amongst the shaicdhid of the

Burhan-i-Jdmi‘ of Muhammad Karim b. Mahdi-

quli of Tabriz (lith. ed. Tabriz, a.h. 1260), he

has been unable, after the most diligent search,

to find any notice of this poet. His edition was
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based on a single MS. in his own possession,

concerning the date and condition of which, un-

fortunately, he gives no particulars. Useful

glossaries of the technical terras used by the

poet of clothes and the poet of foods have been

appended by the learned editor to their respective

divans. All that he says about the date of the

former is that he outlived the latter, whose Divan-

i-aVima served him for a model, and whom, in

his preface, he speaks of as deceased. If, however

(as appears probable), our poet be identical with

the Mir Nizdmu'd-Bin- Qari of Kashan, mentioned

by Taqi’u’d-Din Kashi in the Khatima of his

Khuldsatu’l-ash'ar (see Pertsch’s Berlin Catalogue
,

pp. 611-15), he must have been alive in a.h. 993

(a.d. 1585), since the Khatima deals only with

the biographer’s contemporaries, and was composed

in that year. One poem cited.

9. Muhammad Sufi. A Mulla Muhammad, who wrote under

the takhallus of Sufi, is mentioned in the Atasli-

Kada (ed. Bombay, a.h. 1277, p. 170) amongst

the poets of Isfahan. “ Some persons,” adds the

biographer, “ consider him to have been the

maternal uncle of . Mulla Jami” (d. a.h. 898=
a.d. 1492-93), “ but God knows best.” Two
poems cited.

10. Nadhri Shah Rida‘i. A Mulla Nadhri of Kashan and

several Rida’is are mentioned in the Suhuf-i-

Ihrdhimi (Pertsch’s Berlin Catalogue, No. 663),

but in the absence of further particulars I cannot

even attempt an identification. Two quatrains

cited.

11.
‘Obeyd-i-Zdka.nl (d. a.h. 772 = a.d. 1370-71), the

celebrated satirist, a contemporary of Salman of

Sava. See Ouseley’s Notices of Persian Poets,

pp. 125-28
;

Eth^’s Catalogue, cols. 572-73

;

Sprenger’s Catalogue, p. 527 ;
A tash-Kada (amongst

the poets of Qazvin, of which Zakan is a suburb);
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Dawlatshah (ed. Bombay, a.d. 1887, pp. 125-27).

Selections from his writings (chiefly the Ilazaliyydt

)

were published at Constantinople, at the printing-

press of Abu’d-Diya Tevfiq Bey in a.h. 1308,

with an introduction (in Persian) purporting to

be my M. Ferte. Ilis “ Cat and Mouse ” (Mush

-

u-Gurba) has been lithographed at Bombay at the

Matba l
i-Haydari (no date). He excelled in parody,

and is generally amusing, though often extremely

ribald. His Akhldqu' l-Ashrdf (“Ethics of the

Aristocracy”), which occupies pp. 7-31 of the

Constantinople edition, affords a good example of

his bitter and ironical wit. Two poems cited.

12. Pinddr-i-Rdzi (Kamalu’d-Din). Notices of this ancient

poet are given by Dawlatshah 1

(pp. 23-24), in the

A' tash-Kada (where he occupies the second place

amongst the poets of Rey), and in Rida-quli

Khan’s Riyadti’l-A’ rifin (pp. 173-74). From these

accounts it appears that he was originally from the

mountainous country near Rey ^,l^*.^i)
;
that

he was the panegj’rist of the Devlamite prince Abu
Talib Rustam Majdu'd-Dawla b. Fahhru’d-Dawla

(a.d. 997-1029) ; that he was a pupil of Abu’l-

Qasim Isma‘11 b. ‘Abbad [et-Taliqani, commonly

called] “ es-Sahib
”

(d. a.h. 385=:a.d. 995); that

his talent was highly rated by Zahir of Faryab

(d. a.h. 598) ;
and that he wrote in Arabic,

Persian, and the Deylami dialect. Six poems

cited.

13. Pur-i-Feridiin is mentioned in the Atash-Kada amongst

the poets of Fars, without further particulars,

save that he wrote chiefly in the dialect of Rey.

Two quatrains cited, both given, with slight

variants, in the A tash-Kada.

14. Sheylih Ruz-bahan of Shiraz. Jami, who consecrates a

notice of three pages to him in the Nafahdt

1
Cf. also Quatremere, Journal des Savants for 1840, p. 413

;
and Olshausen,

Jlonatsberichte d. k. Preuss. Akad. for 1876, p. 765.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 51
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(pp. 288-90), gives his name as Abu Muhammad
b. Abi Nasr el-Baqli of Fasa in Fars, and

enumerates several of his works, such as the
lArd’ isiC l-Beyan (see Haji Khalfa, iv, p. 195,

No. 8105; and pp. 717-18 of the old Arabic

Catalogue of the British Museum), and a Com-

mentary on the Shathiyyat, on account of which

he is often called
(
e.g . in the Atasli-Kada, section

on the poets of Fars, and in the ffiyadu’l-'A'rifin,

p. 79) “ Sheykh-i-Shattah.” He is better known
as a Sufi than as a poet. He died in a.h. 606

(a.d. 1209-10) and was buried at Shiraz, where

his tomb is still visited. It is in the eastern part

of the town, near the Berudze-i-Qassdb-k/iane

(“ Slaughter-house Gate ”). One line of poetry

cited.

15. Sheykh Sa‘dt of Shiraz (d. a.h. 690= a.d. 1291) is too

well known to need further notice here. Two
poems cited.

16. Sheydd of Qum. Mention of at least two poets bearing

this takhallus (Mirza Abu’l - Hasan and Aqa
Muhammad ‘All) occur in some of the tadhkiras

described in Pertsch’s Berlin Catalogue (Nos. 645,

664, 673, and especially 667, the Tadhkira-i-

Dilgnsha). Unfortunately these works are in-

accessible to me, and I can find no mention of

this poet in the books at my disposal. One

poem cited.

As it is important, as far as possible, to determine both

the date and the locality to which each of the specimens

of dialect-poetry contained in the MS. is to be referred,

I shall now give a summary of the results of the preceding

enquiry in tabular form, arranging these sixteen poets in

chronological order, and noting the district to which each

bedonged. The dates are given according to the Christian

era only.
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I. Date and Locality both Known.

1 . Pinddr-i-Rdzi c. 1000 Deylam and Rey.

2. Baba Tahir t 1020 Ilamadan.

3. Sheykh Ritz-bahdn t 1210 Shiraz.

4. Sheykh Sa'di t 1291 Shiraz.

5. Jalal-i-Tabib c. 1334 Shiraz.

6. ‘ Obeyd- i-Zakani t 1370 Qazvin.

7. Hafiz t 1389 Shiraz.

8. Bus-hdq t 1417 Shiraz.

9. Muhammad Sufi c. 1450 Isfahan.

10. Mahmud Qdri c. 1580 Yezd or Kashan.

11. *Alt Rida (?) c. 1680 Behbehan or Ardakan.

II. Locality Known, but not Date.

12. Mirza ‘Alt Soh.

13. Hisabi Natanz.

14. Pur-i-Feridun Rey.

15. Sheydd Qum.

III. Neither Date nor Locality Known.

16. Nadliri Shah Rida’i.

In the MS., as already stated, interlinear Persian trans-

lations, written in red ink, accompany many of the

verses. Sometimes only one or two dialectical words are

glossed, and sometimes the interlinear spaces are left blank

altogether. To save room, I shall first give the text of

each poem cited, and then so much of the compiler’s

interlinear explanations as appears necessary, together with

my own remarks and criticisms. So far as possible, I shall

also specify the metre in which each poem is written, and

give a translation of it. The order in which the poems

are given in the MS. is disregarded, but the page at which

each occurs is indicated. For greater convenience of

reference the lines will he numbered continuously, as

though forming one series.
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No. I. Sa'di (f. 16b
).

Metre, ^
a— —-« _J— l. « a & .W V ••

C/'JJ * f ±jj^* J-

4

^ ^

—

j ^—
!

<J—
^ _;J

<* > k-

‘ l

1.

2 .

u**
^ %a a

—

^j—*— e ,
|

s w—

^

Commentary.

(1) liius = ol^ijs [by 29] ;
aLo = a!L> [by 1] ; .,l>- [which is

standard Persian, and is given in Viillers and the Burhdn-

i-Qati, etc.] = ^jljjt>; aaC* (mi-kuna’)= [by 8

and 29] ; = jtAi [by 46] ; (mi-kari

)

=
[or rather A-.O*

,
the employment of liar in place

of kun as the imperative of the verb kardan, and the

stem of the tenses derived from it, being, as M. Huart

has pointed out, one of the most constant characteristics

of that large group of Fersian dialects which he col-

lectively designates as “Pehlevi-Musulman” or “Modern

Medic ”]
; ,

X,
.

[rather, I imagine =

Jjj A-lb for is common]
;

»

^
[I doubt the correctness of this

explanation, and would rather take
} ^ }

as = rclien lie has neither eyes to see, nor a face worth

looking at ”].

(2) = Jo j

= E^y 1^3 > ^jjr1
=j'y E jjr*

— Ar. ‘ carrot,’ Pers. C.jjj ;
Sudi likewise, in his

1 As the MS. does not distinguish if (<?) from if (A), I shall only do so

in the following texts when there seems good reason to believe that g, not k, is

the proper pronunciation.
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commentary on the Gulistan, explains it by Turk. .U.

It seems to be here used in an obscene sense as = Pers.

Both of these verses are given, though in a somewhat

different form, by Mr. Platts, at p. 125 of his excellent edition

of the Gulistan. The first of the two beyts (which he

separates) he calls aJ^J (“ Turkish, provincial, or barbarous

Persian ”), and gives as follows :

—

1

J~))) lAt cfA IpC
1 ^

In his Vocabulary he explains aX« as =
“ plays the part of a young man ”

;
,_cJL* as “ blind from

birth ”
;

\*=sr as = t__dj.£sr
,

“ in sleep,” “ in a dream ”
;

as — a—^ y
as —

y
and

j
as —

^ j, clearly.

The second beyt he normalizes, by substituting aaL for I—-.*

,

for and for . He also reads

j
Aj for Ai

'-Sj'r*
in the second misra .

I refrain from giving a translation of these verses because

of their coarseness. They present no difficulty, and, with the

help of the above explanations, will be easily understood by

any Persian scholar.

No. II. Sa‘di (ff. 16b-17b).

Metre, i NAsr* . wm _ Jb •
j
w — I

-

1 ^ I I

xj
V_5
A-A=. Ai

1
is written over the line as a variant. It occurs again in the next beyt.

Perhaps ws?\ is the correct reading, as we find the form in the following

inisrd‘.
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ij *x-a# a£ 4.

cAA u~y* i
tA1A

-—

i

—t ^Jj\ j—»
—

’ U-5i 5.

ft jj+J Aj

1 A-Ali 1 Aj ! (JjJ ^
j**mSu laA ij 6.

A-.-—' 3 A-^wJ A-3 l^f b i s A 1

j' IatAi ~A
t

,.
.’. C‘“ 4.- 7

.

IAA^Sj <AilAiA- ^ j (*
JA cA*

^i.xa/1 ^jL*Jb <Jjj~ 8.

lA cA A' j*^
1

1

—

^

,

r
tS',c ^

’ iA £A A V cAA 9.

A ^)lJ <Ltn- |

l * L&
^

t
jlj 10.

c

cra>A'^A^ ^
L^w» <J^j£*» Jjlg3 <A>- 11.

<l£

J
^Wu& jl <Ll^jL*uJ d£j\ yJ 12.

(fcjjjJ &*J*iyJ ^)l

^aA<Jo d<ji ^1 CJJuauJ 13.

j»
â -tCLj Ij

(

%<V“'
^

y£ &** ^Jc)lj gXJfejj &£ 14.

C

y ^ L^J*i y>~ jfl

1 This as a variant to ^an, which I have rejected ob metr.
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AjIa \» i AA-'JA j*Al—

i

1

A-jl£ \j A=>- y ^
. S* jjb A^£j Ai 16.

J bJ > La i.
•• -asC »JS Al.i>

r

C &
j ^ y+ j

^ 1 / •

j^Ai! jt> j^p»- iS

;- j' u—' — aJ lb.‘ X J-ju

w
2

C/j£ 19.

^ ov ksl+j* 20 .

y ls"'^ 'j V-' lA^^ Li
-’*

eJM-

lei

-iX L>

Commentary.

(3) JX = ^/[by 10] ;
[or AiscM, or y^\~\ = ;

= <zjJ\
; ^yy = Aas^J

; uAas? = ;

^jlclc = [by 46] ;
a a = Asa->^ jb «a.

(4) The interlinear translation, which appears to me unsatis-

factory, runs thus :

—

‘

CA« uH>jJ Ji *' A^s>~ Aa ^x.

1

Aj

\c)y* ^yZ~> i_£/a> j\ ^y^y ^y*^y*

If the text be correct, and we should not read X aj

for aj aX I can only suppose, either that a/ = y,

1 Or perhaps tr-'Jj.

2 This as var. to ^ .
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“ say ”
;
that the preposition before is dropped, as

is so commonly done in modern colloquial Persian
;
and

that (cf. J.R.A.S. for July, 1894, p. 437,

j£\, “ if you are

rich.” It would appear that <o = “ do

not cheat,” a common colloquial expression, and one

recorded in most of the dictionaries (e.g. V tillers’ Lexicon,

yoI. ii, p. 1055, s.v. ). The object of the verb is

and (cf. 3 supra) =
t

j.AfJA. The second

misra is explained by the commentator as meaning “ if

thou dost not apply a salve [oy«] to his abscess [Jp5],

at any rate do not lance it ”
[^f* *£> _yx£J]. This appears

to me to be a mere guess, and I do not know which word

is supposed to mean “salve,” “ointment.” I suppose

that
.
e-J . ^ = juihL.—^J, and that with it must be con-

nected the pronominal suffix in the obscure

which last I cannot fully explain, though the initial letter,

as in 1. 7 infra ,
seems to represent^, “if.” The ex-

planation of {JLA ^fy-»
as = u

'

}* JlAA is probably

correct.

(5) Trans. ^}\\^ J\ys

lx— \j . probably = lxxa^Lj
,

“there are for thee”; ^-1 appears to be a preposition

(cf Kurd. \, “to”); lx—

.

. .
yio

ij\ probably =
lx— jA \ ,psj, “in the hand of fate”; in

the sense of [cf. Blochmann’s Persian Prosody,

p. 27, note], “two thousand such arrows”; \yt> —

[32] ;
Ai

)f1 o' = } Jfr1

[55 and 29]

;

lx—if ij

^

= lx—UL> tS [cf. Rieu,

730
b
-731

a

;
Platts’ Persian Grammar, p. 174, Note 2,
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and p. 175, Rem.

;

and J.R.A.S., Jan. 1895, pp. 242-3]

;

apparently = J <ua .

(G) 1 rcoiS, ex-.*. £3 bAjl^rA Ajwi
^ jT: AAA C|>

^j>
**£ Jb Aj

ex—iA-Cj jaLj
^
aJI* <t-£ ^*a.o. It seems to me

that ex-£ = ex;l + ,
and should be taken with Ajl^e

as = <e£ <u, “not because thou hast studied

theology,” the past tense being frequently expressed in

these dialects as in Pahlavi (cf. end of last paragraph),

by the verb-stem plies the appropriate pronominal suffix,

which last is usually joined to a particle. In this case

axil must = The I in ex-iejl (= is

again a preposition. 0-a = *ajj^ ,

“ often have

I seen.” The second misra seems to be correctly

rendered in the Persian translation.

(7) Trans, jb y Axi exj \a.>. j$\

Axio j\i jb Axsr* . The first misra (if, as I sup-

pose, = 1 a=sT, “for God’s sake”) will not scan, and

is therefore probably corrupt. If not, ex—ol

probably = ex—J ex—-a.>
,

“
if a poor man

is in your power”; and = AJisr, “buy,” “ran-

som,” “redeem,” “succour.” In the second misra,

I take ^A j\ ^11sr* as = Axs”* ^^x*.;) j\,

“do not laugh at him before his face,” or “at his aspect.”

(8) Trans. .... r

JX • ij*
~ a (see Rieu, p. 729

b

r last par.),

and (JLxjb ex~h = ex—i> \y <s£. The rest of the verse

is easy.

(9) Trans. 1,J e>>

e™3 ^

SX dX X X
n 4->l ,1 .

ii. The preposition
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before is, as usual, omitted

—

“on the table,” or

tray. y = j\ y ;
as in (8);

Ai- = Ap-, “even”; y =
(10) Trans. iA.tyj ub A-pp

Ap> Ap^. I think that U& = and am disposed to

read a_>. for A.^-. probably = cAApf (cf. 11. 4 and 7
£

supra), and e:

—

y seems to be the 3rd. s. of an im-

personal verb = German hungern.

(11) Gloss, = j)!j y
o.l? [20]; ^ ,a

AA-.~yA . a3^a — a.Ba [27] ; 1

daAjp-. I cannot understand

(12) TVarcs. uk a£ (^U-jIj)

A_i>p ^UApsrh But I think that aJo^J =

A$" A ».) Au \ .j

(13) GloSS. y^~ y Ai — lj — AS
;

A^-£" |4Ap = aA^j 1

( 1 4) GloSS. y Aj ^A = LA^-w;^ Aj • (A
j ^ j

a£j I •

^aU = ^tali [27, and 1. 11 sup.].

Go) Trans. (2nd misra only). cXy V A,p» \j <ujs a£

Aa$A A>-.
• v

(16) Trans. <u*j& ^L^^a Jpl ^a y> Vi sX ^LuaG aJ^js

yli i -a- Ls AJjs? .

(17) Trans, a^^ \jXy> b ^jyJL^ ^ jl

yJP*o sj ^ As 1 1 A^-.~<

.

(18) Trans. (2nd misra only), ca—p Api> ^piA 'y a_£

j y ^ •

(19) Trans, ^p-li .... ^^X b a£ ^ajA ^a^
^X~\ Jy.

(20) Trans, i. C ^ w*» L**J

ca—

.

is* \<y} As Ab JAW.
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Translation.

(3)
“ Lend thine ear to my words, if thy heart trill not tale

offence ; for a wise man will weigh each word ten times.

(4)
“ Say to the rich man, ‘ Do not mislead the poor man

by your words; if he has no abscess do not inflict on him

the lancet
’

[»'.<>. if he has done no evil, do not vex him

with harsh words].

(5)
“ Fate has in its hand two thousand such arrows [i.e.

misfortunes]
;

was it not this bow and these arrows

[of fate] which slew all [who have gone before us] P

(6) “ Not because thou hast studied the Commentaries and

the Law shall thou enter Paradise; often have I seen

the horseman left behind while the pedestrian passed on. 1

(7) "If a poor man is in your power, for God’s sake care for

him; do not mock him to hisface while he sheds tears.

(8)
“ If you have a friend [or patron] do not visit him too

often, for conversation exceeding due measure causes

weariness. 2

(9) “ Why dost thou frown because thou hast no cress on thy

table ? Hast thou knowledge of that poor wretch who

lacks even bread ?

(10) “If he had bread, what would he care for [the absence

of] sweets ? Plain bread is [as sweet as] conserve of

roses, if you are hungry.

(11) “ What recks he who has eaten cooked meats that

some poor wretch sleeps hungry in the cold ?

(12) “It may be that thou wilt fallfrom wealth and prosperity,

filed icith regret because thou did’st not enjoy [while

it was possible, and now] thou dost lack the means.

1 Exactly the same idea is expressed in the Gulistan, Bk. ii, story 16 (ed.

Platts, pp. 53-4), especially in the verse

—

2 Cf. Gulistan, Bk. ii, Story 30 (ed. Platts, p. 61).
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(13) “ Who would wish [to be tormented with the reflection],

* I suffer anguish because I [ought to have] amassed

wealth to enjoy it or to give it away ’ ?*******
(16) “ He who shoivs charity to every worthless fellow [does so

because] he seeks amongst them all one who is acceptable

[in God’s sight]. 1

(17)
11 If thou hearest a secret from me, do not tell it to every

one, for he may transmit it to a multitude exceeding

computation.

(18) “ Thou fearest thine enemy, yet neglectest thy friend, who,

should he become thy foe , would not willingly leave thee

even the skin upon thy back.

(19) “ To-day I saw a child saying to a young man

(20) “‘May good accrue to thee from these maxims which thou

hast heard: say,
“ [God’s] mercy be on Sa‘di who has

given them utterance.”
’ ”

Notwithstanding the difficulties presented bjr this poem,

and my imperfect comprehension of some portions of it,

I have given it here because, to my mind, it so thoroughly

bears the impress of Sa'di’s thought, and because, moreover,

it supplies so many instances of that formation of the

past tense akin to the old Pahlavi to wdiich I have alluded

in the commentary on 1. 5.

No. III. HAfiz (f. 17b).

Metre, Hazaj-i-musaddas.

The following verses occur in a slightly different form

in Rosenzweig-Schwannau’s edition of the Divdn-i-Hafiz

(vol. iii, p. 226, No. 78 in o, beyts 3-6), where the text

1 Compare a story with a very similar moral in Ilk. ii of the Bustan (ed. Graf,

pp. 144-46
;

11. 59-78, especially 1. 75) :

—

j) 3 fit
—1

[>

‘ r* Ji j
. . »J \

• w ••

and also Ibid. pp. 180-81, 11. 411-18, especially 11. 413-15.
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and explanation of Siidi, the Turkish commentator (d. circ.

a.h. 1000; cf. Ilaji Khalfa, vol. iii, p. 273) are accepted

without alteration. Besides Sudi’s text and commentary

(Const, ed. of a.h. 1288, in margins, vol. ii, pp. 693-95)

and the MS. on which this article is based, I have before

me a copy of these verses taken from a MS. of the Divan

written in Shiraz in a.h. 1263
(
= a.d. 1846). These three

texts I shall call respectively S. (Sudi’s), A. (Sheykb

A ’s MS. collection of dialect poems), and Sh. (Shiraz

MS.). I shall now, by combination of these three, give

what I believe to be the correct text, indicating the variants

below.

c ilr
5 cr*'

21 •

‘

\h lS~^—•• V <-'i' J-
3

Sj ^ 22,

1
\\ \ \ \ i •• x .

c V'f * -f

* ’
/ %—

7

.

-i ij 23.W v M y •

4
C.1

cr

sO 5^”

_i 24.

YARIANTS.

(21) Sh. has pp ij-.j for j!^ j.^, and A. gives as

a variant on J J.

(22) A. has [c/. 56 in Table of Equivalents] and S.

for *S^. has Sj
}
[which clearly= Sj

,

by 18] for the [ = tj^ * ,
by IS and 55] of A. and S.

(23) Sh. has *Jb U • ,
and S. j^i for

,

but the last (which I have adopted) is quite analogous to

***»- for for etc., which are of
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common occurrence in the classical poets (e.g . Bustan,

ed. Graf, p. 6, 1. 31). In the 2nd misra
1

, S. and Sh. have

for by 18] ;
A. and Sh. for

I prefer the latter, supposing it to be the old verbal noun

in -ishn (ravishn = ravish,
“
conduct ”

: bi-ravishni =

“misconduct”). A., S., and Sh. all have L*1 ( = L« in

many of the dialects
; cf. Ber., p. 34) for the U of R.S.

(24) S. has^U-li Jj (which is also given

as a variant in the margin of A). Sk. has (contra

metr.) for [by 1] and (of which I can make no

sense) for
^

(= ^.5, by 18). A. has Lo for the more

consistent L*. . For the 2nd misra
, Sh. here substitutes

Oo Lu ^)\ ,
but introduces it in an

additional beyt (the 3rd in order) as follows :

—

Commentary.

Sudi’s explanation (which, of course, refers to the text

which he adopts) is in brief as follows :
“ This ghazal is

a mulamma ‘ [‘ patch-work,’ the technical name for a poem

of which beyts or misra‘s in two or more different languages

alternate with one another] written partly in Arabic, and

partly in a speech peculiar to Shiraz.” Tu s’ awal=tu zi

avval, ‘thou from the first,’ ‘thou first’; bill'd’ di— bi-buyad

did ‘ should’st have seen’; ru yahi Luh—ruy-i-yald Lull,

‘ the face of a Lull ’ (a tribe of gipsies or nomads which

provided many professional dancers, singers, and courtezans).

Mat, the pronoun of the 1st person singular+ that of the

2nd; bu-butin—bi-bayad shud, ‘ should be’; va-i-ra/i\_= bi-

yak-rah~\ —yakbara, ‘all at once,’ ‘all of a sudden.’ Pcy

=pa, ‘foot’
;
ma, ‘we’; chan—jan

,

‘soul,’ ‘life’; ghardmat,

‘ recompense,’ ‘ equivalent,’ ‘ forfeit ’
;

bi-s’parimun = bi-
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sipdr'nn, ‘would render, or yield up; gharat=agarat; di-

rimhiii [? dush- or dish- (Suer-) 4- rawshaul] = ‘ lack of

clearness,’ and metaphorically * discourtesy
’

jAsj Li CSp
;

tu s’ ama=(u as md, ‘ thou

from us,’ ‘on our part’; di
[ + the CJ in c^i] —didi,

‘hast seen.’ £matat= bi-bdyad-at, ‘it behoves thee,’ ‘thou

must’; ghar na—gar na, ‘if not’; vd-bini—baz bird ‘thou

wilt see again,’ ‘experience’; dnehat na-shd’di—anche turd

na-shayad did

,

‘ that which thou should’st not see,’ ‘ what

thou had’st best not see.’

In my MS. the dialectical verses are thus translated :

—

(21
b
) aj J J • 1

,
t ^ jb 1

(22
a
) Jo

(23) A.' Jt-’jb*jl i
i :

I
,J 1 . i

(24) JjLi AsrT <C> &jj> j
... .

j

yi b

Of these explanations, in 21 b I prefer Sudi’s. A. evidently

takes ba- vadi as from the dialectical vat-, vaj-, ‘ speech
’

(
vot-vun in Gabri— ‘to speak,’ and the root, as M. Huart

repeatedly points out, is characteristic of all these dialects).

In the explanation of 22 a
, S. and A. agree, except that

S. takes the i in va-i rah as —yah, and A. as— in, both

of which seem to me possible. In 23, on the other hand,

Sudi, not understanding the proper meaning of

[=Pers. ^b-Ub], has gone altogether astray. It is ex-

plained on f. 44b of my MS. as follows :

—

Jl*3 Ljb J\ J*\
k

bjy* A*AJ i j ' ^ ^ ^

^

\
,
\lbj

\ j
A-Xu*j ^ Aa jA & j j ^ uVrs. ^

c

62 ^ AXx.^ 1

# ^
^ ^.1—^

1 ^jJj

1

H-r;'
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“ Pey-mdchan was originally pay-machan, in the sense

of ‘threshold’ [Jit. ‘place where the shoes are removed’],

‘ row of shoes ’
[ i.e

.

the lowest part of the room, beyond

the carpet, where visitors remove their shoes on entering

;

the least honourable place, where people of the humbler

sort stand]. There is a custom prevalent amongst the

Lurs that when anyone has committed a fault he fills his

shoes with sand, hangs them about his neck, and stands

at the threshold seeking pardon and forgiveness
;
wherefore

Hafiz says, ‘ We will do penance at the threshold, etc.’
”

The word in its normal form pd-mdchan occurs in the

Mathnavi of Jaldlu’d-Din Riuni (Const, ed. of Bk. i,

a.h. 1288, p. 66, 1. 20), in the following verse—
—~'j

j

O'V j' ‘
^pi^jr j'

“ From Paradise and from beyond the Seven [Heavens or

Planets] Adam went to make his excuses at the pd-machan.”

The explanation given in the Turkish Comm, of Sari

‘Abdu’llah Efendi (Const., a.h. 1288, vol. ii, p. 372) differs

somewhat from that above quoted, and the custom alluded

to is ascribed to schools and to the dervish-orders. It

runs as follows :

—

A
j
A- L y ^ . ** b (. * * 1

SSa.js~ j\j'J ^b i

Ailr^b*

JH.IU

^ ^ 5 JfA ‘V. Ji

^

C'—

^

| . t 1 y i A-'
*

t ,

ji LxAuJa i ;L>- ^xAjJb c__>b] Ao] JUjCwH L»

V.j dy* j A.C, L< > lH <U.l Mj
£JjU C_ 2 ,^A- C--?A*Aj^ ^4^* , 'A tL’ .> jL>

; J' ^5^ J J;'
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“ In Persia when a school-boy does not know his lesson

and forgets the beginning of it, to punish him they get

from the market sheep’s trotters (which they call puy-

mdchdn) and a sheep’s head (which they call keUe-mdchdn).
1

Afterwards the spiritual directors of the dervish orders in

Persia employed this expression amongst themselves, and

when a member of their order committed any fault contrary

to the rules of the order, they punished him according to

his fault by suspending him from his membership of the

order, or making him serve in the kitchen, or bidding

him undertake a pilgrimage to Mecca on foot. Afterwards

they would receive him back into their order, and he,

with hands crossed on his breast, would stand at the

threshold and make his excuses. This they term pdy-

macfidn.”

Pida-quli Khan in his Farhang-i-Nasin (lith. ed., Tihran,

a.h. 1288) gives the following explanation :

—

j * --v
~~ } W t-?bj

JU3 \

J3
\ xZ J\ sJ

b' j tJjlb . XiJj jb

b' ^ (,x-i) uw J
v •• j J C5 > J/ >

^-b t—s-aj j

i UU

“ Pdy-i-machdn, with mini and Persian chim, of the measure

of Mah-i-taban, is a term employed by dervishes, and

denotes the threshold or shoe-stand [saff-i-ni'dl, kafsh-kan\.

And their practice is that when one amongst them has

committed a fault they keep him on one foot at the

threshold, and he stands there holding his two ears, the

1 Some portion of the explanation appears to be omitted here, as it is not

clear wherein the punishment consists.

j.e.a.s. 1895. 52
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right and the left, until his spiritual director grants him

pardon. Khaqdni says, ‘ Passion wished to take a higher

place in the rank of desire
;
I seized its hand and hurled it

back to the level of the threshold ’
(pay-mdchan).”

In the following passage in the Kitdb-i-aqdas

,

by “ those

who sit at the threshold [saff-i-ni‘df\ seeking the chief seat

of glory,” Beha’u’llah appears to mean the dervishes,

and may perhaps allude to the above-mentioned custom :

—

JiUJl l# b Oil ^ JS JiA\^ Clb

“ "When the time for the fulfilment of the Promise comes,

and the Promised One appears, men differ, each faction

clinging to their own fancies and opinions. There are some

who sit at the threshold [Jit. * shoe-row,’ snff-i-ni‘dl~\ seeking

the chief seat of glory. Say, * Who art thou, 0 heedless

misleader of men ?
’ ”

Translation.

(21) “ 0 thou who chided me for my love of Salma, thou

shoukl’st first have looked upon the face of a charmer,

(22) “ That thy heart, like mine, might have been suddenly

overwhelmed by passion in the Ocean of Love.

(23) “ We will do penance in the shoe-row \j>ey-machdn\ if

thou hast seen any misconduct on our part.

(24) “If I make tear against thee, do thou sue for peace ; else

thou wilt experience what thou wilt not like.”

Nos. IY. and Y. Pur-i-Feridun (f. 40a
).

Metre, hazaj-i-musaddas.
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^Ij jl aJU
j l> *-y* U j\ 'j-y= 27.

C tT.
yJL' c-tAi 28.

Both these quatrains are cited in the A' tash-Kada. In

the first, «x>' stands for <t«' [=A/*1] in my MS., and

for [by 18] in the A'tash-Kada, which also

has for in the second.

Translation.

(25) “He to whose lips the ruby lips of his sweetheart come—
into his bodyfresh life enters continually.

(26) “ The darkness of Pur-i-Feridim has passed away, for the

Sun has come at midnight to his bedside.”

(27) “ 0 my friend, courage comes not from a coward, nor

lamentation and groaning from him icho suffers no pain.

(28) “ Hear the truth from Pur-i-Feridiin, to wit that fame
issues not from a cold hearth.”

No- VI. Pindar-i-Razi (f. 40 a
).

Metre, Rama l- i-musaddas.

1

Ljjf \jj\ LLlj
1

29.

‘V o' (•!/*“^ Y*
L

Tv-

Translation.

(29) “ Bring icine, for by it wilt thou most profit ; icine is the

increaser of joy and the bringer of gladness.

(30) “Whosoever hath not wine, hath not joy ; gladness in this

tcorld subsists through icine.

(31)
“ Fools say, * This icine is unlawful *: I know not what

ass made it unlawful.”

1 The MS. has hut an emendation seems required, not, perhaps, to giYe

sense, so much as to give force and point. The ^ with which each beyt ends=

and should probably be read -e. Ci. p. 781, 1. 2, supra.
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No. VII. Pindar (f. 40 b
).

Metre, Ramal-i-muthamman-i-makhbun.

Translation.

(32) “So much do I, mad [with love], weep nightly for my
sweetheart, that I turn all the streets into mud with

my tears.

(33) “ Do not beat me over the head with fists and sticks and

cuffs, else I will lift up my staff and bring you to your

senses.”

No. YIII. Mulla ‘Ali Rida Bkhbehani (f. 41 a
).

Metre, Ramal-i-musaddas-i-makhbun-i-tuaqtu

(34)

L = L)
;
aL,* = a-a^L.

—

t

.

(35) J j

; cf. comm, on 1. 5 supra. So likewise

.'A— « LA) a*» aA ^A.j l. A 1 37.

Commentary.

in the next misra, and

1 MS. liUl, contra mctrum. Moreover the preposition \ menus ‘to,’ not

‘ from.’ Cf. 1. 37 ; and comm, on 1. 5 supra.
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\j* in 1. 36. (35 and 36) =

‘ now,’ and ‘ then,’ are probably shortened from

la~.cL> ^1, c-;L ^,1 (cfi Rieu, p. 732, under Adverbs).

Lu.0 (36) is explained as = > GG ,
but I think

that more probably it is for JL> uXj . (37) =

Gsb = ylj = Jylj.

Translation.

(34) “ How unkindly my sweetheart treats me! She forbids

my eyes to gaze upon her.

(35) “ She has stolen my heart, and says, ‘It was not she

has bereft me of reason and disavows it.

(36) “ Every moment she says to me, ‘ I am coming to you

in a moment she says ‘a moment,’ and makes it

a year.

(37) “ May my eyelashes not pierce the sole of her foot when

she treads my eyes under her feet !
”

No. IX. Mulla ‘Ali Rida Behbehani (ff. 41 b-42b
).

Mukhammas. — Metre, Ramal- i - muthamman - i - makhbim-

i

-

maqsur.

?
i

cri ^ ^3.

y*
t

^ 2AA y] ^

y

Ai yS^^~

&•+ <-^)A (Jj 39.

‘^A>lj 40.

i (aJ » w‘‘—vJ
j

(.
"
. 41 .
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A*

A-.
• j

Ai <-ZJj^i

1 ^ ^ j*aj 43.

w j) A-^->- \j' 44.

ijljj <u y <u jj-j jl

‘ '"' •’
’ ^ cr-y 4o.J w

S } cA?~ j' ^j'j cA*'> ^ ' w v

J-SA :^:f- ‘-tjv i
d 4G -

Ay cA A^* a£ |*Ai I y!us>~ (_5^ 47.

A_y_J JjTyJ i_s\ CAJyjLil U
<AyJ 5j~~* 4_>^ |»-‘

« jy 48.

“Hr? u^*\r^ (*‘V* L/*i (v!/*^

j~*\)^3 c—Ir*^- ^ Jp jj
49.

&J 3 <0 oO.

|*-U^ ^uU/ftJb tlXA.1 ^au3 l_**_j « ku.^ • A-'

^ lA-^ ^ 51.

L5^ (A***
^ L—iJ

•V

~r

—

^} ^ 3~* 3$^ (V^ eAjJ jj

^ ^
^ ^ ^ 53.

i

j

wVjC^’i Li# 1 <L! |* t)

AJs^/l l«UA/i J
,^-rf^ I—C*J ^|L.^iyJ 54.

^ ^ *aJ\J j^y d/Ls^ iJL$ 55.

1 MS. inconsistently has y.
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Translation.

(38) “ For love of thee my heart’s blood is become a boundless

ocean ; it is like a glass which is filled to the brim

with wine.

(39) “ 1 die from anguish of heart ; my suffering is from her

:

when will it be that my dispute with thee shall be ended ?

(40) “How long shall successive wounds be inflicted on my
heart by thee ?

(41) “ Where is one tcho will care for me in my state of

sickness ? There is no pity in thy heart when it is I
whose heart thou art tormenting.

(42)
11All men are aware of thy unkindness and my wretched-

ness. The fame of thy beauty and the story of my
captivity

(43) “ Slowly spread a little further every moment.

(44) “ How long wilt thou make fresh attacks on a heart

already lost? How long wilt thou busy thyself with

my slaughter ?

(45) “ Wherefore dost thou hurl the steed of thy beauty against

me ? Why dost thou glory over poor me by virtue

of thine eyes and cheeks ?

(46) “In a few days these will shrivel up like the rose and the

narcissus [which they resemble].

(47) “ 0 my life! Sweet will be that moment when thou

visitest my solitary dwelling, or ivhen, 0 smiling rose-

bud, thou standest by my coffin,

(48) “ Or when, 0 cypress of the rose-garden, thou approachest

my grave, ivhen thou advancest, gracefully dignified,

behind the crowd to my tomb,

(49) “ And a regretful sigh escapes thy lips!

(50) “Do not imagine that of thy beauty it is only thine eyes

that I behold! Nay, by thy two long locks I swear

that I take note of every feature !

(51) “I see my heart flutter in the radiance of thy cheek, while

each moment that I behold thy fragrant locks.

(52) “ Bright day becomes to me like a December night.
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(53) “ What is this custom of thine of passing over love and

constancy ? Every moment thou passest by me dis-

playing thy charms;

(54) “ Morning and evening thou dost pass on to my false

rivals. If after an age of waiting, thou should’ st pass

by Rida's couch

(55) “Heaven’s ear will be filled with the sound of his

[triumphant] shouts !
”

Commentary.

(3S) by 12 \
= i-**A-r*

;

(also in 1. 52) by 56
;

^J!J = by 18.

(39) )
aj = ,j". (40) ,

ffi t̂ >-

.

(43) W'
,

“
a little further forward,” diinin. of

;

so also CJfi “ a little more gently JT ^-s7 =

a-^u*ji)T. (44) is glossed but it

seems to me = from ;lj
,
and I have so

translated it. (45) |^*^**j f iff**
^ 1

** * The

preposition 1 ,
which we have already met with in these

c .

poems, occurs repeatedly in this piece (e.g. 1. 47,

;
1. 48, ;

~i\, yfi\ ;
1. 51, ;

h 52,

r'fi
\ ;

1. 54, Aj). (46) jlfi = vJy by 38.

(47) (48) ^ (49) JJj =
t S yj. (50) which I take as = (as in 45,

37, 32, etc.) is glossed as = (51) = \JhZI,.

(52) jj —— j »j by 10. (o3) a>- aj —— a.^-

. (o4) «* =
, by 46.

No. X. Mulla ‘Aid Rida Behbehani (f. 42 b
).

Metre, Ramal-i-muthamman-i-makhbun-i-maqtu

a . 1 f C'W'1* & i Vj bi ,\j oG.

k

SjJ^ J C/U- ^ j\
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‘ iS iA-j'j a». ^ 57.

j' J** j~*

j
tC>- <0 58.

V . w" v v ••

$ C
**? jJ I J <£.>“ Aj 00 •

iw' i u'^j ,U ,l_j

CC^>-

k

(•
•• • J >> Jj 1

60 .

^
Jb Aj ^

•
ji A>- A^

Jj Lj t A_£ _\— « Gl.

^ i.tlxA-^ A>- 1A I wL«wt L#3 I
. ?---’* >

^ ^ V > ^ J ~'

Translation.

(56) “ The heart of my beloved inclines afresh to the rose-

garden—she of whose feet the dust produces lilies and

myrtles.

(57) “ What hair is this which has swept into a heap the hearts

of all? Is it coquetry which prompts her to loosen

her tresses ?

(58) “ What eyes are these which, by casting a single glance,

steal our hearts and souls, and even threaten our faith ?

(59) “ What antimony is this which thou hast applied to thy

flashing eyes ? Dost thou then intend a raid on Zeyddn

in the dark night ?

(60) “ What cheeks are these, which are enkindled like a candle,

wherein all are slain and consumed like moths ?

(61) “It is a long while since Rida lost his heart to thy chin,

and, like Joseph, has made his abode in the pit of

Canaan.”

1 In this beyt the MS. has j\ for j, and for while in the

second misra‘ is omitted. I have emended the line so as to accord, as far

as possible, with the requirements of the metre.
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Commentary.

(57) I take as = y, by 12; *a-j1_j = *Juj,
;
aA, =

aAJ
;
jk* = JL* by 52. (58) a>- aj = Aj>-

; cf. 1. 53 supra

;

ai^a.aJ 1 I take as = as^AjM

by 2 ; = ^U- by 22. (59) Zeydan is the name of

a district near Ahwaz (Barbier de Meynard’s Diet. Geogr.

de la Perse, pp. 291-2), and consequently near Luristan,

and the author’s native place, Behbehan. (60) Asrv.yl
j_j

= iA-i j. (61) “ The pit of Canaan ” is,

of course, a metaphor for the dimple in the chin.

No. XI. Mulla ‘Ali Rida Behbehan i (f. 44a
).

Metre : Hazaj-i-muthamman-i-sdlim.—
J\}\

‘

'^wj aJ-J'j-s? aXJI tliCL. 62.

A : A_.il L ‘ f'h—1 63.

^ j' A.A Li-?"

‘ LZJj-'d-s£*1 _jO 64.

p

‘

-j j— ^
4

AisT 1 Aa«- A^ jl a£ <X*Jsr* " CUC ^Lcshi^s*- Aj 65.

^
AlA

t

A_.<

4
,_c

,
^ AJJ

,
Aj jl A_is^\

3aX Cl,'A Xks'* Aj 66.

1

• A 1A J..* 1 ^
1—' A^.sr^ AAj

^ ^ y,i. J

1 The MS. has .

2 So MS., but the metre seems to require cA.
3 The metre would seem to require the omission of «£.
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Translation.

(“ Account of the Prophet's Night-journey, in the dialect of

the Bakhtiydri Lurs.")

(62) “ God, the Mighty King, sent Gabriel to seek King

Mull'mad \i.e. the Prophet Muhammad] and bring

him mounted on Buraq.

(63) “ Gabriel brought Buraq; King Muh'mad mounted;

Buraq, like a pigeon, flew from earth to heaven.

(64) “ Our Lord set his foot [dismounted] in the First Heaven.

‘All came forth like [i.e. in the form of] a tawny-red

lion, 1 and barred his way.

(65) “ Muh'mad said to Gabriel, * What does this lion leant

of me ? For from fear of it my heart is torn like

a worn-out cap.'

(66) “ Gabriel said to Muh'mad, 1 He desires guidance of thee

’

[or perhaps, ‘ he wants to show thee the way ’] : then

Muh'mad gave him his ring as a pledge." [P]

Commentary.

The substitution of^ for 1 is a prominent feature in this

piece (e.g. sL for sl>, for for^JL, etc.),

and also that of Cf for j (e.g

.

for j'y, ^Ai for ^aj).

and (of which 1* 62 appears to be the

accusative= are corruptions of {cf. 31).

(if this emendation of be correct) apparently

= + AL-y {cf. 3, and comm, on 1. 5). ^J\ is glossed

“
bring him,” in which case the last four words in 1. 62

are in oratio recta, and represent God’s command to Gabriel,

glossed aj^j
,
seems to represent a distortion of the root

;
and similarly and of^i +

1 Cf. Layard’s Early Adventures (ed. 1894), pp. 186-89.
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. The o' in
,
Axt'

,

is evidently a verbal prefix

(? = ^j»). The accusative <sjjbj (= in 1. 64, finds

a parallel in 1. 33 supra, where <uJ = \jj. Of the remaining

words, = uy>. (by 12 and oo); (by 55 ;

also in Persian, e.g. Skahnama, ed. Macan, vol. i, p. 98,

1. 21) ;
jjj.l = ±*\

;
jL. In the last misra \j

(which I have taken as =
,
the pronominal

suffix belonging to u'L') is explained by the commentator as

aA
,
“and [thus] escaped.” The Jo- in is

incomprehensible to me.

For the text of these eleven poems, amounting to 66 lines,

I have been entirely dependent on my MS. for all save

four (Nos. I, III, IY, and Y), which together comprise

only 10 lines. Of texts based on a single modern manu-

script great suspicion may reasonably be entertained, much
more so when, as in this case, the idiom in which they

are conceived is one with which the copyist (perhaps even

a series of copyists) was at any rate not very familiar.

Some may even be disposed to feel grave doubts as to

the genuineness of many of the poems, and to ask, “ Have

we, save in the case of the four pieces above mentioned,

any positive proof that we are dealing with verses in real

dialects, composed by the poets to whom they are here

ascribed, and not with ingenious forgeries, wffierein forms

actually occurring in the dialects are mingled with arbitrary

distortions of the standard speech ?
”

It is especially with the view of meeting such doubts

as this that I conclude these extracts with one of Abu

Is-haq’s poems which is contained in the Wolff MS. written

in a.h. 970 (= a.d. 1562-63; see p. 787 supra) as wrell as

in my own. It is also given at pp. 43-4 of the Con-

stantinople edition of Abu Is-haq’s works (a.h. 1303) ;

but, as it is quite possible that the editor used the same
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sources as my correspondent Sheykh A
,

this fact is

of less importance. I shall not attempt to translate this

piece, firstly, because I find the dialect in which it is

written exceptionally difficult
;

and secondly, because it

abounds in words appertaining to an obsolete culinary

terminology which seems often to have baffled even the

learned editor. My object in printing it is to show that

an old MS. (written not more than a century and a half

after the poet’s death), to which neither the compiler of

the collection of verses contained in my MS., nor the editor

of Bus-hdq's poems, could, so far as I can see, have had

access (since it passed into Dr. Wolff's possession in

a.h. 1234=a.d. 1818-19), justifies the MS. communicated

to me by Sheykh A in the case of a singularly difficult

poem from a very rare divan} It is worth noting that as

regards some of the most extraordinary and suspicious forms

(ie.g . explained in the vocabulary prefixed to my
MS. as=c^wV*.x«' 0,«^-j) entire agreement reigns; and

this, I think, goes to prove that some care has been taken

by the copyists not to introduce arbitrary changes, even

where the temptation to do so was greatest, and establishes

a strong presumption in favour of the genuineness and

comparative correctness of the other poems.

Of this poem, then, I shall combine the three texts before

me as well as I can, choosing in each case what seems to

me the better reading, but recording also all the variants,

save variations in the order and arrangement of the lines,

which, for my present purpose, I deem to be of no great

importance. I call my MS. (Sheykh A ’s) A.
;

the

Constantinople printed text C. ;
and the Wolff MS. W.

1 Several other poems by the same author given in my MS. occur also in the
"Wolff MS. and in the printed edition, hut lack of space compels me to withhold
them for the present. The specimen cited fairly indicates the extent of

divergence between the different texts.
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Metre

:

No. XII. Abu Is-haq (ff. 19b-20a
).

Muddri -i-akhrab [ I ^

(

j\ 67
a
.

j*l-3 ^
t • —

b

‘ e^-A-Xn
r
u:^ (JL^ j\ JA 67

b
.

l»A— Ay*J
^

j*l—J ',jy—A j 4_.sA_i—
- j\ ^

i_Jl_k_i / *_3
c?—La; js .

63.

(

LA-w)A*Sl |*L*~sS
51

>^-
“’JA 69.

CA-wsA^jl ^A <»i Ij
(_J

lj 1 •
*'

A-A-j
Ij

J5j_i <La^_>- 70.

4
Ci-w)A*3 l ,*LAj ^1—

5

<*—i ,_fAj

oj; j*^*— cAl^ ^y

—

:

\j
71.

‘ cu-a^I <*JL>a ;\ LAU
.
,j • a - IT

e
.

1

*^ J
l—“r- ^C-1 U**-~

A-:Al ,_^_> > 1 l~ C -V A*y*A . A
| 73.V-?-:, ) U J-

‘ LA^-sA*!! j u°^

^-=^.j (*-rt-5T jj t— 73.

l. — A^l
1

pi!
^ liT

-
^ *A—z~1—9 >-

L/*^ J J' ij^ 74.

CA*—~»A-*J1 jj-S^
_Jy-^

0"*-'“*r“;

fy-
1
.
j~*

‘

u-i-)Ua_J *Aa-Aj ij»>- ** u^rAj 75.

IA.—^A-*!^ —£ CL-'Aaj
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Variants.

(67
a
and G7

b
) These are evidently alternative matlas. The

first stands as such in C. and IF., but is entirely omitted

by A. The second stands as such in A., follows the

matla in IF., and assumes the following form in 1. 5

of <7 :

—

4 • ^ .• Ij jJ.....J t ^
f
^

‘ j* jljJ

In IF. the fourth word of the second misra might be

readjxlj, otherwise it offers no variant to A.

(68) IF. has for^llxs
;
A. and C. for ,*U!r. For

A. has and C. c^uL*x*.

(69) C. omits contra metr., and A. reads A. and

C. read JIjI for JL1. For Jj <o U A. reads

lj and IF. ^lj <ub.

(70) For s'J C. has sJ, and for J, . For

iAjL A. has <jlc 4< and C. ? . For C. has ..4. has and C. ,

For A has *Lij.

(71) This line occurs only in A., which reads contra metr.

(72) For <u*j wT C. has w«j j**iT. The . between

and^-j is omitted by C. and IF. For i^~x_.jl C. has

—j\. For Ly> A. and C. have^i, contra metr.

(73) Forj^ C. readsjl .

has cJ^sr\ for cS=sr\.
v -) • -j

W.

IF. transposes ^ and
vir v

i

For C- ^as ^
C.

and

(74) This line occurs only in A.

(75) IF. omits. For y_$A> C. has (contra metrA ;
and

for ia, &j. For J-s^r A. has contra metr.

;

for

and for c^xJ, contra metr. For

( = ,jj\ in gloss) C. has J^.
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It will be seen that although the variants indicate that

the three texts before us are derived from two, if not three,

originals, they are, considering the difficulty of the piece,

comparatively slight. Some of those offered by C. are

probably mere misprints. The metre and apparent sense

are a sufficient guide to the correct reading in some cases,

while in others we must for the present remain doubtful.

The vocalization is chiefly derived from W., but a few words

not pointed in W. are pointed in A.

Glosses and Notes.

(67
b

)
jO “yesterday ”

;f “oven”; ^1^“ bread”;

“came out” (A., in vocab.)
;

Asnli “bread mixed with oil

and sugar, and made into the form of discs” (C. in glossary).

(68) c_£jlkjj “the name of several sweet dishes” (Redhouse’s

Turkish Diet.)
;

“pilldro coloured with saffron, also

called
”

( C

.

in gloss.); glossed in A. as =

,
but more probably stands for

“melted” (with envy). Cf for in 1. 6.

(69) ,

“ dough drawn out fine” (before it is baked).

This particular kind of riskte is said ( C

.

in gloss.) to be

identical with the qatuif above mentioned. 1, a kind of

almond-cake or sweetmeat. n-J “is

confined ” (as though in a casket). i a>-

(A. gloss.). Jlfl = JUj (JU1, the reading of A. and C., is

glossed in A. = J\s<). (written in A. and C.) =

^eiy* (A. gloss.), cf. Pahlavi murv (Darmesteter, Et. Iran.,

i, pp. 24-5). In Jj aj I take it that <L> is a preposition = aj

(cf. Rieu, p. 732
a

,
second par.). (70) jGf. = isis)J\

jj\ ; *1.1,= (71) Vj = b
;

glossed L*
{

j^r
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but I think it means ,*ao 1,
,

jJsT

,

“I saw the stew.”

“
it had no plums.” Li. Li’ glossed as

iLi \j£, but rather= juLi. LJT. (72) uXClii probably con-

nected with “curds.” V'^T a,| d

.-Jo,
“ are in the hands of old and young.”

^ “fish broth.” (73) = J\L\j «_*L£

(? a kind of sausage, or tripe). = U- (the name of the

first letter in hasibak). CS^r\, “sheep’s intestines fried” ( C

.

in glossary). (74) pp = (A. gloss.).
}J
A =

j.r*L (75) =
{

jsr>
(cf. 1. 3 supra).

I

= *L'L (^*1 jj or even would be more consistent, by

1 and 27; cf. n. 1 on p. 781 supra).

The above specimens must suffice for the present, as the

space at my disposal does not allow me to add to their

number. They only amount to about one-fifth of the total

number of verses comprised in my MS., which contains as

many separate pieces as I have given lines. It is to me
a matter of regret that I have not been able to give at

least one sample from the verses of each poet represented

in this collection, but I was influenced in my choice by other

considerations which rendered this impossible.

I began with an apology, and with an apology I must

conclude. I cannot flatter myself that the texts which

I here print will in themselves prove of much value. For

the dialects still in use we need such researches as those of

M. Shukovski, investigations conducted on the spot, amongst

populations who speak them naturally, by skilled observers,

capable of recognizing and recording each nuance of sound.

But we need to know further what modifications these

dialects have undergone in course of time, and to trace

them back as far as possible
;
and here we are necessarily

dependent on written specimens. I have attempted to

show that a continuous series of poets, ranging in date

j.r.a.s. 1S95. 53
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from the time of Firdawsi to the present day, that is to

say, over a period of nearly nine centuries, have composed

in different dialects verses of which some have been pre-

served to us. Careful search through different divans and

tadhkiras would doubtless enable us to emend and correct

texts already known to us, and to supplement them by new
ones. All authorities, from the celebrated Ibnu’l-Moqaffa 1

,

who died not much more than a century after the Arab

conquest of Persia, down to the most recent lexicographers,

mention three idioms (Parsi, Pahlavi, and Dari) used in

Persia for literary purposes. What precisely these writers

mean by the two last of these terms—especially the last

—

is a large and a vexed question into which I do not propose

to enter here; neither can I discuss at present the ingenious

views propounded on the subject by M. Pluart. This much,

however, seems to me almost certain : that many archaic

forms and words lost to standard Persian are preserved in

the dialects
;

that some at least of the dialects are the

lineal descendents, not of old Persian, but of the Avestic

language; 1 and that others maintain in a remarkable manner

some of the peculiar constructions which distinguish Middle

Persian, or Pahlavi, from the Modern, or Post-Muhammadan

idiom.

What we most need for a study of the dialects in their

earlier forms is the publication of connected texts of known

date and authorship, such as are found in the Jdcidan-i-

Kabir alluded to at p. 786 supra. The publication of the

Guran poems preserved in the British Museum is also much

to be desired. Careful search would undoubtedly reveal

the existence, even in comparatively old MSS., of verses and

other fragments composed in dialect. M. Schefer lately

called my attention to the existence of such verses in an

old MS. history of the Seljuqs contained in his incom-

parable collection, which dated, if I remember aright, from

the thirteenth or fourteenth century of our era. Even in

old Arabic writers whole sentences of Persian are occasion-

ally cited which present many features of interest, and

1
Cf. Chodzko, op. laud., pp. 453-62, 465-66.
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which are not of such dubious authenticity as the “ Imrut

hamin cast” (“This is enough for you to-day”) which the

Persian lexicographers delight to adduce as proof that ‘All

could converse with the faithful Salman, the converted

Magian, in his own tongue. Here are materials, as it seems

to me, wherewith we may hope to bridge, at least in part,

the gulfs which still exist in our knowledge of the history

and developments of the Persian language.



..

'

.
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Art. XXY.—Arabic Inscriptions in Egypt. By Henry
C. Kay.

I.

On the occasion of a visit to Egypt last winter, I occupied

myself in copying some of the inscriptions in the old

graveyard of Assuan (Aswan, or Uswau)—as many, that

is to say, as the limited time at my disposal would permit.

Many stones have of late years been removed, hut large

numbers remain, bearing witness to the once flourishing

condition of the old frontier town. Under the protection

of the garrison, an Arab settlement formed itself on

the spot soon after the Muhammadan conquest of Egypt,

and its members, besides employing themselves in agri-

culture, carried on an active trade with their southern

neighbours, deriving also a not unimportant source of

wealth, from their relations with the workers of the gold

and emerald mines, in the neighbouring country of the

Bujahs. Makrlzi makes special mention of the prosperity

which the citizens of Assuan enjoyed in those days, and,

in illustration, quotes from a native historian an incident

which occurred in the middle of the third century of

the Hijrah. An Arab adventurer, Abu ‘Abd ar-Rahman

al-‘Omari, had contrived to establish his supremacy over

the people of the gold mines. Their numbers had rapidly

grown and were now largely composed of Arabs, who had

flocked to the mines on the conclusion of the war between

the Bujahs and the troops sent against them by the Khalifah

al-Mutawakkil in a.h. 241. 1 The Arabs, it may be added,

1 See Tabari, ser. iii, pp. 1428-33.
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entered into terms of friendship with the native inhabitants,

even to taking their daughters in marriage, whilst the

Bujahs, on their side, began to adopt the religion of Islam,

in a form, it is true, which could meet with but little

approval on the part of its orthodox teachers in Egypt.

Their Islam, it is said, was very “weak.”

Returning, however, to Makrlzi’s anecdote, al-‘Omari, he

tells us, finding himself in want of supplies, wrote to the

merchants of Assuan, one of whom responded by setting

forth with no less than a thousand camels laden with pro-

visions and stores. Sixty thousand camels, it is added, were

(yearly) employed in carrying supplies from Assuan to the

country of the Bujahs, irrespective of the merchants’

caravans from Kulzum (Clysma) to ‘Aydhitb (on the Red

Sea opposite Juddah). 1

On the completion of the Arab conquest of Egypt

throughout the Nile valley, as far as the first cataract,

‘Amru ibn al-‘As, by command of the Khalifah ‘Omar ibn

al-Khattab, made war upon the Nubians, with no result

that I find mentioned, excepting that his troops appear to

have been grievously impressed by the skill of the Nubian

archers. ‘Abd Allah ibn Sa‘d, after having been Amir of

Upper Egypt, succeeded ‘Amru on the latter’s recall. In

A.n. 651-2 he renewed the war, and penetrated as far

as Dongola, where the Nubian king, according to Arab

authorities, was compelled to sue for peace, and it is stated,

was put to an annual tribute. From other incidental

statements in these narratives, as well as from the earlier

historians, it may rather be gathered that what really

occurred was an arrangement for the mutual exchange of

1 See for Abu ‘Abd ar-Rabman al-‘Omari, Ibn al-Athlr, vol. vii, pp. 181

and 182. But is it not through some error that the Bujahs are said to have

been the enemies against whom al- ‘Omari entered into his campaign? It is

stated that after defeating them, he invaded their country, looted it, captured

many prisoners, and afterwards followed up his first successes with repeated

raids. The story cannot be reconciled with what we know of the barren and

desolate wastes inhabited by the Bujahs, and I find no account of al-'Omari’s

enterprise in Makrizi’s Khi(a(, hut he incidentally mentions al-'Omari’s return

to the mines after the conclusiou of a war with the Nubians.—Khitat, vol. i,

pp. 196 aud 199.
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presents— slaves on the one part, corn and clothing on

the other. 1

The relations thus established between the two nations

remained in substance unchanged for several centuries, and

throughout the period to which the Cufic gravestones of

Assuan belong, with only casual interruptions, the result,

according to Arab accounts, of aggressions on the parts of

the Nubians, and on other occasions, of remissness in the

payment of tribute. One dispute, it may be mentioned, of

which particulars have been handed down to us, and which

occurred in the early years of the third century of the

Hijrah, concerning the possession by the Muslims of certain

lands on the Nubian side of the border, was attended with

some rather sharp practice on the part of the Arabs, but

was peacefully settled in their favour.

After the sixth century a decline in the prosperity7 of

Assuan, which had already' been in progress, became more

and more marked. A great Arab family, the Banu’l-Kanz,

obtained command over the border country. They were

driven forth by' the troops of Saladin, but regained their

footing soon after a.h. 790, and entered into a series of

struggles with the local rulers. Under the troubled reign

of an-Nasir Farraj over Egypt (a.h. 801-808), governors

ceased to be appointed from Cairo, and the Banu’l Kanz

became absolute masters of the country. But in a.h. 815

(a.d. 1412) they were attacked by the powerful tribe of

Hawwarah, who at that time held Upper Egypt at their

mercy. They' captured Assuan, plundered and ravaged the

town, pulled down its walls, and massacred large numbers

of its people. On their departure, carrying off the women
and children into slavery, they left the place in ruins and

utterly' desolate.

2

1 See Tabari, ser. i, p. 2593, Ibn al-Athir, vol. ii, p. 443, and Makrizi,

vol. i, p. 200.
2 The author of the Taj al-

lArus gives a brief account of the tribe of

Hawwarah, drawn partly from a treatise composed by himself on the genealogy
of the tribe, and partly from a small work by Makrizi, on the Arab tribes in

Egypt, Al-Bayanu wa’l-Iirab ‘amman fi Misra min Kaba ila' l-A‘rab, of

which a copy, I believe, exists at Paris.
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The British Museum possesses sixteen specimens of the

Assuan tombstones, the inscriptions upon which have been

published, with translations by the late Professor Wright,

iu the Proceedings of the Society for Biblical Archaeology

for June, 1887. M. Henri Sauvaire has published several

funerary inscriptions, including five from Assuan, deciphered

from squeezes
;
and a letter, containing a brief account of

the old cemetery, which I addressed at about the same time

to the lnstitut Egyptien, and which was published in its

Bulletin, may be mentioned for the purpose of stating that

the earliest date I met with on the occasion referred to was

a.h. 211. 1

As might be expected, strict accuracy in matters of

grammar and orthography are not a characteristic of the

Assuan tombstones. Thus we have for

also 'ijE=\ Ixij 1! for iylc AJ
,
and in like

manner IjLs. a*-!)! for and . We find

also Ls (in the imperative) for J*s, and on one of the

stones the engraver has written Li
, Uu> ,

and LsSl . It will

be observed that L»\ ,
<u>!

,
and <Uo^, are for the most part

written with the open instead of with the closed ta.

In three of the proper names I have met with some

difficulty. The name ^»\ (No. 1) I have with some

hesitation read ^\

,

as if derived from il a mother, although

like the name it may possibly be connected with the

verb 1*1 . The feminine termination is absent, but the word

resembles in that respect the name JL* »
which the lexico-

graphers tell us stands for LL*
,
and is allowable at least in

poetry.

The name written^ (No. 7) is likewise unknown to me,

1 I had not an opportunity of correcting the proof, hut the only material

error was the substitution in the date of a tombstone of a.u. 271 for 241.
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bat the Ramus and Taj al-‘Arils have or as a man’s

name. Tabari
1

has ^jJl, which, if an Arabic name, is

perhaps related to the word a pearl. In Makrlzi I have

met with (vol. ii, pp. 81, 82), the name of an Armenian

Mamluk.

A name closely resembling occurs twice. In one

case it might be read eL~.«='« ,
but the letter which looks

like a lam is possibly nothing more than an accidental defect

on the surface of the stone. In No. 7 the word seems to

be written ^s-', but it may be noted that in No. 1 the

word dhi (dhiT-Ka‘dah) is written ej_b.

The Assuan grave3
Tard is a plain covered with a laj^er of

sand, the depth of which seems to have undergone con-

siderable increase since the time when, upwards of a thousand

years ago, the spot was converted into a Muhammadan place

of burial. The lower portions of the head-stones are buried

in fine sand, almost as fluid as water, and it was practically

impossible to scoop it away, so as to be able to read the

concluding words of the inscriptions. These being, how-

ever, of a purely formal character, may, for the most part,

be supplied without much difficulty. The inscription in

No. 3 is complete, the stone having been removed from its

original position and set into the wall of a tomb of recent

date.

The graveyard of Assuan, I must finally add, presents

a totally different aspect from that of a modern Arab

cemetery. But for the sand and absence of verdure, it

might, indeed, with more justice be likened to an old

English churchyard. Neither cenotaphs nor their ac-

companying stelae are anywhere to be seen
;
nothing but

the slabs, each standing erect at the end of the grave.

They average for the most part, I should say, about

twenty-four inches in height by about sixteen inches in

1 de Goeje, ser. iii, pp. 1295-1300.
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width. There is nothing to show whether the dead were

laid to rest in underground vaults of masonry, according

to the orthodox practice of more modern times.

I. a.d. 863.

i
j*i j i

-AJ
1

jJi ' Ai> pl-j « |
aAx. aUI A/fc-S'*

I
I

• Ajj'nkst
y

All! W—
,

(jLu.*ll
I

»J

I * 1 J A.J^j 3 AxA—1 1 i > A
^ |

L*1 L " -.id
^

p.».3»-.‘ 2 1

a! (-jCy-i 2 *a=-j
|
aUI 21 a!1 21 a^AJ jj-ajU

:

“ In the name of God, the Merciful, the Gracious. Verily,

the greatest of the afflictions that have befallen the people

of Islam, is that with which they have been smitten through

(the death of) the Prophet Muhammad. May God bless

him, and hail him with salutations of peace

!

“This is the tomb of Umtnlyah (?), daughter of Yunus

al-‘Assal (the dealer in hone}7

) : may the mercy of God,

His forgiveness, and approval be with her. She died on

Monday, the third of I)hu‘l-Ka‘dah, of the year 248.

She bore witness that there is no god but God, the one God,

with whom is no associate
”

II. a.d. 865.

1 ajj> ^1 ,J.&!
j*.Acl ^1 |

aI!'^

[

* a.1.1 1 **^1*2
|

a^s7* 1 a.A 1 w j .... *

^ JU ^3 ‘ 1
|

i-A—

y

Aj 1 , ijj&k*
j

A
} I _J ljs

A^- 1 * 2
1 |

|

Ia^-ST* ^jl , a! 2 SSs-
I

» aUI 21 All 21

“ In the name of God, the Merciful, the Gracious. Verily,

the greatest,” etc. (as in the preceding).

1 Written (Oo^all .
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“ This is the tomb of ‘A'ishah, daughter of Muhammad,
son of Kasim, son of Muslim : the mercy of God, Ilis

forgiveness, and Ilis approval be with her. She died on

Saturday, the fourth of Jumada‘l-Ula, of the }
rear 251,

bearing witness that there is no god but God, the one God,

with none associated unto him, and that Muhammad ”

III. a.d. 865.

Ci-wl -3 1
j! Jail J I ^ J1

L
.^\\

ijLel ZxJj'i
|

JbjJl iJ
|

kmJ
^

J**
* ^

*!*->
|

* • \x+s?* .J . <d
|

<d3' Jl W
j 1 j j • j \j

1 v

^ twlw*,
^ ^ , 'X

1 ^
1 ^

^ ' v-5^

.^511 J ci-^ *11 \ ...1 . UJ
, 1

3

“ In the name of God,” etc. “ Verily, the greatest,” etc.

“ This is the tomb of Amat as-Salam, daughter of Shahr,

son of Ishak, son of Sa‘Id : the mercy of God, His forgive-

ness, and His approval be with her. She died, as the sun

declined from the meridian, on Friday, the fourteenth of

Dhu‘l-Ka‘dah, of the year 251, bearing witness that there

is no god but God, the one God, with none associated unto

him, and that Muhammad is His servant and His apostle.

May God bless him, and hail him with salutations of peace

!

Bearing witness (also) that Paradise and the Fire (of hell)

are truths; that the hour will assuredly come, therein is

no doubt, and that God will raise up unto life them that

are in the graves ” (Kur., S. xxii, 7).

1 For
4-Jb the engraver has written

^
9 H i (^ ;

J

\j ?), There is

an ill-defined horizontal stroke below the word, which perhaps stands for the

final ya.
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IY. a.d. 867.

A*.»-l ^A& ^M ^'L^« ^1 |
*-.=>-

J:\
^v=>-

J:\
aIII,**^

IJ } I <^=~J (?) ^ | u*/> ^
1 J'

'
C " -^*AJ aA-J

j
*

—

1

(
J

*'

•Ay’
1
A-Ax

• ••••••« A^wJ l^i
^ |

^AAA*^C>. * L "~Aj

“In the name of God,” etc. “ Yerily, the greatest,” etc.

“ This is the tomb of Ahmad, son of Hariin, son of Bishr,

son of Makhshy (?) : may the mercy of God, His forgive-

ness, and His approval be with him. He died on Thursday,

the sixteenth of the month of Rabr al-Akhir, of the year

253 ;
and he bore witness

”

Y. a.d. 868 .

|
Li ^>- J^-l j 'Laiil i_jLL« JA!

| J\ A)J!j**uj

|

j~S 1AA ILcUl A»-ljl!
I
(jd\ L_XL*11 iLo

j
*1j5»- J^c jA!

j

lSjJ A-Ac
j

Aj
| j

aIA aJJ 1 A^c
ct?

jj-AJ l*
j | j ^4 ,1 <L.

|
4 Ju£ lA^^r«

j
aJ uJo^i)

- Y^' cr*
‘—2~A«1

|
MjJ

8 4A^.
I
Ain 81 All 8 al AgAj

1
_j
^A^Jb aLj ,1

3

1
A/fc»-^l j

aI^Aa! ^AH ^^L&wfll

“In the name of God,” etc. “Unto every king is

ordained an accomplished term and an end, so that he

perisheth
;
and unto every work belongeth retribution. But

the King, the Truth, the One (God), the Most High, en-

dureth (for ever).

“This is the tomb of Musa, son of Shablb, son of ‘Abd

Allah : the mercy of God, His forgiveness, and His approval

be with him. He died on Thursday, the fifteenth of

Muharram, of the year 254. He bore witness that there

is no god but God, the One (God), with whom is no associate,
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and that Muhammad is Ilis servant and nis apostle. God
hath sent him with true guidance and with the religion of

truth, that he might raise it triumphant over all religions,

even though the polytheists be averse thereto. 1 O God,

pardon him and have mercy upon him ”

YI. a.d. 873.

| ,
It jb . jJuj

| ^)\ L.^)\

0tJ 0tsT ^ I ^ I i

I 0r~— tyi j j I
• aUI \^^>j JILj

<tl uJo^l 3 <dll 1 31

“ In the name of God,” etc. “ Blessed be He in whose

hand is supreme rule, and He is mighty over all things

;

who hath created death and life, to try which among you

hath excelled in good works. And He is the Mighty, the

Forgiving. 2

“ This is the tomb of Jamllah, daughter of Ya-Sln, son

of Yahya, son of Bilal : the approval of God, His pardon,

and His mercy be with her. She died on Tuesday, the

first of Sha'ban, of the year 259, and she bore witness that

there is no god but God, the One (God), who hath no

associate
”

VII. a.d. 878.

|^J lAjb ,-Ar! J |

fs?- L_r'y
<5^-= >•' (?)

i I
|

i t £ *
| ,

^

W •> o \ w - J w 1 C/"

1 Kur., ix, 33 ;
xlyiii, 28 ;

lxi, 9.
2 Kur., lxvii, 1-3.
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j\A\j hJ\J *
|

aJ ^
\ *

[
S ^ A^s.'*

| » 1^4 1 --
i

- A^J I AchuJ ^ ^

“In the name of God,” etc. “Verily, the greatest,” etc.

“This is the tomb of Makhshy (?), son of Dar'u : the

mercy of God, His forgiveness, and His approval be with

him. He died on Monday, the eleventh of the month of

Rabl‘ al-Awwal, of the year 265, bearing witness that there

is no god but God,” etc. (as in No. III).

VIII. A.D. 904.

4^Lc
|
Aj \yo , * Aj t t*—i— \

i | \LjJ 1 1

j lAA^-

'

|

Alri
I

A>-Ji »j

A-^AiJ
j |

^CJ h*
j i^j*X+u.j

“ In the name of God,” etc. “ Blessed be He,” etc. (as

in No. VI).

“ This is the tomb of Ahmad ibn Yahya az-Zabbiir : the

mercy of God, His pardon, and His approval be with him.

He died on Sunday, the twenty-fifth of Jumada'l-Ula, of

the year 291, bearing witness
”

IX. a.d. 962.

\y*\ a~' aUI Ia—* ,

\J[»
^ja! 1 all

^

^ j*\ lJ\j
i

\

}J^\ ; \y^ ij ui^ i\ a&un
i^ j^j

all
i

aa.s''*
|

^Lc (0Ls)

all] iU>

j

|

*—~^.j

'

,jj ^ a^5>-'
|

.

1 Written
.

|

i
t
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I SjJL,— - Ax^sll (A *1 |
A-»A_£ 1 AjylX,*

^

Ad 1 A A.^ .. 1 A^auJ
^

A—

l

l/4^L « • .
»~ A.>“ 1 AJ..*a 4 Axa. ^ , > 0

t
y-i-j

|
aJ^-j

i j
2A-iJ (* -V^*.^'*) A^sr*

J
aJ L_Jsjjlt 1! 4 |

A»-«

aJ^ aU\

“In the name of God, the Merciful, the Gracious. Verily,

they that have said onr Lord is God, and who have practised

rectitude, the angels will descend upon them (and will say) :

‘ Fear ye not and mourn not, but rejoice in the glad tidings

of the Paradise which was promised unto you.’ 1

“ O God, bless Muhammad the Prophet, and his pure

family, and have mercy upon Ahmad, son of Ibrahim, son

of Yahya, son of Ibrahim as-Sabbagh (the dyer) : the mercy

of God, His forgiveness, and His approval be with him.

He died on Friday, the eleventh of l)hu‘l-Ka‘dah, of the

year 351, bearing witness that there is no god but God,

the One (God), without associate, and that Muhammad is

His servant and His apostle. May God bless him ”

X. a.d. 968.
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“In the name of God,” etc. “Blessed be He,” etc. (as

in No. VI).

“ 0 God, bless Muhammad the Prophet, and his pure

family, and have mercy upon Zaynab, daughter of Mu-
hammad, son of Musa, son of ‘Aly, son of Musa, son of

Bashir Abu Sabur : the mercy of God, His forgiveness, and

1 Kur., xli, 30 .
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His approval be with her. She died on Saturday

of Safar, of the year 358 ”

The inscriptions are, as a rale, in a good state of pre-

servation, but in the present instance the surface of the

stone is much worn on the spot I have indicated. The

words specifying the day of the month are consequently

quite illegible. But the date must have been either the

16th, 18th, 19th
,

or 26th, and the day of the week,

Saturday, is capable of removing all doubt on the subject.
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Art. XXVI.

—

The IA Sdo Poem and its Author. By-

Professor Legge, Oxford.

III. The Chinese Text and Translation.

I now conclude ray Papers on the Li Sdo.

The Chinese text is that approved by the famous Chu

Hsi in his “ Collection of Comments ” on all the portions

of the Ch'ii Ts‘ze. I have taken it from the Hu-pei edition

of his Work in 1876. In studying the poem, I have made

constant use of the Li Sdo Ching, Chang Chu by Wang
Yi of our second century, and a minister of the later Han
dynasty, as published in the Ch‘ang-sha or Hu-nan edition

of 1882, with which is incorporated the “ Supplemental

Commentary” of Hung Hsing-tsu of our twelfth century.

My earliest study of the poem, however, was from a reprint

of the Wan Rsuan, or “ Selections of Literary Compositions,”

by Hsiao T'ung, with the posthumous title of Chao-raing,

eldest son of the founder of the Liang dynasty (a.d. 502

to 556), containing also the commentary of Li Shan, a

functionary of the T'ang dynasty.

Two versions of the poem have been frequently before

me—those of the late Marquis d’Hervey de Saint Denys,

published at Paris in 1870, with “Un Commentaire per-

petuel,” and of the late Dr. August Pfizmaier, of the

Imperial Academy of Sciences at Vienna. This was laid

before a meeting of the department of the Academy so

long ago as June, 1851, but does not appear to have been

j.r.a.s. 1895. 54
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published separately till more recently. I have also con-

sulted, and with advantage, a metrical translation by Mr.

E. H. Parker, of Her Majesty’s Consular Service in China,

and the Botanicon Sinicum of Dr. Bretschneider.

The reader will find no notes accompanying my trans-

lation, but I beg to refer bim to the second Paper, which

was intended to give an account of the contents of the

poem, and to supersede, for the present at least, longer notes

and discussions.
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The Li SAo Poem.

Translation.

Section I. Stanzas 1 to 6.

1. A descendant am I of the Ti Kao-yang.

My excellent deceased father was called Po-vung.

When Sheh-t‘i
(
= the planet Jupiter) culminated in the

first month of spring,

On kdng-yin
(
= the 27th cycle-day) I was horn.

2. My father, in his first auspice at the inspection of me,

Commenced by giving me an auspicious name
;

He named me “ Correct Pattern,”

And afterwards styled me “ Efficient Adjuster.”

3. Largely gifted with those inward excellences,

I proceeded to add to them far-reaching ability.

I gathered and wore the angelicas of the streams, and

those of the hidden vales

;

I strung together the autumn orchids to wear at my
girdle.

4. I hurried myself as if I could not reach the goal

;

I was afraid the years would not wait for me.

In the morning I plucked the magnolias of Pi

;

In the evening I gathered the evergreen herbage of

the islands.

5. The days and months passed hastily on without delaying;

Spring and autumn succeeded to each other.

Considering how the grass and trees withered and lost

their leaves,

I feared that the object of my admiration would be

late in arriving.
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6. He did not in his time of vigour put away his bad

advisers.

Why did he not change his (erroneous) measures ?

Why did he not yoke his grand steeds, and dash along,

And come to me to lead him in the way of the ancient ,

(kings) ?

Section II. Stanzas 7 to 13.

7. Anciently, the purity and agreement of the three

Sovereigns

Was owing to their having all the perfumes around them.

They brought together the pepper-plant of Shan, and

the finest cassia
;

Their wreaths were not only of the hui orchids, and

the ch‘ih.

8. And the glorious greatness of Yao and Shun

Arose from their following the (right) way, and getting

the (right) path.

How did Chieh and Chau wear their clothes so ungirt ?

Because, hurrying along their devious paths, their

steps were all-distressed.

9. Those partizans, in their reckless pleasing of themselves,

Were leading on by darksome paths to a dangerous defile.

Did I dread the consequent suffering that would hefal

myself ?

I feared a fatal injury to the royal car and load.

10.

I hurried on, now before and now behind,

That the ruler might he kept in the footprints of the

former kings.

Ilis Majesty would not consider the loyal feelings of

my heart

;

He believed the slanderers, and burned with anger

(against me).
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11. I well knew that straight-forward words would bring

calamity,

But I could not repress myself, and forbear them.

I pointed to the nine heavens in confirmation of my
truth ;

—

All for the sake of His Majesty’s intelligence.

12. He had appointed the time of dusk for our meeting,

But iu the middle of the way (to me) he altered his path.

13. At first he had given me this promise,

But afterwards he repented, avoided me, and took other

counsellors.

I do not think it hard to be separated from him
;

I am grieved that, intelligent as he is, he should be

subject to so many changes.

Section III. Stanzas 14, 15.

14. I had planted nine large fields of orchids

;

I had sown a hundred acres of the hui orchid.

The dykes of my fields showed the liu-i and chieh-ch‘e,

Mixed with asarums and fragrant angelicas.

15. I hoped that their branches and leaves would be long

and luxuriant

!

And wished to wait for the time when I should cut

them down.

Though they wither and pass away, why should that

grieve me ?

I lament that, with all their perfume, they were

regarded as useless weeds.

Section IY. Stanzas 16 to 22.

16.

They all emulously strove for advancement through

their greed of money and their gluttony

;

Though full, they never wearied of seeking for more.

Ah ! they took the measure of others from themselves
;

Each one excited himself to hatred and jealousy.
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17. Recklessly they drove along in pursuit (of their objects),

Which were quite unimportant to me.

Old age will gradually come on me,

And I fear that the cultivation of my name will not

have been accomplished.

18. In the morning I drank the dew that had fallen from

the magnolia trees
;

In the evening I ate the flowers that had fallen from

the autumn asters.

Thus sincerely devoted to, and believing in, what is

good, and practising what is most important,

What did I care for the meagre and emaciated visage ?

19. I grasped the roots of trees to bind with them the chHh
;

I strung together the flowers dropt from the fig trees;

I straightened (the branches of) the finest cassia to

thread the orchids on them ;

I bound with the hu-shang beautiful bouquets.

20. It is hard, but I strive to imitate the culture of the

former time,

Though it is not what the manners of this age approve.

Though it is not conformed to the (views of the) men
of to-day,

I wish to imitate the pattern handed down by P‘«Ing

Hsien.

21. I heave deep sighs, whilst I endeavour to hide my tears
;

Lamenting the many afflictions to which men are born.

Though I love to cultivate what is good and pure, it

serves to me as a bit and bridle.

Faithfully in the morning I remonstrated, and in the

evening I was dismissed.

22. Though dismissed, I still wore the cincture of hui orchids;

And added to it a garland which I made of angelicas.

The character so emblemed was what my heart

approved.

Even nine deaths would not inuke me regret my course.
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Section Y. Stanzas 23 to 25.

23. I was indignant that our Intelligent Ruler should be

so greatly indifferent,

And never examine the minds of the people.

(The courtiers, like) the ladies (of a harem), all hated

my silk-worm eyebrows,

And vilified me, saying I was given to licentiousness.

24. Yes, stupid are the skilful builders of to-day !

They turn the back on the compass and square
;
they

lay them aside for other measures
;

They reject the line marked by the plummet, and try

a crooked one instead
;

They strive to get themselves borne with : this is their

constant rule.

25. Sad and disappointed, I am irresolute
;

I am now solitary, and reduced to the greatest straits.

But sudden death and banishment would be more

welcome to me
Than to act in such a way as they do.

Section YI. Stanzas 26 to 33.

26. The birds of prey do not collect in flocks
;

So it has been in all generations.

How can the square and the round fit in together ?

How can those who pursue different ways agree

together ?

27. I bent my mind and controlled my will,

To bear the charges against me, and cast from me
the shame of them.

I would keep pure and unstained, and even die in

maintenance of the right

;

Pursuing the course which the earlier sages approved.
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28. I regretted that I had not examined more my course,

And long stood considering whether I should go back
;

Turning my carriage round, and retracing my way,

While yet I had not gone far astray.

29. I walked my horses through the orchid fields along

the lake
;

Then I galloped them to the mound of pepper trees,

and there stopt.

My advance was ineffectual to lead (the king) from

his errors,

And I retired to cultivate again my former habits.

30. I fashioned the (flowers of the) water-caltrops and lotus

to (adorn) my upper garment

;

I collected those of the hibiscus for my lower one.

If he acknowledged me not, I would give up my efforts
;

My own wishes were to realize a similar fragrancy.

31. How loftily rose the top of my cap !

How many and various were the ornaments of my
girdle !

How did their fragrance and soft beauty blend together,

Showing that my brightness and ability had not failed

!

32. Suddenly I turned round, to let my eyes look all about

;

I would go and see the most distant regions of the four

quarters.

The rich appurtenances of my girdle and its many

ornaments (would be seen),

Their exuberant fragrance would be more displayed

!

33. Every man horn has that in which he delights,

But I alone wish to cultivate what is good as my
constant work

;

Though my body were torn in pieces, I would not

change.

Is there anything in my mind to reprove?
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Section YII. Stanzas 34 to 36.

34. (My sister,) Nii-hsu, drawn by her affection,

Would gently say to me, while blaming me,

“ Kwftn, obstinate and unbending, brought upon him

his death,

Coming at last to a premature end in the wild of Yii.

35. “Why do you so fully speak out your mind, and

indulge your love of culture,

Standing out alone in the possession of your admirable

qualities ?

Like the tribulus, the king-grass, and the burr-weed,

your enemies fill the court,

While you stand separate with quite another mind.”

36. (I replied,) “ How can all men be talked with from

house to house ?

Who would examine the real facts of my case?

In the world they all put one another forward, and love

partizanship
;

How should they regard a poor solitary like me, and

listen to me ?
”

Section YIII. Stanzas 37 to 46.

37. I would test the correctness of my views by those

of the former sages,

And mournfully in my excitement unfold all my
mind.

I crossed the Yuan and the Hsiang on my way to the

south,

And by the grave of Ch‘ung-hwa set forth my plaint.

38. Ch‘i (received) the Nine Accounts (of the provinces of

the kingdom) and the Nine Songs about them.

(His son), K'ang of Hsia, found his pleasure in self-

indulgence,
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Without thinking of the troubles (arising from it), or

any consideration of the future

;

And (his brothers), “the Five Sons,” thereb}’’ lost their

possessions.

39. I, given to vicious indulgence, found his pleasure in

hunting,

And was fond of shooting the great foxes,

But seldom is it that one abandoned to disorder and

idleness comes to a (good) end
;

And Cho, (I’s minister), was coveting his wife.

A

40. (Cho’s son) Ao was possessed of immense strength.

Abandoned to his lusts, he put no restraint on himself;

Daily devoted to pleasure, he forgot all restraints,

Till his head in consequence fell from his body.

41. Chieh of Hsia was a constant rebel (against right),

Taking his own way, and meeting with calamity.

King Hsin cut up and pickled (the flesh of the Earl of

Mei),

And in consequence the temple of (the kings of) Yin

did not last long.

42. T‘ang and Yu, in their dignified awe, were reverent

and respectful

;

(The founders of) Chau weighed well the Path, and

erred not in regard to it.

They employed the wise and talented, and gave power

to the able

;

They kept to the straight line, without deviation from it.

43. August Heaven has no private partialities;

It observes the qualities of men, and disowns or

helps accordingly.

It is only the conduct fully ordered by sage wisdom

That can obtain rule on this earth below.
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44. Looking back to the earlier and round on the later

times,

We obtain a complete view of (Heaven’s) dealings with

men.

Who without righteousness was ever fit to be

employed?

Who without goodness was ever fit to direct affairs ?

45. As on a precipice I exposed my person to danger, and

nearly met with death
;

But looking on my course from the first, I still feel

no regret.

It was by not measuring their chisel, and fashioning

the handle for it,

That former worthies caused themselves to be killed

and kept in pickle.

46. Sighing and sobbing because of my distressful sorrow,

I bewailed that the time is so unsuitable for me.

I took the soft hui orchids to wipe the tears,

The torrents of which wet the lapel of my gown.

Section IX. Stanzas 47 to 65.

47. Kneeling on my outspread skirt, I set forth my
complaint

;

And had a clear conviction that my views were true

and correct.

In car drawn by four unhorned dragons, smooth as jade,

and mounted on a phoenix,

It was for me at once, through dust and wind, to travel

on high.

48. In the morning I started from Ts‘ang-wu,

And in the evening I came to Hsiian-pu.

I wished to delay a little at the sculptured gate (of

this abode) of the Immortals,

But the day seemed hastening to the evening.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 55
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49. I commanded Hsi and Ho to delay the stages of their

course,

And not to hurry on as they made for Yen-tsze.

The way was long, and distant far was my goal

:

I would ascend and descend, pursuing my search.

50. I watered my horses at the pool of Hsien
;

I gathered up and tied my reins to a Fu-sang (tree)

;

I broke off a branch from a Zo tree to defend myself

from the sun :

Thus did I enjoy myself, aimlessly wandering.

51. Before me I sent Wang-shu, (the Charioteer of the

Moon), as my precursor,

And behind me Fei-lien, (the Baron of the Wind),

hurried on in attendance

;

A hvan and a phoenix went before with guardian care

;

The Master of Thunder told of anything that had not

been prepared.

52. I ordered the phoenix to fly aloft,

And continue its flight day and night.

But a whirlwind brought together my opponents ;

—

Clouds and rainbows were led to meet and oppose me.

53. In multitudes they came together, now dividing, now

collecting.

In confusion they separated, some going above, and

others beneath.

I ordered the porter of God to open the gate,

But, leaning against it, he only stared at me.

54. The time was dark and obscure, and I was nearly

wearied out

;

I tied (to my girdle) the secluded orchids, and re-

mained long as if not heeding anything.

The age was one of confusion and greed, where no

notice was taken of the different characters of men ;

The good were kept in obscurity, and viewed with hatred

and jealousy.
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55. On the morrow, being about to cross the White- water,

I ascended to the top of Lang-f5ng, and there haltered

my horses.

Suddenly I looked back and shed tears*

Lamenting that on the lofty height there was no lady

(for me).

56. Forthwith I rambled to this palace of the Spring

And broke off a branch of the c/i'ittng tree to add to

my girdle.

Before the glorious flower (of my years) had fallen,

I would see the attendant of the lady to transmit an

offering (for me).

57. I ordered Fang-lung (=the Master of Thunder) to

mount on a cloud,

And search for the place where the lady Fu was.

I unloosed the string of my girdle to serve as the gage

of my truth,

And ordered Ch‘ien-hsi& to transact the affair for me.

58. In multitudes (he and others) came together, now

dividing, now collecting.

Suddenly misunderstandings arose, difficult to change.

In the evening I returned and halted at Ch‘iung-shih
;

In the morning I washed my hair in the water of

Wei-p‘an.

59. She guarded her beauty with a haughty arrogance
;

She daily sought her pleasure in licentious abandonment,

Truly beautiful she was, but had no regard to propriety
;

Therefore I abandoned her, and sought elsewhere.

60. In my inspection I surveyed (the earth) to its four

extreme points

;

I travelled all over the sky, and then descended (to

the earth).

(There,) looking to the lofty height of the Yao-built

tower,

I saw the beautiful daughter of the prince of Sung.
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61. I ordered Chan to make proposals of a union with her

for me,

But he told me that she was not good.

(Then) there passed by a jackdaw screaming;

But I still hated the lightness and craft of them both.

62. My mind full of doubt, and, mistrusting as a fox,

I wished to go myself, but it was not proper for me to

do so.

The phoenix, (moreover,) had been employed by Kao-hsin

to negotiate a marriage with her,

And I feared that (that sovereign) had anticipated me.

63. I wished to settle far off, but there was no place where

I could rest

;

Perhaps I might wander aimlessly about and enjoy

myself.

(Ah !) while Shao-k‘ang was yet unmarried,

There would have been left for me the two Yaos of the

state of Yii

!

64. My grounds of application were weak, and my go-

between was stupid

;

I was afraid that the communication of my views would

not be (sufficiently) firm.

The age is one of confusion and greed, and of hatred

of the wise and good
;

All love to keep the excellent in obscurity, and to

celebrate the praises of the bad.

65. (Since) the female apartments inside are so deep and

distant,

And the wise king moreover does not awake,

I will keep my feelings in my breast, and not express

them.

IIow can I bear to abide with such people so long as the

ages of the past ?
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Section X. Stanzas 66 to 70.

66. I searched for the hibiscus and the grass-ropes, to divine

with the splinters of bamboo,

And commanded Ling-fan to explain their indications

for me.

He said, “ (It is,) The two Beauties are • sure to act

in union

;

But who (here) will believe in your culture, and desire it?

67. “ Consider the vast extent of the nine regions :

Is it only here that the lady (whom you seek) is to

be found ?

I tell you, Strive to go away far, and allow no doubts

to arise

:

"Who will be seeking an admirable (partner), and

neglect you ?

68. “ What place is there in which alone there are no

fragrant plants ?

Why do you keep on thinking of your past abode ?
”

(But I rejoined,) “The age is dark, aud dazzled by

what is bright.

Who will examine whether I am good or bad ?

69. “ People differ in their likings and dislikings
;

But those partizans (in Ch‘u) are peculiar, and differ

from all others.

In every house they carry at their waists bags full

of moxa,

And say that the secluded orchids are not fit for then-

girdles.

70. “However they look at and examine plants and trees,

they still cannot distinguish one from another
;

How much less can they estimate the value of the

brilliant ch'ang jade !

They collect muck aud earth to fill their perfume bags

;

And say that the pepper plant of Sbau has no

fragrance.”
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Section XI. Stanzas 71 to 79.

71. I wished to follow the auspicious oracle of Ling-fan,

But my mind was undecided, and I was suspicious as

a fox.

The (old) sorcerer, Wu Hsien, was to descend that

evening
;

I would take pepper and the finest rice, and constrain

him (to divine by them for me).

72 . Hundreds of spirits overshadowed him as he descended

in state
;

Multitudes also from (the hill of) Nine Doubts met him

at the same time.

August (Heaven thus) gloriously displayed its power,

So telling me that the issue (of Ling-fan’s advice) would

be good.

73. (Wu Hsien) said, “Exert yourself, ascending above and

descending beneath,

And seek for those whose rules and measures shall

agree with yours.

T'ang and Yu in their dignity sought such coadjutors;

With Chih and Kao Yao all their measures were

harmonious.

74. “When one loves (as you do) his self-culture in his

heart,

What further need has he to employ go-betweens ?

Yiieh was working as a builder in Fu-yen,

When Wu-ting called him to office without misgiving.

75. “When Lii Wang was reduced to tapping with his

(butcher’s) knife,

He met with (king) Wan of Chau, and was raised to

office.

When Ning Ch‘i was singing his song,

(Duke) Hwan of Ch‘i heard him, and gave him all help.
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76. “ While it is not yet too late in the years of your life,

And your time is not yet come to its middle,

(Look out) lest the Ti-chiieh have sounded its note,

And made all plauts lose their fragrance.”

77. IIow many are the precious ornaments of my girdle !

But my numerous opponents secretly seek to hide them.

All-insincere are those partizans

;

I fear that their hatred and jealousy will cause my ruin.

78. The time is in confusion, and going on to changes
;

And how can I remain here long?

The orchids and angelicas are changed, and no more

fragrant

;

The ch'iian and the hut orchids are transformed and

become mere reeds.

79. How is it that the fragrant grasses of former days

Are now only these plants of oxtail-southernwood and

mugwort ?

Is there any other reason for it,

But the injury which the love of culture brings with it?

Section XII. Stanzas 80 to 84.

80. I had thought that the orchids were to be relied on,

But they had no reality, and were (only) in outward

appearance good.

They have thrown away their excellence to follow the

vulgar ways

;

It was rash (ever) to rank them among things fragrant.

81. (Those who seemed to be as) pepper plants only use

their glib tongues to promote negligence and

dissoluteness,

And want to fill the perfume bags at their girdles

with the (fruit of the) boymia.

Thus seeking for entrance and admission (to the court),

How can they have reverence for their character as

fragrant ?
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82. Ye9, surely the manners of the time follow the current.

Who, moreover, can avoid change and transformation ?

When we see how it is thus with the pepper-plant and

orchids,

How much more will it be so with the chieh-ch‘e and

angelicas of the streams !

83. There were the pendants of my girdle more valuable

than any others
;

But their beauty was rejected, and sad has been their

fate.

But their odoriferous fragrance it was difficult to lessen,

And even now it is still not exhausted.

84. I order my measures in harmony with my circumstances,

and find pleasure in doing so
;

I will wander about and seek for the lady.

While still in possession of my (symbolic) ornaments,

and in vigour,

I will travel around, now ascending, now descending.

Section XIII. Stanzas 85 to 93.

85. As Ling-fan had told me in his auspicious oracle,

I chose a fortunate day when I would go away.

I broke off a branch of the ch'iung tree for my food,

And boiled it as into the finest rice to be my nourish-

ment.

86. There was yoked for me the team of flying dragons

;

With the y&o jade and ivory the carriage was adorned.

How could there be union with those who were

estranged from me in heart ?

I would go far away, and keep myself apart.

87. I turned my course to K‘wSn-lun ;

Long was the way, and far and wide did I wander.
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Amidst the dark shade were displayed the rainbows

in the clouds,

While there sounded the tinklings of the bells of jade

about the equipage.

88. I started in the morning from the Ford of Heaven

(in the sky),

And in the evening I arrived at the extreme west.

The male and female phoenix greeted me from their

supporting flags,

One soaring on high, one floating along, in mutual

harmony.

89. All at once I was walking over the Moving Sands,

And proceeded gaily along the course of the Red-river.

I motioned with my hand to the dragons to bridge over

the ford,

And called the Western Sovereign to carry me across.

90. The way was long and beset with many difficulties
;

I made all my carriages ascend (before me) and, going

by by-ways, wait for one another.

(I would go by) Pu-chau (hill), and turn to the left

;

And I appointed the Western sea for our general

(rendezvous).

91. I collected my carriages, a thousand in number :

Their linchpins were all of jade, and they raced on

together,

To each one were yoked eight dragons, which glided,

snake-like, on
;

O’er them floated with easy grace the cloud-like

banners.

92. I repressed my emotion and moderated my haste,

But my spirit was borne aloft very far.

I sang the Nine Songs (of Yii), and danced the dance

(of Shun),

Borrowing a day for enjoyment and pleasure.
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93. I ascended to the glorious brightness of the great (sky),

And suddenly looked down askance on my old neigh-

bourhood.

My charioteer lamented
;
my horses longed for their old

home.

The game was over
;

I looked round, and went no

farther.

Section XIY. One stanza.

94. In conclusion I sajr, All is over

!

There is no (good) man in the country, no man who
knows me

!

Why should I still keep thinking of the old capital ?

Since I am not thought fit to aid in good government,

I will follow P'ang Hsien to the place where he is.







Art. XXVII.

—

Counter-marks on early Persian and Indian

Coins. By E. J. Rapson, M.A., Late Fellow of St.

John’s College, Cambridge.

Tiie addition of a counter-mark to a coin already current has

usually served one or other of two distinct purposes. It has

occasionally merely denoted the ratification or re-sanction of

a currency already legal
;

it has more frequently been used

to show some change in the conditions of a currency—as, for

instance, a change in its value as legal tender, or its circula-

tion in a different country or under a different government.

The true interpretation of many ancient counter-marks would

no doubt add considerably to our knowledge of the world’s

history. Unfortunately their evidence is generally of that

kind which suggests a great deal more than it can prove

;

and it must be confessed that their contribution to knowledge

has been disappointingly small. 1

The silver coins, or sigloi, struck by the princes of the

Achcemenid dynasty of Persia from the reign of Darius

(b.c. 521-485) to the end of the dynasty in b.c. 331, afford

one of the best known examples of the practice of counter-

marking in antiquity. In this instance, the practice is

strictly confined to the silver coinage. No example of

a counter-struck gold Persian coin—daric or double-daric

—

is known. Of the numerous marks found on the silver coins,

numismatists have been inclined to regard some as letters

and the others as symbols distinctive of the various provinces

of the great Persian empire in which the imperial coinage

was current. The latest authority, M. Ernest Babelon, in

plate xxxix of his great work, “ Les Perses Achemenides,”

1 For the literature of ancient counter-marks see Engel, Revue Numismatique,

1887, p. 382.
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has published a collection of these marks, and on p. xi of his

preface he gives reasons for attributing several of them to

certain countries—viz. Lycia, Pamphylia, Cilicia, and Cyprus

—in which the custom of counter-marking is known to have

obtained. That M. Babelon’s attributions are extremely

probable, if indeed they are not absolutely certain, is shown
by the occurrence of precisely the same marks, formed in

precisely the same manner, on certain coins of the countries

mentioned. The only doubt which can be entertained is

whether the Persian imperial coins and the coins of these

countries may not equally have obtained their counter-marks

from some common and as yet undetermined source.

My object, in the present paper, will be to show that there

was one province of the Persian empire—the province of

India, that is to say, territory on both sides of the Indus,

including much of what is now known as the Panjab and

Sind—in which counter-marked weights of metal constituted

the recognized form of coinage, and that to this province

some of the counter-marks in question, whether interpreted

as letters or as symbols, may very plausibly be referred.

The Persian occupation of North-western India lasted for

about a century and three-quarters. It began during the

reign of Darius, probably c. 500 B.c., and lasted till 331 b.c.,

when, after the battle of Arbela, the whole empire of the

Achaemenids acknowledged the sovereignty of Alexander

the Great. Evidences of extensive intercourse during this

period between the centre of the Persian empire aud its

Indian satrapy are abundant on all hands
;
and it must

not be forgotten in this connection that the fact of

a regular commerce, also during this period, between India

and the West—Greece, Phoenicia, and various cities of

Asia Minor—is well established. It is, therefore, quite

possible that the influence of India may be traced not

only on the coins of Persia, but also on the coins of other

Western states—for instance, the very states mentioned by

M. Babelon. But, in the present paper, we must confine

our attention to Persia and India. Of the intimate relation

of these two during the Achmmenid period, there can be
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no doubt. Not only have we the evidence of writers like

Hecataeus and Herodotus, but we have the more tangible

evidence of architectural remains in Northern India, which

show the predominating influence of Persian art. From
the fifth century b.c. onwards the wealth of India becomes

proverbial in all literature. The stories in Xenophon’s

Cyropaxlia, for example—worthless as thnt production is as

a history of the times of Cyrus, it may still be quoted as

evidence for the ideas of Xenophon’s time—show that the

Persian king regarded India as an unfailing source of

riches. This wealth, as Herodotus has shown, consisted in

gold dust
;
and in exchange for this, the commodities of

the West, and silver among them, came in great quantities

to India. General Sir A. Cunningham (“ Coins of Ancient

India,” p. 5) has shown by quotations from the Periplus

maria Erythryaei that “ the merchants made a profit by
exchanging their own money for Indiau gold. Gold was

cheap in India, being as 1 to 8 rates of silver, whereas in

Persia the rate was 13 of silver.” And what was true at

the date of the Periplus (probably the latter part of the

first century a.d.), was undoubtedly true at an earlier

period. This fact of the attraction of silver to India

accounts for the large number of ancient silver coins still

found there. These coins are of various kinds, the two

most noteworthy varieties being Athenian and Persian

;

but undoubtedly the Persian coins vastly outnumber all

the others. Probably no great collection made in the

Panjab has not included several specimens, and dealers in

the Panjab have repeatedly submitted them to the British

Museum for purchase. Several specimens in the collection

of the British Museum were transferred from the India

Office collection, and therefore presumably came from India,

while the Indian origin of others is extremely probable,

though, unfortunately, ouly the name of the collection to

which the coins belonged, and no note of their actual

provenance, has been preserved.

The most striking confirmation of the fact that Persian

sigloi circulated freely in the Indian satrapy would—if its
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origin were undisputed— be derived from the weight-

standard adopted for the silver coinage of all the Greek

princes of Northern India. After the transference of the

Greek power from Bactria to the Kabul valley and the

Panjab—a transference which began about 200 b.c. and

was completed probably before 120 b.c.—the Attic standard

is abandoned for another, which has been identified with

the Persian. 1 The change is gradual. The purely Bactrian

princes use only the Attic standard
;

those princes who

ruled both in Bactria and India strike coins of both stan-

dards
;
their successors, who ruled only in India, adopt the

so-called Persian standard only.

Now, according to the view commonly accepted, this

change was adopted with the object of bringing the Graeco-

Indian silver coinage into relation with the Persian coinage,

in such a way that two Greek hemidrachms of about 40

grains (2
-

59 grammes) might be the exact equivalent of a

Persian siglos of 80 grains (5T8 grammes). This would

seem to be the most natural way of explaining this change

of weight-standard— it was necessitated by change of

locality, and was in accordance with the recognized

standards of this locality. If this view be correct, we have

here the most conclusive evidence of the predominance

of Persian power, and of the circulation of Persian silver

coins, in North-western India.

This explanation has, however, been disputed by the

greatest of Indian numismatists, General Sir A. Cunning-

ham, who explains
(
Num . Chron., 1888, p. 216) the change

of standard by purely economic considerations as due to

a real change in the relative values of gold and silver.

Every argument of so great an authority is entitled to

serious consideration
;
and if the fact, or the probability,

of sucb an alteration in the relative values of gold and silver

could be proved for India at this period, this particular

argument would be irresistible. But it does not appear

’ Gardner, “Brit. Mus. Cat. of Indian Coins: ‘ Greek and Scythic Kings,’
”

p. lxviii.
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that any such change can be proved or was probable.

In fact, General Cunningham’s own quotations from the

Periphts above cited are against this supposition
;

and, on

the other hand, the Persian influence in North-west India

during the Achoemenid period is known to have been so

strong, that we have little cause for surprise if we find

a further trace of this influence in so important a subject

as the monetary standard.

In suggesting an Indian origin for some, at least, of the

counter-marks borne by these Persian sigloi
,
I shall try to

show first that the practice of counter-marking the native

coinage was universal in India at this period, and that it

is extremely probable that any foreign coins taken into

circulation would receive the same treatment. Unfortunately,

in the imperfect state of our preseut knowledge of the

numismatics of ancient India, very little can yet be re-

garded as proved beyond dispute. The very fact of the

existence of an independent native Indian coinage at this

period—fifth and fourth centuries b.c.—has as yet not been

universally rcognized. It is even now not rare to find

the "Western origin of the Indian coinage taken for granted,

and further used as an argument in support of other

supposed borrowings from the West. 1 In fact, the argu-

ments on the other side have hitherto not received the

attention which they deserve, and I may, therefore, perhaps

be excused if I state these arguments here as briefly and

cogently as I can.

(1) It seems only possible to explain the square Indian

form as the result of an independent development of the

art of coin-making. The ancient Indian coin is little more

than an approximately square or oblong weight, sometimes

a piece cut from a sheet of metal, sometimes merely a

length of metal cut from a bar. The origin of all the

Western coinages, on the other hand, is to be traced to

1 For instance, by the late Prof. J. Dannesteter, in the Journal Asiatique for

1892, p. 62, the last but one in that brilliant series of rapports annuals in which
this truly great scholar was wont to summarize the whole progress of Oriental

research.
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the bullet-shaped weight, which, when struck by the die,

tended, because of the expansion of the metal on all sides,

to assume an approximately round shape. It is surely not

to be imagined that one of these systems could have been

derived from the other.

(2) A coinage of square form was so firmly established

in India at the date of the Greek invasion from Bactria,

which began c. 200 b.c., that it was imitated by the earliest

Greek settlers—Demetrius, Pantaleon, and Agathocles. The

whole story of the introduction of a Greek coinage first

into Bactria and then into India is full of interest from

a morphological point of view. The Greek coinage in

Bactria remained purely Greek in type and execution,

because there was no previously existing Bactrian coinage

to influence it in any way. This Greek coinage, im-

mediately on its transference to India, begins to be modified

in every particular—type, execution, shape, and weight

—

because it was found necessary to adjust it to some extent

to the native coinage.

(3) These square coins are actually represented in sculp-

tures from the Mahabodhi temple at Buddha-Gaya, and

from the great stupa at Bharhut. Both of these monuments

probably date from the middle of the third century b.c.

(4) Certain copper coins of square form, bearing the

inscription AAEXANAPOY, have with great probability

been regarded as an Indian issue of Alexander the Great.

If this attribution be correct, it would follow that a native

coinage of the square form must have been firmly established

before 326 b.c.

(5) The evidence derived from literary sources, which

has been most carefully examined and weighed by such

authorities as Burnouf, Thomas, Cunningham, and Rhys

Davids, while not proving any positive date for the

beginning of a coinage in India, allows of the existence

of a coinage for some considerable period before the

beginning of the fourth century B.c.

In face of these arguments it is difficult to doubt that

the square Indian coins—the so-called punch-marked coins
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—which are found in considerable numbers in nearly every

part of Iudia, were actually in circulation in the Indian

satrapy during the Achsemenian period, and in company

with Achsemeninn coins. If the following view as to the

nature of the punch-marks found on the Indian coins be

correct, the occurrence of similar punch-marks, or counter-

marks, on the contemporary ' Persian sigloi would be ex-

plained.

The conservatism of the Indian mind is proverbial
;
and

in studying the ancient institutions of the country more

help is usually to be obtained from a consideration of the

state of things still existing than is afforded by any analogies

derived from our knowledge of other ancient civilizations.

Perhaps the most distinctive and the most persistent feature

in the social history of India is the organization of the

village community. “ These village communities are little

republics, having nearly everything that they want within

themselves, and almost independent of any foreign relations.

Dynasty after dynasty tumbles down
;

revolution succeeds

to revolution
;

Hindoo, Patan, Mogul, Mahratta, Seik,

English, are all masters in turn, but the village communities

remain the same.” 1 This organization was in ancient times,

if not universal, certainly more widely prevalent throughout

India than it remains at the present day
;

and it seems

probable that such matters as the issue of coinage were

regulated by local authorities—money-changers or merchants

—and not by the imperial authority. The very great

variety of early Indian coins would thus be naturally ex-

plained, and such inscriptions as are found on them have

been interpreted by Dr. Biihler in a sense which entirely

supports this view. In referring to specimens represented

in plate iii of Cunningham’s “ Coins of Ancient India,”

figures 8, 9, 10, 11, all of which bear the word negama

on the reverse, together with other words on the obverse,

he says, “ The word negama is common enough in Pali and

1 Montgomery Martin, “History of the British Colonies” (1835), vol. i,

p. 340.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 56
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in the epigraphic Prakrits, and means always ‘the traders.’

It shows here that the coins are mercantile money-tokens,

issued by traders, and the names on the obverse may be

either names of towns or of guilds. The latter explanation

is perhaps the more probable one.” 1 When Dr. Biihler

communicated this discovery to me, I at once saw in it

a striking confirmation of a theory already suggested by

Sir A. Cunningham to account for some of the punch-marks

found on the uninscribed specimens. He says (“ Coins of

Ancient India,” p. 58) :
“ Another explanation of some of

these symbols has struck me as possible, or perhaps even

probable. I have a suspicion that several of the symbols

may have been the private marks of ancient money-changers:

At the present day these men are still in the habit of

placing their own particular stamps on the rupees that

pass through their hands, so that when any of the coins

come back to them again, they know their value without

making a second testing.”

This attribution, already sufficiently probable in itself, is

thus supported by a reference to the practice of the shroffs

of modern times, whose methods no doubt differ little from

those of their ancestors more than two thousand years ago,

except in so far as the greater exactness of weight and

the security against fraud afforded by the imperial coinage

and the best of native coinages have rendered the use of

the money-changer’s private stamp less and less necessar}'.

If, then, in ancient times the issue and regulation of the

coinage was mainly or exclusively in the hands of the local

authorities, the use of these distinguishing marks must have

been universal and generally recognized, and they would,

as a matter of course, be applied to all silver coins in

circulation, whether native, as the “ punch-marked ” coins,

or foreign, as the Persian sigloi.

While dealing with the subject of the earliest Indian

coins, we may perhaps venture to carry our investigations

one step farther. It has long been recognized that these

1 Indian Studies, No. iii : “On the Origin of the Indian Brahma Alphabet,”

p. 47.
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punch-marks are not used without some discrimination. 1

The typical specimen has one of its sides, usually called

the obverse, more or less completely covered with a number

of different punch-marks, evidently applied at different

times, and often in such a manner that the later stamps

have been partly superimposed on the earlier-
. The other

side, the reverse, has, in a great number of instances, only

one mark in the centre. Even when the reverse bears two

or more stamps, they are usually different in character

from those found on the obverse. They are smaller, and

they show less variety. There occur cases in which, from

want of space, obverse marks have been imprinted on the

reverse
;

but it is doubtful if the converse statement is

ever true. The reverse marks seem not to be found on the

obverse.

Another observation of General Cunningham’s suggests an

explanation of this distinction. “ I have often thought,” he

says,
“ that where only one stamp is found on the reverse

it might possibly be the peculiar symbol of the place of

issue. I found, for instance, that about one-third of the

silver punch coins discovered at Taxila bore the same stamp

placed alone on the reverse, and as this particular stamp

is found as the full reverse of the small gold coins of Taxila,

I think my conjecture may be correct A second

symbol I have noted as being often placed alone on the

punch-marked coins from Benares and the surrounding

districts.” 2 Coupling this observation with the injunction

of Manu, viii, 403, “ All weights and measures must be

duly marked, and once in six months let him
(
i.e . nrpa,

the prince) re-examine them,” 3 we may perhaps still more

1 Thomas, “Ancient Indian Weights,” p. 57.
2 “Coins of Ancient India,” p. 56.
3 Dr. Biihler’s translation in “Sacred Books of the East,” p. 324. The

original quotation is

—

TfZH xT II\\* NVJ V* ^ X

and the commentators explain by “ sealed with

his own seal.”
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nearly determine the source of these reverse marks. In

Manu coins are well known, but they are still regarded as

weights, and consequently they are, no doubt, included in

the injunction just quoted. The “prince” is the governor

of the district—perhaps, if the period referred to is anterior

to the rise of the great kingdoms, an independent ruler,

or perhaps already dependent on some over-lord
;

in any

case, he is the official whose duty it was to take personal

cognizance of the minutest affairs of the people under his

care, to settle the prices of their commodities, to act as

their judge, and in fact to fulfil numberless functions which

could never have been discharged by the monarch of a

great kingdom. The fact, then, that the coins issued for

circulation had first to receive the stamp of his approval,

by no means invalidates our contention that, in ancient

India, the right of coinage was in no sense an imperial

prerogative .
1 The merchants or money-changers, to whom

we have attributed the obverse punch-marks, had simply

to submit their coins to the chief authority in the district,

who rejected such as were deficient in weight or quality

of metal, and sanctioned such as were approved by marking

them with his official stamp, which may perhaps be identified

with the solitary punch-mark so often found in the centre

of the reverse. The occasional occurrence of more than

one of these reverse punch-marks on a coin is naturally

explained by supposing the coin to have passed current in

more than one district, and consequently to have been

officially tested more than once.

In the following detailed list of those counter-marks found

on the Persian sigloi, whose origin may most probably be

traced to India, it should be remembered that only the

Persian collection in the British Museum has been examined.

When other collections also have been examined from this

1 Thomas, “Ancient Indian Weights,’’ p. 57 note, shows that in the

fourteenth century in Southern India “goldsmiths and dealers in bullion were

authorized, by prescriptive right, to fabricate money at will on their own
account”; and he further quotes from Malcolm (“Central India,” 1832) to

show that in the present century any banker or merchant was permitted to coin

monoy at the mints of Central India.
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special point of view, we may expect further evidence

tending either to confirm or to disprove the theory here

propounded.

Brahma Characters.

J = i/o, Plate, Fig. 1.

i = va, Figs. 2-5.

= kha. This letter or symbol is of common occurrence,

though, by an unfortunate omission, no example has

been given in the plate. If regarded as a letter, its

form would well agree with Dr. Biihler’s description

of the oldest form of kha, “a circle with a super-

imposed vertical line ending in a curve ”
(
Indian

Studies, iii : “On the Origin of the Indian Brahma

Alphabet,” p. 66), and with the representation given

in his plate (id., col. v, 1). Numismatists have, how-

ever, usually supposed it to be the symbol, occurring

on Lycian coins, to which Mr. Hill has given the name

monosceles, as contrasted with the commoner trisceles

symbol (Num. Chron., 1895, p. 11).

U = pa, Fig. 6.

E = ja, Figs. 15 and 16. This identification is doubtful.

The letter ja only assumed this form in late times,

though Dr. Biihler has pointed out that an approxi-

mation to this form E occurs even in the Asoka edicts

(op. cit., p. 39).

~rf=go, Fig. 17. This is also doubtful for the same reason.

It is more probable that this is not a letter at all, but

simply the symbol £5 represented in Fig. 18.

Kharosthi Characters.

Kj = ma, Figs. 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20. It is, of course,

extremely doubtful whether, in some instances at least,

this is not simply a crescent. In favour of the other
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view, we can only appeal to the two signs next re-

presented, which may very naturally be interpreted as

= me

,

Figs. 13 and 14, and

^ — mam, Fig. 12. This is precisely the form of mam
which is found on coins

(v. Gardner, Catalogue, pi. xiv,

2 and 6, where it occurs in the left field of two silver

coins).

= ti, Fig. 7, also perhaps Fig. 8, but in the latter case

partly obliterated. This is certainly not unlike the

form of ti which constantly appears on the coins,

where, from want of space, the true proportions

between the consonant itself and its attendant vowel-

mark are often disregarded.

£ = cla, Fig. 9. Cf. the form of da often found on the

coins, e.g. in Apuludatasa (Gardner, Cat., pi. x, 5).

£ = ha, Fig. 10.

Symbols.

u ,
Figs. 19 and 20 (Persian), 27 and 28 (Indian). This is

one of the commonest of Indian symbols. Cunningham

called it the Taurine symbol, as being the sign of the

constellation Taurus. It is No. 28 of Mr. Theobald’s

list.

»C, Figs. 20, 21, and X, Fig. 22 (Persian), compared with

Figs. 29, 30 (Indian).

c&,S)> Figs. 23-25. Mr. Theobald regards this as the

earliest form of the trisceles symbol, and quotes it as

occurring on Indian punch-marked coins
(
0. his list,

No. 130). The more usual form on Indian coins, if

one may judge from the collection in the British

Museum, is slightly different, as shown in Figs. 31-33.

With regard to this last section of my list, I ought to

say that I have not made a thorough investigation of the
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symbols which are common to Persian and Indian counter-

marks. I have confined my attention principally to those

signs which could reasonably be interpreted as letters, and

have only added to my list those counter-marked symbols,

the striking similarity of which both in form and execution

could scarcely fail to attract the notice of the most careless

observer.
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TENTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS

OF ORIENTALISTS,

IIELD AT GENEVA.

Report of the Transliteration Committee.

(Translation.)

The Committee appointed by the Congress to select a

system for the transliteration of the Sanskrit and Arabic

Alphabets has held several meetings. After having ex-

amined and discussed the systems which have hitherto been

used, and taken note of the various improvements which

have been suggested by members of the Congress and

other savants, the Committee submit for the approval of

the Congress, and with a view to general adoption by

Orientalists, the systems shown in the two tabular forms

annexed to this report.

They have taken as a basis for their work the report

presented by a special committee appointed by the Royal

Asiatic Society of London, and the systems of transliteration

usually adopted in France, in Germany, and by the Bengal

Asiatic Society. They do not pretend to have discovered

a perfectly scientific system
;

it was necessary to give

weight to established usages, and also to take into con-

sideration the varying pronunciations which the letters of

the Arabic alphabet have received in different Muhammadan
countries. This is one reason for the alternative modes of

transliteration proposed for certain letters, but the number
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for which these alternative methods are suggested has been

kept as small as possible, and it is hoped that the Orientalists

of every country will endeavour to still further reduce this

number by conforming as much as possible to the system

recommended by the Committee.

As regards the transliteration of Sanskrit, the differences

of opinion have been much less, and only in the case of

a verj’’ small number of letters has any difficulty arisen.

In these instances the Committee have chosen from among

the various equivalents proposed those which on the whole

seem best suited for practical use.

To obtain uniformity each country and each society must

make some concessions, and the Committee hope that the

systems now proposed will be unanimously adopted and

brought into general use.

Barbier de Meynard,

G. Buhler,

J. Burgess,

M. J. de Goeje,

H. Thomson Lyon,

G. T. Plunkett,

Emile Senart,

Socin,

WINDISCH.

Geneva, September 10th, 1894.

TRANSLITERATION OF THE SANSKRIT AND
PALI ALPHABETS.

a

a

T *

t *

^3 u

u

^ r

^ Y

I

^ I
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H e

Tj ai

ssft o

^TT au

^ k

^ kh

* 9

V gh

^ h

^ c

ch

*T j

f! jh

"5? h

1 t

~Z th

^ d

3 dh

T!T n

7T t

th

\ d

>a dh

*T n

TT P

Tfi ph

^ b

*T bh

*r m

n y

T r

ST l

^ V

*r s

tt s

ST s

I h

35 (in Pali /-) . l

—
(
Anusvara

,
Niggdhita

)
m

w
(
Anunasika

)
. • • m

: (
Visarga) . . • • h

X
(
Jihvamuliya

)

• • h

X (
Upadhmaniya) • • h

4 (
Avagraha

)

• •
y

Udatta .... s

Svarita ....
Anudatta . . \_
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TRANSLITERATION OF

Recommended.

^ at beginning of word

omit
;
hamza else-

where —
l-j b

t

t permissible th

(T j permissible dj

XL h

C. A permissible kh

J d

d permissible dh

J r

j z

s

s permissible sh

?

4

L t or t

Is z or z

ARABIC ALPHABET.

Recommended.

t -

^ g permissible gh

<-*/

J ?

lJ k

J l

I*

m

U n

j iv

st> h

^ y

vowels — a, — i, — u

lengthened V a
, „ i, d u

diphthongs LLs' ay andy aw

e and o may be used in place

of i and u

also e and d in Indian dialects,

u and d in Turkish

J of article J\ to be always l.

ADDITIONAL IN PERSIAN, HINDI,
AND PAKSHTU.

— c permissible ch

j z permissible zh

g

TURKISH LETTERS.

LlS when pronounced as y
k is permitted.

i*? n

HINDI AND PAKSHTU.

or l
*•

j t

j or ^
U

d

or
j

r

PAKSHTU LETTERS.

i *

j)

ksh

Also in India will be recognized s for C_>, s for J, and z for
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Report of the Sub-Committee on the

Transliteration of the Sanskrit and

Prakrit A lphabets.

(Translation.)

The Sub-Committee appointed to consider the translitera-

tion into the Roman characters of the Sanskrit and Prakrit

Alphabets have done me the honour of entrusting me with

the compilation of their report.

It is in the first place necessary to recall the nature of

the task laid upon them.

They were not required to elaborate a system theoretically

perfect, capable of entirely meeting every linguistic re-

quirement—an arduous and, in fact, impossible task, for it

would be necessary, in order to arrive at finality, to find

a system which would accord not only with such scientific

principles as have been already discovered (or supposed

to be discovered), but with any that future studies may
bring forth. Their aim has been more modest; taking

into consideration the systems of transliteration which have,

it may be said, passed a “ first reading,” on the one hand

that of the Royal Asiatic Society and on the other that

of the Deutsche Morgenliindische Gesellschaft, but allowing

modifications as to details, it was necessary to come to a

decision, and by a certain amount of give-and-take to

harmonize these two. We have neither the right nor the

power to establish a general uniformity, which must, how-

ever, be our principal aim : for instance, I made no proposal

on behalf of the French; nevertheless, the transliterations

adopted in different countries have shown such a general

tendency towards unification that we may now, without

presumption, look for a unanimous agreement in the near

future. It was desirable, therefore, to adopt such proposals
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as by their simplicity seemed likely to bring about a general

agreement.

We must not lose sight of the essentially practical

character of our task; it is therefore incumbent on us to

pay especial attention to the sentiments expressed in India,

where the adoption of a uniform 83
Tstem of transliteration

for proper names and for every-day use is particularly

urgent.

Under these conditions the Sub-Committee were naturally

ready to welcome suggestions made from any quarter, and

consequently they have come to a unanimous decision, except

on one single point. The two proposed systems agree in

transcribing by r and l (dot below) the vowels r and l.

M. de Saussure, so well qualified to speak as a linguist,

has not seen his way to accept this
;

he would like his

objections recorded in writing as follows:

—

“ It is desirable in the interests of Indo-European

linguistic studies, and apart from all personal predilection,

to adopt r, l instead of r, l, because in the analysis of

every Indo-European language, including Sanskrit, the

vowels m, n hold a place corresponding in every way to

that of the vowels r, l
;

therefore, if one adopts r, l

one forces linguists to write m, n, and consequently a

confusion arises—for m with certain notations of the

anusvilra, for n with the cerebral consonant n

The Sub-Committee cannot ignore the force of this

reasoning
;

they are the less doubtful on this point inas-

much as, according to MM. Bvihler and Windisch, the

German Oriental Society had at first spontaneously inserted

on their programme the transliteration r and l (with the

circle). If, in spite of all, the Sub-Committee have not

thought it right to propose the adoption of this amendment,

it is for purely practical reasons.

The German Committee only arrived at the transliteration

r, l (with the dot) after discussion and a direct vote. Would
it be prudent to re-open the debate on a detail concerning

which the German Commissioners have finally come to

an agreement, without any preconcerted action, with the
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English proposals? Wr
ould not this jeopardize at the

outset the work which we hope to bring to a successful

termination ?

Besides, it seems very important for the extension of the

system to become wide and general that it should offer to

the eyes, even of the general public, only such signs as will

not bewilder and alarm them, signs which are sufficiently

familiar to all from their use in the ordinary alphabets,

though employed in a different manner.

It is also very evident that a system of transliteration

which cannot he followed without an effort could not meet

the perfectly legitimate wants of linguists without many
other alterations, which must, however, be relinquished,

because the mere endeavour to introduce them would, in

advance, condemn the attempt to the failure we should all

regret.

I now come to the very few points in which, as the two

schemes do not agree, we have had to make a choice. The

German Oriental Society has not fixed upon any sign for

the long vowel l

;

the method proposed by the London
Society, l with two dots below it, seems to recommend

itself. Regard to the convenience of printing does not

allow the l to have the long mark over it
;

this want of

symmetry with the r, f is of the less importance, as the

long vowel l is more rarely used.

For the Sanskrit e and o it does not seem advisable to

place the long mark over the letter
;
no confusion is possible.

It seems preferable to reserve the use of the diacritical

marks for the exceptional cases in which, either in Sanskrit

or in Prakrit, one must mark the short e and o—e, 6.

For the guttural n we propose h (with a dot above). It

really does not seem necessary in this case to introduce,

as is proposed in the London scheme, a particular sign

specially invented. The notation n is widely used by

Indian scholars in all countries, and as regards the objection

put forwai’d by the London Society against the placing of

a diacritical mark above a consonant, it has weighed the

less with us inasmuch as regarding the palatal n everyone
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agrees to accept the form n. The sign n is analogous to

that of other nasal letters, and causes no surprise.

By a very singular chassd-croisd it is the English scheme

which, for the “ hissing-palatal ” (English sh), proposes p,

and the German which recommends the sign s, whereas

the s was first very generally used in English translitera-

tions and the p in Continental. This is, perhaps, for the

very reason of this diffusion of the sign p, the most delicate

point which has to be decided. The Sub-Committee does not

ignore the difficulty of modifying old-established customs,

and the more serious risk of mistakes between three different

s. In deciding, however, in favour of the transliteration is

it has been from no excessive striving after symmetry, but

for three reasons which may be briefly indicated.

The first is well expressed in the report of the London

Society. It wisely recommends the choice of such translitera-

tions that where the diacritical marks shall be necessarily or

accidentally omitted, the pronunciation should not be too

much distorted for European ears. Although this principle

cannot be always acted upon, it is well to observe it as far

as possible. Secondly, much stress has been laid upon the

disapproval which the sign p would certainly meet with in

India; the French custom has familiarized but few persons

with this character
;

it would take by surprise the greater

number of those interested. M. Biihler thinks that if an

attempt were made, for example, to get the Indian

Antiquary to agree to it, an invincible repugnance would

be encountered. It is impossible not to recognize the

gravity of this consideration.

The superiority of the sign s as regards clearness and

good typographical arrangement has no less impressed the

Sub-Committee.

The scheme of the German Oriental Society transliterates

by l (with dot below) the cerebral /. Doubtless in practice

no confusion can occur between the vowel l and the cerebral

l; it is, however, preferable to make a difference between

the two, so that each letter of the Devanagari alphabet

may have its own corresponding transliteration. The l
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with a line below it is perfectly suitable, as the London
Society proposes, for the representation of the cerebral /.

On the other hand, the transliteration of the anunasika by

th, in place of the simple sign * placed over the vowel

recommends itself at once by its symmetry with the

notation in, and by the advantage which it possesses of

representing equally with all the other signs by a complete

alphabetic character the phonetic value which it represents.

On these principles the transliteration alphabet would be

constituted thus

—

aaiiuurf lie ai o au

k kh g gh ii

c ch j jh n

t th d dh n

t th d dh n

p ph b bh in

yrlvSsshlth fii

visarga h

jihvamullya h

upadhmanlya h

As regards accents, the udiltta would be represented by
the acute

'

the svarita by the circumflex
A

the anudatta by the grave
v

Such are the modest conclusions, void of pretensions to

systematic perfection, which the Sub-Committee have the

honour to submit. They consider that only by means of

very deliberate steps will it be possible to make real

progress towards the amalgamation of the rival systems.

The agreement of two such powerful associations as the

German Oriental Society and the Royal Asiatic Society of

London, whose concurrence under existing circumstances

seems assured, cannot but be a powerful lever. There is

also reason to hope that proposals so eclectic and free

from ambitious designs will receive further very valuable

adhesions.

Emile Sexart.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 57
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PROPOSALS
OF THE

SUB-COMMITTEE FOR THE TRANSLITERATION

OF THE ARABIC ALPHABET.

1. The Committee agree upon the following:

—

b — t — - h — J d — j r — j z — (jws —

y_p ? *—* ./ yj Q *—' k tJ ^ |* ^ y^)
ft

•fc h — <—
> p.

2. For they recommend j, but will allow dj to be used

as a substitute.

3. For (_/3 d, but allow z in India.

4. For h t and for z. This is to avoid upsetting the

Indian accepted system—elsewhere t and z will suffice.

5. For yj y whenever J is a consonant. "Whilst fully

appreciating the reasons why German Orientalists

have preferred j, the Committee feel obliged to adopt

the character used throughout India and by English,

French, and many other writers and scholars.

6. 1 at the commencement of a word need not be trans-

literated, liamzah in the middle or at the end of a

word to be represented by ’ above the line.

7. For ^ ' above the line (a comma reversed).
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8. For Cj ^ j i c j
—

e u c > vs.

t h d s q z c
< < < < •{ < <

but agree that th kh dh sh gh zh eh may be used as

substitutes for the above.

They consider that /, h, etc., are better than t, it, t, h,

etc., or any others in which the mark is placed above

the consonant, as in this position the mark may be

taken for the accent of a vowel, the cross of a t, etc.

They will allow in India as substitutes for the above

CD $ and J s.

9. For • as a consonant ic.

10. For in Persian, Hindustani, and Turkish g.

That in Turkish books for beginners, if it be thought

necessary to mark when the t ( is to be pronounced

as y, the sign k should be used.

11. The Turkish cjf to be n.

12. That the Hindi and Pakshtil characters be represented

thus

—

6 or ^
— 5 or $ d —

J
or j r

^
is

^ g g — ^ hsh

13. The J of the article J' always to be transliterated /.

14. That the vowel-points be — a, — i, — u.

The lengthened vowels V a, _ l, / u. That e and o

may be used in place of l and u in these languages

in which it may be necessary. That ii and o may be

also used in Turkish, and e and 6 in Indian dialects.

That the so-called diphthongs Jr' and j" be ay and aw.

G. T. Plunkett.
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ON THE WORK OF THE COMMITTEE ON

TRANSLITERATION

AT THE TENTH ORIENTAL CONGRESS.

The Report prepared by the Committee on Transliteration,

and adopted by the Congress at Geneva, is published in this

number of the Journal, those parts of it which are in French

in the original being translated into English.

The conclusions arrived at are given in the form of two

tables for the Sanskrit and the Arabic Alphabets respectively,

and the Reports of the two Sub-Committees into which the

Committee divided for work give in sufficient detail the

reasoning which led to these results.

The Sub-Committees worked independently, and their

Reports were not considered by the whole Committee till

the final meeting on the last working day of the Congress,

but it will be seen that with few exceptions both the

Sanskrit and the Arabic sections have selected the same

equivalents to represent similar sounds and corresponding

letters in the two alphabets
;
further discussion in the same

spirit which characterized the work of this Committee, and

-with a willingness to make compromises in order to arrive

at a general agreement, may probabl}r result in the elimi-

nation of those few anomalies. The question of spelling

geographical names was discussed at the recent Sixth

Geographical Congress in London this 3
rear, and the

Congress invited all Geographical Societies to consider the

question, and put forward their views and proposals for

discussion at the next Congress; it will, therefore, be

readily seen how important it is that Orientalists should,

as far as possible, remove any stumbling-blocks to the

general reader, and place themselves in a strong position
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for impressing upon geographers the desirability of a

scientific though necessarily simplified system for use on

maps.

The principal divergence between the Sanskritists’ and

the Arabists’ proposals is in the representation of the

English sibilant sh. The Arabists propose to represent this

and all the other aspirated (or so-called aspirated) con-

sonants according to oue system, and to use s, t, d, etc.,

as abbreviated forms of sh, th, clh, etc., or, if preferred,

to use the latter, as is now customary in India
;

the

Sanskritists, having one of these letters, viz. the sh, propose

to represent it by s, this being a sign which the Arabists

reserve for the letter or palatal s, which does not exist

in Sanskrit or in Indian dialects.

As regards vowel sounds, the Arabists allowed the long

accents on the vowels e and 6 in Indian dialects, but the

Sanskritists decided that these are unnecessary, and that

it is better to mark the short vowels when required e, u

instead of the long ones. The Arabists also proposed ay

and aw for the two sounds which are represented by the

Sanskritists by at and au.

It appears to me that as regards the e and d it is for the

Sanskritists to decide
;
that also on the question of ai and an

or ay and aw the Arabists, though their proposal so far as

the Arabic alphabet is concerned is the more logical, might

give way, but that for the sh the s or sh possesses decided

advantages over the s. Of course, there is no principle

involved, it is simply a matter of convenience : the Arabists

have seven letters represented in precisely the same way as

sh or 5
;

the < under a letter is more conspicuous than a

simple dot
;
and lastly, while the geographers will almost

certainly adopt sh, and may probably be persuaded to join

the letters as sh, they are not likely to accept s, s, or any

letter which, when the diacritical mark is omitted, becomes

a simple s, and it is perhaps easier to take sh or sh for

a lengthened form of s than for the simpler s.

Should we arrive at an agreement upon these points, we
shall be in a very strong position from which to argue the
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question with the geographers and cartographers, and en-

deavour to induce them to adopt for place-names which have

a recognized spelling a simple system of transliteration.

It is very satisfactory to know that the so-called phonetic

method of spelling names having no fixed orthography

which has been recommended by the Royal Geographical

Society, is generally in harmony with the system of

transliteration adopted at the Geneva Congress, but the

geographers have, perhaps, somewhat ignored the difficulties

attending any phonetic system. To the European ear two

names may sound nearly alike, whilst to an Arab they are

quite different, and confusion between them might be to

geographers or travellers a source of serious trouble, just

as Benfleet and Penfleet sound as quite different names to

an Englishman, whilst an Arab can hear no difference

between them. Again, the Geographical Society lays it

down that the vowels are to have the same value as in

Italian, ignoring the fact that both e and o have each two

distinct sounds in that language, as in seno and verme and

in sono and mono
;

no better rule, perhaps, can be laid

down, but it must not be supposed that it can be in many

cases anything more than a rough approximation to the

sounds supposed to be represented.

In conclusion, the hope may be expressed that by the

work done at Geneva real and very satisfactory progress

has been made, and that we are very much nearer than we

were a few years back to a general agreement as to the

representation of non-European words.

G. T. Plunkett.
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1. The Aritthaka Stone.

In the Samyutta, vol. i, p. 104, it is said of Mara, the

Evil One, that to frighten and so disturb the Blessed One,

he appeared to him in the form of a gigantic elephant-king,

with a head like a great Aritthaka gem, tusks as of pure

silver, and a trunk like the pole of a plough.

The first simile, that of the gem or rare stone, is obscure.

The particular stone is not mentioned elsewhere, and in the

absence of the commentary it is not easy to ascertain what

stone is meant. Prof. Windisch, in vol. xlix of the

“Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft,”

pp. 285, 286, has a most ingenious suggestion.

It is this. King Devanam-piya-Tissa of Ceylon had had,

at his coronation, three gems (mani) brought to him from

Malaya, the mountainous district in South Ceylon. These,

with other things, he sent as a present to his friend Asoka

at Piitaliputta. And as the head of the embassy he ap-

pointed his nephew Maha Arittha, the son of his sister

(Dipavamsa, xi, 29, 31; xiv, 68). The glory of these gems,

Prof. Windisch suggests, may have made so deep an im-

pression in India that they became famous, and gave rise

to the proverbial use in legend of the expression “ Maha
Arittha's gems ”

as something specially wonderful. And
this is what the author of our particular legend had in his

mind. The elephant’s head was like one of Maha Arittha’s

gems.
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The matter is of some importance : for, if this ex-

planation be right, it would follow, of course, that (barring

interpolation, which is here most unlikely) the legend itself,

and probably the whole Samyutta, are, at least in their

present shape, some time later than Asoka.

Now one would have thought that even if the stones had

created so great an impression, they would have been called

after the country which produced them, or the king who
sent them, rather than after the minister who brought them

over. And there is a greater difficulty still. Granting all

the rest of the hypothesis, the simile does not hold. The

three mam are described as pabhissara-mani (Dip. xi, 30),

and their names are given as Indaslla, Veluriya, and Lohi-

tanka (sapphire, cat’s-eye, and ruby : Maha Yansa, p. 69).

The author of the legend mentions only one. Which could

he mean P No one of the three is like an elephant’s head
;

and an elephant’s head is not pabhissara, nor can it be

compared to any brilliant gem. The other two similes are

sound and natural. Is it not more probable that this simile

was so also ?

In that case the Aritthaka stone must be some stone like,

either in colour or in texture, or in both, to the skin of

a white elephant’s head. The word Arittha is used in the

Old Commentary on the 51st Pacittiya (last line) as the

name of a drink mixture that was sometimes intoxicating,

and sometimes unfermented. Was this of a dull grey

yellowish white colour ? It is also given in the dictionaries

as the name of buttermilk, and of several plants, including

the soap-tree (Sapindus saponaria
)
and garlic. In its sense

of bringing luck, it might well be the name of certain rare

forms of coloured rock, such as steatite or serpentine, which

resemble in appearance the dirty grey white of a so-called

“white” elephant’s head. Soap-stone would fulfil these

conditions, and in the description of an elephant the

expression “with a head like a great mass of soap-stone”

would be very much in place.

Literally translated the expression would merely mean “the

fateful stone.” Aritthakam nanam at Sumangala VilasinI,
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vol. i, p. 94, means knowledge of fate. That stones were

harbingers of good and bad luck is well known in Indian

folk-lore. There may well have been some such stone,

whether soap-stone or opal or some other, with which a

“ white
”

elephant’s forehead could properly be compared.

I regret I have no copy of the commentary to refer to.

Perhaps M. Leon Feer would give us Buddhaghosa’s opinion

on the point. But in face of Professor Windisch’s very

beautiful combination, it seemed desirable to point out at

once the considerations which naturally occur to one on

the other side.

I may add that the pole of a plough
(
isa

)
is constantly

used as a simile in descriptions of elephants. See Maha
Vansa, x, 4. 7 ;

Majjhima, i, 414; Vimana Vatthu, xx, 8,

and xliii, 9. M. Leon Feer, in his edition of the Samyutta

(Pali Text Society, 1884), has nangala-sisa, but the correct

reading is certainly nangalisa, as given in the note from

S

1

and S3
.

T. W. Rhys Davids.

2. The Semitic Origin of the Old Indian Alphabet.

Sir,—It is, I believe, admitted that some of the modern

alphabets of India, including, of course, the Deva-nagarl,

are more or less derived from the Southern or Maurya

alphabet of the Asoka inscriptions. It will also be ap-

parent, on a comparison of the inscriptions and documents

of different periods, that the Sinhalese and the ancient

Maidive as well as the Kawi alphabets are derived from the

same Asoka alphabet. The question, therefore, of the

Semitic origin of this Southern Asoka alphabet, first mooted

by Professor 'Weber, and so ably discussed by Professor

Biihler in his recent essay on the subject, 1 is of general

interest, irrespective of its great importance in palseo-

graphical researches. Besides, it is always a step in

1 In Sitzungsberichte der Kais. Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien

:

Philosophisch-Historische Classe. Band cxxxii. V. Indian Studies, by George
Biihler. No. 3 : “On the Origin of the Indian Brahma Alphabet.”
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advance to ascertain to what extent the ancient Indians

were indebted for their culture to Semitic races.

Amongst the many weighty arguments adduced by Prof.

Biihler in support of the Semitic theory, be attaches great

importance to the one founded on the inscription on Sir

Alexander Cunningham’s Eran coin, now in the British

Museum. It is, so far as I know, the only inscription

in the Southern alphabet yet discovered in India which

reads from right to left. lie considers it “ the link

which was wanted in order to complete the chain of

arguments proving the Semitic origin of the Brahma
alphabet.” 1

In reference to this point I may be permitted to draw

Prof. Biihler’s attention to the additional evidence which

can be gathered from ancient Ceylon inscriptions, many
scores of which passed under my observation when I was

on the Archaeological Survey. The oldest of them are cut

in pure Brahmi lipi, the Southern Asoka alphabet. The

characters often vary in type, and are in several instances

inscribed reversedly, whilst some inscriptions have been

discovered which actually read from right to left. Two
such inscriptions have been published with tentative tran-

scripts and translations—one by Mr. Bell in his valuable

report on the Archa>ology of the Kegalle District
,

2 and the

other by Mr. Parker in the Ceylon Literary Register .
3 Mr.

Bell, in discussing his inscription, mentions the existence

of others like it in the Kegalle District. Mr. Parker, in

his ingenious explanation of the “ retroversion ” of the

letters in his inscription, says “ it is the earliest instance

of what is known in Ceylon as Peralibasa. It is impossible

to exhibit the freaks of the carver in a bare transliteration.

Some of the letters are reversed vertically, some laterally,

while two syllables have the consonants transposed, and

a few letters are correctly cut.” 4

1 l.c., p. 3.

2 Ceylon Sessional Papers, six, 1892, p. 69.
3 Vol. ii, p. 408.
4 I am indebted to Mr. D. W. Ferguson for drawing my attention to Mr.

Parker’s inscription.
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This, I submit, can hardly be the true solution of the

question. Pcralibnsa is not the reversion of letters so as

to be read backwards from right to left. It is a way of

speaking jocularly in a language obtained by the trans-

position of two accented syllables in a given expression,

which may consist of one or more words ,

1 as, for instance,

Kolamba yanava (‘I go to Colombo
’)
=Yalamba konava.

Ali baudinavu (‘to tether elephants
’)
= Bali andinava.

Polvatte dev-medura (‘the church at Polwatta ’)= Yalpotte

mev-dedura, etc.

As I have said, these are but two inscriptions out of

several that have been found inscribed reversedly. Mr. Bell

has noted that the one he published in his archaeological

report already referred to was “ not the sole instance even

in the Kegalle District.” This oft-repeated peculiarity of

so many inscriptions certainly cannot, I submit, be merely

accidental or due to the ignorance of the inscribers; the

more so, because of the important fact that the anomaly

is to be met with only in the most ancient inscriptions,

in the Southern Asoka character. I am not aware of any

of a later date which read from right to left, or in which

individual letters are reversedly cut. It is, therefore, but

reasonable to suppose that they point to a stage when the

Brahma letters were still under Semitic influence, and were

written and read both from right to left and vice versa—

a

period earlier than that of Asoka’s edicts, and possibly

earlier even than that of the Eran coin, which Prof. Biihler

assigns to a date “ not very far distant from the middle

of the third century b.c.”

If, on closer inspection, the supposition I have put

forward holds good, the inscriptions show the extent to

which the art of writing had already spread in the third

century B.c., and also go to corroborate the hitherto disputed

statement in the Sinhalese annals regarding the intercourse

between India and Ceylon before the introduction of

1 See Mr. Goonetilleke’s interesting article in the “Orientalist” of Jan.

1S84 (vol. i, pt. 1), pp. 5-12.
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Buddhism by Mahindo, the son of Asoka. 1 In the absence

of facsimiles, however, it is not possible to discuss the

inscriptions in detail
;
and I must, therefore, content myself

for the present with calling attention to the new and

valuable evidence which they seem to afford.

Let me conclude this note by mentioning the suggestion

made to me by Prof. Rhys Davids, as to the possibility of

the Indians having borrowed their Brahma alphabet from

the Sinhalese, who in turn may have got it from the

Semitic people then trading in Ceylon, for Ceylon in those

olden days is said to have been the centre of Eastern

commerce. 2—Yours faithfully,

Don Martino de Zilva Wickremasinghe.

3. Mahuan’s Account of Bengal.

Netherclay House, Taunton,

Sept. 20th, 1895.

Dear Sir,—I beg to offer a few remarks on Mr. Phillips’s

interesting article in the July number of the Journal on

Mahuan’s account of Bengal.

Cheh-ti-gan. This corresponds precisely to Chittagong

(Chatganw). At that place a traveller proceeding to the

interior would transfer himself from a sea-going vessel to

a country boat to go up the Meghna, just as the Chinese

pilgrim describes. The distance, 166 miles to Sonargaon,

is also very nearly correct. Sonargaon, however, is not
“ Suvarna-gramma, or Golden Town,” but Suvarnakara-

grilma, or Goldsmith’s Village. The site is not unknown,

as Mr. Phillips supposes. It is on the Meghna, about twelve

miles east of Dacca. A very interesting account of the

ruins and remains at this place by Dr. Wise will be found

in the Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, vol. xliii, p. 82.

1 See Mr. Parker’s interesting Report on Archreologicnl Discoveries at Tissa-

mahariima (Journal Ceylon Branch of the Roy. As. Soc., vol. viii, pt. 1,

pp. 70-75), where he has arrived at the same conclusions as 1 have done here.
2 See “Ceylon,” by Sir James E. Tenuent, vol. i, pp. 571, etc. (Ceylon as

known to the Phoenicians).
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The Chinese traveller notes that the “ Kingdom of Bengala”

is thirty-five stages, or 105 miles, south-west from Son&rgaon.

This distance and direction bring us, as the crow flies, to the

eastern boundary of the Sarkar, or fiscal division, of Satgaon,

and forty miles further in the same line is the site of the

famous ancient city of Satgaon, which if not precisely

the capital of Bengal was the residence of one of the

provincial governors, and the largest and most important

commercial town and trading port in the country. Satgaon

is, I think, beyond doubt the place meant by Mahuan.

He is, of course, mistaken in asserting that the people were

all Muhammadans, though the officials and leading men
were so.

The Tang-ka is the ordinary silver coin now more

generally known as the rupee. The Bengalis, however,

still use the term tanka or taka for rupee.

As to the cotton fabrics, it is difficult to decide what is

meant by Man-che-ti and Hin-pei-tung-tali. Pi-chih can

hardly be for Betteela, as this, according to Yule’s glossary,

is a Portuguese word, Beatilha=“a nun’s veil,” and Mahuan
visited India before the Portuguese came there. If, as

appears from Mr. Phillips’s note, the ch is a transliteration

of t or ti, I would suggest the Bengali and Hindustani

buti, or in full buiiddr, the name of muslin with flowers

worked on it.

Sha-na-keih is apparently the material known to Europeans

in the sixteenth century as ‘ sanes ’ or ‘ sahnes,’ Persian ^sr°

sahn (see J.A.S.B., vol. xlii, p. 216). A great deal of it

was made at Balasore in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. It was a white cotton cloth of rather coarse

texture.

Sha-ta-urh seems to be correctly identified with Chautar
,

and Mo-hei-mo-leh with malmal, perhaps the malmali sha/ii

or royal muslin made at Dacca.

The word Kan-siao-su-lu-nai is given as the name of a

class of musicians. I know of no class or caste of musicians

so called in any part of Bengal, but I would suggest that
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we have here two words indicative of musical instruments.

Su-lu-nai seems to be the Persian surndi ‘ a flute or

pipe,’ a word in common use in Bengal
;
and if the Chinese

syllables can be so transliterated, the former part of the

word would be khanjari, the Bengali name for a tambourine.

Thus the combined word would be khanfari-surndi, or

‘ tambourine and pipe,’ which corresponds to the description

of the instruments used. It is noteworthy also that these

are the actual instruments used by the musicians in Bengal

in the present day (see Dr. Wise’s “Notes on Dacca,”

p. 253).

As to the identification of Gai-ya-szu-ting with Ghiy&s-

uddin, the Chinese date seems to be wrong, as there are no

coins or inscriptions of this king later than a.h. 799, cor-

responding to A.n. 1396. But the other king may, perhaps,

be identified as follows : In a.d. 1415 (
= a.h. 817-818)

Jalaluddin was king, but his reign did not commence

till a.h. 818, the end of March, 1415. In the former part

of the year 1415 his father, the Hindu Raja Kans, was

apparently still alive. Might it not, therefore, be possible

that the Chinese historian has mixed up the two, and made

out of Kans and Jalaluddin a joint name, Kans uddin,

which he represents by Kien-hut-ding. A Chinese would

not be aware of the incongruity of a mixed Hindu and

Musulman name. Though Lane- Poole, adopting the modern

Arabic custom, writes Ghiyas «d-din and Jalal «d-din
;
in

India, where Arabic is only known as an ancient classical

tongue, the final u of Arabic nominatives is still retained

in proper names, and we still say Jalalf/ddin
( i.e

.

Jalal

u

’d-din), Munirwddin, Ghiyaswddin, not ad.—Yours truly,

John Beames.

4. EriGRAPHic Discoveries in Mysore.

The following is taken from The Academy of Sept. 21st:

—

Vienna, Sept. 3rd, 1895.

Mr. L. Rice, C.I.E., the director of the Archaeological

Department in Mysore, who, two years ago, discovered the
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Asoka Edicts of Siddapur, has again made three most

valuable finds. He has kindly forwarded to me photographs

and transcripts of his new inscriptions
;

and, with his

permission, I give a preliminary notice of their contents,

which, indeed, possess a great interest for all students of

Indian antiquities.

The best preserved among the three documents is a long

metrical Sanskrit Prasasti or Eulogy on the excavation of

a tank near an ancient Saiva temple at Sthana-Kundura,

begun by the Kadamba king Kakusthavarman, and com-

pleted in the reign of his son Santivarman. The author

of the poem, wliich is written in the highest Kavya style,

was a Saiva poet called Kubja, who, as he tells us,

transferred his composition to the stone with his own hands.

He devotes nearly the whole of his work to an account

of the early Kadamba kings, regarding whom hitherto little

was known except from their laud grants, published by

Dr. Fleet in the Indian Antiquary. Like the land grants,

the Prasasti states that the Kadambas were a Brahminical

family, belonging to the Manavya Gotra and descended

from Haritiputra. But it adds that they derived their

name from a Kadamba tree which grew near their home.

In this family, Kubja goes on, was born one Mayurasarman,

who went to Kaiichi in order to study, and there was

involved in a quarrel with its Pallava rulers. He took up

arms against them, and after a prolonged and severe

struggle he became the ruler of a territory between the

Amararaava and Premara. Mayurasarman left his posses-

sions to his son Kaiiga, who adopted instead of the

Brahminical termination sarman of his father’s name, that

which distinguishes the Kshatriyas, and was called Kanga-

varman. Next followed Kaiiga’s son Bhagiratha, who had

two sons—Raghu and Kakusthavarman. Both became suc-

cessively rulers of the Kadamba territory
;
and Kakustha’s

successor was his son Santivarman, during whose reign

Kubja composed his poem, while residing in an excellent

village
(
varasasana

)

granted by that king. The last two

kings are known through Dr. Fleet’s Kadamba land grants,
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but the names of their predecessors appear for the first

time in Mr. Rice’s Prasasti. New also is the account of the

manner in which this branch of the Kadambas rose to

power. It seems perfectly credible, since Brahminical

rebellions and successful usurpations have occurred more

than once in the Dekhan both in ancient and in modern

times. The change of the termination in Kangavarman’s

name, and the adoption of the names of mythical warriors

by his descendants, may be due to a marriage of the

Brahman Mayura with the daughter of a chief or king

belonging to the Solar race, whereby his son and his

offspring would become members of the Kshatriya caste.

The inscriptions show that such alliances were by no means

uncommon in ancient times.

Incidentally, the Prasasti mentions besides the Pallavas

two other royal races: “the great Banas,” on whom
Mayurasarrnan is said to have levied tribute

;
and, what

is of much greater interest, the Guptas, whom Kakustha-

varman is said to have assisted by his advice. The verse

referring to the Guptas occurs in line 8 of the Prasasti, and

I give its translation in full :

—

“That sun among princes (
Kakustha

)
awakened by the

rays of his daughter (Savitri-Sarascati
‘ personified intelli-

gence’), the glorious races of the Guptas and other kings,

that may be likened to lotus-beds, since their affection,

regard, love, and respect resemble the filaments [of the

flower], and since many princes attend them, like bees

[eager for honey].”

The Guptas, who were attended by many princes,

hungering for their gifts as the bees seek the honey of the

lotus, are, of course, the Imperial Guptas; and the Gupta

king whom Kakusthavarman “awakened by the rays of -his

intelligence” is in all probability Samudragupta. As far

as is known at present, he was the only Gupta who extended

his conquests to the Dekhan. His court-poet, Harishena,

alleges in the Allahabad Prasasti that Samudragupta im-

prisoned and afterwards liberated “ all the princes of the

Dekhan,” and mentions twelve among them by name.
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Samudragupta’s reign came to an end sometime before

400 a.d. Hence Kakustliavarman, too, would seem to have

ruled in the second half of the fourth century, and Mr.

Rice’s new inscription probably belongs to the beginning

of the fifth. Its characters exactly resemble those of

Kakusthavarman’s copper-plates, which Dr. Fleet long ago

assigned to the fifth century on palaeographical grounds.

The two estimates thus agree very closely, and mutually

support each other.

In addition to these valuable results, Mr. Rice’s new
inscription furnishes an interesting contribution to the

religious history of Southern India. As all the land grants

of the early Kadambas are made in favour of Jaina ascetics

or temples, and as thejr begin with an invocation of the

Arhat, it has been held hitherto that these kings had

adopted the Jaina creed. Kubja’s Prasasti makes this

doubtful, and shows at all events that they patronized also

Brahmans and a Saiva place of worship. An incidental

remark in the concluding verses, which describe the temple

of Sthana-Kundura, proves further that Saivism was in the

fifth century by no means a new importation in Southern

India. Kubja mentions Satakarni as the first among the

benefactors of the Saiva temple. This name carries us back

to the times of the Andhras, and indicates that Saivism

flourished in Southern India during the first centuries of

our era.

Mr. Rice’s two other finds are older than the Prasasti,

and possess, in spite of their defective preservation, very

considerable interest. They are found on the one and the

same stone pillar, and show nearly the same characters,

which are closely allied to those of the latest Andhra

inscriptions at Nasik and Amaravati. The upper one,

which is also the older one, contains an edict in Prakrit

of the Pali type, by which the Maharaja Haritiputta Sata-

ka«wi, the joy of the Vi»hukarfaiAhu family, assigns certain

villages to a Brahman. This Sataka/mi is already known
through a short votive inscription, found by Dr. Burgess

at Banavasi, which records the gift of the image of a Naga,

j.r.a.s. 1895. 58
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a tank, and a Buddhist Vihara by the Maharaja’s daughter.

The new document, which contains also an invocation of

a deity, called MaffapaMdeva, probably a local form of

Siva, teaches us that Satakanwi was the king of Banavasi

;

and it furnishes further proof for the early prevalence of

Brahmanism in Mysore. It certainly must be assigned to

the second half of the second century of our era. For the

palaeographist it possesses a great interest, as it is the first

Pali document found in which the double consonants are not

expressed by single ones, but throughout are written in full.

Even Haritiputta Satakanwi’s Banavasi inscription shows

the defective spelling of the clerks.

The second inscription on this pillar, which immediately

follows the first, and, to judge from the characters, cannot

be much later, likewise contains a Brahminical land grant,

issued by a Kadamba king of Banavasi, whose name is

probably lost. Its language is MaharashM Prakrit, similar

to that of the Pallava land grant published in the first

volume of the Epigraphia Indica, and Sanskrit in the final

benediction. It furnishes additional proof that, at least in

Southern India, the MaharashM became temporarily the

official language, after the Prakrit of the Pali type went

out and before the Sanskrit came in. This period seems to

fall in the third and fourth centuries A.n.

The numerous and various points of interest which the

new epigraphic discoveries in Mysore offer, entitle Mr. Pice

to the hearty congratulations of all Sanskritists, and to

their warm thanks for the ability and indefatigable zeal

with which he continues the archaeological explorations in

the province confided to his care. To the expression of these

sentiments I would add the hope that he may move the

Mysore Government to undertake excavations at Sthana-

Kundura, or other promising ancient sites, which no doubt

will yield further important results.

G. Buhlek.
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NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

(July, August, September, 1895.)

I. Contexts of Foreign Oriental Journals.

1. Zeitschrift dee Deutschen Morgexlandischen Gesellschaft.

Band xxix, Heft 2.

Philippi (F.). Das Alifu’l Wasli.

Goldziher (I.). Ueber umschreibende Zahlenbezeiehnung

im Arabischen.

Jacobi (H.). Der vedische Kalender und das Alter des

Teda.

Seybold (C. F.). Sujuti’s al Muna fi’l kuna.

Steinschneider (M.). Arabische Lapidarien.

Huth (G.). Nachtragliche Ergebnisse beziigl. der ehrono-

logischen Ansetzung der Werke im tibetischen Tanjur,

Abtheilung mDo (Sutra). Bd. 117-124.

TTindisch (E.). Mahii-Arittha.

Hillebrandt (A.). Zu Oldenberg’s Religion des Yeda.

Noldeke (Th.). Einige Bemerkungen iiber das TTerk

Gamharat as'ar al ‘Arab.

Socin (A.) and Stumme (H.). Nachtragliches zum
arabischen Piut.

Fraenkel (S.). Zu Aus b. Hagar.

Hartmann (H.). Der NagasI Ashama und sein Sohn

Arma.
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2. Journal Asiatique. N.S. Tome v, No. 2.

Sauvaire (H.). Description de Damas (suite).

Durand (A.). Le pronorn en egyptien et dans les langues

semitiques.

Carra de Yaux (M. le Baron). L’astrolabe lineaire ou

baton d’Et-Tousi.

II. Obituary Notices.

Professor von Roth .—Sanskrit learning has suffered a

severe loss by the death of Prof. Roth, the leading Yedic

scholar of Germany. Only a year ago we had to record

in the pages of this Journal the decease of one of his most

distinguished pupils, Prof. W. D. Whitney, the chief of

the Yedists of America. Both these great scholars were

honorary members of this Society.

Rudolf Roth died on the 23rd of June at Tubingen,

having been one of the teaching staff of that University

for exactly half a century. He was born at Stuttgart on

April 3rd, 1821. Matriculating at Tubingen, he passed

through the regular course of Protestant theology. Sub-

sequently he, for a time, held a curacy
(
vicariat

)

somewhere

in Wiirttemberg. At Tubingen Roth turned his attention

to Oriental studies under the guidance of Heinrich Ewald,

who, though famous as the greatest Semitic scholar of the

century, was also a Sanskritist in the earlier part of his

career. The eminent comparative philologist, August

Schleicher, born in the same year as Roth, was a pupil

of Ewald at the same time. After taking his degree of

Ph.D., Roth repaired to Paris. Here he came under the

stimulating influence of the great French Orientalist,

Eugene Burnouf, who was not merely the only scholar

at lhat time possessing a comprehensive acquaintance with

Veflic literature, but an eminent pioneer in Avestic research.

Another distinguished pupil of those days who owed much

to the teaching of Burnouf was Prof. Max Midler. From
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Paris Rotli came over to England, where, at the East India

House and the Bodleian, he devoted himself to the exami-

nation and copying of Yedic MSS. Returning to Tubingen

in 1845, he settled there as Primtdocent for Oriental

Philology. In the following year he published a small

volume containing three treatises on the Literature and

History of the Veda. This was an epoch-making work,

and became the starting-point of Yedic research. The
information here given by Roth is almost entirely based

on his study of MS. material, for till then the only

portion of Yedic literature published was the first eighth

of the Rigveda, edited a few years before by Rosen

;

and the only account of the Vedas was the essay published

in 1805 by Colebrooke, the true pioneer of Sanskrit phi-

lology. In 1848 Roth became extraordinary professor.

In 1856 he was promoted to an ordinary professorship,

being at the same time appointed chief of the University

library. He already bore among Orientalists a distinguished

name, which spread the fame of Tubingen to every country

where the ancient language and literature of India is

studied. He had, in 1852, published, with valuable eluci-

dations, an edition of Yaska’s Nirukta, the most ancient

Yedic commentary in existence, dating perhaps from the

fifth century B.c.

The first volume of the great work with which Roth’s

name will ever be associated had appeared in 1855. This

was the large Sanskrit Dictionary printed under the auspices

of the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg. The seventh

and last volume was not completed till 1875, about a quarter

of a century after the work was first taken in hand. The

responsibility for the classical Sanskrit portion of the

dictionary was assumed by Dr. Bohtlingk, who, from his

vast knowledge of the literature of the post-Yedic period,

was better qualified for the work than any other scholar

of the time. Roth undertook the task of dealing with

the Yedic period. His share not only forms the most

important and valuable contribution hitherto made towards

solving the great difficulties of Yedic interpretation, but
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is also the foundation on which nearly all subsequent

researches on the language, institutions, religion, and

mythology of the Yeda are based. Roth is, therefore, to

be regarded as the real founder of Yedic philology. Nearly

half his life as a scholar was devoted to the dictionary.

It must be remembered that Roth was the first—excepting

Benfey in his glossary to the Sama Yeda (1848)—to

handle the lexicography of the Yeda. Only those who
have some acquaintance with the subject can adequately

appreciate the amount of time and labour Roth must have

spent in indexing, in comparing parallel passages to

ascertain meanings, and in arranging the material logically

and historically.

No man could have been better qualified, both by natural

gifts and by preparation, for an undertaking of such

magnitude. In him imaginative power was combined with

intellectual clearness, keenness, and penetration, as well as

controlled by accuracy of scientific method, to a degree

perhaps never surpassed among scholars. Conscious that

his own share in the great dictionary was the work of

a pioneer, Roth anticipated that it would soon become

antiquated. Comparatively little, however, of the results

at which he arrived have been upset by the criticism and

research of younger scholars. There can be no more

striking evidence of his genius than this. May later

generations never be forgetful of the debt which Yedic

scholarship owes to the labours of one of the greatest of

the many great scholars Germany has produced

!

In the year following the completion of the first volume

of the lexicon, Roth brought out his edition of the Atharva

Yeda in collaboration with his former pupil, the late Prof.

Whitney, who, as well as Prof. Albrecht Weber, contributed

much valuable material to the dictionary.

Of Roth’s minor works it is here perhaps only necessary

to mention his catalogue of the Indian MSS. in the

University Library of Tubingen (1865), his treatise on

ihe Atharva Veda in Kashmir (1875), and his metrical

translations of typical Yedic hymns in association with his
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two pupils, Geldner and Kaegi, in Siebensig Lieder des

lligceda (1875). lie contributed many important and
valuable articles to various journals, especially that of the

German Oriental Society. These articles deal chiefly with

the religion, mythology, textual criticism, and interpretation

of the Veda. The most noteworthy of them treat of Brahma
and the Brahmans (ZDMG., vol. i, pp. 66-86), the highest

gods of the Aryan nations (vi, pp. 67-77), Soma (xxxv,

pp. 680-92), the habitat of the Soma plant (xxxviii,

pp. 134-9), the myth of Soma and the eagle (xxxvi,

pp. 353-60), learned tradition in antiquity, especially in

India (xxi, pp. 1-9), the Pada and Samhita text of the

Rigveda (Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, xxvi, pp. 45-68), the ortho-

graphy of the Veda (ZDMG., xlviii, pp. 101-19 and

676-84), the shortening of the ends of words in the Veda
(Trans. Seventh Oriental Congress, Aryan section, pp.

1-10), Indian fire implements (ZDMG., xliii, 590-5).

Clearness, directness, and conciseness were characteristic

of all that he wrote. Hardly any of his articles exceed

twenty pages in length, many of them being considerably

shorter. Most other scholars would have devoted twice

the space to the treatment of the same questions without

gaining anything in matter or lucidity.

The one department outside the range of Vedic studies

which particularly interested Roth, was medicine. Hence
the medical articles in the great dictionary are from his

pen. He also wrote on Indian medicine as represented hy

Caraka in the Journal of the German Oriental Society

(vol. xxvi)
;

and his last contribution to that journal,

published this year, is a notice of an Indian edition of the

well-known medical writer Vagbhata.

Roth occasionally lectured on the Avesta
;
and various

distinguished Zend scholars, such as Geldner and Mills,

have been his pupils. He wrote several articles on Avestan

subjects for the Journal of the German Oriental Society.

The most important of these deal with the legend of

Feridun in India and Iran (vol. ii, pp. 216-30), the legend

of Jemshid, the Vedic god of the dead, Yama, being
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compared with. Yima (iv, pp. 417-33), contributions to the

interpretation of the Avesta (xxv, pp. 1-21 and 215-31),

the calendar of the Avesta and the so-called Gahanbar

(xxxiv, pp. 698-720), and the souls of the middle region

in Parseeism (xxxvii, pp. 223-9).

In addition to all his other University work, Roth was

in the habit of giving a course of lectures every alternate

year on the history of religions, to large and appreciative

audiences of theological students.

In accordance with the excellent German custom, the

jubilee of Roth’s degree was celebrated two years ago by

the publication in his honour of a Festgruss, containing

contributions on Oriental subjects from forty-four scholars.

The list of contributors contains the names of nearly all

the leading Sanskritists of several countries. Most of them

were his former pupils : indeed, hardly any other Orientalist

can have had a larger number of distinguished scholars

among his disciples. Among his pupils, besides those

already referred to, may be mentioned Professors E. Kuhn,

of Munich
;
H. Zimmer, of Greifswald

;
L. v. Schroeder,

of Innsbruck
;
R. Garbe, of Konigsberg

;
R. Lanman, of

Harvard
;

the late Martin Haug, of Munich
;
and Dr. M.

A. Stein, of Lahore. About eight years ago Roth numbered

among the members of his Vedic class an old gentleman

upwards of sixty years of age. Having been one of the

professor’s earliest pupils, he had returned to Tubingen

to continue his Oriental studies under his former teacher

after an intermission of forty years. This is probably

a unique experience among professors of Sanskrit.

Professor Roth was ennobled by the late King of

Wiirttemberg, in recognition of his great services to

Oriental scholarship. Many academies and societies es-

teemed it an honour to count him among their members.

Edinburgh, however, seems to have been the only foreign

university which conferred upon him an honorary degree.

But a scholar like Roth could well dispense with distinctions

of this kind, nor was he the man to attribute much weight

to them. Though he received various honourable calls to
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other seats of learning, he refused them all, attaching, like

all true scholars, little importance to pecuniary advantage,

and preferring to live and die at his old university in his

beautiful native land of Swabia, the birthplace of so many
famous men of Germany.

Arthur A. Macdonell.

Sir Thomas Francis Wade, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., etc.—It is

some twenty-five years ago that I first met Sir—he was

then Mr.—Thomas Wade : he had come down to Shanghai

from Peking, where he was Charg4 d’Affaires, and was

staying on business at the British Consulate. I was then

Honorary Librarian of the North China Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society, and I went to see him to get some

information about his own publications. This information

was given to me with the graceful, though dignified, manner
which was one of the characteristics of Mr. Wade, whether

walking in the dust of Peking or in the fog of Lower
Berkeley Street. When I last heard of him he bad just

been the President of your learned Society, and was the

bearer of the agreeable tidings that I had been appointed

one of your honorary members in the place of my illustrious

friend Ernest Renan.

Wade began life as a soldier, being the eldest son of a

soldier, Colonel Thomas Wade, C.B. The exact date of his

birth I never could ascertain, but it was somewhere about

1818. After being educated at Harrow, he entered the

Army in 1838, as ensign in the 81st Foot. The Opium
War, during which he took an active part as an officer in

the 42nd Highlanders and the 98th Foot, was his first

opportunity to learn Chinese. The cession of Hongkong
to Great Britain by the Treaty of Nanking (1842) offered

j'oung Wade a new field of action, when he was appointed

an interpreter to the garrison of the island. He retired

from the military service as a lieutenant in the 98th Foot

only in 1847, when made an Assistant Chinese Secretary.

Wade had once more occasion to resume his profession as

a soldier when the Imperial troops were, in April, 1854,
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surrounding the foreign settlement of Shanghai, behaving

like, if not worse than, the T‘ai-ping rebels in the native

city, threatening to loot the property and to destroy

the lives of the Western Devils who were inhabiting

the “Muddy Flat” bordering on the Hwang-poo River.

Foreign residents, officers and sailors from H.M.’s ships

Encounter and Grecian, from the U.S. sloop Plymouth, as

well as from the merchantmen in harbour, stormed, on the

4th of April, the camp of the Chinese troops
;
and Mr.

Wade took in a gallant manner his part iu a severe fight

which cleared Shanghai from unpleasant neighbours, but

cost the small European community two killed and sixteen

wounded.

Mr. Wade had left Hongkong in 1852, being appointed

Vice-Consul at Shanghai. The T‘ai-ping had taken the

native city on the 7th September, 1853: the three chief

Consuls, with the agreement of the Chinese authorities, made

arrangements in June, 1854, for* a set of Custom House

rules, which were to be carried out by three intendants

—

Mr. Wade for the British, Mr. L. Carr for the Americans,

and M. Arthur Smith for the French. In fact, shortly

after Wade gave up the position to Horatio Nelson Lay,

predecessor of Sir Robert Hart, as Inspector-General of

the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs. Sir John Bowring,

Governor of Hongkong, then sent Wade on a special mission

to Cochin-China. The two embassies of Lord Elgin, and

the two wars with China which were brought to an end

by the convention of peace signed at Peking on the 3rd

of October, 1860, were new opportunities to utilize Wade’s

knowledge of the Chinese language. I may say that from

this time is beginning the curious parallelism between the

careers of Wade and Parkes, who were destined to occupy,

both of them, the post of Minister Plenipotentiary at Peking.

The writer of the obituary published in The Times (weekly

edition, August 9, 1895) rightly says :
“ A full biography

of Sir Thomas Wade would be at the same time a history

of our diplomatic relations with China during a period of

forty years, for in all our important dealings with the
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Chinese Government during that time he played a by no

means insignificant part. The only other Englishman,

perhaps, who had anything like the same experience, and

who displayed similar remarkable qualities in the be-

wildering world of Chinese politics, was his friend and

colleague Sir Harry Parkes, who died ten years ago at

the comparatively early age of 57. Both had a remarkable

power of making themselves thoroughly acquainted with

the Chinese language, Chinese character, Chinese ways, and

especially Chinese trickery, and both were thereby able

to render very valuable services to their own Government.

But in natural character and tendencies they were very

different. Wade was more a man of study, and Parkes

more a man of action
;
and when the two were working

together in a subordinate capacity, the former naturally

did most of the correspondence and the latter more of the

interviewing and the outdoor work, though it must be

admitted that each could play the role of the other when

any such Tiecessity arose, and on many occasions the studious

Wade showed that in activity and daring he could hardly

be surpassed by Parkes himself. The two men differed

also in their modes in dealing with the Chinese. Parkes

was naturally inclined to be authoritative and domineering,

whilst Wade was generally disposed to temper his tenacity

with patience and conciliation. Yet the two men, though

they were in a certain sense rivals and often crossed each

other’s path, never displayed any unworthy jealousy of

each other. In one of his early letters Parkes writes

:

‘Wade and myself share a tent : he is a right good fellow,

is Wade.’ That familiar phrase indicates briefly, but

graphically, the relations which existed between them, and

it will be cordially re-echoed by many who knew Sir

Thomas Wade personally and who now mourn his loss.”

When Sir Harry Parkes was, on the 13th July, 1883, ap-

pointed Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

to His Majesty the Emperor of China, and Chief Superin-

tendent of Trade, Wade wrote to him from England: “You
start fair-fairer than most men in one respect—you have
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the full confidence of the community,” adding, “ You know

the country and people better than anyone alive . . . May
you have strength to endure.” 1

In 1861 Wade was made a C.B., and appointed (1862)

subsequently to the most important position of Chinese

Secretary and Translator to the British Legation in China,

which some years later was filled by the remarkable sino-

logue William Frederick Mayers, cut short in the prime

of life. During the absence of Sir Frederick Bruce and of

Sir Rutherford Alcock, Wade acted as Charge d’Affaires

from June, 1864, to November, 1865, and from November,

1869, to July, 1871, when he was at last appointed Envoy

Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, and Chief

Superintendent of British Trade in China. In the mean-

time he married (1868) Amelia, daughter of Sir John

Herschel. Certainly the culminating point of Wade’s career

was the Convention signed at Chefoo, 13th September,

1876, for the settlement of the Yun-nan outrage, that is

to say the unwonted attack on Col. Horace Browne’s special

mission from Burmah and the murder of the interpreter,

Augustus Raymond Margary.

The British community in China did not at the time

render full justice to the exertions of the distinguished

diplomate, both at Peking and in London, when he returned

home. Foreigners are greatly inclined in the Far East

to believe that the whole world has only to think of the

problems concerning their own interests
;

they forget too

often that the Legation is but an instrument of the home

authorities, which have to study, not one point, but to

survey the imperial policy at large. Wade was in these

days very strongly attacked by the Press in China, but

Mr. Disraeli, a good judge in the matter, never failed

to speak in Parliament in the highest terms of the

1 “The Life of Sir Harry Tarkes ” . . . Iiy Stanley Lane -Toole. London,

1894, ii, p. 894.
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representative of Great Britain at the capital of the

Celestial Empire.

Wade had been appointed a K.C.B. in November, 1875,

and he was made G.C.M.G. in 1889. Six years before

(1883) he had retired on a well-earned pension.

Daring his sojourn in China, Wade had gathered a

very extensive collection of valuable Chinese books, which

was only rivalled by Wylie’s rare library at Shanghai.

This collection he gave to the University of Cambridge,

where he received in 1886 the honorary degree of D.Litt.,

and was nominated in 1888 the first Professor of Chinese.

For some months past Sir Thomas was ailing at his house,

5, Salisbury Villas, Cambridge, and there he slept his

last this summer, on Wednesday, 3 1 st July.

As a Chinese scholar, Wade is known by his method

to learn the Chinese language. He first began his series of

contributions by the Hsin Clung Lu, x published at Hong-

kong in 1859, followed up by the progressive course called

the Tzu-erh Chi 2
: this latter book has been universally

used both at the British Legation and in the Customs

service
;

it has done more to diffuse the Peking dialect

than any other book, and though I have the strongest

objection to the use of this dialect in preference to the

language spoken at Nanking, it has nevertheless greatly

contributed to the knowledge of Chinese at large. It has

been found necessary to give a new edition of the Tzu-erh

Chi, which was published in 1886, at Shanghai, at the

expense of the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs.3

Though chiefly known by this work, Sir Thomas Wade

1 The Hsin Ching Lu, or “ Book of Experiments,” being the first of a series

of contributions to the study of Chinese. Hongkong, 1859. fol.

2 Yit -yen Tzu-erh Chi A progressive course designed to assist the student

of colloquial Chinese, as spoken in the Capital and the Metropolitan department.

In eight parts. London, 1867. fol. Cf. Bib. Sinica.
5 Yu-yen Tzu-erh Chi. A progressive course designed to assist the student

of colloquial Chinese, as spoken in the Capital and the Metropolitan department.

In three volumes Second edition. Prepared by Thomas Francis Wade and
Walter Caine Hillier. Shanghai, 1886. 4to.
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has written some other valuable papers (one among others

on the Chinese Army 1

), of which I give a list at foot. 2

Henri Cordier.

III. Notices of Books.

Hand-book of Colloquial Tibetan. A Practical Guide

to the Language of Central Tibet. In Three Parts.

By Graham Sandberg, B.A. Calcutta, 1894.

Mr. Sandberg announces in the preface of this interesting

volume that it “ is designed to afford a complete guide to the

Vernacular of Tibet Proper,” and that “it is the lingua

franca of the Tibetan Empire which has been analysed

and codified in this Hand-book
;

not the dialectic forms

spoken in corners of the country, as in L’adak, Lahul,

and Sikkim, hut the general Vernacular current in the

heart of the land, and which will carry the traveller from

west to east and from north-east to south.”

The first part of the Hand-book (pp. 9-127) is devoted

to the grammar of this Tibetan lingua franca. It is beyond

the purpose of this review to examine in detail this subject,

which is not, however, quite so new as the author leads

one to believe. “Up to the present date,” he says in his

preface, “ no grammar of the colloquial language has been

placed before the public. Jaeschke, indeed, in his learned

works, has fully dissected the old classical language.”

1 The Army of the Chinese Empire : its two great divisions, the Bannermen
or National Guard and the Green Standard or Provincial Troops

;
their

organization, locations, pay, condition, etc. (Chinese Repository, xx, May aud
June, 1851.)

2 Note on the condition and government of the Chinese Empire in 1819.

Hongkong, 1850. 8vo.

Chinese Currency and Revenue, being a memorial from Ch‘u-tsun to nis
Majesty, together with a report thereon from the Board of Revenue. Translated

from the Peking Gazette. ( Chinese Repository, 1847, xvi, pp. 273-293.)
Memorial regarding the Currency and Revenue by Ngdh-shun-ngan as the

subject was brought under his notice by order from the Board of Revenue.

(Ibid., pp. 293-97.)

Japan, a chapter from the Hai Kuo Tu Chih, or illustrated notices of

Countries beyond the Sens. (Ibid., 1850, xix, pp. 135, 206.)

Letter on Mr. Bruce’s Mission. China, 15th August, 1859. Tamph. 8vo.
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Mr. Sandberg overlooks the two works on colloquial Tibetan

published by Mr. Jaeschke, the lithographed grammar

issued in 1865 from the Mission Press of Kyelang, and the

Tibetan grammar of 1883, published in Triibner and Co.’s

Collection of Simplified Grammars of the principal Asiatic

and European Languages. These works, though perhaps

not as complete as the present one, and more specially

devoted to Western Tibetan speech, are extremely valuable

for a knowledge of any kind of colloquial Tibetan.

It is quite true that, these two books excepted, all other

grammars of the Tibetan language, written by foreigners,

whether Csoma, Schmidt, or Foucaux, are devoted solely

to the classical language, which was very probably, I might

say certainly, never spoken in the country, and is only

a servile translation of Indian Buddhist languages into

Tibetan.

The system adopted by Mr. Sandberg for the translitera-

tion of Tibetan sounds is practically that of Jaeschke,

and of Major Lewiu in his “ Manual of Tibetan.” It is to

my mind open to grave objections, for I believe in either

the use of the native character or in a purely phonetic

transcription, but as the author thinks (p. 369) my own
method “ most extraordinary,” the less, perhaps, I say on

the subject the better. I cannot, however, pass over what

he there says about a Tibetan syllabary giving the

pronunciation of Lh’asa, Bat’ang, and the Ts’arong (the

two latter districts in Eastern Tibet), published in my
“Land of the Lamas” (pp. 368-370), and which he thinks

was given me by some Tibetan-speaking Mongol, and is

“ fanciful ” in the extreme. As a matter of fact, these

sounds were given me by a highly educated Tibetan from

Lh’asa, who, in 1889, was Secretary to the native King

of Chala, then living at Ta-chien-lu, and were written

down by me with the greatest care in the presence of

Monseigneur Felix Biet and several fathers of the Catholic

Mission of Tibet, all of whom spoke Tibetan with great

fluency, and who controlled each of my phonetic tran-

scriptions.
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As for my own knowledge of Tibetan, it was gained

during seven years of nearly continuous intercourse with

people of all classes of society, from high lamas and officials

to shepherds and beggars, and from Amdo to Nyach’uk’a,

from Jyade to Ta-chien-lu. For four years of this time

I studied at Peking under a lama born within fifteen miles

of Lh’asa, and who had come to Peking for the first time

a year before I met him. I have conversed month after

month with Lh’asans, and they have all said that my
pronunciation approximated more closely their own than

that of any other part of the country, and not infrequently

thej’’ wondered, not knowing where I had learnt it, at my
having been able to stay long enough in their country

to acquire it. Such Tibetan as I can speak is essentially

a lingua franca, what the Chinese call tsa hua, and though

it may differ somewhat from Mr. Sandberg’s, I have

always been able to make myself understood with it

throughout the country. So much for myself and for

the value of my opinion. I advance it, however, with

all due deference for the learned author’s views, and with

no desire to appear either hypercritical or dogmatic

;

we are both probably right as far as we go.

It is impossible here to enter into the vexed question of

tones, but I think that it is wrong to compare, as does Mr.

Sandberg (p. 13), Burmese and Tibetan tones with those

of the Chinese language
;

in fact, I would like to see no

mention of tones in Tibetan—they have been made the

buo-bear of Chinese, and there is absolutely no reason for

introducing them here, for colloquial Tibetan, and also

colloquial Chinese to a certain extent, ignores them. The

point of resemblance between Tibetan and Chinese in this

respect is not, I should say, the use of tones, of which

nearly all natives are profoundly ignorant, but the universal

habit of joining two synonymous but different sounding

words, or some qualifying word together, for making what

Mr. Sandberg calls (p. 117) “expanded forms” whenever

there is danger of the meaning being in doubt, a practice

recognized by our author on a subsequent page (p. 17),

but not given, I think, proper prominence in his book.
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Thus, in the examples given by Mr. Sandberg (p. 15),

of “ says ”
(
zer), “a nail”

(
gzer), and “gold” (gser), the

difficulty is avoided in the same way in both China and

Tibet : in the former country the speaker would say t'ieli

ting-tzu “an iron nail,” if he feared being misunderstood,

and a Tibetan would say ser-gi chan-zer “a gold nail,” if

ser-zer (for I think I am right in saying that gzer is never

homophonous with gser
)
appeared to him ambiguous. The

original monosyllabism of Tibetan, and, for that matter,

of Chinese and other kindred languages, is not, I believe,

as well established a fact as the author seems to think, and

I am strongly inclined to believe that they were never

purely monosyllabic at any period of their history.

I must also call attention to the constant use which the

author makes of the words di and de, which he here (p. 20)

takes for the definite article, though correctly interpreted

elsewhere (pp. 37 and 85, etc.) as the pronouns hdi “this”

and de “that.” They are not everywhere used so frequently

as our author believes
;
for example, I think most Tibetans

would say go ggab “ shut the door,” not go di gyak, and

me fug “ don’t touch it,” instead of dhe-la lakpa ma t’uk,

literally, “ to that your hand do not place.” In Eastern

Tibetan, by the way, it is interesting to find that, so as

to clearly differentiate the sounds of these two words, the

word hdi is pronounced a-di
;
thus one hears a-di shog “ come

here.” A similar expedient has been resorted to in other

parts of the country, for Mr. Sandberg says (p. 85): “In
the province of Tsang and in Sikkim, we have icudi or audi

and puli in use for * this ’ and * that.’
”

I must call attention, in the paragraph on the plural

number, to the omission of any reference to the use, as a

plural sign, of the word tsang
,
meaning, originally, “all,”

“ the whole.” Thus, we hear ponbo-ts’ang “ the official,”

Sogbo-ts’ang “ the Mongols,” and also na-tsang “ we,” and

k’o-rang ts’ang “ they.”

In Chapter IV, on Adjectives, I think sufficient promin-

ence is not given to the use of ha-chang in the formation

of superlatives—thus, ha-chang ch'enbo “ the biggest, or very

j.r.a.s. 1895. 59
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big”—and to the usual method of making intensive forms

by tbe repetition of tbe adjective itself, as t’o-bo t’o-bo

“ very high,” ya-bo ya-bo “ very good,” ch'ung ch’ung “ very

small,” nyung-nyung “ very little.” Tbe Chinese in like

manner say hsiao-hsiao-ti “ very little,” kuai-ltuai “ very

fast,” etc. I may also call attention here to the colloquial

mode of expressing “ the best,” which is angi dang-bo,

literally “the number one,” “the first,” exactly reproducing

the Chinese expression t’ou i-ko (3jf
—

fjjjj) ;
“the worst” is

t’a-ma, literally “the last,” while “very bad” would be

commonly expressed by ha-chang nan-ba. So the phrase

which Mr. Sandberg gives on p. 40, mi dhe khang-pa ang-ki

dhang-po la do gi yo, may mean, as he translates it, “ that

man lives in the first house,” but I should understand it

to mean, “ that man has a first-class house.”

Chapter Y deals with Numerals. I think Mr. Jaeschke’s

treatment of the subject is more correct than that of our

author. I have never heard cardinal numbers expressed

in any other way than in that in which the former writer

gives them. Thus, it is tbe more general practice, wherever

I have been, and also, apparently, wherever Jaeschke has

lived in Tibet, to say, for example, sum-chu tsa nyi “ thirty-

two,” dzi-chu dzi drug “ forty-six,” drug-chu re na “ sixty-

five,” jya-t'am-ba “ one hundred,” lon-tra-nyis jya-dun dang

dun-chu don-jydd “ two thousand seven hundred and seventy-

eight,” etc. Bum-tra (p’rag) is the colloquial expression for

“ 100
,
000 .”

A very common mode of expressing “ twice,” “ thrice,”

etc., is by prefixing the word ts’er “time” to cardinal

numbers
;
thus, ts’er-nyis

“ twice,” ts’er-sum “ thrice.” The

expression ts’er-nyis
,

ts’er-sum means also, I may remark,

“ repeatedly,” and in Chinese we find the same expression,

tsai san tsai ssii 04 0)-

Chapter VI deals with the Verb. It is full and very

comprehensive, and I have very little to add on the subject.

Mr. Sandberg correctly points out the importance of the

auxiliary verb ri-pa
;

the fact is, it is used infinitely more

frequently in all parts of Tibet than any of the other
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auxiliary verbs, and in many of tbe phrases given by him,

in which he uses yin, yod, or dug, I think one would much
more frequently hear natives use rb. Thus, “ I am a

Tibetan ” is generally expressed by Beuba rb. “ This is

nice” is shimbo re. The auxiliary yod is very generally

used with the dative with the sense of “to have”; thus,

na-la yod “ I have,” literally “ to me is.”

The interrogative “ is there ? ” is more usually expressed

by a (or e) yod or a re than by any other form I know of.

Thus, one will generally hear for “ are there any books in

the lamasery ? ” gomba-na pe-ch’a a yod ? “ Is the pass

high ? ” la t’o-bo a re ? etc.

The past tense is usually rendered by song, and in such

other ways as Mr. Sandberg points out, but also very

frequently the only indication of the tense is some adverb,

con
j
unction, or verb

;
a method, by the way, the Chinese

have also frequent recourse to.

The future tense of all the auxiliaries is very generally

formed by the word gyu placed after the verb yod
j
thus,

“shall you have milk to-morrow?” is kyorang nanyin

ico-ma yod-gyu a re, or yod-gyu re yod-gyu ma re ? I have

often heard this root used alone with an adjective, as, for

example, daring ts’a-gyu re “ it will be hot to-day,” and

even drang-gyu-re “it is getting cold,” just as they say

ts’a-gi-re “it is hot,” and drang-gi re “ it is cold ” (compare

with this the Chinese expression leng-te hen ^ M “ it

is very cold ”)
;

but these forms cannot be considered

grammatical, though they certainly belong to the lingua

franca of Mr. Sandberg, and should therefore be mentioned.

In the section relating to the active verb, I may add

a reference to the frequent use, to express the completion

of an action, of the word ts’ar with song
;

thus, “ he has

finished bis meal ” is za-ma sa ts’ar-song
;
“ I have finished

reading the book ” (na) pe-ch’a ta ts’ar-song. This has

not been noted by Mr. Sandberg, who only refers (pp. 53,

54) to some other uses of this word.

Mr. Sandberg’s remarks in this chapter on the construction

of the Tibetan phrase, and also his Chapter XIII on
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composition, cannot be too carefully studied. Until one

lias got well into one’s bead the absolute necessity of

dividing every phrase into short clauses, mostly gerundial,

connected by some conjunction, adverb, or “ continuative

particle,” as the author aptly calls them (p. 121), one cannot

hope to speak this language, or, for that matter, Chinese

and many other Oriental ones I might meution. Mr.

Sandberg (p. 121) truly says :
“ The whole style of

composition is a chain of gerundial and participial clauses,

depending only technically upon one another. The chain

of clauses or sentences proceeds continuously, each successive

clause in form, though not in sense, a sequence from the

other, until at length a final verb—by no means the most

important or main one in meaning—brings a break in the

connection.”

One more observation on this part of the work and

I have finished. On p. 69 Mr. Sandberg calls attention

to “ a curious expletive, sounded o-go, often added to

interrogative sentences, chiefly negative ones .... and

which may be said to answer to our * won’t j
rou,’ ‘ will

you’ at the end of any hortative injunction.” I think

that the author has misunderstood the exact value of

this term, which means “ do you understand ? ” A very

common phrase, one that a foreigner is apt to hear very

frequently, is ago, ami go ? “ do you understand or not ?
”

or else a go, with the same meaning.

Passing to the subject of the formation of substantives,

it is proper to note the curious use to which the word sa

is put in forming a certain class of words. Thus, we hear

lug-sa
“ the place or object in which to pour out [a liquid]

den-sa “the place one occupies or where one lives”; and

also dro-sa
“ there is need for going,” bab-sa mindo “ there

is no probability of it [snow] falling,” dro-sa mindo “ there

is no need for going,” etc.

The second part of Mr. Sandberg’s work is devoted to

conversational exercises and technical terms, which he

prefaces with some useful remarks on pronunciation, some

of them happily modifying the rules he previously laid
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down in the first pages of his book. These rules tend to

show that my “ execrable ” phonetic system of transcribing

Tibetan really does give the sounds as heard in Lh’asa,

though possibly not always those ' of the most highly

educated; but then we are dealing with a lingua franca.

I still persist in believing, after carefully studying this

part of Mr. Sandberg’s work, that for the purpose he had

in view in writing this book—which was to supply travellers

with a phrase-book and a considerable amount of handy

technical information—it would have been better had he

adopted a purely phonetic system of transcription. A
traveller visiting a country, the first elements of whose

language he does not understand, does not want, when
consulting a phrase-book, to put some question to a native,

to have to devote a half-hour’s study to rules of pronuncia-

tion. Let the author of the book he is using tell him that

in all native words transcribed vowels are pronounced as in

French or Italian, and that consonants have the same value

as in English, and let him further use no diacritical or

other marks, and then the traveller will be able to pronounce

his words in a manner, perhaps not perfectly satisfactory

to a highly educated native, but sufficiently well to make
his meaning understood. This is, perhaps, not a scientific

method, but I think it is a practical one, and that is

what one wants in works of this nature. The rules for the

orthography of geographical names, printed in “ Hints to

Travellers,” published by the Royal Geographical Society

(7th edition, pp. 38-43), meet with my hearty approval,

and I see no reason why they should not be extended to

a whole language as well as to geographical names, and

to this work I would refer my readers for fuller information

on the subject.

The conversational exercises give a number of useful

phrases such as a traveller would wish to know to enable

him to talk on that most interesting of all topics—the

weather, as well as about preparing and eating food,

shopping, etc. There is in this part of the work much
valuable information on paying and receiving visits, on
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articles of food, methods of reckoning time, the plants,

trees, fauna, avi-fauna, monies, weights and measures,

titles, religious edifices and usages, etc., of Tibet.

In connection with the section dealing with monies,

weights and measures, I should remark that it is the usual

—

I might say, as far as my observation goes, the universal

—

rule when counting to put the word gang after the weight

or measure when only one unit is referred to, and the

word do “ a pair ” when there are two. Thus one renders

“one tael, two mace, and seven candareens” by sang-gang

dzo-do karma dun, not sang chig dzo nyis dang karma dun
;

and “ two fathoms and a span ” is damba-do t’o-gang. This

rule has been overlooked by Mr. Sandberg.

The third part of Mr. Sandberg’s book is a vocabulary

of useful words in Ladaki, Central, and literary Tibetan.

I have only space to note the use he makes in it of the

term Kon-ch’og [dkon-mch' og) to render “ God.” This term

is used to express the Sanskrit ratna “jewel,” “treasure,”

especially in the expression tri-ratna
(
i.e . Buddha, Dharma,

Sangha), and I think it a pity that Protestant missionaries

have chosen it to express our word God. The Catholics

have not, however, made a better selection, for they use

the expression Nam- Ic’d Jo-uo “Lord of Heaven—of the

sky,” which is open to serious objection, though Tibetans

say, it is true, Nam-la chyag-dja
(
p'yag mdjad) “

to pray

to Heaven ” (in Chinese pai T’ien 50-

In an appendix the author gives a few useful words and

phrases in “ Mongolized Tibetan as well as in the genuine

Mongol language, the latter the colloquial idiom of the

South.”

I do not exactly know what the author means by Mongol-

ized Tibetan
;

it is about as vague a term as Anglicized

French would be. It appears to me, judging from the

presence in the vocabulary of such words as alich “ little,”

potso “boy,” chho “lake,” homa “milk,” sya “a bird,” to

be a mixture of some t'u-hua of Kan-su and of Koko-nor

Tibetan. As to the Mongol, it approximates quite closely

that spokeu by the Ilalhas (Khalkhas) of Eastern and

North-eastern Mongolia.
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A few typographical errors have escaped the author’s

eye. On p. 53 he writes bok song “ have dropped,”

“fallen,” instead of bab-song. On p. 184 he writes

JSam-ts'o chhyi-mo, and on the next page Nam-ts'o

chhuk-mo, both referring to the same lake, the Tengri-

nor. On p. 187, speaking of the Tibetan legend on

the silver tankas, the word before the last should be

written 3£ (abbreviated form of 3 37|*1
). On p. 194 he has

roi-ma “small brass cymbals in pairs”; is

impossible in Tibetan, as the letter o, cannot be prefixed

to This instrument is more usually called ding-sha, and

is the Indian mandira used to measure time in music.

I must also call attention to the etymology of the word

Shape
,

a name given colloquially to the members of the

Lh’asan Cabinet. This name, Mr. Sandberg says (p. 189),

is dzabs-pad “lotos-foot.” This appears to me quite as

fanciful as the derivation of the title Dzassak from ja

ts'ag “ a tea sieve.” Whether Shape is really derived from

gshags (pronounced shag) meaning “justice,” and dpe (pro-

nounced pe) “ a model,” or not, I do not feel competent to

pronounce, but certainly this seems more rational than Mr.

Sandberg’s derivation of the word.

Finally, the word p'yi-ling, which occurs repeatedly in

this work, and is always translated by “ Englishman,”

means a “ foreigner of any nationality.” It is p'yi

“ outside,” gling “ country,” and appears to have been

copied from the Chinese term for foreigner, wai-kuo jen

(2h [H A) “ outside-country-man.”

All the slight errors or omissions I have referred to in

this work can easily be corrected in subsequent editions,

and I have no doubt there will be many of them, for the

book is very practical, and contains all that is necessary for

the acquisition of a good knowledge of spoken Tibetan.
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Its advent should be hailed bv all interested in the

subject as a most valuable addition to our very scant

knowledge of the subject it deals with.

W. WOODVILLE RoCKHILL.

Primitive Civilizations, or Outlines of the History

of Ownership in Archaic Communities. By Edith

J. Simcox, author of “ Natural Law,” etc. London :

Swan Sonnenscbein and Co. New York : Macmillan

and Co.

In point of industry Miss Simcox’s work is monumental.

The extinct civilizations of Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, and

Phoenicia are laid before us in their every-day attire : the

mummies, the winged bulls, temples, and merchant galleons

all seem to have undergone a process of resurrection, and to

move before us in . a matter-of-fact manner just as if the

ancients were part of our daily life, and going about their

usual business. The second volume treats almost exclusively

of China, whose present-day civilization differs only in

detail from that of the hoary past. It is easy to see from

the outset that the author has been somewhat fascinated

with the idea that Chinese civilization is not by any means

indigenous, at least in its earlier stages
;
and throughout the

two volumes no opportunity is lost for comparing a celestial

custom with the analogous practices in the Western empires

of antiquity. But she protects herself against the con-

sequences of too sanguine speculation on the part of such

theorists as the late M. Terrieu de Lacouperie by the

following wise sentence, found at the end of Chapter iv,

volume 2 : “At present this and other equally inviting

lines of enquiry have not been followed up, on account

of the difficulty of finding a scholar interested at once in the

subject-matter of both classes of texts, and master enough

of both archaic languages not to be misled by accidental or

superficial resemblance.”

Civilization began with the discovery of writing.

Although Miss Simcox can hardly be said to express herself
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anywhere in these bold terras, such is manifestly the

deduction to be drawn from the extremely interesting

theories she propounds touching the relation of sunlight,

hieroglyphs, and sustained thought. One may even go

farther, and ask why should not writing, in the primitive

shape of shadows made permanent upon the rock, be more

archaic even than articulate speech ? The second part

of the introduction treats of “ Prehistoric Problems,”

amongst which is the suggestion that we should account for

the birth of letters and the common features of the distant

monarchies of Egypt and China by tracing them to Turanians

in Babylonia. The reasoning seems to be as follows, though

Miss Simcox is certainly not responsible for the majority

of the doubtful premisses. There is absolute proof that the

Egyptians and Babylonians resembled each other, in several

important features, sufficiently to warrant the supposition

of near relationship. It is unquestionable that Turanian

inscriptions have been found in Mesopotamia. The dis-

tinguished traveller and geographer Yon Richthofen (to

whom, however, it must be noted, the Chinese literary

authorities were only accessible second-hand), conceived the

idea that the Chinese might have originally come from

Khotan. “ Nations are not born in the plain.” The

Chinese would find easy descents to rich lands, if we assume

them to have migrated from Khotan, along the Tarim

River, to Lob Nor and the Hwang Ho. Both the Chinese

and the Accadians (Chaldaeans of Turanian speech)

described themselves as “ black-haired.” True, we know
the grounds upon which the Accadians by contrast chose to

dub themselves “ black-haired,” whereas we cannot account

for the Chinese having done so ;—and so on. Whilst giving

countenance to these reasonings, of which the late M. de

Lacouperie was, in Europe at least, the chief apostle, Miss

Simcox has been careful to safeguard her own repute in

several pregnant passages, of which the following is one :

—

“ When obscure points of history have to be elucidated, the

Hebrew scholar knows at first sight all the light that can

be thrown on them by the language and literature of that
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people, and the same thing is true of the student of

Egyptian and Chinese, and of the Assyriologists, all of

whom necessarily attach more weight to the circumstantial

evidence they possess in their own departments than to the

comparatively isolated pieces of information which each may
communicate to the other. In time, no doubt, the results

of all separate lines of enquiry are thrown into the common
fund, and all established facts assume their proper place and

proportion.” There is a certain degree of irony, too, in the

qualification of M. de Lacouperie’s evidence as consisting

of “varying degrees of conclusiveness.” We are very

much afraid that his evidence, taken as a whole, has never

been seriously accorded any degree of conclusiveness by

those students in the Chinese field who have justified, to the

satisfaction of those in China as well as in Europe, their

claim to be considered as sound authorities, however modest

the degree of brilliancy each may possess in his own

department. Miss Simcox concludes her introductory

remarks as follows :
—“ Leaving all open questions of

affinity to be decided by the learning of the future, we are

certainly in a position to affirm that, before the so-called

Aryans and Semites of history took the foremost place

in the Old World, probably before they were clearly

differentiated, the first civilized states in the world were

founded by men of some other race, humane, industrious,

non-political, but with a moral philosophy for the use of

princes
;
liberal in the treatment of women, with the most

unchanging customs of any people that have ever lived, and

with the most enduring records of their life. By analogy

we should expect all these states to belong to the same

ethnological family
;

but, if the identification cannot be

maintained, the similarity of temperament and institutions

which suggested it only becomes the more noteworthy
;
as

if the social order formulated by Chinese and Egyptian

rulers were not merely one natural view, but in fact the first

and only one that presents itself to a primitive community

as either natural or possible.”

As all men known to us have the 6ame organs and limbs,
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and are therefore on equal ground with each other so far as

touches their instinct for self-preservation, it follows that

no one in the shape of a ruler could in primitive times have

successfully asserted himself over his fellows except by the

display of power, wisdom, or virtue, or all three combined,

in such a commanding degree as to induce his less richly

endowed fellows to place themselves under him and resign

to him part of their free will. It is not only manifest, hut

it is historical for the past, and plain even for to-day, that

the beginnings of states can always be traced to the pre-

eminent powers, first of individuals, then of families or

tribes. In other words, all primitive communities, with

certain differences in detail, conceive and formulate that

view of social order which is alone natural and possible.

As to the differences in detail, the differences between

Babylonian, Chinese, and Egyptian social life are, alter all,

no greater than the differences between English, French,

and German social life, and such differences will be

accounted for in most cases by physical surroundings, the

necessity of defence against natural or human enemies, and

so on. It only stands to common reason that communities

living near to each other are more likely to have originated

in some common spot than communities living wide apart

;

it is also evident that proximate states are more likely to

borrow ideas from each other than distant states. Men
walk in the same way, eat in the same way, suffer and enjoy

in the same way; yet one may turn the toes in or out, use

fingers, knives, or chop-sticks
;
be drunkards or abstainers,

wear trousers, clouts, or petticoats
;
punish certain acts as

crimes, or extol them as virtues
:

yet still the world goes

round as it always did, and men change very little.

Perhaps it is not so wonderful after all that there is so much
community of thought as it is that there is not more

difference. The interesting discovery in our story-books for

children that the cat is an animal of the tiger kind is no

more wonderful than the explanation that the tiger is an

animal of the cat kind. The moral of the whole thing

seems to be that all human ways, interesting though they
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may be, when newly described, to human beings, are, after

all, very commonplace ways
;
but, like anything else subject

to historical treatment and classification, they are apt to

become a chaos unless subjected to the strictest scrutiny as

to the causes and effects of their evolution. There is,

perhaps, too much tendency now-a-days to assume certain

classifications, as, for instance, that the Scythians of the

Persians and Greeks were Aryans and not Turanians
;
that

the Chinese are a later edition of Accadians
;

that the

Babylonians were not Semites, and so on
;

straining the

facts according to how we find them fit in with the pet theory.

After all, Turanians are simply men who are “ not Iranians,”

and it is still doubtful exactly what Iranians were, and how

far the word is co-extensive in its origin with Aria or

Aryans. Semites, or descendants of Shera (even supposing

the classification had any pretence to historical value), are, by

the hypothesis, descendants from the father of Shem, who

was also the father of Ham and Japhet. The nose may be

a little longer or shorter, the hair and the skin lighter or

darker, (distinctions common to all other animals), but our

eyes, noses, ears, and limbs are all exactly the same in effect.

The truest course is rather to postpone all attempts at

classification until the materials are complete. It is only

within a generation or two that we have been able even to

decipher the Egyptian, Assyrian, and Babylonian writings,

let alone to be quite sure of their meaning, not to speak of

fixing and classifying modes of life, taxation, and social

thought out of those meanings. So, also, with our

knowledge of Chinese literature : it is young : the more we

learn of it the plainer it is that the earlier work requires

revision. To take Pauthier, from whom Miss Simcox

frequently quotes, as an instance. No more intelligent or

industrious man ever lived
;
but it is no exaggeration to say

that, though his translations are as often right as wrong,

they are as often wrong as right, and like some of the

Chinese high roads, indicate to us rather what stumbling-

blocks to avoid, and what general direction we must take,

than offer to us a route along which we may safely travel.
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There is not the faintest evidence that the Chinese ever

came from Khotan, nor do the remarks of Ritter and

Richthofen seem to justify such a supposition. There is not

the faintest "round for connecting the “ Bak tribes ” ofo o

M. de Lacouperie with Bactria
;

the very word “ tribes,”

as a forced translation of sing, is a misnomer and an

anachronism, and even the word bak (meaning “ a hundred ”

or “ all, many,” etc.) is tortured out of its natural form

pak to fit in with this crude speculation. Though there

are many instances where the Chinese idea of status,

vendors’ rights, land-tax, ancestors’ ghosts, etc., seem to be

similar to the corresponding ideas of Egypt, Babylonia, or

Malabar, still there are just as many instances where they

are diametrically opposed. Moreover, in taking the state-

ments of translators second-hand as a basis for comparison,

one is apt to start off with a false premiss. For instance,

the Chinese “ tien or ‘contract’” (vol. i, p. 184) is not

a contract. "Whatever it originally meant it never meant

that, and in commercial affairs it absolutely means nothin"

now but “ a pledge,” “ to pawn, or mortgage.” Its other

meanings, apart from trade, are “ solemn act,” “ solemn

formality,” “statute”: the very idea of “contract” (as

shown by Sir Henry Maine) was very late in germinating

in the oriental ruiud (i.e. Chinese or Indian). Then, again

(p. 197), “ As in China, corn and silver were used as the

chief medium of exchange.” Cloth and silver certainly

were
;
and, even if rice ever was thus used, (and it is the

first time we have heard it, if so), rice is not corn. Rice in

China was one of the chief taxes in kind: official salaries

were often paid in rice, but that does not make it a medium
of exchange. On page 218 we are told that “in Egypt, as

well as in China, property is transmitted almost entirelv

apart from marriage,” a proposition as vague as it is

unsatisfactory.

On the other hand, there are many instances passed over

where an obvious connection with Chinese ideas might have

been fairly surmised (in the absence of evidence either

way); as, for instance (p. 249), “reducing the town of
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an enemy to the condition of a ploughed field,” which is to

this day both a Chinese ideal and a Chinese literary

expression
;

the system of identification by finger-prints

(p. 378); the fact that in ancient Egypt (p. 94) “agricul-

ture counted for more than manufactures, and manufactures

were of more importance than commerce ”
;

the fact that

in ancient China, as with the nomad tribes bordering on

China, descent was traced through the mother, as we are

told (p. 123) was the case in Egypt. It is evident that all

primitive tribes must have first conceived relationship

through mothers, as there was no ocular or scientific

evidence to connect a child with any father at all, still less

with any specific father.

The fact is, Miss Simcox gives us in one purview what

perhaps we have never had presented to us before, a very

passable set of reduced pictures (taken in each case from

originals, the identity of which the authoress herself had

no means of checking), exhibiting the every-day life of

Egyptians, Chinese, Accadians, and Babylonians. Miss

Simcox accepts it as proven that “ the highly developed

commercial system of Babylonia was originated by the race

which spoke a language that is now left to Tatars and

Finns.” The more complete and faithful are the pictures

we get from original sources, the more opportunity we shall

have in due course for rationally entertaining ourselves

with problems as to the common origin of the peoples

pourtrayed
;
but it must not be forgotten that peoples often

adopt a new language: for instance, the Finnish Bulgarians

have adopted Slav; the Tungusic Manchus have adopted

Chinese; the Parthians (it seems doubtful whether they were

Aryans or Turanians) were in their earlier civilization

largely infected with Greek. But it is hardly yet time to

speak of “ that movement wdiich brought the ancestors of

Egyptians, Accadians, and Chinese from another highland

cradle.” A\
re must first have plenty of leisure to sift our

evidence. AVith regard to Assyrian, Egyptian, and

Babylonian scholarship, the languages and literature are

dead
;
the workers are all in Loudon, Paris, or Berlin. But
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the Chinese language and literature are not dead
;

it must

not be forgotten that the chief workers are out in China,

though the most influential audience may be in Europe.

The workers in China must be reckoned with sooner or

later, even if they be ignored now, and up to now there is

much in the theory-making of home workers which they do

not see their way to accept.

It is well known to students of Chinese literature that,

when the first Chinese envoy crossed Parthia and reached

the Persian Gulf or Syrian ports (it is uncertain which),

the Parthian traders, i.e. the Arabs or Phoenicians of either

Charax or Tyre, endeavoured to dissuade the envoy, or

rather the envoy’s lieutenant, from braving the dangers

of the sea. This fact is obviously connected with the

“ Phoenician lies ” about the dangers of the “Tyrian seas,”

with which, Miss Simcox tells us on page 397, the navigators

of other nations were alarmed. At this time the King of

Parthia was assisting Vespasian against Vitellius, the

Chinese were driving the Scythians farther west, and both

Chinese and Western accounts agree that the Yiiechi or

Hephthals, subsequently called Yeptha by the Chinese, were

invading Bactria. But everything in the Chinese records

tends to show that the whole country was a completel}’ new
revelation

;
there is not the faintest tradition that the

Chinese ever saw Khotan, or even heard of it, until they

prosaically found their way there whilst groping for the

Yiiechi in quite historical times; still less is there reason to

suppose they had ever heard of Transoxiana or Mesopotamia.

Even the Hiung-nu, or Chinese Scythians, destitute of

writing as they were, had not only traditions, but actuall}'
-

and historically described relations with the West as far as

Urgenj, which is mentioned in Chinese history 2,000 years

ago under the name Ukken. The farthest Chinese traditions

show that relations had only been held by or rather forced

upon the Chinese with the Scythians of the Yellow River
;

even the mythical journeys of the semi-historical King

Muh do not take us beyond the sources of the Yellow River,

and he was, admittedly, wandering in strange lands. No
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straining will connect the solitary links at each end of Asia

which are supposed to form a chain to join Akkad with

China. In describing the (supposed) Phoenician habit of

desolating the country around their isolated factories, Miss

Simcox, ever on the look out for an extra link, adds the

comment (p. 397) “ by a calculation like that which led the

Chinese Emperors to protect their coasts from pirates by

similar devastations.” The Phoenicians are only supposed to

have occasionally done it. No Chinese Emperor ever did it.

A Manchu Emperor, a few years after the Chinese Empire

was roughly conquered, did it for a year or two, and at once

found out his mistake : but then the Manchus had never

seen the sea before
;
not one Manchu seaman existed, (or,

indeed, exists to this day)
;
and uncouth early Manchu ideas

in no way represent ancient China. This is only one

illustration out of many. There can be no object in even

hinting at a community of ideas between China and the

West unless it be to create or increase the confused

impression upon the credulous reader’s mind that, though

single links may be weak, the whole chain is notwith-

standing there, either in substance or in shadow
;

in this

particular case there is no justification for even imagining

the possibility of a shadow.

On page 439 it is proposed that the elongated heads of

Asia Minor suggest a descent from the Macrocephali of the

Greeks. Here, supposing that we followed Miss Simcox’s

cue, we might state that, as now in Asia Minor, so in

Manchuria, the elongating of the head by artificial pressure

is a living custom
;
but even the Manchu Emperor Kien-

lung, in explaining the grounds of this custom in an

imperial decree, protested against the habit of making too

much of a popular practice for sensational purposes. So

with “ the Chinese and Syrian rule against purchases or

presents being made or accepted by persons in authority.”

Is it not an exception for any country not to have such a

regulation ? Is it not a fact that in China the rule is but

the shadowy protest of conventional morality against the

universal practice the other way ? A Russian rule forbidding
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drunkenness, or a French rule aguinst licentiousness, would

have as much value from a comparative historical point of

view. Indeed, the Chinese are such an elastic people, and

will stretch so far, that we are told on page 541 Sir Johu

Barrow was struck by the physical resemblance between

them and the Hottentots

!

To sum up, therefore, the impressions created by the first

volume : it is an admirably arranged popular account of

Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian, and Phoenician civilization,

in wffiich the prominent social characteristics of each are

compared in a most interesting and suggestive way. The

writer of the present lines, whose speciality is Chinese, is

quite incompetent to question the accuracy of individual

statements so far as they touch the four Western civiliza-

tions; but he notices throughout that authorities upon facts

affecting the Chinese have been too readily accepted by the

authoress without that discrimination which one would

naturally have expected from one who had consulted the

original Chinese first-hand. This fact leads us to ask

ourselves : Is it not possible that the acceptance of authority

for the Egyptian and Mesopotamian facts may have been

equally facile P Perhaps not
;

but, as the Chinese

philosopher puts it,
“ see one angle and a good joiner can

calculate the other three.” Any way, we cannot at all

accept the theory that the Chinese are simply Turanian

Mesopotamians in disguise, nor do we quite understand why
so little is said of the ancient Indian civilizations

;
and India

is certainly more accessible to Khotan and Turkestan than

China. We are disposed, from our humble standpoint of

limited knowledge, to accord to the authoress the highest

praise for industry, acuteness, method, and judgment; as

regards indiscriminateness, it is difficult to blame her, for

how is she to know ? When each sinologist poses as a

prophet, how is she to recognize the true seer ? All we can

venture upon in the way of adverse criticism is to say that

we regret the position into which she has been forced, whilst

we fully recognize her caution and her intelligence in eying

askance all possible pitfalls.

j.r.a.s. 1895. 60
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The second volume gives us a very compendious and, on

the whole, accurate history of the Chinese social develop-

ment
;
perhaps the best, in this particular line, yet published

in any European tongue. If this general judgment is

supported by every other critic, Miss Simcox may well be

content to accept a few specific corrections in detail. As is

almost unavoidably the case in all instances where authors

accept statements of fact second-hand, numerous misprints

and mistranslations occur, as, for instance, Jo-shin for

Jo-shui (p. 12); Khin for ts‘in (p. 63); Ts‘in for Tsin

(pp. 124-28, etc.) ; Chua-to for Uwa-t‘o (p. 130) ;
Kao-tsong

for Kao-tsou (p. 132) ;
Lin for Liu (p. 152) ;

Chinese Han-lin

for Khitan Hanlin (p. 172) ;
Kwan for wan (p. 221)

;

Tai-tsou Ming for Ming T‘ai-tsou (pp. 237, etc.)
; 11,000 for

1,100 (p. 240); Tang-ja-wang for T‘ang Jo-wang (p. 250);

Ou-ni-tao-jin for Ou-ni-lao-jin (p. 257). Of course these

are small matters, but their recurrence tends to perpetuate

error and confuse the reader. Moreover, the promiscuous

acceptance of French, English, and Russian romanizations

of Chinese sounds makes it difficult sometimes to know of

whom she is speaking. Thus Su Che (if the French form)

is Su Shi, or Su Tung-po himself, and not his brother Su
Tcheh (Anglic. Che). Then the “ Ho-chang ”

of p. 277 are

simply “ bonzes
”

(Anglic. Ho-shang). The Grand Canal

(p. 224) was not the work of Kublai Khan, who did little

more than repair and alter the course of an artificial

watercourse already existing for many centuries. An
admirable pamphlet upon this subject has recently been

published by the Jesuit Fathers of Shanghai, a whole

set of whose works (published under the name of Varietes)

Miss Simcox should at once obtain at the cost of a few

shillings.

On the whole, we are disposed to endorse, in a general

sense, all that Miss Simcox says in her second volume,

which, considering that she is often compelled to accept

what translators and specialists tell her whether she likes

it or no, is certainly a marvellously successful piece of

patchwork history. It is amusing, however, to find the
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Chinese “General” Tcheng-ki-tong cited amongst the

literary authorities.

E. II. Parker.

Colonel Sir Robert Sandeman: his Life and Work
on our Indian Frontier. By T. H. Thornton,

C.S.I., D.C.L. 8vo. London, 1895.

The remarkable career of Sir Robert Sandeman, although

little noticed outside India, was well worthy of permanent

record
;
and it would be hard to find anyone better equipped

for the task than Dr. Thornton, both by his sympathy with

Sandeman’s aims and his intimate knowledge of the facts.

Naturally the author’s former official position leads him to

deal with the subject of the memoir more as a public man
than as a private individual. The Bob Sandeman that we
have heard his early intimates talk of, disappears nearly

entirely in Sir Robert Sandeman, the Governor General’s

Agent for Baluchistan. But all things considered, this

may be looked upon more as a merit than a defect. As an

individual, Sandeman seems to have been just a bluff, burly,

hearty Englishman (or Scotchman, perhaps I ought to say)

of a not uncommon type, men who make up in tenacity

of purpose for the want of great intellectual power.

Born at Perth in 1835, Robert Sandeman reached India

in 1856 as a cadet in the old Bengal Army
;

and, after a

brief experience of soldiering during the Mutiny, he joined

the Panjab Commission in May, 1859. He became Governor

General’s Agent in Baluchistan in 1876; and died at the

post of duty on the 29th January, 1892, near Las Beyla

in that province. Luckily for him, most of his early service

was in the districts west of the Indus, a country where his

peculiar qualities were not stamped out of him, as they

would have been in places where ready compliance with

legal formalities and silent submissiveness to authority are,

for most men, the best outfit for a successful official career.

With Sandeman’s appointment, in May 1866, to the district

of Dera Ghazi Khan came the turning-point in his career

;
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an opening here presented itself, of which he was not slow

to avail himself. One-third of the population of the district

was of the same Baluch race as the tribes beyond its

western border. Both within and without the district, the

supremacy of the tribal chiefs had decayed, intertribal

quarrels were endless, and the public peace was constantly

disturbed. In addition, the men beyond the frontier were

at loggerheads with the Khan of Kalat, who claimed

suzerainty over them. Sandeman now conceived the policy

of reviving the power and authority of the Baluch chiefs,

in the hope of so using them as to put an end to all

differences among the Baluch inhabitants of his district.

In this project he succeeded most marvellously, by a judicious

mixture of firmness with conciliation.

Since the same tribes held the land on both sides of the

frontier, it was natural for Sandeman to attempt a similar

intervention in the affairs of the independent section of the

tribe. The method adopted for adjusting disputes was that

of panchayats, coupled with a system of finding paid

employment for tribal levies in keeping the country peaceful

and the trade routes open. In these earlier measures we

have the germ of that system of modified control and

interference with which Sir Robert Sandeman’s name is

now so honourably connected. For nine years, 1866-75,

Sandeman continued in charge of the Dera Ghazi Khan

district, every year developing more fully his ideas of tribal

management. At length, in 1875, came his opportunity of

playing a greater part upon a wider stage
;
and for the

remaining seventeen years of his life all his energies were

devoted to carrying out on a larger scale the plans first

conceived and put into force at Dera Ghazi Khan.

Sandeman’s connection from this time with the affairs

of Kalat brings us to his controversy with the officers in

charge of the Sind border. The Sind system consisted in

two things : (1) strict military patrol of, with non-

intervention beyond, the border
; (2) treatment of the

Khan of Kalat as a sovereign prince, coupled with the

complete denial of all political rights to the chiefs
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subordinate to him, who when they raised any difficulties

were styled “ rebellious subjects.” On this question, as we

look back now, it is possible to believe that both the

contending parties had some right on their side. Fifty

years ago, when the Sind frontier system was organized,

it would have been utter rashness to act on Sandeman’s

views. Bugtis, Marris, and Iiozdars were then names of

terror
;
our only hope, to keep them at arm’s length and

preserve our own districts from their incursions. No
wonder that Sir William Merewether, able man though he

was, should have failed to see in 1876 that the svstem,

under which he had grown grey, had become antiquated.

If it was, as it now seems to us it was, inevitable that an

advance of our influence westwards must take place, the

Sind system of non-intervention and a close frontier was

doomed to perish. Sandeman now appeared in the very

nick of time, as the man of Providence, with a ready-

prepared scheme, and a strong, resolute will to back it.

Some change there must have been. Thus, the situation

being such as it was, even if Sandeman’s plan had not been

there for acceptance, some other must have been devised

to meet the change of circumstances. Naturally the man
who had something definite to propose, and was ready to

back his choice, at the risk of his reputation and future

career, carried everything before him.

Lucky was it for us that Sandeman had his way in 1876 ;

otherwise, it is difficult to see how we could have succeeded

in the southern half of our field of operations during

1878-79 : and after the Maiwand check, complete disaster

would have overtaken us, our route to the front would have

been cut in two, Candahar in all probability would have

fallen, had not Sandeman been already firmly seated at

Quetta and wielding paramount influence in the whole

country from Chaman to Sibi.

Study of the excellent map provided by Dr. Thornton

will show the immense change in our position, worked by

the intervention in Baluchistan which began in 1876, and

of which almost the whole credit must be assigned to Sir
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R. Sandeman. Our sphere of influence has been carried

some 800 miles further to the west
;
we command the flank

of any force marching on India via Cabul
;
we are within

easy striking distance of Candahar. Nor are we so far from

Hirat as to be altogether unable to influence its fate. Our

railway terminus is only fifty-nine miles from Candahar.

By exploration and enquiry we have found out that the

country of Baluchistan is not such an absolutely dreary and

unprofitable waste as we have been brought up in the belief

of its being. The coast is inhospitable
;

the country arid

:

no effort of man would, I fear, be able much to improve it.

Still, without being one of the more favoured spots of the

earth’s surface, Baluchistan is capable of becoming once

more, as it was of old, the seat of a great trading route

between India and the West. Some day the main line of

railway between east and west will pass across it. This

vision may be realized, perhaps, before the present genera-

tion has totally disappeared
;
and in all these marvellous

changes, both past and yet to come, Sir R. Sandeman’s

preponderating share must never be forgotten. It is too

early yet, no doubt, to pass a final judgment on the results

of the position recently assumed by us in Baluchistan. But,

thanks to the sturdy honesty of purpose and thorough

self-devotion of one man, of whom Anglo-Indians may
well be proud, we have acquired a frontier of commanding

strength, such as few, if any, of us expected to see ours

for many generations. Our only fear for the future is that

the king may arise “ which knew not Joseph,” that the

lessons we ought to have learnt from the past will be

ignored, and that in our childish over-haste for so-called

progress, we shall soon overstep the wise bounds set by

Sandeman, and succumbing to our craze for legality and

leaden uniformity of administration, proceed to set aside

the chiefs and Khans, and attempt to rule Baluchistan as

if it were a part of Lower Bengal. When that time comes,

Dr. Thornton’s masterly statement of frontier history and

management will be there to act as a warning against such

errors and as a guide into the right way. Ilis “ Colonel
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Sir Robert Sandeman ” takes rank among the classic works

on the history of our administration in India, and will

continue to be for many a year the leading authority on

the subject to which it relates. He is to be congratulated

on the successful completion of a difficult task.

Sept. 13th, 1895. W. Irvine.

The TarTkh-i RashIdT of MTrza Muhammad Haidar
Pughlat, a History of the Moghuls of Central
Asia. An English Version, Edited with Commentary,

Notes, and a Map, by N. Elias. The Translation by

E. Denison Ross.

This is a book of high importance and interest to all who
concern themselves with the history of the Moghul Empire.

The author, Mirza Haidar, was Baber’s cousin. As a con-

temporary of the greater part of the events which he

describes, and moving on equal terms among the master

spirits of the age, be had every opportunity for getting

the best information at first-hand. Consequently “ the

minute details which the author gives of his own sufferings

and of the sufferings of his nearest relations during the

period that followed the ascendancy of SheibanI Khan in

Mawerannaher and Khorasan—of their escapes, adventures,

successes, and discomfitures—let us more into the condition

of the country and feelings of the inhabitants of these

states and of Kashghar at that crisis, than perhaps any

other monument extant.” Such is the verdict of William

Erskine, who has himself translated a large portion of the

work (Brit. Mus. Add. 26,612), and the same praise may
be extended to whatever in the Tarikh-i Rashid! is based

on Mirza Haidar’s personal knowledge or experience.

The introduction, by Mr. Elias, is full of interesting

matter. It contains (1) an account of the author, with an

estimate of the historical value of his work
; (2) a summary

of the Chaghatai Khanate down to its division, i.e. the point

where Mirza Haidar’s narrative begins, including a genea-

logical table of the House of Chaghatai
; (3) a description
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of the land of the Moghuls
; (4) an account of the various

peoples by whom it was inhabited
; (5) a delineation, geo-

graphical and historical, of TJighuristan
; (6) a brief recital

of the events which took place in the period immediately

subsequent to the completion of the Tarlkh-i Rashidl.

Among much that will attract the specialist alone, anyone

may read and admire the section on the physical geography

of Moghulistan, with its graphic sketches, telling of one

who has seen, not merely copied. The dissertation, also,

on the different meanings of Moghul, Turk, and Uighur

calls for special notice. Mr. Elias makes a valiant effort

to clear up the confusion which has reigned so long over

the geography and ethnography of this enormous area, and

which, as he remarks, is mainly due to the shifting and

haphazard nomenclature adopted by Oriental historians.

Some of his conclusions may appear insufficiently supported,

but in any case we must confess that he has thrown light

into the darkest corners. A word is due in praise of the

map, which will be of great assistance to those who would

unravel the complicated movements of the time.

The translation, stripped for the most part of ornamental

verses, moral sentiments, lists of pious and learned

contemporaries, small-talk, miscellaneous anecdotes—all that

is unnecessary and therefore abundant in a Persian history

—is very readable and accurate, so far as can be judged

in the absence of the original text. Much thought and

patient labour have evidently been bestowed upon it. Here

and there we meet with a doubtful rendering, e.g. hated

1 mention * (p. 95), where the ordinary meaning seems to

make good sense
;

it khuk, murd * that pig died ’ (p. 90) ;

khds Moghul ‘ a thorough Moghul ’ (p. 179), for which,

though it has Erskine’s authority, I should prefer to read

hami-yi Moghul ‘ guardian of their interests.’ The chrono-

gram on p. 95, sar-i khar giriftah Abdul Kudus, requires

elucidation. As it was composed to commemorate the

exchange by Abdul Kudus of an urban for a pastoral life,

khar must point to khargilh, and we may render :
‘ Abdul

Kudus took a fancy to tents.’ On p. 174 the words
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‘ became a falcon,’ which Mr. Elias says he cannot explain,

are derived from Siifiistic sources. The falcon typifies the

soul returning to God. So Jalaluddln Rum! writes in one

of his poems

—

Bish'nidam az hawa-i tu dicaz-i tabl-i buz ;

Bus amadam, kih sa id-i sitl/dnam drzust.

‘ For love of thee I hearkened to the sound of the falcon-

drum
;

I returned [or I became a falcon], for the arm of the King
is my desire.’

The spelling and accentuation of Oriental words is not

all it should be. On p. 218 alone we find Dahistan,

Aliimat, and Hashishin. The author tells us that this part

of the work was performed under difficulties, and practically

the value of his book is not much impaired by a fault which

the Persian scholar will easily correct, and others, of

necessity, ignore.

Reynold A. Nicholson.

Bibliotheca Lindesiana. Catalogue of Chinese Books
and Manuscripts. Privately printed. 1895.

In the introduction to this Catalogue, Mr. Edmond, the

Librarian, tells us that the Chinese portion of the great

Library at Haigh Hall contains about 8000 native volumes.

The foundation of this collection, which was made by the

late Lord Crawford, was the purchase en bloc of the Chinese

library of M. P. L. van Alstein, in 1833. Many additions

were afterwards made through agents in China, until the

collection assumed its present dimensions.

A catalogue of the Yan Alstein Collection was made by

J. Williams, the author of a learned work on Chinese

astronomy, and that formed the basis of the present

Catalogue. This should be looked upon, the compiler

tells us, “ as a brief hand-list or preparatory study, rather

than a catalogue worthy of the importance of the collection.”
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As it stands, however, the Catalogue is a creditable pro-

duction, and forms a good index to the books in the Chinese

portion of the library. The compiler acted wisely in taking

advice from Professor Douglas and in following the Wade
system of transcription of Chinese sounds.

From this Catalogue we learn that the collection of Chinese

books in the Bibliotheca Lindesiana is one fairly represent-

ative. We find it contains a large number of works by

the early Jesuit and Protestant Missionaries, good editions

of the Confucian classics, some valuable Buddhist and

Taoist books, the best historical treatises, some good

encyclopaedias and collections of reprints, several valuable

philological treatises, and not a few of the higher works

of light literature. It contains also several treatises in

Manchoo and Corean, and a few works on Chinese subjects

written in Western languages.

As the present Catalogue is apparently intended to be

only the outline of a fuller one to be made hereafter, it

may be of service to point out some of the points in which

corrections and improvements may be made.

In No. 260, page 3, it would be more correct to call

Ch‘ang-an not the but an ancieut capital of China. Several

other cities have also been ancient capitals.

In No. 304, p. 10, and in other places it would be better

to substitute Confucius for K‘ung Ch‘iu.

Under No. 259, p. 13, it should be stated that the “ Chu
tzu ch'iian shu” is not a complete collection of the writings

of Chu Hsi. There are several treatises by the great

philosopher and commentator not included in this collected

edition of his writings.

Page 15, No. 195. “ Traditions of Tso. By Tso Ch'iu-

ming.” This is apparently not correct. The Chinese name

indicates that the treatise which bears it is a reprint of

an annotated edition of the “ Ch‘un-ch‘iu ” with Tso’s

commentary.

Under No. 203, p. 15, instead of “Complete works of

Lo Pi” we should have “Reprint of the Ch‘ien-chi of Lu
Shih.”
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Under No. 194, on the same page, the words “Description

of Ch'iieh Li ” give an imperfect idea of the book bearing

the title “ Ch‘ueh-li-chih.” This book gives an account of

Confucius’ birthplace, tomb, temple, and of the worship

performed in the temple, and of the places in the neighbour-

hood associated with the sage. In the Number Key the

character for Kuan is given by mistake for that for Ch'ueh.

Page 18, No. 3'21. Fa-hsien’s “ Fo-kuo-chi ” is not

“ a narrative of the travels of Fa-hsien in Central Asia ”

(where he went to obtain information and documents

regarding the Buddhist religion). It describes briefly

the pilgrim’s journey overland to India, his travels in

that country—the one to which he went for “ information

and documents about the Buddhist religion ”—and it relates

his voyage from India to Ceylon, and his return to China.

The edition of the “ Fo-kuo-chi” in Lord Crawford’s Library

is the comparatively rare one edited by Hsu Ilsii, of Nan-

ch'ang. In the Catalogue the name of the editor is given

as “ Hsii Hsii-kuug,” but the word kung here probably stands

for the character so read which means “ respectfully,”

“ reverently,” and belongs to the next character.

Page 19, No. 64, for “Amitatha” read Amitabha or

Amitayus, and in the name of the translator j should be

substituted for g.

No. 322, p. 19. “Fo Tsu Li Tai T‘ung Tsai.” This

treatise is much more than a “ History of the Buddhist

saints or patriarchs.” It is rather the annals of Buddhism

first in India and afterwards in China in connection with

Chinese legends and history.

Page 25, No. 445. For Hsu in “ Hsii-ting-ch'ien-lii, and

in the Number Key for the same, Ch‘in should be substituted.

No. 343, p. 28. The “ I ch‘ieh ching yin i
” explains not

only the “foreign technical terms found in the Buddhist

works,” but also the difficult native words and phrases.

No 331, p. 36. The “Li Sao” was composed by Chii

Yuan, not by “Feng Sao.”

No. 362, p. 38. “ Liu shu ku.” This book is not

“ an ancient dictionary,” but a philological treatise of the
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thirteenth century. It gives an account of Chinese characters

under the sixfold classification of them according to their

origin and use.

No. 335, p. 42. “ Mu Then tzu Ch'uan Chu pu Cheng.”

This title is explained as meaning “ Respectful terms for

addressing the Emperor and superiors generally.” The

book, however, is apparently the well-kuown account of

the Emperor Mu’s visit to Hsi-Wang-Mu.

These and other errors of interpretation and transcription

can be easily rectified. The compiler would make his

Catalogue more useful by giving the number of the Chuan

instead of the pen of the books, and by explaining whether

a date added to a work is that of the particular copy or of

the book when produced or first published.

T. W.

Die Religion ties Yeda. Yon Hermann Oldenberg.

pp. 620. Berlin, 1894.

Not for many years has so important a work as this

appeared in any department of Sanskrit research. It is

a book which is full of ideas, dealing in a thoroughly

scientific spirit with a vast amount of material, and while

calling in question many accepted views, puts forward

a number of new ones in their place. I have therefore felt

it to be my duty to devote, through lack of other leisure,

part of a summer holiday to writing an appreciation of the

book, rather than that its appearance should pass without

some record in the pages of this Journal.

The work consists of two parts of about equal length,

the former treating of the mythology of the Yeda,

the latter of its cult. The objection might be made

that it is too soon for a new treatment of the sub-

ject after the publication of Bergaigne’s great work

La Religion VMique. But Bergaigne’s book is limited

in its scope to the hymns of the Rigveda, and bears

the character of a thesaurus of materials. Oldenberg’s
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work, on the other hand, exploits not only the whole field

of Yedic literature but also much else beyond its range,

and subjects the material utilized to a philosophically

critical treatment. The second part is particularly valuable

as presenting, in a masterly fashion, a subject never before

adequately treated as a whole. Few living Sanskritists

would have been capable of thus sifting and concentrating

so vast an amount of scattered material without smothering

the general treatment under a mass of detail. The book,

therefore, not only represents a great advance in itself but

will doubtless also prove a stepping-stone to accelerated

progress.

I am unable to agree with several of the positions taken up

by the author, and think that some of them, even though

defended by a scholar of Prof. Oldenberg’s grasp, are not

likely to be accepted without a more minute examination

of the material in question than seems possible in a

work of so wide a scope. The probable rejection of some

of them after such examination will, however, only lead

to that advancement of truth which all real scholars have

at heart.

Perhaps the most important hypothesis put forward by

Prof. Oldenberg is that the seven Adityas, as representing the

seven planets, of which Yaruna, the moon, was the chief,

were borrowed in the Indo-Iranian period by the Aryans

from a Semitic nation more skilled in astronomy than them-

selves. The arguments in favour of this hypothesis may
briefly be reproduced thus : The group of the seven

Adityas corresponds to the Ameshaspentas of Avestan

mythology. Mitra and Yaruna are the chief Adityas.

Mitra
(
= the Avestan Mithra) is admittedly the sun.

Yaruna
(
— the Avestan Ahura Mazda) is, probably even

in the oldest Yedic period, the moon. Finalty, the

identification of Yaruna with the Greek ovpavos must

be absolutely rejected. Now all these propositions, ex-

cepting Mitra and Yaruna being the chief Adityas and

Mitra originally the sun, are liable to be seriously called in

question.
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Most scholars are now-a-days fully alive to the danger

of mythological equations based on the identification of

names, as only tending to force together conceptions which

are totally disconnected. In the present case we have a

phonetic equation which, though offering a slight difficulty,

is not one of those which, like many other identifications of

comparative mythologists, have to be rejected in the light

of the stricter phonetic laws now recognized (cp. Brugmann,

Gmndriss, ii, p. 154). But we have not only the phonetic

equation
;
we have also a fundamental equation of con-

ceptions. For the oldest evidence we possess—that of the

Rigveda—is certainly more in favour of Varuna being the

encompassing sky than anything else (cp. J.R.A.S. 1894,

p. 628). Oldenberg, it is true, thinks that the absence of

Mitra’s connection with day and Yaruna’s with night

in the oldest Yeda, does not disprove the age of that

connection. Now the late occurrence of a myth absent

in earlier literature, admittedly does not disprove the

antiquity of that myth. But when we have one form of

a myth in the Rigveda and another in the later Yedas,

very strong arguments must surely be adduced to demon-

strate that the Rigveda represents the more recent stage.

The identity of Mitra with the sun in the Indo-Iranian

period, combined with the fact that Mitra and Varuna are

dual chiefs of the Adityas, by no means shows that Varuna

was the moon. The improbability, moreover, of the moon,

the lesser deity, so completely overshadowing the sun, would

require a satisfactory explanation. The identification of the

Adityas with the seven Ameshaspentas, in which Oldenberg

follows Roth (Z.D.M.Gr., vi, 69 sqq.), may be correct
;
but

Spiegel doubts it, and Windischmann thought the Amesha-

spentas a purely Iranian creation. The number seven can

scarcely be said to be characteristic of the Adityas. Not

more than six are ever enumerated by name, and that only

once (RV. II, 27, 1). Their number is only twice specified,

and that in the younger parts of the Rigveda, once as

seven, along with two other groups of seven onty (IX,

114, 3), and once as eight (X, 72, 8). The number
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is given as eight in the Atharva-veda, the Taittirlya

Brahmana, and the Satapatha Brahman a, the latter also

stating it to be twelve. The isolated application of the

number seven may therefore quite well be purely Indian,

due to the analogy of the seven Rsis, the seven priests, the

seven rays of the sun, and so forth. Again, though in

the Veda the names of the three lesser Adityas (Bhaga,

Amsa, Daksa) are abstractions like those of the Amesha-

spentas, there is no single correspondence in the names of

these abstractions. Finally, Oldenberg has to assume that

the character of the Adityas, and particularly of Varuna,

could, when borrowed by the Aryans, hardly have been

understood, it being impossible that the moon as such

could within the Indo-Iranian period have developed so

highly abstract and ethical a character as to account for

the supreme position as a moral ruler of Ahura Mazda in

the Avesta, and of Yaruna in the Veda. Thus Oldenberg’s

hypothesis appears to me to involve too many doubts,

improbabilities, and assumptions to warrant its acceptance.

Another view of more general bearing put forward in this

work, is the existence, among the deities of the earliest Yedic

period, of a number of direct abstractions. On the general

character of the Vedic pantheon, Oldenberg himself says it

is certain that the higher gods [fe. those which are not of a

semi-divine or fetishistic nature] of the Yedic, and certainly

also of the Indo-European period, are without exception, or

well-nigh without exception, the deified representations of

entities in nature or the forces which are active in the great

phenomena of nature (p. 40).

All the deities of the Rigveda which admit of being-

regarded as abstractions may be divided into three classes.

One of these, consisting of purely allegorical personifications

of abstract qualities, such as Manvu (Wrath) and Sraddha

(Faith), is scantily represented in the Rigveda, and that only

in the very latest hymns, because of the speculative tendency

which manifests itself in these. This class of deified abstrac-

tions, further developed in the Vajasaneyi-Samhita and the

Atharva-veda, as exemplified by Kama (Desire), prevails
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still more in the Brahmanas and in post-Vedic mythology,

with personifications like Dharma (Duty). With this group

Oldenberg is not concerned.

Another class of abstractions which is also rare, and the

deities of which, with one or two exceptions, are separate

individuals in the tenth book only, comprises names with

the value of attributes or epithets. Prajapati, Lord of

Creatures, is an example of this type. In the only

older portion of the Bigveda (IY, 53, 2) in which

it occurs, this name is actually an epithet of Savitr,

who is there called ‘ supporter of heaven and prajilpati

of the world.’ In IX, 5, 9 it is applied as an epithet

to Soma compared with Tvastr and Indra. In the

remaining four occurrences, all in the tenth book, Prajapati

appears as an independent deity, once as the supreme god

above the other gods (X, 121, 10). It is only in the Sutras

and the post-Yedic Brahmanical literature that he becomes

identified with Brahma. One god belonging to this class,

Brhaspati or Brahmanas pati, Lord of Prayer, occurs

frequently in the oldest as well as the recent parts of the

Bigveda. This is one of the deities Oldenberg appears to

regard as a direct personification, ‘ the celestial embodiment

of the priesthood ’ (p. 16, cp. 592). To me the evidence

seems, though perhaps erroneously, to be in favour of

Brhaspati having been originally an epithet representing the

sacerdotal side of Agni’s nature, which had already at the

beginning of the Rigvedic period acquired an independent

character. The many traits he has in common with Agni,

especially that of puroliita, domestic priest, besides his

occasional identification with that god, would be accounted

for by the original connection, while the much more frequent

distinction made between him and Agni would be due to

Brhaspati’s acquired independence. It would, however, take

too much space to set all this forth in detail.

The third class includes names expressing a particular

sphere of activity and mostly having the form of a nomen

(Hjentis in -tr. It includes, if Oldenberg’s view be correct,

four gods as familiar to the oldest portions of the Rigvcda as
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to the youngest. These are the ‘Instigator’ (Savitr), the

‘ Wanderer’ (Visnu), the ‘ Fashioner’ (Tvastr), the ‘ God of

Roads ’ (Pusan). We may take Dhatr, the Ordainer or

Creator, as a clear example of this type. The name some-

times occurs iu the Iligveda as an appellative of priests as

* ordainers ’ of the sacrifice. As the name of a deity, it

occurs about a dozen times, but only in the tenth book, with

the single exception of one verse (3) in a hymn to the

Visvedeviis, which enumerates a large number of deities

(VII, 35). In one of these later passages (X, 167, 3) it

occurs as an epithet of Indra, and in another (X, 82, 2),

of Visvakarman. The similarly formed name Tratr, pro-

tector, is mostly used as an epithet of Agni or Indra.

It also occurs independently as deva tratr, the protector

god, four times (IV, 55, 5. 7 ;
I, 106, 7 ; X, 128, 7),

besides one occurrence in the plural (VI, 50, 1). Roth

expresses the opinion in the large St. Petersburg

Dictionary that deva tratr has special reference to Savitr

and also to Bhaga. Thus of these two gods, Dhatr and

Tratr, it can, at any rate, hardly be maintained that they

are old creations or direct abstractions. But the god

Savitr, whose name is clearly of pure Indian derivation,

from the root su * to impel,’ and undoubtedly means the

‘ Inciter,’ etc., is mentioned with much frequency in

the oldest parts of the Rigveda. There may, therefore,

be better grounds for supposing that this deity embodies

directly the idea of stimulation. Against such a view

it may be urged that Savitr undeniably partakes very

largely of the character of the sun. Though it is im-

possible here to show this in detail, some of the more

striking statements to this effect may be mentioned.

Savitr is pre-eminently the golden deity. He illumines

heaven and earth (I, 38, 7. 8, etc.). He raises aloft his

strong golden arms,, with which he blesses and arouses

all beings (II, 38, 2, etc.). The raising of his arms

is, in fact, characteristic (I, 95, 7). He moves with his

chariot, seeing all creatures, on a downward and an upward

path (I, 35, 2. 3). He shines after the path of the

j.r a.s. 1895. 61
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dawn (V, 81, 2). In several passages Savitr and Sfirya

appear to be indiscriminately spoken of to denote the same

deity. There are some traces that the word has not yet

entirely lost its attributive value, for it is twice used

as an epithet of Tvastr (III, 55, 19 ;
X, 10, 5), and in

nearly half its occurrences accompanies the word (leva.

It is, therefore, certainly very probable that Savitr, the

Stimulator, should represent one of the sun’s most pro-

minent characteristics, its stimulating power, which both

arouses animate beings to life in the morning, and

promotes the vegetable growth of the earth. Though

of a more special character than Surya, he might be

identified with the latter because of the original con-

nection being still felt, but distinguished from the concrete

sun as having gone through a separate evolution of his

own. This seems decidedly more probable than that Savitr

should be a pure abstraction of the notion of stimulation

—

which is contrary to the general tendency of the mytho-

logical creations of the Rigveda—and should then have

attracted to himself a large body of solar traits. And all

the time the name expresses an entirely appropriate attri-

bute of the sun as its starting-point. Oldenberg’s view,

in fact, seems unnecessarily to invert the probable order of

evolution.

He further explains Visnu to be the ‘Wanderer,’ as

exemplifying the notion of ‘ wideness of space.’ He
cannot see that this deity recognizably represents a power

of nature, and thinks that every distinct trace of solar

character is absent in him (p. 227 f.). The prevailing

notion in the conception being wideness of space, Visnu

is the god who traverses it, orders and procures it for men.

His characteristic three steps cannot refer to the sun’s

course, for what is said about them does not agree with

morning, noon, and evening, the third step being sublime

and leading to the mysterious world of the highest

height, and showing no connection with sunset. The

triple nature of Visnu’s strides Oldenberg therefore ex-

plains from the general favour shown to the number
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three in mythology. Now it is quite true that if Visnu

be a solar deity, his character has become greatly obscured.

But I have endeavoured to show (J.R.A.S. 1895, pp. 170 ff.)

that the evidence supplied by the Rigveda and the later

literature is sufficient to warrant the inference that Visnu

actually represents a solar deity conceived as the sun, not

in his general character, but as the swiftly moving

luminary which with vast strides traverses the whole

universe in its threefold division of earth, air, and heaven,

so familiar to Vedic cosmology. This explanation meets

Oldenberg’s objection to the usual interpretation of the

three steps, while satisfactorily accounting for the character

of the third step.

Space will not admit of my examining, even in the

cursory method followed above, the arguments advanced

by the author in favour of his theory as applied to the

gods Pusan and Tvastr. I must content myself with stating

the opinion that, on the one hand Oldenberg’s view is not

conformable to the general cast of thought in the oldest

Rigvedic period
;

while, on the other, there seem to be

good grounds for a different explanation. TVe must hasten

to consider some of the numerous other points which claim

attention.

Oldenberg revives and approves of the hypothesis first

advanced by Mannhardt, that the phenomenon represented

by the Asvins, the twin gods of early dawn, are the morning

and the evening star. He certainly supports this view

with great plausibility. The arguments in favour of the

identification are these : The morning star is the only

light beside the morning fire, the dawn, and the sun. The

time of the Asvins, their luminous nature, and their course

around the heavens are applicable to the star. Not so their

duality. For while the Asvins are inseparable, the two stars

are eternally apart. Still, the evening star would naturally

be thought of as forming a couple with the morning star.

Considering the importance of the morning in Vedic worship,

and the fact that sunset plays practically no part in it,

while the Asvins nevertheless are in some passages invoked
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morning and evening and are sometimes even spoken of as

separate in the Pigveda, it seems by no means unintelligible

that the star of evening should have come to be worshipped

in association with that of morning. This view, Oldenberg

shows, is further supported by the evidence of comparative

mythology (p. 212, note 3). The Asvins, who are horse-

men, sons of heaven, drive across the sky, and possess

a sister, have a parallel in the famous horsemen of Greek

mythology, the A to? Kovpoi, the brothers of Helena, and

in the Lettic sons of god who come riding on their steeds

to woo the daughter of the sun, either for themselves or

the moon. In the latter myth, too, the morning star is

said to have come to look at the daughter of the sun.

Among all the numerous explanations given by interpreters,

who have been puzzled by the Asvins since the time of

Yaska, the only one, perhaps, which might seem to compete

in likelihood with the present theory, is that of Goldstiicker,

who thought that the Asvins represented the inseparable

duality of light and darkness which constitutes the morning

twilight.

Oldenberg may be right in adhering to the generally

accepted opinion that Par
j
anya goes back to the Indo-

European period, as being identical with the Lithuanian

Perkunas. There are, however, some reasons worthy of

consideration in favour of this god being a recent

mythological creation. The conception of Parjanya in the

Pigveda is naturalistically fresh, and the activity of the god

is very realistically and literally described. The connection

between the appellative meaning of rain-cloud and its

personification is so close that it is often hard to say which

is intended. The name of Parjanya is regularly coupled

with the literal name of wind, rata, while the more fully

personified Indra is associated with the less concrete Vayu.

If Parjanya and Perkunas are the same, it seems likely

that only the appellative meaning is Indo-European. But

how can the equation Parjanya =Perkunas be justified

phonetically ?

In his interpretation of the Indra myth, Oldenberg
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appears to me to explain one point too literally and

another too figuratively. He is of opinion that the

release of the waters by Indra, was by the poets of the

ltigveda understood not of celestial but of terrestrial waters

set free from terrestrial mountains. The refutation of this

view seems to follow from the author’s own statements.

According to his own conviction, comparative mythology

proves that the cloud waters were originally meant, while

the later mythology recognizes the atmospheric character

of the Yrtra fight, and the Rigveda itself shows isolated

remnants and traces of the old conception. Why the

Iiigvedic poets should have undergone this intermediate

aberration, is hard to see. It is true that Indra is

scarcely ever said in the Rigveda to rain. But is it not

natural that the release of the celestial waters should be

described in more or less stereotyped mythological terms,

just as lightning is regularly called Indra’s vajra, in order

to differentiate his activity from the literally described

operations of a cognate deity like Parjanya ? It is no

doubt also true that clouds, much the same as lightning,

play no great part in the Rigveda (p. 141), as Oldenberg

says in agreement with Hillebrandt. But it is surely only

true of the literal names of those phenomena. It will

not easily be admitted to be true mythologically. Such

an argument would tell still more strongly against

Hillebrandt’s lunar theory of Soma. For the literal name
of moon, mas or candramas, occurs decidedly less often in

the Rigveda than that of lightning
(
vidyut

)
or of cloud

(iabhra
, abhriya). On the other hand, there appears to be

hardly sufficient reason for Oldenberg’s metaphorical ex-

planation of Indra’s winning of light as ‘the attainment of

bright goods after overcoming terrible danger ’ (p. 151).

Apilm napat, the Son of Waters, in Oldenberg’s opinion,

probably does not represent lightning in the Rigveda, but

fire in all water, especially rivers and ponds. Opinion is

almost unanimous that this deity represents a form of Agni

in the Rigveda. Though Agni may have been regarded as

latent in terrestrial waters, as being so often extinguished
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by them, it is hardly likely that in this condition ordinary

fire should so often be spoken of as shining forth, to say

nothing of shining with undimmed splendour in the highest

place (II, 35, 14). He is, moreover, distinctly con-

nected with lightning in the often quoted, passage :
‘ clothed

in lightning, the son of waters has mounted upright on

the lap of the slanting (waters) ’ (II, 35, 9). The name

itself is indicative of issuing from the waters. The Avesta

has, however, to be reckoned with in determining this deity’s

original nature. Oldenberg, disagreeing with Darmesteter,

who identifies Apam napat with fire in the story of the

conflict of Atar (fire) and the dragon (Yasht XIX), takes

him to have been originally a genius of the waters. The

rather scanty and indefinite information about him quoted

from the Avesta (p. 118) seems to favour the Rigvedic

conception quite as much as Oldenberg’s view. The only

support for his opinion which he can adduce from the

Rigveda is the fact that RV. X, 30, a hymn addressed to

Apam napat, is in its ritual application exclusively concerned

with ceremonies connected with water and not with fire.

But this hymn is by no means so decidedly sacred to Apam
napat. According to the AnukramanI it is addressed to

‘ the waters or Apam napat.’ As the name occurs only

three times in its fifteen verses, Ludwig and Grassmann

agree in regarding the hymn as celebrating the waters

only, which are mentioned in every verse. * Son of

waters ’ is a graphic designation of lightning, while some

such expression as ‘ lord of waters ’ would better describe

a genius of the waters.

Oldenberg, dissenting from the view that Rudra is a

storm-god, believes him to be a demon of disease coming

from forest and mountain, like Mars Silvan us. It is,

however, hard to get over the fact that he is the father

of the Maruts, who are often called Rudras. They would

hardly be so named if their father were so totally different

in character from themselves. Ilis being characteristically

an archer is liable to more than one interpretation
;
but his

missiles are several times definitely referred to. He is
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spoken of as holding a bolt in his hand (rajraba.hu ), an

epithet applied to no other god but Indra. Ilis lightning

shaft discharged from the sky traverses the earth (VII, 46, 3).

lie is besought not to assail his worshippers with celestial

fire, but to cause lightning to descend elsewhere (AV. XI,

2, 26 ;
X, 1, 23). He is the ruddy boar of heaven (I,

114, 5), the term boar being otherwise mythologically

applied to the Maruts and to Vrtra. The three hymns
addressed to Rudra in the Rigveda consist chiefly of

deprecations, in which he is besought to spare his

worshippers and their cattle with his bolt. His name in

some passages of the Rigveda appears to be an epithet

of Agni. Though it cannot be said that there is anything

very definite to show clearly what natural substrate he

represents, a probable conclusion may be drawn from the

above-mentioned traits. The relation of Rudra to mountains

and forests is not found till the later Vedic literature, and

its force as an argument is weakened by his there being

connected with all kinds of localities. The evidence of the

Rigveda would, therefore, appear to be in favour of Rudra

being a storm-god, in whom the baleful nature of lightning

is prominent, in contrast with its action wholly beneficial

to man in the case of Indra. This accounts for his for-

midable nature—which is more and more developed in the

later literature— manifested in his killing and injuring

man and beast with his shafts. It also accounts for his

being the father of the storm-gods. The healing and

beneficent side of his character would be due partly to the

purifying action of the thunderstorm in clearing away

hurtful miasmas, and partly to his action of sparing those

whom he might slay. The latter trait doubtless gave rise

to the euphemistic attribute ‘ auspicious ’ (Siva), which

developed into his regular name in post-Yedic mythology.

Our author criticizes adversely (p. 101) the much

discussed theory of Henotheism, ‘ the belief in individual

gods alternately regarded as the highest,’ a theory which

has also been opposed by Whitney and Hopkins. Oldenberg

argues that, on the one hand, hymns addressed to the
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Yisvedevas are frequent, in which all the deities, even the

lesser ones, are praised in succession
;

while, on the other,

the technical priest could not hut know the exact relative

position of each god in the Soma ritual, for which the

great mass of the Yedic hymns were composed, and which

included the worship of almost the entire pantheon. He
concludes, therefore, that Henotheism is rather an appear-

ance than a reality, an appearance produced partly by the

indefiniteness of outline in the Yedic gods, and partly by

the natural exaggeration of the priest and singer in extolling

the attributes of the god he is addressing. This piece of

criticism seems decidedly to hit the nail on the head.

In his appendix (pp. 599-612) Oldenberg’s destructive

criticism treats with telling effect the novel hypothesis

advanced by Hillebrandt in his important book Vediache

Mythologie, that Soma as a god throughout the Rigveda

means the moon, which, moreover, is the centre of Yedic

worship. The late Prof. Whitney, in a paper touching upon

this hypothesis in a sceptical spirit, had called for a detailed

examination. This Prof. Oldenberg has, without delay,

supplied in a masterly fashion. His argument is in outline

as follows : In the vast majority of references to Soma in

the Rigveda, the character of the god as a personification

of the plant and juice is clear and obvious. On the other

hand, while the identification of Soma and the moon is

unmistakable in the later literature, there is in the whole

of the Rigveda no single instance either of an express

identification or of an express reference to the moon being

the food of the gods. The fact that even in the least

obscure passage in which the identification is generally

admitted by Vedic scholars, viz. that which refers to the

wedding of Soma and Surya (X, 85), the lunar nature of

Soma is alluded to as a secret known only to Brahmans,

indicates the incipient character of the conception. The

brilliance of Soma is constantly brought into relation with

the sun, but this is often vaguely expressed. It is only in

these vague passages that the lunar Soma of later belief can

be discovered (cp. p. 184). At the same time Oldeuberg
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admits that amid the fanciful and chaotic imagery of the

Soma hymns may lurk a casual identification of the celestial

Soma and the moon, or reference to the swelling of the moon

as parallel to the swelling of the Soma plant. But with

the few exceptions generally recognized in the later Rigveda,

and possibly some others, the position that the god Soma
in the Rigveda is on the whole a personification of the

terrestrial plant and juice, remains uushaken. If this be

so, the latter half of the hypothesis, that the worship of

the moon dominates the religious thought of the Rigveda,

necessarily falls to the ground. It should be added that

Prof. Bloomfield admits Hillebrandt’s former contention, but

rejects the latter (Amer. Journ. of Phil., vol. xiv, p. 491 f .).

The greater part of the second half of the volume

(pp. 302-523) brings together and critically treats, with

a masterly command of the material, all that is at present

known concerning the various kinds of sacrifice, the different

fires, the priests, ceremonies, festivals, prayer, and magic in

the Yedas. A prominent and important feature is the

very wide utilization of ethnological literature for the

purpose of discriminating ancient inheritance from new
development. Hitherto the study of Yedic religion has,

to its detriment, been isolated from the light which the

science of ethnology is capable of shedding on it. One
widely diffused primitive conception which the Indo-

Europeans must have inherited from an earlier stage, but

I think not referred to as such by Oldenberg, is the notion

of heaven and earth being the universal parents.

From a general point of view Oldenberg shows that the

ritual indicates the quite predominantly benevolent character

of the great Yedic gods, as the endeavour to ward them

off by prayer or offerings of food is a rare trait, chiefly

apparent in the cult of Rudra. Among the lesser demoniac

powers the hostile predominate
;
while the souls of departed

fathers are treated as both friendly and uncanny. The

Yedic sacrifice being intended to elicit the favour of the

gods, is accompanied by prayers. Thanksgivings are almost

entirely absent, the Yedic language, in fact, not knowing
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the word to thank (p. 305). The general attitude of the

sacrificer of the Rigveda is the endeavour to evoke the

benevolence of a deity by satisfying, strengthening, ex-

hilarating him with the offering, which is chiefly Soma,

in the expectancy of an abundant recognition of such

attentions. A few passages are, however, found in the

Rigveda, in which the sacrificer is regarded as exercising

a kind of magical, compelling influence on the deity. But

such a notion is rare, and is probably to be regarded as

an incidental fancy. This conception of the power of

the priest became a conspicuous feature in the period

of the Brahmanas, where the relative importance of

the gods and of sacrifice is inverted, the gods being mere

shadows and sacrifice all-powerful. The chief source

of this view Oldenberg sees in the mixture of two

originally separate spheres, sacrifice and magic, which

Bergaigne does not sufficiently distinguish (p. 315). The

way in which Yedic ceremonies, as shown by him, are

everywhere permeated by magical notions is highly-

interesting and important.

The magical fire for warding off injurious spirits, which

is the more primitive, being spread over the whole earth

among races in a low stage of civilization, is not to be found

in the Yedic cult. It has become amalgamated with the

ordinary sacrificial fire, but is, according to the author,

represented in the more elaborate ritual of the three fires

by the southern
(
dnksina

)
fire, for it is from the south

that the souls of the dead and cognate uncanny spirits

approach (p. 340).

The only perfectly certain trace of human sacrifice in

Vedic times in Oldenberg’s opinion is to be found in the

rite connected with the building of the fire-altar, in which

a man, horse, bull, ram, and he-goat are prescribed as

the five victims. The Satapatha Brahmana, however,

speaks of this as a thing of the past, substitutes being

then already in vogue (p. 364). The weight to be attached

to ancient legends like that of Bunahsepa must, he thinks,

remain doubtful.
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With regard to the differentiation of technical priests in

the Rigveda, Oldenberg’s argument (p. 396) against the

existence, at least in its oldest portions, of the Brahman
specifically so called, is not very clear. The name occurs

as the last of seven in the oldest list of technical priests

(IIV. II, 1, 2) ;
but it can be proved according to

Oldenberg that he represents not the Brahman of the later

ritual, but the Brahmanacchamsin. If this be so, it would

have been advisable to adduce the proof more distinctly.

In any case, the oldest Vedic ritual knew seven priests with

distinct functions. It is of interest and importance to note

that the Avesta has eight, the chief of whom, the Zaotar,

who in the Iranian Soma sacrifice recited the gathas,

corresponds in name and function to the Yedic reciting

priest, the Hotr. The names of the remaining Avestan

priests point to the same sacerdotal actions as those with

which the Yedic Soma sacrifice is concerned (p. 385). This

shows how elaborate the ceremonies of the Soma sacrifice

must have been even in the Indo-Iranian period. The diksa
,

or consecration preparatory to a rite, is, as Oldenberg points

out, one of the observances to be found among the most diverse

primitive peoples. Its real object is to bring about inter-

course with the gods by inducing an ecstatic condition.

An important means to this end was fasting, which was

regarded as resulting in enlightenment and supernatural

power of various kinds. Traces are already to be found in

the Rigveda (cp. especially X, 136) of the power of religious

austerity, tapas, originally exposure to heat, which attained

such an inordinate development in later India.

The last section (pp. 524-97) describes the Yedic methods

of burial and beliefs regarding life after death. The author

makes it probable that even the Rigveda—the later Vedas

show it clearly—alludes to a belief in hell, in opposition

to the view of Roth, who held that only heaven, as the

abode of the righteous, is referred to, the existence of the

wicked being ended by death. But this latter view conflicts

with the universal primitive belief in the continuance of all

life after death. Oldenberg, in agreement with Zimmer
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and Scherman, also sees positive traces of the belief in

hell in the Rigveda.

With regard to the question of widow-burning, the author

points out that ethnologically the practice is on the same

level as that of giving the dead man clothes and ornaments

to wear in the next world, a primitive custom not only

widely diffused, but still clearly understood in the Yeda

(p. 586). Just as the bow placed in the hand of the

deceased is in the funeral rite of the Rigveda removed

from it, so the widow ascends the funeral pyre of her dead

husband only to be recalled from it to the world of the

living by a special ceremonial act. This is clearly a relic

of the ancient custom of widow-burning, which, though

undoubtedly excluded by the Yedic ritual, was far from

being an invention of later Brahmanism, and probably

never, even in the earlier period, fell entirely into abeyance

through the authority of the Yeda. All this has long ago

been clearly shown by Prof. Tylor in his Primitive Culture.

Though it has only been possible in this review to touch

upon a few of the questions dealt with by Prof. Oldenberg,

what has been said probably suffices to show how im-

portant and valuable a contribution his book is to our

knowledge of the religion of the Yeda.

Arthur A. Macdonell.

An Australian in China, being the Narrative of a

Quiet Journey across China to British Burmah.

By Gf. E. Morrison, M.B., C.M.Edin., F.R.G.S.

London : Horace Cox. 1895.

This “Quiet Journey across China to British Burmah”
comes at an opportune moment, and is a welcome addition to

our books about China Its author is Dr. Gr. E. Morrison, of

Yictoria, Australia. Although this seems to be the author’s

first book of travels, yet he has evidently wandered in many
lauds and he is a seasoned traveller.
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The journey described in this book is one which has

already been made by several travellers, some of whom have

written and published accounts of their journeys. The

best of these accounts were apparently read by our author

before he set out on his travels, or at least before he wrote

his book. Indeed, the present work differs from most other

books of travel in China in this respect (along with others),

that the traveller had acquired some information about

China and the Chinese, and the particular line of country

which he was to traverse, before he started on his journey.

Our author went by steamer from Shanghai to Hankow
and on to Ichang, the head of steam communication on the

Yangtze up to the present. From Ichang to Chungking

the traveller ascended the great river in a native boat,

known as a Wupan or Five Planks. This was a small

uncomfortable craft in which to go up the gorges and over

the rapids. Our author’s account of these is very brief,

but true and picturesque. He does not mention all the

gorges, and his attention does not seem to have been directed

to the noteworthy objects in two of them.

At Chungking Dr. Morrison made a halt of a few days,

and during his stay he made the acquaintance of all the

foreign residents, especially the missionaries. From this,

on through Western China, the journey was made by land,

the traveller being dressed as a “ Chinese teacher.” For

the most part he trudged along on foot with his coolies,

as he was not able to afford a sedan. He did indulge in

the luxury of a sedan for a short distance, and he also made

part of the journey on mule- or pony-back. The Chinese

all along the route seem to have treated him fairly well,

and he does not fail to give those who served him faithfully

their due meed of praise. He also sums up the charac-

teristics of the Chinese, that is of the Canton, artizans, in

a few sentences (p. 223) which are as near the facts as an

Australian could attain. His journey was uneventful, and

he arrived safely at Bhamo, from which he continued his

travels to Mandalay and Bangoon, and from the last by

steamer to Calcutta.
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Dr. Morrison’s book is written throughout in a cheerful,

humorous spirit, pervaded by a half-repressed tendency

to levity and sarcasm. What he has to say he says in clear,

terse language
;

he tells his stories well, and there is not

a really dull page in the whole book. Moreover, for second-

hand information and opinions derived from others, he is

careful to cite his authorities. Our traveller seems to have

a catholic appreciation for missionaries of all sects, whose

zeal and energies, however, he apparently thinks are mis-

applied. But his remarks on the various mission stations,

the work and the visible results, are worthy of attentive

perusal. So also are all his statements about opium-smoking

and poppy-cultivation as he saw them on his journey, and

about the traffic in female children and infanticide. It

should be remembered, however, that our traveller knew

only about a dozen words of Chinese, which he probably

did not pronounce correctly, and that he had no interpreter

when away from the missionaries.

The book has numerous photographic illustrations, and

it is furnished with an index and a sketch-map. It is well

printed, and is free to a remarkable extent from typo-

graphical and other mistakes.

A second edition of the work will in all probability

be soon required, and there are a few inaccuracies in it

which the author may like to have corrected. He seems

to go too far in w'hat he states and suggests about the

“ Rice Christians ”—that is, those Chinese who become

Christians for the sake of immediate worldly advantages

to be obtained from the missionaries. The author does

not seem to know that there are many thousands of native

Christians, even among the Protestant sects, who not only

do not derive any pecuniary gain from their connection

with the religion but even contribute to the support of the

mission stations. No doubt some of the very low-class

Chinese do profess themselves Christians merely with a view

to a regular supply of rice and tea, but these should be

regarded as exceptions. On this subject our traveller

quotes a missionary, the Rev. C. W. Mateer, as stating,
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“ The idea (derived from Buddhism) is universally prevalent

in China that everyone who enters any sect should live

by it.” This seems to be utterly wrong and misleading,

for sects in China, with the exception of Christianity,

require to be supported by their adherents. As to

Buddhism, everyone knows that the Buddhist layman not

only does not live by his sect but that he is called on by

his religion to support the monks and keep up the temples

and the religious services.

On p. 77 and in other places the word for “ Yamen-
runner ” would be more correctly and intelligibly given

as Ch'ai-jen instead of Chairen. So also on the same page

Gornhun ! goicshun ! probably means “ Promotion ! pro-

motion!” (Kao-shing ! kao-shingl). The author’s translation

“ A little more ! a little more !
” is, however, the practical

result at which the Yamen-runner was aiming.

At p. 209 we read of the guols of China, “ or, as the

Chinese term them, ‘ hells.’ ” This is putting matters

wrongly. The Chinese do not call their prisons “ hells,”

but they call the latter “ earthly prisons.”

T. W.
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INDEX FOR 1895.

A.

‘Abbadan, 3.

Abbasids, l.

Abrik, mediaeval castle and sanctuary,

739.

Abu Is-haq, poet, 787.

Abul-Fida, 6.

Acara, 381.

Acchariyabbhuta-Suttarij, 751.

Aliom kings, 157.

Aikham, northern subdivision of

Khamti, 161.

Aitanias, 158, 160.

Aiton, southern subdivision of Khamti,
161.

al-Ajama city, 33.

position, 37.

‘All (Mirza) of Soh, poet, 788.

‘Ali Rida (Mulla) of Behbehan, poet,

788.
'

Allen, H. J., Ssuma Ch‘ien’s his-

torical records (chap, ii), 93.

Alomphra, 157.

al-Alth city, 33.

authorities concerning, 37, 38.

Alusa city, 47, 52.

Amid, 2.

city, 33.

Roman Amida. 34.
—

;
— modern Kara Amid, 34.

‘Ana city, 47, 52.

al-Anbar, 5.——-— city, 47.

mint city, 52.

Annual Report, 667.

Anuradhapura, ruins of, 464.

Arabic inscriptions in Egypt, 827.

Arbithxot, F. F., Xigaristan, 439.

Archaeological explorations in India,

649.

Aritthaka stone, 893.

Arsanas, 4.

river, 54, 56.

= Arsanias Flumen, 4, 56.

Asoka, new edict, 691.

Assuan, 827.

Aston, W. G., writing, printing, and
the alphabet in Corea, 505.

Ath-Tharthar river, 262.

Aurnavabha, 170.

Avatars of Visnu, 165.

origin in Vedas, 166.

tortoise, 167.

fish, 167.

dwarf, 168.

origin of, 168 et seq.

boar, 178.

Awana city, 33, 39.

Az-Zab rivers, 262.

B.

Baba Tahir ‘Urvan of Hamadan, poet,
788.'

Babil, the ancient Babylon, 259.

Baghdad, 2.

canals of eastern, 277.

western, 285.

Bajadda village, 59.

Bajarwan village, 59.

Bakri, 5.

Balad city, 33.

site of Persian Shahra-
badh, 34.

Balis city, 47, 50.

al-Baradan city, 33, 39.

Barblsama district, 255.

Barujis mountains, 48.

Barusma district, 255.

Basanfa river, 262.

al-Basra, 3.

description of canals, 303.
al-Bat7ha (the Swamp), description,

297'

Bawardashlr, ancient name of Mosul,
35.

Bazugha city, 33, 39.
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Beames, J., note on Mahuan’s account

of Bengal, 898.

Rajuka or Lajuka, 661.

Bengala, Mahuan’s account, 523.

Beveridge, H., author of Khalasat-
at-Tawarikh. 211.

Bhatarkka, 381.

Bhattiprolu, stupa and relics at, 625.

Binya U, king of Pegu, 200.

Nwe, 200.

Bloch, Dr. Th., an unpublished

Valabhi copper-plate inscription of

King Dhruvasena I, 379.

Brahmanas, 165.

Brhaddevata, Indo-Eranian parallel,

202 .

Browne, E. G., notes on the poetry of

the Persian dialects, 773.

Brugsch Pacha, obituary. 457.

Bud, Bad-a-r, and Madra, 203.

Buddha among Khamtis, 159.

relics of, 617.

the nativity of, 751.

Buddhadasa, founder of a vihara, 380.

Buddhapad bronzes, 617.

Buddhism in Corea, 505.

Buddhist bronzes and relics of Buddha,
617.

relics found in Rangoon, 199.

Buhler, Dr. G., epigraphic discoveries

in Mysore, 900.

inscription on pedestal

from Bezwada, 635.

notes on past and future

archaeological explorations in India,

649.

Burmese dialects, 111-115.

Hitopadesa, 431.

Busra city, 33, 39.

Buwayhid princes, 2.

C.

Caranitis = Akradkhis, 48.

Casartelli, L. C., Indo-Eranian
parallel, 202.

Ceylon, Oriental studies in, 464.

Chalmers, R., the Jains, 665.

nativity of the Buddha,
751.

Chezarla, Buddhist chaitya at, 629.

Chin (Southern) vocabulary, 727.

Chinese account of Bengal, 523.

arrival in Malay Peninsula, 525.

biographical dictionary, 437.

early coinage, 317 et seq.

Ching Ch‘a, 78.

Chung, Khamti deity, 159.

Ch‘ii P'ing or Yiian, history of, 79.

commemoration of death, 79.

a Taoist, 90.

Ch‘u Ts‘ze, 78.

Ch‘ii Yiian, 78.

Chwang Chi, 78.

Coinage, early Chinese, 317.
Coins, counter-marks on early Persian

and Indian coins, 865.

Copper-plate Sinhalese grants in the
British Museum, 639.

Corea, writing, printing, and alphabet,

505.

introduction of Buddhism, 505.
Counter-marks on early Persian and

Indian coins, 865.

Ctesiphon, 3.

Cust, M. E. V., Oriental Congress,

tenth report, 191.

D.

ad-Daliya city. 47, 52.

Darmesteter, J., obituary, 216.

Davids, T. lY. Rhys, Aritthaka stone,

893.

Dayr-al-‘Akul city, 33, 41.

‘Ummal city, 33, 46.

Kunna city, 33, 41.

Debi or Durga, Khamti deity, 1 59.

Debierasad, Munshi, Ghatavala in-

scription of the Pratihara Kakkuka
of Samvat 918, 513

Deodhais, old Ahom priests, 159.

Dhruvasena I, Valabhi copper-plate

inscription, 379.

Dijla, Arab name for Tigris, 34.

-al-‘Awra, description, 299.

Dillmann, A., obituary of, 448.

Diyar Bakr, province and town, 34.

Doanias, Assamese tribe, 161.

Dudda, sister of Dhruvasena I, 380.

Dujayl river, 3, 311.

canal, 5, 68.

Durga or Debi, Khamti deity, 159.

E.

Egypt, Arabic inscriptions in, 827.

El-llarth tribe, 399.

Epigraphic discoveries in Mysore, 900.

Epigraphy, Indian, 653.

Erzeroum, 48.

Euphrates, 4.

course, 2.

source, 46.

aliiuents, 53.
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Euphrates, streams flowing into afflu-

euts, 62 et arq.

canals, 255.
from and to, G8 et aeq.

F.

Fam-a$-Silh city, 33, 44.

al-Faruth city, 33, 45.

Fausholl, V., Setebhissara, 432.

Furlong, Gen. J. G. It., Bud, Bad-a-r,

and Madra, 203.

Frit, branch of Euphrates, 47.

G.

Gandhi, Virchand R
,
the Jains, 679.

Garikepad stupa, 629.

Ghantasala stupa, 629.

Ghatarala inscription of the Fratihara
Kakkuka, 513.

Grierson, G. A., stress-accent in

modern Indo-Aryan vernaculars, 139.

Gudivada stupa, 628.

Guha, 153.

name of Skanda, 154.

connection with Xaigameya, 154.

Gcrdon, P. R., the Khaintis, 157.

n.

al-Haditha city, 33.

the Persian Nawkird,
35.

restored by Marwan
II, 35.

al-Hadr city, 61.

Hafiz, 789.

Hamdabad. 259.

Haibiyya, canals of, 293.

Harinegamesi, Jain deity, 155.

al-Hawanit city, 33, 46.

al-HazIra city, 33, 38.

manufactures, 38.

Hindiyya canal, 4.

Hinzit city, 47, 49.

HisabI, poet, 789.

Hisn-aJ-Minshar city, 47.

Hit city, 47, 52.

Hitopadesa, Burmese, 431.

Hopkins, L. C., on the origin and
earlier history of the Chinese
coinage, 317.

Houghton, B., Kami vocabularies,

III .

Southern Chin vocabu-

Hsia dynasty, 93.

Humanlya city, 33, 42.

I.

Ibn Serapion, Mesopotamia and
Baghdad, 1, 255.

India, past and future archaeological

explorations, 649.

Indian alphabet, Semitic origin, 895.
Indian coins, counter-marks, 865.
Indo-Aryan vernaculars, stress-accent,

139.

Indra, 174 et seq.

Inscription on pedestal from Bezwada,
635.

Inscriptions, Arabic, in Egypt, 827.

Ghatayala inscription of

the Pratihara Kakkuka, 513.

Yalabhi copper-plate of

__
Dhruvasena I, 379.

‘Isa canal, 5.

Isliakiyya canal, 5.

J.

Jahal Akradkhis, 47.

Akhradkhis, source of Euphrates,
48.

-al-Kusus, 47, 52.

Barimma, 61.

Misfina, 46, 48.

same as Ak Dagh and
Kashish Dagh, 48.

Jabbul city, 33, 43.

Jabilta. city, 33.

a mint city, 35.

Jains, 665, 679.

Jalal-i-Tabib, poet, 789.

Jarjaray city, 33, 42.

Jarjariya, 4.

Jazira-Ibn-‘Omar city, 33.

origin, 34.

Jisr Manbij city, 47, 50.

K.

al-Kadisiya city, 33, 37.

famous for glass works,

37 .

al-Kaim, the promised Mahdi, 37.

Kakkuka, chief of Pratihara line, 514.

genealogy, 514.

Kalachakra MS., 202.

Kalikala, 48.

Kalwadha city, 33, 40.lary, 727.
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Kami vocabularies, 111.

Kamis, 114.

belong to Chin Lushai group,

114.

Kamkb city, 47, 48.

the Greek Kamacha, 48.

Kantara Kubakib, 55.

KarakTs, 4.

Kara Sri. branch of Euphrates, 47.

Karkisiya city, 47.

ancient Circesium, 51.

Karun river, 3.

Kasr-at-Taj, 2.

Kasr Ibn Hubayra city, 255.

al-Katr city, 33.

Katrabbul city, 33, 39.

Katul-Nahrawan canal, 5.

Kay, H. C., Arabic inscriptions in

Egypt, 827.

Khalasat-at-Tawarikh, author of, 211.

Khamtis, 157.

manners and customs, 158
et seq.

al-Khatib, 6.

Khubiraka, king, 631.

Kilwa, history of, 385.

foundation by Persians, 387.

sovereigns, 388.

Kisibi, 401.

Kisima-ni, 401.

Kisiwani, 401.

Kodoma, Khamti deity, 159.

identical with Gautama, 159.

Korna, 3.

Kuberaka. king, 631.

Kudama, 6.

al-Kufa city, 4, 47, 53.

Kuk-cho-pong-kam, a Corean history,

508.

Kupati, 200.

Kut-al-Amarah, 3.

Kutha canal, 5, 70, 255.

L.

Laconperie, T. de, obituary', 214.

Lajuka, 661.

Legge, Rev. Dr., Li Sao poem and
its author: pt. i, 77; pt. ii, 571;
pt. iii, 839.

Le Strange, G., description of Meso-
potamia and Baghdad, written about
900 a.d. by Ibn Serapion, 1, 265.

the mediaeval castle and
sanctuary of Abrlk, the modern
Arabkir; with some further notes

on Mesopotamia as described by
Ibn Serapion, 739.

Li Sao poem and its author, 77,571,839.

Liu An, 78.

Pang, founder of Han dynasty, 78.

Luri, patois of Persian, 773.

Lycus river, 4.

M.

Macdonell, A. A., mythological

studies in the Rig-Veda : (II) dwarf
incarnation, 165.

al-Madain, 3, 33, 40.

Mahamad Anconij
,
403.

Mahmud b. Amir Ahmad Nizam Qari,

poet, 789.

Mahomed Arcone, 403.

Enconim, 403.

Mahuan’s account of Bengala, 523.

Bengal, note on,

898.

Malan, Dr. S. C., obituary, 453.

Malatya city, 47.

Greek Melitene, 48.

Muslim fortress, 48.

Malik canal, 5.

Malinda, 397.

al-Mansiir, 289.

al-Mawsil (Mosul) city, 33.

the ancient Nawardashir or

Bawardashir, 35.

capital under the Omawads,
35.

al-Mazrafa city, 33, 39.

Mesopotamia and Baghdad, 1, 255.

as described by Ibn
Serapion, 739.

Minbu Chin vocabulary, 727.

Mirza Fath ‘Ali, Akhwand Zadeh, 537.

Ja'afar, 537.

Motupalle, 629.

al-Mubarik city, 47, 51.

Muhammad b. Rukn ad Din, 403.

Muhammad Sufi, poet, 790.

Mu‘izz-ad-Dawla, 2.

Mukaddasi, 35.

al-Muktafi, 2.

Muller, F. Max, Sanskrit MSS. in

China, 202.

Murad- Su, 4.

al-Mu‘tadid, 36.

al-Mu‘tasim, 36.

Mysore epigraphic discoveries, 900.

Mythological studies in Rig-Veda : (II)

dwarf incarnation, 165.

N.

Nadhri Shah Rida‘i, poet, 790.

Nalir Ahrik, 54, 58.
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Nahr-al Balikh, 55.

Ban city, 33, 45.

-adh-Dhib, 261.

al-Hirraas, 55.

Jarjariya, 54, 58.

al-Khabur, 55.

Kubakib, 55, 58.

Lukiva, 4, 54, 58.

al-Mulik, 70.

Sabus city, 33, 43.

Sa'id, 47, 51.

‘Ayn-at-Tatar, 56.

Ath-Tharthar, 56.

Naigamesha, goat or ram-headed god,

153.

in medical Samhitas, 153.

in Susruta, 153.

Naras, 158, 160.

Naravupur, colony of Khamtis, 159.

Narses, 260.

Nativity of the Buddha, 751.

Nawardashir, ancient name of Mosul,

35.

Nawkird =al-lladltha city, 35.

an-Nawusa city, 4 7, 52.

Nejamesha in Mg-Veda, 150.

Grhyasutras, 152.

Naigamesha, Nemeso,
149.

Nemesa, Jain deity, 149.

Nido, Corean system of writing, 508.

Nigaristan, 439.

Nile, course of, 7.
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Biihler, G., note on MS. Ganaratna-
mahodadhi, 247.

Chalmers, R , Jataka, vol. i, 699.

Cordier, H., etudes chinoises (1891—

94), 706.

notice sur le Japon, 708.

Crawford and Balcarres (the Rt.

Hon. the Earl), Bibliotheca

Lindesiana, 943.

Gerini, G. E., Chula Kanta
Mangala, 692.

Giese, Fr., Untersuchungen fiber die

Addad, 223.

Gundry, R. S., China, present and
past, 702.

Haig, Major-Gen. M., Indus Delta

country, 497.

Hiibschmann, H., Persische studien,

490.

Notices of Books
(
continued)
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Ibu Doukmar, description de
l’Egvpte, 485.

Johnson, Capt. F. E., the Mo
‘Allakat, 225.

Kittel, Rev. F., Kanuada-English
dictionary, 232.

Margoliouth, D. S., chrestomathia

Baidawiana, 222.

Maspero, G., dawn of civilization,

465.

Mills, L. H., the five Zoroastrian

Gathas, 248.

Morrison, Dr. G., an Australian in
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Ojha, G. G., Pracin Lipimala, 246.

Oldenberg, H., religion des Veda,
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Platts, J. T., Persian grammar, 235.
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Bedauye Sprache, 483.

’Rockhill, W. W., journey through
Mongolia and Tibet, 487.

Sandberg, G.
,
handbook of colloquial

Tibetan, 916.
Sanjana, D. D. P., Nirangistan,

708.

Sen Guru Prasad, studv of Hinduism,
492.

Simcox, E., primitive civilizations,

926.

Socin, A. and H. Stumme, Ara-
bische Dialekt der Houwara, 231.

Stein, M. A., Sanskrit MSS. in

library of the Maharaja of

Kashmir, 711.

Stumme, Dr. H., Tripolitanisch-

tunisische Beduinlieder. 227.
— Elf Stiicke im

Silha Dialekt, 227.

Tarikh-i Rashidi, ed. N. Elias. 941.

Taylor, Rev. G. P., Gujarati gram-
mar, 477.

Thornton, T. H., Colonel Sir R.

Sandeman, his life and work on
our Indian frontier, 937.

Van Vloten, C., Liber Mafatih al-

Olum, 712.

Waddell, L. A., Buddhism of Tibet,

716.

an-Nu‘maniyya city, 33, 43.

0 .

‘Obeyd-i Zakani, poet, 790.

Obituary Notices

—

Brugsch Pacha, 457.
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Obituary Notices
(
continued)

—

Darmesteter, J., 216.

Dillmann, A., 448.

Lacouperie, T. de, 214.

Malan, Dr. S. C., 453.

Ilawlinson, Sir Henry, 681.

Roth, Prof, von, 906.

n Wade, Sir T. F., 911.

Oiimun, Corean character, 508.

Oriental Congress, tenth report, 191.

P.

Palilavi dialect of Persian, 773.

Pedralvares, 403.

Persian coins, counter-marks, 865.

dialects, notes on the poetry,

773.

Phakials, 158.

Phillips, G., Mahuan’s account of

Bengala, 523.

PiQacIs, 154.

Pindar-i-Razi, poet, 791.

Pinya Kyaula, king of Pegu, 200.

Poetry of Persian dialects, 773.

Pong, kingdom of, 157.

Poussin, L. de la Vallee, Vidyadhara-
pitaka, 433.

Prajapati, 167.

Pratihara line, 513.

Prester John, 403.

Pur-i-Feridun, poet, 791.

R.

ar-Rafika city, 50.

Sr-Raliba city, 47, 51.

Rajuka, 661.

ar-Rakka city, 47.

ancient Callinicus, 50.

Rapson, E. J., counter-marks on early

Persian and Indian coins, 865.

Rawlinson, Sir Henry, obituary, 681.

Rig-Veda, mythological studies, pt. ii,

165.

Ross, Col. Sir E. C., story of Yusuf
Shah Sarraj, 537.

Roth, Prof, von, obituary notice, 906.

ar-Rusafa city, 33, 45.

Ruz-l)alian, poet, 791.

S.

Sabiir, king (Sapor), 36.

Sa'di, 792.

a?-Safiya city, 33, 41.

Sa'Id canal, 68.

St. John, R. F.. Burmese Hitopadesa,

431.

relic found in Rangoon, 199.

Sakapuni, 170.

Salkit, 4.

Samarra city, 3, 33.— capital of caliphate, 36.

Sarhat river, 262.

Sarsar canal, 5, 69.

Sawad, 5.

as-Sawami, 33.

Setebhissara, 200, 432.

Sewell, R., some Buddhist bronzes

and relics of Buddha, 617.

ash-Shamm iisiyya city, 33, 39.

Shamshat cityr. 54.

Shatt-al-‘Arab, 3.

Hay, 3.

Sheyda of Qum, poet, 792.

Shili -hsing-pu, biographical dictionarv,

437.

as-Sib city, 33, 40.

battle, 40.

Silla, 506.

Sinclair, W. F., archaeological re-

search, 662.

Sinhalese copper-plate grants in the

British Museum, 639.

as-Sinn city, 33.

position described by
MukaddasI, 35.

Skanda, 154.

Ssuma Ch'ien’s historical records, chap,

ii, 93.

Stress-accent in modern Indo-Aryan
vernaculars, 139.

Strong, S. A., history of Kilwa, 385.

as-Sudakiiniyya city, 33, 35.

Sujan Singh, 211.

Sumaysat city, 47.

Greek Samosata, 49.

Sung Yu, 78.

Sura canal, 4, 255.

district, 255.

Surra-man-raa (Samarra), 33, 36.

Swamp, the great, 3, 296.

Syolcbhong, Corean scholar, 508.

T.

Tai emigration, 157.

TairOngs, 158, 160.

Takrit city, 5, 33.

founded by King Sabur, 36.

origin of name, 36.

Tarun country, 56.

Tenga pani river, 157.

Tigris, course of, 2.

account of, 33 et scq.
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Tigris, Arab name = Dijin. 34.

Hebrew name = Hiddekel, 34.

affluents, 261 et seq.

canals, 265.

from and to, 68.

Tong-kuk-thong-knm, or Tongkam,
a Corean history, 505.

Transliteration Committee Report,
879.

Tur-‘Abdin district, 60.

U.

Tkbara, 33, 38, 39.

V.

Valablii copper-plate inscription of

King Dliruvasena I, 379.

Yisnu, 165.

in Rig-Yeda, 165.

Puranas, 167.

Brahuianas, 167.

Ramayana, 188.

Yrddhikas, 154.

W.

Wade, Sir T. F., obituary notice, 911.
Wasit, 3, 4, 33, 44.

WiCKiiEMAsiNGHB, D. M. de Zilva,

Semitic origin of the Old Indian
alphabet, 895.

Sinhalese copper-plate

grauts in the British Museum, 639.

Winternitz, M., Nejamesha, Naiga-
mesha, Nemeso, 149.

"Writing, ])rinting, and the alphabet in

Corea, 505.

Y.

Ya'kuhi, 2.

Yakut, 5, 34 et seq.

Ying-yai-sheng-lan, Chinese work,
523.

Yung-lo, Chinese emperor, 523.

Yusuf Shah Sarraj, 537.

Z.

Zab, the two rivers, 35.
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Librarian, British Museum.

1885 *Scott, James George, C.I.E., Bangkok, Siam.

1886 *Scott, Sir John, K.C.M.G., Cairo.

1867 Selim, Paris Effendi, Constantinople.

1887 *Sell, The Rev. E., Church Missionary Society,

Madras.

1893 *Sen, Guru Prasad, Bankipur, Bengal.

Hon. Senart, Emile, 18, Rue Frangois l er
,
Paris.

1887 *Senathi Raja, E. G. "W., Colombo, Ceylon.

390 1892 ^Sessions, F., Monkleighton, Alexandra Road, Gloucester.

1877 §Se\vell, R., Madras C.S., 6, Palace Mansions, Buck-

ingham Gate.

1892 *ShIh, Nurallah, Gaya, E. Lndia,

1884 #fSHYAMAJi Krishna Yarma, II.A., Barrister-at-Law,

Ajmere, India.
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1890 *Sibree, Ernest, Assistant Keeper, Indian Institute,

Oxford.

1883 Simcox, Miss Edith, Ellesborough House, Tring, Herts.

1887 Simpson, W., 19, Church Road, Willesden.

1877 Sinclair, W. F., late I.C.S., Messrs. Kina Sr Co.,

Pall Mall.

1894 #Singh, Sardar Sir Atar, K.C.I.E., Chief of Rhadaur,

Bhadaur House
,
Ludhiana.

1893 *Singh, The Raja Yisvanath Bahadur, Chhatapur,

Bundelkhand, C.I.

400 1883 #Smith, Yincent A., Bengal Civil Service, Gorakhpur,

N. JP.P.

Hon. Sprenger, Dr. A., Wiedeplatz, Heidelberg.

1889 *Sri Mritinjata Nissexha Bahaka Garu, Zemindar

of Sangamvalsa, Parvatipur.

1886 #Stack, George, Professor of Ancient and Modern

History, Presidency College, Calcutta.

1858 ^Stanley of Alderley, The Right Hon. the Lord, 15,

Grosvenor Gardens, S .~W.

1861 *Stanmore, The Right Honourable Lord, G.C.M.G.,

K.C.B., D.C.L., Red House, Ascot.

1887 #Stein, M. A., Ph.D., The Principal, Oriental College,

and Registrar, Panjab University, Lahore.

1894 *Steyenson, Robert C., Assistant Commissioner, Te-u,

Burma.

1892 *St. John, R. F. St. Andrew, Lecturer in Burmese,

Oxford, Duncliffe, Ealing Common.

1848 Strachey, William, Oriental Club, Hanover Square, W.
410 1893 §*Strong, S. A., Reader in Assyriology, Cambridge, 7,

St. John's Road, Putney Hill.

1892 ^Stuart, H., M.C.S., Superintendent of Census Opera-

tions, Madras.

1893 *Stumme, Dr. Hans, 1“*, Rob. Schumannstrasse,

Leipzig.

1891 Sturdy, Ed. T., cjo Messrs. King Sf Co., Cornhill.

Hon. 1892 Sumangala Mahii Niiyaka Unnanse.

1893 Svasti Sobhana, H.R.H. Prince, Bangkok, Siam.

1875 Tagore Sourendro Mohun, Rajah Bahadur, Mus.D.,

Calcutta.
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1893 *Taw, Sein Ko, 2, Latter Street, Rangoon.

1883 Tawnet, C. H., The Librarian, India Office.

1894 *Tatlok, Arnold C., Uppingham, Rutland.

420 1880 ^Taylor, The Rev. Charles, D.D., Master of St. John’s

College, Cambridge.

1892 Tceeraz, Minas, Professor of Armenian, King's College,

London

;

33, Re Vere Gardens, S.W.
1879 §*Teaiple, Major R. C., C.I.E., Commissioner of the

Andamans.

1881 f

T

heobald, W., Rudleigh Salterton, Devon.

1880 #fTHORBrRX, S. S., Bengal Civil Service, Panjab.

1881 §Thorxton, T. H., C.S.I., D.C.L., 23, Bramham
Gardens, South Kensington, SAY.

1859 *fTiEN, The Rev. Anton, Ph.D., 23, Park Place,

Gravesend.

1892 *Tolmax, Professor H. C., University of N. Carolina,

Chapel Kill, H.C.

1879 *Teoiter, Coutts, Athenaum Club; 17, Charlotte

Square, Edinburgh.

1884 *Trotter, Lieut.-Col. Henry, C.B., II.M. Consul,

Beyrout, Syria.

430 1884 fTcFXELL, H., Esq., Down Street, Piccadilly, W.
1891 *Tcppeb, C. L., Chief Secretary to the Punjab Govern-

ment, Lahore.

1882

*Ud1ipub, His Highness Fateh Singhji Bahadur,

Maharana of, G.C.S.I.

1884 *Valentine, The Rev. Colin S., LL.D., Medical College,

Agra.

1884 #|Yasadev, Madhar Samarth, R. R., B.A., Balliol

College, Oxford.

Hoy. 1892 Yassilief, Professor Y. P., The University, St.

Petersburg.

1883

Yerney, F. "W., 6, Onslow Gardens, S/W.

1827 IYtytan, K. H. S., Irewan, St. Colotnb, Cornwall.
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1884 AVace, The Rev. H., D.D., Principal, King's College,

London.
1892

I^Waddell, L. A., Surgeon-Major.

440 1868 §AVade, Sir Thomas F., G.C.M.G., K.C.B., Vice-

President, Professor of Chinese in the University

of Cambridge, 5, Salisbury Villas, Cambridge

;

Athenceum Club, S.AY.

1873 §AVai,house, M. J., 28, Hamilton Terrace

,

N.AA
r

.

1885 I^AVaereh, H. C., 12, Quincey Street, Cambridge,

Hass., U.S.

1883 *AVatters, T., China Consular Service; care of Mr.

Nutt, Bookseller, Strand.

Hon. AVeber, Professor A., 56, Ritterstrasse, Berlin.

1885 AVest, E. AV., 4, Craufurd Terrace, Maidenhead.

1892 §AVest, Sir Raymond, K.C.I.E., LL.D., Chesterfield,

College Road, Norwood.

1873 *AYestmacott, E. Yesey, B.A., Commissioner of Excise,

Bengal Presidency, India.

1882 AYhinfield, E. IT., St. Margaret's, Beulah Hill.

1893 *AYhitehouse, E. Cope, 8, Cleveland Row, St. James'

.

450 Hon. AYhitney, Professor AV. D., Yale College, New Haven,

U.S.A.

1868 *|AYilliams, The Rev. Thomas, Rewari, Panjab.

1876 fAVoLLASTON, A. N., C.I.E., India Office; Glen Hill,

JValmer.

1894 *AYright, H. Nelson, Collector, Lehra Bun, N.JF.P.

1894 AVylde, C. H., S. Kensington Museum.
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5)onor
L
ari| $Rtmtyrs.

Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, K.C.S.I., Aligarh.

Professor T. Aufrecht, Heidelberg.

Pandit Babu Deva Sastri, Benares.

Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, C.I.E., Puna,

Bombay.

5 Professor Otto von Bdhtlingk, St. Petersburg.

1892 Heinrich Brugsch Pacha, of Berlin.

1885 Professor J. G. Biihler, C. I. E., Vienna.

1893 Professor Henri Cordier, Paris.

1894 Professor James Darmesteter, of Paris.

10 The Rev. J. Edkins, D.D., Shanghai.

1890 Professor V. Fausbbll, Copenhagen.

Don Pascual de Gayangos, Madrid.

1885 Professor De Goeje, Leiden.

1893 Professor Ignaz Goldziher, Buda Pest.

15 1890 Conte Comm. Angelo De Gubematis, Italy.

Professor H. Kern, Leiden.

Professor Barbier de Meynard, Paris.

Professor F. Max Muller, Oxford.

1890 Prof. T. Nbldeke, Strassburg.

20 Professor Jules Oppert, Paris.

Dr. Reinhold Rost, C.I.E., Ph.D., London.

Professor R. Roth, Tubingen.

Professor Eduard Sachau, Berlin.

1892 Professor Schrader, Berlin.

25 1892 M. Emile Senart, Paris.

Dr. A. Sprenger
,

JViedeplatz, of Heidelberg.

1892 Sumangala Malta Nayaka Unnanse, Colombo, Ceylon.

1892 Professor Yasilief, St. Petersbourg.

Professor A. Weber, Berlin.

30 Projessor W. D. Whitney, of Yale College, New Haven, TJ.S.A.

Note .—The number of Honorary Members is limited by Rule 9 to thirty.

Those in italics are deceased, and the vacancies thus occasioned will be reported

to the annual meeting in May.

(Bxtpo^iitarg $ffamber
L
.

H.E. The Marquis Maha Yotha.
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LIST OF LIBRARIES SUBSCRIBING TO THE JOURNAL
OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Aston Library, New York.

Athenaeum Club, Pall Mall.

Benares, Queen’s College, India.

Berlin Royal Library.

Birmingham Central Free Library.

Brighton Public Library.

Cincinnati Public Library.

Columbia College Library, New York.

Constitutional Club, Northumberland Avenue.

10 Copenhagen University Library.

East Inbia United Service Club, 16, St. James’s Square.

Florence. Biblioteca Nazionale

Geneva. Bibliotheque Publique.

Geological Society of London.

Gottingen University Library.

Halle University Library.

Harvard College.

Jena University Library.

Johns Hopkins University.

20 Kief University Library.

Liverpool Free Public Library.

London Institution, Finsbury Circus, E.C.

London Library, 14, St. James’s Square.

Madrid. Biblioteca del Ateneo, Calle del Prado.

Manchester Free Reference Library, King St., Manchester.

Marburg University Library.

Munich University Library.

Newcastle-on-Tyne Free Public Library.

Oxford. The Indian Institute.

30 Peabody Institute, U.S.A.

Pennsylvania University Library.

Philadelphia, Library Company.

Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A., Theological Seminary.

Strasburg University Library.

Tubingen University Library.

United Service Club, 116, Pall Mall.

Washington Catholic University Library.

Zurich Stadt Bibliothek.

Note .—There are many other libraries which subscribe through the booksellers.

The Secretary would be much obliged by the Librarians of such libraries sending

him their names to be added to the above list.
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STEPHEN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD,
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